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I. Outline 
 
I. WPP Timeliness & Key Dates 

- March 2021: Gjovik raises concerns about her Superfund office to coworkers & leadership  
- April 2021: Gjovik starts communicating with US EPA about questions and concerns about 

Apple office  
- 30 April 2021: Gjovik asks US EPA about OSHA Right to Know related to her office  
- 17 May 2021: Gjovik raises concerns to Apple about vapor intrusion test results with elevated 

chemicals, and discusses OSHA PEL limits & Right to Know with EH&S; Apple says they may 
no longer test the air & will not answer any more of my questions 

- 21 May – June 6 2021: Paid Administrative Leave, Two Weeks, Offered & Accepted   
- 3 June 2021: First Employee Relations investigation completed  
- 14 June 2021: Gjovik and another employee email Tim Cook (CEO) & Deirdre O’Brien (HR 

VP) expressing concerns about returning to work during the COVID-19 pandemic 1 
- 2 July 2021: Apple’s Superfund/CERCLA compliance manager unexpectedly gives notice he is 

quitting after seven years working at Apple  
- 2 July 2021: Apple notifies Gjovik of the cracks in the office floor; Gjovik asks Apple to test the 

air before they fix the cracks so she can understand her “cancer risk”  
- 7 July 2021: Apple refuses to test for vapor intrusion until after the cracks are fixed; Gjovik asks 

Apple if they notified the US EPA, they say no, Gjovik says they are required to, Apple says 
they’re not 

- 7 July 2021: Gjovik notifies US EPA about cracks in the floor & that Apple won’t test  
- 8 July 2021: Gjovik emails Apple that she plans to talk to the press about her workplace safety 

concerns  
- 8 July 2021: Gjovik discovers West was reassigning her projects  
- 10 July 2021: Gjovik discusses COVID outbreak data at Apple Inc with coworkers & PRA’s 

COVID exposure data from Santa Clara County to share with coworkers  
- 12 July 2021: Gjovik starts organizing with coworkers to gather their own evidence of the 

cracks in the floor 
- 15 July 2021: Powers dramatically increases Gjovik’s workload, & with undesirable projects 
- 19 July 2021: Gjovik notifies US EPA of Ronald Sugar conflict of interest & alleges its 

influencing why Apple won’t test the air before they fix the cracks  
- 20 July 2021: Gjovik reports export compliance concerns to Business Conduct  
- 22 July 2021: US EPA says they’re meeting with the site team for Gjovik’s Superfund office  

 
1 The Verge, Apple employees push back against returning to the office in internal letter, Jun 4, 2021, 
https://www.theverge.com/2021/6/4/22491629/apple-employees-push-back-return-office-internal-letter-tim-cook 
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23-24 July 2021: Gjovik is published in The New York Times expressing safety concerns about 
Apple Inc’s retorn to office plans2  

- 28 July 2021: US EPA thanks Gjovik for her “on the ground observations”  
- 29 July 2021: Gjovik notifies US EPA about Ronald Sugar (Apple Board of Directors) conflict 

of interest  
- 28-29 July 2021: Gjovik forwards her emails with the US EPA to Apple Inc employee relations  
- 3 Aug 2021: Gjovik’s coworkers take photos of cracks in the floor; Gjovik notifies Apple of 

their activities  
- 3 Aug 2021: Gjovik notifies Apple she is talking to the Washington Post about her workplace 

safety concerns  
- 4 Aug 2021: Apple Inc suspends Gjovik under pretense that they are investigating her managers 
- Aug-Sept: Gjovik continues to ask for updates about the safety of her office  
- 12 Aug 2021: Gjovik filed EEOC Complaint against Apple Inc 
- 16 Aug 2021: Apple sends Gjovik a confirmation document of what issues they’re investigating 

per the concerns she raised  
- 20 Aug 2021: Apple denies Gjovik’s request to attend a training course “because she’s on leave”  
- 23 Aug 2021: Gjovik files internal Business Conduct complaint about Ronald Sugar & Lisa 

Jackson conflict of interests; Gjovik responds with revised Issue Confirmation  
- 29 Aug 2021: Gjovik files US Dept of Labor OSHA Whistleblower complaint for Retaliation 
- 29 Aug 2021: Apple Claims they received a “formal Business Conduct complaint” about Gjovik 

(“tweeting about details about a proprietary study”) 
- 30 Aug 2021: Gjovik filed formal complaint about her office with US EPA & California EPA  
- 31 Aug / 1 Sept 2021: Gjovik files SEC Whistleblower Tip about Apple Inc, Ronald Sugar, & 

Lisa Jackson  
- 2 Sept 2021: Gjovik is interviewed by the U.S. EEOC & requests a Right to Sue letter  
- 7 Sept 2021: Apple contacts Gjovik saying they found “inconsistencies” in her allegations of 

discrimination and retaliation & request to talk with her via video chat by Sept 10  
- 7 Sept 2021: Gjovik requests to keep communication in writing; requests for Business Conduct 

review of an attorney pressuring for non-recorded interrogation; asks for explanation how leave 
will not impact her review; notifies she found Brown v Apple Inc. 

- 9 Sept 2021: Apple “Workplace Violence” interrogator reaches out to Gjovik & asks to speak 
“within the hour.” Gjovik responds two minutes later saying she’s happy to help but requests to 
keep it in writing, complains of witness intimidation. Interrogator suspends Gjovik’s account 
access, claiming she refuses to cooperate.   

- 9 Sept 2021: Apple Inc terminates Gjovik; Gjovik loses $591,612 in unvested RSUs 
- 9 Sept 2021: Gjovik notifies US Dept of Labor OSHA Whistleblower investigator of 

Termination 
 

2 The New York Times, "Quotation of the Day: Virus Surge Complicates Return-to-Office Plans," July 24, 2021, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/07/24/todayspaper/quotation-of-the-day-virus-surge-complicates-return-to-office-plans.html  
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- 10 Sept 2021: Gjovik testifies to NLRB for affidavit  
- 15 Sept 2021: Apple Claims they received a 2nd “formal Business Conduct complaint” about 

Gjovik (The Verge “Apple Cares about Privacy, Unless You’re an Apple Employee” article) 
- 10 Dec 2022: Dept of Labor WPP Cases (SOX, CERCLA, OSHA) Docketed  
- 1 Feb 2022: Gjovik notifies US Dept of Labor OSHA Whistleblower investigator of ongoing 

Harassment, Threats, Defamation, & Blacklisting 
 

 
II. Coverage  
- Apple Inc is a business affecting interstate commerce & a person within the meaning of 1 U.S.C. 

§ 1, 42 U.S.C. § 9610, 29 U.S.C. § 652(4), & 18 U.S.C. § 1514A3 
- Ashley Gjovik was an employee of Apple Inc and covered person under 42 U.S.C. § 9610, 29 

U.S.C. § 652(6),  18 U.S.C. § 1514A4 
 

 
III. Protected Activity  

o CERCLA 
§ ✔Gjovik made an internal complaint to the employer related to an Environmental 

Statute  
§ ✔Gjovik provided information to or filed a complaint with a federal, state, or local 

agency or gov entity related to an Env statute  
o SOX  

§ ✔Gjovik provided information to a federal regulatory or law enforcement agency 
that the she reasonably believes violates SEC rules/regulations; or any provision of 
federal law relating to fraud against shareholders. 

§ ✔Gjovik provided information to a supervisor (or another person working for the 
employer who has the authority to investigate/discover/terminate misconduct) 
regarding conduct that the employee reasonably believes violates SEC 
rules/regulations; or any provision of federal law relating to fraud against 
shareholders.  

o OSH Act  
§ ✔Gjovik filed an occupational safety or health complaint with OSHA or another 

agency 
§ ✔Gjovik filed an occupational safety or health complaint with management.  
§ ✔Gjovik exercised rights afforded by the OSH Act 

 
3 US DOL, Whistleblower Protection Program, Annotated Whistleblower Investigation Manual, 
https://www.osha.gov/sites/default/files/AnnotatedWIM.pdf  
4 US DOL, Whistleblower Protection Program, Annotated Whistleblower Investigation Manual, 
https://www.osha.gov/sites/default/files/AnnotatedWIM.pdf  
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• ✔Communicating orally or in writing with the employee’s supervisor or other 
management personnel about occupational safety or health matters, including 
reporting by managers or others with occupational safety or health 
responsibilities as part of their duties; 

• ✔Asking occupational safety or health questions and expressing concerns 
about these matters; 

• ✔Reporting a work-related fatality, injury, or illness; 
• ✔Requesting a safety data sheet (SDS); and 
• ✔Requesting access to records, copies of the OSH Act, OSHA regulations, 

applicable OSHA standards, or plans for compliance (such as the hazard 
communication program or the bloodborne pathogens exposure control plan), 
as allowed by pertinent standards and regulations. 

 
 

IV. Knowledge  
 
- CERCLA 

o ✔Apple Inc had knowledge of Ashley Gjovik’s protected activity. 
- SOX  

o ✔Apple Inc had knowledge of Ashley Gjovik’s protected activity. 
- OSH Act  

o ✔Apple Inc had knowledge of Ashley Gjovik’s protected activity. 
 

 
V. Adverse Actions  

o Hostile Work Environment  
o Constructive Termination  
o Increase in Unfavorable Work  
o Indefinite Administrative Leave 
o Suspension of Account Access  
o Defamation by Publication   
o Termination  
o Defamation & Trade Libel by Reason of Termination  
o Post-Employment Threats, Harassment, Coercement, Blacklisting  
o Retaliatory Litigation  
o Retaliatory Reports to Law Enforcement 
o Denial of Unemployment Benefits   
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VII. Nexus  
 
- CERCLA:  

o ✔Employer retaliated against employee for actions touching on concerns for the 
environment or public safety that are the focus of environmental acts5 

o ✔Contributing Factor: complainant’s protected activity a contributing factor in 
respondent’s decision to take adverse action against the complainant 

- SOX:  
o ✔Employee makes protected disclosure & employer retaliated against employee, and 

protected activity was a contributing factor in the adverse action6  
o ✔Contributing Factor: complainant’s protected activity a contributing factor in 

respondent’s decision to take adverse action against the complainant 
- OSH Act:  

o ✔Employer retaliated (took adverse action) against an employee for (because of) 
complaining about a health & safety matter.7  

o ✔But For: Complainant’s OSH Act-protected activity a but-for reason for respondent’s 
decision to take adverse action against complainant 

- All  
o ✔Temporal Proximity: A close temporal proximity exists between the protected 

activities and adverse actions 
o ✔Hostility: Evidence of hostility towards the protected activity 
o ✔Disparate treatment: of complainant as compared to other employees following the 

protected activity. 
o ✔Changes in respondent’s treatment of complainant after the protected activity 
o ✔Indicators that respondent’s stated reasons for the adverse action are pretext. 

 
VIII. Apple’s Proffered Reason for Termination   

 
- Generally  

o Apple terminated Gjovik days/weeks following protected activity, thus 
temporal proximity is enough to solely substantiate causation  

 
5 Erickson v. U.S. EPA; U.S. Department of Labor, Investigator’s Desk Aid for Environmental Statutes Whistleblower 
Protection Provision, https://www.whistleblowers.gov/sites/default/files/EPA_Desk_Aid.pdf  
6 Bechtel v. Admin Review Bd., 710 F.3d 443, 447 (2d Cir. 2013) 
7 U.S. Department of Labor, Investigator’s Desk Aid to the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSH Act) Whistleblower 
Protection Provision, https://www.whistleblowers.gov/sites/default/files/11cDeskAid.pdf 
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o Reasons proffered do not explain the other retaliation against Gjovik from 
March 2021-August 2021 (hostile work environment, constructive 
termination, reassigning of projects, increase in workload, assignment of 
unfavorable projects, etc) 

o Gjovik’s Sept 9 termination freed Apple from having to respond to Gjovik’s 
discrimination and retaliation complaints, workplace safety complaints, 
vapor intrusion testing results, or provide her annual performance review 
(the next week) 

o Apple did not follow its own termination policies & process  
o Apple’s online harassment cited Gjovik’s protected activity as the reason for 

termination & retaliation  
 
- Tweet About Ear Canal Biometrics  

o Substantive Defenses:  
§ Even though this tweet is pretext, this tweet was protected activity 

itself thus Apple admitted to retaliatory animus  
§ No Intellectual Property was shared  
§ No unknown information was shared. Information shared was already 

made public by Apple, years prior 
§ Post was protected opposition activity  
§ Privacy is a fundamental, constitutional right in California and 

employees are protected when declining/opposing invasions of 
privacy  

§ There was no informed consent due to public policy & coercion  
§ Gjovik already said “no” in 2018  

o Contextual/Procedural Defenses:  
§ Apple did not contact Gjovik about it for 12 days, investigation would 

not require that long  
§ Apple has not fired the people previously spoke publicly about the ear 

scanning and/or user studies  
 

- Face “Gobbler” App  
o Substantive Defenses:  

§ Even though this tweet/article is pretext, this tweet was protected 
activity itself thus Apple admitted to retaliatory animus  

§ No Intellectual Property was shared  
§ Posts were protected opposition activity  
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§ Information shared was already made public by an Apple manager 
responsible for “Gobbler”, years prior 

§ Privacy is a fundamental, constitutional right in California  
§ The application violates California laws, federal laws, & international 

laws  
§ There was no informed consent due to public policy & coercion  

o Contextual/Procedural Defenses:  
§ Apple did not contact Gjovik about it for 10 days  
§ Compliant submitted Sept 15 contained Protected Concerted Activity 

& Gjovik's complaints of criminal activity by Apple  
§ Complaint submitted Sept 15 was hours before Apple’s lawyers 

emailed Gjovik, not allowing time for investigation  
§ Apple did not fire the people who “leaked” Face ID in 2017 
§ Apple did not fire Gobbler manager posting publicly about Gobbler 

studies for years  
§ After acquired evidence may mitigate damages, not culpability  

 
- Failure to Cooperate with Investigation  

o There was no refusal to cooperate  
o Interrogator had no justification for requiring conversation “within the hour” 

about conduct that occurred 12 days prior  
o No warnings were given  
o No explanation was given for the contact  
o Employee relations contacted Gjovik after the post and didn’t mention 

anything about Gobbler or ear scans, & continued to pretend they were 
investigating her concerns 

 
IV. Deadlines & Appeals  

 
- SOX 

o Days to file: 180  
o Statutory Time for Investigation: 60 days  

§ Time Frame after Dec 10 2021 Docket: Feb 10 2022 
o Days to appeal: 30 
o Appeal to: Dept of Labor Administrative Law Judge (De Novo)  

- CERCLA 
o Days to file: 30  
o Statutory Time for Investigation: 30 days  

§ Time Frame after Dec 10 2021 Docket: Jan 10 2022 
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o Days to appeal: 30   
o Appeal to: Dept of Labor Administrative Law Judge (De Novo)  

- OSHA 
o Days to file: 30  
o Statutory Time for Investigation: 90 days  

§ Time Frame after Dec 10 2021 Docket: March 10 2022 
o Days to appeal: 15 
o Appeal to: OSHA Director of OSHA’s Directorate of Enforcement Programs  

§ A committee constituted of National Office staff (Appeals Committee) reviews 
the case file and findings for proper application of the law to the facts.  

§ If the decision is supported by articulate, cogent, and reliable analysis, the 
Appeals Committee generally recommends to the Director that the determination 
stand. 

§ The agency-level decision is the final decision of the Secretary of Labor.  
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II. Introduction 

 
Summary of This Brief  
 

Between March 2021 and September 2021, Gjovik engaged it a multitude of activity protected 

by CERCLA, SOX, OSHA, and the U.S. Department of Labor (amongst protections from other statutes 

and other agencies as well). First, Gjovik reported concerns about employee safety and possible 

violations of CERCLA & OSHA internally in March and April, to her management, human resources, 

employee relations, and the environmental health & safety team. Gjovik quickly faced retaliation and 

hostility from her manager, quickly followed by retaliation and animus from employee relations, related 

to her safety concerns and complaints. Gjovik proceeded to raise her concerns about safety and 

CERCLA & OSHA compliance to the California Department of Public Health Environmental 

Investigations team, to an Occupational Exposure doctor, to her law school professors, and to several 

senior leaders at Apple. Gjovik also shared her concerns with coworkers ongoing. Gjovik contacted the 

U.S. EPA Superfund team to ask questions and express concerns, and then began reporting concern 

internal activities to the U.S. EPA for assistance and guidance, and finally requesting intervention by the 

U.S. EPA on the site due to suspected CERCLA and SOX violations. Gjovik began posting on Apple’s 

“Slack” discussion tool about her concerns about Apple’s offices on Superfund sites and talking with the 

press about her concerns about her office in July.  

 Gjovik expressed initial concerns about her office including but not limited to: that employees 

are not informed that the office is on a Superfund; employees are not instructed on proper safety 

precautions for working on a Superfund; that employees were not informed about signs & symptoms of 

vapor intrusion exposure; that insufficient & non-standard vapor intrusion testing was performed in 

2015; that vapor intrusion testing should have been performed after 2015 and was not; that employee use 

of the building appears to be in violation of the land use covenant; and that Right to Know should 

require Apple to disclose to all employees the Superfund status of the site. Gjovik also expressed 

concerns about COVID-19 exposure and insufficient safety protocols & dangers to employees. 

After further independent research of government records and discussion with EH&S about the 

site, Gjovik also became concerned about the likelihood of vapor intrusion with the cracks in the floor; 

Apple’s refusal to perform indoor air testing until after the fix the cracks in the floor; Apple’s shifting 
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plans during their meetings whether they would test the air, not test the air, maybe test the air, and so on 

without explanation as to why a change in plans; Apple’s refusal to survey the office for cracks in the 

floor under the carpet; Apple’s plan to only test the air with HVAC on and normal usage of the building; 

the sudden, unexpected departure of the manager who ran Apple’s Superfund due diligence program for 

seven years in the same time period the cracks in the office floor were noted; comments from Gjovik’s 

manager that her safety concerns were disruptive and to not speak about them with coworkers; 

comments from employee relations to not share her safety concerns with coworkers; comments from 

EH&S that they prefer employees do not report safety concerns to the government.  

Gjovik complained to management, human resources, employee relations, and the 

environmental, health, & safety team of a bizarre fainting spell she experienced at the office in 

September of 2019. Gjovik expressed concerns she now felt that fainting spell was due to vapor 

intrusion in the office. Human resources urged her to file a workers compensation claim, which she did. 

The worker’s compensation administrator, Sedgwick, expressed strong concerns about worker safety on 

this and other Superfund Sites and concerns that apple did not disclose to them either, that they had 

employees working on these sites. Sedgwick told Gjovik they would investigate her concerns over the 

next few months, but then left her a voicemail several days later inexplicitly saying they were closing 

her claim and there would be no follow up. 

In July, Gjovik began raising concerns about the retaliation and intimidation she was facing and 

asking about influence from Ronald Sugar or Lisa Jackson on her treatment. She raised concerns about 

conflicts of interest, corruption, fraud, negligence, misrepresentation, reckless, and other unlawful 

activity being deployed by Apple in what appear to be a concerted campaign to silence her and force her 

out of the company. 

Gjovik became further concerned when she planned to visit her office on August 5th, 2021 to 

gather evidence and inspect the cracks, and notified employee relations as such, and employee relations 

suddenly, unexpectedly placed Gjovik on indefinite paid administrative leave and “removed her from 

the workplace” the day before, on August 4th. The day before, Gjovik had asked managers on her team 

who were onsite at the building to take photographs of the cracks in the floor as evidence, fearing Apple 

was attempting to coverup the safety issues. The managers gathered the evidence for Gjovik & Gjovik 

involved employee relations of what they were doing and showed them the photos. Gjovik suspects she 

was “removed from the workplace” the next day, the 4th, to prevent her from gathering additional 
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evidence on the 5th and “removed from workplace interactions” to prevent her from working with 

employees to gather evidence on her behalf, in addition to other suspected ulterior motives by Apple. 

Gjovik filed complaints with the federal and state EPA & department of labor agencies, with 

OSHA, and with the SEC & NLRB related to her CERCLA concerns and the activities discussed above. 

Numerous press outlets wrote about Gjovik and her safety concerns, often citing the government 

complaints she filed. Apple then terminated Gjovik on September 9th, 2021 without providing her an 

explanation why. 

Throughout, Gjovik was concerned not only about her safety and her co-worker’s safety, but 

also: visitors to the office; the people living, studying, & working elsewhere on the Triple Site; and 

anyone who may visit or pass through. Gjovik’s concerns included that if there was insufficient 

oversight of the TRW Microwave site (that cracks in the floor were not noticed for years and no testing 

for six years or more) that changes in site conditions could affect the larger Triple Site and those on/near 

it. Gjovik’s concerns included protecting human health and the environment & by involving the 

community in the CERCLA process. Gjovik was also concerned about her fellow coworker’s safety due 

to COVID exposure and other non-EPA regulated hazardous chemicals. Finally, Gjovik was also 

concerned about what appeared to be a culture of corruption, so severe and pervasive, Gjovik even 

commented to a federal labor investigator in October 2021 that the situation at Apple was “Waco meets 

Enron.” 

 
 
Gjovik’s Successful Performance at Apple (2015-2021)  
 

Ms. Gjovik worked for Apple from February 2015 until her termination six years and seven 

months later. Gjovik began working for Apple on February 23, 2015, as an Engineering Project 

Manager, reporting to ◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼. Upon accepting the offer of employment, Gjovik signed 

an “Offer Letter” and a “Confidentiality and Intellectual Property Agreement” which stated “Nothing in 

this Agreement should be interpreted as restricting your rights to speak freely about your wages, hours, 

or working conditions as legally permitted.”8 

During her tenure with Apple, Ms. Gjovik led numerous high-profile projects. Ms. Gjovik 

participated in engineering project management of numerous high-profile products such as the iPhone, 

 
8 US IPA v14.2 
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iPad, iPod, Apple Watch, MacBook MacBook Pro, MacBook Air, and Mac Pro and high-profile projects 

such as the launch of the Apple Music subscription service, Apple’s transition of computers from Intel 

to Apple silicon, and the establishment of a company-wide Artificial Intelligence ethics policy. During 

Gjovik’s nearly seven years with Apple, she was a significant contributor in developing and improving 

critical process and policies, mentoring employees and managers, and providing strategic advice to 

executives. She’s been praised for everything from “saving Apple money,” 9 “driving better testing and 

higher quality in Apple’s software,” 10 to “Gjovik’s positive attitude resilience being infectious & 

creating a better work environment for everyone [around her].” 11 In fact, one manager, “B. Doe” was 

promoted to senior manager following Gjovik’s mentorship. When Gjovik nongraduated him, he told 

her: “The coaching I got from you and thing I did based on that helped increase my visibility and helped 

pave the way for this. A big thank you!” 12 

Gjovik’s importance to Apple was exemplified in her many outstanding performance reviews. 

These included Apple’s award to Gjovik of large discretionary bonuses and raises, all related to her 

strong performance as an Apple employee. During her tenure at Apple, Gjovik’s performance never 

necessitated any performance improvement plan, nor did Apple ever issue any negative written reviews.  

Gjovik was told she was an extremely valuable member of the company by her supervisors, 

◼◼◼◼◼◼◼, Venkat Memula, David Powers, and Dan West. At different times she was told she 

was both “key talent” and “high performer.” Every annual performance review at Apple, Gjovik 

received at least one “Exceeds Expectations.”  

Following the launch of iOS 8.4 & the Apple Music subscription service, Gjovik received a 

significant RSU grant of $100,000, out of range for her role type (Gjovik was told that ICT3’s in her 

organization were capped at $60,000 RSUs a year). Further, Gjovik was told it was incredibly rare for 

her to receive RSUs at all while she had only been at the company less than six months, which was 

normally simply categorized as “too new to rate” with no additional bonus or stock grants provided. 

Gjovik’s annual reviews in Software Engineering praised her as “integral,” “impressive,” and making a 

 
9 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2016 Annual Review  
10 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2019 Annual Review  
11 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2017 Annual Review  
12 iMessage from B. Doe to Gjovik  
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“significant positive impact.” 13 Gjovik’s managers told her they were “extremely pleased with the work 

[she had] on [their] team” 14 

In her 2017 annual reviews working for Mr. Powers and Mr. West, Ms. Gjovik was praised as 

“extremely driven,” “invaluable,” “smart,” “very methodical,” and “a strong advocate for quality.”15 

They told Gjovik she, “quickly made a big impact” & they “came a long way thanks to [her] work.”16 

Mr. West praised Gjovik as  “an absolute pleasure to work” and “a great addition to the team,” who 

made a “tremendous impact in a short time.”17 

Gjovik also received praise outside her reviews. Tara Bunch the Vice President of AppleCare 

(Apple’s largest organization with over 60,000 employees and contractors), told Gjovik in 2016, “you 

have a lot of support and people who think so highly of you”18 Ms. Bunch added in 2017, within a letter 

she submitted to Santa Clara University recommending Gjovik for admission to their law school, writing 

that Gjovik has “demonstrated herself to be highly intelligent, intellectually curious, committed to 

excellence, and extremely hard working” and “a good listener who seeks out the opinions and 

viewpoints of others, and has the personal courage to contribute her thoughts and speak out on 

important issues.” Ms. Bunch added she had “no doubt that Ashley’s fierce intellect and commitment to 

having a positive impact on the world around her will make her a formidable attorney. I can say without 

hesitation that Ashley possesses all the talent, intellectual horsepower, and dedication to make a 

meaningful contribution to the legal profession. It is without reservation that I give her my highest 

recommendation”19  

◼◼◼◼◼◼ ◼◼◼◼, Director of CoreOS Engineering, described Gjovik in 2017 as 

“fearless as she is creative,” “making huge strides in the face of significant ambiguity,” and called 

Gjovik a “systems thinker, throw[ing] around mental models in ways that make my head spin, and 

generally [is a person] I think Apple needs more of.”20 Cheryl Thomas, Vice President in Software 

 
13 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2016 Annual Review  
14 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2016 Annual Review  
15 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2017 Annual Review  
16 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2017 Annual Review  
17 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2017 Annual Review  
18 Email from Tara Bunch to Ashley Gjovik (Henderson), December 25, 2016 at 8:46 PM, Subj: Re: Merry Christmas 
19 Ms. Tara Bunch, Letter of Recommendation for Ashley Gjovik (Henderson), Santa Clara University School of Law, Aug 
23 2017  
20 Email from ◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼to Ashley Gjovik (Henderson) and ◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼, June 12, 2017 at 8:14:33 
PM PDT, Subj: Intro 
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Engineering, praised Gjovik in 2017 saying a presentation she created was “fantastic,” described Gjovik 

as a “bright, motivated woman,” and said she was “impressed with all the work [Gjovik] and Dan had 

done.” 21 

In 2018, Mr. Powers & Mr. West praised Gjovik as an “excellent” cross-functional program 

manager, as someone with an “impressive” network of “critical relationships” across the company, a 

“great team player,” driving “impressive” innovations, who is always “proactively looking for 

opportunities” to help Apple teams.22 Mr. Powers thanked Ms. Gjovik for “always looking out for 

[him].” 23 Powers told Gjovik the Women’s community group she founded had become a “staple of this 

organization” and that she “deserves tremendous credit for pioneering it.” 24 Gjovik was told that “due 

to [her] contributions” that Mr. Powers organization is now “a better run organization.” 25 Ms. Gjovik’s 

coworkers added that Gjovik was “consistently one of [their] favorite people to work with” and that they 

could not “think of anyone in [their] organization who is so proactive [as Gjovik] in driving initiatives 

to closure.” 26 

In 2019, Mr. Powers & Mr. West described Gjovik in her annual review as “relentless,” 

“following up relentlessly,” that “as with everything she does, relentlessness and relationships were the 

key,” and that Gjovik strikes the “perfect balance of driving relentlessly to get things done, while still 

cutting the team some slack in chaotic product shipping environment.” 27 They praised Gjovik for 

“always thinking about the team and organization,” “helping so many people across the organization,” 

helping managers out of “binds” and “bad situations,” having a “network across Apple is top notch,” 

and being able to “bridge gaps between multiple teams easily.” 28 Mr. Powers praised several “great” 

presentations to multiple Vice Presidents across Apple, one of which led to a new program based solely 

on the success of Gjovik’s work on the first one and another shaped a company-wide engineering 

policy.29 Mr. Powers illustrated what he called Gjovik’s’ “amazing work” as: “the combination of broad 

networking, collaboration, understanding of many technical and non-technical areas;” “providing deep 

 
21 Cheryl Thomas to Ashley Gjovik (Henderson), November 30, 2017, Subj: Re: GHC Video 
22 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2018 Annual Review  
23 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2018 Annual Review  
24 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2018 Annual Review  
25 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2018 Annual Review  
26 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2018 Annual Review  
27 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2019 Annual Review  
28 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2019 Annual Review  
29 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2019 Annual Review  
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and meaningful insights;” and “connecting people for more collaboration.” 30 Powers went on to say 

Gjovik had “become a mentor to people around the organization” around “relationship skills,” “crafting 

presentations," “increasing visibility and network," & “coaching on tough conversations.” 31 Gjovik’s 

colleagues praised her further saying:  

- “She brings energy, perseverance, and enthusiasm to any project she works on.” 32 
- “I have nothing but positive things to say about Ashley. She is a powerhouse, she’s able to juggle 

things, and she’s able to successfully push on others for results.” 33 
- “She pulls folks together well, is fun to work with, and gets stuff done. I hope she never loses that 

relentless follow-through - it’s fantastic.” 34 
- “She brings huge energy to everything she does. It’s no mean task to keep everyone on schedule 

during one of the busiest times I’ve seen at Apple.” 35 
Mr. Powers said he was “thankful for her work: and that he “appreciated how she takes the time to give 

to others, and they are deeply appreciative too.”36 

In 2019 Gjovik worked in Apple Legal Products as a Software Products Legal Intern.37 Mr. 

Powers reported back feedback from the Legal team, saying Gjovik “received high marks” and that an 

Apple attorney said “Ashley was a gem to work” and “a terrific team player who has a wonderful can-do 

attitude.” The attorney said the work Ashley did during that summer internship “continues to influence 

some of [Apple’s] policies even today.”38 During Gjovik’s internship with Apple Legal, Senior Director 

of Software Products Legal, Ms. ◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼ wrote to Gjovik, “We are lucky to have you with 

us this summer! I am just so thrilled! You are doing great work! And we’re all so thankful for your help 

(many on the team have commented on this).”39 Further, Senior Director of Apple University, Mr. 

◼◼◼◼◼◼◼ wrote to Gjovik, “Just wanted to tell you how fantastic it is to be working you on 

this. You manage to provide a great mix of enabling, facilitating and contributing important insights to 

 
30 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2019 Annual Review  
31 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2019 Annual Review  
32 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2019 Annual Review  
33 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2019 Annual Review  
34 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2019 Annual Review  
35 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2019 Annual Review  
36 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2019 Annual Review  
37 Because Gjovik was joining the team in more of a rotation, as an existing senior Apple employee, the team brainstormed a 
better title for Gjovik than “intern” and in the beginning agreed upon “Software Products Co-Conspirator” until it was 
flagged that the title may raise concerns if Gjovik’s work ends up included in discovery in future software litigation, at which 
point Gjovik was told to switch to using “intern” for lack of better options.  
38 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2020 Annual Review  
39 ◼◼◼◼◼to Ashley Gjovik, Summer of 2019, iMessage  
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the conversation. Thanks so much.”40 Mr. West said about the positive feedback Gjovik received for her 

legal and policy work, “You’re making us proud!”41 

 The positive feedback continued through 2020, with Mr. Powers & Mr. West saying Gjovik, 

“has helped mold the organization’s culture” and “they’ve gotten a lot of positive feedback about it.” 42 

Mr. Powers said Gjovik “has helped senior leaders in [his] organization” with one manager saying 

Gjovik not only helped him personally become more successful, but also his entire team.43 Gjovik 

helped Powers and West crafted many of their organization-wide communications with such skill, 

Powers told Gjovik at one point, “you should work in PR dude. You got a gift.”44 

In February of 2020, Gjovik received an email from Deirdre O’Brien and the People Team 

congratulating her on her five year anniversary at Apple. The email said, “Five years ago today, you 

started your career at Apple. And that’s truly something to celebrate.  We want to congratulate you on 

reaching this milestone and, on behalf of your coworkers across the company, thank you for your 

contributions to Apple.” 45 

In May of 2021, Apple Senior Director ◼◼◼◼ ◼◼◼◼◼◼ wrote a letter of 

recommendation for Gjovik to use is she needed to find a new job, as Gjovik feared she would soon be 

terminated to the concerns she was raising and retaliation she already faced. Mr. ◼◼◼◼◼◼ wrote, 

that he “knows her well,” and “wished to recommend her with very great enthusiasm and without any 

hesitation.” Mr. ◼◼◼◼◼◼ described Gjovik as a “fantastic colleague” who “makes everyone’s 

work better, more interesting, and more enjoyable.” 46 Mr. ◼◼◼◼◼◼ described Gjovik as a “a 

remarkable person,” “an essential player,” and “very much a self-starter, with a sharp analytical mind, 

a passionate commitment to doing the right thing, a capacity to work with great energy and to great 

effect, and a deep sense of personal responsibility.” 47  Mr. ◼◼◼◼◼◼ praised that Gjovik is a “a 

wonderful collaborator: she listens attentively, respects the insights and expertise of the people she is 

 
40 ◼◼◼◼ ◼◼◼◼◼◼ to Ashley Gjovik, June 30, 2019, Subj Re: AI/ML Policy Development: Research Discussion w/ 
Arnaud (Notes) 
41 Dan West to Ashley Gjovik, June 30, 2019, Subj Re: AI/ML Policy Development: Research Discussion w/ Arnaud (Notes) 
42 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2020 Annual Review  
43 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2020 Annual Review  
44 David Powers to Ashley Gjovik, Dec 10 2020, iMessage  
45 Deirdre O’Brien and the People Team to Ashley Gjovik, cc David Powers, February 23, 2020, Subject: Happy Anniversary 
46 Mr. ◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼ ◼◼◼◼◼◼, Letter of Recommendation for Ashley Gjovik, May 30 2021  
47 Mr. ◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼ ◼◼◼◼◼◼, Letter of Recommendation for Ashley Gjovik, May 30 2021  
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working with, and expresses, clearly and forthrightly, her own insights and ideas.” 48  Mr. 

◼◼◼◼◼◼, a professor and well-known philosopher, said during company-wide ethics policy 

discussions at Apple, Ms. Gjovik, “contributed greatly, with real insight, to the substance of our 

discussions.” 49 Mr. ◼◼◼◼◼◼ praised Gjovik’s ability to receive “excellent performance 

evaluations” in her role at Apple while also attending law school and “and investigating and writing 

about environmental exposures,” all with “a very level of accomplishment.” 50 Mr. ◼◼◼◼◼◼ said 

that while he had “always appreciated project managers, but had never really understood how essential 

they are to great projects until [he] observed Gjovik in action.”51 

In 2021, Gjovik submitted two mid-year self-reviews as requested, one on February 2, 202152 

and another in the Summer of 2021. Mr. Powers was supposed to provide Ms. Gjovik a mid-year review 

at some point in 2021 but never did, despite frequently reminding his management team it was required 

for all employees. Further, Gjovik’s annual review was due to be delivered right around when she was 

fired, and she never received it.  

Gjovik worked in the Software Engineering organization from February 2015 through December 

2016 with a starting salary of $120,000/year and a $105,000 four-year RSU grant, in addition to a 

$30,000 relocation package, 401k matching, ESPP, and other benefits. Gjovik transferred to a role in the 

Hardware Engineer organization in February 2017, by which time her salary had increased to 

$130,000/year, with two $7,000 bonuses, and $160,000 additional four-year RSU grants. In 2017, during 

her first year working for her Hardware Engineering managers, David Powers and Dan West, they gave 

Gjovik a 7.31% salary increase, $15,00 bonus, and an addition $85,000 four-year RSU grant. In 2018, 

Apple promoted Gjovik to the position of “Senior Engineering Program Manager” with a 10.5% salary 

increase, $19,000 bonus, and additional $175,000 four-year RSU grant due to the promotion. The 

following years she'd again receive salary increases (3-4%), bonuses (two $22,000 bonuses), and a total 

of $260,000 additional four-year RSU grants.  

 
48 Mr. ◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼ ◼◼◼◼◼◼, Letter of Recommendation for Ashley Gjovik, May 30 2021  
49 Mr. ◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼ ◼◼◼◼◼◼, Letter of Recommendation for Ashley Gjovik, May 30 2021  
50 Mr. ◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼ ◼◼◼◼◼◼, Letter of Recommendation for Ashley Gjovik, May 30 2021  
51 Mr. ◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼ ◼◼◼◼◼◼, Letter of Recommendation for Ashley Gjovik, May 30 2021  
52 Ashley Gjovik to David Powers, February 2, 2021, Ashley's Mid-Year Review: 6/20-2/21 Summary 
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In under seven years, due to Gjovik’s exceptional performance, her salary increased from 

$120,000 to $169,000 (an increase of 40%) and she went from $144,717 total compensation in 2015, to 

$386,382 in 2020 (an increase of 267%). At the time of her termination, Gjovik held nearly $590,000 in 

unvested RSUs. Gjovik next annual performance review was the week after she was terminated, and she 

had been expecting at least what she received the year before (another 3-4% salary increase, a $22,000 

bonus, and another $130,000 four-year RSU grant). Further, news following Gjovik’s termination 

reported very large, ad hoc, discretionary bonuses and RSU grants ($180,000-$200,000) to Apple 

employees designated “key talent” and “high performers.” Due to previous comments informing Gjovik 

that was her designation, Gjovik expects if she was still employed by Apple, she would also receive one 

or more of these bonuses. 53 

 
Apple’s Previous Hostile Work Environment & Retaliation against Gjovik (2015-
2020)  
 

Gjovik experienced hostility right from the start of her employment.  In her first year, 2015, her 

colleagues created one whiteboard of insulting nicknames, another with tallies for points for “making 

[her] want to quit,” and filed a ticket in the Radar work tracking tool entitled “Make Ashley’s Life a 

Living Hell.”  

 

 
 

53 Bloomberg, Apple Pays $180,000 Bonuses to Retain Talent, https://www.bloomberg.com/news/videos/2021-12-28/apple-
pays-180-000-bonuses-to-retain-talent-video; Bloomberg, Apple Pays Another Round of Rare $200,000 Bonuses to Some 
Staff, https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-03-25/apple-pays-another-round-of-rare-200-000-bonuses-to-some-
staff  
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Despite knowing that she suffers from Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) stemming from 

childhood trauma, Gjovik’s colleagues would try to startle her, make her scream, and attack her with 

Nerf guns and dodgeballs. She was often told by Rob Marini, her office mate, that the previous people in 

her position had either quit, left the country, or committed suicide, while also hearing joking about 

which of those paths she would follow.  One time, when she made a minor mistake drafting an XML 

document, Marini responded that everyone would be better off if Gjovik ‘s “mother had had an 

abortion.” 

One of primary aggressors of the harassment at the time was a colleague named Brad 

◼◼◼◼◼◼.  Mr. ◼◼◼◼◼◼ often made comments about Gjovik, calling her fat, an idiot, or 

stupid.  In December 2015, Mr. ◼◼◼◼◼◼ made her stay in an office conference room against her 

will, where he yelled at her while she cried.  He would also often make somewhat violent jokes targeting 

her including but not limited to that he was going to “smack” Gjovik. These remarks were all the more 

concerning considering that he was known for bringing firearms into the office, and Gjovik had seen 

ammunition at his desk. Upon information and belief, much of this abuse was related to the apparent fact 

that she reminded Mr. ◼◼◼◼◼◼ of his ex-wife.  Mr. ◼◼◼◼◼◼ did not treat male employees 

at Apple the same way. Mr. ◼◼◼◼◼◼ closed the “Make Ashley’s Life a Living Hell” Radar task as 

complete after she was transferred under him, despite her protests and escalation to their director, 

Venkat Memula. 

In 2016, Stacey Lysik blocked Gjovik from transferring to a new role to get away from Mr. 

◼◼◼◼◼◼. At the time, Gjovik was advised by Kim Vorrath (Vice President) that, if Gjovik did not 

want to report to Mr. ◼◼◼◼◼◼, she could step into a different role within Venkat Memula’s 

organization, managing “Early Field Failure Analysis” for all of Software Engineering & Apps/Services. 

Gjovik later transferred to Hardware Engineering in January 2017, reporting to David Powers and Dan 

West.  

Ms. Gjovik quickly raised concerns about hostile behavior from several of her male coworkers, 

but especially. Jason Ivan. Ms. Gjovik brought concerns to Mr. Powers and Mr. West about Ivan 

snapping at her, actively aggressively towards her, undermining her, interrupting her, and frequently 

referring to her projects as “broken” without explanation. Powers told her that Ivan was acting in 
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appropriately but it was her responsibility to act pleasantly with him, to “smile” while Ivan yelled at her, 

and to report any issues privately to Powers. If Gjovik did not act “pleasant” while Ivan berated her, then 

she received criticism about her personality, communication style, and their “relationship.” When 

Gjovik raised concerns about Ivan to West, West laughed saying another woman once quit Apple 

because she hated working with Ivan so much but refused to provide any additional detail. When Gjovik 

asked Powers’ about West’s comment, Powers confirmed it was true but demanded Gjovik not tell 

anyone else about it. Gjovik would later learn from a colleague the woman’s name and the woman 

confirmed to Gjovik she had the same issue with Ivan and also faced the same failure by West to resolve 

the hostile work environment with Ivan. 

In September 2017, Gjovik was asked to attend the Grace Hopper Celebration Convention in 

Orlando, Florida with other Apple employees including Mr. West. During the last night of the 

conference, Mr. West forced her to eat a bite of peanut butter ice cream. Upon knowledge and belief, 

Mr. West knew about Gjovik peanut allergy. Gjovik shouted she was allergic, spit the ice cream out, and 

asked Mr. West for medical attention. Mr. West walked away and forgot. Gjovik found him later and 

asked again for medical attention, Mr. West told her he was drunk and said he would get a pill. Around 

an hour later Mr. West returned with a mild anti-histamine and by this point Ms. Gjovik was already in 

suspected anaphylaxis. Gjovik was escorted to her hotel room by a female colleague where she them 

vomited profusely and fell asleep in her bathroom. When she returned to work after the conference, she 

complained to Mr. Powers about Mr. Wests actions including failure to seek medical attention and Mr. 

Powers laughed and texted Mr. West in front of her complaining that Mr. West was “trying to kill his 

EPM.”  

Gjovik contracted Pertussis (Whooping Cough) on the work trip and was severely ill for several 

months, causing injuries from the violent coughing and choking including bruised ribs, bronchitis, 

inflamed lungs, and frequent vomiting. The Pertussis was reported to Apple by the CDC and Gjovik, 

resulting in decontamination procedures at Gjovik’s office. Gjovik told Mr. Powers and Mr. West the 

virus was contracted on the trip and the symptoms were so severe due to the anaphylaxis during 

gestation. No record was ever filed for her complaints to her knowledge.  

On December 28, 2017, Gjovik went to a Michelin-starred restaurant alone. She planned to 

happily eat alone while reading a book. While there, Gjovik’s supervisor, Mr. West, pressured her over 

iMessage, and through the head Chef in person, to date a sous chef at the restaurant. Mr. West had the 
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head Chef come to Gjovik’s table, sit with her, talk to her about her personal life, and share intimate and 

personal details about her Vice President and Mr. West’s manager, Yannick Bertolus, who was 

apparently a friend of the Chef. Mr. West and the Chef directed the sous chef to deliver the numerous 

courses of Gjovik’s meal to her at her table directly, despite a waiter normally performing such function. 

Mr. West said something to Gjovik about trying to set her up to date the sous chef, however Apple  

prevented Gjovik from obtaining copies of the texts to quote. Gjovik was not happy about the 

arrangement and the sous chef also seemed uncomfortable, with his face bright red with embarrassment, 

but he obliged by the orders of manager. Upon completing the meal, Gjovik was furious and horrified to 

be notified that she owed no money for the $300-400 meal. She was informed Mr. West had paid her 

bill. Gjovik texted Mr. West and demanded he allow her to pay her own bill and stop his inappropriate 

behavior immediately. Gjovik also demanded the restaurant staff  allow her to pay and they refused by 

direction of Mr. West.  

Throughout 2017 and 2018, John Basanese (Director, System Quality Engineering) would harass 

Gjovik about her love life.  He would often ask her questions like, “where is your partner?” or “why 

don’t you have a boyfriend?” and he would tell her that at her age, she needed to be married with 

children.  Gjovik asked Mr. Basanese to stop harassing her about her love life, but he refused to do so.  

These comments by him remained commonplace throughout her employment.  Gjovik later learned that 

Mr. Basanese had a reputation for making comments about “women’s work.”  He would also frequently 

ask her why she did not have children, and make offensive comments about how a woman’s role is to be 

a mother while men should not be involved in parenting.   

In December 2017, Rob ◼◼◼◼◼ (a peer of her own supervisor) asked Gjovik out to drinks. 

She felt unable to decline because of his position and influence over her. Out of her own comfort, she 

requested to invite other people, but Mr. ◼◼◼◼◼ he refused. Gjovik nonetheless showed up on 

January 9, 2018, with a female coworker. While having drinks, Mr. ◼◼◼◼◼ went through 

painstaking detail about the elaborate ways he cheated on his wife without being caught.  Gjovik felt it 

was clear Mr. ◼◼◼◼◼ was trying to make a pass at her, and she remained uncomfortable through 

the whole evening because of Mr. ◼◼◼◼◼’s position.  
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Afterwards, Gjovik raised the incidents with Mr. ◼◼◼◼◼ and Mr. Basanese to Mr. West.  

Gjovik explained to him how uncomfortable these experiences made her feel and asked him to act, but 

Mr. West refused to take any action until several requests from Ms. Gjovik.   

On or around May 2018, Gjovik and the co-founders of the Women of PSQ group hosted a 

“Fireside Chat” with Mr. West and Mr. Basanese, where they could provide advice on “Taking a Seat at 

the Table.” During the meeting, John Basanese joked about how he relied on GJOVIK to let him know 

when he was making inappropriate comments.  Her supervisor, Mr. West, followed up with the joking 

by making a “spanking” gesture to describe how Gjovik has to “keep him in line.”   

As of at least June 28, 2018, if not earlier, Apple was on notice that Mr. West had a history of (a) 

treating female employees differently; (b) summarily dismissing complaints of discrimination; (c) not 

taking steps to prevent discrimination or retaliation; and (d) retaliating against employees who filed 

complaints with Employee Relations.54   

In August 2018, Gjovik was promoted to Senior Engineering Program Manager with a salary 

increase of 10.5%, a bonus of 18,000, and an additional $175,000 grant of Restricted Stock Units. 

Despite her continued strong performance, her managers continued to criticize her for being too 

“emotional” or too “aggressive,” said she was “unable to control her emotions,” and criticized her for 

exhibiting stereotypically female characteristics, such as using “uptalk.”  Upon information and belief, 

Gjovik’s male colleagues did not receive such criticisms, while other female colleagues did.  

Over the following years, Gjovik continued to experience a workplace that treated her different 

and/or made her feel uncomfortable because she was a woman.  For example, she was often excluded 

from meetings including but not limited to the male-dominated PSQ Extended Staff Meetings, where her 

projects were discussed and important decisions were made about them. When Gjovik asked why she 

could not attend, she was told it was because she does not manage people. When Gjovik asked why the 

administrative assistants (all women) could attend even though they don’t manage people, she was told 

by Powers, “I don’t know why, but it’s different.”  When Gjovik requested an office, she was told she 

could not have an office because she did not directly manage people.  But in 2019, a male colleague, 

◼◼◼◼◼◼◼ ◼◼◼◼◼◼◼, who did not manage people, was given an office. When Gjovik 

inquired why ◼◼◼◼◼◼◼ received an office, Powers simply said that ◼◼◼◼◼◼◼ was “sad.”  

 
54 

◼◼◼◼◼◼◼

 v. Apple, Inc. (Santa Clara Superior Ct. No. 18CV330796). 
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Mr. Powers also frequently used the term “open kimono,” which made Gjovik uncomfortable, but when 

she raised her concerns to him about the overtly sexual term, he acted confused as it why it was 

inappropriate and after she explained the racist and sexual connotations, Mr. Powers would eventually 

say he would stop using the term, but failed to do so. Despite a workplace full of sexual and 

discriminatory comments, Gjovik was told not to oppose the men nor to display any negative reactions 

to what they say.  

Around 2018, Mr. West requested to visit Gjovik ‘s home no less than twice. One he asked if she 

wanted a ride home after his All Hands meeting and she felt obliged to accept. Once in his car, she 

realized he was not only inebriated but she commented he should not be driving with a bottle of wine 

between his legs, at which point he removed the bottle from between his thighs and handed it to Gjovik 

to hold. The next time, Mr. West texted Gjovik saying he had an update for her about her request to 

participate in a summer internship program with Apple inhouse counsel and asked if he could update her 

that evening at her home. Again, Gjovik felt obliged to agree. She asked Mr. West to talk to her at the 

park outside the building instead of coming inside and he agreed. Mr. West told her he secured the 

internship for her and she would be able to do it summer of 2019. Gjovik thanked Mr. West 

uncomfortably. 

In December 2018, Mr. West solicited feedback from Gjovik about Mr. Powers. Gjovik raised 

several concerns, including how troubling it was to her that there were so few women in Cupertino Mac 

Systems Quality, absolutely no women managers, and yet Mr. Powers had no plan or desire to increase 

the diversity of the team. By way of example, in 2020 the Cupertino MSQ team was only 10% women 

(out of 77 employees) and the global team was 19% women (out of 116 employees). In addition to 

pointing out how little Mr. Powers valued women in the workplace, Gjovik also complained about how 

overprotective he was of his male colleagues.  For example, Gjovik scheduled a meeting using the title 

“Re-Think” (which was the term given to her by Mr. Powers), but Mr. Powers subsequently criticized 

her for using the term because she could offend one of the male managers.”  

On numerous occasions, Gjovik raised concerns about discrimination and harassment to Mr. 

West and Mr. Powers.  Those concerns were always summarily rejected, as both supervisors instructed 

Gjovik that the company required its employees to “assume good intent” with everything their leaders 

do.  Thus, in order to communicate her concerns to the company, Gjovik often had to sandwich her 

concerns with positive statements, such as explaining that she would assume “good intent” even if she 
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did not believe that to be the case.  On one occasion of raising concerns to Mr. West, even doing so in 

the most positive way she could and apologizing for criticizing him, Mr. West responded to Gjovik, 

“It’s okay. When you invite dogs on the couch, you’re going to get fleas.” Gjovik told him she found 

that very offensive and it sounded like he was calling her a bitch. Mr. West said that his manager, Mr. 

Bertolus says that to him, so it’s fine for him to say to her. 

On May 29 2019, Mr. West told Gjovik “you won’t get me to talk about race too often, but know 

this one thing… I might be the ‘whitest brown guy you will ever meet and I get super nervous around 

police.” Gjovik then texted Mr. West “I don’t blame you! You drove me home from an all hands once 

with a bottle of wine in your lap and I yelled at you that you can’t do that while driving Brown, even in 

Mountain View!” Mr. West then suggested once Gjovik becomes a lawyer that he’ll “just have [her] on 

retainer under a ‘save Dan’s ass contract.” Gjovik did not accept the offer. Mr. West also told Gjovik 

in the conversation that the owner of Chez TJ, the restaurant he tried to pressure her into dating the sous 

chef,  is “an absolute creep,”  

In June 2019, Mr. West asked Gjovik for feedback about Mr. Powers, and she raised numerous 

concerns. Specifically, she complained about how Mr. Powers had been “controlling” and 

“domineering” about certain projects and her activities outside work. As part of this feedback, Gjovik 

again raised concerns about the negative impact of Mr. Powers’ abuse on her mental health, even to the 

point of causing panic attacks, and explained that she did not know how much longer she could stay in 

her role under him. Gjovik expressed she did not think Powers was aware of “how much damage he was 

causing” and if he did “he’d be horrified.” Gjovik was pushing again for West to intervene. She also 

expressed concerns of Powers’ frequent sabotaging of her work:  

- “his chaotic sponsorship of projects continues to give me frequent whiplash. The only things that 
are predictable about working on a project that’s sponsored by Dave is that he will constantly try 
to change the scope, forget why we started the project in the first place, resist any type of project 
“exit criteria” for closure, not want anyone else to sponsor it or provide steering other than him, 
— and most tiring, he will threaten to cancel (or actually cancel & then restart the project) 
numerous time without any explanation. Complete chaos... like clockwork. Not only does this 
cause me great frustration and terrible anxiety, but these delays and lack of focus reduce the 
amount of benefit we can deliver the organization through the initiatives.” 

- “Honestly, I don’t know how much longer I can stay in this role under him.” 
- ….”And that is the point of distressing illogic and unpredictability in project conversations with 

Dave where I hope I brought my Xanax because start to feel a panic attack coming on. “ 
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- “Dave still knows almost nothing about EPMs at Apple. He needs to meet with a variety of EPM 
managers at Apple and learn from them how they define their EPM roles, how they manage their 
EPMs, what the different types of EPMs are at Apple & how they interact, and ask for general 
advice. Dave still doesn’t under basic project & program management, and he especially doesn’t 
seem to understand his role as a project sponsor. I’ve given him trainings, but he’s either 
forgotten or didn’t pay attention.” 55 
 

In 2019, Dan West hosted an All Hands meeting for his organization of 500+ employees, where 

he claimed the large women’s community group Gjovik co-founded was solely in response to him 

saying something inappropriate at a previous All Hands meeting and Gjovik “smacking him upside the 

head.” That year, Mr. West would text Gjovik in the evening and ask her to have dinner alone with him 

while his wife was out of town. Once again, Gjovik felt obliged to agree to meet with her superior. 

When she arrived at the restaurant Mr. West selected, he was sitting at the bar with crowded barstools. 

In order to sit next to him, their thighs were inches apart. Gjovik believes, if memory is correct, during 

this dinner West disclosed the ◼◼◼◼◼◼  lawsuit to Gjovik and said he “felt bad about it.”  

On or around September 2019, Gjovik attended a mid-year review immediately after a foot 

surgery, having to prop her feet up to control active bleeding. Mr. Powers suddenly began harassing and 

criticizing Gjovik for “standing up for herself,” saying that only he would decide if she gets to be upset 

by his male peer’s actions, and if he decides she should be upset, only he can take actions about it, not 

her. Gjovik, already under duress, tried to understand why Mr. Powers was saying such things and Mr. 

Powers snapped at her more. Mr. Powers’ harassment of Gjovik became so bad that she broke down into 

tears.  Immediately upon her doing so, Mr. Powers berated her and admonished her for crying, accusing 

her of not being able to take feedback.   

In September 2019, for reasons not understood by Gjovik at the time, she experienced 

presyncope (near fainting) at her office. She reported the issue to Mr. West and Mr. Powers, but no 

record was filed about it to her knowledge.  

 

 
55 Review feedback from Gjovik to West, captured in email to herself in addition to the HR review portal: Gjovik to Gjovik, 
June 28, 2019 at 10:04 AM, Subj: Dave Feedback  
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Gjovik was on Medical Leave & out sick from Brownfield/CERCLA chemical exposure from 

March 2020 through July of 2020. She returned to work in July on a limited basis and with a “modified 

return to work” since she was still feeling ill.  

On July 31 2020,  Gjovik’s second day back in the office after her long Medical Leave, Powers 

broke several requirements of her “modified return to work,” as prescribed by her doctor and previously 

confirmed by Powers. Gjovik emailed him that day:  56 

- Gjovik: Hi Dave. You must have forgotten already, so I wanted to remind you for my medical 
leave return to work accommodations. They include not presenting real-time or leading on-line 
meetings.  As mentioned, I’ll let you know if I start feeling better quicker than expected and 
think I can take these types of things on earlier than 9/7, but I’m not there. In fact I’m feeling 
quite sick today. I was having trouble even sitting up during staff. All the shots I had to have 
earlier this week seemed to have set me back a bit. I had a really hard time presenting and talking 
through all of that just now — and you really put me on the spot to have to tackle it in front of 
your staff. I didn’t want to have to say in front of everyone “no Dave, my doctor told you I 
shouldn’t present until I’m better.” If you maybe texted me to ask if I could privately beforehand, 
I could have told you no. This project was also not great for the first thing to dig into (which I 
think you knew when you said “don’t cringe”), so I’d ask that future projects, for now, to avoid 
super high urgency exec stuff like this is possible. When we talked about the accommodations a 
month ago, you seemed open to things that would be due to several weeks or months... so a few 
day turn around was a bit unexpected. I was willing to see how it goes (mostly because I didn’t 
want to say no to you), but now that you’re making me do real time presentations on top of it... I 
have to say something. I also just wanted to say, I was hurt that you introduced this presentation 
as me just recycling Jason’s slides. I spent a lot of time building out the formatting, design, 
photography, etc. in these slides when you had me present at the PSQ Tech Fair, and before that 
for the SWE Month of Innovation roadshow (that end up being canceled). I did incorporate some 
content from Jason’s slides into this version of the slides, but you could have said it was both of 
ours. Instead, you just gave Jason total credit for my work. Which.... With all the I&D training 
we’re getting, is extra annoying that I’m the only women on your staff and you gave one of the 
men credit, and he didn’t even try to correct you.  
 

On October 19 2020 Gjovik complained to a manager in her organization about several men 

being promoted to manager in Mr. West’s org without ever having interviews so women could apply. 

The manager agreed with her concern and said he would raise the issue to Mr. Basanese. Gjovik 

 
56 Email from Gjovik to Powers , July 31 2020, Subj: Reminder of Return to Work Accommodations: No Real-Time 
Presentations  
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expressed concerns to the manager that she was worried her frequent comments to Mr. West about 

inclusivity issues would soon “start giving him a headache.” The manager expressed the same concern 

for herself.  

Over the following years, Gjovik herself witnessed this already disparate treatment of her as a 

woman amplify. In 2020, she sent Mr. West her own formal feedback about Mr. Powers’ discriminatory 

actions.  In addition to some of the above incidents, she also raised concerns about how Mr. Powers was 

giving men credit for the work she was performing, undermining her to side with the male members of 

his team, calling her emotional and aggressive, telling her she’s “unable to control her emotions,” 

assigning administrative tasks like taking notes and ensuring the “office was tidy,” and snapping at her 

when she questioned him (which he did not do when men asked him questions).  Gjovik previously 

complained to Mr. Powers directly about the above actions, but he continued forward with the 

discriminatory and hostile behavior.  

Gjovik further complained about how Mr. Powers instructed her not to stand up for herself when 

men were being disrespectful towards her- something she told Mr. Powers seemed like one of those 

“things not to do” examples one would see in a HR training about gender discrimination. She also 

complained about Powers violated her FMLA that year.  

Gjovik had also complained to Mr. West about his own discriminatory behavior including but 

not limited to his persistent feedback about the octaves of her voice, excluding her from meeting where 

her projects were discussed, pressuring her to date his business associates, drunk driving with her in the 

vehicle, pressuring her to join him for social events after work and alone, and making offensive & 

sexual comments. 

From March through July 2020, Gjovik went on medical leave from Apple due to the effects of 

chemical exposure at her home. Promptly upon her return from work, Mr. Powers had publicly thanked 

Jason Ivan for work on a project that Gjovik had done.  Gjovik had immediately emailed Mr. Powers, 

and complained about how she was the only woman on the team, and while he is quick to give men 

credit for work, he does not recognize her contributions or accomplishments. 

On Oct 13, 2020 Gjovik expressed concerns to Mr. West about offhand comments he made to his 

employees about legal matters. Mr. West told her he appreciated her advice and suggested she start 

using the soccer referee card system with him. Mr. West said if he’s “really bad” send a “red card and 

otherwise send a yellow card.” 
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On October 19 2020, Mr. West and Gjovik emailed about photo be used in an employee 

communication for Mr. West’s organization. Gjovik expressed concerns of her own and other women, 

that the photo included the silhouette of a naked woman’s breasts. Mr. West responded the image was a 

“chance for [Gjovik] to demonstrate “assume good intent.” Gjovik responded “We can assume good 

intent but it doesn’t take away the boobs.” Mr. West never responded.  

On Nov 17 2020, Gjovik had her 1:1 with West and raised concerns about Powers, again. She 

took short-hand notes from the meeting and sent them to herself during the meeting, including: “Dave’s 

crazy again,” “yelling at me,” calling my projects “broken.” 57 

Nov 20, 2020 in a group chat with Mr. Power’s entire extended organization Mr. West made 

sexual comments about David Powers undressing himself during his next All Hands. Gjovik messaged 

to West’s admins to request they try to remove Mr. West from that chat and the women commented how 

“weird” Mr. West is. Gjovik would later give Mr. West feedback about how inappropriate the comments 

wre to which Mr. West told her his comments were fine “because he didn’t want to sleep with Mr. 

Powers.” Gjovik tried to explain to Mr. West that sexual desire does not matter in this situation to which 

Mr. West inferred that Gjovik may only be concerned because she or other women may want to sleep 

with Mr. Power and again repeated that he did not want to have sex with Mr. Powers so there was no 

issue. Ms. Gjovik told Mr. West she “had no desire to sleep with Mr. Powers,” that it was an “offensive 

statement to make,” and that “the issue was the content not the intent.” 

On the evening of Nov 30, 2020 Mr. West messaged Gjovik and they discussed the “pimping & 

pandering with indirect benefits” incident of the night of Dec 28 2017 at Chez TJ. Mr. West told 

Gjovik, “of all the inappropriate things I’ve done. That might be top of the list, especially since I don’t 

think you were comfortable telling me no.” Mr. West said he did not remember paying the hundreds of 

dollars for her dinner, saying “I must have been drunk. That’s over the top.”  Gjovik reminded Mr. West 

of her concerns from that night, describing the dynamic as an “arranged marriage” and reminded Mr. 

West she protested the arrangement and protested Mr. West paying for her dinner without her consent. 

Mr. West told Gjovik he was “awakening to all of [his] inappropriate behavior.” 

On the evening of Nov 30, 2020 Mr. West continued to message Gjovik now about Mr. 

◼◼◼◼◼. Gjovik reminded Mr. West of the inappropriate sexual comments made by Mr. 

 
57 Gjovik to Gjovik, Nov 17 2020, Sub: Dan W Agenda  
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◼◼◼◼◼ at BJs Brewhouse and Mr. West said he “gave [◼◼◼◼◼ ] a talking to.” Gjovik 

repeated some of the statements made and behaviors displayed by Mr. ◼◼◼◼◼ to which Mr. West 

said, “omg. no. please no.” and “CoreOS loves that macho bravado shit.” Mr. West said Mr. 

◼◼◼◼◼ may now be hiding his inappropriate behavior towards female employees from Mr. West. 

Mr. West then apologized for “monopolizing” Gjovik’s personal time and encouraged her to “enjoy 

writing briefs and learning to sue.” 

On or around December 2020, ◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼-◼◼◼◼, director of Environmental 

Technologies, reporting to Yannick Bertolus offered Gjovik a position on her team working on 

implementing circular economy legislation across the company, including projects like “right to repair.” 

Gjovik expressed she would love to transfer to the role. Around January 2021, West informed Gjovik 

that Charlene requested to have Gjovik transferred to her team and West declined to allow Gjovik to 

leave his team. 

On or around December 2020, Apple announced that it was arranging to get early access to 

COVID vaccines for its employees & essentially “skipping the line.”  Gjovik raised concerns to Mr. 

Powers, Mr. West, and the company’s ethics leader, about the legality and ethics about Apple arranging 

for its employees to cut the line, and get the vaccine ahead of other priority groups, as determined by 

state and local health departments. 

On January 7 2021, Mr. West texted Gjovik about a project she was leading for him and asked if 

they should allow comments from the employees in his organization in response to a memo he wrote. 

Mr. West told Gjovik he worried “about snark” and “if anyone does that, they may feast at a banquet of 

consequences.” Then discussing a statement made by a politician in the news, Mr. West said “I can’t 

throw stones” and he “fuck[s] it up on the regular” and “storm[s] the board room.”  

Mr. West and Gjovik then discussed Gjovik ‘s hostile work environment under Mr. Memula 

from 2015-2016, with Gjovik sharing photos taken of Mr. Memula visibly intoxicated at work including 

a whiteboard flowchart that was made documenting Mr. Memula’s “stages of drunkenness,” labeled 

“Drunkat Scale with 12 stages.”58 One photo included Mr. Memula in Infinite Loop 3 office building 

drunkenly “crucifying” himself in front of the flowchart to which Mr. West simply responded “he must 

have be[en] at 6.” Gjovik told Mr. West that the day the photo was taken Mr. Memula was “pointing at 

 
58 Mr. Venkat Memula’s employees referred to Mr. Memula’s behavior while inebriated at work as an alter ego, “Drunkat”  
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[her] and whispering and starting to say things and then telling he can’t tell me, and then yelling ‘IM IN 

CHARGE YOU DON’T KNOW ME’ and then mimicking a crucifixion.” Mr. West simply replied, “He 

was too stiff to [crucify himself]. [He’d] be way too uncomfortable.” 

 

Note: facts continue from January 2021 onward in the remainder of the brief.  

 

Summary of Apple’s Position Statement 
 
 As you will see in this Brief, Apple’s Position Statement cherry-picks the very few facts from 

2021 which did not implicate a violation of the law. The Statement leaves out the majority of protected 

activity (not even mentioning COVID-19 health & safety activities, Right to Know complaints, concerns 

about Toluene & Ethylbenzene, reporting fraud to the SEC, reporting fraud to Employee Relations and 

Business Conduct, and more). Apple also very conveniently leaves out the heart of the debacle: the 

cracks in the floor of the office (and their refusal to test the indoor air until after they fix the cracks) and 

the sham employee relations investigations (the second of which never received an outcome, even in 

their Statement).  

 Apple’s Statement also includes fraudulent statements. Perhaps Apple did not provide the 

material information or they provided incorrect material information to outside counsel. However there 

are several clearly fraudulent and misleading statements, easy corrected by the evidence on hand, 

including the claims: Gjovik “asked to be put on leave,” that the leave was not “indefinite,” that the ear 

canal imaging study was not known publicly, that Gjovik disclosed the ear canal imaging “codename”, 

that Gjovik somehow hid her identity as the Apple employee raising concerns to the public via the press 

about an internal application on employees phones that would automatically take photos and videos of 

employees (the article in question included clearly recognizable photos of Gjovik herself). Counsel also 

greatly misleads about the character of the content Gjovik shared, no doubt hoping Gjovik is too scared 

of further retaliation by Apple to provide the U.S. Dept of Labor evidence of her posts and information 

about the subject matter at issue (since Apple already told Gjovik not to share it again). She is not afraid. 

It is in this document. Additionally, its terribly misleading to argue that Gjovik refused to participate in 

an investigation where Gjovik repeatedly said she was more than happy to participate in the 

investigation. 
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 What Apple’s Statement leaves out in facts & truth, it delivers in post hoc rationalizations. The 

timeline for the termination is bizarre and impossible. First, Apple is well known as absolutely obsessed 

with its brand and public image, monitoring all public discussion and censoring/moderating criticism 

wherever it can. Gjovik was “live-tweeting her retaliation by Apple” starting in early August, and was in 

international press daily starting on August. 4th, giving interviews about her concerns with Apple’s work 

conditions and the retaliation she was facing. Apple is clearly avoiding giving any inclination that it was 

monitoring her tweets or the press (otherwise it would be aware of her additional protected activity, such 

as filing government complaints, which “knowledge of” will trigger additional liability). 

 Following the timeline Apple provides, it appears Apple claims it terminated Gjovik solely for 

the “leave my ear canals alone” tweet on August 28, supposedly reported internally on August 29. Apple 

postures that they did not know about an article in a major tech publisher titled “Apple Cares about Your 

Privacy, Unless You’re an Apple Employee” until over two weeks after publishing, and instead only due 

to an internal complaint. If that’s true, Apple fired Gjovik based on a single tweet. The details will be 

reviewed later in the response, but the timeline alone is illogical. Apple claims that tweet alone justified 

terminating Gjovik without warning or notice. Apple claims it became aware of the tweet on August 28. 

Apple claims it reached out to talk to Gjovik about the tweet on September 9, nearly two weeks later. 

Apple claims the justification for termination was simply the screenshot with a couple sentences and that 

it was facially culpable. If that is true, what was Apple doing for 12 days and why after 12 days, did the 

investigator need to speak to Gjovik “within the hour” on the 9th? Apple also omits how the Employee 

Relations investigator who was supposedly investigating her discrimination and retaliation concerns, 

contacted her between August 29 and September 9, but said nothing of the tweet. 

 Further, Apple claims it did not know about the spyware tweets until the Business Conduct 

complaint was submitted on September 15th which is false – The Verge asked a Apple for a comment on 

the Privacy article before it was published. Yet Gjovik was contacted by Apple’s outside counsel 

lawyers on September 15th. The lawyers had direct URLs to tweets they wanted deleted, three tweets out 

of Gjovik’s thousands. It’s unclear how Apple may take 12 days to investigate a single tweet but have a 

finalized cease & desist letter sent out within hours about a completely different “secret project.” 

As you will see, it seems much more likely Apple was looking for a way to terminate Gjovik, 

looked through all of her personal data for something they could use and the proffered reason is the best 

they could come up with – but upon getting ready to send the cease & desist letter, Apple realized they 
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“needed” an internal complaint for the article, otherwise they’d have to admit to monitoring the press 

and Gjovik’s social media (opening them up to much more liability). So instead, they appear to have 

asked the ex-Global Security employee, who was perhaps even in the same team as the Workplace 

Violence interrogator, to submit a complaint in exchange for additional settlement amount for her exit-

package or whatever arrangement they worked out.  

However, the excuses Apple chosen are constitutionally and statutorily protected activities in 

themselves. Apple has admitted to direct discrimination of Gjovik’s fundamental rights to be free from 

invasions of privacy and Apple admitted to criminal liability.  

Finally, Apple conveniently leaves out 1) the findings Gjovik’s the discrimination and retaliation 

complaints they were supposedly investigating 2) the vapor intrusion testing results or 3) what Gjovik’s 

annual performance review was going to be (as the finalized, already approved content was supposed to 

be delivered the week after she was fired).  

 
 

III. Jurisdiction  
 

Apple Inc is a business affecting interstate commerce & a person within the meaning of 1 U.S.C. 

§ 1, 42 U.S.C. § 9610, 29 U.S.C. § 652(4), & 18 U.S.C. § 1514A.59 Ashley Gjovik was an employee of 

Apple Inc and covered person under 42 U.S.C. § 9610, 29 U.S.C. § 652(6),  18 U.S.C. § 1514A.60 

If applicable, Apple Inc is also a federal contractor.61 Apple sells products to the government via 

a dedicated sales channel.62 Apple Inc is a federal contractor within the meaning of Executive Order 

13496, 74 FR 6407, Executive Order 11246, Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 41 CFR Part 

60-741.63 

 

IV. Protected Activities 
 

 
59 US DOL, Whistleblower Protection Program, Annotated Whistleblower Investigation Manual, 
https://www.osha.gov/sites/default/files/AnnotatedWIM.pdf 
60 US DOL, Whistleblower Protection Program, Annotated Whistleblower Investigation Manual, 
https://www.osha.gov/sites/default/files/AnnotatedWIM.pdf 
61 Bloomberg, Apple Will Force Unvaccinated Office Workers to Get Tested Daily, Oct 20 2021, 
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-10-20/apple-will-force-unvaccinated-office-workers-to-get-tested-daily  
62 Apple Inc, Apple Store for Government, https://www.apple.com/r/store/government/ (Last Checked Mar 23 2022)  
63 U.S. Dept of Labor, https://www.dol.gov/sites/dolgov/files/OFCCP/SupplyService/files/508_sstag_12032020.pdf  
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Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA)  
 

CERCLA (U.S. EPA SUPERFUND) WHISTLEBLOWER LAW 
 

This case arises out of a complaint of discrimination filed pursuant to the employee protection 

provision of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) 

and implementing regulations.64 The Act provides that no employee shall be fired or in any other way 

discriminated against because the employee provided information to a State or to the Federal 

Government, or filed or caused to be filed any proceeding under this chapter.65 U.S. Labor Department 

regulations state that an “employee who believes that he or she has been discriminated against by an 

employer in violation of CERCLA may file a complaint alleging such discrimination.”66 

CERCLA Whistleblower coverage extends to all private-sector employees in the United States.67  

In an environmental whistleblower case under CERCLA, the complainant must allege and subsequently 

demonstrate that (1) she engaged in a protected activity; (2) she was subjected to an adverse action; (3) 

the respondent was aware of his protected activity when it took the adverse action;  (4) the evidence is 

sufficient to raise a reasonable inference that the protected activity was the likely reason for the adverse 

action.68 To establish a prima facie case, Complaint needs only to present evidence sufficient to raise an 

inference of discrimination by showing that Apple Inc is subject to the statute, that she engaged in 

activity protected under the statute of which the Apple Inc was aware, that she suffered an adverse 

employment action, and that a nexus existed between the protected activity and the adverse action 69 The 

Secretary and the courts have consistently taken a broad view of what is considered protected under the 

 
64 42 U.S.C. § 9610 et seq., 29 C.F.R. § 24, et seq.; Ed Slavin v City of St. Augustine, Florida, 2006-CER-004; ARB Case No 
07-002 (March 2008); U.S. EPA, Superfund: CERCLA Overview, https://www.epa.gov/superfund/superfund-cercla-overview 
65 Michelle M. Cook v U.S. EPA, 2005-CER-1, Dec 2005 
66 Ed Slavin v City of St. Augustine, Florida, 2006-CER-004; ARB Case No 07-002 (March 2008) 
67 U.S. Department of Labor, Whistleblower Investigations Manual, 
https://www.osha.gov/sites/default/files/AnnotatedWIM.pdf 
68 In the Matter of: Cornelius Casey Droog v Ingersoll-Rang Hussman, 2011-CER-00001 (2011); See Zinn v. Univ. of 
Missouri, 93-ERA-34, 36 (Jan. 18, 1996); Gross v. Radian Int’l 7 Envtl. Dimensions, Inc., 1999-CAA-24 (Apr. 18, 2001). 
69 Schlagel v. Dow Corning Corp., ARB Case No. 02-092, slip op. at 13, n. 1 (Apr. 30, 2004).; Michelle M. Cook v U.S. EPA, 
2005-CER-1, Dec 2005; . Jenkins v. Envtl. Prot. Agency, ARB Case No. 98-146, slip op. at 15 (Feb. 28, 2003); see also 
Bechtel Constr. Co. v. Secíy of Labor, 50 F.3d 926, 933-34 (11th Cir. 1995). 
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environmental statutes, including internal complaints to management, and refusals to perform work. 

Complaining internally about inadequate and inappropriate regulation is a protected activity.70  

The complainant’s activities must “touch on” the concerns for the environment or public health 

that are the focus of the Environmental Statutes.71 A complainant who has expressed a concern for the 

complainant’s own health but which also touches on the concerns of one or more of the Environmental 

Statutes has engaged in protected activity under the Environmental Statutes.72 The employee need not 

prove that the hazards he or she perceived actually violated the environmental acts. Nor must an 

employee prove that his assessment of the hazard was correct.73 

In Erikson, reporting activity believed to violate environmental statues was found to be protected 

activity. The case noted that filing a whistleblower complaint is also a quintessential protected activity, 

and talking about such a complaint with the news media and a federal agency is also protected activity.74 

In Schlagel an employee was found to have engaged in protected activities when he raised safety, 

environmental, and regulatory compliance concerns internally with his supervisors.75  In Oliver, the 

Secretary found that the Respondent's purpose for firing the Complainant was to silence the 

Complainant's persistent and increasingly adamant concerns about the contaminated soil.  

A Complainant's may take an outspoken approach and “insist that the soil was not being handled 

properly.”76  Even when a complainant uses intemperate language or engages in impulsive behavior 

associated with the exercise of whistleblower rights, there should be a balancing between the right of the 

employer to maintain shop discipline and the heavily protected rights of employees. To fall outside 

statutory protection, an employee's conduct actually must be indefensible under the circumstances.77  

 
70 See, e.g., Passaic Valley Sewerage Comm'rs, 992 F.2d at 478-480 ("proceeding" includes intracorporate complaints that 
sewerage system was "inordinately expensive, inefficient, scientifically unreliable and in violation of the Clean Water Act 
user charge provisions"); Pogue v. United States Dep't of Labor, 940 F.2d at 1288-1289 (complainant employed in 
"hazardous waste oversight position charged with the responsibility for surveying and reporting on hazardous waste 
compliance" undisputed protected activity included preparation of internal reports documenting noncompliance at Navy 
shipyard and transmittal of letter to shipyard commander detailing environmental violations) 
71 Nathaniel v. Westinghouse Hanford Co., 91-SWD-2 (Sec'y Feb. 1, 1995) 
72 U.S. Department of Labor, Whistleblower Environmental Statutes Desk Aid, 
https://www.whistleblowers.gov/sites/default/files/EPA_Desk_Aid.pdf  
73 Sharyn A. Erickson v U.S. EPA, 2006-CER-0003, 2007-CER-0002, Dec 2014 
74 Sharyn A. Erickson v U.S. EPA, 2006-CER-0003, 2007-CER-0002, Dec 2014 
75 Schlagel v Dow Corning Corporation, 01-CER-1, April 2004 
76 Oliver v. Hydro-Vac Services, Inc. , 91-SWD-1 (Sec'y Nov. 1, 1995), 
77 Carter v. Electrical District No. 2 of Pinal County, 92-TSC-11 (Sec'y July 26, 1995) (finding that Complainant's behavior 
may have caused some workplace disruption, but was not indefensible under the circumstances). 
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The following is a non-exclusive list of the types of activities that have been found to be protected: 78 

- Complaining to supervisors or other employer personnel or agents of the employer, such as a 
safety inspector employed by the employer, who can address potential environmental violations;  

- Complaining to the U.S. EPA or a state or local government agency regarding potential 
environmental violations, misuse of grant funds, or other issues related to an Environmental 
Statute; 

- Providing information or assisting in an environmental inspection by the U.S. EPA or a state or 
local government agency;  

- Refusing to work when confronted with a condition that the employee reasonably believes is an 
environmental hazard if the employer refuses to abate the hazard or to adequately explain that 
the condition does not present a hazard after having been made aware of it. 

Further, reporting violations of environmental statutes, and safety and quality issues, are protected 

activity under whistleblower provisions when reported as: 

- Internal reports to management about safety 79  
- Informal and internal safety complaint and questioning 80  
- Questioning supervisor about safety issues 81 
- Filing internal safety complaints 82 
- Internal verbal objections to actions suspected to be unsafe 83 
- Internally to coworkers &/or on behalf of the crew about safety 84 
- Threating internally to report safety issue to a government agency 85 
- Threatening internally to sue the company over violations of environmental laws 86 
- Threatening internally to go to the press over safety issue, even if also planning to expose 

matters other than protected concerns 87 
- Complaints to the federal & state governments 88 & local governments about safety issues 89 
- Contacting the federal government with questions, seeking basic information 90 

 
78 U.S. Department of Labor, Whistleblower Environmental Statutes Desk Aid, 
https://www.whistleblowers.gov/sites/default/files/EPA_Desk_Aid.pdf  
79 Helmstetter v. Pacific Gas & Electric Co; Dysert v. Westinghouse Electric Corp., 86-ERA-39 (Sec'y Oct. 30, 1991) 
80 Nichols v. Bechtel Construction, Inc. , 87-ERA-44 (Sec'y Oct. 26, 1992) 
81 Crosier v. Portland General Electric Co., 91-ERA-2 (Sec'y Jan. 5, 1994) 
82 Pogue v. United States Dept. of the Navy, 87-ERA-21 (Sec'y May 10, 1990) 
83 Timmons v. Franklin Electric Coop. , 1997 -SWD-2 (ARB Dec. 1, 1998) 
84 Harrison v. Stone & Webster Engineering Group, 93-ERA-44 (Sec'y Aug. 22, 1995). 
85 Macktal v. U.S. Dept. of Labor, 171 F.3d 323, 327-29 (5th Cir. 1999) 
86 Crosby v. Hughes Aircraft Co., 85-TSC-2 (Sec'y Aug. 1, 1993). 
87 Diaz-Robainas v. Florida Power & Light Co., 92-ERA-10 (Sec'y Jan. 10, 1996), 
88 Conley v. McClellan Air Force Base, 84-WPC-1 (Sec'y Sept. 7, 1993) 
89 Masek v. The Cadle Co. , ARB No.97-069, ALJ No. 1995-WPC-1 @ 7 (ARB Apr. 25, 2000); See, e.g., Ivory v. Evans 
Cooperage, Inc., 88-WPC-2 (Sec'y Feb. 22, 1991),  
90 Lassin v. Michigan State University, 93-ERA-31 (ALJ Sept. 29, 1993) 
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- An employee about to contact the government about a safety issue 91 
- Contacting the press about the safety concerns 92 
- Contacting environmental activists about the safety concerns 93 
- Complaining internally about retaliation for previously raised safety concern 94 
- Verbally objecting to safety issue & photographing safety issue 95 

 

Activity may not be protected if complaints only express “vague notions” that the employer’s 

conduct might negatively affect the environment, complaints based on “assumptions and speculation,” 

complaining about technical issues not directly related to the environment, or “asking the government 

simply to investigate unusual health problems across a city.”96  

CERCLA Whistleblower cases appear to be extraordinarily rare. Only 1-2 environmental 

whistleblower cases have been found to have merit each year, over the last five years.97 Reviewing the 

U.S. DOL/OALJ Reporter for CERCLA Whistleblower decisions, it appears that only 36 CERCLA 

Whistleblower cases have ever made it in front of an ALJ and/or the Administrative Review Board since 

1983.98 Thus, the specific case law is extremely limited.  

 

CERCLA JURISDICTION (“STEWART 1” APPLE OFFICE)   
 

Apple Inc assigned employee Ashley Gjovik to work in the Apple office called “Stewart 1” (aka 

“SD01”) at 825 Stewart Drive, Sunnyvale California from 2017-2021. Apple never informed Gjovik that 

the office was on a Superfund site or that it was a chemical release clean-up site generally. Gjovik would 

 
91 Francis v. Bogan, Inc., 86-ERA-8 (Sec'y Apr. 1, 1988) 
92 Carter v. Electrical District No. 2 of Pinal County, 92-TSC-11 (Sec'y July 26, 1995); Floyd v. Arizona Public Service 
Co., 90-ERA-39 (Sec'y Sept. 23, 1994); Dobreuenaski v. Associated Universities, Inc. , 96-ERA-44 @ 9 (ARB June 18, 
1998). 
93 Scott v. Alyeska Pipeline Service Co. , 1992-TSC-2 (Sec'y July 25, 1995), and  Wedderspoon v. City of Cedar Rapids, 
Iowa , 1980-WPC-1 (Sec'y July 28, 1980) 
94 Diaz-Robainas v. Florida Power & Light Co., 92-ERA-10 (Sec'y Jan. 10, 1996) 
95 Richard Adams v. Coastal Production Operations, Inc., 89-ERA-3 (Sec'y Aug. 5, 1992). 
96 Reid v. Methodist Medical Center, 93-CAA-4 (ALJ Mar. 29, 1993); Simon v. Simmons Foods, Inc., 1995 U.S. App. LEXIS 
3715 (8th Cir. 1995); Erickson v. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, ARB Nos. 04-024, 04-025, ALJ Nos. 2003-CAA-
11 and 19, 2004-CAA-1 (ARB Oct. 31, 2006); Kesterson v. Y-12 Nuclear Weapons Plant , 95-CAA-12 (ARB Apr. 8, 1997) 
97 U.S. Department of Labor, Whistleblower Data & Statistics FY16-FY21, https://www.osha.gov/sites/default/files/Data-and-
Statistics-for-FY16-to-FY21.pdf  
98 U.S. Department of Labor, Whistleblower Decisions - CERCLA, 
https://www.dol.gov/agencies/oalj/PUBLIC/WHISTLEBLOWER/REFERENCES/CASELISTS/CERLIST  
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later be informed by a friend that her office was known by the U.S. EPA as the “TRW Superfund site” 

and one of the three sites constituting the “Triple [Superfund] Site.”   

The office and property is currently owned by the state of California. GI Partners purchased it in 

2016 on behalf of DataCore (a discretionary core real estate fund managed by GI Partners on behalf of 

The California State Teachers’ Retirement System). The office is currently leased by Apple Inc. The 

Responsible Party for the contamination under the office is Northrop Grumman (which acquired TRW 

Microwave). As a Superfund site, the historic contamination at the site is overseen by the U.S. EPA 

under CERCLA. 

The U.S. EPA "Triple Site" is the combined Superfund Sites in Sunnyvale, California of: (1) the 

AMD 901/902 Site, located at 901/902 Thompson Place (now 875 East Arques Avenue); (2) the TRW 

Site, located at 825 Stewart Drive; (3) the Signetics Site, located at 811 East Arques Avenue, 440 North 

Wolfe Road, and 813, 815 and 830 Stewart Drive, in Sunnyvale, California; and (4) the Offsite Operable 

Unit ("OOU"), a 100-acre area.99 A groundwater plume composed of volatile organic compounds 

(VOCs), including TCE, extends from these sites more than a mile north in Sunnyvale to past Highway 

101.100  The site overlies the Santa Clara Valley groundwater basin. Groundwater from this basin 

provides up to 50% of the municipal drinking water for over 1.4 million residents of the Santa Clara 

Valley.101 

The U.S. EPA determined in 2015 that the conditions at the Triple Site may constitute an 

imminent and substantial endangerment to the public health or welfare or the environment because of an 

actual or threatened release of a hazardous substance from the facility within the meaning of Section 

106(a) of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 9606(a).102 The conditions of the Site constitute an actual or threatened 

"release" of a hazardous substance from the facility as defined by Section 101 (22) of CERCLA, 42 

U.S.C. § 9601(22).103 

 
99 In The Matter of: Offsite Operable Unit, Triple Site, Sunnyvale, California, CERCLA Docket No 2019-05, Administrative 
Settlement Agreement & Order on Consent for removal Site Evaluation and Removal Action  
100 U.S. EPA, Triple Site: Cleanup Activities, 
https://cumulis.epa.gov/supercpad/SiteProfiles/index.cfm?fuseaction=second.cleanup&id=0900265  
101 California Regional Water Quality Control Board San Francisco Bay Region, Five-Year Review Former TRW Microwave 
Site 825 Stewart Drive, https://semspub.epa.gov/work/HQ/178958.pdf  
102 In The Matter of: Offsite Operable Unit, Triple Site, Sunnyvale, California, CERCLA Docket No 2019-05, Administrative 
Settlement Agreement & Order on Consent for removal Site Evaluation and Removal Action  
103 In The Matter of: Offsite Operable Unit, Triple Site, Sunnyvale, California, CERCLA Docket No 2019-05, Administrative 
Settlement Agreement & Order on Consent for removal Site Evaluation and Removal Action  
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Conditions at the Site present a release, or potential threat of release, of a CERCLA hazardous 

substance threatening to public health, or welfare, or the environment based on the factors set forth in 

the NCP, 40 CPR§ 300.415(b)(2). These factors include: Actual or potential exposure to nearby human 

populations, animals, or the food chain from hazardous substances or pollutants or contaminants; 

[§300.415(b)(2)(i)}; TCE is currently considered to be carcinogenic to humans by the U.S. EPA. 

According to U.S. EPA the non-cancer effects of concern for TCE exposure include effects on the liver, 

kidneys, immune system, central nervous system, male reproductive system, and developing fetus.104 

The data demonstrate a completed pathway for vapor intrusion is occurring at the Site. A 2015 

U.S. EPA report noted the Triple Site showed groundwater TCE contamination up to 550 ug/L 

(exceeding 5ug/L EPA limit), 16ug/m3 TCE indoor air (exceeding 2-6ug/m3 EPA limits), and TCE in 

soil gas up to 13,000 ug/m3 (higher than the EPA 4.8-21 ug/m3 EPA limits).105 

The EPA contaminants of concern at TRW Microwave site include: 1,1,1-Trichloroethane, 1,1,2-

Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluorethane, 1,1-Dichloroethane, 1,1-Dichloroethene, 1,2-Dichlorobennzene, Vinyl 

Chloride, cis-1,2-Dichloroethene, Tetrachloroethene, trans-1,2-Dichloroethene, Trichloroethene.106 

Further, Nuclear Regulatory Commission records indicate the presence of Strontium-90, 107  Cadmium-

109,108 Thallium-204, 109 and Promethium-147110 at the building in the 1980s.111 The EPA hazard 

screening for the site places it in the top 99.9 Percentile for NPL proximity & 97.3 Percentile for 

Hazardous Waste proximity in the nation.112 The California hazard screening places the site in the top 

100% for clean-up site hazards and groundwater threats in the state.113  

The Responsible Party for the site was TRW Microwave, later acquired by Northrop Grumman. 

The company has been cited numerous times by the city, state, and federal government for violations at 

 
104 In The Matter of: Offsite Operable Unit, Triple Site, Sunnyvale, California, CERCLA Docket No 2019-05, Administrative 
Settlement Agreement & Order on Consent for removal Site Evaluation and Removal Action  
105 In The Matter of: Offsite Operable Unit, Triple Site, Sunnyvale, California, CERCLA Docket No 2019-05, Administrative 
Settlement Agreement & Order on Consent for removal Site Evaluation and Removal Action  
106 U.S. EPA, TRW Microwave Superfund Site, www.epa.gov/superfund/trwmicrowave 
107 State of California, Department of Health Services, Temporary Registration GL Devices, Letter from R. Kimball EH&S 
Coordinator at TRW Microwave to Mr. Joseph Franaszek at California Department of Industrial Relations Radiation Health 
Unit (Aug 24 1983),  
108 Id; 1983 TRW Order: 1x, Serial No. D589; Emissions: Gamma / X-Rays, half-life: 463 days 
109 Id; 1983 TRW Order: 3x, Serial No. D6483, D6055, & D6110S; β- Beta decay & ϵ electron capture, 3.8-year half-life  
110 Id; 1983 TRW Order: 2x, Serial No. D7471 & D7691; Promethium oxide; Can emit gamma rays during its β- beta decay, 
2.6 year half-life  
111 Id; 1983 TRW Order: 1x, Serial No. D916B; β− decay into yttrium-90; 29 year half-life  
112 U.S. EPA, ECHO: 825 Stewart Drive, https://echo.epa.gov/detailed-facility-report?fid=110002410061  
113 California GeoTracker, 825 Stewart Drive Sunnyvale, https://geotracker.waterboards.ca.gov/  
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the TRW Microwave Superfund site. This includes 1984 & 1989 state orders, a 1991 state and US EPA 

Record of Decision, a 2014 warning and agency transfer, a 2014-15 Notice of Deficiency, and a 2019 

Settlement between the parties and the U.S. EPA. Several investigations and actions for the site are 

open, past previous deadlines, including a 2014 warning that the land use covenant for the site is 

currently out of compliance with California laws and requires revision.114 

Vapor Intrusion began occurring at least back in 2003. TRW conducted an initial vapor intrusion 

evaluation at the TRW Site which indicated that TCE concentrations in indoor air near the former source 

area present an inhalation risk, exceeding the applicable commercial screening levels. 115 In 2014, 

Northrop Grumman wrote to the U.S. EPA, “Vapor intrusion investigation and mitigation activities 

were ongoing in 2014 at the TRW site on-property building to address screening level exceedances 

indicative of a potential for unacceptable indoor air exposures. ….  The risk due to vapor intrusion is 

controlled as long as the building remains unoccupied and the exposure pathway remains incomplete.” 
116 117 In 2019, Northrop Grumman wrote to the U.S. EPA,  

“Northrop Grumman completed a vapor intrusion assessment at the TRW Site in June 
2015. Indoor air samples were collected under ventilation-on and -off conditions, which 
showed exceedances of EPA’s health-protective screening levels for commercial buildings. 
To reduce the potential for vapor intrusion, Northrop Grumman subsequently completed a 
soil excavation of residual materials within the source area and removed interior 
monitoring wells prior to the redevelopment of the one on-site building. Potential conduits 
for vapor intrusion were sealed, including piping penetrations through the slab, expansion 
joints, and gaps between interior walls where soil is exposed. In addition, a passive sub-
slab vapor collection system was installed, with the capability of being converted to an 
active, pumping system in the future, if necessary.” 

 
The Site has a Land Use Covenant: 118 119 

Ä Activities Prohibited Which Disturb the Remedy And Monitoring Systems Without Approval 
Ä Day Care Center Prohibited 
Ä Elder Care Center Prohibited 
Ä Hospital Use Prohibited 

 
114 See 825 Stewart Drive – Overview Memo 
115 U.S. EPA, 5th Five Year Review: AMD & TRW Microwave Superfund Sites, 2019, pg15-16, 
https://semspub.epa.gov/work/09/100018396.pdf  
116 U.S. EPA, 4th Five Year Review: AMD & TRW Microwave Superfund Sites, 2014, 
https://semspub.epa.gov/work/09/1151964.pdf  
117 U.S. EPA, Compilation of Triple Site Outreach Materials, 2014-2018, https://semspub.epa.gov/work/09/100017073.pdf  
118 California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Covenant and Agreement to Restrict Use of Property, Aug 10 1992, 
https://semspub.epa.gov/work/09/2119219.pdf 
119 California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Covenant and Agreement to Restrict Use of Property, Aug 10 1992, 
https://semspub.epa.gov/work/09/2119219.pdf 
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Ä Land Use Covenant 
Ä Maintain Monitoring Of Groundwater 
Ä No Groundwater Extraction At Any Depth Without Approval 
Ä Notify Damages To Remedy And Monitoring Systems Upon Discovery 
Ä Notify Prior To Subsurface Work 
Ä Only Extraction Of Groundwater For Site Remediation Permitted 
Ä Raising Of Food Prohibited 
Ä Residence Use Prohibited 

 

 
Provisions to Run with the Land. Incorporated into Deeds and Leases (California Civil Code 1468, 
1469, 1470). Violation of the Covenant shall be grounds for the Regional Board to file civil and criminal 
actions against the Owner as provided by law.  
 

GJOVIK’S PROTECTED CERCLA ACTIVITY  
 

Between March 2021 and September 2021, Gjovik engaged it a multitude of activity protected 

by CERCLA and the U.S. Department of Labor (amongst protections from other statutes and other 

agencies as well). First, Gjovik reported concerns about employee safety and possible violations of 

CERCLA internally in March and April, to her management, human resources, employee relations, and 

the environmental health & safety team.  

On March 15 2021 Gjovik notified her managers, David Powers and Dan West, that she wrote an 

article about her previous apartment on a Superfund site groundwater plume and it was being published 

in a newspaper. Gjovik notified them that Apple Business Conduct approved her article being published 

but noted she felt pressured not to write about “the toxic nightmare that is Stewart 1” (her Apple 

office).”120  

Gjovik was already aware that her office at Apple was located at a CERCLA designated site, the 

“TRW Microwave” Superfund site in Sunnyvale. The site had extensive chemical use for silicon and 

microwave manufacturing from the 1960s to 1990s, resulting in multiple chemical “plumes” under the 

 
120 See evidence files: Email to David Powers & Dan West on March 15 2021 
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office due to leaks and dumping, including the highly toxic chemical Trichloroethane (TCE).121 The site 

was also known to have radioactive elements for the defense contracting work.122 

On February 4 2021, a coworker who also worked in the TRW Microwave building, “◼. Doe” 

texted Gjovik that Gjovik was the only Apple employee to inform her their office was a Superfund site 

and after learning that it was a Superfund site, she stopped drinking the water in the building. On March 

16 2021, “◼. Doe” informed Gjovik that she had fought cancer ◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼.	

Due to her experience with chemical exposure at her apartment, Gjovik developed an 

understanding of CERCLA and Brownfield laws and the environmental science of chemical clean-up 

sites to the extend she even volunteered with the California Department of Public Health to create 

communication education resources about the topic. She was therefore concerned and had follow-up 

questions when, on March 17, 2021, she received an email from the administrative assistant on behalf of 

Apple’s Environmental Health and Safety (EH&S), stating the EH&S team would be conducting a vapor 

intrusion survey in her office building. 123  The email stated that this project would “require EH&S to 

walk through each space that has exposed flooring and conduct visual observations along with air 

monitoring.”  

Gjovik messaged “◼. Doe” and told her she was going to reply to the email and inform the 

managers about the building being a Superfund to which the administrative assistant thanked her and 

expressed her own concerns about the safety of the building. Gjovik replied to the announcement, 

detailing her preliminary concerns and questions. Gjovik responded and asked if there were any 

incidents at Stewart 1 initiating the testing and mentioned a 2019 lawsuit by the U.S. EPA against the 

responsible party for the contamination at the site (Northrop Grumman). Gjovik shared links to the US 

EPA website about the office for any coworkers who did not already know it was a Superfund site. 

 
121 AECOM, Former TRW Microwave Site: Current Site Status and Path Forward, July 9 2020, 
https://semspub.epa.gov/work/09/100023781.pdf; U.S. EPA, 5th Five Year Review: AMD & TRW Microwave Superfund Sites, 
2019, pg91, https://semspub.epa.gov/work/09/100018396.pdf 
122 State of California, Department of Health Services, Temporary Registration GL Devices, Letter from R. Kimball EH&S 
Coordinator at TRW Microwave to Mr. Joseph Franaszek at California Department of Industrial Relations Radiation Health 
Unit (Aug 24 1983), https://adamswebsearch2.nrc.gov/webSearch2/main.jsp?AccessionNumber=ML20202A974 
123 See evidence files: Email from Jane Markham to MSQ-Managers on behalf of EH&S on March 17 2021 
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Gjovik also shared links to press coverage about the contamination under the Apple office, including the 

The Atlantic, with the author going so far as to call her office an “environmental disaster zone.”124 

Gjovik asked in her email reply for details of what type of testing was to be performed and for 

what duration, if there would be a risk assessment, and if EH&S would share the findings with the 

employees in the building. Gjovik expressed concerns that Apple employees “should be better informed 

about these types of environmental risks at our offices.” Gjovik added, “the chemicals under [the 

Stewart 1 office] if in high enough quantities, can cause cancer, disruption of nervous and endocrine 

systems, and birth defects & miscarriages.”125 

Hours after Gjovik replied, ◼◼◼◼ ◼◼◼◼, a manager, contacted Gjovik and thanked her 

for informing him and expressed his own concerns about exposure. ◼◼◼◼◼◼ also shared an article 

with Gjovik about fraudulent actions by Northrop Grumman about another chemical plume.126 

However, Gjovik quickly faced retaliation and hostility from her manager, David Powers, 

quickly followed by retaliation and animus from employee relations, and her other manager Dan West, 

related to her safety concerns and complaints. Less than a week after her response to the email about 

vapor intrusion testing, on March 22, Powers gave Gjovik a “warning” for sharing her safety concerns 

with his management team and he instructed her she was only to discuss safety concerns or talk about 

the CERCLA status of their office with him, EH&S, and Apple Employee Relations. Powers told Gjovik 

it was only a “warning” because he said, “she was having mention health issues.” Gjovik protested, 

explaining the Superfund status of their office was public information. Powers persisted & then 

proceeded to give Gjovik feedback on an Inclusion & Diversity presentation she gave to his 

management team and told her he received feedback from his all-male management team that Gjovik 

was “being too hard on the white man.”  

Gjovik texted a friend and coworker, “◼. Doe,” after the meeting with Powers and said, “I just 

got yelled at for freaking out the managers about Stewart 1. I just keep saying, I’m sorry but I’m right.” 

Gjovik shared one of the diagrams of her office from the government documentation and said, “they 

 
124 Alexis C. Madrigal, Not Even Silicon Valley Escapes History, The Atlantic (July 23 2013) [“The empty octagonal glass 
building is a TRW Microwave Superfund site. I'd been walking on a paved-over environmental disaster zone, colonized by 
whoever wanted to benefit from lower leasing prices and a lack of NIMBY opponents.”] 
125 See evidence files: Email to Jane Markham & MSQ-Managers on March 17 2021 
126 https://projects.newsday.com/long-island/plume-grumman-navy/  
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found off the charts TCE vapor intrusion six feet from my desk in 2014.”127 “◼. Doe”, a senior manager 

at Apple, responded, “Yelled at?! For bringing attention to a really important life threatening situation? 

I mean ffs it was in PBS? KQED? Article years ago, remember?” and “Infinite Loop 2 has ‘you might 

get cancer coming here’ [Prop 65 notice] does Stewart 1?” 128 In a March 25 email to Powers, Gjovik 

told Powers she had been reviewing the site documentation and wanted to give him an update on what 

she found so far. Gjovik wrote to Powers,  

“There’s been at least three incidences of toxic levels of vapor intrusion in the TRW 
Microwave building (SD01). Once in 2003, then 2004, then 2013. There were levels of 
TCE, Vinyl Chloride, & Chloroform found in the air above max industrial workplace 
thresholds. I mapped out their findings below with the data published by the government. 
The very highest indoor air findings by far were found in 2013 & only about 10ft from 
my desk. They found 1,900ug/m3 of TCE in the air after drilling a hole in the floor, with 
a EPA Industrial Max threshold of only 3ug/m3, so 1897ug/m3 over. Right about where 
◼◼◼◼◼sits now. Next, in a 2014 report, the EPA published a document apparently 
stating the TRW site provides an increased risk of cancer due to all the possible exposure 
pathways. Next, there’s a covenant with the government about what can and cannot be 
done on site. This includes no day care, elder care, hospital use, raising of food, or use of 
the building as a residence. Further, the site owner is supposed to notify the government 
agency in charge (now the EPA) if there are any damages to the vapor intrusion 
mitigation systems — or monitoring of groundwater — or if any soil is to be disturbed on 
site. Etc. From what I’ve seen, there are no warnings on site about any of this. Also, per 
the EPA website, the site is not currently approved for “reuse/redevelopment” and 
“human exposure” is currently NOT "under control." Finally, apparently a bunch of 
remediation was done in 2010-2011, but was not good enough because there were still 
vapor intrusion issues in 2013. So additional remediation was done in 2014 and more 
testing in 2015, however those results are not published. I’m still digging, but it appears 
no vapor intrusion testing has been performed since 2015. Sources: 
• EPA: https://cumulis.epa.gov/supercpad/cursites/csitinfo.cfm?id=0901181 
• Waterboards:geotracker.waterboards.ca.gov/profile_report?global_id=SL721251223 
“129 

Gjovik included the map she created of vapor intrusion findings and cited and included annotated 

tables and data from the U.S. EPA reports on the site.  

 

 
127 See evidence files: Text with  ███ █████ on March 22 2021 
128 See evidence files: Text with  ███ █████ on March 22 2021 
129 See evidence files: Email to David Powers on March 25 2021, Subj: “Quick SD01 Update - History of Vapor Intrusion”  
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Gjovik also confirmed Powers censorship instructions to Powers in writing on March 25 (“I’m 

meeting with EH&S next Friday. I asked for some time so I can review the site documentation and ask 

informed questions. I wanted to give you a heads up on what I’ve found so far. Just you for now, as you 

requested.”130). Powers responded, “Thanks for letting me know.”131 Gjovik also confirmed Powers 

censorship instructions in messages with coworkers, as well as telling “A. Doe” that Gjovik purposely 

documented Powers instructions back to him (out of fear of future retaliation) and sent “A. Doe” a copy 

of her email to Powers, to which “A. Doe” responded: “Documented ✅”132	

On March 17, Gjovik had asked for a meeting with EH&S to ask them questions about her office 

and EH&S agreed, but the meeting invite was unexpectedly sent from Employee Relations, Jenna 

 
130 See evidence files: Email to David Powers on March 25 2021 
131 See evidence files: Email from David Powers on March 25 2021 
132 See evidence files: Text with  ███ █████ on March 25 2021 
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Waibel, inviting both Gjovik and the EH&S manager overseeing Superfund offices, Michael Steiger.133  

Steiger’s LinkedIn job description for his Apple role read that since Dec 2013 Steiger: 

“Led the global EHS due diligence and environmental engineering programs; ensured that 
EHS risks and liabilities resulting from purchases, leases, investments, mergers, 
acquisitions and divestitures were well understood to facilitate informed decision making 
and mitigation and management of EHS liabilities; advised on strategic environmental 
engineering matters to advance business goals.” 134 
 

Gjovik asked for a couple weeks before the meeting so she could review the federal and state 

documentation on the site and prepare her questions. They agreed. Gjovik asked Waibel why she was 

involved and Waibel told Gjovik not to worry about it. Gjovik informed Waibel that she had an 

unexplained fainting spell at her office in 2019. 135  

In preparation for the meeting with EH&S and ER, Gjovik mapped out historic vapor intrusion 

testing findings, based on the government documentation, for the building and overlaid them on top of 

Apple’s map of the building and employee locations, labs, and conference rooms. Gjovik shared this 

map with her manager and with several coworkers before the meeting (even though she was told not to, 

asking her coworkers not to tell Powers she was still sharing her safety concerns with coworkers).  

On March 29, Gjovik messaged a manager, ███  ████, who also reported to Powers, and she 

said, “As of last Monday Dave has forbidden me from talking about health concerns about [Stewart 1 

office] to anyone other than him, HR, and EH&S. I actually found some stuff and I can tell you, but you 

have to promise to tell him I’m not telling you.”136  ████ confirmed he wouldn’t tell Powers Gjovik 

was discussing safety concerns, so Gjovik did not get in trouble with Powers, and  ████ responded to 

Gjovik’s map of their office with vapor intrusion results saying, “Holy hell. Where did that [Stewart 1 

office] map come from? If the entire 1st floor is over the U.S. EPA max, why is the building still 

open?”137  ████ worked only feet away from Gjovik in their office. Gjovik explained she “made the 

map overlaying data from historical testing [Apple and Northrop Grumman] did with [Apple’s] own 

maps so we can see that one place and bring it home [to Apple] that this is [Apple’s] employees.” 138 

 
133 See evidence files: Emails between Ashley Gjovik, Michael Steiger, and Jenna Waibel in March 2021 
134 LinkedIn, Michael Steiger, https://www.linkedin.com/in/michael-steiger-61613597/ (Last Checked March 22 2022)  
135 See evidence files: Emails between Ashley Gjovik and Jenna Waibel in March 2021 
136 See evidence files: Text messages with ███  ████ on March 29 2021 
137 See evidence files: Text messages with ███  ████ on March 29 2021 
138 See evidence files: Text messages with ███  ████ on March 29 2021 
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The  ████ responded, “What’s crazy is that on the GeoTracker, they say no day care, no elder care, 

no residential, etc. So it’s fine & dandy for everyone else to get slowly poisoned? Before COVID, I was 

at work for longer than I was at home on a daily basis. So glad you are digging into this stuff for all of 

us.”139 

During Gjovik’s May 29 1:1 with Powers she pressed him again ways they can address the safety 

issues in the office. She wrote in the meeting notes to Powers, “Think about follow up for SD01 VI 

concerns.” 140 

On March 30, Gjovik proceeded to raise her concerns about safety and CERCLA compliance to 

the California Department of Public Health Environmental Investigations team on saying, 

“I’ve worked on an EPA Superfund site since January of 2017. I knew that vaguely it was 
a “bad one” but didn’t start really looking into it until a couple weeks ago.  
If I get in trouble for asking you about this... I’m going to argue I’m seeking the advice of 
the state’s best medical and scientific experts related to chemical exposure at remediation 
sites — about concerns I have about my personal health and safety.... ‘Cause I am.  
I work on the TRW Microwave site, part of the “Tripe Site,” in Sunnyvale. It was overseen 
by the Water Boards until the Superfund program took it over in 2014 after major vapor 
intrusion issues in the area, as well as on the site my office is on.  
I found reports of historical vapor intrusion in my building, even my specific working area, 
in 2003, 2004, & 2013. I can’t find any published indoor results after that. I saw a letter in 
2015 saying there was testing in 2015 and it was "fine now," but no details of what testing 
they did or what the results were. Previously, they found levels of TCE, VC, & Chloroform 
in my office above EPA and/or WB thresholds for an industrial workplace. Even in 2013, 
about 10 feet from my desk, they found 7.3ug/m3 of TCE & 0.52 of VC in the indoor air 
— and after opening an slub-slat vent right next to it, found 1,900 ug/m3 of TCE and <18 
VC. All of this while the building was currently unoccupied…. Trust me, I’m having some 
strong discussions with the folks at work in charge of this... but I’m wondering now that 
this might mean for what happened to me last year. Especially if I ended up having a 
stronger reaction to the SCSA site than others.  
If I was exposed to even lower levels of TCE, VC, and/or Chloroform in the air (like not 
above max for industrial sites, but maybe still elevated) for three years — before I got 
fumigated with whatever was going in my [Superfund] apartment — do you think that 
could have caused me to have a great response than some of my neighbors? Or any other 
concerns or things I should be thinking about?” 141 
 

 
139 See evidence files: Text messages with ███  ████ on March 29 2021 
140 Email from Gjovik to Powers, M ay 19, 2021 at 2:28 PM, Subj Dave/Ashley 1:1 - 5/19 Notes  
141 See evidence files: Email to Dr. ◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼ ◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼ on March 30 
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On April 2, Gjovik met with Waibel and Steiger and asked them about the land use covenant for 

the building, the history of vapor intrusion, and other CERCLA-related topics. Gjovik expressed 

concerns that the 2014 Five-Year-Report for the site mentions the already very restrictive land use 

covenant, is apparently out of compliance with California law and needs revised, 142 but Gjovik did not 

see any revisions. Gjovik asked, “does California Civil Code § 1471 add any new requirements on the 

property not current reflected?” Steiger told her simply “that’s a question for legal” and never followed 

up. Gjovik pressed Steiger and Waibel why Apple does not inform its employees they are working on 

Superfund sites, repeatedly raising concerns about California Proposition 65 and state/federal Right to 

Know compliance. Steiger told Gjovik Apple “decided” employees did not have a right to know and did 

not plan on informing them. Gjovik protested saying she though there were legal, ethical, and even 

practical reasons employees should know – including so they knew to look for signs of vapor intrusion 

and how to report it.143 Steiger and Waibel continued to ignore Gjovik’s concerns.  

 

On April 3, Gjovik emailed Waibel:  

“Favor to ask of you: that script that Michael read — about there being no prohibitions on 
Apple employees speaking out about concerns related to work place conditions, & no 
retaliation for speaking out either — was really great. Any chance you could send me a 
written version I can forward to my manager? Dave doesn’t seem aligned on the messaging. 
Last Monday he told me directly I was not allowed to speak out about my concerns about 
the site to anyone in the organization — nor was I allowed to share any details from my 
meeting with EH&S & you with our organization either. He said I was only allowed to talk 
to him and EH&S about it going forward. He told me this under the premise of “employee 
feedback,” and insinuated I was only being let off with a warning this time because of my 
“mental health issues” (verbatim) due to what happened to me last year at my apartment. I 
have told him previously I’m suffering from PTSD from what happened last year — but I 
didn’t expect it to be linked into the current situation like he did.  Would be very helpful to 
me if I can have an email to forward to him clarifying what I’m allowed and not allowed 
to do — and that there should be no retaliation (like perf review) for speaking out. I suspect 
that should address the issue.” 144 
 

 
142 U.S. EPA, 4th Five Year Review: AMD & TRW Microwave Superfund Sites, 2014, 
https://semspub.epa.gov/work/09/1151964.pdf [“The existing restrictive covenant was recorded prior to the passage of the 
California Civil Code section 1471, which establishes the framework for environmental covenants in California. The legal 
owners of the former TRW Microwave property should record a new restrictive covenant that is consistent with current 
California law.”] 
143 See evidence files: Email to Steiger and Waible with meetings notes; Steiger responding to add additional information but 
not correcting any statements made by Gjovik in the notes  
144 144 See evidence files: Email to Jenna Waibel on April 3  
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Gjovik messaged with her Senior Director, Dan West, on April 5 about the vapor intrusion at her 

previous apartment, which sat on contamination from a Superfund site and also an Apple R&D building. 

West asked Gjovik not to send him information about the situation to his personal work email, saying: 

“Can you send that stuff to my Gmail instead of work? My mail account is routinely scanned for 

lawsuits.”145  

During this April 5 conversation, Gjovik agreed but then raised her concerns about her office 

with West saying, “Did you know that [Stewart 1 office] has a history of TCE, vinyl chloride, & 

chloroform vapor intrusion as recent as 2013? Beyond industrial limits, inside. And they haven’t done 

any testing or monitoring since 2015.” She added she was asking Apple EH&S to “reconsider the 

current policy of not disclosing Superfund status to the employees that work in these sites.” 146 West 

replied, “Didn’t know that. I’m pretty sure that before we moved in there was some testing. Not sure 

what though.” Gjovik responded, “He said they did more remediation in 2014 and did some indoor air 

testing in 2015 and it was fine now and they expect it to be fine. And I’m like what if the floor cracks, it’s 

literally hades down there, and he’s like yeah that would be bad, let us know if you smell anything 

weird. ER was there too. I expressed my understanding but general displeasure.” 147 West replied, “It’s 

all supposed to be sealed. Under the foundation.” Gjovik responded, “Yes, supposed to.” West replied, 

“But I’m no expert.” 148 

 

On April 5, Gjovik emailed Osman ◼◼◼◼◼◼, Director of Apple “AC Wellness” 

employee medical Centers and Clinical Engineering, with whom she had been in previous 

contact with about her concerns about her apartment and whom she was asked to present her 

medical findings via Apple Health data during the chemical exposure investigation:  

“I just heard from four people who are currently at my old [Superfund] apartment and all 
of them have had some unexplained medical issues while living there — one of them 
severe like me. Two are Apple employees. At least one went through AC Wellness but no 
one could figure out what’s wrong with them.  
I sent Dr. Becky a note about it just now — but heads up for you too. You might want to 
start screening local folks who have otherwise unexplained rashes, dizziness, 

 
145 See evidence files: Text messages with Dan West on April 5 2021 
146 See evidence files: Text messages with Dan West on April 5 2021 
147 See evidence files: Text messages with Dan West on April 5 2021 
148 See evidence files: Text messages with Dan West on April 5 2021 
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throat/nose/allergy issues, trouble sleeping, trouble breathing, etc (VOC exposure 
symptoms).”149 

 
 
On April 11, Gjovik wrote follow up questions to Steiger and Waibel including, 150 

- First, the 2015 report says the seal for SubSlat vent 7 was “compromised” so SubSlat 
vent 2 was used instead (pg 5). Both of those vents are very close to my desk. What does 
compromised mean? Could vapors be leaking out of it?  

- The same paragraph says SS-11 could not be located. What kind of monitoring is usually 
done to ensure those Sub Slab vents actually stay sealed? If you can’t find it, how do you 
know its ok?  

- I saw that in 2015 they found Ethylebenze in exceedance of EPA industrial limits in the 
indoor air near my desk, but that Ethylebenzne is not a COC. Was there any talk of 
making it a COC? Will it be one of the chemicals you test for this year — and if not, can 
it be? Did anyone confirm those levels actually went down after the Dec testing? The last 
data point we have shows Ethylebenzene present on site above EPA industrial limits in 
our workspace.  

- Apparently the HVAC couldn’t be turned off in Section 3 during the Dec 2015 testing so 
indoor/outdoor air was circulating. Was there any testing done after that with the HVAC 
always off? Or was the May 2015 testing the last indoor air testing done in that section 
under ideal VI testing conditions?  

- Per your 2015 report and the 2019 report it sounds like PCE, TCE, and Chloroform levels 
are either remaining stable or even increasing under the buildings. Considering that, 
would it be possible to request annual VI testing in the TRW Microwave site?  

- Page 12 of this report says that 2015 tenant improvements didn’t actually have much 
impact on the VI control system in the building. You mentioned that after the 
improvements in 2014-2015, now things are under control. Did something happen after 
this report was published to get them under control?  

- The report says these results are “worst case” with HVAC off — but with the frequent 
wild fires the last few years, we’ve had periods of weeks, even months with HVAC off. 
Did we consider that? (Pg11)  

- I've recently begun learning a lot more about how these types of chemicals tend to have a 
far worse impact on women then men (due to our increased body fat, lower weight, and 
also how sensitive our hormones are). Do you happen to know if the OSHA and EPA 
industrial max levels have started to consider female subjects? Or are these numbers 
mostly expected male bodies?  

- for the 2015 testing, they based their calculations on the weather at Moffett Air Field in 
Mt View. Any reason they wouldn’t use Sunnyvale weather & pressure?  

- per the FYR plan it looks like cDCE (as well as TCE) as found in the soil under the 
building above remediation criteria. Was there further clean up on it?  

- I made a map of where I had the really bad fainting spell in September of 2019. I brought 
this up again with our Sr Director, who remembered me telling him about it when it 

 
149 See Evidence Files: Email to Osman ◼◼◼◼◼◼ on April 5, Subj: Ashley meeting with Osman  
150 Gjovik to Waibel & Stegier, April 11, 2021 at 11:28:18 AM PDT, Sub: Re: SD01 EHS Request - 4/2 Notes  
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happened. This screwed up my diagnosis of what happened last year because the only 
remembered me telling him about it when it happened. This screwed up my diagnosis of 
what happened last year because the only time I had ever had severe fainting spells like I 
did in my hazardous waste apartment (with suspected VI) — was that time in September 
at SD01. It first started in ███  ████’s office (marked) and then continued for a couple 
hours at my desk (marked). You can see these are almost the exact locations of SS-7, SS-
2, IA-7, AI-12, and IA-2 . These slub slats have up to 2100 ug/m3 of TCE, 290ug/m3 of 
PCE, & 6.6-26 of Chloroform. The indoor air there has had up to 7.3 ug/me TCE, 
12ug/m3 of ethylbezene, 1100 of toluene, and 0.53 of vinyl chloride. Not sure if anyone 
else has ever had incidents like that but probably worth noting our organization is only 
10% women — so if women are the canaries in the coal mine due to our hormones & 
fat.... For the 2021 testing would you be willing to please test IA-7, IA2, &/or AI-12 
again please? (Essentially my does and ███  ████’s office) And SS-2 & SS-7 if 
you’re doing sub slats again too.  

 
On April 11 Gjovik wrote to Powers, forwarding the email she sent with questions and concerns 

to Steiger and Waibel including about “compromised” and “missing” sub-slat vents per the 

documentation, telling Powers, “None of this sounds safe. Based on all this data, seems more likely that 

not that my fainting spell in Mike’s office in Sept 2019 was very likely related to the chemicals on this 

Superfund site. If not the TCE, PCE, or Chloroform — then the levels of Ethylbenzene and Toluene 

exceeding max industrial limits in 2015 that no one seems to have ever followed up on”151  

 
 

On April 15, Gjovik emailed one of her law school professors who previously worked for both the 

California and federal government, Professor ◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼, esq., saying, 

Things at work got a little crazy. I mentioned my office building and concerns about it’s 
Superfund status. Things devolved quickly — but apparently I am allowed to talk about 
my concerns about it publicly (I guess there’s a labor law for that). I work on the Triple 
Site in Sunnyvale. Three gross, huge, 80’s silicon groundwater plumes that all merged 

 
151 See Evidence files: Email to David Powers on April 11 2021, Subj: Fwd: SD01 EHS Request - 4/2 Notes  
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into one giant mega-plume. I’m in the TRW Microwave site — which has a long history 
of indoor air vapor intrusion (TCE, vinyl chloride, Chloroform, etc.) It had vapor 
intrusion above industrial max risk limits until at least 2014, with my desk being on one 
of the hot spots. They did a few small, quick indoor air tests in 2015 and that was the first 
time it ever came back ok (though was high for other new chemicals but they didn’t count 
it). After 2015, they never tested or monitored again until this year — they’re going to do 
some indoor air testing at some point in 2021.  I had a near fainting spell in my lockdown 
in Sept 2019 — very much like what I had in my apartment last year. It was the only 
other time I felt something like that. I’ve raised it at work that I think it’s more likely that 
not a reaction to vapor intrusion issues in our work building. My manager got upset the 
first time I brought it up and forbid me from speaking to anyone about my concerns or 
the sites Superfund status other than him and our Env, Health, & Safety team. I raised 
this to employee relations …. and they’re investigating him now… which is leading to 
them unearthing all of the crazy stuff these tech managers do to us in addition. So I’m 
preparing to need to find another job if necessary. 152 

 

On April 15, Gjovik  emailed ◼◼◼◼ ◼◼◼◼◼◼, Senior Director at Apple,  

“…. I’ve been talking to EHS and ER about the building and my questions and concerns 
in detail. I can forward if you’re interested in the specifics.  
One thing they said, I thought you’d be very interested in. EHS said Apple feels it has no 
obligation to disclose to employees if their workspace is on a Superfund site or other 
chemical release site. 😳 
General Ethical Concerns: This issue is not specific to my building. Apparently most 
Apple buildings are on chemical release sites. You can use the search tools on my website 
(https://www.ashleygjovik.com/research.html) under Research to check yourself, but a few 
screenshots at the bottom of this email so you can see just how bad it is. When I asked why 
they aren’t telling employees — what EHS told me was that Apple did an internal review 
and decided it has no legal obligation to disclose anything about these release sites to 
employees. I immediately challenged them, what about a moral and ethical obligation? 
And he said it would be a much bigger discussion and didn’t give me any step forward on 
it. You’re always my step forward on this stuff. :)  Actually, I was sharing all this with “N. 
Doe” and she’s apparently preparing a presentation for Lisa [Jackson, former head of the 
U.S. EPA] right now about a new Env Justice type project Apple wants to lead and then 
when I told her what Apple’s actually doing... she’s like, uh oh. She’s been doing more 
research and is preparing to raise the issue to Lisa in some way. But it’s even more 
complicated. I found an article from 2016 where apparently Apple was breaking hazardous 
waste laws and settled with the state gov for half a million. Alisha (“N. Doe’s” manager) 
was quoted as saying that “We’ve worked closely with [the Department of Toxic Substance 
Control] to ensure that going forward we have the proper permits for our current site. As 
we do with all our facilities, we followed our stringent set of health and safety standards, 
which go well beyond legal requirements.” But when it comes to working on 

 
152 See Evidence Files: Email to Professor ◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼ on April 15, Subj: [External] Possible Env Crime; 
Fear of Retaliation, Harassment, or Worse for Exposing it  
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contaminated chemical release sites, apparently Apple’s stance is to only do what is 
absolutely legally required. At least that’s what they told me.  
There are also practical concerns about this — that I raised with EHS as well. I asked, what 
happens if someone starts messing with one of the seals on the subslat vents because they 
don’t know what it is (and in my building, literal Hades is beneath) — and he’s like OMG 
DO NOT LET ANYONE DO THAT. And then I was like, what happens if people start 
feeling sick and it could be VI and they don’t know that’s happening and he’s like OMG 
IF YOU SMELL ANYTHING WEIRD CALL US IMMEDIATELY. And I’m like, listen 
you fools, how is anyone supposed to know to do that if they don’t even know it’s 
remediation site. I mentioned that 2018 issue where TCE vapor intrusion flooded a Google 
building and no one knew it was a release site or even that the VI was occurring until 
something caught on days later and evacuated them. Google had encouraged any pregnant 
woman who were exposed to speak with their doctors. (Article here). Still no good response 
from EHS. So. I would like to find a way to have that “larger conversation.” And it sounds 
like it might actually be perfectly timed since Lisa wants Apple to come out publicly talking 
about “healthy communities” and other EJ topics. And Apple generally likes to have it own 
house in order before it tells anyone else what to do.  
Personal Concern: This all started to unravel for me when a few weeks ago EHS emailed 
me & our mgmt team casually saying they wanted to do vapor intrusion testing in our office 
building. I had known my building was a Superfund for a few years. A coworker who grew 
up in Sunnyvale warned me that its’ one of the most contaminated Superfund sites in the 
country. I’ve always tried to not drink the water there. I had mentioned the Superfund status 
to a few coworkers casually, but it really worried me that most people had no idea. So when 
the strange VI email came in — I decided to use it as an opportunity to inform folks. I 
replied asking if the testing was specific to our site, or if it was across all of Apple’s 
chemical release sites and linked to a bunch of article & the Superfund EPA page for our 
building. My manager got very upset about this. He gave me “employee feedback” about 
it. He said it was only a warning because I’m suffering from “mental health issues” (A 
couple weeks earlier I had told him I had PTSD from what happened last year). He then 
forbid me from speaking to anyone about my concerns or the sites Superfund status other 
than him and our Env, Health, & Safety team. I raised this to employee relations and they 
told me I have no prohibition, can speak freely, and they’re investigating him now... which 
is leading to them unearthing all of the crazy stuff these tech managers do to us in addition. 
So I’m preparing to need to find another job if necessary.”153 
 
 
On April 21 Gjovik tried raising ethical concerns to Apple Diversity and Inclusion team about 

how Apple’s policy of having employees work on Superfund sites and not inform the employees of it, 

disproportionally impacts Black and Brown employees. Gjovik messaged John Brown, an I&D Business 

Partner within Apple HR.  

 
153 See Evidence Files: Email to ◼◼◼◼ ◼◼◼◼◼◼ on April 15, Subj: Apple Chemical Exposure, Ethical Concerns  
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Gjovik:	Weird question for you. Where would I raise internal env justice concerns? (Like 
concerns about how Apple is treating it’s employees) - Already kinda talking to Lisa’s team 
but I don’t think its them for internal employees. EHS is the problem. Did send AU a note, 
but don’t think it’s them either.  
Brown: Employee Relations. Start here and they will escalate to ER  
Gjovik I’m talking to ER about my own personal concern — but I have larger concerns 
about company policy. ER and EHS together essentially confirmed the current Apple 
policy and i think it is super f’d up. Apple’s policy has a disparate negative impact on 
people of color and women  
Brown: There isn’t one group. It is a combination of ER, I&D, EHS, and People that works 
together to solve employee issues.  
Gjovik: How do one go about challenging high level company-wide policy that seems 
super soulless and dangerous?  
Brown: Can I ask what is the specific issue?  
Gjovik: The majority of apple buildings are on really gross EPA Superfund and chemical 
release sites. For example, my building in Sunnyvale is on one of the worst superfunds in 
the country with decades of vapor intrusion at levels dangerous to human health.  
Apparently Apple’s official policy is that they have no obligation to disclose the status of 
these sites (even with dangerous chemicals on site) unless they believe, based on data, that 
human healthy is actively being harmed.  At the same time, they appear to be doing very 
little or no testing or monitoring. I’m interrogating EHS right now — despite decades of 
vapor intrusion testing, after they did a really short and limited number of tests that for the 
first time ever were in range, they never tested or monitored again until later this year (not 
done yet).  I immediately pushed back that if employees are not informed about the status 
of these sites — how are they supposed to report potential issues related to the chemicals 
if they don’t even know it could be related. For example, I told him there’s all these portals 
in the floor to measure the Hades under my building but if people don’t know that’s what 
they are they might mess with them — and EHS is like DON’T TOUCH THOSE! I’m like, 
well you need to tell people for them to know. And I was like what if people started feeling 
sick suddenly, and he’s like CALL US IMMEIDATLEY IF YOU SMELL SOMETHING 
WEIRD. And again, I’m like, idiots, how is anyone supposed to know that if you don’t tell 
us.  Apparently women get worse health issues from this type of chemical exposure. 
Because we have high body fat and sensitive hormones, etc. So if there are chemical vapor 
issues in buildings, women will get sicker. It also can mess with our reproductive health 
and pregnancies.  But then EJ.... Which employees are going to spend the most time around 
vapor intrusion pathways (plumbing, vents, etc) — probably our Black and Brown 
employees working in maintenance & cooking type roles. Who’s going to spend the most 
time physically exerting themselves running things around at these buildings? Probably 
our technicians and admins, who are also predominately people of color and women, 
respectively.  
Gjovik My building, which I’m still actively yelling at EHS about: [Vapor Intrusion 
Map/Diagram]. Our technicians are predominately Black & Brown. So are the maintenance 
staff.  
Brown: Now I am with you. This definitely sounds like a EHS conversation.  
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Gjovik: EHS is saying legal said they don’t have to act like good humans. I don’t like this 
and I want to shine some sunlight on the situation. Should I try escalating up the chain 
within EHS  
Brown: Have you done a well crafted succinct email on the issue, the impact of the issue, 
and possible solution to consider that you could send to EHS?  
Gjovik: They’re fully aware And don’t care. Or at least legal said they don’t care and EHS 
is following that  
Brown: So what is your actual ask of Apple in three bullet points?  
Gjovik: 1) inform apple employees of the presence of industrial chemicals in the soil & 
groundwater beneath their buildings, along with any anticipated health risks 2) empower 
apple employees to understand these sites and their rights around them (like who at the 
EPA to call if they have questions about their specific building and want a neutral 3rd 
party) 3) do ongoing vapor intrusion testing and monitoring on buildings who have VI risk 
and train employees on site how to identify possible VI issues (medical symptoms, smells, 
etc) In a perfect world 4) require informed consent for employees to actually be assigned 
to work in the worst of these buildings  
Brown: NO RESPONSE EVER 154 
 
 

On April 27 2021 Gjovik wrote Professor ◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼, esq. again, saying,  

I think I should talk to a lawyer about my work situation. I’ve continued to raise concerns 
about my Superfund office at work and I’m very concerned with their oversight & policies, 
and they are also restricting my speech about my concerns. … Our HR BP suggested I file 
a worker’s comp claim about my fainting spell in fall 2019 at my Superfund office. She 
essentially insisted. I filed it last week and the workers comp administrator was actually all 
over it. Talked to the investigator for 2.5hr yesterday — she’s marking it as “continuous 
trauma” and including not just my main Superfund office buildings — but the other Apple 
Superfund & state chemical release site buildings I’ve worked in since joining Apple in 
2015. I talked to a lawyer friend and they not only warned me to look out for retaliatory 
firing with this much whistle blowing — but that the HR BP may have pushed for workers 
comp because I guess it waives some litigation rights. I’m thinking I should probably talk 
to an employment attorney who specializes in OSHA type stuff. If you know of anyone by 
chance, please do let me know. 
My work is getting really shady about my speech rights related to our offices on chemical 
release sites. At first, they were like, Apple would never stop you from speaking openly 
about concerns about workplace safety… but as of today, I talked to Employee Relations 
and she tried to tell me I’m only allowed to speak with coworkers about these chemical 
release sites if the information is 0) related to the terms and conditions of my employment 
1) accurate 2) complete and 3) does not cause a panic. She also said that our Env Health & 
Safety (EHS) team would need to confirm if statements are accurate and complete. (Like I 
asked if I could just tell someone they work on a Superfund site, and she’s like there’s no 
way to know that’s accurate information without EHS confirming — and I’m like there’s 

 
154 See Evidence Files: Texts to John Brown on April 21  
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a public EPA Superfund page with the building address and indoor maps — and she’s like 
you need to talk to EHS). She also said that if anyone will speak to employees about safety 
concerns, it needs to be EHS. And if anyone asks me about the site, I shouldn’t answer, I 
should send them to talk to EHS 1:1.  I told her she was confusing the f out of me. Told her 
I didn’t understand what the rules are and why am I being held accountable if my coworkers 
learn they’re on a superfund from me (that’s public information) and are concerned about 
it (panic), because they probably should be concerned or even panicked. Somehow Apple 
is making their systemic problem —> an Ashley problem. I see a pattern with this tactic… I 
wrote down what I think ER said, and a bunch of Y/N questions for EHS to weigh if 
complete/accurate (aka “my building is an active EPA superfund site”), and sent it all to 
her and EHS to confirm, and she quickly was like THAT’S NOT WHAT I SAID WE’LL 
GET BACK TO YOU. I think I freaked her out by documenting what she was saying and 
how bad it looked written down. As of right now there’s enough confusion and pressure 
on me, that I don’t feel like I can speak to anyone I work with about the status of these sites 
or anything related to the chemicals on site — without getting in trouble at work. That def 
seems like a labor law issue. That all seems separate from the workers comp thing? 
(Though I def uploaded that email chain to the Sedgwick workers comp portal for my 
investigator to look at. She’s really upset Apple has us on these sites at all). 155 
 

 
On April 29, Gjovik also raised concerns about the safety speech restrictions to Senior Director 

Dan West, saying, “Employee Relations appears to have instructed me on some very chilling speech 

restrictions related to any health or safety concerns I have about working at the [Stewart 1 office], 

including even the fact it’s a Superfund site. (Attaching emails below). I think she started doubling back 

when she saw how terrible that looked in writing. At this point, I feel like I can’t say anything about it 

internally other than to direct management, EH&S, & Employee Relations without facing potential 

discipline.”156 West would not help.  

 
On April 29, Gjovik had a medical visit with the Northern California’s Expert on Occupational 

Chemical Exposure, Dr. Robert ◼◼◼◼◼◼◼,157 with the UCSF After Visit Summary notes 

including, 

Ms. Gjovik is a 34 y/o female who experienced multiple symptoms for an 8 month period 
that began when she moved into her apartment and spontaneously resolved when she 
moved out. She is currently in good health but is concerned about working around 

 
155 See Evidence Files: Email to Professor ◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼ on April 15, Subj: i think I need 
a lawyer for work stuff 
156 See Evidence Files: Email to Dan West on April 29 2021  
157 Dr. Robert ◼◼◼◼◼◼◼, UCSF, California Department of Public Health, Cal/OSHA Board, 
https://www.ucsfhealth.org/providers/dr-robert-◼◼◼◼◼◼◼, https://oem.ucsf.edu/people/robert-◼◼◼◼◼◼◼  
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hazardous waste / toxic environmental chemicals and any long term health consequences 
from these exposures.  
Ms. Gjovik is a 34 y/o female senior engineering program manager for Apple who 
experienced a sudden onset of sxs after she moved into her apartment in Feb 2020. These 
sxs largely resolved when she moved out in Sept 2020. Specifically, she was 
experiencing severe dizzy spells, a large decrease in resting heart rate, palpitations, 
hypotension, fatigue, chest pain, numbness, spasms, rash, shortness of breath, multiple 
growths (mole, polyp, nodules), nausea, paresthesias, blurry vision…. . She also notes an 
unexplained episode of fainting at work in Sept 2019 at her office on a Superfund site 
with a long history of vapor intrusion issues in the building. She states her apartment was 
built in an industrial area next to a the Synertek Superfund and next to Apple Materials 
Superfund and Intel Magnetics Superfund. She also notes her current office is in TRW 
Microwave building on an EPA Superfund "Triple Site."  
Site Name - TRW MICROWAVE, INC (BUILDING 825) Region – 9, City – Sunnyvale, 
State – California, Federal Facility Status - Non-Federal, NPL Status – Final, Human 
Exposure Status - Not under control 158 
 

 
On April 30, Gjovik emailed the California Department of Public Health Environmental Investigations 

team again, Dr. ◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼,  

This actually blew up a bit this month. I started asking questions to our Env Health & Safety 
team and was very dissatisfied with their answers. The testing they did in 2015 appears to be 
10hr (not 24-48hr) and they didn’t even fully turn the HVAC off. And Toluene and Ethylbenzene 
did come back high, but was written off because not “contaminants of concern.” Then they 
didn’t do any testing again. And before 2015, the building was vacant for a very long time. They 
moved my team in 2015-2016-ish.159  
 
 
Gjovik contacted the U.S. EPA Superfund team to ask questions and express concerns, and then 

began reporting concerns about internal activities to the U.S. EPA for assistance and guidance, and 

finally requesting intervention by the U.S. EPA on the site due to suspected CERCLA and SOX 

violations. On April 30, after an initial phone call a few days earlier,  Gjovik wrote the U.S. EPA 

community representative assigned to Gjovik’s office, Margot Perez-Sullivan,  

Hi Margot, As discussed, my questions relate to testing, communication, and 
monitoring/response. I’m already talking to Apple’s Env Health & Safety team to hear their 
side of things — but I’m interested in hearing the EPA’s perspective on these topics. I’d 
like to understand what y’alls expectations are. I understand it will be much high-level 
policy and may be entirely inline with what Apple is already saying — but it’d like to be 

 
158 UCSF After Visit Summary notes, April 29 2021  
159 See evidence files: Email to Dr. ◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼ on April 30  
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able to compare/contrast. If the EPA doesn’t have their own guidance on items below, 
that’s fine, just let me know.  
1) Testing:  
Background: First, from what I’ve learned from Apple — it sounds like there hasn’t been 
any indoor air testing (sub slat or indoor air) since 2015. (They are currently planning to 
do testing this year, though they didn’t fully explain why they decided to start testing this 
year after six years). I reviewed the indoor air reports from 2003, 2004, 2013, & 2015. It 
appears there is a long history of indoor air measurements with chemicals of concern above 
max industrial risk levels. My desk looks to be in a bit of a hot spot too. In 2015, there was 
some testing done (May & Dec it appears) but instead of 24/48hr — they did 10hr, at least 
for Dec. I’m still waiting to see the details of the May testing. And at least in Dec 2015, it 
appears they weren’t able to fully shut off the HVAC either. And the Dec results came back 
with high levels of Ethylbenzene and Toluene that were suspected to be resulted to the 
construction, but does not appear to have been verified by an additional test later. It also 
appears that the building was vacant until Apple moved my team in there in 2015- ish.  
Question: I am curious what the EPA’s expectations are for the frequency (how often) & 
duration (how long/intensive) of indoor air testing in a building like TRW Microwave. Did 
you approve that they could stop doing indoor air testing after 2015 — or is it up to the 
responsible party to decide? Are Ethylbenzene and Toluene CoCs for the great Triple Site 
plume — could they be migrating?  
2) Communication:  
Background: Next, from what Apple has told me, they said they decided internally that 
they have no legal obligation to have to inform employees about the status of these 
buildings related to chemicals in the soil or groundwater, or Superfund status, etc. I pressed 
further if there’s an ethical obligation and they said that would be a “bigger conversation.” 
It sounds like they think they only have to inform employees if there’s a concrete and 
immediate risk to employee health (which I argued... how would they know that if they’re 
not testing?... no answer). I’m also feeling pressure to not talk to co-workers about any of 
this either (from my direct manager and our employee relations teams).  
Question: I am curious what the EPA’s expectations are for responsible parties related to 
informing workers in these buildings about the chemicals, the gov status, etc. Maybe this 
is more OSHA & “Right to Know” — but any guidance you can provide here would be 
helpful. Also, anything about workers’ rights to be able to talk about these sites. I would 
also appreciate any guidance you have about learning more about possible chemical 
exposure from this site from an unbiased party. I talked to Dr. Robert ◼◼◼◼◼◼◼ 
about it yesterday for a bit, but he says we don’t have enough data because no one was 
testing while I was there. I was also going to see if ◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼ and Dr. 
◼◼◼◼◼◼◼ would take a look informally. Let me know if you know of anyone else 
who might have thoughts.  
3) Monitoring:  
Background: Further, because none of us know this is a Superfund site — we don’t know 
not to mess with sub slat vent covers, or to not mess with the HVAC, or to report if there’s 
any usual smells etc. I brought this up with him and he’d said he’d back to me a couple 
weeks ago — but said that the Env Health Safety team does know and does visit the site. I 
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communicated that does not seem sufficient. In fact, with the wild fire smoke last year, we 
had EHS turn off the HVAC so outdoor air wasn’t being brought it — from what I’ve seen, 
it doesn’t seem like the vapor intrusion mitigation system was ever considered when they 
did turn it off. I believe it was off for a week or two. I brought this up too - and he hasn’t 
gotten back to me either. I know I’ve seen people kicking at those SS-V plugs not knowing 
what they are too.  
Question: Similar question as #2, but I’m curious what the EPA’s expectations are for 
responsible parties (and companies they may lease to) to communicate to workers in these 
buildings about how to monitor for their issues (weird smells, weird health issues, etc) or 
how to report trouble or what not to mess with (plugs, HVAC, etc). Etc.  
These are my best attempt at mapping results.... But take with a grain of salt... I only play 
an industrial hygienist on TV. J/k. But seriously, also mapped where I fainted in 2019. Our 
HR team pushed me to file a worker’s comp claim about it and the workers comp 
administrator wanted to call it “continuous trauma” for my time working in at least that 
building. (Apple had plenty other Superfunds and chemical release sites I visited too). I’m 
not sure where this will go though... if Apple wasn’t testing the indoor air, it seems 
impossible to know if there were problematic chemicals in the air or not when it happened.  
I did have more fainting in the office in 2020, but it was while this was going on too: 
https://sfbayview.com/2021/03/i-thought-i-was- dying-my-apartment-was-built-on-toxic-
waste So I just assumed the fainting in 2020 was carry over from the apartment I moved 
into Feb 2020. I haven’t been back to the office since last year. I’ve been fine since I moved 
out of that apartment in Sept 2020 (and haven’t been back to the office either). 160 

 

Through April, Gjovik persistently expressed her initial concerns about her office including but not 

limited to:  

1. That employees are not informed that the office is on a Superfund;  

2. Employees are not instructed on proper safety precautions for working on a Superfund;  

3. That employees were not informed about signs & symptoms of vapor intrusion exposure;  

4. That insufficient & non-standard vapor intrusion testing was performed in 2015;  

5. That vapor intrusion testing should have been performed after 2015 and was not; 

6. That employee use of the building appears to be in violation of the land use covenant;  

7. The land use covenant appears to be out of compliance with the law; 

8. That Right to Know should require Apple to disclose to all employees the CERCLA status of the 

site.  

9. Her 2019 fainting spell appears to be caused by vapor intrusion in the office  

 
160 See Evidence Files: Email to Margot PerezSullivan PerezSullivan.Margot@epa.gov on April 30 2021, Subj: Questions 
about TRW Microwave  
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Later she would also become concerned:  

10. That they were no longer planning to test the air after she asked questions about it 

11. That they refused to test the air until after the cracks in the floor were fixed 

12. That they refused to inspect under the carpet during the floor penetration survey  

13. That the VIMS was in passive instead of active mode  

14. That the HVAC had been turned off during wildfires  

15. That there was a history of brown water coming from kitchen faucets  

16. The previous testing did not seem sufficient  

17. There were “missing” and “compromised” sub-slat vent plugs near her desk  

18. That Apple was not informing the US EPA about changes in circumstances at the building 

19. That there were other chemicals higher than expected in the air and no one followed up 

20. That Black & Brown employees were disproportionally impacted by the chemical exposure   

More…  

 

Gjovik also complained to management, human resources, employee relations, and the 

environmental, health, & safety team of a bizarre fainting spell she experienced at the office in 

September of 2019. Gjovik expressed concerns she now felt that fainting spell was due to vapor 

intrusion in the office. Human resources urged her to file a workers compensation claim, which she did. 

The worker’s compensation administrator, Sedgwick, expressed strong concerns about worker safety on 

this and other Superfund Sites and concerns that apple did not disclose to them either, that they had 

employees working on these sites. Sedgwick told Gjovik they would investigate her concerns over the 

next few months, but then left her a voicemail several days later, on a Saturday night, inexplicitly saying 

they were closing her claim and there would be no follow up. This occurred the same weekend Apple 

apparently closed a “megadeal” leasing offices from Gjovik’s ex-property manager (re: her Superfund 

apartment where she got sick).  

Gjovik also raised concerns about Apple’s history of negligence with due diligence, safety 

precautions, and lack of disclosure to employees around hazardous waste and its health impacts, citing 

the People of the State of California v. Apple Inc lawsuit over violations of Health and Safety Code,§§ 
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25100 and implementing regulations.161 The settlement required injunctive relief to cease unlawful 

actions, require training at California Compliance School, conduct inspections and maintain 

documentation, and to pay the Department of Toxic Substances control $450,000. 

 Per the insistence of Gjovik Human Resources Business Partner, Helen Polkes, on May 12 

Gjovik filed a workers compensation claim for the 2019 fainting spell she previously complained about. 

Address: “Stewart 1 Office building, aka TRW Microwave EPA Superfund, 825 Stewart Dr.” Describe 

Injury: “severe dizzy spells on 9/4/2019 & possible exposure to industrial chemicals for years”  

On May 17, 2021, in a sudden change of course, in a meeting with Gjovik and Ms. Waibel, Mr. 

Steiger claimed the office was safe after all, and there would not be any testing in the building for vapor 

intrusion.  Mr. Steiger and Ms. Waibel also informed Gjovik they would not be answering any of her 

questions about the safety of the office building.  The meeting was supposed to be to answer Gjovik’s 

pending open questions from April, but instead Steiger only read from a piece of paper like it was a 

script and told Gjovik that EH&S would no longer answer any of her questions about her office, and that 

EH&S may no longer test the air for vapor intrusion. Steiger went on medical leave less than thirty 

minutes after the meeting. Gjovik sent notes from the meeting to Steiger and Waibel after including (no 

one replied):  

“Here’s my notes from our discussion. Let me know if I missed anything.  
Unless VI testing is done in the future, no additional data will be shared. If VI testing is 
done in SD01 in the future, the results will be shared with me. There is no timeframe for 
testing for vapor intrusion in Stewart 1. EHS might not test for vapor intrusion in Stewart 
1 this year, or near future — they are looking over the building evaluation report and then 
will make a decision at an unspecified time whether they do VI testing or not.  
Michael said that as an expert, he and EHS have reviewed the data for SD01 and feel 
there is no Vapor Intrusion occurring there and they’ve done what’s necessary to ensure 
the safety of the building for the people working there. (He said this all really quickly, so 
trying my best to summarize).  
As for the Ethylbenzene & Toluene, Michael said those are not attributable to vapor 
intrusion in SD01 because they are not contaminants of concern. And that there was no 
evidence they exceeded OSHA PEL limits in the building. If I have any non-VI chemical 
questions, can arrange for a workplace evaluation by Austin.  
Michael said would never turn HVAC off and if it someone said they did during 
wildfires, that must be a miscommunication. Questions about land use restrictions are 
questions for the EPA.  
Any additional questions I have about the specifics of soil/groundwater chemicals & 
vapor intrusion at the site, including my pending questions from April, will not be 

 
161 People of the State of California v Apple Inc., Case No. 16CV303579, Final Judgement Pursuant to Stipulation (Dec 2016) 
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answered by EHS, since EHS has determined they feel confident there is no vapor 
intrusion in the building based on the historical tests and documents.”162 

 
Gjovik then messaged coworker ███  ████, a manager, on May 17 saying:  

Gjovik: Now they’re [EH&S is] saying they might not test for VI in SD01 at all. Literally 
5min after our meeting the EHS guy in charge of VI went on medical leave.  
 ████: I thought they were doing the VI testing last week (install the monitors, etc) 
Gjovik: He said they did an evaluation of the building last week, and based on the 
walkthrough report, they will decide IF they test. Did you see them installing monitors?  
 ████: That’s just what Anton Jain [EH&S] told me during our 1:1 
Gjovik: Interesting. Maybe they did but then didn’t go through with it or something. I 
asked him like five different ways and he kept saying there’s no decision yet if or when 
they’ll test, but IF they do, they’ll have the results. I was like is there an ETA? Like month 
or quarter? And he’s like, no there is not a timeline to decide if we test  
 ████: Everything is so wishy-washy! Doesn’t really give us much confidence in the 
process 
Gjovik: yeah, not feeling super great that he said he will no longer answer any of my 
specific questions. Those were the questions like, what does a ‘compromised’ sub slat vent 
plug mean? It’s right by my desk. He says, not going to answer that. What he did say- it 
looked like he was literally reading a script. I assume Apple legal is heavily involved now. 
Maybe they won’t test because they don’t want to know.  
 ████: If they don’t test, they won’t fail. 100% of the tests we ran passed!  
Gjovik: LOL. Yeah don’t play those games with QA (Quality Assurance) leaders. We see 
through you. 
 ████: Exactly! We invented those games. 163 
 

Gjovik forwarded the email with EH&S to David Powers on May 19, writing:  
FYI, as discussed, EHS won’t answer any of my pending or future questions about vapor 
intrusion in Stewart 1. They also now don’t know if they will even test the indoor air — 
and there is no timeline for making that decision. My summary of meeting notes below 
[forwarded message]. 164 
 

Gjovik had given Powers a more detailed update during her 1:1 with him, and expressed in no 

uncertain terms, her serious concerns about the safety of the office & Apple’s apparently 

negligence and cover-up. Gjovik also emailed Dan West on May 21, writing:  

As for EH&S, I met with them this week and they said they will no longer answer any of 
my questions about vapor intrusion (pending or new questions). They also back-tracked 
and said now they may not even do indoor air testing this year. I’m still very concerned 
about the safety of [Stewart 1 office]. I raised my concerns to Dave this week as it sounds 
like personally, I have no next steps around that as far as internal process goes. I shared all 

 
162 See Evidence Files: email to Waibel and Steiger on May 17 2021, Subject: Fwd: EHS Follow up  
163 See Evidence Files: text with ███  ████ on May 17  
164 See Evidence Files: email to Powers on May 17 2021, Subject: Fwd: EHS Follow up 
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of my email notes and communications with EH&S with Dave as well, so he has visibility 
to all of my unanswered questions. I’ll sync with him when I’m back to see if he has any 
suggestions for a path forward around the building”. 165 

 
On June 7, the U.S. EPA responded to Gjovik who previously notified the EPA that Apple claimed 
to have turned off the HVAC during wildfires, including,  

“Thank you for conveying that during the wildfires last year the HVAC system was 
turned off, as it is important for EPA to be aware if there’s a significant change to site 
conditions…There is no specific right-to-know requirement in the TRW 
Microwave Record of Decision, which documents the remedy selected for the Site. For a 
site where conditions are protective of human health there is no specific EPA requirement 
to notify each site visitor or construction or office worker of a mitigated potential 
risk. However, EPA does conduct regular community outreach and 
provides further transparency to the public though websites, fact sheets, and responses 
to public inquires. Note that different sites may have different public notification 
needs or requirements…..EPA will continue to evaluate the protectiveness of the 
remedy if conditions at the Site change. “166 

This response made Gjovik become more concerned there may be more that Apple was not 

disclosing to the U.S. EPA that they should be under CERCLA and other laws. Gjovik met again 

with Powers on June 10, again expressing concerns. Gjovik took notes from the meeting & 

emailed them, including:  

- I tell Dave “I do not feel safe going back to [Stewart 1 office]  
- Dave says he will defer to EH&S and Employee Relations.”  

 
On June 28, Gjovik tests  ████:  

- “Did you ever hear back from the EH&S guy? I kept telling them I think [our office is] a 
death trap. They offered to let me do a medical accommodation thing where I can work 
remote. Which is also telling.” 

 
On July 2, Waibel emailed Gjovik unexpectedly:  

- “I’m sending an iCal for a follow up call next week with EH&S. Michael will be leaving Apple 
shortly after our call, so Antoine [Jain] will be joining our call as well to step into the 
conversation in Michael’s place. As Antoine is responsible for scheduling some of the next steps 
in the testing we have discussed, he is very knowledgeable about the program.”  

- Waibel said EH&S had an update that: “In May we performed step one of a three step process. 
We did the floor pathway survey, checking for cracks and gaps that can build over time due to 
natural floor movement. Based on that, we developed a floor sealing plan. Right now, we are in 
step two scheduling the floor crack sealing work by a contractor.” 

 
On July 2, Gjovik replied to Waibel:  

 
165 See Evidence Files: email to Powers on May 17 2021, Subject: Fwd: EHS Follow up 
166 See Evidence Files, email from Margot/US EPA on June 7  
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- “Any chance EH&S would be willing to do a “before” air testing in [Stewart 1 office], at least 
my lockdown to determine if the floor cracks were/are allowing vapor intrusion into the office 
space? It seems like it would also be helpful data to have to compare to the testing “after” the 
floor is sealed — especially since the last testing was six years ago — and considering my 2019 
fainting incident at my desk & in [Coworker] office. If I was exposed, I’d really like to know to 
what chemical & at what levels, for future cancer monitoring, etc.  

 
On July 4, Gjovik emailed Waibel’s manager, Tony Lagares, Senior Manager of Apple Corporate 
Employee Relations:  

- “Finally got a response from EH&S and the guy, Steiger, who has been overseeing these 
chemical clean-up sites for Apple for eight years is now quitting / fired. The last meeting, 
I had with him he read a script, I assume from legal, where he very uncomfortably said that 
he is the expert, and the oversight was all his decision, and he personally feels it’s safe. 
Literally an hour after that meeting, he went on short term disability medical leave — and 
now apparently upon returning, he’s leaving Apple. Also, Jenna’s update from EH&S 
included the fact they did find cracks in the floor of my office (which is exactly how vapor 
intrusion from chemicals directly beneath the floor can end up in the indoor air). They said 
they would test the indoor air at a “TBD” time, but only AFTER fixing the floor. I 
specifically asked if they can test BEFORE they fix the floor since they haven’t tested the 
indoor air for six years, since 2015 before any Apple employees were moved in — or 
anyone it was vacant forever — and despite a long history of indoor air vapor intrusion 
above max industrial limits, Apple only did “limited testing” and called it good, even 
though that testing showed industrial chemicals again above industrial limits. I told EH&S 
& Jenna I want to know which chemicals are in the air and at what levels — for future 
cancer monitoring, etc. The only reason I can think of that they’re refusing to do this testing 
after they previously planned on doing it, was that all the questions I was asking were very 
good questions and revealed major gaps/issues — so they’re going out of their way to not 
have evidence of their negligence. I think everyone is forgetting I work in engineering & 
I’m in law school. I know how toxic torts work. I also know how employment 
discrimination & labor law works. I’m anxious to hear back from you on if there are any 
other next steps for my situation — because right now it feels like I’m not only being 
harassed by my manager and my Human Resources business partner, but it appears there’s 
a conspiracy to force me back into what appears to be a very physically unsafe office 
building.” 

 
 
 

On July 8, Gjovik had her final meeting with Waibel & EH&S. Steiger & Jain are on before 

Waibel joins. Steiger says he’s leaving Apple. Gjovik ask him if he’s going back to EKI, and he 

leans back & says “I might” and smirks. He asked how Gjovik knew he worked for EKI and Gjovik 

told him she looked him up and thought it was interesting timing he joined Apple in 2013 to work 

on the Apple Park CERCLA Brownfield due diligence, when he had been a manager at the 
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supposedly independent environmental company (EKI) that was responsible for the actual clean 

up at Apple Park. Gjovik said seems weird because he’d be in a position to influence his ex-

employees on behalf of Apple.  Steiger didn’t respond. I asked him if when he worked at EKI 

before, if he worked on Gjovik’s apartment (since EKI did that work). He says no and Gjovik asks 

him how he know so quickly. He said he read my article and then checked to make sure he wasn’t 

involved. Waibel joined the call and they all stopped talking.  

During the meeting, Steiger tells me the “pathway survey” they’re doing this year was the first 

time the Stewart 1 office floor has been surveyed for potential vapor intrusion issues since 2015. 

He says its unknown at that point if cracks are deep enough that air could be coming through from 

beneath however Jain was “unconcerned by what he saw” and he & Steiger think the passive sub-

slat vents should be adequately routing the soil vapor outside the building (not up/inside, aka 

intrusion). They say during the floor survey they did not look under the carpet — so the area around 

my desk (a hot spot) was not surveyed for cracks or other issues. When the indoor air is eventually 

tested at some unknown point it will be with passive samplers with HVAC on & running as normal, 

and employees inside working as normal. I expressed concerns that HVAC brings in outdoor air 

and will dilute the air inside — and employees working inside can cause their own chemicals 

releases which can disturb / comprise the results. Gjovik expresses serious concerns they’re not 

checking under the carpet, as her desk was on top of carpet. Gjovik also mentioned if the results 

come back high, then EH&S can then say it was the employees causing the chemicals (like they 

did in 2015 with the unconfirmed "construction” chemicals). Steiger & Jain just say their testing 

plan is “protocol” and “over and beyond”  

Gjovik questioned the current approach and was total its “protocol” and “best practices” and 

upon asking to review the protocol documents to better understand them. Gjovik was told there 

were no policies, plans, or protocols documented internally and that Gjovik can search online the 

general terms. Gjovik mentioned guidance she had received from the California Department of 

Public Health Environmental Investigations unit around vapor intrusion investigations/testing and 

Steiger told her that specific agency doesn’t have expertise on vapor intrusion (despite that agency 

being seem as experts on vapor intrusion impacting public health & communities in California). 

Steiger says the contractor is sealing floor and sealing potential other cracks and conduit locations 

that are / could allow for vapor intrusion. EH&S refuses to test the indoor air before they seal the 
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vapor intrusion pathways, saying the 2015 results show the mitigation was working. Gjovik asked 

if the change of building circumstances (i.e. cracks, holes), don’t then need an evaluation to see if 

there was vapor intrusion and then confirm the new fixes actually fix it — they said no. 

Gjovik asked if the U.S. EPA has been informed of the cracks and Steiger and Jain said no, 

because their work on the building is “voluntary”. I told him it was only voluntary when building 

was vacant, but now they are under different requirements with humans inside. He said they’re 

not. Steiger & Jain kept saying this is routine maintenance but said this year is also the first time 

this routine maintenance process is being kicked off for Apple buildings on chemical clean-up 

sites with risks of vapor intrusion.  Gjovik asked if the indoor air testing would be in the lock 

downs — and if it would be at/near her desk, and she was told they were requesting access to 

lockdowns to do the testing inside, including her lockdown, she asked if they could also do a 48hr 

Summa canister with a T015 panel on a weekend with no employees inside & HVAC off, near her 

desk, before sealing the floor — to have an uncompromised test — and they said no.  

Gjovik asked if Apple has done this floor-sealing work in other buildings with employees 

currently working in them and say said  “they have done it for two or three buildings." Gjovik said 

she was concerned they were misrepresenting the “routine-ness” of this work this year & asked 

which buildings they did the “routine floor sealing” in previously and Waibel told her “They won’t 

discuss buildings I’m not in,” “won’t answer that question,” and “that level of detail is not 

appropriate for this call.” Steiger, Jain, & Waibel said they will not answer any of Gjovik’s 

additional questions, or provide additional questions, or provide any guidance around risk & 

exposure other than “they feel it is safe.”  

 

On July 8, Gjovik meets with EHS & Waibel again, and writes notes from tehir meeting,  

- Good luck on your next adventure, Michael! And congrats on your promotion / re-org, 
Antone! I didn’t realize Apple hired an external manager, Robert Thomas, two months ago 
to lead “Global Environmental Compliance!” Does that mean the vapor intrusion due 
diligence is now formally under Real Estate & Development instead of EH&S? Scott’s not 
doing it anymore? I remember having a phone call with Elizabeth Schmidt in mid-
September 2020 about my chemical exposure at my apartment and the building uphill that 
Apple previously leased for industrial use (it had a groundwater plume flowing in direction 
of my apartments). She had said she led a Real Estate & Development team — I didn’t 
realize she also had EH&S under her as well. Or was that a recent re-org too?  
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- The “pathway survey” this year was the first time the SD01 floor has been surveyed for 
potential VI issues since 2015  

- EH&S refuses to test the indoor air before they seal the vapor intrusion pathways, saying 
the 2015 results show the mitigation was working. I asked if the change of building 
circumstances (i.e. cracks, holes) don’t then need an evaluation to see if there was VI and 
then confirm the new fixes actually fix it — they said no.  

- I asked if the Federal EPA has been informed of the cracks and Michael and Antone said 
no, because their work on the building is “voluntary” 

- Antone & Michael kept saying this is routine maintenance but said this year is also the first 
time this routine maintenance process is being kicked off for Apple buildings on chemical 
clean-up sites with risks of vapor intrusion.  

 

 

On July 8 Gjovik emails the US EPA saying:  

“Also, as you mentioned "it is important for EPA to be aware if there’s a 
significant change to site conditions,” I would hope you’ve already been informed 
that there are apparently cracks in the floor of [Stewart 1 office]  and Apple is 
pursuing a “floor sealing plan.” See quote below from EH&S. They apparently did 
their first formal “vapor intrusion evaluation” walkthrough ever this May and 
noticed the cracks. I’d ask again, considering this and considering my fainting spell 
in 2019, if the EPA is still confident that the vapor intrusion is under control. “ 
In May we performed step one of a three step process. We did the floor pathway 
survey, checking for cracks and gaps that can build over time due to natural floor 
movement. Based on that, we developed a floor sealing plan. Right now, we are in 
step two scheduling the floor crack sealing work by a contractor (expected within 
a month according to verbal from the construction management team). 
“In addition, I’m not sure if you’re aware but after I started asking a lot of questions 
to Apple EH&S about their oversight of TRW Microwave, they went from planning 
to test the indoor air this year to then saying they may no longer test the air and if 
they do it’s at a TBD time. They offered no explanation for why they decided not 
to test and also told me they wouldn’t answer any more of my questions. Further, 
the environmental engineer who has overseen Apple’s environmental engineering 
& due diligence program for over seven years is now leaving Apple. He went on 
medical leave within an hour of my last conversation with them when they said 
they wouldn’t answer my questions and they might not test the air now — and upon 
coming back from leave he’s now leaving Apple imminently. This all seems quite 
peculiar to me. “ 
“I would appreciate a quicker response this time if possible. After I reminded Apple 
of labor laws & stuff, they clarified they’d “never prohibit me from speaking out 
about workplace safety concerns,” and as such I am now actively looking into 
publishing something about this. EH&S reached out with the EH&S Manager 
leaving and are “providing me an update” later this afternoon. I’ll let you know if 
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there’s anything else they say I think you’ll care about — or which raise questions 
for the EPA. “ 
Replied after meeting: “They’re refusing to test the indoor air *before* they seal 
the floor and won’t give me any reasons why other than the 8hr limited testing from 
2015. They won’t give me any details of what the “floor sealing process” entails. 
They kept saying the whole process was routine but eventually admitted they’ve 
never done it before for any of their Apple buildings with employees actively 
working inside. They also told me again that now they won’t answer any more of 
my questions about the safety of the building. I told them I remain very concerned 
the building is not safe.” 

 

 

On July 8, Gjovik emails Lagares, forwarding the notes with EHS, saying:   

-  “All of this is so suspicious & concerning” & I’m planning on talking to a journalist about the 
Superfund office. A journalist is writing up a profile on me about my efforts advocating about 
the toxic apartment I was poisoned at last year, & she & I started talking about Stewart 1 as well.  

 
 

On July 8-9, Gjovik emails with  ████:  

- Gjovik: “They’re refusing to test the indoor air before they seal the floors & other vapor 
intrusion pathways. They’re insisting they’ll only test the air after they seal the floor. I really 
don’t want to be in there AT ALL, but I’m seriously considering doing one of these 2hr sorbent 
tubes in the next few weeks before they seal the floor. Maybe ideally one early morning before 
people come in and later evening after people already left. “ 

-  ████: Yea, kinda stinks that they won’t test the air before the cracks are patched. Also, seems 
like an oversight to not check for cracks in floor under carpet. I guess the indoor air tests will 
catch these types of issues. Guess we will have to wait for TBD to see those. Glad that you are 
all over this!  

- Gjovik: “The problem is, the way they’re testing the air now is bogus.” & “If I were Apple, and I 
wanted to save face after all the last discussions, and didn’t care about employee’s health — this 
is what I’d do. They can’t “not test” now that I threw such a fit about them threatening not to — 
but if they do test, they want to reduce the risk of them finding the “Contaminants of Concern” in 
the air as much as possible. Thus, they’d do exactly what they now say they’re going to do. 
During previous discussions they mentioned they’d do it on a weekend, etc. This is a change of 
plans. I’m not happy.”  

 
On July 16, Gjovik emails Lagares:   

- “As previously discussed at length, I have serious concerns about work place safety of my 
building, and Apple’s other buildings on chemical release sites. At least for my building, 
from what I’ve seen, Apple appears to have been negligent with properly managing the 
vapor intrusion from the three toxic groundwater plumes under the building. Also, as 
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mentioned, I believe I have already been injured by the vapor intrusion in 2019 (the workers 
comp claim I filed). 

 
On July 18, in Ms. Gjovik’s weekly status to Dave Powers & his mgmt. team, she wrote, 

- “EH&S says they’re not going to answer any more of my questions about chemical 
exposure in SD01. There are apparently cracks in the floor that need re-sealed, but won’t 
give me any details about how deep, where, what resealing means, or the risk that there has 
been vapor intrusion through those cracks.”167 
 

 
Gjovik continued to raise concerns about Apple’s oversight of her office building to the EPA, 

including her concerns about employee intimidation, Apple’s misrepresentation of the site conditions, 

Apple’s failure to report change of conditions to the EPA, and a conflict of interest with Mr. Ronald 

Sugar on the board of directors and Ms. Lisa Jackson reporting to Mr. Tim Cook. On July 19, Gjovik 

writes to the US EPA:  

- Checking in — any update? I’m locking this down with a national journalist. P.S. if you haven’t 
already connected the dots, the “responsible party” for the Sunnyvale TRW Microwave site is 
Northrup Grumman, who’s ex-CEO and ex-President (and ex-CFO of TRW Microwave), Ronald 
Sugar, is a current & long time Apple board member (10yrs+). So, the guy who was running the 
company responsible for this site’s pollution, clean-up, vapor intrusion etc — is one of only eight 
Apple board members. He also chaired Apple’s Audit & Finance committee, which I assume 
would oversee budgets for things like... Apple’s facility and safety oversight. If you’re trusting 
they’re all doing the right thing, maybe they are, but I’d hope you might poke around a bit and 
see what exactly this whole floor crack / floor sealing thing is about — in additional to the lack 
of air testing, and refusal to test the air before they seal the floor.  

 
On July 20, Gjovik submits her annual performance review feedback about Powers to West, which 

includes:  

- ….“He also has not properly responded to my concerns about an unsafe workplace.”  

 
167 Gjovik to msq-managers, July 18, 2021 at 2:26 PM, sub: Ashley'sManagerStatus-Weekof7/19 
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On July 20, Gjovik Emails the US EPA again:  

- “Did you talk to Apple & Northrup Grumman about the cracks in the floor and floor sealing 
plan? They told me they didn’t notify the EPA about and didn’t plan to, despite me telling them 
they probably are required too. They kept saying everything was “voluntary.”  

 
 
On July 27-28, Gjovik forwarded her email communications with the EPA to Mr. Okpo and Mr. 

Lagares, and explained she was informed by the EPA that the agency would be looking into the matter.   

- Gjovik “Hello! FYI, update on the EPA / EH&S / [Stewart 1 office] situation. The U.S. EPA said 
they’re meeting with the “site team” this week — I assume they mean EH&S.  Even though y’all 
said you weren’t looking into this, I’ll add this to the Work Place Safety Concerns folder.”  

- Includes complaints to U.S. EPA about:  
o Concerns about conflict of interest with Ronald Sugar on Board of Directors  
o Apple won’t answer my questions about safety  
o Intimidated to not speak about safety concerns  
o Had to remind Apple about “labor laws & stuff”  
o EPA says “it is important for EPA to be aware if there’s a significant change to site 

conditions” 
 
On July 28, the US EPA responds to Gjovik:  

- Gjovik: “I look forward to hearing how the conversation goes and if any changes will be made to 
the plan of record” 

- US EPA: “Thanks again for your continued interest in this site and providing your on-the-ground 
observations. EPA communicates regularly with responsible parties on issues related to 
superfund sites as part of the agency’s CERCLA obligations. Similarly, EPA also routinely 
follows up on concerns raised by the public in regards to superfund sites. The agency takes 
these communications and on-the-ground observations seriously. Please continue to check 
the website for any site updates.  Please do connect me with the reporter you’re working with on 
this and thank you again for voicing your concerns and providing us with such detailed 
information.”  
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On July 30, Gjovik responds to an Apple Human Resources representative who had notified her she was 

waiting for Sedgwick to respond to the ADA accommodation to not work on a Superfund site. Gjovik 

replied,  

- “This ADA Remote Work request was suggested by Employee Relations in response to me 
raising concerns about the safety of my workplace. My office is an active EPA Superfund site 
with a long history of indoor air vapor intrusion with industrial chemicals above max industrial 
limits for human safety — and also a long history of Apple not actually testing/monitoring the air 
quality to ensure employee safety. I filed a worker’s comp claim for a fainting spell in 2019 that 
I believe was due to the chemicals in the air there.  EH&S refused to answer many of my 
questions about the building and their procedures, and now has refused to answer any more of 
my questions about it all. However, before shutting me down, EH&S recently noted there’s 
cracks in the floor of the building (which is exactly how vapor intrusion can get into the indoor 
air) but is refusing to test the air before the fix the cracks. Due to my whistleblowing, the U.S. 
EPA is now involved and sounds like met with them this week. My doctor is working on the 
paper work you mentioned but we’re both struggling to mentally process the fact that I have to 
fill out such invasive and intimidating paperwork to literally just not get poisoned. I’ve shared 
these concerns with Employee Relations as well — [Employee Relations Manager] is overseeing 
my sexism & hostile work environment investigation, and his team was also playing public 
relations agent for EH&S.” 

 
After further independent research of government records and discussion with EH&S about the 

site, Gjovik also became concerned about the likelihood of vapor intrusion with the cracks in the floor; 

Apple’s refusal to perform indoor air testing until after the fix the cracks in the floor; Apple’s shifting 

plans during their meetings whether they would test the air, not test the air, maybe test the air, and so on 

without explanation as to why a change in plans; Apple’s refusal to survey the office for cracks in the 

floor under the carpet; Apple’s plan to only test the air with HVAC on and normal usage of the building; 

the sudden, unexpected departure of the manager who ran Apple’s Superfund due diligence program for 

seven years in the same time period the cracks in the office floor were noted; comments from Gjovik’s 

manager that her safety concerns were disruptive and to not speak about them with coworkers; 

comments from employee relations to not share her safety concerns with coworkers; comments from 

EH&S that they prefer employees do not report safety concerns to the government.  

 
On July 28, Gjovik messages a different Apple Inclusion & Diversity business partner, including,  

- S. Doe: Hope you’re well these days!  
- Gjovik: I’m knee deep in a massive ER investigation in Dan, Dave, and John for sexism and 

hostile work environment.” “There’s a big Slack thread about how ER is a sham at this 
company.”  
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- Gjovik: “After I screamed at our HWE ER Biz Partner for being literally the opposite of helpful, 
Antonio Lagares stopped in and he and Ekelemchi are doing another round. Jenna is the worst.”  

- Gjovik: “I’ve spent 20hrs in the last 2 weeks screaming at ER about Apple’s ER being a sham & 
worthless & supporting the culture of discrimination and impunity – not to mention all of my 
work place safety concerns being actively ignored.”  

 
On July 30, Gjovik posts on Apple Women-of-SWE Slack channel, top of the channel/new thread, 
the ER investigation and concerns about it, but also:  

- Me: “Even before that I’ve been raising concerns about an unsafe work environment. I have very 
good reason to believe I’ve been exposed to uncontrolled industrial chemicals. I’ve been 
complaining for months. ER has partnered with EH&S to dodge my questions and arguably 
misrepresent what’s happening. I had to resort to getting the U.S. EPA & California OSHA 
involved. Guess what Employee Relations recommended? Submit a medical accommodation 
request through Sedgwick to request remote work so I’m not exposed to the industrial chemicals. 
Guess what the request form asked for? Me to release a very large scope of medical records 
directly to Apple Inc and have my doctor fill out a detailed form explaining why exposure to 
uncontrolled industrial chemicals, possibly at toxic levels, is bad for my health and even 
referenced a worker’s comp form I filled out for a fainting spell in my office in 2019, directly 
referencing vapor intrusion in my active Superfund office. Then what did Sedgwick do? Send me 
another detailed form for my doctor to fill out asking for more details about my health and also 
things like, what if we get you an air purifier by your desk? (Yes, an air filter, to mitigate the 
levels of TCE known to be in the air at my desk above max industrial levels even less than ten 
years ago). What happens when I complain to employee relations again that I have to fill out 
paper work to not get poisoned? Literally Nothing. But I did just get an email from human 
resources: “At this time Sedgwick is working with your provider to clarify and more fully 
understand your limitations. I will contact you as soon as I have information from Sedgwick so 
we can engage in an interactive discussion around your limitation and your accommodation 
request.”  

 
On August 2nd, Gjovik texts with  ████ about their office:  

-  ████: “any new updates on the testing?”  
- Gjovik: “they told me they’re not answering any more of my questions & they’ll reach out to me 

when they feel like it.”  
-  ████: “perfect.”  
- Gjovik: “the manager in charge of employee relations apparently went on some sort of leave. 

After or perhaps due to my Twitter rant this weekend. How does everyone I talk to end up on 
medical leave.”  

-  ████: “is this all about the superfund stuff?”  
- Gjovik: “oh no they refuse to talk about that.” I tell him I’ve spent 40hrs with the new 

investigator going over evidence. I ask if coworker has taken pics of cracks and he says he hasn’t 
gone in yet – ask if one of his employees could. 

 
On Aug 2, Gjovik emails the US EPA:  

- “Can you share the outcomes of those conversations please? It sounds like they’re doing some 
kind of maintenance work at the office on Wednesday. Since Apple refuses to answer any more 
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of my questions I’d be curious if you know what they’re doing. You should be getting a call / 
email tomorrow from the NYT.”  

 
On Aug 2nd, Gjovik takes notes from meeting with Okpo and sends to Okpo:  

- “Per conversation with Okpo today… We will not talk about work place safety issues, because 
Okpo says he is focused on my other concerns & EH&S continues response to be responsible for 
work place safety. Okpo will be investigating everything else I’ve brought up.”  

 
On Aug 2nd, Gjovik emails Apple Human Resources, Waible, Okpo, & Lageres the completed ADA 
request form:  

- “Note: the questions about whether an air purifier could mitigate Superfund vapor intrusion (so 
severe that a land use covenant with the government prohibits elder care and day care on site) 
was particularly offensive, but so is the fact itself that you’re forcing me to release medical 
information & fill out forms to not be poisoned.”  
 

On Aug 3, US EPA replies to Gjovik:  
- “I want to reiterate that I appreciate your time and patience and let you know we take your on-

the-ground observations seriously. Very respectfully, Margot” 
 
On Aug 3-4, Gjovik asked managers on her team who were onsite at the building, ◼◼◼ 

◼◼◼◼◼◼ & ◼◼◼◼ ◼◼◼◼, to take photographs of the cracks in the floor as evidence, 

fearing Apple was attempting to cover-up the safety issues and Gjovik and her colleagues would never 

understand if they were exposed to chemicals in way that harmed their health. The managers gathered 

the evidence for Gjovik & Gjovik involved employee relations of what they were doing and showed 

them the photos. 

- Gjovik: Weird ask but if either of you are in [Stewart 1 office] today can you please try to take 
detailed pics of any cracks you see in the floor – the cement – EH&S is supposed to fix it 
tomorrow-ish I want evidence of what they looked like before they do. [Coworker] was going to 
try but hasn’t made it over there and I can’t get there until Thursday. (I think that’s how the 
vapor intrusion was getting into our air, through those cracks). EH&S is refusing to test the air 
until after they seal them, so if you can take pics, also note or landmark where they’re at –[my 
lockdown] especially, that’s the hot spot.  

- Coworker 1: I’m in the office. If you can point me to where the cracks are I can take a pic.  
- Coworker 2: I’m here too.  
- Coworker 1: 12-1 no meeting for me, I can help. Do you consider this a crack? (attached photo 

of crack in the floor) 
- Gjovik: OMG thank you. Yes, can you get closer up to see the depth please and note where in 

the building it is. I love you both. The deeper the crack the more likely we’re being slowly 
poisoned. I’ll forward you an email after my meetings.  

- Coworker 1: I did a quick walk and it is all over the place. I can take pics between meetings but 
it is everywhere. 
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- Gjovik: UGH GROSS THANK YOU THANK YOU THANK YOU. If there’s any way to show 
depth like sticking clay in a deep one and showing how deep it is that would be amazing. It 
sounds like they’re trying to cover all this up as soon as tomorrow. This is me yelling about the 
cracks (email attachment). I think they’re sealing them tomorrow but refusing to test or capture 
them otherwise until they fix them.  

- Coworker 1: Right in front of [lab]. Not deep enough to show depth (photo of cracks). So far, I 
don’t find a crack that is deep enough to show it.  

- Gjovik:” Thank you. Would you mind looking in front of [Coworker 3]’s office and the concrete 
in front of the row where my desk is. I filed a workers comp complaint for fainting in [Coworker 
3]’s office & at my desk in 2019 now due to suspected chemical exposure. EH&S is refusing to 
check under the carpet… because they’re smart & talented people & Ashley needs to stop asking 
questions.” 

 
On Aug 3, with a meeting with Okpo, Gjovik shares her screen in WebEx and shows him the above 

messages with ◼◼◼◼◼ & ◼◼◼◼◼◼ gathering photos of cracks. Gjovik tells Okpo something 

about: if you’re not going to do the right thing, we’re going to capture evidence of it, etc.  

On the evening of Aug 3, Gjovik posted in a large Apple Slack channel encouraging employees to 

report concerns about their work conditions. At 8:25pm she posted a “Friendly Reminder” listing several 

Apple policies which said nothing in the policies restrict employees’ rights to speak freely about their 

wages, hours, or work conditions. 168 By noon of the next day, the respond received 33x “hearts”, 10x 

“100”, 7 “+1”, and 1 “thank you”  

 On Aug 4 in the morning, ◼◼◼◼◼ notifies Gjovik he’s at the office and sends her updates 
and photos:  

- Coworker 1: here is what I see in front of [Coworker’s] office and your row. Not deep. (two 
photos of cracks in the floor). EH&S folks are here by the way. 

- Gjovik: Thank you!!!!! 
- Coworker 1: With so many devices. Nice job.  
- Gjovik: OMG can you take pics of them too please low key (if you feel comfortable) or even not 

low key if you want, “smile” “Ashley says hi,” 
- Coworker 1: They are in the conf room next to [Director’s] office. Very difficult to take pic.  
- Gjovik: They’re legit hiding. 

 
Gjovik planned to visit her office on August 5th, 2021 to gather evidence and inspect the cracks, 

and notified employee relations as such, and employee relations suddenly, unexpectedly placed Gjovik 

on indefinite paid administrative leave and “removed her from the workplace” the day before, on August 

4th.  

 
168 Gjovik post to “Remote Work Advocacy” slack channel  
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Gjovik suspects she was “removed from the workplace” the next day, the 4th, to prevent her from 

gathering additional evidence on the 5th and “removed from workplace interactions” to prevent her from 

working with employees to gather evidence on her behalf, in addition to other suspected ulterior motives 

by Apple. 

While on leave, Gjovik persistently asked for updates about her office from Employee Relations 

but received none. On Aug 29-30 she filed complaints with CA Dept of Labor DIR, CA EPA, US EPA, 

and US Dept of Labor WPP.  

o To DIR: “I raised concerns about work place safety and was told to stop speaking about my 
concerns. Then I was threatened, harassed, intimidated, suspended, & constructively 
terminated. I kept saying ‘stop it you guys, there's labor laws about this.’” 

o To US DoL:  Adverse Actions: “Suspension, Harassment, Intimidation, Constructive 
Termination, Threat to take above.” Why did you believe you suffered adverse employment 
action? “Called/filed complaint with OSHA & U.S. EPA, Complained to management about 
unlawful conditions conduct or practices, because of sex & disability, because engaged in 
concerted activities, reported injury, Participated in safety & health activities, refused to 
perform unsafe task.”What reason did employer give for action? “No rational / legitimate 
reason was provided” Anything else for OSHA to know? “I also filed complaints with NLRB, 
EEOC, & DFEH” 

o To CA & US EPA: “As reported to the EPA Superfund site community contact, I've had 
concerns since March 2021 about Apple's oversight & lack of due diligence for the safety of 
their employees in the TRW Microwave Superfund site ([Stewart 1 office]). I've expressed 
concerns about negligence and even recklessness, possible violations of Right to Know & 
OSHA. Worse, Apple's response has been to misrepresent their activities and the site, 
intimidate me to not speak about workplace safety concerns related to the site, and have refused 
to notify the U.S. EPA of changed circumstances at the site (e.g. cracks in the cement floor 
requiring repair). Apple has frequently told me they refuse to answer any of my questions about 
safety or the site, and even pressured me into requesting an ADA accommodation request to 
work remotely to not be exposed to the chemicals at the site, after pressuring me to file a 
worker's comp claim for a fainting spell I had in 2019, which I believe to be caused by vapor 
intrusion. Apple has refused to test the indoor air for vapor intrusion until after they seal the 
cracks, despite the last testing being done in 2015 and was limited (10hrs) and the only time the 
results ever came back without vapor intrusion above max EPA industrial limits (there was a 
long history of toxic indoor air vapor intrusion in the building). Further, Northrup Grumman is 
the responsible party and their ex-CEO/President, Ronald Sugar, is now on the Board of 
Directors of Apple & the Chair of the Finance & Audit committee. I can provide 
documentation for all of the above. I reported my concerns about conflicts of interest to Apple. 
I've also filed DOL OSHA Whistleblower retaliation complaints, and claims with the EEOC, 
NLRB, & CA DEFH.” 
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Gjovik filed complaints with the federal and state EPA & department of labor agencies, with 

OSHA, and with the SEC & NLRB related to her CERCLA concerns and the activities discussed above. 

Numerous press outlets wrote about Gjovik and her safety concerns, often citing the government 

complaints she filed. On Sept 2nd, Bloomberg publishes article mentioning Gjovik’s NLRB, US DOL 

WPP, CA DOL, & EEOC complaints against Apple.  Apple then terminated Gjovik on September 9th, 

2021 without providing her an explanation why. 

Throughout the ordeal, Gjovik was concerned not only about her safety and her co-worker’s 

safety, but also: visitors to the office; the people living, studying, & working elsewhere on the Triple 

Site; and anyone who may visit or pass through. Gjovik’s concerns included that if there was insufficient 

oversight of the TRW Microwave site (that cracks in the floor were not noticed for years and no testing 

for six years or more) that changes in site conditions could affect the larger Triple Site and those on/near 

it. Gjovik’s concerns included protecting human health and the environment & by involving the 

community in the CERCLA process. 

 
Sarbanes-Oxley Act 
 

SOX WHISTLEBLOWER LAW 
 

As explained in Banko v Apple Inc, Sarbanes–Oxley protects those who provide information that 

they reasonably believe relates to fraud or securities violations.169 Section 806 of the Sarbanes-Oxley 

Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1514A, seeks to combat what Congress identified as a corporate "culture, supported by 

law, that discourage[s] employees from reporting fraudulent behavior not only to the proper authorities, 

such as the FBI and the SEC, but even internally." S.Rep. No. 107-146, at 5 (2002). To accomplish this 

goal, § 1514A "protects 'employees when they take lawful acts to disclose information or otherwise 

assist ... in detecting and stopping actions which they reasonably believe to be fraudulent.170 

Specifically, § 1514A makes it unlawful for publicly traded companies to "discharge, demote, suspend, 

threaten, harass, or in any other manner discriminate against an employee in the terms and conditions of 

employment because of any lawful act done by the employee ... to provide information, cause 

 
169 Banko v. Apple Inc., 20 F.Supp.3d 749 (2013); 18 U.S.C. § 1514A(a)(1). Van Asdale v. Int'l Game Tech., 577 F.3d 989, 
996–97 (9th Cir.2009). 
170 Guyden v. Aetna, Inc., 544 F.3d 376, 383 (2d Cir.2008) (quoting S.Rep. No. 107-146, at 19) 
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information to be provided, or otherwise assist in an investigation regarding any conduct which the 

employee reasonably believes constitutes a violation of" certain laws, rules, and regulations addressing 

various types of fraud.171  

SOX is meant to “protect people who have the courage to stand against institutional pressures 

and say plainly, ‘what you are doing here is wrong’ . . . in the particular way identified in the statue at 

issue.” An employee has fulfilled that purpose if they disclose conduct that is within the “ample 

bounds” of the anti-fraud statutes. Such an employee is therefore protected even if they lacked “access 

to information sufficient to form an objectively reasonable belief” as to the specific elements of fraud. 

And they are similarly protected even if their belief is “reasonable but mistaken.” 

A SOX complaint need not plead every element of the claim in detail, but it must provide “fair 

notice” of the claim, which entails a showing of: 1) some facts about the protected activity; 2) some 

facts about the adverse action; 3) an assertion of causation, and 4) a description of the relief or damages 

sought by the whistleblower. 

To prevail, a SOX whistleblower must prove by a preponderance of the evidence that:  
• 1) they engaged in protected activity (they made a protected disclosure under Section 806);  
• 2) the employer knew that they engaged in the protected activity;  
• 3) they suffered an unfavorable personnel action;  
• 4) the protected activity was a contributing factor in the unfavorable action.172  

 

Once a SOX whistleblower has proven these elements by a preponderance of the evidence, the burden is 

on the employer to prove by clear and convincing evidence that it would have taken the same adverse 

action in the absence of the employee engaging in protected activity.  

Section 1514A contains six provisions that enumerate six specific forms of misconduct which, if 

reported by an employee, protect the whistleblower from employer retaliation. Gjovik’s disclosures meet 

(5) any rule or regulation of the SEC; (may or may not involve fraud (Day v Staples) &/or (6) any 

provision of federal law relating to fraud against shareholders.  

§ 1514A clearly protects an employee against retaliation based upon the whistleblower's 

reporting of fraud under any of the enumerated statutes regardless of whether the misconduct relates to 

 
171 18 U.S.C. § 1514A(a)(1); Bechtel v. Admin. Review Bd., 710 F.3d 443, 447 (2d Cir. 2013) 
172 Bechtel v. Admin. Review Bd., 710 F.3d 443, 447 (2d Cir. 2013) 
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"shareholder" fraud. To bring himself under the protection of the act, the information the employee 

provides must directly relate fraud or securities violations.173 

To have an objectively reasonable belief there has been shareholder fraud, the complaining 

employee's theory of such fraud must at least approximate the basic elements of a claim of securities 

fraud. 'Securities fraud' itself has additional relevant elements. The elements of a cause of action for 

securities fraud 'resembl[e] common-law tort actions for deceit and misrepresentation.'  Those elements 

typically include a material misrepresentation or omission, scienter, loss, and a causal connection 

between the misrepresentation or omission and the loss. The employee need not reference a specific 

statute, or prove actual harm, but he must have an objectively reasonable belief that the company 

intentionally misrepresented or omitted certain facts to investors, which were material and which risked 

loss. Securities fraud under section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 requires: (Day v Staples)". Mistaken belief of a 

SOX violation is protected (Van Asdale v International Game)  'The hallmarks of fraud are 

misrepresentation or deceit.  

A SOX retaliation plaintiff need not demonstrate that they disclosed an actual violation of securities 

law; only that they reasonably believed that their employer was defrauding shareholders or violating an 

SEC rule. Section 806 specifically states that the reasonableness test “is intended to include all good 

faith and reasonable reporting of fraud, and there should be no presumption that reporting is otherwise, 

absent specific evidence.” 

To be protected under SOX, an employee’s report “need not ‘definitively and specifically’ relate to 

one of the listed categories of fraud or securities violations in § 1514A.” Whistleblowers are protected if 

they show that they reasonably believed that the conduct they complained of violated one of the 

enumerated violations in Section 806. Whistleblowers are not required, however, to tell management or 

the authorities why their beliefs are reasonable. Nor must their disclosures allege, prove, or approximate 

the elements of fraud. The great weight of authority holds that there is no independent materiality 

element to establish protected whistleblowing under Section 806 of SOX.  

 

 
173 18 U.S.C.A. § 1514A(a); 29 C.F.R. §§ 1980.104(b), 1980.109(a) (Levi v Aneheuser) 
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GJOVIK HAD AN OBJECTIVELY REASONABLE, SUBJECTIVE BELIEF THAT APPLE WAS COMMITTING 
FRAUD DUE TO A CONFLICT OF INTEREST  
 

Based on Apple’s plethora of illegal, unethical, and threatening behavior towards Gjovik in 

March and the very suspicious actions around her office (a clear cover-up), once Gjovik learned about 

the Ronald Sugar/Northrop Grumman connection, Gjovik believed (as everyone she talked to about it) 

that there was likely not only a conflict of interest, but that Sugar was directly or indirectly influencing 

Apple’s shady behavior.174 Gjovik wrote to Apple multiple times, over a period of months accusing 

Apple of deceit, fraud, and misrepresentation related to CERCLA & OSHA complaint in her building, 

and their handling of her as a witness and whistleblower.  

Beyond Gjovik’s office, she was also concerned with her worker’s comp complaint being denied 

the weekend Apple entered into the multi-million dollar real estate deal with her previous landlord, as 

well as Apple’s public statements about environmental justice and safety (as expressed in writing to 

Apple’s ethics leadership). Apple knew of Gjovik’s many complaints and concerns about Sugar and the 

associated fraud, as she made them verbally, in writing, in Apple’s formal complaint system, to the 

press, on Twitter, and the SEC  (which she then posted on Twitter).  

 Gjovik then suffered an unfavorable personnel action (Burlington Northern: materially adverse 

& act might have dissuaded reasonable workers from engaging in the protected activity) and the 

 
174 (Day v Staples) 

 

In 2012, Carlo V. di Florio, then Director of the SEC Office of Compliance 

Inspections and Examinations, said,  

 

“Failure to manage conflicts of interest has been a continuing theme of financial crises 

and scandals since before the inception of the federal securities laws.  

 

The SEC and its staff have a long tradition of focusing on conflicts of interest.”1 
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protected activity was a contributing factor in the unfavorable action. Circumstances exist to suggest that 

the protected activity was a contributing factor to the unfavorable action.  

 

GJOVIK’S COMPLAINTS OF FRAUD AGAINST RONALD SUGAR & APPLE INC. WERE DIRECTLY TIED TO 
THE SEC, SOX, DODD-FRANK, & 15 U.S. CODE § 77X 
 

Gjovik submitted a Business Conduct complaint to Apple on Aug 23 2021 asking if Sugar 

communicated his Conflict of Interest to General Counsel as required by the Apple Inc. Finance & Audit 

Committee Charter, a policy and procedure required by the SEC for publicly traded companies. Apple’s 

own Finance & Audit Committee Charter stated, “Directors should take all reasonable steps to avoid 

conflicts of interest with the corporation. Any director who becomes aware of an actual or potential 

conflict of interest with the Corporation at any time shall notify the Corp GC promptly in writing of the 

material facts of the actual or potential conflict of interest.” Further, it says, “The Board expects its 

directors, as well as officers and employees, to act ethically. Directors are expected to adhere to the 

Corporation’s Business Conduct Policy and the Guidelines Regarding Director Conflicts of Interest.” 175 

The Charter also explained that the Finance and Audit committee is involved in, “any legal and 

regulatory matters that may have a material impact on the financial statements, related compliance 

policies, and programs and reports received from regulators.” Reading that Gjovik assumed the 

Committee would be involved with large real estate leases as well as CERCLA compliance. Further, as 

Gjovik was complaining about rampant corruption amongst Apple HR & ER, she read that the 

Committee would, “Review and discuss with management the program that management has established 

to monitor compliance with the Corporation’s Business Conduct Policy,” so again directly 

impacting/involved in Gjovik’s’ activities. 176 

As Gjovik had began speaking out more and more about overall oppressive NDAs, surveillance, 

and privacy concerns – she also noted the Committee “reviewed and discussed with mgmt.” the 

“management’s program to identify, assess, manage, and monitor significant business risks of the 

Corporation, including financial, operational, privacy, data security, business continuity, tax, legal and 

regulatory compliance, and reputational risks; and management’s risk management decisions, 

 
175 https://s2.q4cdn.com/470004039/files/doc_downloads/2020/20200819-Corporate-Governance-Guidelines.pdf  
https://www.apple.com/newsroom/2010/11/17Ronald-D-Sugar-Joins-Apples-Board-of-Directors/ 
https://s2.q4cdn.com/470004039/files/doc_downloads/2020/20200819-Audit-and-Finance-Committee-Charter.pdf  
176 Apple Inc. Finance & Audit Committee Charter 
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practices, and activities” and “Review and discuss with management the Corporation’s privacy and 

data security risk exposures, including major legislative and regulatory developments that could 

materially impact the Corporation's privacy and data security risk exposure.” 177 

In fact, Gjovik filed a second SEC Whistleblower tip in October 2021 about Apple making 

fraudulent statements to the SEC & their shareholders related to the overly oppressive NDAs and 

Apple’s culture of discrimination and retaliation.  An Apple shareholder, Nia Impact Capital, alleged in 

2021 that Apple is exposing itself to employment litigation risk by enforcing a culture of secrecy beyond 

that which is necessary to protect its trade secrets. The company responded by claiming that “Apple does 

not limit employees’ and contractors’ ability to speak freely about harassment, discrimination, and 

other unlawful acts in the workplace.” Gjovik filed another SEC complaint in October against Apple 

that alleges that these are “false & misleading statements of material importance” by Apple.178 Eight 

state treasurers have since written to the SEC asking for an investigation into apparent falsehoods in 

Apple’s statements about the issue, including reviewing whistleblower tips into the matter.179 

Gjovik also filed additional NLRB charges in October 2021 alleging a September all-staff email 

from Tim Cook, saying that “people who leak confidential information do not belong here,” violated the 

National Labor Relations Act, which protects U.S. workers’ right to communicate with one another and 

engage in collective action about workplace issues. Cook wrote that Apple was “doing everything in our 

power to identify those who leaked,” and “we do not tolerate disclosures of confidential information, 

whether it’s product IP or the details of a confidential meeting.”180 

“The current labor board is very likely to deem statements in Cook’s memo illegal,” said former 

NLRB member Wilma Liebman, who chaired the agency under President Barack Obama. “What he’s 

saying here goes too far” by limiting discussion about meetings where workplace issues are addressed, 

rather than only leaks about intellectual property, Liebman said in an interview. “It’s restrictive of 

people’s ability to talk about employment policies.” Gjovik, who’s in law school, said in an interview 

that she’s hopeful her case could help Biden’s NLRB appointees establish a new more pro-labor 

 
177 Apple Inc. Finance & Audit Committee Charter 
178 Truthout, Apple Employee Blows Whistle on Illegal Spying and Toxic Working Conditions, Dec 19 2021, 
https://truthout.org/articles/apple-employee-blows-whistle-on-illegal-spying-and-toxic-working-conditions/  
179 9to5Mac.com, Apple used NDAs against workers and ‘straight out lied’ about it, claims report, Feb 7 2022, 
https://9to5mac.com/2022/02/07/apple-used-ndas-and-lied/  
180 Bloomberg, Apple CEO’s Anti-Leak Edict Broke Law, Ex-Employee Alleges, Oct 12 2021, 
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-10-12/apple-ceo-s-anti-leak-edict-broke-the-law-ex-employee-alleges  
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precedent, as well as advancing workplace organizing at Apple by disrupting the company’s culture of 

secrecy. “ Ultimately,” she said, “we’re never going to see any systemic change at Apple without 

empowering the employees to feel comfortable speaking out as they are legally protected to.” 181 

 

Twitter:  Former Chairman @NLRB. Executive Director Workers’ Rights Institute, 
@GeorgetownLaw 

 

 
 
 The complaints Gjovik made about fraud while she was an employee at Apple in 2021, touched 

upon numerous topics related to the SEC & Securities Fraud.  Further, Apple’s been sued by the SEC 

and DOJ for fraud & other violations the SEC multiple times already. Apple even faced previous issues 

with Conflicts of Interest in their Board of Directors, even resulting in formal SEC inquiries and 

potential SEC actions (re: Google, Disney).  

 
Securities Fraud is likely implicated under the follow acts:  

- Securities Exchange Act of 1934. This act includes corporate reporting & proxy materials, and 
internal controls.  

- Sarbanes Oxley Act of 2002. The applies to corporate officers who commit fraud with respect to 
reporting requirements under securities law. The Act mandated a number of reforms to enhance 
corporate responsibility, enhance financial disclosures and combat corporate and accounting 
fraud, and created the "Public Company Accounting Oversight Board.” The act prohibits 

 
181 Bloomberg, Apple CEO’s Anti-Leak Edict Broke Law, Ex-Employee Alleges, Oct 12 2021, 
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-10-12/apple-ceo-s-anti-leak-edict-broke-the-law-ex-employee-alleges  
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misrepresentation or omission of important information about securities; & False or misleading 
statements about a company (including false or misleading SEC reports or financial statements) 

- Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010. Act includes rules 
around corporate governance and disclosure, and transparency. 

- 15 US Code 77. Any person who willfully violates any of the provisions of this subchapter, or 
the rules and regulations promulgated by the Commission under authority thereof, or any person 
who willfully, in a registration statement filed under this subchapter, makes any untrue statement 
of a material fact or omits to state any material fact required to be stated therein or necessary to 
make the statements therein not misleading, shall upon conviction be fined not more than 
$10,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or both.  182 

 
Further, Corporate Fraud may also include (and Apple has been prosecuted by the federal government 
previously for):  

- Falsification of financial information: False accounting entries and/or misrepresentations of 
financial condition; 

- Self-dealing by corporate insiders: Misuse of corporate property for personal gain; and 
Individual tax violations related to self-dealing. 

- Obstruction of justice designed to conceal any of the above-noted types of criminal conduct, 
particularly when the obstruction impedes the inquiries of the U.S. Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC), Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC), other regulatory 
agencies, and/or law enforcement agencies. 

 
Congress wrote, “The strength of the U.S. financial markets depends on investor confidence…. 

allegations of misdeeds by corporate executives, independent auditors and other market participants …. 

undermined that confidence. “ 183 The SEC Code of Ethics for Sr Financial Officers requires: 184 

-  Honest and ethical conduct, including the ethical handling of actual or apparent conflicts of 

interest between personal and professional relationships;  

- Full, fair, accurate, timely, and understandable disclosure in reports and documents that a 

registrant files with, or submits to, the Commission and in other public communications made by 

the registrant; 

-  Compliance with applicable governmental rules and regulations.  

- The prompt internal reporting to an appropriate person or persons identified in the code of 

violations of the code; and 

- Accountability for adherence to the code.  

 
182 15 U.S. Code § 77x – Penalties; (May 27, 1933, ch. 38, title I, § 24, 48 Stat. 87; Pub. L. 94–29, § 27(a), June 4, 1975, 89 
Stat. 163.) 
183 17 CFR PARTS 228, 229 and 249; RIN 3235-AI66 
184 SEC. 406. 15 U.S.C. 7264 CODE OF ETHICS FOR SENIOR FINANCIAL OFFICERS. (a) CODE OF ETHICS 
DISCLOSURE (c) DEFINITION 
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The SEC, through 17 CFR PARTS 228, 229 and 249; RIN 3235-AI66A, requires that company like 

Apple must include a code of ethics disclosure in its annual report filed on Form 10-K, 10-KSB, 20-F or 

40-F. 

 

The Apple Board’s Conflict of Interest policy stated; 185 
- If the Committee determines that an actual or potential conflict of interest exists, the Committee 

shall determine an appropriate remedy, which may include, without limitation, not providing the 
director any information regarding the subject matter of the actual or potential conflict of 
interest, asking the director to recuse himself or herself from any review or vote in a 
meeting of the Board of Directors or any committee on the subject matter of the actual or 
potential conflict of interest, or asking the director to resign from the Board of Directors. 

- The director with the actual or potential conflict of interest shall not participate in the 
Committee’s consideration of the matter. In the event the Chair of the Committee has the actual 
or potential conflict of interest, the remaining members of the Committee shall designate a 
member of the Committee to lead the Committee’s consideration of the matter and report to the 
Board of Directors. 

- In the event the actual or potential conflict of interest involves a contract or other transaction 
between the Corporation and a director or between the Corporation and any corporation, firm or 
association in which the director has a material financial interest, the contract or transaction also 
may be approved by the shareholders or full Board of Directors in accordance with Section 310 
of the California Corporations Code. Additionally, in the event that an actual or potential conflict 
of interest may constitute an “Interested Transaction” as such term is defined in the 
Corporation’s Related Party Transactions Policy, the General Counsel shall notify the Chair of 
the Audit and Finance Committee of such actual or potential conflict of interest. The Committee 
also shall consider whether disclosure of the actual or potential conflict of interest is necessary or 
appropriate under applicable law and listing standards. 

 
Further, Gjovik was blowing the whistle on Apple’s potential non-compliance with federal statutes 

as well as committing civil and criminally liable acts in furtherance of the cover-up. Apple 10-Ks for the 

last two years, reported to the SEC & Shareholders, the following “Risk Factors” for Apple Inc: 186 

- The Company’s financial condition and operating results could be adversely impacted by 
unfavorable results of legal proceedings or government investigations. 

- The number of claims, legal proceedings and government investigations involving the Company, 
and the alleged magnitude of such claims, proceedings and government investigations, has 
generally increased over time and may continue to increase. 

- The Company’s business can be impacted by political events, trade and other international 
disputes, war, terrorism, natural disasters, public health issues, industrial accidents and other 
business interruptions. 

 
185 Apple Inc. Guidelines Regarding Director Conflicts of Interest  
186 https://investor.apple.com/investor-relations/sec-filings/ 
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- The Company is subject to complex and changing laws and regulations worldwide, which 
exposes the Company to potential liabilities, increased costs and other adverse effects on the 
Company’s business. [Including: labor and employment; environmental health & safety] 

- The Company has implemented policies and procedures designed to ensure compliance with 
applicable laws and regulations, but there can be no assurance that the Company’s employees, 
contractors or agents will not violate such laws and regulations or the Company’s policies and 
procedures. If the Company is found to have violated laws and regulations, it could materially 
adversely affect the Company’s reputation, financial condition and operating results.  

Further under “Properties” in the 10-Ks, Apple stated: 187 
- The Company’s headquarters are located in Cupertino, California. As of September 26, 2020, the 

Company owned or leased facilities and land for corporate functions, R&D, data centers, retail 
and other purposes at locations throughout the U.S. and in various places outside the U.S. The 
Company believes its existing facilities and equipment, which are used by all reportable 
segments, are in good operating condition and are suitable for the conduct of its business. [2020, 
2021] 

 
* From Apple’s 2021 Environmental Social Governance (ESG) Report188 
 
 

GJOVIK’S ACTIVITY WAS PROTECTED BY SOX WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTION  
 
 Gjovik’s SOX Whistleblower activities began in April On April 15, Gjovik emailed an Apple 

Senior Director, ◼◼◼◼ ◼◼◼◼◼◼ expressing concerns that Alisha Johnson (Apple Director of 

Environment, Policy & Social Initiatives; previous U.S. EPA Deputy Director of Communications from 

 
187 https://investor.apple.com/investor-relations/sec-filings/ 
188 Apple, https://s2.q4cdn.com/470004039/files/doc_downloads/2021/08/2021_Apple_ESG_Report.pdf 
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2010-2014)189 told the press in 2016 that Apple always goes “well beyond legal requirements”190 but 

that EH&S told Gjovik in 2021 that Apple legal told them to only do what is “absolutely legally 

required.”  

 
“As we do with all our facilities, we followed our stringent set of health and safety standards, 

which go well beyond legal requirements."  
– Reuters, Quote from Apple Inc via Alisha Johnson (2016) 

 
“Apple only does what is absolutely legally required related to Superfunds, nothing more.”  

– Apple EH&S to Gjovik (2021) 
 

Gjovik raised concerns that Lisa Jackson (Apple Vice President of Environment, Policy and Social 

Initiatives, including Worldwide Government Affairs; and previous U.S. EPA Administrator)191  was 

making public statements about Apple’s dedication to “healthy communities” but Apple’s internal 

position appeared to actually be the opposite. 

 
[FIND QUOTE & LINK TO THE ARTICLE]192 

 
– Apple Inc via Lisa Jackson (July 2021) 

 
 On June 6, the US EPA communicated to Gjovik that “it is important for EPA to be aware if 

there’s a significant change to site conditions” inferring if the HVAC had been disabled in Gjovik’s 

office, that would count as a “significant change to site conditions.” Gjovik had been working with  

████ to look for the email records about Apple saying something about disabling or modifying the 

HVAC during the wildfire season, with employee complaining about burning eyes and other irritation 

inside.   

On July 4, Gjovik expressed concerns to Lagares again about EH&S’ suspicious conduct and 

statements, including that now Apple said they had no plan to test the air in the near future. Gjovik 

wrote to Lagares, “The only reason I can think of that they’re refusing to do this testing after they 

previously planned on doing it, was that all the questions I was asking were very good questions and 

revealed major gaps/issues — so they’re going out of their way to not have evidence of their 

 
189 https://graziamagazine.com/us/articles/think-different-apples-alisha-johnson/  
190 Reuters, California EPA says settled with Apple on hazardous waste claims, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-apple-
waste-violations-idUSKBN13V2HS 
191 https://www.apple.com/leadership/lisa-jackson/ 
192 To Add 
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negligence.” Gjovik implored Lagares to look into EH&S’s conduct, saying “I think everyone is 

forgetting I work in engineering & I’m in law school. I know how toxic torts work…. right now it feels 

like I’m not only being harassed by my manager and my HR BP, but it appears there’s a conspiracy to 

force me back into what appears to be a very physically unsafe office building.” 

 On July 7, Gjovik wrote to the US EPA, “as you mentioned ‘it is important for EPA to be 

aware if there’s a significant change to site conditions,’ I would hope you’ve already been informed that 

there are apparently cracks in the floor of Stewart 1 and Apple is pursuing a floor sealing plan.” Not 

only had the US EPA not been informed, but Apple insisted they did not need to tell the US EPA. The 

EPA thanked Gjovik after, multiple times, for her “on the ground observations.”  

 On July 18, Gjovik posted on Apple’s Slack tool to the other employees mentioning she had 

been, “yelling for months about [Apple’s] negligence with my office/the property it’s on, failure to 

address my work place safety concerns, and misrepresentation of their policies/protocols.” Gjovik 

noted she reported Waibel and Gjovik’s ”dissatisfaction with this whole mess of a process to Employee 

Relations.”  Gjovik told her coworkers, she had a “90m meeting with two ER people [that] week to go 

over all this, in addition to [her] outstanding complaints about work place safety, sexism, sexual 

harassment, failure to address hostile work env, failure to report work place injuries, FMLA & ADA 

violations, intimidation and retaliation for raising concerns about all of the above, whistleblower 

retaliation, and a whole bunch more…” 

On July 19, Gjovik emailed the US EPA again, expressing concerns that “the “responsible party” 

for the Sunnyvale TRW Microwave site is Northrup Grumman, who’s ex-CEO and ex-President (and ex-

CFO of TRW Microwave), Ronald Sugar, is a current & long time Apple board member (10yrs+). So 

the guy who was running the companies responsible for this site’s pollution, clean-up, vapor intrusion 

etc — is one of only eight Apple board members. He also chaired Apple’s Audit & Finance committee, 

which I assume would oversee budgets for things like... Apple’s facility and safety oversight. If you’re 

trusting they’re all doing the right thing, maybe they are, but I’d hope you might poke around a bit and 

see what exactly this whole floor crack / floor sealing thing is about — in additional to the lack of air 

testing, and refusal to test the air before they seal the floor.  

Gjovik would email the US EPA again on July 20 writing “Did you talk to Apple & NG about the 

cracks in the floor and floor sealing plan? They told me they didn’t notify the EPA about and didn’t plan 

to, despite me telling them they probably are required too.”   The US EPA would respond saying 
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someone from the EPA was going to meet with the “site team” for the building and thanked Gjovik 

again for her observations.  

At some point on or around July 2021, Gjovik posted to Apple’s Slack channel “Tech for Good” 

expressing concerns about Sugar & Northrop Grumman’s influence on Apple. Gjovik posted, “I just 

learned NG is on Apple’s board of directors. They’re a massive weapons manufacture and defense 

contractor building missiles and other war tech, among other dark endeavors. What kind of influence is 

a dept of Def weapons contractor having on Apple’s business???  Link: Ronald D. Sugar Joins Apple’s 

Board of Directors.” The Senior Manager of Apple’s Global Security Communications and Tools,193 

Kevin ◼◼◼◼ affirmed Gjovik’s’ concerns writing, “the professional histories of those gentlemen 

may not align as closely as I’d like with Apple’s principles.”  Gjovik replied, “After being a c-level exec 

of a major company they’re likely to have allegiance back to those previous companies – not to mention 

financial interest in those company’s interests (as I’m sure these guys still have a fair mount of stock in 

Boeing & NG). Working in a certain sector for that long, you’re also going to have a network, business 

investments, partnerships, and a particular view of the work you’re going to apply in your future 

dealings. Mr. Sugar is not just on Apple’s board – he’s also on Chevron’s board..”  

On Aug 6 2020 , Gjovik had raised concerns with West, Powers, Basanese and Polkes that an 

employee in West’s organization appeared to be violating Apple Business Conduct rules about operating 

a business and reselling goods in Syria, asking them if they went through the proper channels to ensure 

that’s lawful conduct. Basanese had responded same day saying he asked another manager, Dave 

Ahlgren about the concerns, but “it was a few months back and I don’t remember what he said. I 

must’ve been OK with it but worth double clicking.“ Gjovik asked Basanese for an update on March 3 

2020 but he never responded. Gjovik emailed all of them again on July 20 2021, writing: “I wanted to 

check in on these outstanding questions — especially and specifically my question about the illegality of 

Amr exporting to & re-selling Apple products in Syria. I did some research today and it appears what he 

did was VERY illegal. Not just a violation of Apple policies, but a violation of U.S. federal law, and 

perhaps a violation of international law as well, if I’m reading all this right. We need to notify the 

 
193 https://www.linkedin.com/in/◼◼◼◼◼ 
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appropriate Apple legal teams of this information..” Gjovik provided links to Apple’s Trade 

Compliance page and the US Treasury page on US Sanctions on Syria. 194 

As Gjovik continued to research that morning she realized the employees conduct not only appeared 

to violate the sanctions but the employee was bragging about it, so Gjovik escalated to Business 

Conduct herself. Gjovik wrote to them:  

FYI, I notified legal & business conduct myself since this wasn’t properly addressed or 
escalated for over ten months. I met with the trade compliance team this morning — they 
reached out within minutes of my notification. They’re looking into this & should be in 
touch. The “consulting” gig he mentioned is also an issue in addition to the smuggling. 
Amr's still listed as an active co-founder, has done recent national interviews about it, 
and the service specially assists people in crossing the Lebanon/Syria border, which 
appears to be in violation of the US embargo & sanctions against Syria, not to mention 
Apple’s internal policies, and possibly more. 195 

Indeed, Gjovik consulted the legal leadership she worked for in the summer of 2019 and asked, “which 

Apple legal team do I notify about one of my idiot coworkers bragging he conspired with a family 

member to export Apple products from the U.S. and then resold them in Syria?”196 They told her to 

reach out to Joe Santosuosso (Director, Business Conduct and Global Compliance).197 Gjovik wrote to 

Santosuosso,  

One of my coworkers apparently conspired with a family member to export Apple 
products from the U.S. and re-sell them in Syria, despite knowing it was not allowed. He 
was bragging about it a “career growth” article he drafted up last year. He also mentioned 
consulting for an Syrian IT company too — which I’m also not sure if it is allowed. The 
article was sent to me, two directors, a senior director, and our HR BP in Spring of 2020. 
The director signed off on it but I asked about the whole Syrian sanctions thing and asked 
him to follow up in Aug 2020— but it appears he never did. I just raised the issue again 
and told him to report it — but because no one actually did anything about this and 
actually promoted the guy who was bragging about to Manager a few months ago. We 
have the same HR BP (Helen Polkes) during the promotion as when I raised the embargo 
issues. Please let me know how we should proceed. 198 

 

 
194 Gjovik to Basanese, West, Powers, Johnson, Polkes, July 20, 2021 at 7:54:17 AM PDT, Subject: Re: My "How I Got 
Here" is ready 
195 Gjovik to Basanese, West, Powers, Johnson, Polkes, July 20, 2021 at 7:54:17 AM PDT, Subject: Re: My "How I Got 
Here" is ready 
196 Gjovik to ◼◼◼◼ & Miramontes, July 20, 2021 at 7:56:41 AM PDT, Subject: Fwd: My "How I Got Here" is ready 
(reselling Apple products in Syria)  
197 https://www.linkedin.com/in/jsantosuosso/ 
198 Gjovik to Santosuosso, Date: July 20, 2021 at 8:22 AM , Subject: Fwd: My "How I Got Here" is ready (reselling Apple 
products in Syria)  
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Gjovik quicky received an email from Ramakrishna Dasari saying, “Hi Ashely, I am part of Joe 

Santosuosso’s organization and am responsible for exports and sanctions compliance. I am looking into 

the situation and would like to talk to you for a few minutes. Please expect an iCal invitation from me.” 

Gjovik responded less than two minutes later saying, “Hi Rama! Happy to help.”199 

“Mr. Dasari is responsible for corporate wide export classifications for products and 

technologies. He also provides advisory support for deemed export licenses‚ M&A‚ and Government 

Affairs. Mr. Dasari represents Apple on the U.S. Department of Commerce (DoC) Information Security 

Technical Advisory Committee (ISTAC).”200 

 Gjovik spoke with Dasari on the phone that morning about her concerns. Dasari told her his view 

was that it seemed that due to a “hand carry exception” at the time, the employee likely did not violate 

US laws though he may have violated local Syrian laws. Dasari did say it sounded like the employee’s 

grandmother did violate US and international laws and confirmed it sounded like the employee bragged 

about what clearly sounded like smuggling. Dasari he said he would have to look into the business the 

employee was running related to Syria. Gjovik asked how to proceed with her leadership, with Dasari 

affirming Gjovik’s concerns that someone should have escalated this a long time ago, and Dasari asked 

her to preserve any potential evidence and to not modify the document where the employee wrote these 

things.  

 After the call with Dasari, Gjovik emailed him saying “OK, it’s worse. 

I just looked up his app. He’s still listed as co-founder and the service is to help people cross the 

Lebanon/Syria border.”201  She sent Dasari links to a mainstream press article where the employee was 

photographed and interviewed talking about the business. 202 Then a couple hours later, she replied 

again,  

“Even worse.... Amr’s been doing numerous interviews about this — and even entered 
won 3rd prize in a Syrian business competition in 2018, identifying himself as an Apple 
employee. Btw, the ER folks I’m working with about my concerns about my org are 
Antonio Lagares & Ekelemchi Okpo. They are investigating my boss David Powers, his 
boss Dan West, and David’s peer John Basanese (who approved Amr’s article and never 
followed up on my questions about the sanctions). They’re all directors and higher. ER 
is also responding to my concerns about our HR business partner, Helen Polkes.I’ve 

 
199 Dasari to Gjovik, July 20, 2021 at 12:22 PM, Subject: Re: Your email to Joe   
200 https://www.americanconference.com/speakers/ramakrishna-dasari/ 
201 Gjovik to Dasari, On Jul 20, 2021, at 9:59 AM, Re: Your email to Joe  
202 https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/300783  Sept 25, 2017 
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been complaining about, amongst other things, the culture of impunity and general 
lawlessness in my org..”  

Gjovik provided links and quotes from the numerous articles. 203 

 

On July 21 2021, Dan West would respond to Gjovik saying:  

Thanks for bringing this back up as we get ready to publish "How I Got Here" for Amr.  
John looked into bullets 3-4 at the time you flagged these in August 2020 and we did not 
have any concerns. Since you raised these again to us, we reached out to our global 
compliance team (and understand you spoke with them too) and confirmed there are no 
compliance issues for Apple. With regards to any outside consulting activities, we're 
confirming these are still in line with Apple policy and will address it as appropriate. 
Given how long it’s been since this article was initially drafted, we’re going to be making 
a few edits to reflect Amr’s role change. Also, even though there’s no compliance issue, 
we are removing the story about the iPods. John met with Amr this morning and 
Amr will be updating the article in the near future  

 

Gjovik was shocked West stood by his 2020 position that they had no concerns. Further, Gjovik was still 

under instruction by Dasari to preserve evidence – so she reached out to Dasari and asked him to 

confirm. Dasari confirmed that Apple decided it was not liable for the employee’s grandmother’s 

smuggling or the employees posts about it but said Apple was continuing to look into the side business. 

Dasari gave Gjovik permission to let the team edit the page because he said he had copies of the earlier 

versions. Gjovik responded to West, 

Hi Dan, Thanks for the update. When I talked to the compliance team yesterday I agreed 
to lock down Amr’s page so no one else can edit it until they confirm no crime & 
sanctions violations were committed, so we don’t mess with potential evidence 
(obstruction of justice). That included both Amr’s grandmother's apparent U.S. customs 
situations as well as the Syrian based “services” Amr is providing. I asked Rama to 
confirm what you just said and he agreed, they cleared the situation as far as sanctions 
violations go. He said while the other matters are investigated, it is okay now to add edit 
access back to the page. I had sent Business Conduct a PDF copy so as far as Apple policy 
goes, they have a copy of that version. My 2cents — I’d considering waiting to publish 
this article until after the business conduct policy violation investigation completes. 
When we talk about How I Got Here article subjects, we always talk about employees we 
want to spotlight as positive examples — so I’d think it’s best we ensure Amr won’t be 
facing discipline for this before we post it. There’s the consulting he’s doing (though he 
lists himself as a co-founder), but there’s also his interviews about being a co-founder and 
active leader of the company and identifying himself as an Apple employee (apparently 

 
203 Gjovik to Dasari, On July 20, 2021 at 12:22 PM, Re: Your email to Joe  
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without business conduct review/approval for doing any of that). I found about five 
of these articles with just a quick search yesterday. 204 

 

Gjovik forwarded the exchanges to Okpo and Lagares writing, “Helen Polkes is a member of the review 

board email group, so she was well aware of the Syrian sanctions violation by one of our employees, 

since August 2020. In fact, Amr was promoted this year to become a manager — which Helen would 

have also been aware of.”205 

 While on leave, before she was fired, Gjovik posted on Twitter about her concerns about Apple’s 

compliance with Syria sanctions and that she had raised concerns right before being put on leave. Gjovik 

filed a tip with the DOJ on September 3rd on the matter. In the crime field she wrote: “Possible 

violations of sanctions against Syria, possible cover-up of that knowledge, retaliation for reporting 

concerns about said violation and coverup.”  Gjovik posted on Twitter that she had reported the matter 

to the US DOJ. Apple’s 2021 ESG report, which they reference frequently in their SEC filings, states: 

“Apple is committed to compliance with applicable export and sanctions laws. All employees are 

responsible for complying with these laws and reporting possible violations.”206 

 On July 27, Gjovik still deeply concerned with EH&S’ conduct and also Employee Relations 

involvement in the cover up, forwarded her email exchanges with the US EPA to Okpo and Lagares, 

hoping it might inspire them to do the right thing. Gjovik wrote, “update on the EPA / EH&S / Stewart 1 

situation. The Federal EPA said they’re meeting with the “site team” this week — I assume they mean 

EH&S.  Even though y’all said you weren’t looking into this, I’ll add this to the Work Place Safety 

Concerns folder.” The emails Gjovik forwarded to Lagares and Okpo included her raising concerns to 

the US EPA about: “concerns about conflict of interest with Ronald Sugar on Board of Directors, Apple 

not answering her safety questions, Apple intimidating her not to speak about safety concerns, and 

Gjovik having to remind Apple about ‘labor laws and stuff.’”  

On July 28, the US EPA replied to Gjovik, “Thanks again for your continued interest in this site and 

providing your on-the-ground observations. EPA communicates regularly with responsible parties on 

issues related to Superfund sites as part of the agency’s CERCLA obligations and follows up on 

 
204 Gjovik to John Basanese jbasanese@apple.com, Helen Polkes (HR BP) polkes@apple.com, David Powers 
powers@apple.com, Reed Johnson reedjohnson@apple.com , July 21, 2021 at 2:32 PM, Re: My "How I Got Here" is ready 
205 Gjovik to Okpo & Lagares, July 20, 2021 at 8:12 AM Re: My "How I Got Here" is ready (reselling Apple products in 
Syria)  
206 Apple, https://s2.q4cdn.com/470004039/files/doc_downloads/2021/08/2021_Apple_ESG_Report.pdf 
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concerns raised by the public in regards to Superfund sites.”  The US EPA added, “The agency takes 

these communications and on-the-ground observations seriously” and said “thank you again for 

voicing your concerns and providing us with such detailed information.” 

 On August 23, Gjovik submitted a formal complaint to Apple Business Conduct about her 

concerns about Sugar’s conflict of interest. Gjovik wrote under in the issue box:  

“Ronald Sugar used to be CEO/President of TRW Microwave & Northrup Grumman. Sugar is 
now on the Board of Directors for Apple as chair of the finance & audit committee, which 
appears to oversee the due diligence programs for offices on chemical clean-up sites, including 
the TRW Microwave Superfund. His previous companies caused the contamination that is now 
being cleaned up under my office. See page 33 of attached PDF.” 

The form asked if she had reported the issue to anyone else and she replied, “Yes, Employee Relations 
in July 2021” as she had complained to Okpo about it, and possibly Lagares as well. Gjovik attached 
the “Issue Confirmation” she had also sent Okpo. On Page 33 of the Issue Confirmation Gjovik raised 
concerns and allegations against “Board of Directors I. Finance & Audit Committee : Ronald Sugar 
noting concerns of:  “Conflict of Interest, Corruption; Fraud.” Gjovik asked Apple:  

o Is Sugar overseeing the due diligence program for clean-up, testing, employee complaints, 
finance for this office that his previous company caused the pollution for & is still responsible 
to clean up?  

o Did he notify the General Counsel of this conflict of interest? 
o Has he taken any actions that are favorable to NG/TRW and forsake proper safety & protection 

for Apple employees? 
o I have been reporting safety concerns in that office since March 2021 and have escalated further 

concerns that EH&S has been negligent, reckless, misrepresented their activities, and have 
intimidated me to not speak out about the safety concerns.  

o The Federal EPA was notified. of my concerns & notified Apple ER & EHS of my contact with 
the gov at that time.” 

The document also raised concerns and allegations against the “Apple Real Estate Environment, Health, 
& Safety” team for “RICO; Negligence, Misrepresentation; Fraud; Recklessness; Violations of Env 
Laws; OSHA, & Right to Know; Toxic Torts; Corporate Corruption; Organized Intimidation; 
Organized Witness Tampering.”   
 Gjovik notified Okpo that she filed the complaint the same day, August 23, writing to Okpo in 
email, “I also elaborated on my concerns around conflicts of interest & corruption related to Ronald 
Sugar. I filed a Business Conduct ticket with my concerns & also attached this document. It’s 
ticket HRC000017207, as noted in the v3 [issue confirmation] document.” 

Apple’s “Policy on Reporting Questionable Accounting or Auditing Matters” stated that “Any 
employee of Apple may notify the Audit and Finance Committee of Apple’s Board of Directors of any 
concerns regarding accounting or auditing matters at Apple…  When you, in good faith, notify the Audit 
and Finance Committee of Apple’s Board of Directors of any concerns regarding accounting or auditing 
matters at Apple, you are protected from any form of retaliation. Retaliation will not be 
tolerated.”207 

 
207 https://s2.q4cdn.com/470004039/files/doc_downloads/gov_docs/101116-Reporting-Questionable-Accounting-
(reformatted-to-SF-Hello).pdf 
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Gjovik submitted a formal complaint to the US EPA via their “file a complaint” process on 
August 29 and then posted on Twitter that she did so and what she submitted. Gjovik wrote in the 
complaint:  

“ As reported to the EPA Superfund site community contact (Margot PerezSullivan), I've 
had concerns since March 2021 about Apple's oversight & lack of due diligence for the 
safety of their employees in the TRW Microwave Superfund site (825 Stewart). I've 
expressed concerns about negligence and even recklessness, possible violations of Right 
to Know & OSHA. Worse, Apple's response has been to misrepresent their activities and 
the site, intimidate me to not speak about workplace safety concerns related to the site, 
and have refused to notify the Federal EPA of changed circumstances at the site (e.g. 
cracks in the cement floor requiring repair). Apple has frequently told me they refuse 
to answer any of my questions about safety or the site, and even pressured me into 
requesting an ADA accommodation request to work remotely to not be exposed to the 
chemicals at the site, after pressuring me to file a worker's comp claim for a fainting spell 
I had in 2019, which I believe to be caused by vapor intrusion. Apple has refused to test 
the indoor air for vapor intrusion until after they seal the cracks, despite the last testing 
being done in 2015 and was limited (10hrs) and the only time the results ever came back 
without vapor intrusion above max EPA industrial limits (there was a long history of toxic 
indoor air vapor intrusion in the building). Further, Northrup Grumman is the responsible 
party and their ex-CEO/President, Ronald Sugar, is now on the Board of Directors of 
Apple & the Chair of the Finance & Audit committee. I can provide documentation 
for all of the above. I reported my concerns about conflicts of interest to Apple. I've also 
filed DOL OSHA Whistleblower retaliation complaints, and claims with the EEOC, 
NLRB, & CA DEFH.  

 

Then on September 1st, Gjovik filed a complaint to the US SEC about Apple, Sugar, and Lisa 

Jackson. Gjovik posted on Twitter that she filed the complaint, before she was fired.208 It’s under 

information and believe that Apple not only knew Gjovik filed this complaint, but also knew the 

contents of her allegations.  Gjovik wrote: 

“In your own words, describe the conduct or situation you are complaining about. One 
of Apple Inc's board of directors is Ronald Sugar, who joined the board in 2021. Sugar 
is and has been chair of the Finance & Audit Committee. Sugar used to be CEO/President 
of Northrup Grumman, and TRW Microwave before that, for many years. In 2014, Apple 
began to lease an office building at 825 Stewart Dr in Sunnyvale, CA. 825 Stewart Dr is 
an active EPA Superfund site (the "TRW Microwave" site). Apple calls this building 
"Stewart 1" and has 100+ employees working there, including myself. The EPA's 
"responsible party" for the clean up of the toxic chemicals under the building, is Northrup 
Grumman (and TRW Microwave before that, until Northrup Grumman acquired TRW 
Microwave). This 825 Stewart building was the California HQ for TRW Microwave, so 
Sugar must be very familiar with it. I have a separate complaint with the Federal EPA 

 
208 https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1434836915086188544 ; https://www.bloombergquint.com/technology/national-
labor-relations-board-fields-complaints-about-apple ; etc  
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about my concerns about hazardous waste vapor intrusion in the indoor air of the building 
-- and negligent, if not reckless & fraudulent due diligence of the safety & health 
oversight of the employees by Apple. I was even intimidated by my Manager & Apple 
Employee Relations to not speak openly about my workplace safety concerns. I have 
since faced multiple types of retaliation for continuing to speak about my concerns about 
work place safety & Apple's unethical, if not illegal, behavior related to the building. (I 
have a separate NLRB complaint for all that). Meanwhile Ronald Sugar is supposed to 
be overseeing Finance & Audit for Apple, which I assume includes the budget and 
oversight of due diligence programs like this. This seems like a very big conflict of 
interest… also complained that Lisa Jackson and Alisa Johnson seem to be heavily 
involved in Apple's haz waste public relations (see 2x 2016 DTSC settlement PDFs 
attached). It worries me this is a Federal EPA Superfund site already with 1 conflict of 
interest with Sugar, but also more if Lisa Jackson's team is doing PR about Apple's 
hazardous waste crimes/infractions -- and Lisa used to run the Federal EPA & Alisa was 
the press secretary for Lisa at the Federal EPA. I complained about this apparent conflict 
of interest to Apple Business Conduct on Aug 23, 2021.“I complained verbally to Apple 
Employee Relations several times in July 2021 and asked them to look into it and they 
refused to look into it. I asked them who I could complain to or where I could file a 
complaint, and they said "no idea." I complained to the federal EPA (via Margot Perez-
Sullivan) on July 19th 2021, via email. She didn't acknowledge my concern about a 
conflict of interest. I complained about this apparent conflict of interest to Apple 
Business Conduct on Aug 23, 2021. On Aug 28, 2021 Apple Business Conduct closed 
my ticket and said, "Thank you for raising your concerns to the Business Conduct 
Helpline. Apple takes your concerns seriously, and we have shared them with the 
appropriate internal teams for review and investigation. This request is closed and can't 
be reopened. If you need more help with this issue, create a new request." 209 

 
 
Section 11(c) of the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA), 29 U.S.C. §660  
 

OSH ACT WHISTLEBLOWER LAW 
 

Employees are protected from retaliation for raising workplace health and safety concerns and 

for reporting work-related injuries and illnesses. Section 11(c) of the OSH Act provides: “No person 

shall discharge or in any manner discriminate against any employee because such employee has filed 

any complaint or instituted or caused to be instituted any proceeding under or related to this Act or has 

 
209  SEC Whistleblower Claim: 16304-612-987-465  
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testified or is about to testify in any such proceeding or because of the exercise by such employee on 

behalf of himself or others of any right afforded by this Act.” 210  211 

Congress enacted the OSH Act in 1970 to “assure so far as possible every working man and 

woman in the Nation safe and healthful working conditions.” The law seeks to reduce the frequency and 

severity of work-related injuries and illnesses by promoting a “comprehensive, nationwide approach” to 

workplace safety.212 

Section 5(a)(2) of the Act requires an employer to comply with detailed safety and health 

standards promulgated by OSHA. To establish that an employer has violated a safety and health 

standard, OSHA must demonstrate by a preponderance of the evidence: (1) the applicability of the 

standard; (2) the employer’s noncompliance with the terms of the standard; (3) employee access or 

exposure to the violative condition; and (4) the employer’s actual or constructive knowledge of the 

violation. Compliance with an OSHA standard does not relieve an employer from providing its 

employees with safeguards against other known hazards, however.213 

 Where there is no applicable standard, section 5(a)(1) imposes a general duty on an employer to 

furnish employment and a workplace “free from recognized hazards that are causing or are likely to 

cause death or serious harm to his employees.” Courts often refer to Section 5(a)(1) as the OSH Act’s 

“general duty clause,” and it acts as a catch-all provision that promotes workplace safety. To establish a 

violation of the general duty clause, OSHA must establish by a preponderance of the evidence that: (1) 

an activity or condition in the employer’s workplace presented a hazard to an employee, (2) either the 

employer or the industry recognized the condition or activity as a hazard, (3) the hazard was likely to or 

actually caused death or serious physical harm, and (4) a feasible means to eliminate or materially 

reduce the hazard existed.214 

 
210 Section 11(c) of the OSH Act of 1970 
211 Note: Regulations pertaining to the administration of Section 11(c) of the OSH Act are contained in 29 CFR Part 1977. 
When conducting a Section 11(c) investigation, please note that 29 CFR 1904.35(b)(1)(iv) gives OSHA an additional 
mechanism to address retaliation against workers for reporting work-related injuries or illnesses. 
212 Congressional Research Services, COVID-19 Liability: Tort, Workplace Safety, and Securities Law, September 2020, 
https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R46540  
213 Congressional Research Services, COVID-19 Liability: Tort, Workplace Safety, and Securities Law, September 2020, 
https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R46540  
214 Congressional Research Services, COVID-19 Liability: Tort, Workplace Safety, and Securities Law, September 2020, 
https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R46540  
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Addressing the relationship between OSHA’s safety and health standards and the general duty 

clause, the D.C. Circuit explained: “[I]f an employer knows that a specific standard will not protect his 

workers against a particular hazard, his duty under section 5(a)(1) will not be discharged no matter how 

faithfully he observes that standard.” 215 

Congress also included an anti-retaliation provision in the Act to protect individual employees 

from retaliation for reporting safety deficiencies or participating in OSH Act proceedings. 29 U.S.C. 

660(c)(1). This provision, which is included in section 11(c)(1), provides that no person may discharge 

or otherwise discriminate—in other words, take an adverse action—against any employee “because” 

such employee has filed any complaint or instituted or caused to be instituted any proceeding under or 

related to the Act, or has testified or was about to testify in any such proceeding, or because of the 

exercise by such employee on behalf of himself or herself or others of any right afforded by the Act. 29 

U.S.C. 660(c)(1). 216 

Section 11(c)(2) contains the remedies for any such retaliation. Specifically, section 11(c)(2) 

provides that if an employee believes that they have been discharged, or otherwise discriminated against, 

in violation of section 11(c)(1), such an employee may file a complaint with the Secretary. 29 U.S.C. 

660(c)(2). The Secretary, upon receipt of such a complaint, “shall cause such investigation to be made as 

he deems appropriate,” and if upon investigation, the Secretary determines that section 11(c) has been 

violated, the Secretary shall bring suit in district court against any person who discharges or 

discriminates against any employee for the exercise of protected rights under the OSH Act. 29 U.S.C. 

660(c)(2). Section 11(c)(2) also provides district courts with jurisdiction over such actions and 

empowers them for cause shown to “order all appropriate relief, including rehiring or reinstatement of 

the employee to his or her former position with back pay.” 29 U.S.C. 660(c)(2). 217 

In the context of occupational safety, it is important to remember that the non-reporting of safety 

hazards may have significant effects beyond the individual worker. Co-workers’ safety may be 

threatened, leading to an increase in injuries and resulting higher costs in critical social programs 

designed to support people with disabilities. A poor safety record can adversely affect productivity and 

 
215 Congressional Research Services, COVID-19 Liability: Tort, Workplace Safety, and Securities Law, September 2020, 
https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R46540  
216 U.S. Department of Labor, Final Interpretive Rule: Discrimination against Employees Exercising Rights under the 
Williams-Steiger Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970, https://public-inspection.federalregister.gov/2021-19071.pdf  
217 U.S. Department of Labor, Final Interpretive Rule: Discrimination against Employees Exercising Rights under the 
Williams-Steiger Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970, https://public-inspection.federalregister.gov/2021-19071.pdf 
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profitability of a firm. Inadequate reporting to government agencies hampers public health and 

regulatory interventions. Workplace hazards can lead to serious environmental disasters, threatening 

entire communities.218 

Section 11(c) of the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 (OSH Act) prohibits employers 

from retaliating against employees for exercising a variety of rights guaranteed under the OSH Act, such 

as filing a safety or health complaint with OSHA, raising a health and safety concern with their 

employers, participating in an OSHA inspection, or reporting a work-related injury or illness. A covered 

employee is any employee of a person engaged in a business affecting interstate commerce, except 

employees of the United States, States, or political subdivisions of States.219  

To issue a citation under section 1904.35(b)(1)(iv), OSHA must have reasonable cause to believe 

that a violation occurred—in other words, that an employer retaliated against an employee for reporting 

a work-related injury or illness.  To make this showing, OSHA must have evidence to support the well-

established elements of retaliation. In this context, those elements are:  

A. The employee reported a work-related injury or illness;  

B. The employer took adverse action against the employee (that is, action that would deter a 

reasonable employee from accurately reporting a work-related injury or illness); and 

C. The employer took the adverse action because the employee reported a work-related injury or 

illness.220  

A person may not discharge or in any manner retaliate against an employee because the 

employee engaged in an activity protected under the Act.  

 

Activities protected by Section 11(c) include, but are not limited to, the following:221  

- A. Filing occupational safety or health complaints with OSHA or other agencies; 

- B. Filing occupational safety or health complaints with management;  

- E. Exercising any right afforded by the OSH Act;  

- G. Complying with and obtaining benefits of OSHA standards and regulations;  

 
218 Emily Spieler, Whistleblowers and Safety at Work: An Analysis of Section 11(c) of the Occupational Safety and Health 
Act, ABA Journal of Labor & Employment Law, Vol. 32, No. 1 (Fall 2016). 
219 U.S. Department of Labor, Regulations, https://www.osha.gov/coronavirus/standards  
220 U.S. Department of Labor, Investigator’s Desk Aid to the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSH Act) Whistleblower 
Protection Provision, https://www.whistleblowers.gov/sites/default/files/11cDeskAid.pdf 
221 https://www.whistleblowers.gov/sites/default/files/11cDeskAid.pdf 
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- I. Requesting information from OSHA;  

 

The U.S. Dept of Labor issues a press release in Nov 2021 stating, “Every worker has the right to 

report safety concerns of any kind without fear of retaliation. The U.S. Department of Labor will hold 

employers accountable when they retaliate against workers who raise safety concerns for themselves and 

their co-workers. At the same time, the department will work vigorously to ensure a worker’s legal right 

to a safe and healthy workplace is protected as the law provides.”222 

GJOVIK’S PROTECTED COVID-19 OSHA ACTIVITY  
 
 

On June 12 – Gjovik posted the Welcome Everyone Forward video that will be sent with the Tim & 

Deirdre email. Amongst other things, it discusses the value of working from home to avoid spreading 

pathogens. It’s viewable by anyone at Apple, we get thousands of views.  On June 14 – Gjovik & 

another PM email Tim Cook & Deirdre O’Brien sent a letter signed by 1,768 colleagues requesting 

reconsideration of the current return to work plan, with the letter referencing concerns about COVID 

exposure amongst other concerns.  

We have already piloted location-flexible work the last 15 months under much more 
extreme conditions and we were very successful in doing so, finding the following 
benefits of remote and location-flexible work for a large number of our colleagues: 
Reduced Spread of Pathogens223 
 

Also attached are personal stories, a video of many employees reading the letter including myself, and a 

document with the signatures listed. All uploaded documents were visible under my account name. I 

confirmed Tim Cook viewed the video and signature files. 

In July 2021, Gjovik informed Okpo about her blowing the whistle about Mr. Riccio’s comments 

about COVID-19 vaccine hoarding in December 2020 and his demotion shortly after, expressing 

concerns about fear of retaliation if he was to find out she was the one who exposed what he said. In Dec 

2020 Gjovik had raised concerns to senior leadership about statements made by Sr VP Dan Riccio 

during an All Hands meeting that sounded like Apple planned to skip the line on COVID vaccines, and 

 
222 U.S. Department of Labor, US Department of Labor Alleges Global Truck Manufacturer Fired Worker Concerned About 
Coronavirus Safety at Texas Facility, Nov 2021, https://www.dol.gov/newsroom/releases/osha/osha20211117  
223 The Verge, Apple employees push back against returning to the office in internal letter, Jun 4, 2021, 
https://www.theverge.com/2021/6/4/22491629/apple-employees-push-back-return-office-internal-letter-tim-cook 
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hoard them for employees & their families. In July, Gjovik informed Okpo of the Dan Riccio / COVID-

19 vaccine hoarding situation, provided numerous pieces of evidence.  

On July 10, Gjovik discussed with coworkers on Slack concerns about a news article detailing 

several COVID-19 outbreaks at company offices and that Apple never notified them about it. Gjovik, 

worried about the lack of transparency and her and her coworkers safety, submitted a Public Records 

Request to Santa Clara County for more detail on Apple’s COVID-19 outbreak data and notified her 

coworkers she would share the results when she received them. 

“Public Records Request: I would like to please request any/all data about Apple, Inc 
COVID19 infection reports from Jan 1, 2021 through June 30, 2021. Please include each 
report/update from Apple of an outbreak/infection with dates of reported infection and 
closure of investigation. Detail how many employees were infected in each report, the 
workplace location (address), and the workplace setting (office, construction, retail, etc). 
For each report, include the dates the infected employees were symptomatic (by 
employee and report), the dates the symptomatic/infected employees were in the 
workplace, and the number of employees who were "in close contact" with the infected 
employees. Please also include any notes from the SCC investigation into the report. 
Thank you. Please let me know if you have any questions or need any clarifications. 
Submitted on Sat, 07/10/2021 - 11:41” 

 
On July 23, 2021, Gjovik was quoted in The New York Times as being critical of Apple’s push to 

bring employees back onsite in September despite the ongoing pandemic and surge in the Delta 

variant.224 Upon information and belief, this quote was seen by many at Apple, including Employee 

Relations. 

NYT: “In June, Apple’s chief executive, Tim Cook, told employees that they would be required 
to return to the office at least three days a week, starting in September. About 1,800 employees 
sent Mr. Cook a letter calling for a more flexible approach. He did not respond, but days later 
Apple posted an internal video in which company executives doubled down on bringing 
workers back to the office. In the video, Dr. Sumbul Desai, who helps run Apple’s digital 
health division, encouraged workers to get vaccinated but stopped short of saying they would 
be required to, according to a transcript viewed by The Times. The video didn’t sit well with 
some employees. “OK, you want me to put my life on the line to come back to the office, 
which will also decrease my productivity, and you’re not giving me any logic on why I 
actually need to do that?” said Ashley Gjovik, a senior engineering program manager. 
When the company delayed its return-to-office date on Monday, a group of employees drafted 
a new letter, proposing a one-year pilot program in which people could work from home full 
time if they chose to. The letter said an informal survey of more than 1,000 Apple employees 

 
224 NYT, https://www.nytimes.com/2021/07/23/business/return-to-office-vaccine-mandates-delta-variant.html  
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found that roughly two-thirds would question their future at the company if they were required 
to return to the office.  

 
On July 24 –Gjovik is awarded The NYT “Quote of the Day” from the article the day before  

NYT: Quotation of the Day: Virus Surge Complicates Return-to-Office Plans: “OK, 
you want me to put my life on the line to come back to the office, which will also 
decrease my productivity, and you’re not giving me any logic on why I actually 
need to do that?” ASHLEY GJOVIK, a senior engineering program manager at 
Apple, who was one of many employees to push back against an earlier plan to 
return to the office in September. Many companies are reconsidering their return 
dates after objections from employees and concerns about the surging Delta 
variant.225  

 

 
 

225 NYT, https://www.nytimes.com/2021/07/24/todayspaper/quotation-of-the-day-virus-surge-complicates-return-to-office-
plans.html 
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On July 30 – Apple HR emails Gjovik to update her they’re waiting for Sedgwick to respond on the 

ADA accommodation request, Gjovik replies:  

o “This ADA Remote Work request was …. I filed a worker’s comp claim for a fainting spell 
in 2019 that I believe was due to the chemicals in the air there.  EH&S refused to answer 
many of my questions about the building and their procedures, and now has refused to 
answer any more of my questions about it all. …. My doctor is working on the paper work 
you mentioned but we’re both struggling to mentally process the fact that I have to fill out 
such invasive and intimidating paperwork to literally just not get poisoned. I’ve shared 
these concerns with ER as well …[who is] overseeing my sexism & hostile work 
environment investigation, and his team was also playing public relations agent for EH&S. 
Also, FYI, … I’m also talking to NYT about this whole debacle ongoing. NYT quoted 
me last week about my concerns about another workplace safety issue — what I feel is 
inadequate safety protocols & policies around COVID exposure for employees being 
forced back into the office this fall in the midst of a global pandemic.”  

 
On Aug 22 – Gjovik submitted a revised “issue confirmation” to Apple Employee Relations. Excerpts 
include: 

- Protected Activities & Whistleblowing:” 
o July 23-34, 2021: Quoted in NYT with concerns about safety risk in Apple bringing us 

back on stie with COVID, next date was selected as quote of the day. 
o April 2021, filed workers comp complaint for chemical exposure and notified managers, 

HR, ER, & EHS. 
o Raised concerns about vaccine hoarding  

 
On Sept 3 Gjovik filed a NCDF Disaster Complaint with the US DoJ and posted on Twitter about 

filing it. Gjovik complained about Apple saying:  On 12/3/20 Dan Riccio (Apple SVP) held a meeting 

with all his employees & said he "just got out of a mtg with Tim Cook" & "bragged to us that Tim just 

secured contract(s) to get Apple employees and their family’s early access to COVID vaccines. He said 

we’d be 'back' early Feb '21, and said only medical staff & nursing homes will get the vax before us. He 

even *laughed* that we're getting so much vax we’ll probably have 'excess.' Ricco said, "we should be 

grateful we work for such a 'big, powerful company.'" I emailed an ethics leader at Apple with my 

formal concerns about this on 12/7/20. (I raised my concerns to my own managers 12/3 but didn't hear 

back). On 12/7 I shared the statement above and also asked for an intervention based on ethics & social 

resp. I was told there were "stories about (COVID) test machines & treatment that are troubling" but 

there was no contract for company wide access to vaccines. I was told I was resp for resolving the comm 

issue. Riccio was demoted & reassigned on 1/26/21 with formal explanation Witnesses: Apple 

Employees: Deirdre O'Brien; Lisa Jackson; Sumbal Ahman Desai; Dan Riccio; Tim Cook. The all hands 
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where Dan Riccio said these things was recorded on video and the video was replayed to leadership after 

I escalated, and they confirmed that's what he said. 

 On Sept 6 Gjovik posted on Twitter as screenshot, captioned:  “Aug 2 iMessage with Apple 

coworker: “Seriously though, ER’s face about the COVID vaccine & Riccio’s demotion. He really 

thought I was exaggerating. I’m like if you want a witness please talk to Deirdre O’Brien.” 

@TheJusticeDept; NCDF Disaster Complaint: Hoarding/Other [photo of DOJ complaint & 

iMessage].226  

 

GJOVIK’S PROTECTED ACTIVITY AROUND CHEMICAL EXPOSURE CONCERNS 
 
 

On April 2 – Gjovik as a meeting with Apple EH&S about the office. Gjovik asked: “Pg. 32 of 

the 2014 FYR mentions there’s excess cancer risk for occupants due to vapor intrusion, and also 

plumbing/steam pathways (like the locker-room showers). Shouldn’t employees be notified about this? 

Prop 65 at least? “ EH&S replies: there’s “No Prop 65 requirements per internal review.” Gjovik 

asked: “Shouldn’t employees be notified this is a remediation site? Ideally informed consent for working 

there. At the very least Right to Know should require some sort to disclosure? “ EH&S replied: “Apple 

decided no legal requirement. Larger question for Apple on ethical/moral obligation.” 

 

On April 11, Gjovik emails questions to EH&S she’d like to discuss at the next meeting, including:  
- “3) I saw that in 2015 they found Ethylbenzene in exceedance of EPA industrial limits in the 

indoor air near my desk, but that Ethylbenzene is not a COC. Was there any talk of making it a 
COC? Will it be one of the chemicals you test for this year — and if not, can it be? Did anyone 
confirm those levels actually went down after the Dec testing? The last data point we have 
shown Ethylbenzene present on site above EPA industrial limits in our workspace.” 

- “4) I also see what looks like exceeding levels of Toluene in the lab reports next to my desk but 
didn’t see it mentioned in the reports — can you provide insight? Also, same questions as 
Ethylbenzene above.”  

- “5) any idea why the 2019 FYR didn’t mentioned the above industrial limits of Toluene or 
Ethylbenzene in the indoor air?” 

- EPA notes: Ethylbenzene was detected in the building at 12 ug/m3, exceeding its PAL of 4.0 
ug/m3. Toluene was found at 1100 ug/m3 exceeding its PAL 

 

 
226 https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1434830527140229124 
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On April 11, Gjovik also complaints to Powers:  “None of this sounds safe. Based on all this data, 

seems more likely that not that my fainting spell in my office in SD01 was very likely related to the 

chemicals on this Superfund site. If not the TCE, PCE, or Chloroform – then the levels of Ethylbenzene 

and Toluene exceeding max industrial limits in 2015 that one seems to have ever followed up on.”  

On April 30 – Gjovik emails the Federal EPA summarizing a phone call we had and detailing 

questions for her about my building. It includes: “It sounds like [Apple] thinks they only have to inform 

employees if there’s a concrete and immediate risk to employee health (which I argued… how would 

they know that if they’re not testing?… no answer). I’m also feeling pressure to not talk to co-workers 

about any of this either (from my direct manager and our employee relations teams). I am curious what 

the EPA’s expectations are for responsible parties related to informing workers in these buildings about 

the chemicals, the gov status, etc. Maybe this is more OSHA & “Right to Know” — but any guidance 

you can provide here would be helpful. Also, anything about workers’ rights to be able to talk about 

these sites.” 

Through April-May 2021 Gjovik reported concerns about reports of unhealthy levels of 

Ethylbenzene & Toluene in the office directly Apple EH&S, Employee Relations, and Powers. On May 

17, Gjovik emails EH&S & ER and raised concerns about the high Ethylbenzene & Toluene in the EPA 

reports for her office. EH&S responds: “those are not attributable to vapor intrusion in SD01 because 

they are not formal contaminants of concern. He says no evidence they exceeded OSHA PEL in the 

building.” 

On Aug 22, Gjovik Submitted revised “issue confirmation” to Apple Employee Relations, including: 

“Apple Real Estate Environment, Health, & Safety: Overall | Concerns: Negligence, Misrepresentation; 

Fraud; Recklessness; Violations of Env Laws; OSHA, & Right to Know; Toxic Torts.”   

On Aug 29-30 -Gjovik filed complaints to federal and state EPA about unsafe oversight of the 

superfund & unsafe work conditions stating, “As reported to the EPA Superfund site community I've had 

concerns since March 2021 about Apple's oversight & lack of due diligence for the safety of their 

employees in the TRW Microwave Superfund site (825 Stewart). I've expressed concerns about 

negligence and even recklessness, possible violations of Right to Know & OSHA.” 

 

GJOVIK’S PROTECTED ACTIVITY AROUND WORKPLACE INJURY CONCERNS  
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On April 11, Gjovik emails EH&S saying:  “I made a map of where I had the really bad fainting 

spell in September of 2019. I brought this up again with our Sr Director, who remembered me telling 

him about it when it happened. This screwed up my diagnosis of what happened last year because the 

only time I had ever had severe fainting spells like I did in my hazardous waste apartment (with 

suspected VI) — was that time in September at SD01. It first started in [a coworkers] office and then 

continued for a couple hours at my desk.”  

On April 19, Apple HR pushes Gjovik to file workers comp for 2019 fainting spell, and to note 

suspected cause is vapor intrusion chemical exposure. 227 On April 21 –Gjovik opens workers comp 

claim through Sedgwick for the 2019 fainting spell do to vapor intrusion chemical exposure at 

Superfund office on 9/4/2019. 228 Gjovik tries calling the local OSHA office at some point April-June, 

but they tell her she cannot report chemical exposure concerns to OSHA if she’s at a CERCLA site.  

 
April 30 – Gjovik emails the Federal EPA summarizing a phone call we had and detailing questions for 
her about my building. It includes:  

“It sounds like [Apple] thinks they only have to inform employees if there’s a concrete 
and immediate risk to employee health (which I argued… how would they know that if 
they’re not testing?… no answer). I’m also feeling pressure to not talk to co-workers about 
any of this either (from my direct manager and our employee relations teams). I am 
curious what the EPA’s expectations are for responsible parties related to informing 
workers in these buildings about the chemicals, the gov status, etc. Maybe this is more 
OSHA & “Right to Know” — but any guidance you can provide here would be helpful. 
Also, anything about workers’ rights to be able to talk about these sites.” 
Further, because none of us know this is a Superfund site — we don’t know not to mess 
with sub slat vent covers, or to not mess with the HVAC, or to report if there’s any usual 
smells etc. I brought this up with him and he’d said he’d back to me a couple weeks ago 
— but said that the Env Health Safety team does know and does visit the site. I 
communicated that does not seem sufficient. ….  I’m curious what the EPA’s expectations 
are for responsible parties (and companies they may lease to) to communicate to workers 
in these buildings about how to monitor for their issues (weird smells, weird health issues, 
etc) or how to report trouble or what not to mess with (plugs, HVAC, etc).  

 
 

On April 21 – Gjovik notifys Apple mgmt., HR, & ER of the chemical exposure workers comp 

claim & what it’s for: “Hello Dave, after urging from Helen to do so, I called Sedgwick today about a 

workers comp claim.  Sedgwick just opened up a worker’s comp claim for me about the several hour 

 
227 See Timeline document for more details  
228 See Timeline document for more details  
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long near-fainting spell in [a coworker’s] office & at my desk and on 9/4/2019 starting at 12pm in SD01. 

Suspected cause is industrial chemical vapor exposure. I remember notifying you and Dan verbally 

within a week of it happening, so I told her to put manager notice between 1 day and 1 week. Claim # 

302174831070001. I’m letting [HR], ER, you, West, &  ████ know it filed. (◼◼◼◼ because he’s 

the witness).” Powers responds same day: “Thanks for letting me know” Gjovik also notifies ███  

████, saying “Helen told me to file a worker’s comp report for what happened in your office. I thought 

Sedgwick would tell me to get lost, but I got a lady who’s watched Erin Brockovich four times and she’s 

all over this. She’s been filing this thing for 30min now. Sedgwick lady told me to consider suing Apple.“ 

On May 12, the CA DIR Workers Comp form completed, signed, submitted to Apple. Address: 

“Stewart 1 Office building, aka TRW Microwave EPA Superfund, 825 Stewart Dr” Describe Injury: 

“severe dizzy spells on 9/4/2019 & possible exposure to industrial chemicals for years”  Then on May 

22 – Apple Worker’s compensation claim was unexpectedly denied. My workers comp claim was 

denied right before the announcement that the Irvine Company (property manager of the apartment I got 

terribly ill at due to suspected vapor intrusion229) and Apple signed a long-term lease agreement on May 

24, 2021. I filed a workers compensation claim for fainting in the office in 2019 due to the chemicals. 

Sedgwick was going to pursue it ,but the claim was mysteriously claimed on Saturday night with a 

strange voicemail from the investigator. Then on Monday morning, it was announced Apple signed a 

mega deal with Irvine Company over the weekend for a massive amount of office space on chemical 

clean-up sites in Sunnyvale.230 

 On June 22, Gjovik emails Lagares, the ER Manager about my West giving her peanuts in 2017, 

her going into anaphylaxis, and him not getting medical attention or reporting the issue. 

“When I was at the final Apple party at the Grace Hopper Convention in 2017, my 
Senior Director approached me and gave me a desert and told me to eat it. I asked 
him what was in it and he just said to eat it. I asked again, and again he said, just 
eat it. I took a bite and said “is there peanut in this??!” And he smiled and said 
proudly, “yes!” I yelled at him that I have a peanut allergy (I was fairly certain I 
told him that previously too). He just stared at me. I told him I need allergy medicine 
ASAP and I spit the peanut gelato back into the cup. He said he’d get some and 
disappeared. I started having symptoms of anaphylaxis and hadn’t heard from him 
for about 15min so I tracked him down and he said he was drunk and forgot he was 
supposed to get me medicine. He said he’d go get it and be back. About maybe 

 
229 https://sfbayview.com/2021/03/i-thought-i-was-dying-my-apartment-was-built-on-toxic-waste/  
230 https://www.mercurynews.com/2021/05/24/apple-mega-deal-iphone-maker-huge-sunnyvale-expansion-real-estate-tech/  
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45min after the peanut intake he finally showed up with a single Allegra-type 
allergy pill. I took it but it was too late and I told him I was having severe symptoms. 
He disappeared and I never saw him again that night. Another EPM looked after 
me at the party for a little bit but I felt so sick I wanted to go back to my room and 
lay down. I got lost walking through the hotel alone, circling for maybe an hour, 
and when I finally got to my room, I puked my guts out in the bathroom and fell 
asleep on the marble floor there. Senior Director never followed up or reported it. 
I told Director when I got back and Director said he just sent a joking text to Senior 
Director complaining he was trying to “kill his EPM.” I saw him text it, so if they 
both have their iMessage records from that time, it should still be there. Further, I 
contracted Pertussis/whooping cough during the flight to that conference and ended 
up getting a full-blown case for the full 100 days despite being fully vaccinated. 
The theory from the doctors was that I got so sick because while the Pertussis was 
taking hold, I also got so sick from the peanut allergy via Dan. In addition to 
standard Pertussis symptoms like coughing so hard I’d vomit every 20 min or so 
for months — I also bruised my ribs coughing and got bronchitis.”  

 
On July 16 – Apple ER kicks off the second “investigation”, I email Employee Relations a list of 

evidence folders I’ve shared with them, labeled by year and cause of action including: Failure to Report 
Workplace Injuries, Workplace Safety Concerns, Assault and Battery, Negligence. On July 18, Gjovik 
posts on Apple Slack:  

“And yeah, for context the remote work ADA process was actually suggested to me by 
Employee Relations as some sort of accommodation in response to me yelling for months 
about their negligence with my office/the property it’s on, failure to address my work 
place safety concerns, and misrepresentation of their policies/protocols. Also, yup I 
already reported her comments and my dissatisfaction with this whole mess of a process 
to Employee Relations. I have a big 90m meeting with two ER people this week to go 
over all this, in addition to my outstanding complaints about work place safety, sexism, 
sexual harassment, failure to address hostile work env, failure to report work place 
injuries, FMLA & ADA violations, intimidation and retaliation for raising concerns 
about all of the above, whistleblower retaliation, and a whole bunch more. To everyone 
suggesting I consider taking legal action, thank you and oh trust me, I am, but I think I 
will stress the judge out of I keep adding more & more cause of action after the initial 
complaint… so I’ll let ER do their thing. Perhaps me talking publicly & semi-publicly 
about all this will make Apple & their goons act more like humans and less like a 
corporate machine, or at the very least act like a corporate machine with a PR crisis.   

 
On July 30 – Gjovik posts on Apple Women-of-SWE Slack channel, top of the channel/new thread, the 
Employee Relations investigation and concerns about it, but also:  

“Even before that I’ve been raising concerns about an unsafe work environment. I 
have very good reason to believe I’ve been exposed to uncontrolled industrial 
chemicals. I’ve been complaining for months. ER has partnered with EH&S to 
dodge my questions and arguably misrepresent what’s happening. I had to resort to 
getting the Federal EPA & State OSHA involved. Guess what Apple ER 
recommended? Submit a medical accommodation request through Sedgwick to 
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request remote work so I’m not exposed to the industrial chemicals. Guess what the 
request form asked for? Me to release a very large scope of medical records directly 
to Apple Inc and have my doctor fill out a detailed form explaining why exposure 
to uncontrolled industrial chemicals, possibly at toxic levels, is bad for my health 
and even referenced a worker’s comp form I filled out for a fainting spell in my 
office in 2019, directly referencing vapor intrusion in my active Superfund office. 
Then what did Sedgwick do? Send me another detailed form for my doctor to fill 
out asking for more details about my health and also things like, what if we get you 
an air purifier by your desk? (Yes, an air filter, to mitigate the levels of TCE known 
to be in the air at my desk above max industrial levels even less than ten years ago). 
What happens when I complain to ER again that I have to fill out paper work to not 
get poisoned? Literally Nothing. But I did just get an email from HR today: “At this 
time Sedgwick is working with your provider to clarify and more fully understand 
your limitations. I will contact you as soon as I have information from Sedgwick so 
we can engage in an interactive discussion around your limitation and your 
accommodation request.”   

 
On Aug 20, Gjovik files workers comp claims for the 2017 injuries West never reported & notify 

Employee Relations she filed them. On Aug 22 Gjovik submitted revised “issue confirmation” to Apple 
Employee Relations Included:  

o Concerns  
• Unsafe work conditions (2017-current) 
• Toxic tort, occupational exposure (2017-current) 
• Failure to report workplace injuries (2017, 2019)  
• Failure to seek medical attention for life threatening injury (2017)  

o Apple Real Estate Environment, Health, & Safety:  
§ RICO; Negligence, Misrepresentation; Fraud; Recklessness; Violations of Env 

Laws; OSHA, & Right to Know; Toxic Torts; Corporate Corruption; Organized 
Intimidation; Organized Witness Tampering  

o Workers Compensation Claims:  
§ Chemical Exposure (# 302174831070001) Filed: 4/26/2021; Dated: 12/4/2019  
§ Peanut Allergy, Anaphylaxis, & Failure to Provide Medical Treatment (# 

302179876420001) Filed: 8/20/2021; Dated: 10/6/2017  
§ Severe Pertussis due to above Anaphylaxis (# 3021 7987 5030 001) Filed: 

8/20/2021; Dated: 10/3/2017 

 
On Aug 29, Gjovik  Filed Federal Dept of Labor Whistleblower complaint  

o Adverse Actions: Suspension, Harassment, Intimidation, Constructive Termination, Threat 
to take above  

o Why did you believe you suffered adverse employment action? “Called/filed complaint 
with OSHA & Federal EPA, Complaint to mgmt. about unlawful conditions conduct or 
practices, because of sex & disability, because engaged in concerted activities, reported 
injury, participated in safety & health activities, refused to perform unsafe task”  
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On Sept 2 –Bloomberg publishes article mentioning my NLRB complaint, Fed DOL OSHA, CA 

DOL, & EEOC against Apple.231 
Ashley Gjovik, a senior engineering program manager at Apple, said that she filed the 
Aug. 26 complaint, which cited harassment by a manager, a retaliatory investigation and 
forced paid administrative leave. Gjovik’s situation began with fears about whether 
pollution had made her office a dangerous place to work. She says she was then 
retaliated against for voicing the concerns.  “I should be able to raise concerns about 
safety and public policy,” she said in an interview Thursday. Gjovik also has filed 
complaints with the Occupational Safety and Health Administration, California’s labor 
commissioner’s office and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, according 
to documents she provided. Gjovik said her goal is to bring light to systematic problems 
at Apple and try to improve policies.“ I want to pierce the veil of intimidation and 
secrecy,” she said in the interview. “The employees are terrified to speak up about their 
concerns.” 

 
On Sept 6 – Gjovik Tweeted:232  

o “@NLRB Case: 32-CA-282142  
o @OSHA_DOL Whistleblower Claim: 1218-023  
o @USEEOC Case: 556-2021-00608  
o @SEC_Enforcement Whistleblower Claim: 16304-612-987-465  
o @CivilRights Complaint: 98145-RJH  
o @CA_DIR Whistleblower Claim: RCI-CM-842830  
o @CalDFEH Case: 202108-14540123”  

 
 
Knowledge of Protected Activities  
 

In order to establish causation, a complainant must also typically demonstrate that the decision-

makers involved in the adverse action were aware of the protected activity in question. 233 Employer 

knowledge found when Complainant informs a manager that he contacted the EPA and confirmed the 

employer should be reporting certain information.234  In Erikson, Complainant emailed multiple parties 

concerning her whistleblowing activities Also, managerial officials in Complainant’s supervisory chain 

and personnel involved in her accommodation requests testified as to their awareness of the prior 

actions.235 

 
231 https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-09-03/national-labor-relations-board-fields-complaints-about-apple  
232 https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1434836915086188544  
233 Shirani v. Comed/Exelon Corp., ARB No. 03-100, ALJ No. 2002-ERA-28 (ARB Sept. 30, 2005) 
234 Dodd v. Polysar Latex, 88-SWD-4 (Sec'y Sept. 22, 1994). 
235 Sharyn A. Erickson v U.S. EPA, 2006-CER-0003, 2007-CER-0002, Dec 2014 
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Apple was Aware of Gjovik’s Protected Activity when it Took Adverse Actions 
 

 Gjovik’s protected activities and the retaliation she faced for them was well known internally at 

Apple, and externally outside Apple. Gjovik had been making frequently public statements on her 

concerns about work conditions starting in late July, on social media and in interviews to the press. 

There was a substantial amount of domestic & international press about Gjovik and her labor and safety 

concerns at Apple well before her termination.  Apple knew or must have known about Gjovik’s public 

statements and disclosures.  

 
As discussed above, many complaints were made by Gjovik directly to Apple. In addition, her 

emails with the Federal EPA were forwarded to Apple, informing them of the conversations and the 

concerns she was raising. Before Gjovik was suspended, she also notified Apple she was talking to the 

press about her safety concerns as early as June and the first article quoting Gjovik was in The New York 

Times in July, which Apple confirmed they saw and read. After Gjovik was suspended, she took to 

social media to share her concerns publicly. It has been assumed by Gjovik and others that Apple was 

and continues to monitor all of her public social media posts as the majority of her posts are about her 

concerns about Apple’s conduct. While she was suspended, before she was fired, Gjovik posted about 

the government complaints she was filing, including California Department of Labor, even providing 

images of the completed complaint forms. The press also wrote about Gjovik’s government filings 

before, and after, Gjovik was terminated.  

Apple Inc & its agents subjected Gjovik to numerous unfavorable, adverse employment actions 

starting when she raised safety concerns in March and continually escalating to eventual termination. 

Actions were carried out directly by David Powers, Dan West, Yannick Bertolus, Helen Polkes, Jenna 

Waibel, Ekelemchi Okpo, Antonio Lagares, and Aleks Kagramanov. Gjovik also named the following 

Apple employee as being part of the concerted effort to silence her, to cover-up the safety issues, to 

retaliate against her, and to remove her from the company: Ronald Sugar (Board of Directors, previous 

CEO of Northrop Grumman), Lisa Jackson (previous head of U.S. EPA, now Apple), Alisa Johnson 

(previous U.S. EPA press secretary, now Apple), Michael Steiger (EH&S), Antone Jain (EH&S), Kate 

Adams (Apple General Counsel, previously Honeywell General Counsel), & Debra Rubenstein (EH&S 

legal). Indeed, Gjovik was informed several times by Lagares and Okpo that the delay or lack of 
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response to her email inquires about her office and safety concerns were due to there being “numerous 

stakeholders across the company” interested in her concerns and weighing in on responses.  

 As discussed above, many complaints were made by Gjovik directly to Apple. In addition, her 

emails with the Federal EPA were forwarded to Apple, informing them of the conversations and the 

concerns she was raising. Before Gjovik was suspended, she also notified Apple she was talking to the 

press about her safety concerns as early as June and the first article quoting Gjovik was in The New 

York Times in July, which Apple confirmed they saw and read. After Gjovik was suspended, she took to 

social media to share her concerns publicly. It has been assumed by Gjovik and others that Apple was 

and continues to monitor all of her public social media posts as the majority of her posts are about her 

concerns about Apple’s conduct. While she was suspended, before she was fired, Gjovik posted about 

the government complaints she was filing, even providing images of the completed complaint forms. 

The press also wrote about Gjovik’s government filings before, and after, Gjovik was terminated.  

 Gjovik began meeting with the, U.S. NLRB and U.S. EEOC before she was fired, providing 

statements and evidence about her retaliation concerns. In fact, Gjovik’s NLRB affidavit was to be taken 

the day after she was fired, and when Workplace Violence interrogator unexpectedly reached out to her 

insisting he must talk to her within the hour, having never met the interrogator or heard of his 

“Workplace Violence” team before, Gjovik wrote she was concerned he was intimidating her the day 

before her affidavit as a federal witness against Apple Inc. Gjovik was fired a few hours later without 

explanation. It is under knowledge and belief that Apple was aware & must have known about all of 

Gjovik’s protected activities.  

 

V. Whistleblower Retaliation 
 
 
Retaliation Legal Standard 
 

To demonstrate a prima facie case of retaliation, an employee must show that: she engaged in 

protected activity, she suffered a materially adverse action, and there was a causal connection between 

the protected activity and the adverse action.236  The Burlington Northern standard explains that in 

 
236 See Burlington N. & Santa Fe Ry. Co. v. White, 126 S. Ct. 2405, 57 (2006) (examining retaliation claims under Title VII 
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-3(a)); see also Westendorf v. W. Coast Contractors of Nev., 712 F.3d 417, 
422 (9th Cir. 2013) (examining Title VII retaliation claims). 
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retaliation cases, the threshold for employer actions to be considered materially adverse is much lower 

than discrimination cases (which look to tangible effects such as termination, refusal to hire, etc). 237  In 

retaliation cases, the employer’s actions must only be such that the acts "could well dissuade a 

reasonable worker from making or supporting a charge of discrimination." 238 The burden on plaintiffs is 

not intended to be onerous and mere circumstantial evidence can be sufficient.239 Adverse actions may 

be a single event or in combination with other deliberate employer actions, and determinations are a 

case-by-case inquiry.240 The actions simply cannot be “trivial.” 241    

The purpose of the employee protections that the U.S. Labor Department administers is to 

encourage employees to freely report noncompliance with safety, environmental, and/or securities 

regulations and thus protect the public. 242  Therefore, the court tests the employer's action by whether it 

would deter a similarly situated person from reporting a safety or environmental or securities concern 

(the Burlington Northern standard).243  

Anti-retaliation provisions cover any employer action that would be “materially adverse” to a 

reasonable employee or applicant (i.e., any action that might “dissuade a reasonable worker from 

making or supporting a charge of discrimination”). 244  Thus, unlawful employment practices under the 

anti-retaliation provision are not limited to only those affecting an employee’s “compensation, terms, 

 
237 Burlington Northern & Santa Fe Railway Company v. White (2006); Jenkins, slip op. at 17, citing Burlington Industries, 
Inc. v. Ellerth, 524 U.S. 742, 761 (1998); Blackie v. State of Maine, 75 F.3d 716, 725 (1st Cir. 1996). 
238 Burlington Northern & Santa Fe Railway Company v. White (2006) 
239 See, e.g., Tex. Dep’t of Cmty. Affairs v. Burdine, 101 S. Ct. 1089, 253 (1981); Coghlan v. Am. Seafoods Co., 413 F.3d 
1090, 1094 (9th Cir. 2005). 
240 Simas v First Citizen, 170 F.3d 37 (1st Cir 1999); Melton v. Yellow Transportation, Inc. , ARB No. 06-052, ALJ No. 2005-
STA-2 (ARB Sept. 30, 2008) 
241 Williams v. America Airlines, Inc. , ARB Case No. 09-018 (2010) and Menendez v. Halliburton, Inc. , 2011 DOL Ad. Rev. 
Bd. LEXIS 83 
242 Melton v. Yellow Transportation, Inc. , ARB No. 06-052, ALJ No. 2005-STA-2 (ARB Sept. 30, 2008), USDOL/OALJ 
Reporter at 19-20  
243 U.S. OSHA, Whistleblower Laws Enforced by OSHA, , https://www.whistleblowers.gov/; Melton v. Yellow 
Transportation, Inc. , ARB No. 06-052, ALJ No. 2005-STA-2 (ARB Sept. 30, 2008), USDOL/OALJ Reporter at 19-20  
244 Robinson v. Shell Oil Co., 519 U.S. 337 (1997) 
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conditions, or privileges of employment.” 245 Retaliatory adverse actions may include work-related 

threats,246 warnings, 247 reprimands,248  transfers to less prestigious or desirable work. 249 

A materially adverse action may also be an action that has no tangible effect on employment, or 

even an action that takes place exclusively outside of work, as long as it might well dissuade a 

reasonable person from engaging in protected activity. Prohibiting only employment-related actions 

would not achieve the goal of avoiding retaliation because "an employer can effectively retaliate against 

an employee by taking actions not directly related to his employment or by causing him 

harm outside the workplace."250 

A fact-driven analysis applies to determine if the challenged employer action(s) in question would be 

likely to deter participation or opposition with context-specific analysis, broad reasoning, and specific 

examples endorsed by the Supreme Court. 251 A series of alleged discriminatory acts must be considered 

collectively rather than individually in determining whether the overall employment action is adverse 

and, in the end, the determination of whether there was an adverse employment action is made on a 

case-by-case basis, in light of the objective evidence.252  

 
245 Robinson v. Shell Oil Co., 519 U.S. 337 (1997) 
246 Planadeball v. Wyndham Vacation Resorts, Inc., 793 F.3d 169 (1st Cir. 2015) (holding that a supervisor's multiple threats 
to fire plaintiff were materially adverse and thus actionable as retaliation, but plaintiff failed to prove they were motivated by 
her protected activity). 
247 Millea v. Metro-N. R.R. Co., 658 F.3d 154, 165 (2d Cir. 2011) (the court held that a letter of reprimand is materially 
adverse even if it "does not directly or immediately result in any loss of wages or benefits, and does not remain in 
the employment file permanently"). 
248 Porter v. Shah, 606 F.3d 809, 817-18 (D.C. Cir. 2010) (ruling that on the facts of the particular case an interim 
performance of "borderline acceptable" was not materially adverse because it was delivered orally, with no written record 
placed in the plaintiff's personnel file, and the evaluation was superseded by the plaintiff's year-end review); see 
also Halfacre v. Home Depot, U.S.A., Inc., 221 F. App'x 424, 432-33 (6th Cir. 2007); Parikh v. N.Y.C. Transit Auth., No. 06 
CV 3401(NG)(KAM), 2010 WL 364526, at *9 (E.D.N.Y. Feb. 2, 2010). 
249 Kessler v. Westchester Cty. Dep't of Soc. Servs., 461 F.3d 199, 209 (2d Cir. 2006) (holding that transfer of high level 
executive without any loss of pay was actionable as retaliation where he was relegated to a non-supervisory role and non-
substantive duties). 
250 Burlington N., 548 U.S. at 63; see, e.g., Hawkins v. Anheuser-Busch, Inc., 517 F.3d 321, 347-48 (6th Cir. 2008) (ruling 
that setting fire to employee's car and threatening to "kill the bitch" was actionable as retaliation); Aviles v. Cornell Forge 
Co., 183 F.3d 598, 604 (7th Cir. 1999) (ruling that falsely telling police that employee had a gun and had threatened to shoot 
supervisor, resulting in police injuring employee so severely he was unable to work for six weeks, was actionable 
as retaliation); Berry v. Stevinson Chevrolet, 74 F.3d 980, 984, 986 (10th Cir. 1996) (ruling that filing false criminal charges 
was actionable as retaliation). 
251 Yanowitz, supra, 36 Cal.4th at p. 1052, 32 Cal.Rptr.3d 436, 116 P.3d 1123  
252 Holmes v. Petrovich Development Co., LLC (2011) 191 Cal.App.4th 1047, 1063, 119 Cal.Rptr.3d 878; Kelley v. The 
Conco Companies, 196 Cal.App.4th 191 (2011)  
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If the employer's action would be reasonably likely to deter protected activity, it can be challenged 

as retaliation even if it falls short of its goal. 253 The degree of harm suffered by the individual "goes to 

the issue of damages, not liability." 254 Regardless of the degree or quality of harm to the particular 

complainant, retaliation harms the public interest by deterring others from filing charges. 255 

"Witnesses who lose work opportunities, suffer harassment, and are otherwise retaliated against 

because of their testimony, are going to be much less likely to testify in a subsequent proceeding ... if 

such retaliation goes unchecked."256 Unchecked retaliation, no matter its form, subverts the purpose of 

federal employment laws. Indeed, the chilling effect of retaliation ….  has been well-documented; those 

who attempt to assert their rights must overcome a general background of fear and intimidation caused 

by the widespread practice of retaliation against those who complain about violations."257  Any action 

that discourages employees from complaining can be said to serve the interest of the employer in 

maintaining a placid workforce that tolerates whatever misconduct is encountered. 

There is “no safe harbor for otherwise lawful acts done for an improper retaliatory purpose.” 258 

The impetus behind anti-retaliation provisions is the need to prevent employers from deterring victims 

of discrimination from complaining to the government.259 

 

Gjovik was Subjected to Adverse & Unfavorable Employment Actions 
 
 Here, Gjovik was subjected to numerous instances and patterns of adverse and unfavorable 

employee actions, including:  

o Hostile Work Environment  
o Constructive Termination  
o Increase in Unfavorable Work  
o Indefinite Administrative Leave 

 
253 Hashimoto v. Dalton, 118 F.3d 671, 676 (9th Cir. 1997); EEOC v. L.B. Foster Co., 123 F.3d 746, 754 (3d Cir. 1997) 
("[A]n employer who retaliates cannot escape liability merely because the retaliation falls short of its intended result."). 
254 Hashimoto, 118 F.3d at 676; see also L.B. Foster, 123 F.3d at 754 n.4 (ruling that a retaliatory job reference violated Title 
VII even though it did not cause failure to hire, because such a consequence is relevant only to damages, not liability). 
255 Garcia v. Lawn, 805 F.2d 1400, 1405 (9th Cir. 1986). 
256 Equal Employment Opportunity Comm'n v. Locals 14 and 15, Int'l Union of Operating Eng'rs, 438 F. Supp. 876, 879-80 
(S.D.N.Y.1977); Centeno-Bernuy v Perry, 302 F Supp 2d 128 (SDNY 2003) 
257 See Beliz v. W.H. McLeod & Sons Packing Co., 765 F.2d 1317, 1332 (5th Cir.1985) 
258 Robinson v. Shell Oil Co., 519 U.S. 337 (1997) 
259 Robinson v. Shell Oil 519 U.S. at 346, 117 S. Ct. 843 
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o Suspension of Account Access  
o Defamation by Publication   
o Termination  
o Defamation & Trade Libel by Reason of Termination  
o Post-Employment Threats, Harassment, Coercement, Blacklisting  
o Retaliatory Litigation  
o Retaliatory Reports to Law Enforcement 
o Denial of Unemployment Benefits   

 The actions taken against Gjovik were materially adverse enough to dissuade reasonable workers 

from engaging in the protected activity. In fact, the chilling effect of Apple’s retaliation against Gjovik 

has been noted in articles, bog posts, social media, and even turned into memes. Gjovik’s ex-coworkers 

began using the phrase “get Gjoviked” as slang for getting fired for speaking out about work conditions. 

Employees shared the term  on message boards and Twitter (You’re going to get “Gjoviked”).260 

Further, a submission from an employee to the “AppleToo” employee group stated, “even as we’re 

writing this, we write it with fear, fear of getting single out and retaliate against, even though HR policy 

stats that Apple do not tolerate retaliation, after reading what Ashley Gjovik went through, we think the 

retaliation is real.”261  

 
 

Hostile Work Environment  
 

To establish a hostile work environment, Complainant has to prove that she engaged in protected 

activity, that she suffered intentional harassment related to that activity, that the harassment was 

sufficiently severe or pervasive so as to alter the conditions of employment and to create an abusive 

working environment, and that the harassment would have detrimentally affected a reasonable person 

and did detrimentally affect Complainant. Circumstances germane to gauging work environment include 

the frequency of the discriminatory conduct; its severity; whether it is physically threatening or 

humiliating, or a mere offensive utterance, and whether it unreasonably interferes with an employee’s 

work performance. 262 In general, civil harassment includes: abuse, threats of abuse, stalking, assault, 

 
260 Twitter, https://twitter.com/LeksiW/status/1437859860134211592  
261 AppleToo, https://medium.com/appletoo/appletoo-digest-20-aeca5c8aa298 
262 Michelle M. Cook v U.S. EPA, 2005-CER-1, Dec 2005 
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battery, or serious harassment that seriously scares, annoys, or harasses someone for not legitimate or 

lawful reason. 263 

A supervisor can be liable for a retaliatory hostile work environment if, among other things, the 

alleged harassment was severe or pervasive.264 In deciding whether the harassment was sufficiently 

severe or pervasive, the fact finder must examine all the circumstances.265 These circumstances include 

the frequency and severity of the discriminatory conduct, whether the conduct was physically 

threatening or humiliating, whether the conduct unreasonably interfered with the employee's work 

performance, and the effect of the conduct on the employee's psychological well-being.266 

However, sometimes retaliatory conduct is characterized as "retaliatory harassment." The 

threshold for establishing retaliatory harassment is different than for discriminatory hostile work 

environment. Retaliatory harassing conduct can be challenged under the Burlington Northern standard 

even if it is not severe or pervasive enough to alter the terms and conditions of employment. 267 

The required showing of severity of the harassing conduct varies inversely with the 

pervasiveness or frequency of the conduct. Where harassment & similar conduct occurred  repeatedly 

over the course of an employee’s employment, it may constitute a hostile work environment even if not 

severe.268 In addition, causation may be seen from evidence that harassment by supervisors intensified 

shortly after plaintiff filed an internal complaint.269 

 

MARCH: THREATS, DISCRIMINATION, INTIMIDATION, & HARASSMENT  
 

 
263 California’s Courts, Understanding Abuse & Harassment Laws, https://www.courts.ca.gov/1258.htm  
264 See Marrero v. Goya of P.R., Inc., 304 F.3d 7, 26 (1st Cir.2002). 
265 See Harris v. Forklift Sys., Inc., 510 U.S. 17, 23, 114 S. Ct. 367, 126 L. Ed. 2d 295 (1993). 
266 Che v MBTA, 342 F.3d 31 (1st Cir 2003)  
267 See, e.g., Martinelli v. Penn Millers Ins. Co., 269 F. App'x 226, 230 (3d Cir. 2008) (ruling that after Burlington Northern, 
an employee claiming "retaliation by workplace harassment" is "no longer required to show that the harassment was severe or 
pervasive"); EEOC v. Chrysler Grp., LLC, No. 08-C-1067, 2011 WL 693642, at *8-11 (E.D. Wis. Feb. 17, 2011) (holding 
that reasonable jury could conclude employees were subjected to unlawful retaliation under Burlington Northern standard 
when human resources supervisor verbally harassed them by screaming and pounding his fists on the table while threatening 
termination if they filed grievances). The Commission also articulated this position in its 2012 final rulemaking to update 
federal sector regulations. See Federal Sector Equal Employment Opportunity, 77 Fed. Reg. 43,498, 43,502 (July 25, 2012) 
(codified at 29 C.F.R. § 1614), https://federalregister.gov/a/2012-18134. 
268 Davis v. Team Elec. Co., 520 F.3d 1080, 1096 (9th Cir. 2008) 
269 .Quiles-Quiles v. Henderson, 439 F.3d 1, 8-9 (1st Cir. 2006) 
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Gjovik starting facing retaliation as soon as she replied to the March 17th email. Beyond Powers 

censoring her and giving her a “warning” for expressing safety concerns, snapping at her about “being 

too hard on the white man,” and asking her to work on a project for ◼◼◼◼◼, Apple Employee 

Relations also quickly began to retaliate against her. Gjovik asked Waibel to inform Powers he cannot 

restrict her speech about safety and labor issues, but Waibel refused. Instead, Waibel insisted on opening 

an “investigation” into Powers. Gjovik protested this investigating, knowing and stating she feared it 

would cause retaliation. Waibel did it anyways. On April 3, Gjovik wrote to Waibel, 

“Favor to ask of you: that script that Michael  read — about there being no prohibitions on 
Apple employees speaking out about concerns related to work place conditions, & no 
retaliation for speaking out either — was really great. Any chance you could send me a 
written version I can forward to my manager? Dave doesn’t seem aligned on the 
messaging. Last Monday he told me directly I was not allowed to speak out about my 
concerns about the site to anyone in the organization — nor was I allowed to share any 
details from my meeting with EH&S & you with our organization either. He said I was 
only allowed to talk to him and EH&S about it going forward. He told me this under the 
premise of “employee feedback,” and insinuated I was only being let off with a warning 
this time because of my “mental health issues” (verbatim) due to what happened to me last 
year at my apartment. I have told him previously I’m suffering from PTSD from what 
happened last year — but I didn’t expect it to be linked into the current situation like he 
did.  Would be very helpful to me if I can have an email to forward to him clarifying what 
I’m allowed and not allowed to do — and that there should be no retaliation (like perf 
review) for speaking out. I suspect that should address the issue.” 270 
 

On April 5, 2021 Gjovik messaged with Mr. West about an article she wrote about the apartment 

on hazardous waste she lived at that made her ill in 2020. Gjovik informed Mr. West five other people 

contacted her who were also sick at the apartment and that she had been warned about retaliation, 

possibly including physical violence, from the property owner, Irvine Company. Gjovik told Mr. West 

she had sleeping with a knife under her pillow and Mr. West told her not to sleep with the knife 

anymore, or a gun, so it won’t be used against her and to instead obtain pepper spray or a taser. Mr. 

West also warned Gjovik should worry about digital surveillance as well and suggested Gjovik purchase 

a necklace that includes a panic button and calls ADT agents. Mr. West told Gjovik “if you don’t have a 

therapist give EAP a call. You’re in a stressful situation (to say the least).” Gjovik informed West she 

had a therapist but was still struggling and had to increase her anxiety medication.  

 
270 See Evidence Files: email to Waibel on April 3 2021 
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On April 8, after telling Dave numerous times Gjovik suffering from severe PTSD from getting 

sick last year and was  “barely hanging on,” he texts her and asks me to lead a huge project for a 

completely different org, dotted-line reporting to a SWE director who sexually harassed her in 2019 

(which Dave knows about).  Gjovik then emails Helen Polkes and tells her she’s struggling with her 

mental health from the stress & abuse and asks for support.  

On April 9, 2021, Gjovik again raised concerns directly to Mr. West about Mr. Powers.  She 

reminded him that she had been struggling with PTSD and told him that after her article was published 

about her apartment last year, more victims came forward, and she had been crying all day, but Mr. 

Powers was snapping at her and unfairly loading her up on projects.   

On that same day, Ms. Waibel replied to Gjovik’s email, stating that she would launch an 

investigation into Mr. Powers, and that she wanted to hear his perspective on the matter.  But further 

conversations with Ms. Waibel revealed she was not concerned about the safety or labor issues, but 

instead asked about Mr. Powers’ comments of “being too hard on the white man” and Gjovik’s “mental 

health issues.” Gjovik immediately replied, indicating that she did not want an investigation (because 

she feared retaliation), and instead simply wanted her to explain “labor laws” to Mr. Powers.  

“I don’t think an investigation is needed … I think someone just needs to explain to Dave 
what the rules are about this. I assume he responded like he did to me because he didn’t 
want me stressing out our team — but it probably didn’t occur to him that when it comes 
to possible workplace safety issues, he can’t really forbid me from speaking about my 
concerns, especially under the guise of employee feedback, especially bringing my 
“mental health” into it.  I try not to give Dave direct feedback. He does not do well when 
confronted by his employees. I’m hoping I can either forward something —  or if 
someone can talk to him and explain labor laws, etc to him or something. Is that 
possible?”271 

APRIL: NONCONSENSUAL SEXISM INVESTIGATION; 1ST SHAM EMPLOYEE RELATIONS INVESTIGATION  
 

Ms. Waibel decided to investigate anyway and again refused to follow up about “labor laws.” 

Waibel also decided to investigate Mr. ◼◼◼◼◼, even though Gjovik asked her not to do so- again, 

out of fear of retaliation. As expected, over the next several days, as Mr. Powers was investigated, Mr. 

Powers’ treatment of Gjovik became worse. He also never corrected his previous statements prohibiting 

Gjovik from speaking about safety concerns with her coworkers. He snapped at her and criticized her. 

 
271 See Evidence Files: email to Waibel on April 9 2021 
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Further, despite Gjovik many complaints to Mr. West about Mr. Powers’ discriminatory treatment, Mr. 

West refuse to remedy the problem.  On the morning of April 14, 2021, Gjovik was facilitating an 

Inclusion & Diversity (I&D) training, and at one point, Mr. Powers interrupted her training session, 

while she was mid-sentence, stating “are you done?” Mr. Powers’ interruption was seen as offensive to 

Gjovik and others at the training. Later on April 14, Gjovik emailed Mr. West again, asking to be 

reorganized under him or Mr. Basanese.  

APRIL: MORE CENSORSHIP, THREATS, & HARASSMENT  
 

On or around April 23, 2021, Gjovik asked Ms. Waibel again what could be done about 

Mr. Powers’ prohibiting her from sharing safety concerns.   

“I had one question I forgot to ask — what’s the plan for clearing up my gag order from 
Dave on talking about [Stewart 1 office]? Should I personally tell Dave that EH&S said 
he can’t forbid me from speaking about the Superfund status and/or my concerns? Or 
did/will someone follow up with him about it? “272 
 

After Gjovik continued insisting that Waibel talk to Powers about Power’s censorship of 

Gjovik on safety issues, Waibel finally responded on April 27 saying: 

“Regarding your right to speak about the terms and conditions of your employment, I 
have 10 minutes to talk today at 1:30pm if that works for you- I’ll be in the car, but we 
could talk by phone if that’s okay. Please let me know if that time works for you. If not, 
let me know and I’m sure we can find a different time to connect.“ 

 

Waibel set up a phone call with Gjovik for April 27. It was immediately suspicious why it would 

take ten entire minutes to explain Gjovik’s rights to “speak about the terms and conditions of her 

employment.” 

During the phone call Waibel proceeding to tell Gjovik she agreed with what Powers told 

Gjovik, will not correct Powers, and that Apple Employee Relations would only like for Gjovik to 

discuss concerns about safety &/or her office if Gjovik’s communication meets a five-part balancing 

test. Gjovik started crying on the phone call and told Waibel what she was saying and doing was illegal. 

Waibel did not waiver. Gjovik told Waibel she would document what Waibel was saying to her and 

 
272 See Evidence Files: email to Waibel on April 23 2021 
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email it to Waibel and Steiger and that they’d need to confirm via email if they were instructing Gjovik 

of this. Gjovik did just that writing,  

I’m looking for some clarity on what I’m officially allowed and not allowed to say about 
Apple’s offices/buildings on chemical release sites. I chatted with Jenna this morning and 
she said I’m allowed to speak about any concerns about the terms and conditions of my 
employment — but I can only share information that is “complete and “accurate.” Further, 
she said I should not cause “panic” if there’s “no reason for panic.” In addition, she said if 
there’s any risk to employees safety, that communication would need to come directly from 
EHS. (Jenna, please confirm if this is a correct summary or not, and if not please clarify)… 
I’d really appreciate clarity here. When I talked to Jenna, I asked if I could even talk openly 
about the Superfund status of SD01 and she said only if EHS confirms that is complete and 
accurate information. I told her I think it would be best if I have you confirm some key 
points so I don’t get in trouble later. So Michael, I have some questions for you below 
about what is "complete and accurate" — as well as some general questions, perhaps for 
both of you.  
Questions for Michael (to confirm if complete and accurate)  
Y or N: The Stewart 1 is an EPA Superfund site called "TRW Microwave,” part of the 
EPA “Triple Site” 
Y or N: TRW Microwave is an active Superfund site. 
Y or N: The EPA calls the area “Triple Site” because three groundwater aquifers were 
contaminated with industrial chemicals, and all three became active EPA Superfund sites, 
and at some point all three groundwater plumes merged and/or overlapped into a triple-
groundwater plume (including TRW’s original plume, as well as the other two plumes 
now impacting TRW Microwave) 
Y or N: Until 2021, the latest indoor air vapor intrusion testing inside SD01 was in Dec 
of 2015. 
Y or N: Do you consider the EPA, DTSC, and/or Water Boards documentation on the 
TRW Microwave site (SD01) to be complete and accurate? 
Y or N: Does my building assignment (aka “my official desk is in SD01”) constitute part 
of the “terms & conditions” of my employment? 
Y or N: Do the other Apple buildings I visit for meetings also constitute part of the 
“terms & conditions” of my employment? (Aka the Siemens and Intersil Superfund sites) 
Y or N: Tantau 8 is on an active EPA Superfund site called “Intersil” 
Y or N: Homestead 1 is on an active EPA superfund site called “Siemens” 
Y or N: The Siemens groundwater plume is known to have contaminated the 
groundwater of the property that is now “Apple Park” 
Y or N: Apple Park is on several state water boards clean up sites (aka “HP”)  
General Questions  
If Michael says a building on a Superfund is “safe,” (which I think is already implied 
because it sounds like EHS hasn’t acted on SD01 recently), am I still allowed to express 
concerns about working on a Superfund or that specific Superfund? Or if Michael says 
the building is “safe,” am I not allowed to raise any of my own concerns about the safety 
or Apple’s oversight?  
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Do the criteria of — 1) complete & 2) accurate & 3) do not cause panic — apply only to 
sharing information internally with other Apple employees — or does that also apply to 
me speaking externally? 
Do your speech restrictions apply to me talking to the government about my concerns? 
How do we measure “do not cause panic”? A lot of people seem very concerned about 
working or living on/near Superfunds generally. Arguably, as they should be. If there is a 
fact that is complete and accurate (such as if Michael confirms SD01 is on an Active 
Superfund), am I still not allowed to share it if “it could cause panic.”? I’m confused how 
to navigate this one. The facts alone could cause panic, but that doesn’t seem like it 
should be my fault. At the same time, I don’t want to get in trouble. 273 
Oh sorry, one more, I told Jenna that several collogues have asked me for updates on my 
conversations with EHS about SD01. I wanted guidance on what I can tell them, 
considering these new “correct, accurate, don’t cause panic” speech restrictions. Jenna 
told me that if anyone wants to know about the chemicals onsite of SDO1 or my 
conversations with EHS, I shouldn’t tell them anything myself. I should send them to talk 
to EHS 1:1. If this is accurate, I have previously shared updates with several concerned 
coworkers. If I would get in trouble for that now, please let me know how I should 
proceed to tie of those conversations in a way that will not result in disciplinary action 
against me.” 274 
 

Jenna Waibel responded on April 27, 

“Michael and I will discuss your questions below and get back to you. I wanted to clarify 
a few things now from your email below, and the rest we will revisit in the near future:  
1) I didn’t say you aren’t allowed to share concerns at any time during our conversation. I didn’t 
comment on the difference in sharing concerns internally or externally. I said you have a right to 
discuss the terms and conditions of employment. We ask that you ensure the information you 
share is as accurate and complete as possible when doing so. 
2) I wasn’t present in your conversation with Dave, so I can’t say what he did or didn’t say. 
However, Dave seemed confident that he did not use the terms “warning” or "mental health 
issues” related to your right to speak about your concerns. He said that it wasn’t a warning and 
he did not forbid you from speaking to others. He said that the intention of his message was 
aligned with my message above. He said he encouraged you to work with EHS to understand the 
data available fully. 
3) I shared today that if others have concerns, they can connect with me or EHS directly- we are 
not asking you to broker those conversations. Rather, we would like to speak individually with 
each employee who is interested to allow them to address their concerns privately. Thanks again 
for our call today. We will be in touch soon on the other clarifications. 275 

[Waibel nor anyone else followed up later for any other “clarifications”] 
 

273 See Evidence Files: Email to Waibel and Steiger on April 27 2021, Subject: Re: Questions about speech related to Apple's 
buildings on chemical release sites 
274 See Evidence Files: Email to Waibel and Steiger on April 27 2021, Subject: Re: Questions about speech related to Apple's 
buildings on chemical release sites 
275 See Evidence Files: Email from Jenna Waibel on April 27 2021, Subject: Re: Questions about speech related to Apple's 
buildings on chemical release sites 
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Gjovik reports this conversation to Lagares on July 8, describing it as: 276 

- Gjovik: On April 27, “I have a phone call with Jenna, after asking for another time if she’s talked 
to Dave about telling me I can’t talk openly about workplace safety concerns, and she is extremely 
hostile and essentially also tells me I can’t talk openly about workplace safety concerns. I 
document our call and send clarifying questions to her and Michael. She then says she never said 
what she said upon seeing it documented. During that call I also started crying and pleaded with 
her to stop the investigation because the way it’s going it seems like she’s going to side with my 
manager and Dan and only get me in trouble. She says she can’t cancel and investigation after it 
begins.” 
 

Gjovik then forwarded the exchange to Senior Director ◼◼◼◼◼◼ on April 27, saying,  

“I’m still trying to sort out Apple’s expectations of whether I’m even allowed to tell coworkers I 
work on an EPA Superfund site. Had  a demoralizing call with ER today. Notes below about what 
appears to be free speech restrictions, even to co-workers. Meanwhile, our HR BP essentially 
insisted I file a workers comp claim last week, about my fainting spell in my office in Sept 2019, 
now due to suspected chemical exposure from the Superfund site. I called Sedgwick expecting 
them to laugh me out of the room — but they were appalled and all over it. I talked to the 
investigator for 2.5hr yesterday. She’s setting the claim to delayed so she has at least 90 days to 
look into it. Apparently when she called the Apple workers comp folks after an initial read she 
asked if Apple really has offices on Superfunds and they said “of course not, Apple would never 
do that” and then they googled my building address and Google literally says “active superfund.” 
They were like, wtf.  
The investigator wants to call the claim “continuous trauma” for ongoing exposure at my building 
— and after I told her Apple has other Superfund buildings and I spent time at them too — she 
said she wants to include my time at the other buildings as well, perhaps even starting from 2015 
when I joined Apple. Attaching a PDF w/ some notes. Please don’t panic, otherwise I’ll apparently 
get in trouble with ER/EHS. Also, I’m doing my own research since Apple doesn’t publish 
anything about this, so it’s probably not “complete” or “accurate” either. But if EHS refuses to tell 
anyone about these sites and complete/accurate requires EHS telling people about these sites... 
then....  
<IMG_5621.png> <Apple Offices - Release Sites - Gjovik full.pdf> “277 
 

On April 27, Waibel also sent Gjovik her “Issue Confirmation” for the investigation. She claimed to be 
an “objective fact-finder.” She noted the following, in addition to much more: 278 

- Waibel: As I explained, Apple takes your concerns seriously and I am the person from Employee 
Relations who will look into the issues you raised. In our conversation, I explained that my role is 
that of an objective fact- finder as I conduct the investigation into your concerns.  

- Waibel: This email summarizes my understanding of the issues you raised. During our meeting, 
you stated that it is detrimental to your mental health to continue to report to Dave Powers, your 

 
276 Gjovik to Lagares, July 8, 2021 at 3:14 PM, Subject: Re: Introduction; Hle :  
277 See Evidence Files, email to ◼◼◼◼ ◼◼◼◼◼◼, April 27 
278 Waibel to Gjovik, 4:56pm, Subj: notes from our Friday call  
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current supervisor. You also have a concern about being sexually harassed by a Director in the 
Software organization.  

- Waibel: “You said resolution would look like moving to report to Dan West directly ideally, or to 
John Basanese as 2nd option. You said you have told Dan twice before that you would look for 
another opportunity at Apple if he didn't move you from reporting to Dave / Dave's team, but that 
you are serious this time. You would also like to see Dave receive training, whether or not you 
report to him. You said you already do a significant amount of work for Dan and his overall PSQ 
org.  

- Waibel: You said you don't think Dave needs to be fired, but that he should have to take mandatory 
manager and I&D classes, and be required to take a test at the end or some way of ensuring he 
actually paid attention and understood. “ 

- Waibel: We also discussed the investigation process, which includes speaking with all involved 
individuals, including you, and reviewing other relevant information and documentation. I may 
also consult with others whom I believe may assist me in conducting a thorough investigation. 
Apple’s expectations of you during the investigation include that you cooperate fully throughout 
the investigation by answering questions honestly, and providing any additional relevant 
information to me promptly.  

- Waibel: If you have any concerns about potential retaliation, please let me know immediately. You 
may view Apple’s no retaliation policy at https://businessconduct.apple.com/noretaliation.  

 
Gjovik replied to Waibel on April 27 with the following, 279 

- Gjovik: I’d like to state that the original reason I reached out to ER was because of comments 
Dave made to me in my 1:1 with him several weeks ago related to the TRW Microwave EPA 
Superfund site (aka our office building Stewart 1). I’ve captured my concerns in separate emails. 
I know you already talked to him — but I’d like the formal list of concerns to reflect that was the 
original and primary concern. I also let Dan know that was my primary concern on 4/9 and he also 
said he would talk to you about it. “  

- Gjovik: (re: ◼◼◼◼◼): I asked that we not formally investigate this. Of all the he said/she said, 
I expect this investigation to cause the most noise and have the least benefit.  

- Gjovik: I don’t want me not telling you something right now to foreclose any future option I have 
to act on it. I want to reiterate what I said this morning, that I don’t think this investigation will 
yield much/any benefit because it is so she said/he said, and I worry it will cause me additional 
problems. I would like to it be stopped, but understand you said you said you can’t stop it now.  

- Gjovik: My tenure at Apple has been full of horrors. I could give you a list of hundreds of things 
to look into. Again, instead I’d prefer to shut this down. But if your’e going ahead, I don’t want 
my silence to suggest I might not want to do something about the other stuff later.  

- Gjovik: “Per the item above, if I am not fulfilling Apple’s expectations by holding back on other 
concerns I have about my time at Apple, or Dave, or other sexual harassment issues from 
coworkers — we’re going to need A LOT more time. “ 

 
April: Constructive Discharge 
 

 
279 Gjovik to Waible, 6:57pm, Subj: notes from our Friday call 
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In an attempt to avoid liability for wrongfully discharging an employee, an employer may refrain 

from actually firing an employee, preferring instead to engage in conduct causing him or her to quit. The 

doctrine of constructive discharge addresses such employer-attempted 'end runs' around wrongful 

discharge and other claims requiring employer-initiated terminations of employment.280 As a result, a 

constructive discharge is legally regarded as a firing rather than a resignation.281  

Constructive discharge occurs when an employer unlawfully creates working conditions so 

intolerable that a reasonable person in the employee's position would feel forced to resign or when an 

employer acts in a manner so as to have communicated to a reasonable employee that [he] will be 

terminated, and the  employee resigns, the employer’s conduct may amount to constructive discharge.” 

Under this standard, an employee who can show that the “handwriting is on the wall” and the “axe is 

about to fall.”282   

In order to establish constructive discharge, a plaintiff “must at least show some aggravating 

factors, such as a continuous pattern of discriminatory treatment.”283 In Deitz, an employer was found to 

have constructively discharged an employee when the employer had “for all intents and purposes, 

communicated that employee was to be discharged and could resign or be fired.” An employee made 

complaints under the employer’s own whistleblower policy but never learned if employer had resolved 

the issues raised by the complaints. Shortly following the complaints, the employer began undercutting 

the employee’s ability to do his own job, violating the employers’ own policies. Employee received an 

undeservedly unfavorable performance review and then a discipline memo and would blacklist the 

employee from the industry.  Employee wrote to employer explaining why he felt he did not deserve 

disciple and that he felt he was being retaliated against for his whistleblower complaint, and that he 

would resign (however did not expect the employer to accept the resignation). Employee was then 

ordered to attend a unusual meeting at the employer and instead employee resigned immediately. 284 

 

APPLE CREATED/WORSENED A HOSTILE WORK ENVIRONMENT SO SEVERE ANY REASONABLE 
PERSON WOULD QUIT  

 
280 Colores v. Bd. of Trs., 105 Cal. App. 4th 1293, 1305, 130 Cal. Rptr. 2d 347, 356 (2003) 
281 Turner v. Anheuser-Busch, Inc. (1994) 7 Cal.4th 1238, 1244-1245 [32 Cal. Rptr. 2d 223, 876 P.2d 1022 
282 Dietz v Cypress Semiconductor, 2014-SOX-2 (DOL ARB) (March 2016); Steiner v. Showboat Operating Co., 25 F.3d 
1459, 1465 (9th Cir.1994). 
283 Thomas v. Douglas, 877 F.2d 1428, 1434 (9th Cir.1989) 
284 Dietz v Cypress Semiconductor, 2014-SOX-2 (DOL ARB) (March 2016) 
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As discussed Gjovik had already been complaining to West for sometime about a hostile work 

environment working under Powers, saying it was harmful to her mental health and asking for West to 

address it, for years. The events of 2021 made the hostile work environment dramatically worse. 

Citing the retaliation, Gjovik complained multiple times to Mr. West about how she could no 

longer work with Mr. Powers, and she reminded Mr. West of her feedback on him the previous year.  

But Mr. West dismissed her concerns. On April 29, 2021, Gjovik met with Mr. West, and asked again if 

she could be transferred to his supervision, so that she would not be subject to the treatment of Mr. 

Powers, but Mr. West again declined her request. Gjovik wrote in the meeting summary notes to West, 

under “Discussion Notes,”  

- “Ashley can’t report to Dan. Dan does not want any re-orgs. EPM role will stay under Dave until 
Ashley leaves, then role will likely be dissolved and transformed into standard engineer or 
manager role. Ashley will need to find new role outside PSQ (or new job outside Apple) 
because she cannot work for Dave without further detriment to her mental health and there 
are no options in PSQ. 

- Employee Relations appears to have instructed me on some very chilling speech restrictions 
related to any health or safety concerns I have about working at Stewart 1, including even the 
fact it’s a Superfund site. (Attaching emails below). I think she started doubling back when she 
saw how terrible that looked in writing. At this point, I feel like I can’t say anything about it 
internally other than to direct mgmt, EHS, & ER without facing potential discipline. 
Sedgwick expanded the Workers Comp claim as “continuous trauma,” likely since when is 
started Apple in 2015. The trauma is the industrial chemical exposure at all of the chemical 
release & Superfund sites I’ve worked at (SD01, TA08, Homestead 1, IL1, Apple Park, etc.). 
Continuous trauma sounds like the best description I’ve heard so far summarizing my 
tenure at this company.  

Gjovik attached a document listing most of the Apple offices she spent time in since 2015, and the 

Brownfield/CERCLA status of each. She noted that the building Dan West sat in , and thus Gjovik spent 

much time in, was also a Superfund site (the “Intersil” superfund site at 10900 N. Tantau Ave) as well as 

Apple Park being a state managed clean-up site (the HP site) with groundwater plumes from two 

adjacent Superfund sites (the Siemens & Intersil sites).  

 

Gjovik reports this conversation to Lagares on July 8, describing it as: 285 

- On April 29, “I talked to Dan West and notify him of the ER investigation into Dave, the 
workers comp claim, and the discussions I’m having with EH&S about Stewart 1. I also tell him 
about Jenna pressuring me not to speak openly about workplace safety concerns and ask him to 

 
285 Gjovik to Lagares, July 8, 2021 at 3:14 PM, Subject: Re: Introduction; Hle :  
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help. I also ask him to follow up with Dave about the “no equal outcomes” comment because 
Dave refuses to follow up with his team on it. I expressed concerns again that Dave was creating 
a hostile work env that was severely detrimental to my mental health and asked him what can be 
done. I asked if he reviewed my review feedback about Dave from 2020 (Helen send you that 
document) and he said he did but “it wasn’t actionable” and I’m just “hot & cold about Dave.” I 
asked him if he had thought more about my request to report to him or another one of his directs 
(not Dave) and he said I can’t report to him. I asked why, he said “no more re-orgs.” I said, but 
my role is already more than half supporting you directly. He said no. I said, what about another 
direct, he said no. He wouldn’t give me an explanation. I told him I will likely have to leave PSQ 
or Apple if he doesn’t response the issue, and he said that’s fine. I asked what he will do with my 
role if I leave and he said he’d cancel the EPM role, that “its an experiment that didn’t work 
out,” and convert it to engineering headcount. Dan did say that Dave needed to follow up on the 
“no equal outcomes” dogwhistle-type comment and that he’d talk to him about it.”  

 

On April 29, Gjovik promptly notified Waible of the conversation, forwarding the notes, and saying:  

- Talked to Dan West today (my bosses boss). He will not move me out from under Dave. He will 
not move me under him (Dan), or John, or anyone else. He says he doesn’t want anymore re-
orgs. My choices are either I stay under Dave (I told him I cannot do this) or I leave the 
organization or Apple completely. He says he understood this likely means I will leave Apple. 
Dan said when I leave, the role will likely be recycled into a standard Engineer or Manager role, 
and the PSQ EPM role will be dissolved. No timeline was set. 286 

Gjovik also forwarded her meeting notes with Dan to Waibel saying “Documented the convo with Dan.” 

 

 On April 29, after the meeting with West, despite her emotional distress, Gjovik dutifully sent an 

announce email to West’s org about a new project as he requested. West’s administrative assistant, 

Megan Gates, replied to Gjovik’s email requesting she add a promotion for a new portal the admins 

created. Gjovik responded, 

- Gjovik: Oh shit, sorry. Did we plan to do that? No one caught that in the review — but I’ll take 
the hit. I’m sorry. It was a really rough day. I essentially gave notice to Dan.  

- Gates: Well now I’m really sad!!! L No worries about the admin portal.  
- Gjovik: Thanks. Yeah I’m super bummed. He refuses to move me under him, or even John. And 

when I leave, the EPM role will disappear. I told him I can’t work for Dave anymore — and I’ll 
quit if there’s no other options. He said okay. No timeline. Really disappointed in him. 287 

 

In May 2021, the retaliatory animus towards Gjovik escalated even further.  On May 6, Mr. West 

began offering Gjovik’s projects to a male employee from another team (though Gjovik would not find 

 
286 Email from Gjovik to Waibel, April 29 2021 5:24pm, Subj: notes from our Friday call  
287 Gjovik/Gates email, April29,2021at6:16PM, Subject: Re: Announcing New PSQ Portal Resources  
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out until later).  Over the next two weeks, Mr. West reduced her supervision over her own projects, and 

insisted, again, that she could not be reassigned from Mr. Powers’ supervision.   

 

Gjovik talks to Waibel again on May 1, summarize  to Lagares later as, 

- I give Jenna more background on the bizarre creation of my role, the lack of definition, the 
hostility from Jason Ivan, and my un-approved, HR-protested, forced transfer out of SWE — 
with reasoning directly related to ongoing lawsuits against Apple — and ask her to talk to 
Kristen Michalik (HR) for more background.  
 

On May 5, during David Powers staff meeting and in the meeting notes, they discussed concerns about a 

recent update in attrition in West’s org and Powers advised his managers to try to retain their employees. 

Gjovik forwarded the notes to Waibel on May 6 saying; 

- In case you’re having convos about my role already — notes from my org’s mgmt staff meeting 
last night. This seems very relevant. This bit about attribution is really interesting contrasted with 
my convo with Dan last week. Dan showed no hesitation or concern that I might leave Apple. He 
also didn’t offer any counteroffers or suggestions — just said I couldn’t report to him or John. 
When I said that means I’m going to quit, probably quit Apple, he said, “okay.” And just stared 
at me. I don’t feel comfortable raising this to Helen (our HR BP). I expect her to always have 
Dan’s back with whatever he does. So just FYI for you. It sounds like the convo was about 
preventing attrition — not saying “okay” to it. 288 

 

On May 18, West responded to Gjovik’s meeting notes from April 29 documenting that West was 

refusing to reorg her under him or Basanese, even if that meant she had to quit Apple. West wrote, 289 

- Thanks for the meeting notes. I wanted to wait to reach out until you returned from your time out 
of the office. First and foremost, as we’ve discussed, your health is of the utmost importance. 
Please make sure to continue to work with Sedgwick and People Support about the Workers' 
Compensation claim. Additionally, EAP is a great resource that you may want to look into, if 
you haven’t already. Apple does not tolerate retaliation for raising concerns. It’s important 
employees feel comfortable sharing what's happening for them. I know you raised some issues to 
EH&S about Stewart 1 and are in communication with them. I’ve not been involved in those 
conversations so please continue to work with EH&S to address your questions/concerns as our 
experts on health and safety for all of our employees. Lastly, as we talked about during our 1:1, 
from an organization structure stand point, it does not make sense for your role to report to me. I 
know Jenna is looking into your concerns about working with Dave. It may be helpful for you to 
discuss with Jenna what we can do in the interim while she looks into your concerns. Thanks 
again for raising your concerns with me.  

 
288 Gjovik to Waibel, May 6 2021, sub: MSQ Staff Notes 5/5/  
289 West to Gjovik, May 18 2021, sub: Ashley Gjovik/Dan - 4/29 Meeting Notes  
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On May 19, Gjovik raised concerns to Powers that one of the managers reporting to him gave 

anonymous feedback about the I&D training she was facilitating saying that she was focusing on “Equal 

Outcomes” when they should only be talking about “Equal Opportunities.” Gjovik looked into the 

phrases and realized that view of discrimination is anti-Affirmative Action and subscribers believe 

women and people of color do now have “equal outcomes” simply because they are less capable than 

white men. Gjovik asked Powers to talk to his managers about it but Powers refused. She wrote in the 

meeting notes email, “Think about “equal outcome” 5 Simple Things feedback; consider following 

up.”290 

On May 20, Ms. Waibel notified Gjovik that she would inform Mr. ◼◼◼◼◼ about Gjovik 

making the sexual harassment allegations against him, even though Gjovik again requested she not do so 

out of fear of retaliation. Gjovik pleaded with Waibel over the phone, crying, “to stop” and told Waibel 

she was going to “ruin her career.” Waibel told Gjovik she would not stop the “investigations” nor 

would she keep Gjovik anonymous. In response, Gjovik asked Waible to them also investigate Dan 

West and why he denied her requests to report to him directly. Gjovik would describe this on Slack in 

July as: “I told [Jenna] nothing is going to come out of this and [she’s] going to cause trouble for me by 

letting him know. I begged her to let it go and not say anything to him. She refused.”  291 

On May 21, Gjovik responded to West’s emailing suggesting she seek therapy and refusing to 

resolve the hostile work environment, saying,  

- As for EH&S, I met with them this week and they said they will no longer answer any of my 
questions about vapor intrusion (pending or new questions). They also back-tracked and said 
now they may not even do indoor air testing this year. I’m still very concerned about the safety 
of SD01. I raised my concerns to Dave this week as it sounds like personally I have no next steps 
around that as far as internal process goes. I shared all of my email notes and communications 
with EH&S with Dave as well, so he has visibility to all of my unanswered questions. I’ll sync 
with him when I’m back to see if he has any suggestions for a path forward around the building.  

 

 On May 21, Ms. Waibel offered Gjovik two weeks of paid administrative leave, starting May 

24, pending her investigation, which Gjovik accepted. During this investigation, however, Gjovik was 

never contacted with any questions, or any requests for evidence or witnesses.  This first leave, Gjovik 

 
290 Email from Gjovik to Powers, May 29 2021, Subj: Dave/Ashley 1:1 - 5/19 Notes  
291 Apple Slack Post, July 27  
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was not prohibited from speaking with her colleagues, using Slack, nor “removed from the workplace.” 

The leave had a start and end date. Waibel sent an email summarizing the leave and Gjovik responded 

confirming & accepting.  

- Waibel: + Dave. Hi Ashley. Thanks for our call this morning. I’m glad to hear you are feeling 
well supported in this offer of time off.  We agreed that you would take administrative leave, 
with full pay and benefits, starting Monday for two weeks, beginning Monday May 24, 2021 
while I look into the concerns you have raised. You will return to work on Monday, June 7, 
2021. We agreed this time will not be formally submitted in a time off system, and will not 
decrease your sick time or paid time off balance. For the next two weeks, we agreed you will not 
do any work. You will post an away message that lets folks know you will be out, but I left it to 
your judgement on what else you say about your time out.  During this time off, I committed to 
you that I would continue my review and hope to have findings to share by the end of the two 
week period. We agreed that the best way to reach you is to send you a text message on your 
work number. Other than that, we agreed you would not do any work or respond to work emails 
during this time. You can continue to contact me with additional information or questions about 
my investigation at any time. 292 

- Gjovik: Thank you, Jenna! Confirmed.293 

 

Gjovik out was on administrative leave from May 24 through June 6. During this time she continued to 

communicate with coworkers socially and also post on Apple’s Slack.  

 

May: Sham Investigations 
 

A sham investigation means “persons conducting the investigation fabricate, ignore, or 

misrepresent evidence, or the investigation is circumscribed so that it leads to the desired outcome (for 

instance, by deliberately failing to interview certain witnesses).” 294 Indications that an employer 

performed a sham investigation of a discrimination complaint include: The employer blindly credits a 

suspicious denial by the perpetrator of harassment and relies upon the perpetrator’s accusations against 

 
292 Waibel to, Harden May 21, 2021 at 3:58:48 PM PDT Ashley taking leave , subj:  
293 Gjovik to Waibel, May 21, 2021 at 2:30:48 PM PDT Ashley taking leave , subj:  
294  Marion County Sheriff’s Dept. (7th Cir. Aug. 25, 2015) 
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the employee who complained of harassment,295 or a shoddy inquiry, such as declining to interview a 

key witness while crediting the account of a biased witness.296 

 

APPLE’S FIRST “INVESTIGATION” WAS NONCONSENSUAL, DOXED HER, AND WAS A SHAM  
 

Shortly before returning from her leave, Gjovik learned on a June 3 phone call with Ms. Waibel 

that “no policy violations” were found in the course of her investigation. Gjovik raised concerns that it 

sounded like Waibel didn’t actually investigate. Gjovik asked her about specific allegations she made 

and to some of them, Waibel responded she didn’t even remember the allegation. Gjovik asked why Dan 

wouldn’t transfer her and Waibel said she had no idea but insisted it “wasn’t sexism.” Gjovik pressed 

how Waibel knew and Waibel simply said West had a female direct report once before so he can’t be 

sexist. Gjovik pressed if she actually investigated anything or if the investigation was a sham. (Gjovik 

would later learn that █████  ████, who reported to Dan, sued Dan West/Apple Inc for retaliation 

only a couple years before and Apple settled. She would also learn Bhavna Koka also reported to Dan 

West a decade earlier and quit due to a hostile work environment with Jason Ivan that West refused to 

address). It was clear to Gjovik that Waibel’s “investigation” was purely a vehicle for additional 

retaliation.  

 

On June 3, Waibel sent an email summarizing her “investigation.” 297 

- Waible: “Thank you for raising your concerns and for your cooperation in this investigation. As 
we discussed, Apple takes employee concerns seriously and I have completed a thorough 
investigation. As part of my process, I reviewed the information and documentation you 
provided me. I also spoke to others who had information relevant to the investigation.  Though I 
could not confirm that violation of Apple policies occurred, Apple has taken appropriate action 
to address the findings of the investigation. If, in the future, you have any new concerns and/or 
experience behavior you feel is retaliatory, please contact your Helen or myself immediately.  

On June 3, Gjovik responded saying, 298 

- Gjovik “As mentioned on the phone call today, and documenting here, I do disagree with some 
of the findings. I do feel like some of the issues should have been considered violations of 

 
295 See Vasquez v. Empress Ambulance Service, 835 F.3d 267 (2d Cir. 2016). 
296 Martin v. Toledo Cardiology Consultants, Inc., 548 F.3d 405, 414 (6th Cir. 2008) 
297 Email from Waibel to Gjovik, June 3 2021, 2:42pm, subj: wrap up call today  
298 Email from Gjovik to Waible, June 3 2021, 4:16pm, subj: wrap up call today  
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policy. I also feel like some issues were not properly investigated (including my 2020 feedback 
about Dave that I sent to Dan, of which you had no memory today of one of the most egregious 
statements). I also feel like the investigation into Rob ◼◼◼◼◼’s behavior towards me was 
closed prematurely — as he told me some very specific things that would have been 
independently verifiable (i.e. he told me he chartered a private plane in Santorini to fly out 
himself and a women he was cheating on his wife with after missing their planned flight, etc. — 
how else would I know that if he wasn’t talking to me about how he cheats on his wife). 
However, I understand that you said the investigation is closed and you will not talk to me about 
any of these specific issues going forward.  Similarly, I don’t feel like my concerns about 
workplace safety in Stewart 1 (aka the TRW Microwave Superfund site) were adequately 
investigated (no testing) or resolved (EHS & y’all also said you wouldn’t answer any more of my 
questions about that either).  As you directed, I’ll plan to return to work virtually on Monday 
with the status quo of my role and reporting structure, and no changes to my role, 
responsibilities, relationship with Dave or Dan, or anything else. As you directed, I’ll reach out 
to Helen once “I’ve had time to process this” and work with her to help me figure out a “path 
forward.” As mentioned, I’m not sure what Helen would do or what that means. I raised my 
ongoing concerns about workplace safety with Dave and Dan before this two weeks off and I’ll 
continue to work with them to identify a way I can “return to work” in September without having 
to put my health at risk. I also hope EHS will go forward with testing the indoor air in my office, 
despite their last statement that they might not now (despite years of indoor air vapor intrusion 
above max EPA industrial limits, and the latest tests showing Ethylbenzene and Tolulene above 
max EPA industrial limits), and no explanation provided by EHS why they’d decide not to do the 
testing after previously saying they would do it — other than me pointing out gaps and open 
questions about the history of the building and Apple’s oversight of it). I’m also talking to the 
Federal EPA about this concurrently. “ 

Waibel did not respond until Jun 8, five days later, saying: 299 

- I’d like to set up time for us to discuss a few of these concerns, and options you have to address 
them. I’ll put some time on the calendar to meet again later this week.  

 

When Gjovik returned from leave, it was clear that the absence did nothing to ease tensions 

between her and Mr. Powers. Her second day back she was required to give a presenting at West’s staff 

meeting about the Inclusion and Diversity program she rolled out for Powers’ team, despite the criticism 

she received about it or the current retaliation she current faced.  

At their first one-on-one meeting after her leave, on June 10, 2021, Mr. Powers was hostile, 

insisting that he had not done anything wrong. Gjovik wrote Ms. Waibel that day, warning she already 

 
299 Email from Waibel to Gjovik, June 8 2021, 1:27pm, subj: wrap up call today  
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was starting to feel his hostile and retaliatory attitude towards her.  Gjovik also disclosed her concerns to 

Ms. Waibel about Mr. West’s response to her 2020 feedback on Mr. Powers, and his refusal to take any 

action to remedy her complaints of discrimination.  

 

On June 10 Gjovik emailed Waibel, reporting more retaliation against her: 300 

- Gjovik: “Heads up in case you want to follow up on this at all before we talk — I just had 
my first 1:1 with Dave  after being out.  Dave made it clear he doesn’t think he did 
anything wrong at all, related to managing me or his interactions with me. He also said 
he didn’t get any coaching. He definitely steering the conversation to insinuate that I 
was making baseless claims. He… mentioned that the focus is now just on me changing 
myself so I can continue to do my job…... I told him I’m very concerned.  I asked him 
about [Stewart 1 office] & safety (that I don’t feel it’s safe to return to that building) — 
but he said if EH&S said it’s safe, I have to come back. I told him again my concerns 
about EH&S and the history of the building, and the lack of testing. After asking him 
numerous times, he finally agreed to ask [Human Resources] if there’s another building 
I can work in. I asked him if we can request that I fully work remotely and he said 
“that’s not a thing.” I told him it is, it’s even on the remote FAQs… He seemed very 
unhappy about the last two weeks and our call today. I’m expecting my work relations 
with him to now get even more unpleasant. “ 

- Gjovik: Also if you still haven’t read it, I implore you to read the 2020 feedback I gave 
Dan about Dave. Again, I asked Dan a few months ago about it and what’s he’s done to 
follow up. Dan told me he read it but thought it “wasn’t actionable” and that I was just 
“hot & cold” about Dave (essentially, “emotional”). I literally mentioned gender 
discrimination and sexism in the feedback, multiple times. [attachment] 
 

 

On Jun 10 at 1:01pm Gjovik texted coworker Monu ◼◼◼◼◼◼, a Senior Manager in Dan 

Wests organization saying, “Just talked to Dave for the first time since I was out. Apparently his 

understanding is he did nothing wrong. There was no coaching, my claims were baseless, and its my job 

ot change myself so I can work with them and continue to do my job.” ◼◼◼◼◼◼ did not respond.  

In follow-up conversations in the following days, Gjovik continued to stress her concern for 

workplace safety. Ms. Waibel told Gjovik the only way Gjovik would not be forced to return to unsafe 

work conditions would be if she requested ADA accommodations for remote work. Waibel send Gjovik 

a medical release form and Gjovik protested as it released medical records broadly to “Apple Inc.” 

Gjovik demanded a narrower release but Waibel and Lagares refused to provide one.. 

 
300 Gjovik to Waible, un 10, 2021, at 11:17 AM, Subj Wrap up Call today   
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Waibel connected Gjovik to Lagares, her manager. Per Lagares’ LinkedIn, he “Leads a team of 

20 Employee Relations professionals supporting SWE, HWE, Services, Sales, Marcom and GA lines of 

business.” and before that he was a “Senior Leader” for Apple’s “Employee and Labor Relations in 

Greater China” from 2013 to 2020, with a degree in “Political Science.”301  Gjovik met with Lagares on 

June 17 and took brief, short hand meeting notes which she sent to herself during the meeting writing,302 

- “I raised concerns in 2021 at Apple,” “disappointed only options seem to be leave.”  

- That she wanted “transparency,” “Insight on what actions have been taken,” “acknowledgement”  

Lagares told Gjovik he would follow-up. 

 

On June 22, Gjovik messages with one of Gjovik’s coworkers, Monu ◼◼◼◼◼◼, a Senior 

Manager in Dan West’s organization:  

- Gjovik: ”ER reopened the investigation”: 
- ◼◼◼◼◼◼: “Did something else happen? I mean for them to re-open it? 
- Gjovik: “I complained they were being a bunch of corporate tools & threatened to talk to the 

press about working in a physically & emotionally toxic workplace. Now Jenna’s boss id 
doing a secondary review .Helen is actually giving them some more info too. I really do think 
she low key hates them.”  

- ◼◼◼◼◼◼: “Lots going on. How are you holding up? You doing ok?” 
 

Especially in light of these concerns and the apparent lack of response from Apple about them, 

Gjovik became increasingly worried about Apple’s plans to return to in-person work, due to the 

chemical exposure and COVID-19.  She emailed these concerns to Tim Cook (Chief Executive Officer) 

and Deirdre O’Brien (Senior Vice President) on June 14, and spoke out about these concerns to the New 

York Times.303 On that day, Apple also notified Ms. Waibel she was talking to the EPA about her 

concerns over the safety of the building. On June 21, 2021, Gjovik requested to work remotely on a 

more permanent basis under the company’s general “telecommuting policy,” which didn’t require a 

medical release, but the request was denied by Mr. Powers without explanation.  

 

 
301 LinkedIn, Antonio Lagares  
302 Gjovik to Gjovik, June 17, 2021 at 2:32:07 PM PDT, Sub: Tony Notes 
303 The New York Times, Quotation of the Day: Virus Surge Complicates Return-to-Office Plans; 
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/07/24/todayspaper/quotation-of-the-day-virus-surge-complicates-return-to-office-plans.html 
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May-July: Change in Workload & Work Responsibilities  
 
 

Removal of supervisory responsibilities can be an adverse employment action. 304  

 

WEST EXCLUDED GJOVIK FROM PROJECTS & REMOVED PROJECT SUPERVISION 
 

 On July 3, Gjovik emailed Helen Polkes, whom Waible had told Gjovik she needed to meet with 

to figure out how Gjovik could “go forward in her job.” Polkes had told Gjovik to work with Powers on 

defining her role, that she talked to Powers about it, and that Powers would reach out. Gjovik told 

Polkes that Powers “never reached out” and “actually stopped replying to any of my emails after 

Thursday.” 305 

On July 8, Gjovik learned that Mr. West has been reassigning her projects – another 

development she shared with ER. Mr. West had also been excluding her from projects she previously 

worked with him on. Gjovik wrote to Lagares and Okpo,  

I just found out today. In May, apparently Dan and Dave decided to reduce my ownership 
and supervision of one of my main projects and appear to have handed it off to a male 
colleague in another organization (Daniel) — and didn’t even tell me directly. Dan 
reduced my supervision & gave Daniel the project after I started raising formal concerns 
to him about Dave creating a hostile work env & be sexist, raising work place safety 
concerns, and filed a workers comp claim. One of Dan’s directs, Yuan, sent me an email 
this morning adding me to an existing thread he had with Daniel. I’ve been the sole owner 
of the process, editing, approval, and publishing of our “How I Got Here” career 
spotlight articles for over two years. I’ve also been the co-owner (with Dan) of the From 
the Desk of Articles for a year as well. It appears Dan made the decision to reduce my 
role to only working on MSQ articles and appears to have given Daniel broader 
responsibility than me during a staff meeting I wasn’t invited to — and no one told me 
until I saw the email from Yuan today. Yuan also insisted I was at the staff meeting, when 
I wasn’t.  

When Gjovik asked Yuan about the matter (Yuan Tan reports to Dan West)  Yuan claimed he thought 

Gjovik was at the meeting and provided the meetings notes saying Daniel was stepping in and now 

 
304 Compare Geleta v. Gray, 645 F.3d 408, 412 (D.C. Cir. 2011) (ruling that fact issue for jury existed as to material adversity 
when, among other things, plaintiff went from supervising 20 employees to supervising none), and Burke v. Gould, 286 F.3d 
513, 515, 521-22 (D.C. Cir. 2002) (denying employer's motion for summary judgment on retaliation claim challenging 
removal of supervisory duties from "supervisory computer systems analyst")  
305 Gjovik to Polkes, July 3 2021, Sub: MSQ Job Desc 
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Gjovik instead of leading the project would simply “help with MSQ (Dave Powers org).”306 Gjovik told 

Yuan she was not at that meeting. Tan said, “my head always associates [the project] with you, and 

thought you were there.” Tan added, “I’ll hold on engaging until you talk to Dan.” 307 

Gjovik had reached out to the employee who was taking over the project to explain some of the 

background and see how he wanted to proceed. The employee, Daniel Carr, apologized to Gjovik, 

quickly understanding why Gjovik would be concerned. Carr had previously managed people at Apple. 

Carr volunteered to send Gjovik his emails from May 2021 with West (after West told Gjovik she can 

just quit Apple if she’s not happy with the discrimination, retaliation, and harassment). Carr commented 

to Gjovik: “I didn't realize you were the point person. My favorite part: "Not many in the team volunteer 

to write stuff!,” referencing West’s comment to Carr that apparently disregarded the existence of Gjovik 

& Gjovik’s role.308  

Mr. West also excluded Gjovik, following her protected activity, from the “Listening Sessions,” 

project where Mr. West could learn more about any discrimination concerns his employees may have. 

During the last project meeting Gjovik was allowed to attend with West, West expressed to HR Business 

Partners that his goal for the listening sessions was to hear that “nothing was wrong and that he’s doing 

a great job.” Gjovik emailed West on July 12 saying, “wanted to check in and see how this Listening 

Sessions meeting went and what the next steps are. Also wanted to see what you thought of "Listening 

Session 0” — they Craig F promotion email comments I emailed you a while back. You had said you 

were interested in reading them.” 309 No response. Gjovik wrote again on July 28 saying, “ 

Checking in again. Wanted to see what next steps on this were. I remember from the last 
conversation you said your goals were to ideally get a positive report from the listening 
sessions that said your org was doing well with I&D, and you proposed any gaps could 
be addressed by initiatives led by the folks who identified those gaps. I&D then 
recommended that instead of having an I&D focused Listening Sessions, that we do 
general ones to get an idea of systemic bias that might be in the organization — and 
gauge not only what bias is there but the openness (or lack there of) to I&D initiatives. I 
think there was also conversation about you wanting to be in the sessions, but advice that 
it might be best if you weren’t there so you wouldn’t inadvertent influence what was said. 
Is that the plan that’s moving forward still? How can I help? 310 

 
306 Slack with Yuan Tan on July 8 2021 
307 Slack with Yuan Tan on July 8 2021 
308 Carr to Gjovik, July 8, 2021 at 12:24 PM, Fwd: hello 
309 Gjovik to West, On Jul 12, 2021, at 12:49 PM, Subject: Re: PSQ Listening Sessions - Next Steps? 
310 Gjovik to West, July 28, 2021 at 10:41 AM, Subject: Re: PSQ Listening Sessions - Next Steps?  
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No response. After her protected activity, Gjovik learned West excluded her from future meetings. 

When Gjovik emailed West asking him about the project, he uncharacteristically never responded, ever. 

She again reported additional retaliation to Lagares and Okpo.  

POWERS’ DRAMATICALLY INCREASED GJOVIK’S WORKLOAD WITH UNFAVORABLE PROJECTS  
 

Extra work can impair a reasonable employee's job performance. Assigning more, or more 

burdensome, work responsibilities, is an adverse employment action.311 Increasing an employee’s 

workload to five that of other employees (“bury her in work”) following protected activity was found to 

be materially adverse and actionable as alleged retaliation.312 

On July 15, Mr. Powers suddenly and substantially increased Gjovik’s workload, all with 

unfavorable projects.  The move made it apparent that he was trying to force her to quit. Gjovik replied 

to him same day complaining that all the new assignments already belonged to other people, and that the 

increase was quadrupling her workload.  Gjovik promptly informed Lagares and Polkes, that she was 

being “punished” by her supervisor. Gjovik wrote to him on July 15  2:12pm after the meeting, “as 

mentioned, I cannot commit to any of these new responsibilities” and “all of this new work appears to 

already have other people in our org or different orgs who have this work/scope in their category 1s,” 

“also as discussed, I'm concerned about this quadrupling my workload …. I let Helen and Tony know as 

well. “313 

One of the projects was, Powers expressed he wasn’t happy with the performance of a manager 

in his team and wanted Gjovik to “PM” the manager’s team. Gjovik immediately protested the manager 

would not want though, nor would the manager’s manager, who also reported to Powers. Powers had 

only recently given that team new assignments and she said, was not giving them a change to deliver 

themselves. Powers did not care. Gjovik reached out to the manager’s manager (“B. Doe”) after asking 

if he knew what Powers was up, “B. Doe” did sounds upset about the assignment but said “yes Dave 

wants to do this” and “I told him we can try it and see how it goes.” He added that Powers was “going 

to talk to “P.Doe” about it that day. He is expecting pushback from “P. Doe” but wants to push it 

through regardless.”  

 
311 Davis v. Team Elec. Co. (2008) 520 F.3d 1080, 1089.); Obi v. L.A. Cty. Sheriff's Dep't, Nos. B296553 (, B302219), 2020 
Cal. App. Unpub. LEXIS 5268, at *26 (Aug. 18, 2020) 
312 Mogenhan v. Napolitano, 613 F.3d 1162, 1166-67 (D.C. Cir. 2010) 
313 Email from Gjovik to Powers, July 15 2:12pm, sub: Job Role  
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On July 15, Gjovik emailed Helen Polkes, 314 
 

- Helen,  I just talked to my manager David Powers. He presented a few slides about new 
“core responsibilities” for my role. I’m extremely concerned. He either still doesn’t 
understand what an EPM is or it’s role in Apple, &/or he’s trying to set me up for failure and 
a poor next review. He said I’ll keep the current scope of my role under him and under Dan 
West doing whatever they feel like (engineering, tools, HR, I&D, comms, admin stuff, etc.) 
but he’d also add three huge new categories of work. I still don’t have a category 1, now I’m 
also being asked to step-on top of dozens of other people’s category 1s, and he’s quadrupling 
my workload. I told him I’m extremely concerned that this isn’t defining my role, this is 
expanding it further, like a hydrogen bomb. I also told him this is quadrupling my workload 
and if he expects me to do all of this, it will most definitely make it impossible to finish my 
law degree alongside my work at Apple. He told me that we’ll keep talking about it, but also 
said he wants me to try to start doing all of this and then tell him *if* we need to make 
adjustments later. I told him we need to talk to HR before I take on anything new. He said he 
already talked to Helen about all of this and she seemed on board.  

- I’m not on board. I feel like I’m being punished. Please help.  
 
On July 15, Polkes responded,  

- Thanks for sharing your feedback about the meeting with Dave. I'll look for time for us next 
week to talk about the follow up with Dave about your role.  

 
On July 16, Gjovik emailed Helen Polkes, 315 

- Thanks, Helen. I need you to talk to Dave and Dan directly first and help them understand 
this is NOT OKAY. Apparently Dave and Dan dreamt all this up together, so they’re both on 
another planet or plotting against me — not sure which at this point.  

- Further, despite me telling Dave I CANNOT take on this new work and we need to talk way 
more about this — he already told Ops I was going to do that top issue thing, he already 
signed me up for a “hot spot,” and I’m talking to Bhava now and Dave already told Bhava 
I’m going to be the AIT PM and is apparently telling Pete that today despite them both 
thinking it will deeply upset Pete.  

- I’ve been saying this for months now, I CANNOT KEEP REPORTING TO DAVE. I had a 
8hr panic attack yesterday after that 1:1 and now another one starting today. Apple’s 
response to all of this is unacceptable.  

 
On July 16, Gjovik wrote another email to Okpo & Lagares, forwarding her exchange with Helen Polkes 
above, saying,  316 

- “FYI - I put this email in the 2021 Retaliation & Constructive Termination folder, but also 
added IIED to the title. At this point Apple is fully aware by how often I keep saying in 

 
314 Gjovik to Polkes, July 15 2021, Sub: Fwd: [QUESTION] 5 Simple Things Initiatives: Unbiased Feedback & Task 
Reviews  
315 Gjovik to Polkes, July 16  2021, Sub: Fwd: [QUESTION] 5 Simple Things Initiatives: Unbiased Feedback & Task 
Reviews  
316 Gjovik to Okpo & Lagares, Date: July 16, 2021 at 1:41 PM, Subject: Fwd: [QUESTION] 5 Simple Things Initiatives: 
Unbiased Feedback & Task Reviews :  
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email, text and even my formal feedback to Dan about Dave — I am suffering severe 
emotional distress due to reporting to Dave, Dan, and PSQ’s hostile work env. Apple has 
not only failed to take corrective action, but appears to be empowering Dave to continue 
and even increase the amount of emotional distress he is inflicting upon me. I was 
already in a terrible state before all of this, it’s only gotten worse, and now this week — my 
mental state has never been worse due to this manager, HR, and ADA-related 
harassment. What are the next steps?? 

They never replied.  
 

 
June/July: 2nd Employee Retaliations Investigation 
 

SECOND EMPLOYEE RELATIONS INVESTIGATION & FAILURE TO STOP RETALIATION  
 
 
 Gjovik told Waibel she was very upset about Waibel’s conduct. Waibel told Gjovik her only 

option was to "complain to her manager about her." Gjovik asked to do so. On June 10, Waibel’s 

manager, Antonio Lagares, introduced himself to her: “I am following up on Jenna’s introductory email. 

I lead the Employee Relations teams for the corporate functions (non-Retail and non-AppleCare lines of 

business). I understand that you disagree with the findings and conclusions of Jenna’s recent 

investigations. If you are agreeable, I would like to schedule time for us to talk next week and 

understand your concerns with the investigation and potential next steps.” 

On June 20, Gjovik wrote to Helen Polkes (HR Business Partner for Dan West), after 

Helen sent her an invite for a meeting on June 21,  

- Fyi, I met with Tony Lagares last Thursday and he’s going to have someone else on 
his team re-review Jenna’s review of Dave & Dan. He said he’d get back to me in a 
couple weeks with more transparency, and potentially different next steps. For my 
review feedback on Dave to Dan last week, I also re-expressed my concerns from the 
2020 review cycle (here), and concerns related to the topics covered with Jenna and 
Dave’s current response following the investigation. Still happy to chat Monday 
about the role definition (and the WFH concerns I talked to Dori about if you’d like). 
Dori wasn’t aware, but I was actually one of the two of the PMs who actually sent the 
email to Tim [Cook]. 317 

Polkes responded on June 21 and said: “Thanks for sending this over.”  

 

 
317 Email from Gjovik to Polkes, June 20 2021, subj: re: Helen/Ashley  
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On or around June 30, 2021, Gjovik emailed Antonio Lagares from Apple HR to 

complain that Mr. Powers’ harassment and discriminatory treatment of her was escalating ever 

since the investigation began. Gjovik wrote: “he’s really on a tear now.”  

- Btw, turns out my instinct was right and my manager, David, has continued with 
more inappropriate and offensive comments following the completion of Jenna’s 
investigation. I’ve been sharing some updates with Helen to see if she can help reign 
him in. It really does feel like he was emboldened by whatever Jenna said to him, or 
whatever he interpreted Jenna said to him. He seems to think he’s completely justified 
in all the biased and sexist stuff he said/says — and is really on a tear now.  

- I really don’t know how I’m going to be able to continue. As mentioned, I don’t want 
to quit Apple yet but I’m too close to graduating & passing the Bar exam to transfer 
to another role. And because Dan refused to move me to any other managers in PSQ, 
I’m stuck with Dave and the stuff he continues to inflict upon me. It’s miserable. 

 

On or around July 2, 2021, Gjovik notified Ms. Waibel that her doctor had submitted the 

ADA accommodations paperwork.  On July 4, Gjovik again emailed Mr. Lagares to complain of 

retaliation by Mr. Powers, Mr. West, Ms. Waibel, and the HR department.  318 

- Dave’s still acting worse than before — and I have more updates and questions. I 
already feel like I’m being retaliated against. So, Jenna had told me during the 
investigation closure meeting I had with her that the only next step was for “me to 
work with Helen (my HR BP) on figuring out how to continue to do my job.” Which 
was a super weird thing to say and I asked her to clarify and she told me Helen would 
help me with role definition & there’s nothing else to say or something like that. So 
I’ve been talking to Helen, and at first Helen seemed like she’d help and she almost 
seemed like she supported my concerns about Dave/Dan (sounds like she forwarded 
my feedback about Dave that I sent Dan in fall 2020 to you), but the last meeting I 
had with her was bizarrely adversarial. She’s been saying things to make me feel like 
everything about my concerns about Dave & my role are my own fault (like Jenna did 
in the last meeting). He came back and said “Helen said no.” I followed up with 
Helen and she said she doesn’t approve it and he didn’t ask her. I asked her to follow 
up with him and ask him to actually ask Dan+ like he’s supposed to. The first time we 
talked, she said she would. The second time we talked, she laughed. She said, “DID 
YOU SEE DEIRDRE’S VIDEO?” And fake-smiled. [Helen knows I’m one of the 
two employees who emailed Tim and Deirdre the remote work advocacy 
letter/video/stories on 6/14. She seemed to be confirming what I already suspected, 
that Deirdre’s video was a response to our letter, saying “no remote work, shut up, 
come back to the office.”] But I kept my temper, and was like yes Helen, I did see the 
video, and it mentioned there is a rare exception for full remote work and I think I 
meet that exception since nothing I do needs to be in the office. I asked her again to 

 
318 Gjovik to Lagares, July 4 2021, Sub: Introduction  
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talk to Dave about requesting it for me and she laughed again and told me there’s no 
process for the request. And I was like, Helen, Dan can send an email to Dan, and 
Dan can email Yannick, and Yannick can email Ternus and if they all say yes then I 
have the role. That was the process before — why can’t they do it now? And she’s 
like, that process doesn’t exist anymore, there will probably be a new process, but 
there’s not one now. And I was like, wtf — but said, okay well I still feel very unsafe 
with the idea of going back to the active Superfund with poor oversight, that already 
made me faint in 2019, and with the delta variant circulating. Then she said... “well 
from Jenna it sounds like YOU THINK YOU MIGHT HAVE A MEDICAL ISSUE 
you can request an accommodation for.” And I was like, wow... but said “yeah, Jenna 
did send me a medical form and said I could submit it to request remote work due to 
the chemical exposure.... “ Then Helen said something like, "well I recommend you 
ATTEMPT that and you should do it quickly because it takes a long time — we will 
go back and forth with you negotiating to see what accommodations you 
ACTUALLY need and what we are actually WILLING to provide.” Then she fake-
smiled at me again. The whole thing was super condescending and like she was trying 
to start an argument, or otherwise intimidate me.  

- The only way I can make sense of how Helen is acting is that she’s trying to cover up 
the fact that this whole mess festered under her watch, so it’s easier for her to 
blame/pressure/intimidate me then address the issues in a way that she had to admit 
things like she has employees working in unsafe buildings, or directors saying super 
inappropriate stuff to their female directs... or that her engineering partner (Dan) 
found it entertaining to sneak in a new req (mine) that she and his boss never 
approved and then brag later that he blind-sighted her, etc. I’m anxious to hear back 
from you on if there are any other next steps for my situation — because right now it 
feels like I’m not only being harassed by my manager and my HR BP, but it appears 
there’s a conspiracy to force me back into what appears to be a very physically unsafe 
office building.  

-  

On July 16, Gjovik messaged Okpo and Lagares saying:  

- “PS my Sedgwick/Apple accommodation follow up question form is indeed the form 
circulating Twitter today. I told████[████████ ] she could share it publicly after 
expressing my own frustration and the eruption on Slack about it. I also shared that ER 
Medical Release form I had concerns about on Slack earlier this week (I never got a response 
from y’all) and it appears that form or one like ti was referenced in the Verge article about 
Apple’s poor behavior around disability yesterday. The Verge writing also retweeted my 
chemical exposure follow up question form too. I’m glad public pressure might influence 
Apple to correct & improve it’s employee policies. “ 319 

 
 

 
319 Gjovik to Lagares & Okpo, July 16 2021, Sub: Workplace safety concerns  
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On July 16, 2021, Gjovik wrote to Mr. Lagares, expressing, again, her concerns about workplace 

safety. She raised again her concern that she was likely already injured by the vapor intrusion in 2019, 

when she had suffered a near-fainting spell. Further, Gjovik expressed concerns of bullying by her Ms. 

Polkes, after she seemed to indicate that her ADA request would be denied before it was even 

considered. Gjovik listed the evidence folders she was sharing with Lagares and Okpo. 

Gjovik emailed Mr. Lagares again on July 16, further expressing her concerns about 

workplace safety. Mr. Lagares wrote on July 16:  

- “I will put time on the calendar for us to talk this through on Monday or Tuesday. 
Ekelemchi is up to speed on the new concerns and will join out conversation. It will 
be good to have him engage in person next week and I’d also like to be part of a 
conversation on this next encounter. Ekelemchi will take lead on investigating the 
new concerns you raised in our conversations.320 

 

On July 16, Gjovik emailed Okpo & Lagares saying, 321 

- Gjovik: Hi Tony, As previously discussed at length, I have serious concerns about 
work place safety of my building, and Apple’s other buildings on chemical release 
sites. At least for my building, from what I’ve seen, Apple appears to have been 
negligent with properly managing the vapor intrusion from the three toxic 
groundwater plumes under the building. Also, as mentioned, I believe I have already 
been injured by the vapor intrusion in 2019 (the workers comp claim I filed).  

- Gjovik: The last time we talked, when I mentioned Jenna offered me remote work to 
satisfy my personal concerns about having to go back to an office on chemical release 
site after what already happened there and what happened last to me last year causing 
the seven months of disability. When you and I talked, you reassured me that medical 
records wouldn’t be requested and that Sedgwick wouldn’t do more than simply 
confirm a doctor said I need an accommodation and then would approve.  

- Gjovik: I also expressed concern that my HR Biz Partner Helen already implied my 
request would be denied and was bullying me about even requesting it. You said you 
would talk to her and Jenna.  

- Gjovik: I wanted to let you know, Sedgwick sent me this very long list of follow up 
questions this morning for my doctor to answer. They also required me to sign a 
medical release form. As mentioned, I was extremely uncomfortable signing the form 
Jenna sent me which released all my records to “Apple Inc” but Jenna refused to 

 
320 Lagares to Gjovik, July 16 2021, 5:07pm 
321 Gjovik to Lagares, Okpo, July 16, 2021 at 10:43 AM, Subj: Work place safety concerns & ADA Remote Work request 
process concerns  
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provide a revised form that only said Sedgwick. Sedgwick provided me a better form 
and I did sign it, because she said if I didn’t my request couldn’t be processed.  

 

On July 18, Gjovik posts to Apple’s Slack:  

- Gjovik: “The ADA process was actually suggested to me by Employee Relations as some sort of 
accommodation in response to me yelling for months about their negligence with my office/the 
property it’s on, failure to address my work place safety concerns, and misrepresentation of their 
policies/protocols. …. . I have a big 90m meeting with two ER people this week to go over all 
this, in addition to my outstanding complaints about work place safety, ….. failure to address 
hostile work env, failure to report work place injuries, ….., intimidation and retaliation for 
raising concerns about all of the above, whistleblower retaliation, and a whole bunch more.” 

 

Mr. Okpo began a second investigation.  In this second investigation, Gjovik raised many 

incidents that happened to her throughout her employment with Apple, related to discrimination, 

sexual harassment, and a number of other issues.  She raised the above matters, and many others. 

She also raised concerns on multiple occasions on the Apple Slack channel to other employees in 

an attempt to raise awareness of some of these serious issues at Apple, including retaliation for 

even raising concerns.   

 

On July 21 2021, Gjovik wrote an email to Okpo with updates from her side on the second investigation. 

She wrote a reminder of her outstanding tasks, 322 

- Gjovik: “Ashley to look for dodgeball screaming photo [from 2015].... I think they actually made 
a video of this too... or an audio track. And looped it. It’s coming back to me now. I’m remember 
someone re-mixing it. ◼◼◼◼ ◼◼◼◼◼ did the remix I think and they kept playing me 
screaming bloody murder and laughing hysterically. I don’t know if I ever had a copy of it 
myself though — but I did cry to Venkat [Memula] or ◼ ◼ ◼ ◼ [◼◼◼◼] and they 
demanded everyone delete every copy of it and stop tormenting me. Rob [Marini], Brad 
[◼◼◼◼◼◼], and ◼ ◼ ◼ ◼ [◼◼◼◼◼] had sent it out to the team via iMessage if I 
remember right.  

- Gjovik: “To do next week — Ashley to add the actual emails with metadata for 2016- Product 
Defect Whistleblowing & 2016 -Retaliation and Constructive Termination #2 files  

- Gjovik: “I updated the folders with tags for everything we discussed, the stuff we put aside 
(Jenna’s reviews & workplace safety), and the background folders I briefly summarized 
(employee stuff/reviews, whistleblowing & protected activities).  

 
322 Email from Gjovik to Okpo, July 21, 2021 at 5:47 PM, Subject: Continue Conversation  
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- Gjovik: “Since we covered all the SWE stuff, feel free to start talking to witnesses I 
mentioned if you’d like while I’m out. “ 

 

On July 26, Gjovik posts again to Apple Slack:  
- Gjovik: I’m in HWE and I’m now raising concerns about retaliation, based on raising concers 

about retaliation. 
- Gjovik:  “I know all this doesn’t necessarily stop Apple from deciding to get mad at me or 

retaliate or otherwise be upset about [me talking to the press about safety concerns]. I’m sure 
some people were not happy, but I decided to take the risk in an effort for the greater good.” 

 

On July 27, Gjovik posts again to Apple Slack:  
- “ER seems horrified by how well I documented everything over the last six ½ years. I 

created Box folders by year, and by cause of action (because that’s apparently all they 
care about) and added evidence. The first round of investigation I thought they’d hear me 
out and we could just discuss like normal people – but that’s apparently not a thing here. 
So now were’ going Box folder by folder, chronologically, by cause of action, nothing 
each piece of evidence that would substantiate the claim in court. I also keep calling it 
pre-discovery and saying “when I sue you” and telling them not just that I’m going to talk 
to the press, but that I’m actively talking to the press. That has been the only way I’ve 
gotten them to give me the time of day.”  

- “”it sounds like ER was quickly notified of this thread. Hi ER!”  
 

On July 28, Gjovik texted Okpo  
- I just forwarded you emails with the Jenna timeline. Sent her a ton of stuff 5/20, she offers leave 

5/21. I send her more stuff 5/22-23. I got on leave 5/24 and I never hear from her again until 
she’s done on 6/3. Zero follow up questions about anything I sent her from 5/20-22.  

 
On July 29 at 9:49, Gjovik texted Okpo  

- Gjovik: Hi! Any update on my requests from yesterday before the 11:30am 1:1 with my 
manager?  

- Okpo: Hi Ashely. No update at this time but I will circle back with you as soon as I learn more.  
- Gjovik: After 11:05, I’m just going to email him and cc you and ask directly if he has any 

requests or updates for me, and if he can just send them in email and take down the 1:1 I haven’t 
had time to find the stuff you wanted yet this morning anyways, so I need the time for that  

- [screenshot of email] At this point ER should be paying me to do ER’s job in managing my own 
case....  

 
On July 29 at 4:42 Gjovik texted Okpo  

- Found the full spanking video. It has other terrible stuff in it I forgot about too. Will upload it & 
send you a link — but here’s the spanking preview.  Dan West on left, John Basanese in middle, 
Monu on right  

- Also I forgot in that video, he did the spanking, talked about that guys body size/posture, but also 
Dan made fun of Yannick’s eyesight and then the real doozey ….. Dan told a story when he was 
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supposed to present on something but Yannick switched him out and had Dan’s direct present 
instead — and Dan said he was mad until Yannick told him that Apple will probably get sued 
about whatever it was and that the direct can take the fall instead of Dan. Enjoy.  

On or around July 27, 2021, Gjovik emailed Mr. Okpo pressing again, requesting intervention in the 

retaliation and hostile work environment:  

- Gjovik: “As mentioned, I’m still looking for a short-term response to mitigate the current hostile 
work environment I'm experiencing reporting to Dave and Dan and Helen.  I’ve asked several 
times now, including today, that all 1:1s with them be in writing only, during the duration of 
this investigation. “ 

- Gjovik: “I also asked that there not be any new projects added to my workload during the 
duration of this investigation, and this is especially important now that my manager decided to 
substantially increase the amount of work I need to do beyond what a single role is capable 
of, and all unfavorable work. I would like for him not to add any new work beyond what I had 
a month ago. I do see his current actions with this workload as retaliation and a negative 
employment action.  

- Gjovik: “Also, as I’ve mentioned, I am actively suffering emotional harm as I'm continued to 
be exposed to their behavior. I look forward to hearing about next steps on this. Further, as 
mentioned previously and on going, I am requesting a long term solution to the hostile work 
environment and unsafe work conditions. At this point it is clear my team will not stop the 
sexism, harassment, discrimination, and retaliation — so I need to be removed from this 
situation. As mentioned, I refuse to quit or to take medical leave as a response to the 
hostility; this is on Apple ER to resolve, not for me to hide from.  

- Gjovik: There are two options we’ve discussed. “First, a new role at Apple that is not a hostile 
work environment and not in unsafe work conditions. The 2nd option is an exit package that 
will compensate me and provide benefits through that “time. As mentioned this would only be a 
payment & exit to mitigate the current hostile work environment and unsafe work conditions and 
would not include any litigation/arbitration waiver agreements nor any non-disclosure 
agreements beyond what I’ve already signed as an employee.” 

 

On July 28, Gjovik emailed Lagares and Okpo complaining about Jenna’s sham investigation323 

- Gjovik: I “Went on leave from 5/24-6/4. Jenna called 6/3 to tell me she finished and didn’t find 
any issues. She never contacted me after 5/23 until she completed on 6/3. There were zero follow 
up questions from anything I sent her on 5/20-5/22. June 3-10 below — clear to me Jenna didn’t 
look into most of the stuff I sent her.” [forwarded emails with Waibel]  
 

On July 28, Gjovik emailed Lagares and Okpo complaining about Jenna’s sham investigation: 324 
 

323 Email from Gjovik to Okpo & Lagares, July 28 2021, 3;42pm, Subj: Frw: Wrap up call today   
324 Email from Gjovik to Okpo & Lagares, July 28 2021, 4pm, Subj: Notes from our Friday Call  
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- Gjovik: As I mentioned to you in today’s meeting — I told Jenna on 4/27 that I had many other 
issues at Apple & with my team. Jenna never addressed either of these notes verbally or in 
writing.  

- Gjovik to Jenna, 4/27:  
o "My tenure at Apple has been full of horrors. I could give you a list of hundreds of things 

to look into."  
o  "if I am not fulfilling Apple’s expectations by holding back on other concerns I have about 

my time at Apple, or Dave, or other sexual harassment issues from coworkers — we’re 
going to need A LOT more time."  

 

On July 28, Gjovik emailed Lagares and Okpo complaining:  
- Gjovik: The Slack chain we talked about yesterday & today: 

https://a1391194.slack.com/archives/CK1KDPQCF/p1627328464228400 Not even including 
DMs....  

- Gjovik: “I don’t seem to be the only employee subject to sexism, hostile work environment, 
harassment, and retaliation — who has received no real help from Human Resources or 
Employee Relations in resolving the issue. There seems to be a growing group of us with very 
horrific stories to tell, who have tried to tell these stories, and have gotten nowhere at Apple. As 
mentioned before, this is incredibly disappointing and unacceptable to me. Not just for my own 
situation — but also that women are being treated like this by their coworkers and ignored by 
Human Resources & Employee Relations at a company that likes to pretend it cares about human 
rights, inclusion, diversity, and respect. Pretends seems to be the important word there.”325 

 

The Slack thread she attached for Okpo & Lagares to review included comments from other employees 

such as: 326 

- Coworker: “I think there a lot of problems with the current escalation process”  
- Coworker: “the options we were given for resolving issues seemed ridiculous” 
- Coworker: “managers are NOT properly trained on how to handle [employee concerns] 
- Coworker: “I’ve heard a few stories of bullying and downright harassment… the victims are 

afraid to say ANYTHING to anyone with the authority for fear of retaliation”  
- Coworker: “there have been multiple HR complaints about specific people and said person still 

acting in their role as a hole manager etc”  
- Coworker: “its extremely unfortunate and it drives me CRAZY. I don’t know what I / we can do 

other than to continue being vocal when we see something that is wrong.”  
- Coworker: “I have a friend that experienced harassment and retaliation at Apple. The person 

didn’t receive support from their mgmt chain because said manager was a high-achiever who 
was “going places” so she chose to leave Apple instead  

 
325 Email from Gjovik to Okpo & Lagares, July 28 2021 2:46pm, Subj; Slack ER Chain  
326 Email from Gjovik to Okpo & Lagares, July 28 2021 2:46pm, Subj; Slack ER Chain; Slack thread in Women-of-SWE  
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- Coworker: I’ve been in AppleCare, SWE, and AI/ML and have witnessed and experienced a 
range of bullying, harassment and retaliation, and even illegal behavior. Never one has there 
been any kind of outcome where I felt heard and all of the predators are still at Apple.  

- Coworker: I feel like we really need a forum or a committee where we can go and talk about 
these issues while maintaining the confidentiality!  
Coworker: HR’s lack of empathy and their willingness to tolerate bad behavior is disturbing. 
This thread has made me realize i'm not alone but I'm also infuriated that I'm not alone. How 
could Apple let this happen? How could they fail us so miserably?  
Coworker: while I was in SWE and there was a issue with bullying, senior mgmt. (VP-level) was 
notified and I was unofficially told that since he was a high-performer and what he did was not 
illegal (even though it violated Apple policies) there was nothing they were going to do. My 
comment was that his team would be much higher performers if they weren’t all stressed out and 
anxious from his behavior. They didn’t respond.  

 

On July 28, During Dave Powers Staff meeting, Powers made offensive comments to one of his 

Japanese manager’s based in ◼◼◼◼◼, “◼. Doe.” ◼ Doe had been obsessed with the upcoming 

◼◼◼◼◼◼and talked about it for nearly a year. During the Staff meeting, in the midst of the 

international controversies around the games and ◼◼◼◼officials, Powers, in front of his entire 

management team, made a comment to ◼ Doe about the ◼◼◼◼, likely not having followed any of 

the news, but sounding like the was harassing ◼ Doe about the ◼◼◼◼scandal and when ◼ Doe 

responded speechless and looking hurt, Powers continued to press him. Gjovik quickly reached out to N 

Doe to clean up Powers mess, as she often did for both West and Powers for years.  

- Gjovik wrote to ◼ Doe at 5:30pm (during the meeting): I’m so sorry… Dave often does not 
follow international news so he probably ahs no idea what’s been going on in ◼◼◼◼◼. I 
hope that’s what happened. I hope he didn’t mean to make you feel bad. And I have been 
thinking of you a lot the last couple weeks! And trying to celebrate as much as I can with the 
good parts! I know you’ve been really excited. You’ve been talking about it for like a year.” 

- ◼. Doe: That’s true. Thanks for your consideration.  
Gjovik also complained to ◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼, who was in the meeting as well, showing her what 

she sent to ◼ Doe & a few of the recently news articles, she responded: [redacted]327 

Gjovik then emailed Powers after the meeting: [redacted]328 

 
327 Texts been admin and Gjovik, July 28 2021 
328 Gjovik to Powers, July 28 2021, 6:03pm , Subject: Apology to [N Doe] Needed, re: Tokyo Olympics  
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As of July 28, Gjovik summarized the outstanding folders of evidence they still needed to look 

through to Okpo. Gjovik did not write it, but expected it would still take a couple weeks, or more, to get 

through all of the evidence and stories.  

- “2017-21 Sexist Culture in PSQ  
- 2018 - Hostile Work Env 
- 2018-21 Sexual Comments 
- 2019-2021 Failure to address Hostile work env 2019-2021 Hostile work env 
- 2021 - Retaliation, IIED, Constructive Termination #3 “329 

 

During one of their many meeting that month, Gjovik also pleaded with Okpo to intervene with 

EH&S and her office, as it appeared to her that they were misrepresenting the status of the building and 

violating CERCLA requirement for change of circumstances with the cracks in the floor. Okpo resisted, 

and out of desperation Gjovik tried to disclose “J. Doe’s” health vulnerability without violating her 

privacy, and told Okpo there is an “eggshell client” in the building, someone at high risk for medical 

issues due to the chemical exposure, referring to the woman’s risk of cancer relapse. “There’s an egg 

shell plaintiff in the building. You have a ‘pussy shin.’330 Do you understand what I’m saying?” Okpo 

confirmed he understood and changed the subject. Okpo still did not engage. Gjovik was disturbed by 

Okpo’s apparent lack of empathy.  

Gjovik also expressed concerns to Mr. Okpo, who claims to hold a Juris Doctorate specializing 

in Labor Law, that Okpo’s insistent reassurance that their conversations were “confidential” was likely 

violating California Rules of Professional Conduct by misrepresenting his position with her, amongst 

other ethical concerns. Okpo agreed to stop using the word confidential as he clarified anything she 

shared with him, he may share with Apple’s legal team and others. 

On July 29, Gjovik emailed Okpo and Lagares providing an update on the evidence she 

was gathering for the second investigation. She included the following update: 331 

 
329 Email from Gjovik to Okpo and Lagres, July 27, 2021 at 9:02:34 PM PDT, Sub: Ashley:Ekelemchi - Notes 
330 A landmark case applying the Eggshell Plaintiff rule is Vosburg v. Putney, 80 Wis. 523, 50 N.W. 403 
(1891).  In Vosburg, A school boy kicked another boy in the shin.  The kick would not have seriously injured a normal 
person, but the victim had an infection in his tibia.  The kick aggravated the infection, causing serious injury. Thus, the 
wrongdoer was held responsible for all injuries resulting from the wrongful act, even though the full extent of the damages 
could not have been foreseen by him. 
331 Email from Gjovik to To: "Ekelemchi Okpo (ER)" <eokpo@apple.com> Cc: "Antonio Lagares (ER)" 
<alagares@apple.com> , July 29, 2021 at 9:39:35 PM PDT, Subject: Ashley:Ekelemchi - 7/29 Notes 
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- “I found a bunch of super weird texts between me and Dan I forgot about from March & 
April and added them into that folder. He was fully aware I was traumatized and also 
in physical danger — he was giving me recommendations about guns/knives vs home 
surveillance. In context its slightly less weird, but this spring he did also text me at one 
point “you’re nasty af.”  

- “Spanking (Seat at the Table Panel): Found the full Dan/John panel discussion with the 
Ashley/spanking bit, but it also included more. I uploaded the full video. “ 

- “I included feedback notes that Monu [◼◼◼◼◼◼], Kai [◼◼◼] & I sent including: 
Dan West made fun of Yannick [VP]’s eyesight. John disrespected someone's size & 
posture (his example of the guy who’s really good when he’s presenting, but doesn’t 
seem like it before hand. John [Basanese] suggested people hug people who are honest. 
Dan told a story when he was supposed to present on something but Yannick switched 
him out and had Dan’s direct present instead — and Dan said he was mad until Yannick 
told him that Apple will probably get sued about whatever it was and that the direct 
can take the fall instead of Dan. And then the spanking (around min 39).” 

- “I asked the new leads of the women’s group to look for this email where Dan asked us to 
delete the videos, like the panel above. I don’t have it in my mail, so I think it’s in the 
shared box for the group I don’t have access to anymore. “ 

- “Matchmaking: Dan’s daughter ◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼ took me to Stanford on May 29, 
2020. Told me the family talks about the match making / pimping thing. Dinner was on 
Dec 28th 2017. Texts with Dan were Dec 30th 2017.”  

- “Ashley is not Confidential Garbage. Time stamp was Sept 27 2019 & added to folder“ 
- “On more note on Dan and I need to find documentation of it — he on several occasions 

responded to me giving him feedback that upset him with, “I guess sometimes when you 
invite dogs on the couch you get fleas.”  

 

On July 29, Gjovik emailed Okpo & Lagares with concerns about Jenna’s sham investigation in May-

June, saying,  

- Gjovik: “I talked to Ekelemchi about Jenna’s investigation at length today. As I’ve mentioned 
before, there are numerous areas I have reason to believe she didn’t investigate at all. I 
forwarded several emails to Ekelemchi along with a timeline I find very suspicious for a quick 
resolution with no follow up questions from Jenna.  What I’d like to ask from y’all after you two 
chat, is for ER to provide me a list of the items which Jenna investigated and closed out finding 
there were “no Apple policy violations” and no action would be taken. I think we should get this 
from Jenna before Ekelemchi and I complete this pre-discovery phase — since if there’s things 
she didn’t close out, I want to ensure Ekelemchi looks at those — and it’s very unclear what she 
did or did not actually investigate.  There was so much terrible stuff that happened to me at 
Apple and continues to happen to me — I think it will help everyone during litigation if we 
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can draw a clear line of what events Apple has already closed investigation into (Jenna’s round) 
and which things Ekelemchi will be investigating (which I know I still in progress) — and then 
the closure of each of Ekelemchi’s items as well with outcomes. Ideally if we can also sort by 
area of law, it will help me route to the different lawyers (labor, ADA, FMLA, employment 
discrimination, whistleblower, toxic tort, etc).  When you send over the list of Jenna’s items that 
she closed I’d also appreciate you noting whether or not she looked into my concerns about 
work place safety at the Superfund office and if so if she also closed that as an ER investigation 
as well (since she was so heavily involved in the communication of those conversations, and 
facilitated all dialogue between me & EHS, and I sent her numerous emails expressing my 
deep concerns and asking for help). “332 

 

 On August 2, Gjovik met with Okpo again and pressed again her concerns that Waibel’s 

investigation was a sham and that Gjovik demanded a response outlining what exactly Waibel did or did 

not investigation, and what Okpo planned to investigate. Okpo refused, persistently. Gjovik asked if they 

can talk to Lagares about it, and Okpo said no. Gjovik said and did text Lagares while they were talking, 

asking him to join the call. Okpo quickly told Gjovik that Lagares was out on “leave,” then looked like 

he said something he shouldn’t and said, “I mean vacation.” Gjovik told Okpo again it felt like they 

were conspiring to do the wrong thing and that she was going to draft any email while they spoke 

outline the things that Okpo would not investigate. Gjovik read to Okpo the subjects she sent to Jenna 

and said, are you going to investigate this? I’m writing it down and either you respond now or you’ll 

have to respond to some point in email, or else it will be clear to the courts you’re obfuscating.  

 This seemed to startled Okpo enough to comply, and she wrote the email with him as they talked, 

and sent it to Okpo & Lagares during the meeting, it read:  

o Gjovik: Per conversation with Ekelemchi today, he will not be investigating: Uptalk / vocal 
tone; FMLA violation with modified return to work; ◼◼◼◼◼ sexual harassment; 
Comment to focus on Equal Opportunity only, not Equal Outcome; Comment Ashley is 
"too hard on the white man”; Dave calling Ashley emotional; Dave gives men credit for 
Ashley's work; Dan would not re-org me under him this spring following years of 
complaints about hostile; work env under Dave, and Dan gave no explanation and said I 
can quit Apple. 

o Gjovik: Ekelemchi says it is his understanding that Jenna looked into all that, but if there is 
new information and then it can be “revisited.”  will not talk about work place safety 
issues, because Ekelemchi says he is focused on my other ER concerns & EHS continues 

 
332 Email from Gjovik to Okpo & Lagares, July 29 2021, 5:18pm, Subj: Notes from our Friday Call  
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response to be responsible for work place safety.  Ekelemchi will be investigating 
everything else I’ve brought up. Ekelemchi, please correct me if I’m wrong. 

 

Gjovik expressed concerns to Okpo again that she feels these topics were not investigated and if they 

were, that some of it was clearly “policy violations.” Okpo told Gjovik that if Waibel found there were 

no policy violations, then there were no policy violations. Gjovik said if the investigation was closed, 

and there were no issues, and she’s free to talk about work conditions, then Okpo shouldn’t be 

concerned about Gjovik posting on Twitter about the matters? Okpo looked very distraught but didn’t 

say anything.  

 Gjovik then began Tweeting about Apple sexism, discrimination, and failure to investigate for the 

next two days. 

 

August: Indefinite Administrative Leave  
 

ADMINISTRATIVE LEAVE AS AN ADVERSE ACTION  
 

 Administrative leave can be retaliatory and an adverse employment action. 333 The majority of 

investigations will not necessitate placing an employee on administrative leave. Administrative leave 

should be used only as a last resort since it may fuel discrimination, retaliation, and other claims. For 

example, placing a female complainant on administrative leave while allowing the male accused of 

harassment to remain at work could trigger gender discrimination and retaliation claims.334 

 Retaliation may be found if the administrative leave (i) does not align with the employer's 

policies, practices, and/or employee handbook; (ii) demonstrates bias; (iii) violates applicable contracts 

(e.g., collective bargaining agreements); or (iv) is implemented shortly after the accused employee 

engaged in protected activity (e.g., took statutory leave, reported wrongdoing, participated in a prior 

 
333 See Dahlia v. Rodriguez (9th Cir. 2013) 735 F.3d 1060, 1078, citing Coszalter v. City of Salem (9th Cir. 2003) 320 F.3d 
968, 975.; Whitehall v. County of San Bernardino, 17 Cal.App.5th 352 (2017) ; Garcia v. Rockwell Int'l Corp., 232 Cal. Rptr. 
490 (Cal. Ct. App. 1986)  
334 Allegra J. Lawrence-Hardy, Administrative Leave in Workplace Investigations, LexisNexis, 
https://plus.lexis.com/api/permalink/92d1e87b-004d-4f70-b0ed-e0e20cbea604/?context=1530671  
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investigation), the employee could assert claims that may be difficult to defend (e.g., breach of contract, 

disparate treatment, unfair labor practice, and/or retaliation). 335 

 Even paid admin leave may be adverse, as there are non-monetary effects of being involuntarily 

placed on leave; not able to grow herself professionally, losing the opportunity to attend a trips and 

events, etc.336 Telling an employee they are prohibited from their normal work infers any requests to 

attend an event, trip, etc would be denied.337 "Although administrative leave with pay may be welcomed 

by some, the threat of forced leave could reasonably deter employees who prefer working from engaging 

in protected activity"338 

 

APPLE RETALIATED AGAINST GJOVIK WITH ADMIN LEAVE  
 

Gjovik was organizing with coworkers to gather evidence of the unsafe work conditions at her 

office on August 3, 2021, including taking photos of the cracks in the floor, and informed Mr. Okpo of 

such.  She also informed Mr. Okpo that she planned to go to her office, Stewart 1, on August 5, to get a 

computer from her desk that stored additional evidence of harassment and discrimination. Mr. Okpo, 

Mr. Powers and others also knew Ms. Gjovik was moving apartments on 8/5-8/9 and the reason she 

planned to go to the office on 8/5 was that she was already commuting down from San Francisco to 

Santa Clara to pick up the keys, and could swing by her office in Sunnyvale. Even in her weekly status 

for Dave Powers & his mgmt. team, on July 18, she wrote, “Moving apartments weekend of 8/5-8/9. 

Packing, booking movers, transferring utilities, etc.” 339 

However, she did not get the chance to provide Mr. Okpo with that additional evidence because 

she was abruptly placed on leave again on August 4, 2021, without any kind of indication as to what her 

return date may be.340  Gjovik specifically requested some time frame for when she could return, or even 

when an update would be provide, but Okpo kept saying “there are/is none.”    

 
335 Allegra J. Lawrence-Hardy, Administrative Leave in Workplace Investigations, LexisNexis, 
https://plus.lexis.com/api/permalink/92d1e87b-004d-4f70-b0ed-e0e20cbea604/?context=1530671  
336 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 2973, 2006 WL at *8 (D. Ariz. Jan. 25, 2006) 
337 United States ex rel. Herman v. Coloplast Corp._ 295 F. Supp. 3d 37 
338 United States ex rel. Herman v. Coloplast Corp._ 295 F. Supp. 3d 37  
339 Gjovik to msq-managers, July 18, 2021 at 2:26 PM, sub: Ashley'sManagerStatus-Weekof7/19 
340 In subsequent communications with ER, it was made to sound as if Ms. Gjovik requested the leave, even though it was 
forced upon her.  
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Gjovik was also barred from any communications with coworkers or “workplace interactions” 

during that time. Although she had planned to go to the office on August 5, to collect her evidence to 

provide for Mr. Okpo’s investigation, she had been barred and told she was “removed from the 

workplace.”  During this time, Gjovik was confused about the nature of her leave, as Okpo claimed 

unilaterally that “she wanted it,” but she didn’t and it felt deeply retaliatory and punitive in nature.   

 On August 4, Gjovik was messaging “◼. Doe” on Slack as they were supposed to meeting via 

WebEx right after the meeting with Okpo, as “◼. Doe” wanted to discuss her concerns about retaliation 

and harassment at Apple with Gjovik. The meeting with Okpo ran over due to Gjovik’s fervent protests 

and criticism towards Okpo about him forcing her on leave & removing her from the workplace and all 

workplace interactions.  

- “◼. Doe” at 10:30am: ‘Hey Ashley! Just hopped into your WebEx”  
- Gjovik at 10:32am: “sorry one sec wrapping up with ER”  
- “◼ Doe: at 10:32 am: “All good!”  
- Gjovik at 10:36am: “Almost there. This is Juicy.” 341 

 
 Gjovik still met with “◼. Doe” after the meeting and they discussed the events of the meeting, 

but Gjovik prioritized hearing “◼. Doe’s” concerns, which exposed deeply concerning behavior by 

Apple related to anti-Semitism, stalking, and physical threats to safety of the employee.  

Gjovik attended a previously scheduled project meeting with four senior managers after her 

meeting with Okpo and led the meeting as the project manager as planned, however stopped the meeting 

midway and told her colleagues she was put on admin leave & was uncertain if she was even supposed 

to be leading the meeting. The managers asked if she was in trouble and if they should leave the 

meeting. Gjovik responded that she wasn’t sure what was going on but that it seemed likely this would 

be her final meeting at Apple. She told them she wanted to ensure they followed up on their deliverables 

and praised them for the process improvement initiative they were working on and then said goodbye. It 

occurred to her during that meeting she was likely going to be fired shortly thereafter. 

Gjovik posted on a Slack group chat with other employees concerned about the culture of 

retaliation, that she was put on admin leave and said: “Apple inferred they don’t want me on Slack or 

talking to coworkers during the investigation. I yelled a lot and told him I know why they’re doing this 

 
341 Apple Slack messages between ◼. Doe & Gjovik  
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and they can’t keep me off Twitter.” Gjovik posted on the same thread as the night before with the 

message about employees right to speak about work conditions, saying she’s no on admin leave and that 

Employee Relations wants her off Slack. She provided her Twitter account and invited people to 

message her there or via Signal on her phone. She also offered to connect employees with the press if 

anyone else wanted to talk about things like: overly restrictive NDAs, workplace safety issues, or 

Apple’s systemic poor response to employees raising concerns.342 

During her leave, Gjovik was indeed vocal on social media about her leave and about working 

conditions at Apple.  Upon information and belief, various employees at Apple were aware of these 

social media posts, including but not limited to Mr. Okpo.  

On August 4, a previous Apple coworker, now a Director at another company, reached out to 

Gjovik on LinkedIn. This coworker, ████████████, said about Gjovik’s constructive termination 

in Software Engineering in 2016, “I’m sorry to say that Stacey [Lysik] was working against you as long 

as four years ago when I was on the team. She took steps to harm your advancement. She did the same 

to another woman. I do not know why… Maybe it was your proximity to Brad [
◼◼◼◼◼◼

], whom 

she took particular pains to harm.”  He went on to say, “Know that you have people on your side who 

understand that Apple HR and management will not always take the high road.” 343 

 While she was on leave, one of her coworkers from West’s organization reached out to her. This 

coworker, “██. Doe” was a ██ in Gjovik’s ████████████ group in West’s organization, and 

was invited to the impromptu “lunch” West scheduled a few hours after Gjovik’s admin leave was in the 

news. ████ attended the lunch (the first, smaller one) and summarized it to Gjovik as follows & also 

said she was sending the summary to a journalist:  

- ██. Doe: “I had with our Senior Director [Dan West] and leads of Women of PSQ (the group 
that Ashley co-founded). I asked a few questions of him not specific to the investigation such 
that he could answer. The response I got were vague, unsatisfactory, and doubled down on “you 
don’t know my side of the story” attitude (which was weird because I made no accusations and 
no assumptions of guilt) and showed a concerning lack of any deep reflection on the shit show 
they’ve created regardless of guilt.” 344 

 
 
 

 
342 Gjovik post to “Remote Work Advocacy” slack channel 
343 Gjovik email to Okpo, August4,2021at10:01PM, Subj File for constructive termination 1 & 2  
344 ██Message, Aug 20 2021  
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REMOVAL FROM WORKPLACE & WORKPLACE INTERACTIONS  
 

Removing the Complainant from the locale where he was observing and reporting on a situation 

of potential contaminating influence, is removing a whistleblower from the area where the whistle 

would most likely be blown. The chilling effect on fellow workers' propensity to report problems would 

be the unmistakable message sent by the company.345 

 
On August 4th Okpo wrote to Gjovik:  

- “This administrative leave ensures that you are removed from the workplace, workplace 
interactions and contributions and your day-to-day roles and responsibilities while I conduct a 
thorough and complete investigation into your concerns. “ 

 
On Aug 17 Okpo wrote again to Gjovik:  

- “as I mentioned during our call on 8/4/21, you are not expected to participate in any work-related 
assignments, and your focus at this time should be on the investigation. 

 
 
On Sept 7 Gjovik emailed Okpo:  

- Even more, the retaliation from my managers in reducing my supervisory capacity, reassigning 
my projects, increasing my workload dramatically, and adding unfavorable work — all seem like 
retaliation setting me up for a negative review.  Because you removed me “from the 
workplace & workplace interactions” I haven’t been able to do anything to try to advocate for 
myself around this.  

 

APPLE DENIED GJOVIK ACCESS TO TRAINING SHE PREVIOUSLY REGISTERED FOR 
 
 

Excluding an employee from a weekly training lunch that contributes significantly to the 

employee's professional development as materially adverse conduct.346 

 As Apple knew, Gjovik had been greatly looking forward to a training and workshop being held 

by Apple University. She registered well in advance and discussed it in her weekly status to the MSQ 

managers are far back as June 18th, writing:  

 
345 Scerbo v. Consolidated Edison Co. of New York, Inc., 89-CAA-2 (Sec'y Nov. 13, 1992), 
346 Halfacre, 221 F. App'x at 433 (citing Burlington N., 548 U.S. at 69-70, in which the Supreme Court stated that excluding 
an employee from a weekly training lunch "might well deter a reasonable employee from complaining"); see also Pérez-
Cordero v. Wal-Mart P.R., Inc., 656 F.3d 19, 31 (1st Cir. 2011) ("Although Pérez-Cordero did not suffer a 
tangible employment detriment in response to this protected activity, such as a retaliatory firing, we have previously held that 
the escalation of a supervisor's harassment on the heels of an employee's complaints about the supervisor is a sufficiently 
adverse action to support a claim of employer retaliation."). 
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- “I have two more weeks of early morning Oxford lectures from the UK. My Oxford term paper 
on Black voter suppression draft due in a week and final due in three weeks. (OoO 7/30). I was 
invited to new Apple University course "Race and Justice in the United States: A Third 
Reconstruction?” — meeting 3hrs 8/24, and 2hrs on 8/31, 9/7, 9/14.  ◼◼◼◼ and ◼◼◼◼◼ 
are teaching. Aligns really well with my Oxford term paper. ◼◼◼◼ sent me some additional 
reading materials last week I can use for my paper. “347 

 

The course description was “Race and Justice in the United States: A Third Reconstruction? This course 

explores the longstanding tensions between the promise of multiracial democracy in the United States 

and the realities of racial injustice” with the first session on Tuesday, August 24 at 1:05 PM.  

 After Gjovik was put on leave, she received an email reminding her of the upcoming training. She 

desperately wanted to attend and responded to the facilitators, ◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼ and ◼◼◼◼ 

◼◼◼◼◼◼, on August 18th writing:  

Gjovik: Hi Folks, At this point I’m sure you’re fully aware of why I’d need to ask this... 
(sorry for all the drama, but I really hope I can drive some clearly well needed change at 
this company — I still care deeply about Apple and just want it to do better for itself & 
all of us). Anyhow, I was seriously looking forward to these Apple University sessions!!! 
I’d love to still attend if you’d let me….. I also don’t want to cause drama and distract 
your other students, and I understand that’s entirely possible if I attend. Maybe I could 
call in the background under a phone number or something so they don’t see my name? 
Or video in but wear a fake mustache? Ugh. I was REALLY looking forward to this…. 
Worst case, maybe you’d be willing to share the materials and I’ll study on my own. It 
became quite clear a couple weeks ago that I’m not going to be allowed to come 
back to Apple after this leave.... Otherwise I’d say put me on the list for the next round. 
Thank you both for everything you do. I’m at ashleygjovik@icloud.com & 415-964-6272 
if you want to chat about any of this outside the “workplace.” I’m still doing FaceTimes 
and calls & stuff with lady coworkers I connected with before the embargo. There is 
so much interest in trying to give us more of a voice and also brainstorming how to drive 
change in the industry and within these walls. We all really care about Apple and each 
other and in true Apple employee fashion, are instinctively trying to collaborate together 
to address issues & innovate, even in the fact of adversity. We really do hire the best 
people, usually. 348 
 

◼◼◼◼ ◼◼◼◼◼◼ responded a few hours later, writing:  
 

◼◼◼◼◼◼: Many thanks for the note, Ashley. Good to hear from you and good 
to hear that you will be able to attend the class. We are not worried about 

 
347 Gjovik to msq-managers, July 18, 2021 at 2:26 PM, sub: Ashley'sManagerStatus-Weekof7/19 
348 Gjovik to ◼◼◼◼◼ and ◼◼◼◼◼◼, On Aug 18, 2021, at 3:50 PM, Subject: Re: Welcome and Prep Work | AU 
Race & Justice 
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distraction: the topic commands people’s attention. Two thoughts to add:  1. 
Could you go back to the ER person and nail down more explicitly that the 
conditions of the leave permit you to attend? Tell him that we are happy to have 
you in the course (we are glad to confirm that, should he want confirmation). We 
do not want the occasion of your attendance to provide some cause of action.  
2. We know this goes without saying, but....nothing that happens in the class can 
end up online, even if someone says (improbably enough): ”Professors 
◼◼◼◼◼◼ and ◼◼◼◼◼.....how could you have let that Ashley attend this 
class!” What starts in the class stays in the class. As we said: goes without saying, 
but given all that has been happening, we feel it important to add this.  Hope that 
the ER guy does not raise any issues. If he does, let us know. Otherwise, see you 
soon.  Best, ◼◼◼◼ and ◼◼◼◼◼ 349 

 

Gjovik responded to ◼◼◼◼◼◼ & ◼◼◼◼◼ the next morning:  

Gjovik: Thank you very much, ◼◼◼◼. It is really great to hear from you too and I am 
very grateful for the continued invitation for this course. It is  a very well needed area of 
study & discussion, and I am thrilled to participate.  I just emailed Apple employee 
relations (attached) and asked for him to expressly confirm I am able to attend. I’ll forward 
his response to you for your records [attachment]  Also, confirmed, I have no plans to and 
promise I will not, Tweet or otherwise share anything that happens in this course. You have 
my word. (I guess this is something I’m probably going to have to get used to confirming 
for the rest of my life now. ) Appreciate you both, so much. 350 

 

On the morning of August 19th, Gjovik wrote Okpo seeking approval to attend:  

Hi Ekelemchi,  I hope you’re well. I was previously invited & registered for this course 
with Apple University. I was & am very excited to attend. The coursework actually 
directly complements my current studies at Oxford. Because this course is voluntary and 
not a “work related assignment” — can you please reply and let me know if I’m allowed 
to attend? The first class is next Tuesday 8/24 and then continues weekly for a several 
weeks.  I checked with Professors ◼◼◼◼◼◼ & ◼◼◼◼◼ last night and they said 
they are still happy to have me in the course and can confirm that with you if needed. They 
asked me to confirm directly with you that I can attend though first, as they said they do 
not want my attendance to invite any sort of disciplinary action. 351 

 

Okpo responded the next day, August 20, saying:  

 

 
349 ◼◼◼◼◼◼ to Gjovik, On Aug 18, 2021, at 7:59 PM, Subject: Re: Welcome and Prep Work | AU Race & Justice 
350 Gjovik to ◼◼◼◼◼◼, On Aug 19, 2021, at 11:18am, Subject: Re: Welcome and Prep Work | AU Race & Justice 
351 Gjovik to Okpo on Aug 19 2021, Subject: Re: Welcome and Prep Work | AU Race & Justice 
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Hi Ashley- Thank you for reaching out. Given that you are on leave, you will need 

to reschedule and attend a session in the future.352 

- Apple Inc via Ekelemchi Okpo (Aug 20 2021) 

 

 
 

Gjovik replied a few hours later,  

 

I continue to struggle to understand just how this current leave is not punishment, 

retaliation, or otherwise a negative employment action. 353 

- Ashley Gjovik (Aug 20 2021) 

 

Okpo never responded.   

 

APPLE WAS GAS LIGHTING GJOVIK ON THE NATURE OF THE ADMIN LEAVE   
 

 Even in Apple’s position statement to the government they continue to attempt to gaslight Gjovik 

about the nature of the second admin leave. Unliked the first admin leave, when Okpo told her he was 

“putting her on leave”: 

- Gjovik said she didn’t want to go on leave but Okpo told her she didn’t have a choice 

 
352 Okpo to Gjovik, Aug 20, 2021, at 8:55 AM, Subject: Re: Welcome and Prep Work | AU Race & Justice 
353 Gjovik to Okpo, Aug 20, 2021, at 12:05 PM, Subject: Re: Welcome and Prep Work | AU Race & Justice 
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- Gjovik said she wanted to keep organizing with employees but Okpo told her she was “removed 

from all workplace interactions” 

- Gjovik said she wanted to keep gathering evidence but Okpo told her she was “removed from the 

workplace”  

- Gjovik said if she had to take the leave she wanted it to start in a few days or a week so she can 

hand off projects and exchange her personal info with the women she was organizing with but 

Okpo told her she was on leave NOW 

- Gjovik asked for any idea of how long the leave would last but Okpo told her there was no ETA 

- Gjovik asked for a rough idea of when Okpo would have an update (days, weeks, months, years) 

but Okpo said there was zero ETA  

- Gjovik shouted at Okpo several times that what he was doing was “an adverse employment 

action” (she was taking employment discrimination and labor law at school that term and 

recently learned that phrase!) Okpo didn’t respond.  

- When Okpo emailed Gjovik claiming she was put on leave per her request, she didn’t have the 

energy to reply and dignify him with a response telling him he was lying. Gjovik did not hear 

from Okpo again until Aug 16, at which point, despite her frustration with the gaslighting, she 

forced to make it very clear she did not want to be on the leave & did not ask for it, which she 

communicated in email at least on Aug 17, Aug 20, Sept 3, and Sept 7. (The position statement’s 

claim that Gjovik never emailed Okpo back is false & the evidence easily shows so).  

 

On July 27, Gjovik wrote to Okpo & Lagares,  

- I’m still looking for a short-term response to mitigate the current hostile work environment… I’ve 
asked several times now, including today, that all 1:1s with them be in writing only, during the 
duration of this investigation. I also asked that there not be any new projects added to my 
workload during the duration of this investigation. , as mentioned previously and on going, I am 
requesting a long term solution to the hostile work environment and unsafe work conditions. At 
this point it is clear my team will not stop the sexism, harassment, discrimination, and retaliation 
— so I need to be removed from this situation. As mentioned, I refuse to quit or to take 
medical leave as a response to the hostility; this is on Apple ER to resolve, not for me to 
hide from. There are two options we’ve discussed. “First, a new role at Apple that is not a 
hostile work environment and not in unsafe work conditions. The 2nd option is an exit package 
that will compensate me and provide benefits through that “time. As mentioned this would only 
be a payment & exit to mitigate the current hostile work environment and unsafe work 
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conditions and would not include any litigation/arbitration waiver agreements nor any non-
disclosure agreements beyond what I’ve already signed as an employee.”354 

 

On Aug 4, 10:36am, Gjovik responded to the woman she was supposed to meet at 10:30am, while she 

was in the meeting with Okpo putting her on leave.  

- Gjovik to ◼. Doe: “Almost there. This is Juicy.” 355 
 

On Aug 4, 11:48am, Gjovik posted to the “Help-Escalations-Concern” channel she had created to talk 

about retaliation concerns across Apple:  

- “Ok well maybe no update. I asked ER that during the investigation they request any comms 
between me and my managers and HR be in writing and no new work assigned to me (my boss 
tried to quadruple my workload with a ton of awful projects). ….  They just offered me the paid 
leave instead & inferred that means they don’t want me on Slack or talking to workers during the 
investigation. I yelled a lot and told him I know why they’re doing this and they can’t keep me 
off twitter. Anyhow I think y’all should have access to add more people to this group now if 
others want to join and if you want to talk still my personal info is below. I told ER I would give 
it out to the “other women” and he looked said.”  

- “Thank you all and hang in there. Just know, if I don’t come back and you’re not hearing from me 
anymore on any of this, my “price” is enough money to launch my human rights law firm next to 
a beach house in Kona. If that happens, you’re all welcome to visit and sunbathe with me on the 
beath while we conspire to take down the white supremacist patriarchy. Otherwise I won’t shut 
up about this ever.”  

 
On August 10, Gjovik posted a thread to Twitter about Apple’s gaslighting, 356 

- “I want to share a few personal notes exemplifying #Apple's employee retaliation team's 
gaslighting. If you want to write a "best practices guide" on intimidating people & strategically 
trying to make people feel like they're going crazy: listen up. 

- 1st, I asked ER to mitigate my hostile work env with various measures & worst case offer me 
admin leave. They didn't try to mitigate and instead said during the 8/4 mtg "we're putting you on 
admin leave." Then emailed after: "Per your request, you are now on paid admin leave." 

- 2nd, during that mtg I said I wanted to start admin leave on 8/5 because I still had evidence to 
gather for them (needed to pick something up at my office) & also wanted to share personal 
contact info w/ the women I was mtg with. They emailed after, "you are NOW on" admin leave. 

- During the 8/4 meeting, I told them I would accept the admin leave if I could continue to use 
Slack and meet with other women victims while on that leave, & continue to gather evidence. 
#Apple ER told me I already offered admin leave and THEY accepted and I'm NOW on admin 
leave. 

 
354 Gjovik to Okpo & Lagares, July 27 2021  
355 Apple Slack messages between ◼. Doe & Gjovik  
356 https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1425350555505860610 
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- I asked ER if they were trying to tell me to stop using Slack and talk to coworkers & they dodged 
my qs. The email after said, "This admin leave ensures that you are removed from the 
WORKPLACE, WORKPLACE INTERACTIONS & contributions, & your day to day roles and 
responsibilities" 

- I told him #Apple can't stop me from Tweeting about this process & talking to coworkers about 
work conditions outside the work-hosted tools & he nodded. But, the email he sent on 8/4 said: 
"please respect the investigation process and refrain from sharing our communications" 

- During the 8/4 meeting I asked him how long the admin leave would be - one week, one month, 
three months? He said there's no ETA. I said the 2wk admin leave in May-June had a clear 
start/end date. He said no ETA. Then he emails me on 8/5 after the press coverage comes 
out...wtf. [screenshot of Okpo saying he’s “disappointed” Gjovik said the leave was “indefinite”] 

- 8/4 he said they're removing me from the "workplace & workplace interactions" after I requested 
to still use Slack. Based on that, I told Verge that ER implied they didn't want me on Slack. He 
wrote, "I did not imply, nor did we ever discuss, the removal of your ACCESS to Slack." 

- On 8/5 #Apple ER also writes, "I requested, but did not require, that you refrain from sharing the 
content of our communications." Meanwhile, the subject of the email still includes "Apple 
Confidential." FFS. 

- Finally, after the: you're on admin leave NOW, my Verge interview, & the global backlash to 
#Apple in the press and social media... ER writes, "If you would like to return to work and not 
remain on administrative leave as you requested we can make those arrangements." 

- I told ER on 8/4 if I'm on indefinite admin leave I won't check my work email or texts regularly, 
so I asked him to forward his email to me to my personal email address (and I shared it). He said 
he wouldn't do that. 

- #Apple ER said he'd send the "issue confirmation" & anything else to my work email. He said I 
didn't need to see it or respond, which immediately sounded like he wouldn't be asking follow up 
questions like the last round. It also left me in indefinite purgatory. 

- Finally that meant the #Apple employee retaliations email on 8/5 welcoming me back to my 
hostile work env after I was in the press discussing being forced on leave was sent knowing he 
also told me I didn't need to check/respond to my work email indefinitely: GASLIGHT HALL 
OF FAME” 

 
On August 16, Gjovik emailed Okpo:   

- Gjovik: “Can you please also specify which people will be investigated? On 8/4 you said only 
“Dan & Dave” because “it’s simpler” that way, and that you won’t be reaching out to me with 
any follow up questions because "you have everything you need." I protested that & that is when 
I told you I no longer trust you’re going to actually do a good faith & thorough investigation.  

- Gjovik: The document you sent details many of things we discussed, but it is unclear if you plan 
to actually investigate anyone outside of Dan and Dave still. I was especially concerned when I 
heard that my teammates were being referred to Helen if they have questions about me & my 
situation, despite my request she herself be investigated.... So, I’d like the list of people being 
investigated to be made clear in the document, please & thank you.  

- Gjovik: “Adding my personal email so it’s easier for me to know when you reply, since on 8/4 
you said I “don’t need to check my work email or phone, since you have everything, you need 
already” and when I kept asking for an ETA on when I’d hear for you next, you said there is no 
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ETA several times… aka indefinite (no defined start/end date, or checkpoint date). Would love a 
checkpoint! Thanks!” 

 
On Aug 17 Okpo wrote again to Gjovik:  

- Okpo: “Your description of our August 4, 2021 call is not accurate. As outlined in the issue 
confirmation, I am looking into all of the concerns you raised, and I did not convey to you that I 
was limiting the scope of the investigation to Dan West and David Powers. You also did not 
express concerns about my ability to conduct an impartial and objective investigation during our 
8/4/21 call, or at any other point during my conversations with you. “ 

- Okpo: “As previously mentioned, EH&S is investigating your building and workplace safety 
concerns, and they will be in contact with you when they have an update to share. Additionally, 
as I mentioned during our call on 8/4/21, you are not expected to participate in any work related 
assignments, and your focus at this time should be on the investigation.  
 

On Aug 17 Gjovik replied to Okpo:  
o Gjovik:  “I’m glad our communications will be in writing going forward so there will not be 

any more he said/she said. As I mentioned many times, and in writing, this exact type of 
scenario is why I wanted my 1:1s with Dave, Dan, & Helen to be in writing during the 
investigation because verbal conversations were frequently being misrepresented and 
statements denied after the fact. I stand by my memory of the events on 8/4, and as you’ve 
seen/read (i.e. the vaccine corruption whistle-blowing), Apple senior leaders have trusted my 
recollection and interpretation of events/statements, even with major risk and consequences 
leading from that interpretation.  Can you please elaborate what you mean by ”your focus at 
this time should be on the investigation”? Are you implying that I not continue to raise work 
place safety concerns or monitor safety concerns I already raised? I remain concerned about the 
health and safety of my coworkers.”  

Okpo never responded.  
 
On Aug 20 Gjovik emailed Okpo:  

- Gjovik: “I continue to struggle to understand just how this current leave is not punishment, 
retaliation, or otherwise a negative employment action.” 

 
On Aug 23 Gjovik emailed Okpo:  

- Gjovik: “Please confirm you received this revised issue confirmation. I look forward to hearing 
your response and some sort of ETA for an update, even if it’s “at least a week / month” etc. As 
of now I currently have zero timeframe from you on next steps whatsoever.” 

 
On Aug 21, Gjovik posted to Twitter:  

- Feedback from my manager was over the phone. But they were all saying stuff verbally & 
denying it later. One reason I was pleading with ER that all communications be written was so 
there's a record. They refused to do that, then they couldn't deny either. Put me on leave 
instead.357 

 
 

357 https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1429291037281767424 
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On Aug 21, Gjovik posted to Twitter:  
- Reminder: I'm doing what I'm doing as a last resort. I tried everything I could internally & it’s 

clear they're just trying to figure out how to fire me now I suffered abuse from many, but my 
battle today is against the systemically abusive dumpster fire that is #Apple ER/HR/EH&S358 

- I reported safety issues. Then they forced a sham sexism investigation on me, on my behalf. 
Then they & everyone else retaliated upon me further, while refusing to even answer my safety 
questions going forward. I demanded a real, full investigation. Then they put me on leave. 359 

 
On Aug 22, Gjovik posted to Twitter:  

- If you’re an Apple employee it sounds like some of them have been emailing Tim & Deirdre, & 
others have been posting support in the Make Ashley’s Life a Living Hell ticket. I’m shocked & 
grateful so many people care this much. 360 

 
On Aug 24 Okpo emailed Gjovik:  

- Okpo: “I've received your revised issue confirmation. The investigation is ongoing and I’ve 
started conducting witness interviews.  I am not able to communicate a timeframe on next steps, 
but as the investigation progresses, I will provide you with additional updates.” 

 
On Aug 24 Gjovik posted to Twitter,   

- Progress! Apple Employee Relations told me today, for the first time, they're actually 
investigating, conducting witness interviews, & will provide me updates! It's a good start, 
@tim_cook! It only took a website, 1k Tweets, and dozens of articles. Oh yeah, & saying 
"RICO." 

- ALSO, don't forget, this is 20 godforsaken days after they put me on leave.361 
 
On Aug 26 Gjovik filed an NLRB Charge:  

-  “On March 17 2021, I raised concerns about unsafe work conditions at my Apple office (825 
Stewart Dr, Sunnyvale CA 94085 - a.k.a. the "TRW Microwave" U.S.  EPA Superfund site) to 
my managers and & colleagues. I was given a "warning" by Manager #1 & told not to speak to 
my colleagues or publicly about my concerns 2) Apple Employee Relations got involved in 
March. In April ER intimidated me to not speak about my safety concerns or the status of the 
office as a Superfund ***Filed workers comp claim for office chemical exposure on 4/26 3) In 
May, after I complained about my boss prohibiting me from speaking about workplace safety, 
Apple Employee Relations forced me into a sexism investigation on my behalf, & they used the 
investigation to make my work situation even more hostile, including naming me to someone 
who sexually harassed me (with me as the accuser) despite my protests for them not to. 4) End of 
April, my skip level, Manager #2, refused to resolve a long-running hostile work environment 
with my direct manager, Manager #1, and told me I can quit Apple instead. In May, Manager #2 
began reassigning my projects to other employees & refusing to allow me to work on other 
projects he previously assigned to me. 5) In June, Manager #1 became even more hostile and 

 
358 https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1429252322564055050 
359 https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1429486327947436036 
360 https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1429691947279548420 
361 https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1430332896049463299 
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harassing. He denied to consider my request to work remotely and demanded I return to in-office 
work at [Stewart 1 office] despite my concerns about unsafe work conditions. 6) In July, 
Manager #1 dramatically increased my workload (>4x) with unfavorable work, despite my 
protests. 7) In July, when I complained again about unsafe work conditions, Employee Relations 
said I could submit an ADA accommodation req for remote work in order to not be exposed to 
the uncontrolled industrial chemicals. I protested but they insisted that was the only way I could 
avoid working in the Superfund office. The request is pending. 8) 8/4, ER put me on paid admin 
leave. Throughout ER & EH&S refused to answer my safety qs. 

 
On Aug 29 Gjovik posted on Twitter,  

- It was only AFTER I Tweeted that I filed a complaint with the NLRB, that � 
#AppleEmployeeRetaliations for the first time gave me an ETA for an update about the 
"investigation" while I'm on leave. 362 

- Hi, Apple! Thanks for following along! 363 
 
 
On Sept 2 Gjovik completed her EEOC Charge of Discrimination Interview  

- “Subject to hostile work env on basis of sex, harassment, failure to resolve hostile work env. 
Reported all of the above and then was retaliated upon for that. Also, whistleblower about 
corruption & work place safety, and retaliated upon for that. Then retaliated upon for reporting 
retaliation. Adverse employment actions include constructive termination, failure to resolve 
hostile work env, assignment of unfavorable work, dramatic increase in workload, reduction of 
supervisory capacity, and pressured into taking administrative leave. “ 

 
On Sept 3 Gjovik emailed Okpo:  

- As I’ve complained previously, there have been frequent misrepresentations of my verbal 
conversations with my managers, with Human Resources, and with Employee Relations. This 
includes misrepresentations by yourself related to the nature of this leave. From what I’ve heard 
from other employees in similar situations, this appears to be a pattern by Apple’s HR & ER 
teams to misrepresent and mischaracterize, likely to intimidate & retaliate — and I won’t allow 
you to do continue doing this to me.  You also knew, as I told you numerous times, I had planned 
to go to my office at [Stewart 1 office]  on 8/5 to get a laptop with “tons of evidence on it.” I had 
also told you that on 8/3 that I was concerting with colleagues in [Stewart 1 office]  to gather 
evidence of the unsafe work conditions and Apple’s activities around them, because myself and 
other colleagues have feared Apple has been covering up said unsafe work conditions.  Despite 
all of this, your 8/4 email after our 10am conversation said “I was NOW on leave.” You also said 
I was removed from the workplace, workplace interactions, and my actual job — which implied 
I was also to stop using Slack, stop organizing with employees, stop gathering evidence, and to 
not go to my office to get more evidence. Your recent emails mischaracterizing the nature of our 
verbal conversations & our previous emails have brought even more harm to me through this 
process. 

 

 
362 https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1432114971194761221 
363 https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1432115399919759363 
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Note: On Sept 3 2021 a defamatory article would be published about Gjovik & her NLRB charge 

against Apple. Under information & belief, the article was instigated / directed by Apple.  

 
On Sept 7 Gjovik emailed Okpo:  

- I’m also awaiting your reply about my review I am also requesting an explanation of how this 
paid administrative leave will not negatively impact my performance review this year. As 
discussed, I’ve only had positive performance reviews in the past and I’m already worried about 
a negative review this year and/or less money as retaliation for raising concerns & organizing. At 
the very least, you forcing me to drop my projects with no notice on 8/4 and not even allowing 
me a few days to hand things off, seems likely to negatively impact my review. Even more, the 
retaliation from my managers in reducing my supervisory capacity, reassigning my projects, 
increasing my workload dramatically, and adding unfavorable work — all seem like retaliation 
setting me up for a negative review.  Because you removed me “from the workplace & 
workplace interactions” I haven’t been able to do anything to try to advocate for myself around 
this.  What is Employee Relations strategy to ensure everything that’s happened this year around 
whistleblowing, complaints, retaliations, etc year does not negatively impact my performance 
review? I believe my review was supposedly finalized last week.   

 

APPLE WANTED TO FIRE GJOVIK & WAS LOOKING FOR A REASON   
 

On Aug 5, while on leave, she learned that managers in her division had begun referring to “the 

Ashley issue” at staff meetings and Mr. West planned to address “the Ashley issue” at his October All 

Hands. Gjovik learned that Mr. West met with a women’s group she founded, and complained about 

how he now sympathized with other men accused of sexism. She also learned that leadership had begun 

instructing managers not to express concerns in writing, so that they could not be used against APPLE. 

While she was on leave her coworkers followed her public disclosures of discrimination, harassment, 

and retaliation including the “Make Ashley’s Like a Living Hell” Radar. Apple employees found the 

Radar and discussed it in Slack and on Twitter, including how to report the Radar as evidence of 

harassment and discrimination. Numerous employees also commented in the Radar "commenting so the 

powers that be know I've seen this & find this unacceptable.” 

On Friday August 6th, two days after Gjovik was put on leave, an engineering manager wrote 

Apple’s Vice President of Human Resources about Gjovik saying:  

It is with some distress that I write to you today regarding a colleague Ashley Gjovik’s 
allegations of sexism and hostile workplace against Apple and some of our employees. I 
first got to know Ashley in 2015 shortly after she joined Apple. She was assigned by the 
iOS Program Office to help launch the Apple █████ █████ █████. She impressed 
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me immediately with her no-BS fearlessness, but was equally fair and willing to do 
everything she could to help us.  
After Trump’s election, she enrolled in law school by night. I understood this as a 
reaction of his persecution of immigrants, an earnest attempt to help. We can easily 
imagine how difficult it was to juggle a full time job at Apple with demanding course 
work at night (not to mention the considerable expense), but like I said, she is brave and 
she is tough.  
She also found that her apartment was built on top of a former toxic waste site was 
making her very sick. After she finally figured out why, she was not satisfied with merely 
escaping it, she took on the apartment complex owned by a billionaire and various 
government agencies to task, so that some unsuspecting innocent person wouldn’t just 
move in the apartment she left.  
I don’t know any of the details of her allegations because I don’t want to bother her right 
now for stories, but I do know that Ashley is an honest and fearless person, the kind of 
employee that not only we should strive to keep, but honestly aspire to be. She has never 
given me any reason to doubt her integrity.  
I’ve been with Apple for over █████  years and a manager for maybe half that time, 
and for whatever that’s worth, I urge you in the strongest way possible that we take her 
case with the utmost seriousness.  
Thank you for listening.  
- ███ █████  

Mr.  ███ █████ told Gjovik that Ms. O’Brien never responded.  
 
 

On August 16, Gjovik asked Okpo:  “Can you please also provide more details on my workplace 

safety concerns — the last I heard from EH&S (via Jenna) was that they weren’t going to answer any 

more of my questions and there was no ETA for any future updates. Do we know anything more? I’ve 

seen a lot of activity by EH&S at my building — and I also noticed they appear to have hired an 

enormous amount of vendors very recently. I’d love to learn more.  

 On August 16, Gjovik posted on Slack that it appears she will not be allowed back and the leave 

was a tactic to try to get her to quit (instead of be fired).  

- Gjovik “Apple relations was only planning on, maybe, investigating a small scope of the things 

2017 and forward…. A goal of her “Tweet storm” has been to try to force Apple to investigate 

everything. Apple ER was supposed to send an issue confirmation last week of what they’d’ 

actually investigate, but they sent nothing.” 

- Gjovik “It appears [I} won’t be allowed back… Based on comments [I] heard from colleagues 

over the week about the internal response & along with what employee relations has said, and 

hasn’t said. Such as telling [me] there’s no ETA for her to come back and she doesn’t need to 
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check work email or phone and will somehow magically know when they reach out to her with 

some sort of update at an unspecific point in time.”  

- Gjovik I’ve been “talking to A LOT of other women currently at Apple (in purgatory) or who 

left (alumni) who have gone through the same thing where indefinite paid administrative leave 

was used as a forcing function to get them to quit or push them out, as retaliation for raising 

concerns to employee relations. These women also never got an actual investigation into 

anything, from what they’re aware, just intimidation and retaliation”  

Two hours after Gjovik’s Slack posts, Okpo finally sent the issue confirmation.  

- Gjovik on Slack: “Not sure if it was the Tweet-storms and/or my first post on Slack since 8/4 
here, but I just got the issue confirmation & employee relations is now looking at everything I 
brought up. Thank you, ER!" .  

- Coworker: “I’m very happy ER is finally looking at all these totally unacceptable behaviors. 
Better late than never. Please, keep us updated – as much as you can – of how this process goes 
on. Your case is showing us how Apple really deals with harassment, bullying, & misogyny. 
I think I can speak for many of us when I say that these are really big concerns and you 
have our full support on this. “ 

- Gjovik: My heart is set on fighting for all of us, to challenge the system, and to shine disinfecting 
sunlight on a power dynamic that’s apparently been hurting many of us for years. I really hope 
through fighting to demand the respect I deserve; I can drive change and create some sort of 
platform for others to step up and continue pushing forward. We all deserve dignity and respect. 
No excuses, no exceptions. I deeply care about Apple, and especially my colleagues like 
yourselves. “ 

 

On August 22, Gjovik sent back her edits to ER’s “Issue Confirmation” document, which outlined the 

various issues to be investigated, including but not limited to the above history of discrimination, 

harassment, and retaliation she had faced while at Apple.  She informed Mr. Okpo that she filed an 

internal Business Conduct report about an apparent conflict of interest and possible corruption related to 

Ronald Sugar, the chair of the Finance and Audit committee, and the oversight of her office building, the 

contamination under which continues to be overseen by the company Sugar previously ran, Northrop 

Grumman.   

Excerpts include:” unsafe work conditions, toxic torts (occupational exposure), failure to report 

workplace injuries, retaliation for protected activities & whistleblowing, & RICO (misrepresentation & 

fraud; Racketeering; Organized witness tampering; Organized intimidation; Corporate corruption); 

intimidation to not speak about unsafe work conditions, misuse of ADA accommodations, use of paid 

admin leave as adverse employment action, Violations of Environmental Laws; OSHA, & Right to 
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Know, negligence & recklessness. I note: “I have been reporting safety concerns in that office since 

March 2021 and have escalated further concerns that EH&S has been negligent, reckless, 

misrepresented their activities, and have intimidated me to not speak out about the safety concerns.  The 

U.S. EPA was notified. of my concerns & notified Employee Relations & EH&S of my contact with the 

gov at that time.” 

On August 23, Gjovik replied to Okpo: “Please reference V3 below. (attached Word doc).  I 

added Dan’s obstructive of justice comments from the Fireside Chat video (that was missing too).  I also 

elaborated on my concerns around conflicts of interest & corruption related to Ronald Sugar. I filed a 

Business Conduct ticket with my concerns & also attached this document. It’s ticket HRC000017207, as 

noted in the v3 document.”  

On September 3 2021, Mr. Okpo and Gjovik exchanged various emails regarding the 

investigation.   

o Okpo at 8:36am Sept 3 (iMessage on work phone) – “Hi Ashley Good morning. I will like to 
schedule time for us to connect today at 10:30am PT via WebEx for an update. Will this time 
work for you? Thank you.” 

o Okpo at 10:07am (work email) – “I wanted to follow up on the text message I sent this 
morning. Are you available to connect with me today at 10:30am PT? If not, please suggest a 
time and I will be happy to reschedule.” 

o Gjovik at 2:10pm (email):  “Hi Ekelemchi, hope you’re well.  As mentioned, I’m not actively 
checking messages on work devices on this indefinite leave situation, so the 2hr notice of your 
text wasn’t enough. As mentioned, please send email to my personal address if you need a 
quick response.  I’d like to request that we please keep our exchanges in writing. If you are 
going to require a call or video meeting, I’m requesting that you grant me permission to record 
it.  As I’ve complained previously, there have been frequent misrepresentations of my verbal 
conversations with my managers, with Human Resources, and with Employee Relations. This 
includes misrepresentations by yourself related to the nature of this leave. From what I’ve 
heard from other employees in similar situations, this appears to be a pattern by Apple’s HR & 
ER teams to misrepresent and mischaracterize, likely to intimidate & retaliate — and I won’t 
allow you to do continue doing this to me.  You also knew, as I told you numerous times, I had 
planned to go to my office at [Stewart 1 office]  on 8/5 to get a laptop with “tons of evidence on 
it.” I had also told you that on 8/3 that I was concerting with colleagues in [Stewart 1 office]  to 
gather evidence of the unsafe work conditions and Apple’s activities around them, because 
myself and other colleagues have feared Apple has been covering up said unsafe work 
conditions.  Despite all of this, your 8/4 email after our 10am conversation said “I was NOW 
on leave.” You also said I was removed from the workplace, workplace interactions, and my 
actual job — which implied I was also to stop using Slack, stop organizing with employees, 
stop gathering evidence, and to not go to my office to get more evidence. Your recent emails 
mischaracterizing the nature of our verbal conversations & our previous emails have brought 
even more harm to me through this process.  Finally, I am still eagerly awaiting an update from 
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ER & EH&S on the safety of my office. The last I heard was from Jenna telling me that she, 
nor ER, nor EH&S will answer any more of my questions about workplace safety. Which is 
very concerning in itself, let alone in addition to the current silence while EH&S has apparently 
been doing work at my office frequently over the last few weeks.” 

 
 

On or around September 7, Mr. Okpo requested a conversation with Gjovik, but Gjovik expressed 

her desire to keep their communications in writing (instead of oral), so that a written record of their 

conversations could be maintained.  Mr. Okpo never responded after Gjovik’s request to keep their 

communications in writing.   

- Okpo at 5:42pm: “Ashley-  Thank you for your email. Based on interviews I’ve conducted so far 
and evidence I’ve reviewed, there are some inconsistencies I’d like to discuss with you in detail, 
and give you the opportunity to provide additional information. Please let me know when you 
have availability to connect tomorrow or later this week. 

- Gjovik at 6:45pm -- Hi Ekelemchi]!  Happy belated Labor Day! I hope you’re well. I. Updates in 
writing  My previous email requested that we please keep future conversations in writing (9/3: 
"I’d like to request that we please keep our exchanges in writing.”) Will you please send me your 
updates / questions in writing? Or are you refusing my request? If refusing my request, can you 
please document your justification for doing so? I feel like you’re implicitly denying my request 
otherwise — and because you’re an attorney and you’re in an adversarial position to me, if you 
are denying my request, I’d also like to request if there is there an appeal process (business 
conduct maybe?) to review my request to keep communications in writing?  II. I’m also awaiting 
your reply about my review I am also requesting an explanation of how this paid administrative 
leave will not negatively impact my performance review this year. As discussed, I’ve only had 
positive performance reviews in the past and I’m already worried about a negative review this 
year and/or less money as retaliation for raising concerns & organizing. At the very least, you 
forcing me to drop my projects with no notice on 8/4 and not even allowing me a few days to 
hand things off, seems likely to negatively impact my review. Even more, the retaliation from 
my managers in reducing my supervisory capacity, reassigning my projects, increasing my 
workload dramatically, and adding unfavorable work — all seem like retaliation setting me up 
for a negative review. Because you removed me “from the workplace & workplace interactions” 
I haven’t been able to do anything to try to advocate for myself around this. What is Employee 
Relations strategy to ensure everything that’s happened this year around whistleblowing, 
complaints, retaliations, etc year does not negatively impact my performance review? I believe 
my review was supposedly finalized last week.  III. I’m also waiting your reply about the safety 
of my workplace  Finally, I am still eagerly awaiting an update from ER & EH&S on the safety 
of my office. The last I heard was from Jenna telling me that she, nor ER, nor EH&S will not 
answer any more of my questions about workplace safety. Which is very concerning in itself, let 
alone in addition to the current silence while EH&S has apparently been doing work at my office 
frequently over the last few weeks. Thanks! -Ashley  P.S. Not sure if you’ve heard yet, maybe 
they didn’t tell you - but I found Superior Court for the State of California for the County of 
Santa Clara Case 18CV330796 (2018) & 18CV330922 (2019) with for the NOTICE OF 
SETTLEMENT OF ENTIRE CASE for Retaliation, Failure to take Reasonable Steps to 
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Investigate, Failure to take Reasonable Steps to Prevent Retaliation, Constructive Termination in 
Violation of Public Policy, & Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress against Apple Inc, Dan 
West, and Employee Relations. Please feel free to respond now….otherwise we’ll def address 
this later.” 
 

Defamation by Publication  

THE LAW OF EMPLOYER DEFAMATION BY PUBLICATION  
 
 Employment defamation, or workplace defamation, is a legal issue which involves false 

statements about an employee that harm that employee’s ability to maintain their current job, or seek a 

new position. This applies to all employees, whether they are current or former employees. Employment 

defamation may occur is if an employer makes defamatory statements in the workplace which results in 

the employee being terminated by the company. This applies if another person, such as a coworker, 

makes the defamatory statements. 364 A defamation cause of action does not arise from an employer's 

statement to the employee of the reasons for termination of employment unless they include false 

accusations of criminal conduct, lack of integrity, dishonesty, incompetence, or reprehensible personal 

characteristics or behavior.365  

An employee who wins a defamation lawsuit may be able to recover damages for any financial 

losses, emotional distress, and in certain particularly egregious cases, punitive damages In general, an 

employee must prove these elements: (1) the employer made a false statement of fact about an 

employee, (2) the statement was published (i.e., it was actually transmitted to somebody else), (3) the 

employer knew or should have known of the falsity of the statement, (4) the statement wasn’t privileged, 

and (5) the employee suffered actual harm because of the statement. If an employee is required to 

disclose the employer’s false statement to a prospective employer because they formed the reason he or 

she was terminated, that “self-publication” may be a basis for defamation.366 

 Certain kinds of factual allegations are considered to be defamatory without question. In the law 

they constitute defamation per se. They are assumed to harm a person’s reputation, without further 

requirement for proving harm. These include a statement to the effect that a person committed a criminal 

 
364 Employment-Related Defamation of Character at Work, https://www.legalmatch.com/law-library/article/employment-
related-defamation-of-character.html  
365 See, e.g., Jensen v. Hewlett-Packard Co. (1993) 14 Cal.App.4th 958, 964- 965, see, e.g., King v. United Parcel Service, 
Inc. (2007) 152 Cal.App.4th 426, 440. 
366 Justia, Defamation in Employment, https://www.justia.com/employment/defamation/ 
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offense; a statement about some conduct that would be incompatible with a person’s business, trade, or 

profession.367 In California this also includes: statements charging a plaintiff with a violation of 

confidence reposed in him; statements charging a plaintiff with treachery done to those with whom he 

associates; statements that tend to cause a person to be shunned or avoided; & statements that tend to 

subject a person to public hatred, ridicule, or contempt. 368 For example, a statement that an attorney was 

“a crook” was considered defamatory per se.369  

False light is a species of invasion of privacy, based on publicity that places a plaintiff before the 

public in a false light that would be highly offensive to a reasonable person, and where the defendant 

knew or acted in reckless disregard as to the falsity of the publicized matter and the false light in which 

the plaintiff would be placed.370 A ‘false light’ claim, like libel, exposes a person to hatred, contempt, 

ridicule, or obloquy and assumes the audience will recognize it as such.371 

THE SEPTEMBER 3 2021 9TO5MAC ARTICLE  
 

 On September 3rd 2021 at 4:46am, the Apple-focused blog website “9to5Mac” published an 

article titled, “US labor board investigating Apple employee complaints, as doubts cast on one.” 372  The 

article states:  

“A US labor board is investigating two Apple employee complaints, one of which was filed 
by Ashley Gjøvik, a senior engineering program manager who has made a series of public 
allegations against the company. However, doubts have been expressed about some of 
Gjøvik’s claims, including evidence that appears to disprove one of them … The 
controversy began when Gjøvik implied that Apple had responded to her allegations of 
sexism by placing her on administrative leave. While she didn’t specifically state that this 
was imposed by the company against her will, this was the very clear implication of her 
phrasing: that Apple was penalizing a whistle-blower rather than the offender. A former 
Apple employee revealed that it was in fact Gjøvik herself who had requested to be placed 
on paid leave. Apple simply agreed to her request. It should be noted that Shantini herself 
left the company over its remote working policy, so has no incentive to defend Apple – 
indeed, she could well be feeling aggrieved. There was a great deal of subtweeting going on 
by various other current and former employees on this topic. For example, when some 
questioned how these screengrabs had come to be made public, Apple’s Authentication 

 
367 https://www.legalmatch.com/law-library/article/employer-defamation-against-a-former-employee.html  
368 Justia, Defamation Per Se, https://www.justia.com/trials-litigation/docs/caci/1700/1704/  
369 Albertini v. Schaefer, 97 Cal. App. 3d 822, 829 (1979). 
370 Jackson v. Mayweather (2017) 10 Cal.App.5th 1240, 1264 [217 Cal.Rptr.3d 234]. 
371 De Havilland v. FX Networks, LLC (2018) 21 Cal.App.5th 845, 865 [230 Cal.Rptr.3d 625] 
372 9to5Mac, https://web.archive.org/web/20210903133940/https://9to5mac.com/2021/09/03/apple-employee-complaints-
labor-board/  
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Experience head Ricky Mondello tweeted this: “Be really careful about drawing 
conclusions based on someone posting out-of-context, scary-looking screenshots that claim 
that an employer is violating employee privacy, without covering what the purpose and 
disclosure policy of the data is. (This is definitely a subtweet.)” The supporting evidence 
Gjøvik provided for her sexism allegations also appeared relatively weak. The reason many 
have opted to subtweet rather than respond directly is a fear that any expression of doubt 
about one individual may be misinterpreted as dismissing legitimate reports of sexism.”  

 

 Gjovik discovered the article on September 5th at 6:19pm and publicly posted to the author of the 

article: “Hi @benlovejoy, you can write a retraction or plz provide an address for a defamation & false-

light demand letter. Your article includes no interviews/sources. You never contacted me. There are 

multiple false & misleading statements which are offensive & harmful.”373 The reporter has also posted 

a link to the article from his personal Twitter account saying “RIP my Twitter Mentions….”374 Gjovik 

replied to this comment on September 5 at 7:15pm saying, “@benlovejoy: "RIP my Twitter Mentions: 

Defendant must have published the information with reckless disregard as to its offensiveness; Reckless 

disregard: Proceeding to do something with a conscious awareness of danger,” with a link to an article 

on Defamation and False Light.375 

 

 
373 Twitter, https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1434687693267476488  
374 Twitter, https://twitter.com/benlovejoy/status/1433759301814861825  
375 Twitter, https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1434701657489633282  
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 The reporter then blocked Gjovik’s account on Twitter around 4:17am on September 5 2021 (U.S. 

Labor Day). Gjovik posted a screenshot of being blocked and posted: " Really nice, @9to5mac. I'm still 

gonna need that address. Thanks.”376 The reporter then unblocked Gjovik and posted: “If you'd like to 

make a statement to add to the piece, you can email ben@9to5mac.com.” 377 Gjovik replied at 4:30am 

on September 6, 2021 “Welcome back! 1) Retraction or 2) Demand letter Thanks.”378  

 At 4:37am Gjovik added, “P.S. I think we should all step back & take a moment to appreciate 

that @benlovejoy defamed an #Apple corporate whistleblower, then blocked her, while she's speaking 

 
376 Twitter, https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1434838170764398595  
377 Twitter, https://twitter.com/benlovejoy/status/1434839887388286978  
378 Twitter, https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1434841380887482372  
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out about unsafe work conditions, corporate corruption, retaliation, intimidation, & discrimination... on 

LABOR DAY.”379  At 8:47am on September 6, 2021 the 9to5Mac reporter posted to Gjovik: “See the 

updated piece.”380 The reporter retracted the majority of the defamatory article removing “as doubts 

cast on one [NLRB charge]” from the title and body, amongst other retractions and revisions. Gjovik 

replied, “Thank you for the retraction, @benlovejoy!” 381  In the comments for the article, posts made 

by accounts believed to be agents of Apple included:  

• “I thought there was probably some truth to Ashley’s claims, but a lot of it seems like a bitter 
person complaining about everything,”  

• “I have no time for any employee that is leaking to websites like The Verge. Go through the 
appropriate channels within the company and if those don’t get you anywhere then leave,” 

• “The real gem here is that she was complaining that when she goes on the leave SHE wanted she 
didn’t have access to internal systems that ANYONE on leave would be barred from for security 
reasons at ANY normal company with a decent IT department.” 382 

The comments section of the article was not moderated. 

 The article directly quotes two of Gjovik’s Apple coworkers who engaged in a targeted 

harassment and defamation campaign against her due to Gjovik’s protected activities. Further, under 

information and belief, 9to5Mac published this article via coercement by Apple Inc, aiding Apple Inc in 

their continued retaliation against Gjovik. Only a couple weeks prior to the defamatory article being 

published, 9to5Mac was under fire from Apple due to one of their reporters paying a source to “leak” 

information about a future product.383 The 2018 9to5Mac article with the product information in 

question was completely removed from the site on August 17, 2021.384 Further, comments responding to 

the article and Gjovik’s demands for a retraction included:  

• “Dude, you could retract first, then go get it right and then republish after making and 
earnest effort. This is so gaslighting, you are acting exactly like Apple HR.” 385 

• “Here is some unsolicited advice, retract the article, make write a public apology and refrain 
from publishing further on this topic.” 386 

 
379 Twitter, https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1434843215211888640  
380 Twitter, https://twitter.com/benlovejoy/status/1434906058179457026  
381 Twitter, https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1434927219239895040  
382 9to5Mac, https://9to5mac.com/2021/09/03/apple-employee-complaints-labor-board/  
383 VICE, https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7en78/9to5mac-writer-paid-source-dollar500-in-bitcoin-for-stolen-apple-data  
384 Before: https://web.archive.org/web/20210604132455/https://9to5mac.com/2018/10/10/2018-ipad-pro-details-face-id-
display/; After: https://9to5mac.com/2018/10/10/2018-ipad-pro-details-face-id-display/  
385 Twitter, https://twitter.com/stevemeier853/status/1434893264952299520  
386 Twitter, https://twitter.com/stevemeier853/status/1434895391489593346  
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• “Reads like that SNL skit Drunk Uncle. Stuff you saw, stuff you read, opinions you hold.” 387 
• “Feels like reporting on specific cases such as this is petty. Especially before any facts have 

been proven by investigations and in light of 500+ other stories coming to light recently.” 388 
• “He's a shill for Apple. A shill, also called a plant or a stooge, is a person who publicly helps 

or gives credibility to a person or organization without disclosing that they have a close 
relationship with said person or organization. - I'm sure he gets a lot of scoops for it.” 389 

 

 
 

September Termination  
 

387 Twitter, https://twitter.com/boonejs/status/1434755488969859076  
388 Twitter, https://twitter.com/_biggerstaff/status/1433792726601027588  
389 Twitter, https://twitter.com/stevemeier853/status/1434702531951661063  
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LAW OF RETALIATORY TERMINATIONS (VIOLATION OF PUBLIC POLICY)  
 

The Restatement explains that an employer that discharges an employee because the employee 

engages in activity protected by a well-established public policy is subject to liability in tort for 

wrongful discharge in violation of public policy.390 The presumption of employment at will states a 

default rule that can be overcome by "a statute, other law or public policy" limiting the employer's 

contractual authority to terminate an employment relationship.391 A clear majority of jurisdictions 

recognizes such a limit when the employer discharges an employee in violation of a well-established 

public policy.392 Most states recognize the cause of action as one sounding in tort and calling for 

customary tort remedies. Some states that do not recognize a tort may nonetheless treat such conduct as 

violating express or implied terms of the employment contract. 393 

An employer is subject to liability in tort under § 5.01 for discharging an employee because the 

employee, acting in a reasonable manner: performs a public duty or obligation that the employee 

reasonably and in good faith believes the law imposes;394 files a charge or claims a benefit in good faith 

under an employment statute or law, whether or not the charge or claim is meritorious;395 refuses to 

waive a nonnegotiable or nonwaivable right when the employer's insistence on the waiver as a condition 

of employment, or the court's enforcement of the waiver, would violate well-established public 

policy;396 reports or inquires about conduct that the employee reasonably and in good faith believes 

violates a law or an established principle of a professional or occupational code of conduct protective of 

the public interest; 397  or engages in other activity directly furthering a well-established public policy. 398 

 
390 Restatement of the Law, Employment Law, § 5.01, Wrongful Discharge in Violation of Public Policy 
391 Restatement of the Law, Employment Law, § 5.01, Wrongful Discharge in Violation of Public Policy, Comment 
392 Restatement of the Law, Employment Law, § 5.01, Wrongful Discharge in Violation of Public Policy, Comment 
393 Restatement of the Law, Employment Law, § 5.01, Wrongful Discharge in Violation of Public Policy, Comment 
394 Restatement of the Law, Employment Law, § 5.02, Wrongful Discharge in Violation of Public Policy: Protected 
Activities, §5.02(b) 
395 Restatement of the Law, Employment Law, § 5.02, Wrongful Discharge in Violation of Public Policy: Protected 
Activities, §5.02(c) 
396 Restatement of the Law, Employment Law, § 5.02, Wrongful Discharge in Violation of Public Policy: Protected 
Activities, §5.02(d) 
397 Restatement of the Law, Employment Law, § 5.02, Wrongful Discharge in Violation of Public Policy: Protected 
Activities, §5.02(e) 
398 Restatement of the Law, Employment Law, § 5.02, Wrongful Discharge in Violation of Public Policy: Protected 
Activities, §5.02(f) 
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The California Supreme Court in Foley indicated that a policy would be a true public policy if 

the policy would void an agreement between an employer and an employee that contradicted that 

policy.399 Later the appellate court in Collier also found a “fundamental public interest in a workplace 

free from illegal practices.”400 The court stated: “Labor Code section 1102.5, subdivision (b), which 

prohibits employer retaliation against an employee who reports a reasonably suspected violation of the 

law to a government or law enforcement agency, reflects the broad public policy interest in encouraging 

workplace ‘whistleblowers,’ who may without fear of retaliation report concerns regarding an 

employer's illegal conduct. 401  This public policy is the modern day equivalent of the long-established 

duty of the citizenry to bring to public attention the doings of a lawbreaker.402 

The public policy supporting a claim of wrongful termination must meet the following four 

criteria: First, the policy must be supported by either constitutional or statutory provisions. Second, the 

policy must be ‘public’ in the sense that it ‘inures to the benefit of the public’ rather than serving merely 

the interests of the individual. Third, the policy must have been articulated at the time of the 

discharge. Fourth, the policy must be ‘fundamental’ and ‘substantial.’”403  Administrative regulations 

implementing a statute may also be a source of fundamental public policy.404  

Examples of successful termination in violation of public policy cases include but are not limited 

to: recognizing claims of employees discharged for refusing to violate state indecent-exposure statute,405 

discharged for refusing to commit perjury,406  discharged for refusing to violate federal antitrust law,407 

discharged for internally reporting company violations of a state food-safety statute,408 discharged for 

filing workers'-compensation claim,409 discharged for re-fusing to withdraw a workers'-compensation 

 
399 Ferrick v. Santa Clara Univ., 231 Cal. App. 4th 1337, 1352, 181 Cal. Rptr. 3d 68, 82 (2014) 
400 Collier v. Superior Court, 228 Cal. App. 3d 1117, 279 Cal. Rptr. 453 (1991) 
401 Collier v. Superior Court, 228 Cal. App. 3d 1117, 279 Cal. Rptr. 453 (1991) 
402 Ferrick v. Santa Clara Univ., 231 Cal. App. 4th 1337, 1355, 181 Cal. Rptr. 3d 68, 85 (2014) 
403 Ferrick v. Santa Clara Univ., 231 Cal. App. 4th 1337, 1344, 181 Cal. Rptr. 3d 68, 76 (2014); Stevenson v. Superior 
Court (1997) 16 Cal.4th 880, 889–890 [66 Cal. Rptr. 2d 888, 941 P.2d 1157 
404 Ferrick v. Santa Clara Univ., 231 Cal. App. 4th 1337, 1344, 181 Cal. Rptr. 3d 68, 76 (2014); See Green v. Ralee 
Engineering Co. (1998) 19 Cal.4th 66, 79–80, 82 [78 Cal. Rptr. 2d 16, 960 P.2d 1046 
405 Wagenseller v. Scottsdale Mem'l Hosp., 710 P.2d 1025 (Ariz. 1985)  
406 Petermann v. Int'l Bhd. of Teamsters, 344 P.2d 25 (Cal. Ct. App. 1959). 
407 Winther v. DEC Int'l Inc., 625 F. Supp. 100 (D. Colo. 1985)  
408 Sheets v. Teddy's Foods, 427 A.2d 385 (Conn. 1980)  
409 Kelsay v. Motorola, 384 N.E.2d 353 (Ill. 1978);  Frampton v Cent. Ind. Gas Co., 297 N.E.2d 425 (Ind. 1973)  
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claim,410 discharged for refusal to commit an illegal act,411 discharged for reporting illegal employer 

conduct,412 discharged for refusing to take a polygraph examination when a state statute prohibited use 

of such an examination to deny employment,413 discharged for refusing to violate federal air- safety 

regulations,414 discharged for criticizing repeated employer embezzlement,415 discharged for providing 

an auditor with evidence of employer's fraud.416  California recognizes wrongful-discharge claims 

against private employers based on free speech rights, as the state’s constitution is a prominent 

exception,  protecting free expression and privacy interests in the private sector.417 

"It would be obnoxious to the interests of the state and contrary to public policy and sound 

morality to allow an employer to discharge any employee, whether the employment be for a designated 

or unspecified duration, on the ground that the employee declined to commit perjury, an act specifically 

enjoined by statute."418 

There is no logical basis to distinguish in cases of wrongful termination for reasons violative of 

fundamental principles of public policy between situations in which the employee is an at-will employee 

and [those] in which the employee has a contract for a specified term.  The tort is independent of the 

term of employment.419 Employment statutes or other laws grant employees certain non-negotiable or 

nonwaivable rights or forbid employers from imposing certain conditions of employment. A contract 

clause purporting to modify or override such nonnegotiable or nonwaivable rights or imposing the 

prohibited condition would be unenforceable in court as against public policy. 420 

Under California law, "at will" employment contracts are subject to the limitations imposed by 

public policy.421 An employee may bring a tort action against an employer if he was terminated for 

 
410 Abrisz v. Pulley Freight Lines, Inc., 270 N.W.2d 454, 456 (Iowa 1978); Murphy v. City of County Dep't of Labor Servs., 
630 P.2d 186 (Kan. Ct. App. 1981)  
411 Phipps v. Clark Oil & Ref. Co., 396 N.W.2d 588 (Minn. Ct. App. 1986). 
412 McArn v Allied BruceTerminix Co, 626 So. 2d 603 (Miss. 1993)  
413 Ambroz v Cornhusker v.Square, 416 N.W.2d 510 (Neb. 1987)  
414 Goodspeed v. Airborne Express, Inc., No. CA84-03-008, 1985 WL 8166 (Ohio Ct. App. Feb. 11, 1985)  
415 Johnson v Kreisers Inc., 433 N.W.2d 225 (S.D. 1988)  
416 Harless v. First Nat'l Bank, 246 S.E.2d 270 (W. Va. 1978)  
417 Restatement of the Law, Employment Law, § 5.02, Wrongful Discharge in Violation of Public Policy: Protected 
Activities, §5.02, Comment 
418 Foley v. Interactive Data Corp., 47 Cal. 3d 654, 666, 254 Cal. Rptr. 211, 215, 765 P.2d 373, 377 (1988); Petermann v. 
International Brotherhood of Teamsters (1959) 174 Cal.App.2d 184 
419 Koehrer v. Superior Court (1986) 181 Cal.App.3d 1155 [226 Cal.Rptr. 820] 
420 Restatement of the Law, Employment Law, § 5.02, Wrongful Discharge in Violation of Public Policy: Protected 
Activities, §5.02, Comment 
421 Foley v. Interactive Data Corp., 47 Cal.3d 654, 665 (1988); Aviles v. McKenzie, Case No. C-91-2013-DLJ, 1992 U.S. 
Dist. LEXIS 3656, at *27-29 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 17, 1992) 
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reasons that violate public policy.422 The public policy must be based on a statute and must be 

"fundamental" and "firmly established."423 One such public policy is the need to insure that employees 

are not terminated for opposing unsafe, illegal, or unethical practices on the part of their 

employers.424  There is no requirement that the employee report the unsafe, illegal, or unethical conduct 

to public authorities in addition to reporting it to his employer.425  However, the employee must show 

that he was terminated for conduct that raised concerns that "inure to the benefit of the public"; in other 

words, the employee must be attempting to bring attention to conduct that implicates the interests of the 

public at large, and does not just implicate the interest of the employer.426  

 

GJOVIK TERMINATION WAS SHOCKING, BUT NOT AT ALL SURPRISING  
 

Instead of receiving a response from Mr. Okpo, only two days later, on September 9, 2021, at 

2:08 P.M., Gjovik received an email from Aleks Kagramanov in the “Workplace Violence” team, 

claiming that the company was “looking into a sensitive Intellectual Property matter that [they] would 

like to speak with [her] about,” and then requested a phone conversation within the hour.  Only two 

minutes later, Gjovik responded that she would be “[h]appy to help,” but would prefer to keep the 

discussion over email so that there was a written record. She also responded that Mr. Kagramanov’s 

email felt a little like witness intimidation considering that her affidavit was to be taken by the NLRB 

the following day. Gjovik looked Kagramanov up on LinkedIn and found he was certified in 

"Wicklander-Zulawski Interview & Interrogation” and had a Master’s Degree in “Criminal Justice & 

Criminology.” At 2:50 P.M., Mr. Kagramanov replied, “[s]ince you have chosen not to participate in 

the discussion, we will move forward with the information that we have, and given the seriousness of 

these [unspecified] allegations, we are suspending your access to Apple systems.” 

 Gjovik promptly responded that she was willing to participate, but given the nature of her 

complaints, she wanted there to be a written record of their conversations.   Gjøvik reiterated, “As 

 
422 Tameny v. Atlantic Richfield Co., 27 Cal.3d 167, 178 (1980); Aviles v. McKenzie, Case No. C-91-2013-DLJ, 1992 U.S. 
Dist. LEXIS 3656, at *27-29 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 17, 1992) 
423 Foley v. Interactive Data Corp., 47 Cal.3d 654, 665 (1988); Tameny v. Atlantic Richfield Co., 27 Cal.3d 167, 178 (1980); 
Rojo v. Kliger, 52 Cal.3d 65, 89 (1990).  
424 Collier v. Superior Court, 228 Cal.App. 3d 1117, 1122 (1991); Hentzel v. Singer Co., 138 Cal.App.3d 290 (1982). 
425 Collier v. Superior Court, 228 Cal.App. 3d 1117, 1122 (1991); Aviles v. McKenzie, Case No. C-91-2013-DLJ, 1992 U.S. 
Dist. LEXIS 3656, at *27-29 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 17, 1992) 
426 Aviles v. McKenzie, Case No. C-91-2013-DLJ, 1992 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 3656, at *27-29 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 17, 1992) 
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mentioned, I am definitely willing to participate in your investigation,” adding: “I offered to help via 

email to ensure we have a documented [record] of our conversations considering everything that’s 

currently going on with my investigation and my complaints to the government.” Added Gjøvik: “I’d 

really like the opportunity to remedy any actual issues. Please let me know what the issues are so I can 

make a good faith attempt at that.” If the company continued to speak only vaguely of accusations 

against her, she wrote, she’d consider it further proof of retaliation. Apple’s email responses then 

ceased. Hours later she was out of a job. The termination letter illuminated nothing. It repeated the same 

ambiguous charge and said she’d “failed to cooperate and to provide accurate and complete information 

during the Apple investigatory process.” 427 

Gjovik was terminated by Apple Inc on September 9 2021 but was never told what facts 

occurred that led for her to be fired. Apple never disclosed to Gjovik which specific rule she allegedly 

violated causing her termination. The notice of her termination alleged that she leaked confidential 

information related to Apple products, without providing details. Gjovik believes that she was fired as 

illegal retaliation for her whistleblowing efforts.” 428 An email sent a couple hours later carried word of 

her termination and repeated the vague claim that she leaked "confidential product-related 

information."429  

Apple did not detail the nature of the leak in its termination notice and has not explained 

particulars of the situation to Gjovik, despite her requests. Apple Insider reported, “Beyond a recent 

ticket relating to potential hazardous waste contamination at her office, Gjovik's timeline does not 

contain information about products, initiatives or internal services that is not already public knowledge.” 
430 Apple Insider continued, “She did, however, recently raise awareness about employee privacy by 

revealing to The Verge the existence of an internal product testing tool that records images whenever an 

employee's iPhone is opened.” 431 

 
427 Gizmodo, Apple Fires Program Manager Who Accused Bosses of Harassment, Intimidation, Sept 10 2021, 
https://gizmodo.com/apple-fires-program-manager-who-accused-bosses-of-haras-1847649269  
428 Justia Legal News, Former Apple Employee Alleges Workplace Violations and Wrongful Termination, Sept 20 2021, 
https://news.justia.com/former-apple-employee-alleges-workplace-violations-and-wrongful-termination/  
429 Gizmodo, Apple Fires Program Manager Who Accused Bosses of Harassment, Intimidation, Sept 10 2021, 
https://gizmodo.com/apple-fires-program-manager-who-accused-bosses-of-haras-1847649269  
430 Apple Insider, Apple fires employee who spoke out on workplace issues, cites alleged leak, Sept 10 2021, 
https://appleinsider.com/articles/21/09/10/apple-fires-employee-who-spoke-out-on-workplace-issues-cites-alleged-leak  
431 Apple Insider, Apple fires employee who spoke out on workplace issues, cites alleged leak, Sept 10 2021, 
https://appleinsider.com/articles/21/09/10/apple-fires-employee-who-spoke-out-on-workplace-issues-cites-alleged-leak  
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Speaking by phone to a journalist that night, Gjovik’s voice cracked up several times. “Apple 

has been my favorite company since I was a little girl. It was [my] dream to work for them,” she said. 

“Even though I had a terrible experience, I feel like I did really good work. It feels like a betrayal that 

they’ve treated me this way.” Gjøvik said, still, she was not surprised. Since she began raising 

concerns about workplace safety in March—her office was built on a Superfund site that requires special 

permits due to prior contamination from hazardous waste—she’d been bracing for the blowback. “I 

wasn’t going to be quiet or slink away. I was going to stand up for myself and my fellow employees,” 

Gjøvik said. “I was going to expose the systemic problems I identified. I was going to organize with 

employees. I was going to demand internal and public accountability of the biggest company in the 

world.” 432 

 
Sept 12 – Two calls from Unknown number, no voicemail, never called back after, no email  
 
 
 

 
 

 
432 Gizmodo, Apple Fires Program Manager Who Accused Bosses of Harassment, Intimidation, Sept 10 2021, 
https://gizmodo.com/apple-fires-program-manager-who-accused-bosses-of-haras-1847649269  
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APPLE’S ALLEGATIONS REFERENCE GJOVIK’S STATUTORILY PROTECTED OFF-DUTY CONDUCT  
 

The California Constitution identifies certain inalienable rights for citizens, including "pursuing 

and obtaining safety, happiness and privacy." Additionally, employees in the state are covered by 

various statutes that protect their privacy. For example, under the California Labor Code, employees 

can't be demoted, suspended or fired for engaging in lawful conduct during off-duty hours and 

while away from the worksite. 433 

Legal protections for employees' autonomy interests stem from several sources. Implied 

understandings of the parties, informed by the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing may also 

be a basis for protecting certain employee autonomy interests. 434 Protection for autonomy interests is 

also found in federal and state statutes and common-law rules addressing different types of civic 

activities. State "off-duty activities" laws shield from employer interference certain lawful activities that 

take place outside of the workplace. 435 

Employees have protected interests in personal autonomy outside of the employment 

relationship. Such interests include: engaging in lawful conduct that occurs outside of the locations, 

hours, and responsibilities of employment and does not refer to or otherwise involve the employer or its 

business; adhering to political, moral, ethical, religious, or other personal beliefs or expressing such 

beliefs outside of the locations, hours, and responsibilities of employment in a manner that does not refer 

to or otherwise involve the employer or its business. Unless the employer and employee agree 

otherwise, an employer is subject to liability for intruding upon an employee's personal autonomy 

interests if the employer discharges the employee because the employee exercises a personal autonomy 

interest. 436 

A review of the cases suggests that an employer must prove some significant concrete harm to 

the employer in order to discipline an employee for off-duty conduct, because off-duty conduct is 

 
433 SHRM, https://www.shrm.org/ResourcesAndTools/legal-and-compliance/state-and-local-updates/Pages/California-
Employee-Privacy-Rights.aspx 
434 Restatement of the Law, Employment Law  § 7.03, Protected Employee Privacy Interests in the Employee's Physical 
Person and in Physical and Electronic Locations,  Comments  
435 Restatement of the Law, Employment Law  § 7.03, Protected Employee Privacy Interests in the Employee's Physical 
Person and in Physical and Electronic Locations,  Comments  
436 § 7.08, Intrusions upon Employee Personal Autonomy Interests Restatement of the Law, Employment Law  
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subject to a high level of privacy.437 Some arbitrators use the terminology that discipline for off-

duty conduct requires proof of a "direct nexus" between the misconduct and the employer's "legitimate 

interests."438 

Cases where off-duty conduct was actually found to harm a companies interests enough to justify 

a termination include: an employee's e-mail soliciting business from a company that the grievant's 

employer was also soliciting439  and an employee who had set up a website and purchased equipment to 

establish a directly competing business. 440  

However, when justifying a termination for off-duty conduct, an impact on office morale or 

employer reputation is not sufficient harm.441 Potential damage to a company's reputation should not 

constitute the type of significant concrete harm necessary to discipline for off-duty conduct. Reputation 

is a nebulous concept, and much conduct might potentially affect any organization's perception of its 

image.442 

 

Apple had placed Gjovik on indefinite paid administrative leave and told her she was “removed 

from the workplace and all workplace interactions.” While Gjovik was on leave, she was “off duty.” 

California Labor Code § 96(k) protects employees from “loss of wages as the result of demotion, 

suspension, or discharge from employment for lawful conduct occurring during nonworking hours away 

from the employer's premises.” 443   

In the California Supreme Court explained in the 2020 Frlekin v. Apple Inc decision, Apple had 

tried to argue that “hours worked” did not include the time it’s employees had to stand in line, waiting 

for mandatory bag searches before starting their shifts. Apple tried to argue that they should not have to 

 
437 See Quaker Oats Co., 116 Lab. Arb. Rep. (BNA) 211, 215 (2001) (Marino, Arb.) ("As a general rule, arbitrators hold that 
an employer may not discipline an employee for off-duty activities. Nevertheless, while agreeing that the private life of 
an employee is beyond the reach of his employer, it must be pointed out that the effect of the conduct on an employee's job 
relationship may prevail over consideration of privacy."). 
438 see also Dept. of Corr. Servs., 114 Lab. Arb. Rep. (BNA) at 1536 (determining that the boundary between the employer's 
business interest and employee's privacy interests shift only where it can be shown there is a "nexus" between the off-
duty behavior and the employer's interests). 
439 GFC Crane Consultants Inc., 122 Lab. Arb. Rep. (BNA) 801, 804 (2006) (Abrams, Arb.). 
440 See Fox Television Station, 118 Lab. Arb. Rep. (BNA) 641, 645 (2003) (Allen, Arb.). There is an entire body of common 
law governing the appropriateness of non-compete clauses, which is a topic beyond the scope of this Article. 
441 See Monterey County, 117 Lab. Arb. Rep. (BNA) 897, 900 (2002) (Levy, Arb.). 
442 ARTICLE: INDUSTRIAL JUSTICE: PRIVACY PROTECTION FOR THE EMPLOYED, 18 Cornell J. L. & Pub. Pol'y 
609 (2009)  
443 California Labor Code Section 96(k), https://codes.findlaw.com/ca/labor-code/lab-sect-96.html  
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pay their employees while they wait because the searches somehow “benefit” the employees and instead 

of searches, Apple could have simply prohibited “have totally prohibited its employees from 

bringing any bags or personal Apple devices into its stores altogether.” 444 The Supreme Court argued 

that Apple’s views on hours worked, as well as their position on employee benefits was: “draconian, 

far-fetched, and untenable.” 445 The court ruled in favor of Apple employees and against Apple.  

California Labor Code § 232.5 also prohibits employees from requiring employees refrain from 

disclosing information about their working conditions.446 The “misconduct” Apple has alluded to the 

reason Gjovik was fired, occurred while Gjovik was “off duty” and discussing her concerns about her 

work conditions, outside of the workplace. More on the specific protections of Gjovik’s communications 

later. 

 

 
 
Defamation & Trade Libel by Proffered Reason of Termination  
 

TERMINATION AS DEFAMATION  
 
 “It would be perverse if an employer could escape liability for falsely smearing its employees 

simply by couching the smear as a report on the results of an investigation that the employer designed to 

smear the employees.” 447 Recent cases have resulted in multi-million-dollar awards to employees that 

sued former employers for defamatory disclosures on termination paperwork.  

 Employment defamation, or workplace defamation, is a legal issue which involves false 

statements about an employee that harm that employee’s ability to maintain their current job, or seek a 

new position. This applies to all employees, whether they are current or former employees. Employment 

defamation may occur is if an employer makes defamatory statements in the workplace which results in 

the employee being terminated by the company. This applies if another person, such as a coworker, 

makes the defamatory statements. 448 A defamation cause of action does not arise from an employer's 

 
444 Frlekin v. Apple Inc., 8 Cal. 5th 1038, 1053, 258 Cal. Rptr. 3d 392, 403-04, 457 P.3d 526, 535-36 (2020) 
445 Frlekin v. Apple Inc., 8 Cal. 5th 1038, 1053, 258 Cal. Rptr. 3d 392, 403-04, 457 P.3d 526, 535-36 (2020) 
446 California Labor Code § 232.5 
447 Rivera v Allstate Insurance Co, US District Court for the Northern District of Illinois, Eastern Division  
448 Employment-Related Defamation of Character at Work, https://www.legalmatch.com/law-library/article/employment-
related-defamation-of-character.html  
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statement to the employee of the reasons for termination of employment unless they include false 

accusations of criminal conduct, lack of integrity, dishonesty, incompetence, or reprehensible personal 

characteristics or behavior.449  

Defamation per se injures plaintiff’s in his professional standing. 450 A statement imputing 

incompetence or dishonesty to the plaintiff is defamatory per se if there is some reference, direct or 

indirect, in the words or in the circumstances attending their utterance, which connects the charge of 

incompetence or dishonesty to the particular profession or trade engaged in by plaintiff. 451 

 California’s three-part test to determine whether a reasonable factfinder could conclude that the 

contested statement implies an assertion of objective fact: First, look at the statement in its broad 

context, which includes the general tenor of the entire work, the subject of the statements, the setting, 

and the format of the work. Next turn to the specific context and content of the statements, analyzing the 

extent of figurative or hyperbolic language used and the reasonable expectations of the audience in that 

particular situation. Finally, inquire whether the statement itself is sufficiently factual to be susceptible 

of being proved true or false.452 Additionally, "defamatory meaning must be found, if at all, in a reading 

of the publication as a whole.... Defamation actions cannot be based on snippets taken out of context.”453  

 Beyond the tort of defamation, disparaging a whistleblower to others or in the media is also 

an adverse employment action. 454 

 Through the doctrine of “Coerced Self-Publication” Gjovik claims that Apple is responsible for 

her harm even though Apple Inc did not communicate the statement(s) to anyone other than Gjovik. 

Apple made the statement(s) to Gjovik, Gjovik was under strong pressure to communicate Apple’s 

statement(s) to another person; and when Apple made the statements, Apple knew or should have known 

 
449 See, e.g., Jensen v. Hewlett-Packard Co. (1993) 14 Cal.App.4th 958, 964- 965, see, e.g., King v. United Parcel Service, 
Inc. (2007) 152 Cal.App.4th 426, 440. 
450  (see Elibol v Berkshire-Hathaway, Inc., 298 AD2d 944, 945, 747 NYS2d 649 [2002]; see generally Accadia Site Contr., 
Inc., 129 AD3d at 1454). Spring v. Cty. of Monroe, 2017 NY Slip Op 04645, ¶¶ 2-3, 151 A.D.3d 1694, 1697, 57 N.Y.S.3d 
799, 802 (App. Div. 4th Dept.) Conklin v. Laxen, 2020 NY Slip Op 00958, ¶ 2, 180 A.D.3d 1358, 1360, 118 N.Y.S.3d 893, 
896-97 (App. Div. 4th Dept.); Spring v. Cty. of Monroe, 2017 NY Slip Op 04645, ¶ 3, 151 A.D.3d 1694, 1697, 57 N.Y.S.3d 
799, 803 (App. Div. 4th Dept.) 
451 Van Lengen v Parr, 136 AD2d 964, 964, 525 NYS2d 100 [1988]); Spring v. Cty. of Monroe, 2017 NY Slip Op 04645, ¶¶ 
2-3, 151 A.D.3d 1694, 1697, 57 N.Y.S.3d 799, 802 (App. Div. 4th Dept.) 
452 Gilbrook, 177 F.3d at 862 (quoting Underwager v. Channel 9 Australia, 69 F.3d 361, 366 (9th Cir.1995)). 
453 Kaelin v. Globe Commc'ns Corp., 162 F.3d 1036, 1040 (9th Cir.1998). 
454 Szeinbach v. Ohio State Univ., 493 F. App'x 690, 694-96 (6th Cir. 2012)   
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that Gjovik would be under strong pressure to communicate them to another person. Thus, Apple was 

responsible for the communication of the defamatory per se “justification” for Gjovik’s termination. 

 Apple Inc harmed Gjovi by making a statement that disparaged Gjovik’s current professional 

services and future legal services. Apple Inc made a statement that would be clearly or necessarily 

understood to have disparaged the quality of Gjovik’s current professional services and future legal 

services.  That the statement was made to a person other than Gjovik or coercively self-published, the 

statement was untrue, Apple Inc knew that the statement was untrue/ acted with reckless disregard of the 

truth or falsity of the statement, Apple Inc knew or should have recognized that someone else might act 

in reliance on the statement, causing Gjovik financial loss, Gjovik suffered direct financial harm because 

someone else acted in reliance on the statement; and Apple Inc’s conduct was a substantial factor in 

causing Gjovik’s harm. Thus, Apple is liable for the tort of “Trade Libel” against Gjovik. Beyond the 

tort, this is also referred to as the adverse action of “deny-listing.”  

 

“MAYBE I KNOW SOMETHING YOU DON’T”  
 
 

If the speaker represents himself as unbiased, having specialized or first-hand experience, or 

having personally witnessed a behavior may render the statement actionable. 455 "What differentiates an 

actionable mixed opinion from a privileged, pure opinion is 'the implication that the speaker knows 

certain facts, unknown to the audience, which support the speaker's opinion and are detrimental to the 

person being discussed' "456 

 

Less than 24hrs after Gjovik is terminated:  

“If I'm not commenting on something you feel I should be commenting on: don't make an 

assumption. Ask me privately, and I'll share what I can. Maybe it's a question of NDA 

violations. Maybe it's a question of not knowing a full scope. Maybe it's because I 

know something you don't.” 

- ████ ████████ , @████████   on Twitter, September 10 2021, 6:58am  

 
455 ZL Technologies, Inc. v. Does 1–7 (2017) 13 Cal.App.5th 603, 624 [220 Cal.Rptr.3d 569 
456 (Davis v Boeheim, 24 NY3d 262, 269, 998 NYS2d 131, 22 NE3d 999 [2014]).  
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Post-Employment Threats of Violence, Bankruptcy, Litigation, & “Ruin”  
 

Starting after Gjovik’s August complaints to the government, Gjovik faced an elaborate digital 

campaign of threats, intimidation, defamation, harassment against her. The posts cited the reason for the 

retaliation against Gjovik was Gjovik reporting of Apple’s unlawful conduct to the government and 

press. The accounts, under information and believe, belonging to Apple or agents of Apple, persistently 

coerced Gjovik to drop her complaints about Apple Inc. Gjovik refused and in January 2022 filed 

additional charges of retaliation against Apple with the U.S. NLRB, U.S. Dept of Labor, California Dept 

of Labor, and U.S. DOJ for the campaign.  

 Apple employees, including but not limited to Mrs. ████ ████████ , after leaving Apple 

with a confidential settlement agreement, have harassed, bullied, threatened, defamed, and retaliated 

against Gjovik. While employed by Apple Legal and negotiating terms for a settlement with Apple, 

████████  made false, defamatory accusations about the merits of Gjovik’s legal claims, and 

Gjovik’s integrity and motives, to the press, the government, coworkers, and public statements, despite 

many requests from Gjovik and others for Mrs. ████████  to cease and desist.  

 On September 1, an Apple employee,  █████ ███ wrote a long Twitter thread accusing 

Gjovik of being a liar, a racist, a predator, and making unfounded legal claims.   ███ claimed Gjovik 

“asked to be put on leave” despite no first-hand knowledge of any prior events. Gjovik does not know 

Ms.   ███ and it is under knowledge and belief Ms.   ███ made these posts under direction by 

Apple.457  

 Mrs. ████████ , still an Apple Legal  & Global Security employee and in settlement 

negotiations with Apple, continued posting publicly and contacting Gjovik friends and supporters saying 

Gjovik “asked to be put on leave, is a liar and racist,” and urging them not to support her.  Due to the 

severe, targeted harassment from Ms. ████████  and Ms.   ███, Gjovik posted on September 4 that 

their harassment was triggering her PTSD. Gjovik commented their harassment and comments that “she 

wanted it” were “invalidating, misinformed and cruel” and reminded her of tactics used to discredit 

women’s sexual violence reports. It is under information and belief that Apple knew Gjovik suffered 

from PTSD from violence; that Apple saw Gjovik plea’s for the harassment to cease including the Sept 

 
457 https://twitter.com/_shantini_/status/1433270352919072771 
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4 post; and that Apple knew and was complicit in the employee’s targeted harassment potentially even 

encouraging or directing it. This wouldn’t be the first time, as Apple was accused of directing another 

ex-employee’s harassing Twitter post against a product competitor only last May.458 “I can't help but 

suspect that he did that tweet to do Apple a favor.” 459 

 On September 3, 9to5Mac.com published an article about Gjovik alleging there was doubt to the 

merits of her NLRB charge against Apple, suggesting she was lying. The article includes quotes from 

Mrs.   ███ and Ricky Mondello (they/them) an Apple manager.  Ricky Mondello also shared Mrs.   

███ thread about Gjovik and stated Gjovik was on a “warpath” and had a “vendetta” against Apple. On 

September 9, Ricky Mondello, posted on Twitter about Gjovik’s termination, “Sometimes you fuck 

around. Sometimes you find out.”  

 On September 26, Ms. ████████ , still employed in Apple Legal and Global Security, posted 

that Gjovik “leaked IP” so a “retaliatory discharge will be hard to prove,” but that Gjovik “made a lot of 

money and has no dependents” so Gjovik “will be fine.”  Ms. ████████  was known to send “direct 

messages” to Gjovik’s friends and followers on social media making false accusation about Gjovik and 

insisting they do not support Gjovik. On October 29, 2021 one follower, a senior engineer and professor, 

informed Gjovik publicly that Ms. ████████  reached out to him several times and tried to “slag 

[Gjovik] quite strongly.”   On November 1, Mrs. ████████ , still working for Apple Legal and in 

settlement negotiations with Apple, posted publicly about Gjovik’s EEOC Right to Sue letter claiming 

that the EEOC would have attempted to settle Gjovik’s case if the evidence justified a verdict in 

Gjovik’s favor.  

 On December 30, Ms.   ███  █████, a “Safety , Security, and Privacy Investigator” at Apple, 

commented on a LinkedIn post by another victim asking for financial support for Gjovik’s legal fees 

while unemployed. Ms.  █████ wrote publicly, for all of Gjovik’s connections to see that Gjovik was 

“selfish & unrelatable” due to her “female white privilege” and because Gjovik had once taken her 

Emotional Support Animal on a plan ride with her. [Gjovik’s Emotional Support Animal is a small dog 

to support her due to her PTSD and anxiety.] 

 
458 FOSS Patents, Did Epic Games CEO Tim Sweeney get trolled from Apple Park during App Store antitrust trial? 
Suspicious Twitter activity detected., MAY 7, 2021 
459 FOSS Patents, Did Epic Games CEO Tim Sweeney get trolled from Apple Park during App Store antitrust trial? 
Suspicious Twitter activity detected., MAY 7, 2021 
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 In December 2021, Ms. ████████  announced she was leaving Apple with a settlement 

agreement that had been negotiated since August, resulting in roughly one-year salary in exchange for 

signing and NDA and withdrawing her NLRB charge. It is under knowledge and belief that Apple was 

aware and complicit, if not encouraging, in Mrs. ████████ ’s harassment and defamation of Gjovik.

 In December 29 2021, Mrs. ████████  wrote to another victim currently suing Apple, saying 

Mrs. ████████  is “one of Apple’s witnesses against [Gjovik].”  

APPLE’S CONTINUES TO THREATEN, INTIMIDATE, & COERCE GJOVIK TO WITHDRAW HER CHARGES  
 
 Apple’s retaliatory acts have not stopped with Gjovik termination.  Since her termination, Apple’s 

has continued to send her baseless and threatening correspondence from the company’s lawyers, raising 

false accusations that she has violated her IPA. Apple sent Gjovik a box of broken glass and rocks, and 

after Gjovik complained on Twitter about it, Gjovik received unexpected phone calls from a blocked 

caller. Later Gjovik would discover two Apple controlled Twitter accounts 1) threatened the box may 

contain the severed head of one of her loved ones and the other 2) asked Gjovik to post photos of 

Gjovik’s bloody injuries from the broken glass.  

Section 1512 applies to the obstruction of federal proceedings—judicial, congressional, or 

executive. It consists of four somewhat overlapping crimes: use of force or the threat of the use of force 

to prevent the production of evidence; use of deception or corruption or intimidation to prevent the 

production of evidence; destruction or concealment of evidence or attempts to do so; and witness 

harassment to prevent the production of evidence.460 Here, Apple Inc has obstructed justice through 

threats of violence against a Gjovik (a), through intimidations, threats, & persuasion of Gjovik (b), and 

through harassment of Gjovik (d). Under information and belief, it is likely that evidence has also been 

destroyed as Gjovik was prohibited and prevented from gathering evidence through suspension and 

termination of her employment in August and September 2021.  

Here, 18 U.S.C. 1512 (a) is implicated as assumed agents of Apple Inc referred to Gjovik’s 

protected activities as “worthy of death,” and made references to Gjovik dying from “double tap” 

gunshot wounds, that in Russia Apple whistleblowers would die from a “car accident,” suggested Apple 

employee organizing around discrimination concerns be “relocated to Afghanistan” to see how the 

 
460 Congressional Research Service, Obstruction of Justice: An Overview of Some of the Federal Statutes That Prohibit 
Interference with Judicial, Executive, or Legislative Activities , April 17 2014  
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“Taliban” would “deal” with Apple’s employee organizers, and noted Gjovik was deserving of “death 

and rape threats.” One Twitter account posted the day after Gjovik was fired that the world was 

“reaming” her and that Gjovik deserved it (violent anal sex). Gjovik’s home address was also posted on 

an internet discussions threat on August 30 2021.  

  
 

Gjovik’s termination on Sept 9 2021 included an implied threat of violence by the name, role, 

manner, and background of the man who reached out to her.  It was clear that Aleks Kagramanov’s 

email to Gjovik on September 9th requesting to talk “within the hour” was purely pretextual and simply 

additional furtherance of the conspiracy to remove Gjovik from the company due to her protected 

activities and to hide the company’s unlawful activities. Kagramanov’s email came unexpectedly, 

without a subject line, and without any reasoning or explanation as to why Gjovik was even being 

contacted. Later, Apple would claim Gjovik’s termination was due to statements Gjovik made on 

August 28 & August 30, a full 10-12 days prior, yet on Sept 9th, Kagramanov insisted Gjovik get on the 

phone with him “within the hour.” After her termination via email that day, Gjovik would not hear of the 

proffered reasons for her termination until September 15th, six days later. It’s clear Kagramanov didn’t 

actually have a legitimate reason he planned to terminate Gjovik for on that day. 

Gjovik was not aware of any Workplace Violence team until this encounter. Upon reviewing 

Apple policies, the only mention of “Workplace Violence” includes: “Workplace violence includes, but 

is not limited to, physical aggression, verbal or written threats, stalking, or destruction of property” and 

“As a manager, its your responsibility to help Apple provide a safe workplace. Promptly report any 

potential threat or incident of workplace violence to your People Business Partner who will contact a 

member of Apple’s Threat Assessment Team to assess the situation and determine appropriate action.” 

It's entirely unclear why this team was contacting Gjovik if not to intimidate and threaten her with at 

least an implied threat of violence.  
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Further, after Gjovik was fired, Apple Inc mailed her possessions from her office in a box full of 

broken glass shards and them commented to her on her Twitter about the box before she opened it, 

alluding to it containing a severed head of one of her loved ones. 

 

On Sept 28-29 2021, Gjovik posts on Twitter & Apple replies: 

- Ashley Gjovik: #Apple just let me know my "personal belongings" are en route to me. Three 
weeks since I was fired. 10lbs total weight. What do you think is in the box 851  

- Apple Inc: Don’t open it! (Picture from the movie “7” with Brad Pitt in a field next to a box with 
a severed human head and the words “WHAT’S IN THE BOX.” 852  

- Apple Inc: I wonder if they’re returning the rest of the evidence you had at your office. 854  
 

On Oct 1 2021, Gjovik posts on Twitter & Apple replies:  

• Ashley Gjovik: Just spent 5min pulling a chunk of glass out of the sole of my foot & I'd like to 
remind everyone that #Apple sent me this box of spite after taking away my health insurance the 
day I was fired, & knowing I wasn't using COBRA because I didn't want them seeing anymore 
private info 

• Apple: I think it would also be really impactful to post a picture of your bleeding wounds w/ a 
tweet calling out their HR people by name. At this point why not shame the individuals there for 
their unambiguous, documented spitefulness with horrifying photographic evidence! 461 

 

Agents of Apple Inc wrote Gjovik was “deserving of misery,” that they looked forward to seeing Apple 

“swallow her & spit her out,” and that she is lucky Apple has not “crushed her like a bug.” Even as of 

this week, an Apple Global Security employee communicated to Gjovik she did not want Gjovik “to 

exist in her world.” 

On October 2, Apple and/or agents of Apple attempted to to get access to Gjovik’s computer and 

modify the configuration: “I'm an expert at interpreting and converting the iTunes library.xml file that 

holds a lot of that info. it's the file iTunes uses to store your music library. Once moved my library from 

a windows laptop to a mac without losing history by modifying it. Happy to help.” On Nov 5, the same 

Apple account attempted to direct Gjovik to a specific 3rd party iPhone repair shop, which after realizing 

the account was Apple, now Gjovik believes was another attempt to modify her devices for surveillance. 

“I've had my iPhone screen replaced while I waited at a Mobile Kangaroo shop in Mountain View. I'd 

suggest going with a little independent repair shop like that.”  

 
461 https://twitter.com/Female_in_tech/status/1444119673096663049, 
https://web.archive.org/web/20220210054904/https://twitter.com/Female_in_tech/status/1444119673096663049 
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Threats & Intimidation: Exhibit D 

 
 

The second group of offenses (b) within §1512 outlaws obstruction of federal congressional, 

judicial, or administrative activities by intimidation, threat, corrupt persuasion, or deception, 18 U.S.C. 

1512(b). Subsection 1512(b) bans knowingly using one of the prohibited forms of persuasion 

(intimidation, threat, misleading or corrupt persuasion): (a) with the intent to prevent a witness’s 
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testimony or physical evidence from being truthfully presented at official federal proceedings or (b) with 

the intent to prevent a witness from cooperating with authorities in a matter relating to a federal offense.  

It also bans any attempt to so intimidate, threaten, or corruptly persuade. The term “corruptly” in the 

phrase “corruptly persuades” as it appears in subsection 1512(b) has been found to refer to the manner 

of persuasion, the motive for persuasion, and the manner of obstruction.462 

 

 
 

Here, 18 U.S.C. 1512(b) is implicated as Apple employees & assumed agents of Apple Inc 

suggested Apple Inc should / will sue Gjovik for corporate espionage, disinformation, reputational bias, 

defamation, blackmail, and federal crimes, among other things. An Apple Global Security employee 

made good on these threats as of February 2022, currently suing Gjovik and alleging defamation, 

blackmail, and criminal extortion and harassment.463  

Employees & agents suggested appropriate consequences for Gjovik’s protected activity 

included jail, the death penalty, “suing her into oblivion,” “ending her,” “destroying her,” “ruining 

her,” and bankrupting her. Apple managers & agents of  Apple Inc referred publicly to the retaliation 

 
462 Congressional Research Service, Obstruction of Justice: An Overview of Some of the Federal Statutes That Prohibit 
Interference with Judicial, Executive, or Legislative Activities , April 17 2014  
463 ████ ████████  v Ashley Gjovik, King County District Court, State of Washington (2022)  
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she faced from Apple Inc, including termination of her employment, as “invited upon herself” like 

“walking down a dark alley,” “finding out” for “fucking around,” a “self-fulfilling prophecy,” and the 

“consequence” of “airing Apple’s dirty laundry.”   
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████ ████████ , on behalf of Apple Inc tried numerous times (including January 7th & 8th 

2022 and February 5th 2022) to coerce Gjovik to withdraw, retract, or otherwise stop a Wikipedia 

Arbitration Committee investigation into an account harassing Gjovik via Gjovik’s Wikipedia article 

and which Gjovik alleged to be ████████  or someone on ████████ ’s behalf, but either way 

acting at the direction of Apple. ████████  emailed Gjovik on February 5th 2022 demanding Gjovik 

retract certain allegations against and evidence about ████████  and her associates from Gjovik’s 

federal and state charges against Apple. Then, on February 14 2022, ████████  served Gjovik 

notice of a lawsuit against her in Washington state district court alleging Gjovik’s NLRB charge was 

meritless and made in bad faith, and harassed ████████ .  
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Apple Inc agents also threatened to blacklist Gjovik from the technology, engineering, and legal 

employment fields: including “never working in the tech industry again, never working for a large 

corporation again, never getting a job as a lawyer, failing the California bar association’s Moral 

Character investigation, and never getting a job anywhere again other than working in fast food.” 

Apple Inc, (through at least the actions of ████ ████████  and  █████ ███), effectively 

blacklisted Gjovik from access to the press, from access to & support from leading activists, and certain 

access to social media platforms. As of February 2022, ████ ████████  has taken credit for 

getting Gjovik banned indefinitely from editing Wikipedia with no warning or explanation. Following 

████████ ’s February petition for an anti-harassment order, Twitter accounts believed be agents of 

Apple began posting details of ████████ ’s lawsuit and taunting Gjovik that she will now fail her 

Bar association Moral Character exam due to the litigation. Further, the account points Twitter users to 

the court records which include Gjovik’s home address and home phone number. 
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Obstruction of Justice (U.S.C. § 1512)  
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APPLE’S CONTINUES TO RETALIATE AGAINST GJOVIK FOR HER FEDERAL & CALIFORNIA CHARGES  
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The difference between tampering with witnesses and retaliation against informants in its 

instructions to the jury, telling it that "in the one case, the allegation is the intent of the conspiracy was 

to prevent testimony," while in the other, "the intent of the conspiracy is to retaliate for having provided 

information." Retaliation against informants and witness tampering are distinct offenses. While the 

difference between them should not be blurred, the two offenses are often related. Providing information 

and serving as a witness often go hand-in-hand, and the proof used to support a conviction on one 

offense will frequently underlie a conviction on another, notwithstanding the differences between the 

two statutes.464 

Witnesses who lose work opportunities, suffer harassment, and are otherwise retaliated against 

because of their testimony, are going to be much less likely to testify in a subsequent proceeding ... if 

such retaliation goes unchecked. Unchecked retaliation, no matter its form, subverts the purpose of 

federal employment laws. Indeed, the chilling effect of retaliation has been well-documented; those who 

attempt to assert their rights must overcome a general background of fear and intimidation caused by the 

widespread practice of retaliation against those who complain about violations."465 

Here, Apple Inc retaliated against Gjovik in violation of 18 USC 1513 and Dodd-Frank 15 USC 

§78u-6(h)(1)(A)(iii). As Banko v Apple Inc explains, the Dodd–Frank Act prohibits employers from 

taking adverse employment actions against “whistleblower” employees for making disclosures that are 

required or protected under the Sarbanes–Oxley Act. 15 U.S.C. § 78u– 6(h)(1)(A).466 

The chilling effect of Apple’s retaliation against Gjovik has been noted in articles, blog posts, 

social media, and even turned into memes. Gjovik’s ex-coworkers began using the phrase “get 

Gjoviked” as slang for getting fired for speaking out about work conditions. Employees shared the term 

on message boards and Twitter (You’re going to get “Gjoviked”).467 Further, a submission from an 

employee to the “AppleToo” employee group stated, “even as we’re writing this, we write it with fear, 

fear of getting single out and retaliate against, even though HR policy stats that Apple do not tolerate 

retaliation, after reading what Ashley Gjovik went through, we think the retaliation is real.” 468 

 
464 U.S. v Van Cleve Ashley, 606 F.3d 135 (2010) 
465 See Beliz v. W.H. McLeod & Sons Packing Co., 765 F.2d 1317, 1332 (5th Cir.1985)  
466 Banko v. Apple, Inc., No. 13-02977 RS, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 176476 (N.D. Cal. Dec. 16, 2013) 
467 See: Evidence Report  
468 AppleToo, https://medium.com/appletoo/appletoo-digest-20-aeca5c8aa298,  
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The Press often discussed Gjovik’s retaliation and termination with similar candor. A Boston 

Public Radio representative with over 87,000 Twitter followers publicly commented about “The Ashley 

Gjovik Story,” that “the irony that Apple fired her during the week of Labor Day, allegedly as 

retribution for filing a NLRB complaint, should be lost on no one.” 469 A Bloomberg reporter who’s 

covered Gjovik’s labor struggle with Apple in depth posted after Gjovik’s termination, “Ashley Gjovik, 

who was fired by Apple Thursday after filing NLRB, OSHA, and EEOC complaints, has received right-

to-sue notices allowing her to sue for discrimination in federal or state court.” In September, The New 

York Times described Gjovik’s situation with Apple: “After taking her complaints about #Apple public 

this year, Ms. Gjovik was placed on leave and later fired. She filed complaints with the NLRB, OSHA, 

the EEOC, & the Justice Department." The close nexus between Gjovik’s protected activities and 

Apple’s negative actions towards her was lost on no one.  

Section §1513 prohibitions apply to witnesses in judicial, congressional, and administrative 

proceedings and protect witnesses against murder and physical abuse—committed, attempted, 

conspired, or threatened.470 Section §1513 covers disclosures made by a whistleblower relating to any 

violation under federal law and is not limited to employee reports of criminal violations. An actual 

violation of the law is not necessarily needed to protect the whistleblower under §1513(e). As long as 

the whistleblower made a truthful disclosure about the “possible commission” of any federal offense, the 

whistleblower is protected.471 

Section 1513 prohibits witness or informant retaliation in the form of killing, attempting to kill, 

inflicting or threatening to inflict bodily injury, damaging or threatening to damage property, and 

conspiracies to do so. The elements of an offense under 18 U.S.C. §1513 are (1) knowing engagement in 

conduct; (2) either causing, or threatening to cause, bodily injury to another person; and (3) the intent to 

retaliate for the attendance or testimony of a witness at an official proceeding. 472 To satisfy the assault 

prong of §1513, the government must prove that the defendant threatened bodily injury against another 

 
469 Twitter, https://twitter.com/Ihnatko/status/1436228296359006211, 
https://web.archive.org/web/20220207090046/https://twitter.com/Ihnatko/status/1436228296359006211  
470 Congressional Research Service, Obstruction of Justice: An Overview of Some of the Federal Statutes That Prohibit 
Interference with Judicial, Executive, or Legislative Activities , April 17 2014  
471 Inside Counsel, Tucker Ellis, Beware of Potential Criminal Implications for the Improper Handling of a Whistleblower 
Investigation (Oct 21 2015).  
472 Congressional Research Service, Obstruction of Justice: An Overview of Some of the Federal Statutes That Prohibit 
Interference with Judicial, Executive, or Legislative Activities , April 17 2014  
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in retaliation for the victim’s testimony or service as a federal informant. The extent of the injuries need 

not be extensive, nor does the threat need to be carried out. 

In the context of § 1513 retaliation, courts have inferred retaliatory intent from circumstantial 

evidence such as "the natural consequences likely to flow from the defendant's actions," including fear 

on behalf of a witness or the lack of a justifiable reason for the retaliator’s actions.473 As a general rule, 

the intent to retaliate need not have been the sole motivation for the attack. 474  

An employer and its employees can be subject to criminal liability if there is retaliation against a 

whistleblower who reported a possible violation of a federal law. 475 For employee whistleblowers, to 

establish a criminal violation it must be proven that: (1) the retaliator knowingly took an action with 

intent to retaliate; (2) the retaliator harmed the whistleblower; and (3) the retaliation was motivated by 

the whistleblower’s cooperation with the government.  

The harm to the whistleblower can be either economic or emotional or even something else. 

Potential harm includes loss of employment, a demotion at work, being disparaged to potential future 

employers, and even feeling threatened or harassed. The timing of the retaliatory action is sufficient to 

establish retaliation as the motivation. Therefore, if the alleged retaliation occurred after the retaliator 

learned of the whistleblower’s cooperation, the timing requirement can be established.476 The criminal 

violation can be used as a predicate act under the civil RICO statute, giving the whistleblower the 

availability to sue for treble damages.477 Therefore, by retaliating against a whistleblower an individual 

or company may commit a predicate act of racketeering under RICO.  

In U.S. v Brown, a violation of  18 U.S.C. § 1513 was found when a federal informant’s 

boyfriend told her over the phone: "... the bottom line is, none of it, or very little of it would have come 

to light ... if it weren't for you, and talking to people with things that I trusted you with ... if you do 

anymore damage to my life in any way, I will ... erase you." The man was convicted of threatening the 

informant, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1513. 478 This sounds very similar to statements made recently by 

 
473 United States v. Jefferson, 751 F.3d 314, 321 (5th Cir. 2014); U.S. v Camick, 796 F.3d 1206 (2015); United States v. 
Stoker, 706 F.3d 643, 646 (5th Cir. 2013) 
474 Congressional Research Service, Obstruction of Justice: An Overview of Some of the Federal Statutes That Prohibit 
Interference with Judicial, Executive, or Legislative Activities , April 17 2014  
475 Inside Counsel, Tucker Ellis, Beware of Potential Criminal Implications for the Improper Handling of a Whistleblower 
Investigation (Oct 21 2015).  
476 Stoker, 706 F.3d at 646; United States v. Camick, 796 F.3d 1206, 1222 (10th Cir. 2015) 
477 18 U.S.C. § 1961 
478 U.S. v Brown, 937 F.2d 32 (1991) 
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████ ████████  to me, saying she didn’t want me “to exist” in her world. Apple Inc had also 

previously made statements about “crushing me like a bug,” “ruining my life,” & “destroying me.” 

Apple even said, “it will be fun to watch me disappear after I lose everything.” 

 
Threats & Intimidation 

 

In U.S. v Camick, the filing of a Civil Rights Lawsuit was found to violate 18 U.S.C. § 1513. As 

it was found to be filed with an intent to retaliate against a federal witness. Evidence supporting the 

conviction was circumstantial timing: the conduct that formed the basis of the allegations in the lawsuit 

took place in 2011, yet defendant waited until July 2013, after he had been charged with the federal 

crimes and after he became aware that the subject of the lawsuit would be a witness against him. 479 Like 

Camick, Apple Inc waited a suspicious amount of time to approach me at all about the concerns they 

later hired very powerful attorneys to email me about on October 15 2021, implying they may sue me 

over those concerns. This was only after they terminated me and needed to search for a pretextual 

explanation – and were also looking for ways to threaten & intimidate me from pursuing legal charges 

against them. 

Section 1513 also applies when the interference is committed on social media sites, such as 

Twitter or Facebook.  In August of 2019, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit addressed this 

very issue.  In the case of U.S. v. Edwards, the judges unanimously found a person who derided a 

witness on Facebook in federal law enforcement guilty of Obstruction of Justice per 18 U.S. Code 

§ 1513 – retaliating against a witness, victim, or an informant.   The defendant in the Edwards case 

called a confidential informant a “rat” and a “snitch ass bitch” on Facebook. 480 The defendant was 

 
479 U.S. v Camick, 796 F.3d 1206 (2015).  
480 National Law Review, Setting the Record Straight on the Legal Protections for the Ukraine Whistleblower: “No One 
Volunteers for the Role of Social Pariah”, Dec 31 2019, https://www.natlawreview.com/article/setting-record-straight-legal-
protections-ukraine-whistleblower-no-one-volunteers  
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found guilty of witness retaliation and sentenced to three months in prison and another three and one-

half years of supervised release or home detention.  The defendant in the Edwards case argued that her 

Facebook statements did not result in any concrete harm to the confidential informant.  But calling out 

the informant by name on Facebook and instilling fear in the whistleblower, was enough for the court to 

uphold the guilty verdict on appeal.  The defendant argued that Obstruction of Justice 18 U.S. Code 

§ 1513 – retaliating against a witness, victim, or an informant was being misused, as she was simply 

engaging in “everyday activity on Facebook.”   This argument failed. The court found a harm is a harm, 

regardless if it originates on social media. 481  

Over the course of several days, some of Edwards online activity included: calling the witness a 

“snitch,” posting “f*** him," "Look at that bitch ass snitch lips!,” and posting “This guy is snitching! He 

snitched on my brothers! And lied about everything!" Edwards also "Liked" numerous other users' posts 

of similar material. Her Facebook page was set to "Public," meaning that any one of her more than 600 

Facebook friends could share her posts and anyone on Facebook could view them. These Facebook 

posts by Edwards and others generated numerous other derogatory comments by other persons. 482 The 

witness testified about how his life changed after Edward’s Facebook posts, including his increased 

difficulty in seeing his children, decreased employment opportunities in the area, and his fear for his 

safety and for the safety of his family. The court upheld Edwards' conviction because her speech was 

intended to retaliate and was intended to and did cause "harm.” 483 

Witnesses who lose work opportunities, suffer harassment, and are otherwise retaliated against 

because of their testimony, are going to be much less likely to testify in a subsequent proceeding ... if 

such retaliation goes unchecked. Unchecked retaliation, no matter its form, subverts the purpose of 

federal employment laws. Indeed, the chilling effect of retaliation has been well-documented; those who 

attempt to assert their rights must overcome a general background of fear and intimidation caused by the 

widespread practice of retaliation against those who complain about violations."484 

 
481 National Law Review, Setting the Record Straight on the Legal Protections for the Ukraine Whistleblower: “No One 
Volunteers for the Role of Social Pariah”, Dec 31 2019, https://www.natlawreview.com/article/setting-record-straight-legal-
protections-ukraine-whistleblower-no-one-volunteers  
482 Reason, Calling Informants "Snitches" May Be a Federal Felony, https://reason.com/volokh/2019/08/17/calling-
informants-snitches-may-be-a-federal-felony/ 
483 Reason, Calling Informants "Snitches" May Be a Federal Felony, https://reason.com/volokh/2019/08/17/calling-
informants-snitches-may-be-a-federal-felony/ 
484 See Beliz v. W.H. McLeod & Sons Packing Co., 765 F.2d 1317, 1332 (5th Cir.1985)  
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MAILING THREATENING COMMUNICATIONS (18 U.S. CODE § 876)  
 

A violation of 18 U.S.C. § 876(c) requires proof of the mailing of a communication containing 

"any threat to injure" the addressee.[2] The jury had to decide whether the communication was intended 

as a threat. This determination follows a similar analysis to that for intent to retaliate: the natural 

consequences of an action may be inferred to evidence an intent to cause the reaction (e.g., eliciting fear 

by mailing a letter that hypothesizes possible retaliation by an arsonist). 485 

Here, Gjovik was not only mailed a box of her possessions that Apple Inc either intentionally 

destroyed or knew/must have known would be destroyed in transit to her home, including rocks (salt 

lamps) and broken glass from picture frames. Further, Apple Inc threatened her via their “Baby 

Hummingbird” Twitter handle, with a reference to the “Field Scene” from the movie SE7EN, that the 

box Apple Inc mailed her may contain the severed head of a loved one.  

 

Retaliatory Litigation  
 

Courts have routinely held that filing a meritless lawsuit or counterclaim against a former 

employee can form the basis of a retaliation claim. 486 Courts are vigilant in maintaining the “policy of 

keeping people completely free from coercion in making complaints” that initiate agency proceedings. 

To entertain claims in the nature of malicious prosecution for the filing of a single complaint would 

seriously undermine the clear policy to protect an employee who utilizes the procedures provided by 

Congress for the vindication of his right to be free from unlawful discrimination in employment.487 

Courts emphasized that the protection from retaliation for filing a charge is so paramount that it applies 

even if statements in the charge are false. 488 

It is certainly true that "a lawsuit may be used by an employer as a powerful instrument of 

coercion or retaliation" and that such suits can create a "chilling effect" on the pursuit of discrimination 

claims.489 This is not only true of the letter from Apple’s 3rd party counsel but is also true about ████ 

 
485 U.S. v Stoker, 706 F.3d 643 (2013). 
486 Robinson v. Shell Oil Co., 519 U.S. 337 (1997); Burlington N., 548 U.S. at 66-67 (citing with approval the example of an 
employer's lawsuit against an employee held actionable under the NLRA's anti-retaliation provision, as explained in Bill 
Johnson's Restaurants, Inc. v. NLRB, 461 U.S. 731, 740 (1983)). 
487 Cooper v. Pic-Walsh Freight Co., 19 E.P.D. 8994 (E.D. Mo. January 23, 1976) 
488 U.S. EEOC v Peters Bakery, Case No.: 5:13-cv-04507, Motion for Partial Summary Judgement (April 14 2016). 
489 Bill Johnson's Restaurants, Inc. v. National Labor Relations Bd. 461 U.S. 731, 740-41, 103 S. Ct. 2161, 76 L. Ed. 2d 277 
(1983) 
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████████ ’s coercive threat of an anti-harassment order. Both parties are attempting to intimidate, 

threaten, and coerce me to reduce or drop my charges against them – ████████  even saying it 

outright. 

Federal courts have recognized the power of a lawsuit to chill the exercise of rights. A lawsuit no 

doubt may be used by an employer as a powerful instrument of coercion or retaliation ... [A]n employer 

can place its employees on notice that anyone who engages in such conduct is subjecting himself to the 

possibility of a burdensome lawsuit. A suit is enjoinable as unlawful if it is both baseless and was filed 

with a retaliatory motive. A suit is baseless if controlling federal law bars the plaintiff's right to relief, ... 

clear state law makes the case frivolous, or ... no reasonable jury could [find] in favor of the plaintiff."490 

In EEOC v Outback Steakhouse of Florida, Complainant was sued by employer in direct 

retaliation for her assertion of statutory rights. Hence, she was deprived of a statutory right to be free 

from retaliatory litigation.491 A number of other courts have also found that "the filing of lawsuits, not in 

good faith and instead motivated by retaliation, can be the basis for a claim under Title VII & the 

ADEA."492 A different  employer filed a defamation lawsuit in state court based on its employee’s U.S. 

Department of Labor & EEOC complaints, and the court granted summary judgement in favor of the 

EEOC holding that the “defendant's action in filing the state court defamation action was unquestionably 

retaliatory in nature.”493 

In U.S. EEOC v Peters Bakery the employer filed a defamation action against an employee. In 

the employers deposition, he was asked the basis for his filing the defamation action & responded that 

he filed the defamation action because of the employee’s charge of discrimination with the EEOC. 

Peters cited language from the EEOC charge as allegedly defamatory, specifically objecting that the 

charge identified him as “Chuck Peters, Portuguese, owner,” asserting that the charge said that he was 

“racist.” 494 The employer did not contest that he filed the defamation action specifically because of the 

 
490 Martin v Gingerbread House, 977 F.2d 1405 (10th Cir 1992); Bill Johnson's Restaurants, Inc. v. NLRB, 461 U.S. 731, 103 
S.Ct. 2161, 76 L.Ed.2d 277 (1983), 
491 EEOC v Outback Steakhouse, 75 F. supp 2d 756 (ND Ohio 1999) 
492 Harmar v. United Airlines, Inc. 1996 WL 199734 (N.D.Ill.). In EEOC v. Virginia Carolina Veneer Corp. 495 F. Supp. 
775, 778 (W.D.Va.1980), for instance, the court found that the filing of a state court   action was "unquestionably retaliatory" 
under Title VII. See also Cozzi v. Pepsi-Cola General Bottlers, Inc. 1997 WL 312048 (N.D.Ill.); Blistein v. St. John's 
College, 860 F. Supp. 256, 267-268 (D.Md.1994) (retaliatory litigation under ADEA) 
493 EEOC v. Virginia Carolina Veneer, 495 F.Supp. 775 (W.D.Va. 1980). 
494 U.S. EEOC v Peters Bakery, Case No.: 5:13-cv-04507, Motion for Partial Summary Judgement (April 14 2016). 
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employee’s EEOC charge. The employees EEOC charges are protected, even if they were false or 

malicious, which they are not, and thus the defamation lawsuit was not allowed to proceed. 495 

“There is little doubt that a state court defamation action filed in retaliation for having engaged in 

conduct protected by § 704(a), including the filing of a charge with the Commission, violates this 

section. A literal reading of the statute obviously outlaws all retaliatory acts including lawsuits filed in 

state tribunals.”496 

An employer violates Section 8(a)(1) of the Act by threatening to file a libel suit against certain 

employees who had filed unfair labor practice charges against that employer.497 Since sham litigation by 

definition does not involve a bona fide grievance, it does not come within the first amendment right to 

petition."498 Malicious prosecution may constitute an “adverse employment action” when an employer 

causes the employee’s co-worker to initiate a criminal complaint against the employee.499 If it is 

found that the lawsuit was filed with retaliatory intent, the Board may find a violation and order 

appropriate relief.500 

 

APPLE ENGAGED ITS LAWYERS TO FURTHER RETALIATE AGAINST GJOVIK FOR HER PROTECTED 
ACTIVITIES  
 

On September 15, Gjovik received the first of several late night, harassing emails from one of 

Apple’s 3rd party lawyers at a very large, powerful law firm. The email alleged several of her Twitter 

posts and an interview she gave to the press about Apple’s employee surveillance and data collection 

violated her Confidentiality and Intellectual Property Agreement and asked her to delete them. Gjovik 

told the lawyers she did not agree they violated the agreement but did delete the posts in question. 

Gjovik told the lawyers they would need to contact the publication in regards to the article 

In addition to the bizarre & clearly pretextual timeline of events with Kagramanov, Apple’s 

lawyers’ communications also show its retaliatory nature by timeline alone. Apple’s lawyers contacted 

Gjovik on Sept 15, pointing to content posted 16-18 days prior. This is supposedly the same content that 

 
495 U.S. EEOC v Peters Bakery, Case No.: 5:13-cv-04507, Motion for Partial Summary Judgement (April 14 2016). 
496 EEOC v. Levi Strauss & Co., 515 F. Supp. 640, 643-44 (N.D. Ill. 1981);  
497 (N.L.R.B. November 24, 1978) 
498 Herbert v. Lando, 441 U.S. 153, 171 (1979); Gertz v. Robert Welch, Inc., 418 U.S. 323, 340 (1974),  Bill Johnson's Rests. 
v. NLRB, 461 U.S. 731, 743, 103 S. Ct. 2161, 2170 (1983) 
499 Berry v. Stevinson Chevrolet, 74 F.3d 980, 986–87 (10th Cir.1996)).  
500 Bill Johnson's Rests. v. NLRB, 461 U.S. 731, 749, 103 S. Ct. 2161, 2173 (1983) 
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Kagramanov reached out to Gjovik about on Sept 9, saying he had to talk to her “within the hour” about 

it and when she simply asked to keep things in writing, Kagramanov suspended her account access.  

Gjovik hired an IP attorney to respond to the legal threat from Apple about the surveillance 

application, and her attorney wrote to Apple’s lawyers on October 6 2021 saying, “While I understand 

that Apple is not opposed to taking aggressive litigation postures (and indeed has a history of doing so), 

I remind you of your ethical duties as an attorney regarding the assertion of claims that have no basis in 

fact or law.”  

Gjovik’s lawyer told Apple, “Your September 15, 2021 letter alleges that Ms. Gjovik violated 

the Confidentiality and Intellectual Property Agreement with Apple dated January 31, 2015 (the 

“IPA”). You are incorrect.” He then went on to knock down Apple’s arguments one by one until 

nothing was left. Her lawyer closed, “Given Ms. Gjøvik’s removal of the content you referred to, 

coupled with the infirmities of your intellectual property claims in the September 15, 2021 letter, we 

consider this issue closed, and expect that Apple will immediately cease sending any further 

inappropriate demands.” Apple’s IP attorneys never replied to her lawyer or contacted Gjovik again. 

Apple’s proffered reasons for Gjovik’s termination were so farfetched and pretextual, a detailed 

article was written about exactly that, titled “Apple Wanted Her Fired. It Settled on an Absurd 

Excuse.”501  The article explained the background of Gjovik’s whistleblowing at her Superfund office as 

it was clearly the actual reason for Gjovik’s termination: 

Gjøvik, 35, had become persona non grata at Apple soon after raising 
concerns internally this spring about the vaporous toxins long known to 
have tainted the soil beneath her Sunnyvale office. Among other polluters 
in the 1970s, a microwave component maker that once occupied the site 
had let a slurry of acids, heavy metals, and industrial solvents soak into the 
ground. A “groundwater plume” made of toxic waste once extended for 
more than a mile, encompassing schools and hundreds of homes. One of 
the more dangerous compounds was trichloroethylene, better known as 
TCE. 
 
Throughout the mid-twentieth century, TCE was widely administered to 
dental patients and women in childbirth, inhaled as a way to ease pain. 
Today, it’s a known carcinogen associated with childhood leukemia and 
low birth weight, and other birth defects. 
 

 
501 Gizmodo, https://gizmodo.com/apple-wanted-her-fired-it-settled-on-an-absurd-excuse-1847868789  
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The ground beneath Gjøvik’s office—known internally as Stewart 1—was 
excavated in the mid-1980s and backfilled with gravel and concrete, one 
of several efforts to mitigate the contamination. In 2014, the 
Environmental Protection Agency deemed the remedies sufficient. But a 
year later, air samples were taken at nearby homes and schools and 
revealed TCE vapors had again reached “unacceptable levels.” In 2019, a 
new EPA study stated the “vapor intrusion” issue had since been 
addressed but, it warned, a long-term fix still had to be assessed. 
 
Apple, which has its own history of poorly handling toxic waste in 
Sunnyvale, did not conduct adequate testing, according to Gjøvik, whose 
concerns about the noxious compound grew after she recalled having once 
fainted at work for reasons she could not at the time explain. She wanted 
to know why Apple hadn’t done more to keep employees abreast of the 
situation and asked to talk to a health and safety manager. Notes she 
recorded during the conversation, later shared with the EPA, stated: 
“Apple decided no legal requirement.502 

  

Apple was fully aware of the consequences of labeling Gjovik a “leaker” and threatening 

possible legal action. In 2018, Tom Moyer, head of Apple Global Security stated: Leakers “not only 

lose their jobs, they can face extreme difficulty finding employment elsewhere. The potential criminal 

consequences of leaking are real and that can become part of your personal and professional identity 

forever.”503 

Apple not only concocted bizarre pretextual reasons for her termination, which in themselves are 

no doubt protected by state and federal labor and criminal laws, but Apple also send Gjovik threatening, 

intimidating emails about their pretext. While Gjovik was able to swat Apple away with her own Cease 

& Desist and public exposure to Apple’s actions, Apple’s motive was clearly further retaliation and to 

silence the whistleblower, even if their actions meant destroying Gjovik’s reputation & career. There 

threatening tweets have promised as much. 

 

APPLE CAUSED EX-EMPLOYEE TO FILE HARASSMENT LAWSUIT [UPDATE: GJOVIK WON THE APPEAL] 
 

 
502 Gizmodo, https://gizmodo.com/apple-wanted-her-fired-it-settled-on-an-absurd-excuse-1847868789  
503 Bloomberg, https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-04-13/apple-warns-employees-to-stop-leaking-information-
to-media  
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Starting after Gjovik’s August complaints to the government, Gjovik faced an elaborate digital 

campaign of threats, intimidation, defamation, harassment against her. The posts cited Gjovik reporting 

Apple’s unlawful conduct to the government and press as the reason for the retaliation. The accounts, 

under information and believe, belonging to Apple or agents of Apple, persistently coerced Gjovik to 

drop her complaints about Apple Inc. Gjovik refused and in January 2022 filed additional charges of 

retaliation against Apple with the U.S. NLRB, U.S. Dept of Labor, California Dept of Labor, and U.S. 

DOJ for the campaign of terror.  

On February 14 2022, an ex-Apple Global Security employee served Gjovik at her home for a 

lawsuit against Gjovik the next day (February 15 2022). The request for an anti-harassment order cited 

Gjovik’s legal filings to the federal and California government about Apple’s retaliation and 

intimidation as the basis for her lawsuit. The woman testified she reported Gjovik to law enforcement, 

the FBI, Gjovik’s law school, and federal executive agencies due to Gjovik’s complaints to the 

government about Apple & their agents. The woman also testified, without evidence or knowledge, that 

Gjovik was terminated by Apple for “leaking Intellectual Property,” an allegation which in itself could 

blacklist Gjovik from technology and legal fields for the remainder of her career.  The woman included 

Gjovik’s EDD Notice of Determination letter as “evidence” in her petition. ████ ████████ ’s 

coercive threat of & then undertaking an anti-harassment order is coworker harassment & an attempt to 

intimidate, threaten, and coerce Gjovik to reduce or drop Gjovik’s charges against Apple Inc – with 

████████  even saying it outright.  

████████ ’s request to the Washington state courts shows her true motivation where:  

o ████████  alleged it was unlawful for Gjovik to file the NLRB charge against Apple 

Inc 

o ████████  alleged it was unlawful for Gjovik to publish her legal memo for Gjovik’s 

NLRB, U.S. Dept of Labor, California Dept of Labor cases and filing to the U.S. Dept of 

Justice for violations of 18 USC § 1512 & § 1513  

o ████████  alleged Gjovik filed an NLRB charge in bad faith and with 

false/misleading information  

In her February 1st TRO testimony, ████████  said the reason she was filing the anti-harassment 

order was BECAUSE OF Gjovik’s NLRB charge against Apple.   
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On March 1 2022, a Washington state district court Judge ruled and granted the restraining order 

against Gjovik and demanded Gjovik not speak or write, publicly or privately, about the ex-Global 

Security employee, Gjovik’s Apple cases (which complain of threats & harassment from the employee 

and many others), or anything else related to that employee for five years (until 2027) with the single 

exception of “testifying” to the government. Gjovik retained a criminal defense attorney who started an 

appeal, citing egregious violations of First Amendment free speech rights and violations of due process 

(with a lack of personal jurisdiction by the Washington state court to so broadly restrict the expressions 

of a California state citizen, and about matters of public importance and public concern). 

Courts have found "a lawsuit may be used by an employer as a powerful instrument of coercion 

or retaliation" and that such suits can create a "chilling effect" on the pursuit of discrimination claims. 

504 The impetus behind anti-retaliation provisions is the need to prevent employers from deterring 

victims of discrimination from complaining to the government. 505 This is clearly a case of retaliation. 

████████  threatened, harassed, and coerced Gjovik to withdraw allegations about her from 

Gjovik’s government charges to at least the U.S. NLRB. ████████  is used this petition to further 

intimidate Gjovik and is using a civil action to deter Gjovik who simply wishes to report information to 

federal agencies. Washington state law RCW 4.24.510 was enacted to protect whistleblowers exactly 

like Gjovik from actors exactly like ████████ .  

████████ ’s extensive Tweeting the two weeks prior to the February 15th hearing about 

filing the lawsuit against Gjovik, ordering a process server, the hearings, and ████████ ’s plans to 

“testify” to Washington legislatures about Gjovik; do not just intimidate Gjovik, but ████████ ’s 

statements intimidate other Apple employees who might want to report Apple’s unlawful actions to the 

government but who are now in fear of being publicly attacked by ████████  like Gjovik has been 

for months.  ████████ ’s request for the anti-harassment order was the type of abusive litigation 

tactics which Rule 11 was established to curb. The request was baseless, not grounded in fact, not 

warranted by law or good faith argument, and was submitted for improper purposes: to harass & 

intimidate, to coerce withdrawal of legal charges, to retaliate, and to delay administrative investigation 

 
504 Bill Johnson's Restaurants, Inc. v. National Labor Relations Bd. 461 U.S. 731, 740-41, 103 S. Ct. 2161, 76 L. Ed. 2d 277 
(1983) 
505 Robinson v. Shell Oil 519 U.S. at 346, 117 S. Ct. 843  
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into the ████████ .  ████████ ’s request is abusive to the judicial system, disrespectful to the 

time and resources of the Washington courts, and is in itself procedural harassment.506 

 
Retaliatory Reports to Law Enforcement   
 

The United States Supreme Court has recognized abuse of the judicial system as a form of 

actionable retaliation. Courts have found that this principle is not only applicable to attempted criminal 

prosecution and civil complaints. An employer filing false criminal charges against a former employee 

who complained about discrimination was found to have retaliated against the employee. 507  

RETALIATORY REPORTS TO THE FBI & FEDERAL SECURITY OFFICERS  
 
 Per ████████ ’s testimony to Washington state courts on February 15th and an email sent to 

Gjovik on February 5th 2022,████████ an ex-Apple Global Security employee admitted she 

complained about Gjovik to the Federal Bureau of Investigation. On February 5th, ████████  wrote 

to Gjovik: “Yes, I reported you to the FBI. I was in a terrible place mentally & had relapsed.” The 

receipt of ████████ ’s FBI complaint about Gjovik was introduced as evidence for the Washington 

state anti-harassment lawsuit and claims Gjovik slandered ████████  and that Gjovik “doxed” 

████████ ’s family members. The receipt ████████  provided once again includes Gjovik’s 

home address and home phone number, making them public information.  

On February 15th , ████████  submitted a statement to the Washington state courts saying 

she complained about Gjovik to the FBI and also to the Chief Security Officer of the National Labor 

Relations Board, the previous Chief of Physical Security at The White House and a Security Manager at 

the Department of Defense. In the February 15, 2022 testimony ████████  also claims, without any 

evidence to support prima facie elements of the charges, that Gjovik committed criminal cyber-

harassment, blackmail, extortion, retaliation for ████████  reporting those crimes.  

 ████████  has placed Gjovik in a situation where Gjovik now fears even more for her 

physical safety. ████████  continues to threaten Gjovik in an effort to make Gjovik withdraw her 

 
506 Bryant v. Joseph Tree, Inc., 119 Wn.2d 210, 219, 829 P.2d 1099 (1992). 
507 Burlington Northern & Santa Fe Ry. Co. v. White, 548 U.S. 53, 63, 126 S.Ct. 2405, 2412 (2006), citing Berry v. Stevinson 
Chevrolet, 74 F.3d 980, 984, 986 (10th Cir. 1996) ; Aviles v. Cornell Forge Co., 183 F.3d 598, 604 (7th Cir. 1999); Berry, 74 
F.3d at 986 (holding that instigating criminal theft and forgery charges against former employee who filed EEOC charge was 
retaliatory). 
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charges against Apple Inc. In filing this complaint to the FBI made false allegations, which now 

implicate ████████  and Apple Inc under 18 U.S.C § 1001 providing for fines and imprisonment of 

anyone knowingly and willingly making materially false, fictitious, or fraudulent statements or 

representations; falsifying, concealing or covering up by any trick, scheme, or device a material fact; to 

the federal government.508  

Gjovik was also notified on Jan 11 that someone had reported one of her Twitter posts to 

German law enforcement, which investigated and found no issue. 

 
 
Denial of Unemployment Benefits  
 

Post-employment retaliation includes actions that are designed to interfere with the individual’s 

prospects for employment.509 Title VII prohibits discrimination against both current and former 

employees. 510 The implementing regulations for SOX (18 U.S.C. §1514A) define an employee as “an 

individual presently or formerly working for a company or an individual whose employment could be 

affected by a company.” 511 ARB jurisprudence recognizes “ “alleged adverse actions need not be 

‘employment related’ to support a cognizable claim under SOX” and “post-employment adverse actions 

are within the scope of ‘adverse actions’ under SOX.” 512 

The Supreme Court chose to read the anti-retaliation provisions broadly, and noted an exclusion 

of former employees from protection would “undermine effectiveness by allowing the threat of post-

employment retaliation to deter victims of discrimination from complaining to the government, and 

would provide a perverse incentive for employers to fire employees who might bring claims.” 513 

Post-employment retaliation includes “blacklisting.”514  Intentionally interfering with an 

employee’s ability to obtain future employment blacklisting may be considered an adverse employment 

action.515 California is one of about 30 states with a statutory prohibition against 

 
508 https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/1001  
509 Aslin v. University of Rochester, 2019 WL 4112130 (W.D.N.Y. Aug. 28, 2019) (citing Robinson v. Shell Oil Co., 519 U.S. 
337 (1997), Jute v. Hamilton Sundstrand Corp., 420 F.3d 166 (2d Cir. 2005)). 
510 Robinson v. Shell Oil Co., 519 U.S. 337 (1997) 
511 20 C.F.R. § 1980.101; C.F.R. § 1980.102(a) 
512 Fernandez v. Navistar International Corp., 2011-SOX31 (Jan. 28, 2013). 
513 Robinson v. Shell Oil Co., 519 U.S. 337 (1997) 
514 Rivas v. New York State Lottery, 745 Fed.Appx. 192 (C.A.2 (N.Y.), 2018) (Summary Order). 
515 U.S. OSHA, Whistleblower Laws Enforced by OSHA, https://www.whistleblowers.gov/ 
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blacklisting.516  Specifically, California law states, “Any person who, after having discharged an 

employee from the service of such person . . . by any misrepresentation prevents or attempts to prevent 

the former employee from obtaining employment, is guilty of a misdemeanor.”517  

Other post-employment conduct courts have considered to be retaliatory includes: providing 

poor recommendations, refusing to furnish recommendations, making threats to future employers, 

opposing applications for unemployment benefits, filing false criminal charges, and filing unfounded 

counterclaims.518 Creative examples include a court finding a retaliatory adverse action with an indoor 

cycling instructor being banned from attending classes after protected activity. 519 

CALIFORNIA UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS DENIAL DUE TO “MISCONDUCT” ALLEGATION [UPDATE: 
GJOVIK WON THE APPEAL] 
 
 California Unemployment Insurance Code provides an individual is presumed to have been 

discharged for reasons other than misconduct in connection with his or her work and not to have 

voluntarily left his or her work without good cause unless his or her employer has given written notice to 

the contrary to the department, as provided in Section 1327, setting forth facts sufficient to overcome the 

presumption.520 The burden of disqualification is on the employer or the Department, and not the 

claimant. The burden of proof is by "weight of evidence" which, simply stated, means that the evidence 

on one side is greater than on the other. 521 California EDD provides common examples of “reasonable 

rules” including showing up for work, performing work to the best of one's ability, obeying a reasonable 

employer order and refraining from fighting or sleeping on the job.522 

"Misconduct" is an intangible concept which has never been defined by the legislature. In P-B-3, 

citing Maywood Glass Co . v. Stewart (1959), the Board gave the following definition of misconduct: 

The definition of misconduct must be considered in the light of the basic purpose of the unemployment 

 
516 See Cal. Lab. Code §§ 1050–1053. 
517 Cal. Lab. Code § 1050.  
518 An Unsolved Problem? Claims of Post-Employment Retaliation by the (Formerly) Problem Employee, 
https://www.hrdefenseblog.com/2015/08/an-unsolved-problem-claims-of-post-employment-retaliation-by-the-formerly-
problem-employee/  
519  Oram v. SoulCycle LLC, et al., 979 F. Supp. 2d 498 (S.D.N.Y. 2013) 
520 California, UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE CODE - UIC, 
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displaySection.xhtml?sectionNum=1256.&nodeTreePath=2.1.5.1&lawCode=U
IC  
521 Prescod v. California Unemployment Insurance Appeals Board (1976). 
522 California EDD, Misconduct, https://www.edd.ca.gov/UIBDG/Misconduct_MC_5.htm  
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insurance program. As expressed in Section 100 of the Unemployment Insurance Code, this basic 

purpose is that unemployment benefits are for persons involuntarily unemployed through no fault of 

their own. ‘Fault' means intentional action which the person who claims benefits foresees would tend to 

produce a period of unemployment and from which a reasonable person in the claimant's circumstances 

and with the claimant's knowledge and understanding, desiring employment and foreseeing such loss of 

employment, would necessarily refrain.523  

For a claimant's act to be misconduct, the following four elements must be present, according to 

Title 22, Section 1256-30(b): the claimant owes a material duty to the employer under the contract of 

employment; there is a substantial breach of that duty; the breach is a willful or wanton disregard of that 

duty; & the breach disregards the employer's interests and injures or tends to injure the employer's 

interests. Whether there is a substantial breach, according to the explanation in Section 1256-30(b)(2) of 

Title 22, Requires an analysis to determine the severity of the employee's actions. Where the ordinary 

negligence of the claimant has resulted in the minimal injury to the employer's interests, the breach is 

not substantial unless the claimant has been previously warned or reprimanded about this type of 

negligence and has the ability and capacity to perform satisfactorily.  where the employer's interests 

have been more severely damaged by the grossly or substantially negligent or deliberate acts of the 

claimant, misconduct may be found even without previous warnings or reprimands for prior similar 

acts.524 

Under Section 1256, the claimant may not be disqualified for misconduct unless it can be shown 

that the misconduct is connected with his or her work. Generally, what the claimant does on the job or 

during working hours and on the employer's premises would be considered connected with his or her 

work. Conduct off the job and outside of working hours may be considered connected with work and 

misconduct under certain circumstances. The test is whether such conduct injures or tends to injure the 

employer's interests.525 

 “A plaintiff may bring a retaliation claim stemming from an employer’s opposition to her 

unemployment benefits application.”526 If in viewed in light of Plaintiffs other allegations, it would be 

 
523 California EDD, Misconduct, https://www.edd.ca.gov/UIBDG/Misconduct_MC_5.htm  
524 California EDD, Misconduct, https://www.edd.ca.gov/UIBDG/Misconduct_MC_5.htm  
525 California EDD, Misconduct, https://www.edd.ca.gov/UIBDG/Misconduct_MC_5.htm  
526 Wermann v. Excel Dentistry PC, Southern District NY  
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reasonable for an employee in this situation to be dissuaded from exercising protected activity, then the 

unemployment benefits denial may be considered an adverse action. 527  

 Here, Gjovik informed the California EDD of the circumstances she was terminated under and 

that Apple Inc never provided her the exact reasons for her termination. Gjovik informed the EDD of her 

government cases against Apple and of the general public opinion that her termination was retaliatory. 

However, on February 4th 2022 Gjovik received a Notice of Determination from California EDD 

denying her Unemployment Insurance, citing disqualification under § 1256, explaining that she will not 

receive benefits because Apple alleges they terminated her due to misconduct as she “broke a 

reasonable employer rule.”  

APPLE DENIED GJOVIK’S UNEMPLOYMENT RIGHTS  
 

Gjovik informed the California EDD of the circumstances she was terminated under and that 

Apple Inc never provided her the facts causing her termination. Gjovik informed the EDD of her 

government cases against Apple and of her, and the general public opinion, that her termination was 

retaliatory. However, on February 4th 2022 Gjovik received a Notice of Determination from California 

EDD denying her Unemployment Insurance request, citing disqualification under § 1256, explaining 

that she will not receive benefits because Apple alleges they terminated her due to misconduct as she 

“broke a reasonable employer rule.” Gjovik now appeals this determination for herself, and to ensure 

EDD decisions are aligned with the public policy of the state of California. 

Apple Inc fought Gjovik’s unemployment insurance claim with the California EDD. Apple Inc 

must have submitted written notice and evidence to the state alleging Gjovik was terminated due to a 

substantial breach of a material duty to Apple Inc, which she breached willfully or with wanton 

disregard of the duty. Apple must have alleged Gjovik’s “misconduct” was grossly or substantially 

negligent or deliberate acts.  

Gjovik was terminated due to reporting Apple’s unlawful conduct to the government as a 

whistleblower. Whistleblower and anti-retaliation laws are in place to ensure people like Gjovik are 

comfortable coming forward to report unlawful conduct without fear of retaliation. Denying California 

EDD unemployment to Gjovik not only punishes Gjovik further, hurting her reputation and harming her 

 
527 Jordan v. County of Chemung et al., (WD NY, 2017) 
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future career prospects with the defamatory accusations against her, but it also creates additional stigma 

and fear for Apple employees who wish to report issues.   

 

 
 

Indeed, ████████  cited Gjovik’s denial by the California EDD in her retaliatory lawsuit 

merely days after Gjovik received the denial. ████████  went so far as to include a copy of the 

denial letter sent to Gjovik as evidence against Gjovik in the lawsuit. The point Apple Inc and their 

agents are trying to make is clear: if you report Apple Inc crimes and unlawful conduct, the company 

will try to destroy you any way it can. Apple Inc is using threats to Gjovik’s safety, health, reputation, 

and livelihood as a “shot across the bow” to their current workforce.  As Apple Inc agents have already 

warned others, “be careful, you don’t want to get Gjoviked.” 

 

  
Theories of Employer Liability  
 

An employer is vicariously liable for a hostile work environment created by a supervisor.528  An 

employer may be held liable for creating a hostile work environment either vicariously (i.e., through the 

acts of a supervisor) or through negligence (i.e., failing to correct or prevent discriminatory conduct by 

an employee)."529   

 
 
Negligence  
 

In the absence of grounds for imposing vicarious liability, an employer is liable for a hostile 

work environment created by a plaintiff's co-worker if the employer "knew, or should have known, 

 
528 Vance v. Ball State Univ., 133 S. Ct. 2434, 2439, 186 L. Ed. 2d 565 (2013); Reynaga v. Roseburg Forest Prods., 847 F.3d 
678, 689 (9th Cir. 2017) 
529 Fuller v. Idaho Dep't of Corr., 865 F.3d 1154, 1164 (9th Cir. 2017) 
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about the harassment and failed to take prompt and effective remedial action.530 Remedial action must 

include some form of disciplinary measures,  which must be "proportionate to the seriousness of the 

offense & more than a mere request to refrain from discriminatory conduct.531 

 
 
Coworker Retaliation  
 

An employer can only be liable for co-workers' retaliatory harassment where its supervisory or 

management personnel either  (1) orchestrate the harassment or (2) know about the harassment and 

acquiesce in it in such a manner as to condone and encourage the co-workers' actions. 532 “Coworker 

hostility or retaliatory harassment, if sufficiently severe, can constitute adverse employment action for 

purposes of a retaliation claim.” 533 Employers cannot permit other employees to punish a whistleblower 

for invoking his/her rights. 534  

 Coworker reactions are an important yet often overlooked influence on both the targets of 

harassment and the harassers. Having the support of coworkers greatly increases the likelihood that a 

victim will report incidents of harassment. Conversely, a lack of coworker support can make employees 

more vulnerable to harassment and more likely to be harassed. For the potential harasser, the perception 

that they have coworker support for their conduct is a significant factor in their likelihood of engaging in 

assault and harassment. When coworkers support the harasser and react negatively to harassment 

disclosures, it contributes to a workplace culture that normalizes harassment and chills reporting. The 

employer strategy of “divide and conquer” is a tried-and-true tactic of employers seeking to remain 

unconstrained by unions and other collective action demands. 535 

 Coworker retaliation also has pronounced harms on the persons targeted. Although retaliation law 

prioritizes retaliation by supervisors, coworkers can be an equally powerful force in establishing cultures 

of silence and discrimination. Retaliation can reinforce ingroup identities, and coworkers, no less than 

 
530 E.E.O.C. v. Prospect Airport Servs., Inc., 621 F.3d 991, 1001 (9th Cir. 2010). 
531 Yamaguchi v. U.S. Dep't of the Air Force, 109 F.3d 1475, 1482 (9th Cir. 1997), ; Ellison v. Brady, 924 F.2d 872, 882 (9th 
Cir. 1991) ; Reynaga v. Roseburg Forest Prods., 847 F.3d 678, 689 (9th Cir. 2017) 
532 Gunnell v. Utah Valley State College, 152 F.3d 1253 (1998)  
533 Yanowitz, supra, 36 Cal.4th at p. 1061, 32 Cal.Rptr.3d 436, 116 P.3d 1123 
534 Kelley v. The Conco Companies, 196 Cal.App.4th 191 (2011)  
535 Brake, Deborah L. (2019) "Coworker Retaliation in the #MeToo Era," University of Baltimore Law Review: Vol. 49 : Iss. 
1 , Article 2.  
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supervisors, can enforce social closure (when people draw boundaries and construct identities to bolster 

their ingroup, and then accumulate resources and status by excluding other). 536 

 Courts receptive to coworker retaliation claims borrow the familiar “knew or should have known” 

negligence-based standard from coworker harassment cases and extend it to cases involving retaliation 

by coworkers. Employers are liable for failing to take reasonable remedial action in response to known 

retaliatory harassment if it shows “manifest indifference or unreasonableness” in response to coworker 

retaliation of which it knew or should have known. 537 

 In appropriate circumstances, Title VII permits claims against an employer for coworker 

retaliation. To determine whether such "appropriate circumstances" exist to hold a company is liable for 

an employee's retaliation against a coworker, courts must determine if: the coworker's retaliatory 

conduct is sufficiently severe so as to dissuade a reasonable worker from making or supporting a charge 

of discrimination; supervisors or members of management have actual or constructive knowledge of the 

coworkers' retaliatory behavior; and supervisors or members of management have condoned, tolerated, 

or encouraged the acts of retaliation, or have responded to the plaintiff's complaints so inadequately that 

the response manifests indifference or unreasonableness under the circumstances.538 Coworker hostility 

or retaliatory harassment which is known about and acquiesced in by supervisors or management may 

be considered an “adverse employment action.”539 

 In one case of coworker retaliation, after a woman reported her coworker had harassed her, her 

car was set on fire. Following the close of its investigation into the woman’s allegations, the company 

received an anonymous letter criticizing the investigation. The letter stated that "fellow employees on 

the line are intimidated from telling the truth because they are well aware of what the harasser is capable 

of," and that employees were "afraid to get involved" because "bad things" happened to women who 

made accusations against him. In response, the company did nothing. It took no action against the man, 

did not reopen the investigation to interview additional employees, did not warn the woman, and did not 

set up a confidential way for employees to report harassment by the man. 540 

 
536 Brake, Deborah L. (2019) "Coworker Retaliation in the #MeToo Era," University of Baltimore Law Review: Vol. 49 : Iss. 
1 , Article 2.  
537 Brake, Deborah L. (2019) "Coworker Retaliation in the #MeToo Era," University of Baltimore Law Review: Vol. 49 : Iss. 
1 , Article 2.  
538 Hawkins v. Anheuser-Busch, Inc., 517 F.3d 321 (6th Cir. 2008). 
539 Knox v. State of Ind., 93 F.3d 1327, 1334 (7th Cir.1996); Wyatt v. City of Boston, 35 F.3d 13, 15–16 (1st Cir.1994); 
Gunnell v. Utah Valley State College, 152 F.3d 1253 (1998)  
540 Hawkins v. Anheuser-Busch, Inc., 517 F.3d 321 (6th Cir. 2008). 
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 Another case found coworkers’ retaliatory acts including putting hair in the complainant’s food, 

placing manure in her parking space, shooting rubber bands at her, and vandalizing her car. The 

employer responded flippantly to the plaintiff when it learned of these actions, suggesting that she try 

mediation and telling her that attitudes are hard to change. The court denied the employer’s motion for 

summary judgment on the retaliation claim, holding that unchecked retaliatory coworker harassment, if 

severe enough, is actionable under the same standard of employer liability that governs coworker 

harassment.541 Finally, the Noviello case of coworker harassment included physically threatening 

conduct, a false accusation of misconduct, and actions calculated to interfere with the plaintiff’s work 

performance; the court found these to be ubiquitous, severe, and having a “natural tendency to 

humiliate” a reasonable person. 542 

 

APPLE UNLEASHED ITS EMPLOYEES & MANAGERS AGAINST GJOVIK TO PUNISH HER FOR HER 
PROTECTED ACTIVITY  
 

Gjovik has been complaining of harassment and defamation by ████ ████████  against 

her since September of 2021 and even warned ████████  in December 2021 that Gjovik would 

request a restraining order against ████████  if ████████  did not cease & desist with the 

abuse.  ████ ████████  has repeatedly called Gjovik a liar, a racist, a grifter, said Gjovik is 

perjuring herself, claimed Gjovik’s complaints against Apple are meritless, and has stated she “ejected 

Gjovik from amplification,” “stopped amplifying Gjovik,” and called journalists who write about Gjovik 

not “good news outlets.” ████████ ’s threatened she could “use her platform” to “destroy Gjovik.”  

On Sept 16 2021, an editor at a major publication inquired to Gjovik: “What’s the deal with you and 

████?” He said he heard through one of their journalists that████“is telling [journalists] not to 

talk to [Gjovik].”  

On Oct 25 2021, ████████  reached to a friend of Gjovik’s saying: “Ashley has been 

harassing journalists and lying about a bunch of stuff. Editors couldn’t verify her story and they 

wouldn’t write about her. She has tried desperately to use other victims for her own gain, made racist 

 
541 Richardson v. New York State Department of Corrections; Brake, Deborah L. (2019) "Coworker Retaliation in the 
#MeToo Era," University of Baltimore Law Review: Vol. 49 : Iss. 1 , Article 2. 
542 Brake, Deborah L. (2019) "Coworker Retaliation in the #MeToo Era," University of Baltimore Law Review: Vol. 49 : Iss. 
1 , Article 2.  
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remarks, lied to the public, to the government, about what happened to her, and about me, and a bunch 

of other people who tried to help her. I cannot stand to watch good people such as yourself get wrapped 

up in her web.” That person then posted to Gjovik, “BTW - since chatting with you on Twitter here and 

there, I've been DM'd a couple times by someone at Apple.” He went on to say, “She tried to slag you 

several times, quite strongly,” & " I very strongly suspect they are using the Controlled Opposition 

tactic inside of Apple.” He later shared screenshots the conversation but asked to remain anonymous out 

of fear of retaliation, as many witnesses have also requested out of fear of ████████ .  

On December 30 2021, an Apple colleague replied to a Twitter post ████████  made 

harassing Gjovik, and communicated to ████████  without Gjovik’s knowledge or involvement, 

urging ████████  to stop harassing Gjovik. He posted publicly on Twitter: “I’d recommend you 

stop working against Ashley. You’re ultimately more aligned than not, and it *looks like* you’re 

continually lying about her (as she has the receipts). She’s not trashing you. Which is a terrible look for 

you.”543 ████████  replied: “I'm not working against her, and I've never lied about her, either. Her 

"receipts" are out of context. I have witnesses and my own receipts. I'm just not going to use my 

platform to destroy anyone to prove myself.” The man then persisted saying: “Just looks like you 

trashing her behind the scenes, her saying “this person is trashing me; sure wish she’d stop. It’s not true 

though. Here is proof.” Rinse, repeat. And people you trash her to side w/ her.” 544 ████████  

responded, “I suggested another victim get comment from Apple or proof about something she wrote 

that to my knowledge, from speaking with the person it was about, to protect herself. She did leak IP, 

and posted the evidence of it, which is now cited in Apple's defense. Is that fair to me?”  

On Dec 31 2021, one of Gjovik’s friends wanted to post a message in support of Gjovik & 

celebrating Gjovik’s human rights records & requesting GoFundMe donations for Gjovik’s legal battle. 

Within minutes ████████  contacted this woman who didn’t even know her saying Gjovik lied, 

████████  is “one of Apple’s witnesses against Gjovik,” and that Gjovik was “perjuring herself.” 

She told Gjovik’s friend, another witness suing Apple, “You do not deserve to get sucked into this shit 

for standing up for someone else.”  

On December 31 2021, Gjovik resorted to threatening she’d request a restraining order if 

████████  did not cease & desist. ████████  did not stop. Gjovik has requested ████████  

 
543 Twitter, https://twitter.com/adi/status/1476664711244562434  
544 Twitter, https://twitter.com/████████  /status/1476680996388892689  
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stop contacting her numerous times, including requesting ████████  stop harassing her & her 

friends, and stop making defamatory statements about her.  Following months of well documented 

harassment of Gjovik and her friends, and defamation of Gjovik by ████████ , and ████████  

refusing to stop despite many requests from mutual friends, on December 31 2021 Gjovik posted:  
“████ ████████ . THIS IS YOUR FINAL WARNING. STOP HARASSING ME. STOP WRITING 
ABOUT ME. STOP DEFAMING ME TO THE PRESS. STOP INTIMIDATING MY FRIENDS.  IF YOU 
DO NOT STOP IMMEDIATELY, I WILL FILE A POLICE REPORT & REQUEST A RESTRAINING 
ORDER.” 545 

 

 ████████  has become well known for obsessively monitoring Gjovik’s Twitter posts 

(despite being blocked) and when Gjovik’s friends support Gjovik in any way, ████████  sends 

them direct, private messages defaming Gjovik and threatening Gjovik’s friends that bad things will 

happen to them if they support Gjovik.  

A friend was contacted by ████████  on January 8 on LinkedIn with ████████  saying 

Gjovik was lying about ████████  being a defense witness for Apple but then confirming 

████████  was a defense witness for Apple. The friend messaged Gjovik, “do you think there is any 

way I can get her to stop bugging you?” Gjovik replied “many have tried, all have failed, you’re 

welcome to though.” The friend said: “████████  said she will agree not to talk about you if you do 

the same.” Gjovik asked if ████████  would put it in writing also if ████████  would correct 

all the “misinformation ████████  shared with the press and government” and noted ████████  

“told a lot people Gjovik is a liar and told them not to talk to her or write about her.”  

The negotiation continued for some time on Jan 8 and 9, with Gjovik complaining that 

████████  “bullied her and defamed her to the point she almost gave up on her fight against at 

Apple” and that ████████  “caused Gjovik much depression, anxiety, panic, and pain.” Gjovik said 

████████  “hurt her relationships, hurt her career, hurt her legal cases.” Gjovik said she was quiet 

about it for months but ████████  “Wouldn’t stop. Multiple people told her to stop, she wouldn’t.” 

Gjovik said ████████  “tried to destroy her.” The friend warned Gjovik “I am worried████will 

escalate further. She’s really melting down and she has the money from GoFundMe so I am worried she 

will harass you even more.” The friend also told Gjovik on Jan 9 2022 that she “told████to just leave 

all this alone and move on.”  

 
545 Twitter https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1477054537999417344  
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Gjovik filed the first charge against Apple about the threats and intimidation on January 10 2022, 

which under information and belief, Gjovik named ████████ ’s harassment against Gjovik as being 

conducted an agent of Apple in Apple’s campaign of threats, harassment, and retaliation against Gjovik 

for Gjovik’s whistleblowing at Apple.   

████████  sent Gjovik a lengthy email on February 5 2022 (over 3,000 words) making false 

accusations against Gjovik, unlawful demands of Gjovik, threats against Gjovik and demanded Gjovik 

withdraw allegations and evidence about ████████  from Gjovik’s’ federal charges (charges about 

obstruction of justice & witness tampering). ████████  in great hostility told Gjovik she believed 

one of Gjovik’s SEC Whistleblower filings: “contained absolutely no material information for 

shareholders.” Gjovik refused to withdraw any federal charge, allegations or evidence -- and protested 

again that ████████  was contacting her despite Gjovik’s request ████████  cease all 

communication. ████████  then filed a petition for an anti-harassment restraining order against 

Gjovik in a Washington state district court. 

████████ ’s request is abusive and retaliatory, and in the petition itself ████████  

admits to complaining about Gjovik to Gjovik’s law school and filing a complaint about Gjovik to the 

U.S. FBI, which ████████  herself admitted was meritless. ████████  made numerous public 

Twitter posts about the lawsuit and hearing between February 5 and Feb 13 2022, including 

████████ ’s threats towards Gjovik related to the hearing and the televised “testimony” 

████████  planned to provide to the Washington Legislature about Gjovik.” 546 547 548 ████████  

posted about the hearing that “the judge found merit in what [she] presented” (which was untrue) and 

Tweeted allegations against Gjovik for over a week. Despite the prolonged Twitter frenzy, 

████████  failed to serve Gjovik with notice of the hearing until February 14 2022, only 24hrs 

before the hearing.  

████████  continued to harass Gjovik’s friends about Gjovik at least as recently as February 11 

2022, sending one of Gjovik’s friends which ████████  does not know a direct message saying “I 

want to alert that you are amplifying some very damaging and false rhetoric” and “Gjovik is operating 

 
546 Twitter: https://twitter.com/████████  /status/1492696448487493632; 
https://web.archive.org/web/20220213032447/https://twitter.com/████████  /status/1492696448487493632  
547 Twitter: https://twitter.com/████████  /status/1492344081720086534; 
https://web.archive.org/web/20220213031314/https://twitter.com/████████  /status/1492344081720086534  
548 Twitter: https://twitter.com/████████  /status/1492260008989388803; 
https://web.archive.org/web/20220211222003/https://twitter.com/████████  /status/1492260008989388803  
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under a false assumption that everyone should take her at her word” amongst other bizarre statements. 

Gjovik’s friends shared it with Gjovik as an FYI and told Gjovik “Keep your chin up. Lots of people are 

rooting for you.”  

 
 
Vicarious Responsibility (Respondeat Superior & Cat’s Paw)   
 
 It’s under information and belief, that the named parties are Apple Inc.’s agents and employees, 

and that those named we reacting withing the scope of her/his/their agency and/or employment when 

he/she/they harmed Gjovik. 549  Even if named parties conduct was unauthorized by Apple Inc, it is still 

within the scope of employment and/or authorization because the conduct was committed in the course 

of a series of acts authorized by the employer and the conduct arose from a risk inherent in &/or created 

by Apple Inc 550 Further, actions outside work hours and facially appearing recreational are still within 

the scope of employment and/or agency because they were carried out with the employer’s stated &/or 

implied permission, they provided a benefit to the employer, and because they had become 

customary.551 

If it is a tangible employment action by supervisor, the employer is liable through strict liability. 

Under the doctrine of respondeat superior, an employer is vicariously liable for his employee’s torts 

committed within the scope of the employment. This doctrine is based on “ ‘a rule of policy, a deliberate 

allocation of a risk. The losses caused by the torts of employees, which as a practical matter are sure to 

occur in the conduct of the employer’s enterprise, are placed upon that enterprise itself, as a required 

cost of doing business.” The employer’s liability extends beyond his actual or possible control of the 

employee to include risks inherent in or created by the enterprise.” 552 

One may authorize another to act on one’s behalf in transactions with third persons. This relationship 

is called “agency.”553 The rule of respondeat superior is familiar and simply stated: an employer is 

vicariously liable for the torts of its employees committed within the scope of the employment. Equally 

 
549 Judicial Council of California Civil Jury Instructions (2020 edition), 3701 Tort Liability Asserted Against Principal, 
https://www.justia.com/trials-litigation/docs/caci/3700/3701/  
550 Judicial Council of California Civil Jury Instructions (2020 edition), CACI No. 3722. Scope of Employment - 
Unauthorized Acts, https://www.justia.com/trials-litigation/docs/caci/3700/3722/  
551 Judicial Council of California Civil Jury Instructions (2020 edition), CACI No. 3724. Social or Recreational Activities, 
https://www.justia.com/trials-litigation/docs/caci/3700/3724/  
552 Perez v. Van Groningen & Sons, Inc. (1986) 41 Cal.3d 962, 968 [227 Cal.Rptr. 106, 719 P.2d 676]. 
553 Perez v. Van Groningen & Sons, Inc. (1986) 41 Cal.3d 962, 967 [227 Cal.Rptr. 106, 719 P.2d 676] 
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well established, if somewhat surprising on first encounter, is the principle that an employee’s willful, 

malicious and even criminal torts may fall within the scope of his or her employment for purposes of 

respondeat superior, even though the employer has not authorized the employee to commit crimes or 

intentional torts.”554  An employee’s wrongful or criminal conduct may be within the scope of 

employment even if it breaks a company rule or does not benefit the employer.555 

An employer can also be liable for discrimination or retaliation if the employer acts innocently but 

based on input from a biased employee. 556 The cat’s paw theory holds that an employer should be liable 

for adverse employment actions it takes at the behest of, or instigation of, a non-decision maker when 

the action is motivated by the non-decision-maker’s unlawful discriminatory or retaliatory animus.557 

Courts have consistently found that employers may be liable for the acts of biased non-decision makers 

who set adverse employment actions in motion. 558 

An employer may be liable for harassment by non-managers if the harassment stems from the 

employer’s negligence (the employer knew or should have known about the behavior and took no 

corrective measures). An employer may also be liable if the employee’s ability to commit the 

harassment was “aided by the existing agency relation.”559 

Under the NLRA term "employer" includes any person acting as an agent of an employer, 

directly or indirectly.560 The term "supervisor" means any individual having authority, in the interest of 

the employer, to hire, transfer, suspend, lay off, recall, promote, discharge, assign, reward, or discipline 

other employees, or responsibly to direct them, or to adjust their grievances, or effectively to 

recommend such action.561 To determine whether an unfair labor practice has been committed, a 

reviewing court asks the question: whether the misconduct “reasonably tends” to restrain or coerce 

 
554 Lisa M. v. Henry Mayo Newhall Memorial Hospital (1995) 12 Cal.4th 291, 296-297 [48 Cal.Rptr.2d 510, 907 P.2d 358] 
555 Judicial Council of California Civil Jury Instructions (2020 edition), CACI No. 3722. Scope of Employment - 
Unauthorized Acts, https://www.justia.com/trials-litigation/docs/caci/3700/3722/  
556 National Law Review, Labor: Cat’s paw theory can make individual employees liable, 
https://www.natlawreview.com/article/labor-cat-s-paw-theory-can-make-individual-employees-liable  
557 Corporate Knowledge Doctrine And The ‘Cat’s Paw’ Theory, https://www.employmentlawgroup.com/in-the-
news/articles/evolution-of-the-corporate-knowledge-doctrine-and-the-cats-paw-theory/  
558 Corporate Knowledge Doctrine And The ‘Cat’s Paw’ Theory, https://www.employmentlawgroup.com/in-the-
news/articles/evolution-of-the-corporate-knowledge-doctrine-and-the-cats-paw-theory/  
559 Burlington Industries, Inc. v. Ellerth, United States Supreme Court 524 U.S. 742, 118 S.Ct. 2257 (1998) 
560 National Labor Relations Act, §2 (2) ,  https://www.nlrb.gov/guidance/key-reference-materials/national-labor-relations-act 
561 National Labor Relations Act, §2 (11), https://www.nlrb.gov/guidance/key-reference-materials/national-labor-relations-act 
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employees in the exercise of their rights under the NLRA.562  An employer can generally be held liable 

for the discriminatory or retaliatory actions of supervisors.563  

 
Conspiracy to Harass & Defame  
 

In general, civil harassment includes: abuse, threats of abuse, stalking, assault, battery, or serious 

harassment that seriously scares, annoys, or harasses someone for not legitimate or lawful reason. 564The 

Pinkerton doctrine makes a person liable for substantive offenses committed by a co-conspirator when 

their commission is reasonably foreseeable and in furtherance of the conspiracy.565 

A conspiracy is an agreement by two or more persons to commit a wrongful act. Such an agreement 

may be made orally or in writing or may be implied by the conduct of the parties. A conspiracy may be 

inferred from circumstances, including the nature of the acts done, the relationships between the parties, 

and the interests of the alleged coconspirators. 566  As long as two or more persons agree to perform a 

wrongful act, the law places civil liability for the resulting damage on all of them, regardless of whether 

they actually commit the tort themselves. ‘The effect of charging . . . conspiratorial conduct is to 

implicate all . . . who agree to the plan to commit the wrong as well as those who actually carry it out.’ 
567 

Plaintiffs must show that each member of the conspiracy acted in concert and came to a mutual 

understanding to accomplish a common and unlawful plan, and that one or more of them committed an 

overt act to further it. It is not enough that the conspiring officers knew of an intended wrongful act, they 

had to agree - expressly or tacitly - to achieve it. ” 568 A conspiracy requires evidence ‘that each member 

of the conspiracy acted in concert and came to a mutual understanding to accomplish a common and 

unlawful plan, and that one or more of them committed an overt act to further it.569 

 
562 Congressional Research, The National Labor Relations Act: Background and Selected Topics Services (2012) 
563 Reeves v. Safeway Stores, Inc., 121 Cal.App.4th (2004). 
564 California’s Courts, Understanding Abuse & Harassment Laws, https://www.courts.ca.gov/1258.htm  
565 Pinkerton v. United States, 328 U.S. 640, 647, 66 S.Ct. 1180, 90 L.Ed. 1489 (1946). 
566 Judicial Council of California Civil Jury Instructions (2020 edition), 3600 Conspiracy – Essential Factual Elements, 
https://www.justia.com/trials-litigation/docs/caci/3600/3600/ ; Wireless, Inc. v. Yi, 22 Cal.App.5th 630, 652 [231 Cal.Rptr.3d 
771] (2018)  
567 Wyatt v. Union Mortgage Co. 24 Cal.3d 773, 784 [157 Cal.Rptr. 392, 598 P.2d 45] (1979). 
568 Choate v. County of Orange, 86 Cal.App.4th 312, 333 [103 Cal.Rptr.2d 339] (2000). 
569 Wireless, Inc. v. Yi, 22 Cal.App.5th 630, 652 [231 Cal.Rptr.3d 771] (2018) 
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Under information & belief, Apple Inc, (via their managers, employees, & agents), have been 

orchestrating an extensive propaganda & harassment campaign against Gjovik since August 2021. 

Under this campaign, Apple Inc has made frequent, damaging false accusations about Gjovik’s actions 

and statements, her motives and character, and her mental health. Apple Inc has also made numerous 

threats against her related to retaliation, termination, litigation, blacklisting, and violence. Managers at 

Apple Inc were aware that coconspirators and others planned to harass and defame Gjovik. Named 

managers agreed with coconspirator and others and intended that the harassment & defamation be 

committed. 570   

The campaign started while she was still an Apple employee & has been waged by Apple 

managers under their name & Apple position (i.e. Ricky Mondello, Faye ███████, Eric ███████, 

DJ ███████, Bryan ███████, & others) as well as current and ex-Apple employees (████ 

████████ ,  █████ ███,   ███  █████,   ███  █████,  █████  ███████ ,  █████  

███████   █████  ███████ & others), again, under their own names & positions at Apple. 

There also appears to be a large online presence assumably contracted by Apple Global Security which 

appears to have access to much of her private &/or personal information, and repeats, ad nauseum, 

specific talking points assumably selected by Apple Inc for this campaign.  

This campaign is believed to be being waged in retaliation for Gjovik’s protected activity starting 

in March 2021, and also in retaliation for her reporting Apple Inc’s unlawful conduct to the government 

and law enforcement in the summer of 2021, and continuing to participate in the government 

investigations. This campaign is believed to be being waged in an effort to chill organizing & 

unionization efforts at Apple Inc, intimidate witnesses from testifying to what Apple Inc did to Gjovik, 

coerce Gjovik to withdraw her complaints, and to generally intimidate current Apple Inc employees 

from speaking out or reporting unlawful activity.  

This campaign began shortly after Gjovik started talking to the press and the government about 

her safety, labor, and discrimination concerns but quickly amplified once she filed formal complaints 

against Apple Inc with the U.S. NLRB, U.S. EEOC, U.S. Department of Labor, California Department 

of Labor, U.S. SEC, U.S. FBI, and other regulatory & law enforcement agencies. Within days of her 

reports, the frequency and intensity of the abuse dramatically increased, including threats of termination 

 
570 Judicial Council of California Civil Jury Instructions (2020 edition), 3600 Conspiracy – Essential Factual Elements, 
https://www.justia.com/trials-litigation/docs/caci/3600/3600/ 
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& other retaliation, threats of violence, threats of litigation, threats of bankruptcy, threats against her 

friends and supporters, and much coercion to drop her government complaints & to not file a lawsuit. 

Apple managers, employees, and agents have referred to Gjovik’s complaints to the federal and 

state government about Apple Inc as “unsubstantiated,” “meritless,” “baseless,” “dead in the water,” and 

that there’s “no case.” Apple’s agents referred to Gjovik as an “ambulance chaser” and her cases as 

“shakedown lawsuits.”  Apple manager Ricky Mondello and ex-Apple employees ████ ████████  

and  █████ ███ have publicly called Gjovik a “liar,” “predator,” “racist,” “inconsequential,” “not a 

real whistleblower,” “not a real activist.” These parties have described Gjovik’s protected activities as a 

“vendetta,” “warpath,” “perjury,” “fabricated nonsense,” “misleading rhetoric,” &  “misinformation.”  

Among other things, Apple Inc & their agents have publicly called me a “liar, toxic, attention-seeking, 

obnoxious, vindictive, entitled, cancer, lacking credibility, dishonest, malicious, a sociopath, a 

provocateur, unhinged, insane, overweight, a narcissist, ‘universally hated’, a psychopath, paranoid, 

Bipolar, psychotic, schizophrenic, a grifter, a Karen, a Super Karen, Karenx100, a ‘typical feminist,’ and 

a ‘classic cow’. 

Apple manager Ricky Mondello and ex-Apple employees ████ ████████  and  █████ 

███ and other Apple agents have referred to the journalists and publications who write about Gjovik’s 

protected activities as “lacking credibility,” “anti-business,” not deserving of respect, creating 

“manufactured narratives,” “unethical,” and causing “irreparable harm.” ████ ████████ , 

speaking on her ”AppleToo” employee organizing platform has stated she “ejected Gjovik from 

amplification,” “stopped amplifying Gjovik,” and called journalists who write about Gjovik not “good 

news outlets.” ████████ ’s threatened she could “use her platform” to “destroy Gjovik.” Shortly 

after Gjovik was terminated by Apple, Mondello posted “Sometimes you fuck around, and then 

sometimes you find out.” 
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████████  also recently began to claim Gjovik is “harassing,” “defaming,” and “extorting” 

her and went so far as to report Gjovik to the U.S. FBI, though later said it was a mistake and blamed 

her actions on a narcotics relapse. Gjovik has requested ████████  stop contacting her numerous 

times, including requesting ████████  stop harassing her & her friends, and stop making defamatory 

statements about her. In December 2021, Gjovik resorted to threatening she’d request a restraining order 

if ████████  did not cease & desist. ████████  did not stop. As of the last week, ████████  

sent Gjovik a 3,000-word email making wild accusations, confirming she reported Gjovik to the FBI, 

and demanding Gjovik remove certain evidence and accusations about ████████  & her associates 

from Gjovik’s federal administrative and criminal filings. When Gjovik refused to rescind her 
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allegations of ████████ ’s unlawful activity and refused to omit incriminating evidence, 

████████  then announced she is pursuing frivolous, retaliatory litigation against Gjovik. 

 

SOCIAL MEDIA BASED THREATS & INTIMIDATION  
 

Three Twitter-based NLRB cases involved claims of threats related to worker efforts to form 

unions. In 2018, Musk tweeted, “Nothing stopping Tesla team at our car plant from voting union. Could 

do so tmrw if they wanted. But why pay union dues and give up stock options for nothing?”571 The board 

members wrote that the message “unlawfully threatened” Tesla’s employees by stating that they “would 

lose their stock options if they chose the Union” to represent them. U.S. labor law allows companies to 

make negative predictions about the consequences if workers unionize, but prohibits them from 

threatening to punish employees for doing so. Musk has run afoul of U.S. agencies before: The 

Securities and Exchange Commission sued him in 2018 over a tweet claiming he had “funding secured” 

to take Tesla private, eventually leading to a settlement that requires a lawyer to pre-approve Musk’s 

tweets on some topics.572 The judge ruled that Musk’s tweet was unlawful because: “Musk's tweet can 

only be read by a reasonable employee to indicate that if the employees vote to unionize that they would 

give up stock options. Musk threatened to take away a benefit enjoyed by the employees consequently for 

voting to unionize." In other words, according to the judge, this amounted to an impermissible threat.573 

The publisher of conservative online magazine The Federalist unlawfully threatened workers in 

2020 when he said via Twitter that he’d send them “back to the salt mine” if they attempted to form a 

union, the National Labor Relations Board held. “We find that employees would reasonably view the 

message as expressing an intent to take swift action against any employee who tried to unionize the 

Respondent,” the NLRB said in a ruling Tuesday. “In addition, the reference to sending that employee 

‘back to the salt mine’ reasonably implied that the response would be adverse.” The decision upholds 

an administrative law judge’s ruling that FDRLST Media publisher Ben Domenech’s tweet violated 

federal labor law. The wording of the tweet itself spells out that it was directed at workers, but 

 
571 Twitter, https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/998454539941367808  
572 Bloomberg Law, Tesla Is Ordered to Rehire Worker, Make Musk Delete Tweet, https://news.bloomberglaw.com/daily-
labor-report/tesla-illegally-fired-worker-and-must-kill-musk-tweet-nlrb-says 
573 National Law Review, Elon Musk Tweet Violated Labor Law, Says NLRB Judge, 
https://www.natlawreview.com/article/elon-musk-tweet-violated-labor-law-says-nlrb-judge 
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regardless, threats that weren’t intended for workers but were seen by them violates labor law under 

board precedent, the NLRB said. 574 The board ordered Domenech to delete the “salt mine” statement 

from his personal Twitter account.575 

The Barstool Sports controversy began in 2020 after Barstool Sports co-founder David Portnoy 

re-posted a 2015 article where he said he would “smash” any employee union effort. When a union 

supporter then offered to chat about organizing with employees, Portnoy threatened that he would fire 

any employee who reached out to him about organizing. “If you work for @barstoolsports and DM this 

man I will fire you on the spot,” Portnoy tweeted Aug. 13. The comment led to allegations that the 

sports blogger was breaking federal labor laws by threatening workers. The founder reiterated his 

position in subsequent tweets, posting a shirt for sale with his face and the words “Union Buster.”576 

Four months later the company reached an informal settlement with the NLRB that calls for the deletion 

of the tweets and removal of other anti-union material created by the company. The settlement comes as 

the federal labor board has increasingly scrutinized when statements by company executives on social 

media violate labor laws. 577  

The settlement posting also provided confirmation that Barstool Sports was behind a Twitter 

account calling itself the Barstool Sports Union that purported to be “the labor movement inside 

Barstool Sports.” The account tweeted out August 13, “Would prefer to stay anonymous right now in 

beginning stages of unionization. DM. Serious inquiries only.” The Twitter account was a ploy to 

uncover whether any employees supported efforts to unionize, according to union attorney David A. 

Rosenfeld, who also filed an unfair labor practice charge against Barstool Sports with the federal labor 

board. The company agreed to remove the @BSSUNION Twitter account as part of the settlement and it 

has since been deleted. 578 

 

 
 

574 Bloomberg Law, The Federalist Publisher’s Tweet Violated Labor Law, NLRB Rules, 
https://news.bloomberglaw.com/daily-labor-report/the-federalist-publishers-tweet-violated-labor-law-nlrb-rules  
575 Bloomberg Law, The Federalist Publisher’s Tweet Violated Labor Law, NLRB Rules, 
https://news.bloomberglaw.com/daily-labor-report/the-federalist-publishers-tweet-violated-labor-law-nlrb-rules  
576 Bloomberg Law, Barstool Sports Settles With Labor Board Over Anti-Union Tweets, 
https://news.bloomberglaw.com/daily-labor-report/barstool-sports-settles-with-labor-board-over-anti-union-tweets  
577 Bloomberg Law, Barstool Sports Settles With Labor Board Over Anti-Union Tweets, 
https://news.bloomberglaw.com/daily-labor-report/barstool-sports-settles-with-labor-board-over-anti-union-tweets  
578 Bloomberg Law, Barstool Sports Settles With Labor Board Over Anti-Union Tweets, 
https://news.bloomberglaw.com/daily-labor-report/barstool-sports-settles-with-labor-board-over-anti-union-tweets  
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VI. Apple Required “Good Cause” to Fire Gjovik  
 
Gjovik was No Longer an At-Will Employee  
 

In California, employment having no specified term is presumed to be on an “at-will” basis.579  

The presumption can be altered or limited by oral agreement between an employer and employee.580  

One such potential alteration arises when an employer makes a guarantee to the employee that he will 

only be fired for good cause.581 The contractual understanding need not be express, but may be implied 

in fact, arising from the parties' conduct evidencing their actual mutual intent to create such enforceable 

limitations.582 In California, as both Popescu v Apple & Banko v Apple explain, courts consider whether 

an employment contract is more than “at-will” by looking to “the personnel policies or practices of the 

employer, the employee's longevity of service, actions or communications by the employer reflecting 

assurances of continued employment, and the practices of the industry in which the employee is 

engaged.”583 As the California Supreme Court explained in Foley, “[w]hen the parties have enforceable 

expectations concerning either the term of employment or the grounds or manner of termination, Labor 

Code section 2922 does not diminish the force of such contractual or legal obligations.” 584 

There is a strong trend in favor of recognizing implied contract terms that modify the power of 

an employer to discharge an employee at will.585 Courts have recognized an implied promise to abide by 

employee manual guidelines contractually enforceable, 586 if employer "creates an atmosphere of job 

security and fair treatment with promises of specific treatment in specific situations and an employee is 

induced thereby to remain on the job those promises will be enforced, 587 contractual obligations can be 

 
579 Banko v. Apple Inc., 20 F.Supp.3d 749 (2013);  Cal. Labor Code § 2922. 
580 Banko v. Apple Inc., 20 F.Supp.3d 749 (2013); Guz v. Bechtel Nat. Inc., 24 Cal.4th 317, 336, 100 Cal.Rptr.2d 352, 8 P.3d 
1089 (2000). 
581 Banko v. Apple Inc., 20 F.Supp.3d 749 (2013); Foley v. Interactive Data Corp., 47 Cal.3d 654, 677, 254 Cal.Rptr. 211, 
765 P.2d 373 (1988). 
582 Banko v. Apple Inc., 20 F.Supp.3d 749 (2013); Guz, 24 Cal.4th at 336, 100 Cal.Rptr.2d 352, 8 P.3d 1089. 
583 Popescu v. Apple Inc., 1 Cal. App. 5th 39, 57, 204 Cal. Rptr. 3d 302, 316 (2016); Banko v. Apple Inc., 20 F.Supp.3d 749 
(2013); Foley, 47 Cal.3d at 680, 254 Cal.Rptr. 211, 765 P.2d 373. 
584 Banko v. Apple Inc., 20 F.Supp.3d 749 (2013); Foley, 47 Cal.3d at 680, 254 Cal.Rptr. 211, 765 P.2d 373. 
585 Foley v. Interactive Data Corp., 47 Cal. 3d 654, 676-77, 254 Cal. Rptr. 211, 222-23, 765 P.2d 373, 384 (1988) 
586 Hoffman-La Roche, Inc. v. Campbell (Ala. 1987) 512 So.2d 725, 729-733 
587 Thompson v. St. Regis Paper Co., supra, 685 P.2d 1081, 1087-1088 
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implicit in employer policies and practices.588 It must be determined, as a question of fact, whether the 

parties acted in such a manner as to provide the necessary foundation for an implied contract.589 In the 

employment context, factors apart from consideration and express terms may be used to ascertain the 

existence and content of an employment agreement, including "the personnel policies or practices of the 

employer, the employee's longevity of service, actions or communications by the employer reflecting 

assurances of continued employment, and the practices of the industry in which the employee is 

engaged.”590 Repeated oral assurances of job security and consistent promotions, salary increases and 

bonuses may contribute to an employee’s reasonable expectation that he would not be discharged except 

for good cause. 591 An employer may imply a promise not to terminate without good cause by personnel 

guidelines and individual performance warnings, evaluations and instruction.. 592 Length of employment 

is a relevant consideration but six years and nine months is sufficient time for conduct to occur on which 

a trier of fact could find the existence of an implied contract. 593 

“Under the approach adopted by the Restatement, the employer must always establish the basis 

for cause.” 594  “Good cause,” under the combined Scott-Pugh standard is fair and honest reasons, 

regulated by good faith on the part of the employer, that are not trivial, arbitrary or capricious, unrelated 

to business needs or goals, or pretextual. A reasoned conclusion, in short, supported by substantial 

evidence gathered through an adequate investigation that includes notice of the claimed misconduct and 

a chance for the employee to respond.595 

 

“GOOD CAUSE” REQUIRED FOR TERMINATIONS  
 

 
588 Pine River State Bank v. Mettille (Minn. 1983) 333 N.W.2d 622, 626-629 [same]; Toussaint v. Blue Cross & Blue Shield 
of Mich., supra, 292 N.W.2d 880, 892-893; see also Duldulao v. Saint Mary of Nazareth Hosp. (1987) 115 Ill.2d 482 [505 
N.E.2d 314, 317] [listing 25 jurisdictions recognizing contractually binding force of employee handbooks] 
589Silva v. Providence Hospital of Oakland (1939) 14 Cal.2d 762, 774 [97 P.2d 798] 
590 Foley v. Interactive Data Corp., 47 Cal. 3d 654, 680, 254 Cal. Rptr. 211, 225, 765 P.2d 373, 387 (1988) 
591 Foley v. Interactive Data Corp., 47 Cal. 3d 654, 681, 254 Cal. Rptr. 211, 225, 765 P.2d 373, 387 (1988); Rulon-Miller v. 
International Business Machines Corp. (1984) 162 Cal.App.3d 241, 251 [208 Cal.Rptr. 524] 
592 Foley v. Interactive Data Corp., 47 Cal. 3d 654, 681, 254 Cal. Rptr. 211, 226, 765 P.2d 373, 387-88 (1988); 
Cf. Gray v. Superior Court, supra, 181 Cal.App.3d 813, 821; Khanna v. Microdata Corp. (1985) 170 Cal.App.3d 250, 262 
[215 Cal.Rptr. 860]. 
593 Foley v. Interactive Data Corp., 47 Cal. 3d 654, 681, 254 Cal. Rptr. 211, 226, 765 P.2d 373, 387-88 (1988); 
Cf. Gray v. Superior Court, supra, 181 Cal.App.3d 813, 821; Khanna v. Microdata Corp. (1985) 170 Cal.App.3d 250, 262 
[215 Cal.Rptr. 860]. 
594 Restatement of the Law, Employment Law, § 2.04, Cause for Termination of Employment Agreements  
595 Cotran v. Rollins Hudig Hall Internat., Inc., 17 Cal. 4th 93, 107-08, 69 Cal. Rptr. 2d 900, 910, 948 P.2d 412, 422 (1998) 
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Banko was found to no longer be an at-will employee of Apple under nearly the exact same fact 

pattern as Gjovik. Many of the facts that the Foley court found adequate to create a triable issue of fact 

as to whether or not the parties agreed to fire the plaintiff only for good cause are mirrored in the 

relationship between Banko and Apple.  First, the Court found six years and nine months to be sufficient 

elapsed time for a trier of fact to find that an implied contract had developed.596 Banko was employed 

for 12 years, nearly twice as long as the plaintiff in Foley. Gjovik had been employed at Apple for six 

years and seven months, nearly the same as Foley.   Second, as in Foley, Banko received repeated oral 

assurances of job security and consistent promotions, salary increases and bonuses during the term of his 

employment that contributed to his reasonable expectation of discharge only for good cause.597 Gjovik 

was also made similar promises.  

As the defendant in Foley had self-imposed written termination guidelines, Banko alleges Apple 

had a common practice of placing struggling employees on a performance improvement plan, which, as 

in Foley, did not occur here.598 Gjovik argues the same, detailed in the pretext section. As the presence 

of these facts was sufficient for Foley, it was also sufficient to state a claim for relief for breach of a 

contract in violation of Banko's evolved right to be subject to termination only for good cause. 599 It will 

also be enough for Gjovik’s evolved right to be subject to termination only for good cause. As will be 

discussed later, termination for Gjovik’s statutorily and constitutionally protected rights is not a legal 

reason for termination regardless, but especially as an “for cause” employee.  

 
596 Banko v. Apple Inc., 20 F.Supp.3d 749 (2013); Foley. at 681, 254 Cal.Rptr. 211, 765 P.2d 373. 
597 Banko v. Apple Inc., 20 F.Supp.3d 749 (2013); Foley. at 681, 254 Cal.Rptr. 211, 765 P.2d 373. 
598 Banko v. Apple Inc., 20 F.Supp.3d 749 (2013); Foley. at 681, 254 Cal.Rptr. 211, 765 P.2d 373. 
599 Banko v. Apple Inc., 20 F.Supp.3d 749 (2013). 
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Gjovik’s importance to Apple was exemplified in her many outstanding performance reviews. 

These included Apple’s award to Gjovik of large discretionary bonuses and raises, all related to her 

strong performance as an Apple employee. During her tenure at Apple, Gjovik’s performance never 

necessitated any performance improvement plan, nor did Apple ever issue any negative written reviews.  

Gjovik was told she was an extremely valuable member of the company by her supervisors, ████ 

████, Venkat Memula, David Powers, and Dan West. At different times she was told she was both 

“key talent” and “high performer.” Every annual performance review at Apple, Gjovik received at least 

one “Exceeds Expectations.”  

In her 2017 annual reviews working for Mr. Powers and Mr. West, Ms. Gjovik was praised as 

“extremely driven,” “invaluable,” “smart,” “very methodical,” and “a strong advocate for quality.”600 

They told Gjovik she, “quickly made a big impact” & they “came a long way thanks to [her] work.”601 

Mr. West praised Gjovik as  “an absolute pleasure to work” and “a great addition to the team,” who 

made a “tremendous impact in a short time.”602 

 
600 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2017 Annual Review  
601 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2017 Annual Review  
602 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2017 Annual Review  

 

In her 2017 annual review Dan West told Gjovik, 

 

 he “appreciates her willingness to speak truth to authority. It’s not often employees feel confident 

enough to speak out to the senior leadership. You’ve struck a great balance in how [Gjovik] delivered 

messages to [him]. 

 

 In the process [she’s] proven [herself] to be thoughtful, opinionated (a good thing in my mind) and a 

leader.  

 

Keep doing this and good things will continue to follow.” 1 
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Gjovik also received praise outside her reviews. Tara Bunch the Vice President of AppleCare 

(Apple’s largest organization with over 60,000 employees and contractors), told Gjovik in 2016, “you 

have a lot of support and people who think so highly of you”603 Ms. Bunch added in 2017, within a letter 

she submitted to Santa Clara University recommending Gjovik for admission to their law school, writing 

that Gjovik has “demonstrated herself to be highly intelligent, intellectually curious, committed to 

excellence, and extremely hard working” and “has the personal courage to contribute her thoughts and 

speak out on important issues.”604  

In 2018, Mr. Powers & Mr. West praised Gjovik as an “excellent” cross-functional program 

manager, as someone with an “impressive” network of “critical relationships” across the company, a 

“great team player,” driving “impressive” innovations, who is always “proactively looking for 

opportunities” to help Apple teams.605 Mr. Powers thanked Ms. Gjovik for “always looking out for 

[him].” 606  Powers told Gjovik the Women’s community group she founded had become a “staple of 

this organization” and that she “deserves tremendous credit for pioneering it.” 607 Gjovik was told that 

“due to [her] contributions” that Mr. Powers organization is now “a better run organization.” 608 Ms. 

Gjovik’s coworkers added that Gjovik was “consistently one of [their] favorite people to work with.”  

In 2019, when Gjovik engaged in a rotation to work in Apple Legal for the summer, Powers told 

her, “You’re coming back. You are coming back. Correct?” Gjovik, said correct though reported the 

conversation to West saying Powers was “totally intense” Gjovik told Powers “yes I’m coming back” 

and he was satisfied. Gjovik told West that Powers expressed concerns about losing Gjovik again a few 

weeks later to the point she told West that Powers as “twitching.” Gjovik wrote, “I'm assuming best 

intent that he just misses having my support and he’s getting a little possessive because he doesn’t want 

to lose me.... but.... It’s coming across a bit cray-cray.”609 

In 2019 Gjovik worked in Apple Legal Products as a Software Products Legal Intern.610 Mr. 

Powers reported back feedback from the Legal team, saying Gjovik “received high marks” and that an 

 
603 Email from Tara Bunch to Ashley Gjovik (Henderson), December 25, 2016 at 8:46 PM, Subj: Re: Merry Christmas 
604 Ms. Tara Bunch, Letter of Recommendation for Ashley Gjovik (Henderson), Santa Clara University School of Law, Aug 
23 2017  
605 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2018 Annual Review  
606 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2018 Annual Review  
607 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2018 Annual Review  
608 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2018 Annual Review  
609 Gjovik to West, May 13, 2019 at 6:34:14 PM PDT, "How I Got Here" Ongoing DRI 
610 [redacted]  
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Apple attorney said “Ashley was a gem to work” and “a terrific team player who has a wonderful can-do 

attitude.” The attorney said the work Ashley did during that summer internship “continues to influence 

some of [Apple’s] policies even today.”611  

During Gjovik’s internship with Apple Legal, Senior Director of Software Products Legal, Ms. 

◼◼◼◼◼◼ ◼◼◼◼ wrote to Gjovik, “We are lucky to have you with us this summer! I am just so 

thrilled! You are doing great work! And we’re all so thankful for your help (many on the team have 

commented on this).”612 Further, Senior Director of Apple University, Mr. ◼◼◼◼ ◼◼◼◼◼◼ 

wrote to Gjovik, “Just wanted to tell you how fantastic it is to be working you on this. You manage to 

provide a great mix of enabling, facilitating and contributing important insights to the conversation. 

Thanks so much.”613 Mr. West said about the positive feedback Gjovik received for her legal and policy 

work, “You’re making us proud!”614 

Mr. Powers illustrated what he called Gjovik’s’ “amazing work” as: “the combination of broad 

networking, collaboration, understanding of many technical and non-technical areas;” “providing deep 

and meaningful insights;” and “connecting people for more collaboration.” 615 Powers went on to say 

Gjovik had “become a mentor to people around the organization” around “relationship skills,” “crafting 

presentations," “increasing visibility and network," & “coaching on tough conversations.” 616 Mr. 

Powers said he was “thankful for her work: and that he “appreciated how she takes the time to give to 

others, and they are deeply appreciative too.”617 

 

Gjovik was no longer an at-will employee, thus “good cause” was required to fire her. 

 

VII. Breach of Duty of Good Faith & Fair Dealing  
 
 
Apple’s Breached it’s Contractual Duty to Gjovik When it Fired Her  

 
611 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2020 Annual Review  
612 ◼◼◼◼◼◼ ◼◼◼◼ to Ashley Gjovik, Summer of 2019, iMessage  
613 ◼◼◼◼ ◼◼◼◼◼◼ to Ashley Gjovik, June 30, 2019, Subj Re: AI/ML Policy Development: Research Discussion w/ 
Arnaud (Notes) 
614 Dan West to Ashley Gjovik, June 30, 2019, Subj Re: AI/ML Policy Development: Research Discussion w/ Arnaud 
(Notes) 
615 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2019 Annual Review  
616 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2019 Annual Review  
617 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2019 Annual Review  
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Every contract imposes upon each party a duty of good faith and fair dealing in its performance 

and its enforcement.618 An allegation of breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing is 

an allegation of breach of an "ex contractu" obligation, namely one arising out of the contract itself. The 

covenant of good faith is read into contracts in order to protect the express covenants or promises of the 

contract.619 tort remedies are not available for breach of the implied covenant in an employment contract 

to employees who allege they have been discharged in violation of the covenant. 620 

The tort of bad faith should be applied to commercial contracts only if four features 

characteristic of bad faith actions are present. The features are: (1) one of the parties to the contract 

enjoys a superior bargaining position to the extent that it is able to dictate the terms of the contract; (2) 

the purpose of the weaker party in entering into the contract is not primarily to profit but rather to secure 

an essential service or product, financial security or peace of mind; (3) the relationship of the parties is 

such that the weaker party places its trust and confidence in the larger entity; and (4) there is conduct on 

the part of the defendant indicating an intent to frustrate the weaker party's enjoyment of the contract 

rights.621 

The covenant of good faith and fair dealing, implied by law in every contract, exists merely to 

prevent one contracting party from unfairly frustrating the other party's right to receive the benefits of 

the agreement actually made.622 As Banko v Apple Inc explains, in addition to a contract's express terms, 

every contract imposes upon each party a duty of good faith and fair dealing in its performance and its 

enforcement.623 The court in the Banko case gave examples of how Apple Inc could violate the covenant 

of good faith and fair dealing, including “Apple [taking] steps to undermine [an employee’s] 

performance of his obligations under the employment agreement.” 624 

 
618 Foley v. Interactive Data Corp., 47 Cal. 3d 654, 683-84, 254 Cal. Rptr. 211, 227, 765 P.2d 373, 389 (1988); Rest.2d 
Contracts, § 205; the Restatement; the Uniform Commercial Code; Burton, Breach of Contract and the Common Law Duty to 
Perform in Good Faith  [*684]  (1980) 94 Harv. L. Rev. 369. 
619 Foley v. Interactive Data Corp., 47 Cal. 3d 654, 690, 254 Cal. Rptr. 211, 231, 765 P.2d 373, 394 (1988) 
620 Foley v. Interactive Data Corp., 47 Cal. 3d 654, 690, 254 Cal. Rptr. 211, 231, 765 P.2d 373, 394 (1988) 
621 Foley v. Interactive Data Corp., 47 Cal. 3d 654, 690-91, 254 Cal. Rptr. 211, 231-33, 765 P.2d 373, 394 (1988); 
Louderback & Jurika, Standards for Limiting the Tort of Bad Faith Breach of Contract (1982) 16 U.S.F. L.Rev. 187, 200-201 
622 Banko v. Apple Inc., 20 F.Supp.3d 749 (2013); Foley. at 349, 100 Cal.Rptr.2d 352, 8 P.3d 1089. 
623 Banko v. Apple Inc., 20 F.Supp.3d 749 (2013); Foley, 47 Cal.3d at 683, 254 Cal.Rptr. 211, 765 P.2d 373. 
624 Banko v. Apple Inc., 20 F.Supp.3d 749 (2013). 
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Each party to an employment relationship, including at-will employment, owes a nonwaivable 

duty of good faith and fair dealing to each other party, which includes a party's obligation not to hinder 

the other party's performance under, or to deprive the other party of the benefit of, their contractual 

relationship.625  In any employment relationship, including at-will employment, the employer's implied 

duty of good faith and fair dealing includes the duty not to terminate or seek to terminate the 

employment relationship for the purpose of: preventing the vesting or accrual of an employee right or 

benefit; or retaliating against the employee for performing the employee's obligations under the 

employment contract or law. 626 

Every contract contains an implied-in-law covenant of good faith and fair dealing that "neither 

party will do anything which will injure the right of the other to receive the benefits of the 

agreement."627 The implied covenant "imposes upon each party the obligation to do everything that the 

contract presupposes they will do to accomplish its purpose."628  Thus, it "protects only the parties' right 

to receive the benefit of their agreement."629  "A claim for breach of the implied covenant of good faith 

and fair dealing is not duplicative of a breach of contract claim when a plaintiff alleges that the 

defendant acted in bad faith to frustrate the benefits of the alleged contract."630  

The Banko Court found the employee’s complaint against Apple Inc plausibly suggested he is 

entitled to relief due to Banko reporting his employee’s activities to his supervisors due to his belief that 

he was obligated by law and company policy to do so. 631 When Banko was told to cease pursuing the 

embezzling employee’s termination, Apple presented him with an untenable dilemma: either disobey his 

superiors' instructions or adopt a course of conduct Banko believed would violate Apply policy and the 

law.632 Apple’s actions made it impossible for Banko to do his job pursuant to his purported 

 
625 Restatement of the Law: Employment Law, § 2.07, Implied Duty of Good Faith and Fair Dealing, §2.07(a); Restatement 
Second, Contracts §205 
626 Restatement of the Law: Employment Law, § 2.07, Implied Duty of Good Faith and Fair Dealing, §2.07(c)(1)-(2) 
627 Banko v. Apple, Inc., No. 13-02977 RS, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 176476, at *22-23 (N.D. Cal. Dec. 16, 2013); Kransco v. 
Am. Empire Surplus Lines Ins. Co., 23 Cal. 4th 390, 97 Cal. Rptr. 2d 151, 2 P.3d 1, 8 (2000) 
628 Banko v. Apple, Inc., No. 13-02977 RS, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 176476, at *22-23 (N.D. Cal. Dec. 16, 2013); Careau & 
Co. v. Sec. Pac. Bus. Credit, Inc., 222 Cal. App. 3d 1371, 272 Cal. Rptr. 387, 398 (Ct. App. 1990) 
629 Banko v. Apple, Inc., No. 13-02977 RS, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 176476, at *22-23 (N.D. Cal. Dec. 16, 2013); Foley v. 
Interactive Data Corp., 47 Cal. 3d 654, 254 Cal. Rptr. 211, 765 P.2d 373, 400 n. 39 (1988). 
630 Banko v. Apple, Inc., No. 13-02977 RS, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 176476, at *22-23 (N.D. Cal. Dec. 16, 2013); Davis v. 
Capitol Records, LLC, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 55917, 2013 WL 1701746 (N.D. Cal. 2013). 
631 Banko v. Apple, Inc., No. 13-02977 RS, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 176476, at *23-24 (N.D. Cal. Dec. 16, 2013) 
632 Banko v. Apple, Inc., No. 13-02977 RS, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 176476, at *23-24 (N.D. Cal. Dec. 16, 2013) 
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employment contract, thereby breaching Apple's obligation to abide by the implied covenant of good 

faith and fair dealing. 633 

APPLE’S OPPORTUNISTIC FIRING OF GJOVIK TO DENY HER OWED BENEFITS  
 

One of the main applications of the implied duty of good faith and fair dealing in the 

employment context is the employer's opportunistic use of its power to terminate the relationship as a 

means of preventing an employee right or benefit from vesting or accruing. 634 For example, if an 

employer provides a form of bonus tied to past performance but conditioned upon the employee's 

remaining on the payroll as of a certain date, discharge of the employee without cause prior to that date 

for the purpose of preventing vesting is a breach of the implied duty. The discharge will not be effective 

to prevent the vesting of the employee's bonus. This is not because the employer has a general obligation 

not to terminate employees without cause. Rather, in the context of this bonus plan, the employer's duty 

to cooperate means that once an employee has substantially performed, unless there is independent 

cause for termination, the employer cannot use its right to terminate without cause for the purpose of 

depriving the employee of the benefit of the contract. The implied duty enforces the parties' reasonable 

expectations in agreeing to the deferred-compensation bonus arrangement by requiring full payment of 

the amount owed. 635 In one case, the employee was awarded $ 244,000 as compensatory damages after 

employer breached the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing by falsifying documents to create 

"evidence" to support firing employee; damages based on the difference between what employee would 

have earned had he not been fired and what he earned at his alternative employment).636  

 Gjovik was fired day before she was supposed to receive her annual performance review with an 

expected salary increase, bonus, and RSU grants. Gjovik was fired weeks before she was to have her 

next RSU vesting. These sums were in payment for Gjovik’s performance and retention, which she 

already satisfied. Gjovik is owed the amount Apple stole in breach of her contract.  

 
633 Banko v. Apple, Inc., No. 13-02977 RS, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 176476, at *23-24 (N.D. Cal. Dec. 16, 2013) 
634 Restatement of the Law: Employment Law, § 2.07, Implied Duty of Good Faith and Fair Dealing, §2.07 Comment 
635 Restatement of the Law: Employment Law, § 2.07, Implied Duty of Good Faith and Fair Dealing, §2.07 Comment; v. 
Cash Co., 373 Mass. 96, 364 N.E.2d 1251 (1977); Metcalf v. Gas Co., 116 Idaho 622, 627, 778 P.2d 744, 749 (1989); 
Wagenseller v. Scottsdale Memorial Hospital, 147 Ariz. 370, 710 P.2d 1025, 1040 (1985) (en banc); Nolan v. Data Corp., 
243 N.J. Super. 420, 579 A.2d 1252 (App. Div. 1990).  
636 Town of Cheswold v. Vann, 9 A.3d 467, 473 (Del. 2010) 
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 Gjovik was also owed responses to her safety concerns, which would include scientific and 

regulatory findings which would inform her health & medical risk for the rest of her life. Apple fired 

her instead of providing her the basic courtesy of letting her know if she is at higher risk of dying a slow 

and painful death. Apple also owed Gjovik a response to the discrimination and retaliation investigation, 

as well as the results of her annual performance review. Apple denied Gjovik the performance of basic 

obligations found in Apple employment policies. Therefore, Apple breached their duty of good faith & 

fair bargaining. 

APPLE’S PUNISHMENT OF GJOVIK FOR PERFORMING CONTRACTUALLY OBLIGATED DUTIES  
 

The other main applications of the implied duty of good faith and fair dealing in the employment 

context involves retaliatory discharge or other significant discipline of employees for performing their 

contractual or statutory duties. Although employers in at-will relationships are not required to have 

cause for termination of an employee, they are under an implied duty of cooperation that requires them 

not to terminate or otherwise discipline an employee for performing the employee's contractual 

obligations. Similarly, where employees are under a legal duty to act or refrain from acting in particular 

ways, employers violate the implied duty of good faith and fair dealing by using their at-will power to 

terminate or otherwise discipline employees for performing those legal obligations. In this context, a 

violation of the implied duty provides a basis for challenging the termination or other discipline. 637 

Courts have recognized a broad exception from the at-will presumption for terminations 

"motivated by bad faith or malice or based on retaliation."638  The Covenant applies in cases which "an 

employee is discharged because he has performed an act that public policy would encourage, or refused 

to do that which public policy would condemn." 639 As explained in Banko v Apple Inc, Section 1102.5 

of the California Labor Code makes it illegal for a California employer to retaliate against an employee 

for refusing to participate in an activity that would result in a violation of state or federal law.640 

 The offer letter Gjovik signed upon joining Apple clearly stated Apple “believes that every 

employee should use good judgment and exercise uncompromising integrity when conducting Apple 

business. By accepting this offer, you acknowledge that you have received and read Apple’s Business 

 
637 Restatement of the Law: Employment Law, § 2.07, Implied Duty of Good Faith and Fair Dealing, §2.07 Comment 
638 Monge v. Beebe Rubber Co., 114 N.H. 130, 133, 316 A.2d 549, 551-552 (1974). 
639 Howard v. Dorr Woolen Co., 120 N.H. 295, 297, 414 A.2d 1273, 1274 (1980).  
640 Banko v. Apple Inc., 20 F.Supp.3d 749 (2013). 
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Conduct Policy and that you agree to comply with its terms.”641 When Gjovik signed her IPA 

employment contract, she promised that she “agree that [she] will comply, and do all things necessary 

for Apple to comply, with the laws and regulations of all governments where Apple do business, and 

with provisions of contracts between such governments or its contractors and Apple.” 642 

Apple’s employee polices required,  

- “a responsibility to speak up when they see or hear of a violation of our policies or the law.”643 

- “a commitment “to upholding [Apple’s] high standards.”644 

- “expectation to  Follow the Policy. Comply with the letter and spirit of Apple’s Business 

Conduct Policy and all applicable legal requirements. Speak up. If you see or hear of any 

violation of Apple’s Business Conduct Policy, other Apple policies, or legal or regulatory 

requirements, you must notify either your manager, People Team, Legal, or Business 

Conduct.”645 

The policies warned, “Any failure to comply with Apple’s Business Conduct Policy—or failure to report 

a violation—may result in disciplinary action, up to and including termination of employment.” 646 

 In Gjovik’s “Product Integrity” organization she was told, including in her annual reviews, that a 

core organization objective was that she “conduct herself with the utmost ethical behavior.” 647 Within 

Hardware Engineering, the “Success Profile” for an EPM required “demonstrating integrity.” 648 The 

profile instructed Gjovik that to excel in her role she must “be honest and forthcoming, holding people 

accountable, and standing up for what’s right.” The Profile said Gjovik would not meet the 

expectations of her role if she “failed to address risky behavior or poor work,” or if she “withheld 

data/information that could reveal or highlight issues.” 649 

 Dan West’s “SQA” organization success profile requires employees in West’s team to 

“Demonstrate Integrity” & “Foster Trust.” The profile says “success [in West’s org] looks like” “telling 

 
641 Apple, January 30, 2015, Offer Letter for Ashley  Henderson  
642 Apple Inc, US IPA v14.2 – 2015, Compliance with Laws 
643 Apple Inc, Ethics and Compliance: Speak Up, https://www.apple.com/compliance/speak-up/ (Last Checked March 23 
2022)  
644 Apple Inc, Ethics and Compliance: Reinforcing Our Policies, https://www.apple.com/compliance/training/ (Last Checked 
March 23 2022)  
645 Apple Inc, Business Conduct Policy, Rev Oct 2020 (Current) 
646 Apple Inc, Business Conduct Policy, Rev Oct 2020 (Current) 
647 Apple, Product Integrity, Organizational Objectives  
648 Hardware Success Profiles, EPM 
649 Hardware Success Profiles, EPM 
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others when their actions fail to demonstrate integrity,” “reliably demonstrates having done due 

diligence and research before talking to partners,” and “communicating honestly to cross-functional 

partners and leadership regarding trade-offs, gaps, risks, and bad news.”650 The Profile said, not 

meeting expectations in West’s SQA org would look like “cuts corners in testing to achieve the 

expected results” or “is too afraid of stepping on toes or making enemies to push for the right 

solution,” or  “doesn't let others know when their actions fail to demonstrating integrity” and “trusts, 

but doesn’t verify, that partners are on track with their deliverables.” 651  

 In her 2017 annual review Dan West told her, he “appreciates her willingness to speak truth to 

authority. It’s not often employees feel confident enough to speak out to the senior leadership. You’ve 

struck a great balance in how [Gjovik] delivered messages to [him]. In the process [she’s] proven 

[herself] to be thoughtful, opinionated (a good thing in my mind) and a leader. Keep doing this and 

good things will continue to follow.” 652 

 In her 2020 annual reviews, David Powers told her she was a “strong voice for diversity within 

the organization, and she has helped to influence [Powers’] thinking. She always tries to find 

opportunities to raise concerns and awareness around this issue. It’s a critical area where we all need 

to get better.” 653 

 Apple’s Business Conduct Policy instructed she was required to ensure “all records and reports” 

are “accurate, comprehensive, fair, timely, & honest” and meet Apple’s “legal obligations.” 654 Gjovik’s 

employee agreement required her to do “all things necessary for Apple to comply with the law,” and the 

Business Conduct policy said that “critical information should never be misstated, omitted, or modified 

to mislead and to never assist others in doing so as that is fraud.” 655  Gjovik was told to “always put 

the environment, health, and safety first” and to “work proactively with the EH&S team to anticipate 

and manage EH&S risks in a timely manner. “656 

 Apple’s policies promised Gjovik that, “Apple will not retaliate – and will not tolerate 

retaliation – against any individual for filing a good-faith complaint with management, HR, Legal, 

 
650 Apple, SQA Success Profile, Demonstrate Integrity; Fostering Trust   
651 Apple, SQA Success Profile, Demonstrate Integrity; Fostering Trust   
652 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2017 Annual Review  
653 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2020 Annual Review  
654 Apple Inc, Business Conduct Policy, Rev Oct 2020 (Current) 
655 Apple Inc, Business Conduct Policy, Rev Oct 2020 (Current) 
656 Apple Inc, Business Conduct Policy, Rev Oct 2020 (Current) 
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Internal Audit, Finance, or Business Conduct, or for participating in the investigation of any such 

complaint. 657 They said, “Apple does not tolerate retaliation. Apple will not retaliate — and will not 

tolerate retaliation — against any individual for reporting a good-faith concern or complaint, or for 

participating in the investigation of any complaint.” 658 

 

Apple’s policies also promised Gjovik:  
- “At Apple, our respect for human rights begins with our commitment to treating everyone with 

dignity and respect… Our human rights policy governs how we treat everyone.”659 
- “Apple conducts business ethically, honestly, and in full compliance with applicable laws and 

regulations.”660 
- “At Apple, we do not tolerate any form of corruption in connection with our business 

dealings.”661 
- “At Apple and throughout our supply chain, we prohibit harassment, discrimination, violence, 

and retaliation of any kind.” 662“While we expect employees to follow the Business Conduct 
Policy, nothing in this Policy should be interpreted as being restrictive of your right to speak 
freely about your wages, hours, or working conditions.“663“We’re deeply committed to 
respecting internationally recognized human rights in our business operations, as set out in the 
United Nations International Bill of Human Rights and the International Labour Organization’s 
Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work. Our approach is based on the UN 
Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights.” 664 

 
 

In Apple’s 2021 ESG report, which they cite frequently to the SEC and other government bodies, 

Apple wrote about “product safety.” 665 The document states, “Apple’s Safety Compliance Policy …. 

requires prompt escalation of safety issues to Apple management and timely reporting to regulators. It 

also requires mechanisms for employees to confidentially report safety or compliance concerns, as well 

as training for employees on how to address the concerns.” 666 The ESG document says “Our Product 

Integrity and Legal teams are responsible for ensuring Apple’s Safety Compliance Policy is followed.” 

 
657 Apple Inc, Apple Anti-Corruption Policy, Rev June 2018 (Current)  
658 Apple Inc, Ethics and Compliance: Speak Up, https://www.apple.com/compliance/speak-up/ (Last Checked March 23 
2022) ; Apple Inc, Our Commitment to Human Rights, Rev August 2020 (Current) 
659 Apple Inc, Business Conduct Policy, Rev Oct 2020 (Current) 
660 Apple Inc, Business Conduct Policy, Rev Oct 2020 (Current) 
661 Apple Inc, Apple Anti-Corruption Policy, Rev June 2018 (Current)  
662 Apple Inc, Our Commitment to Human Rights, Rev August 2020 (Current)  
663 Apple Inc, Business Conduct Policy, Rev Oct 2020 (Current) 
664 Apple Inc, Our Commitment to Human Rights, Rev August 2020 (Current)  
665 Apple ESG, https://s2.q4cdn.com/470004039/files/doc_downloads/2021/08/2021_Apple_ESG_Report.pdf 
666 Apple ESG, https://s2.q4cdn.com/470004039/files/doc_downloads/2021/08/2021_Apple_ESG_Report.pdf 
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Meanwhile, Gjovik worked in Product Integrity (Bertolus’ organization) and had never sen this policy, 

and she was frequently discouraged from reporting safety issues to regulators.  

Throughout 2021, Apple put Gjovik in a position where she could not complete the performance of 

her duties under her employment contract (including employee policies) while also obliging with the ad 

hoc, unlawful demands and threats she was receiving. Apple put Gjovik in a position where she must 

breach her employment contract in order to keep her employment, therefore Apple breached their duty 

of good faith & fair bargaining. 

 
VII. Causation 

 
 
Gjovik’s Protected Activities were Substantial, Contributing factors & but for the 
Retaliation & Unfavorable Employment Actions 
 

To prevail, a complainant must prove by a preponderance of the evidence that: (1) he or she 

engaged in activity or conduct that the statute protects; (2) the respondent took unfavorable personnel 

action against him or her; and (3) the protected activity was a contributing factor in the adverse 

personnel action.667 The complaining employee bears the burden of proving by a preponderance of the 

evidence that retaliation was a contributing/motivating factor in the respondent’s actions.668 Once an 

employee has established a prima facie case of discrimination, the respondent has the burden of 

producing evidence that the adverse action was motivated by legitimate, nondiscriminatory reasons.669  

The complainant, as the party bearing the ultimate burden of persuasion, must then show that the 

proffered reason was not the true reason, but was a pretext for retaliation.670  An inference of retaliatory 

motive can be raised by a combination of temporal proximity, uncontested knowledge of protected 

activity, and the frequency of other alleged materially adverse action.671 

Here, it was clear the adverse actions Apple took and continues to take against Gjovik are in 

retaliation for her protected activities.  Timing and ongoing antagonism have often been the basis for the 

 
667 Kathy J. Sylvester v. Parexel International, ARB 07-123, 2007-SOX-039 & 042 (May 25 2011).  
668 Jackson v. The Comfort Inn, Downtown, ALJ Case No. 1993-CAA-7 (Sec’y, March 16, 1995). 
669 See Guttman v. Passaic Valley Sewerage Comm’rs v. Department of Labor, ALJ No. 1985-WPC-2 (1992), aff'd sub nom, 
Passaic Valley Sewerage Comm’rs v. Department of Labor, 992 F.2d 474 (3d Cir.), cert. denied, 510 U.S. 964 (1993). See 
also Dysert v. United States Sec’y of Labor, 105 F.3d 607, 609-610 (11th Cir. 1997) [ERA case]. 
670 St. Mary’s Honor Center v. Hicks, 509 U.S. 502 (1993). 
671 Richardson v. Petasis_ 160 F. Supp. 3d 88, *134; 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 163484, **116  
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causal link. Where there is a lack of temporal proximity, circumstantial evidence of a `pattern of 

antagonism' following the protected conduct can also give rise to the inference.672 The causal link 

between a protected activity and the alleged retaliatory action "can be inferred from timing alone" when 

there is a close proximity between the two.673   In Robinson v. SEPTA, the intervening pattern of 

antagonism was so strong that it overcame the lack of temporal proximity and, alone, proved the causal 

link.  There was no need to look beyond this pattern for other, circumstantial, evidence.674 Apple’s 

retaliation against Gjovik was swift, continuous, and merciless. 

 

Temporal Proximity 
 

 In California and the Ninth Circuit, the courts recognize temporal proximity as being highly 

probative of a causal connection and give substantial weight to evidence of temporal proximity. These 

courts also recognize that the prima facie burden of production is less onerous than the plaintiff's 

ultimate burden of proof.675 In a Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals Title VII retaliation case, the court held 

that the plaintiff established her prima facie showing of causation based solely on the fact that the 

employee was subjected to an adverse action seven weeks after she in engaged in protected activity.676  

The court cited caselaw to the effect that where a plaintiff relies solely on temporal proximity to prove 

causation, the protected activity and the adverse action must be very close in time, and that a lapse of 2.5 

to 3 months had been found to preclude temporal proximity as the sole causal proof.677 “Too long” for a 

sole cause of causation was found from four months, five months, eight months, & eighteen-months.678 

However, as a contributing factor to causation, even a gap of five-years was found acceptable.679 

 
672 Farrell v. Planters Lifesavers Co., 206 F.3d 3d Cir. 2000 
673 Villiarimo v. Aloha Island Air, Inc., 281 F.3d 1054, 1065 (9th Cir.2002). 
674 Robinson v. SEPTA, 982 F.2d 892 (3d Cir. 1993), 
675 Melanie M. Poturica & Liebert Cassidy Whitmore, Retaliation: So Many Laws, So Little Time 
676 Thomas v. City of Beaverton (9th Cir. 2004) 379 F.3d 802, 812; See Yartzoff v. Thomas, 809 F.2d 1371, 1376 (9th 
Cir.1987) (holding that sufficient evidence of causation existed where adverse employment action occurred less than three 
months after the protected activity); Miller v. Fairchild Indus., Inc., 797 F.2d 727, 731-32 (9th Cir.1986) (concluding that 
there was adequate evidence of a causal link where the retaliatory action occurred less than two months after the protected 
activity). 
677 Leshinsky v Telvent Git, 942 F.Supp 2d 432 (2013) 
678 Villiarimo, 281 F.3d at 1065 
679 See, e.g., Muñoz, 671 F.3d at 56-57; see also Filipovic v. K & R Express Sys., Inc., 176 F.3d 390, 398-99 (7th Cir. 1999) 
(four months too long); Adusumilli v. City of Chicago, 164 F.3d 353, 363 (7th Cir. 1998) (eight months), cert. denied, 528 
U.S. 988, 120 S. Ct. 450, 145 L. Ed. 2d 367 (1999); Davidson v. Midelfort Clinic, Ltd., 133 F.3d 499, 511 (7th Cir. 1998) 
(five months); Conner v. Schnuck Markets, Inc., 121 F.3d 1390, 1395 (10th Cir. 1997) (four months). Thus, we conclude that 
Harvest's claim for retaliation in violation of Title VII is without merit.  
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Temporal proximity between protected activity and the adverse action may give rise to an 

inference of causation.680  Temporal proximity does not establish retaliatory intent, but may establish the 

causal connection component of the prima facie case. The ultimate burden of persuasion that the 

respondent intentionally discriminated because of complainant's protected activity remains at all times 

with the complainant Temporal proximity is sufficient to raise an inference of causation. But once an 

employer articulates a legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason for its actions, the employee then must 

prove by a preponderance of the evidence that the employer intentionally discriminated against him 

because of his protected activity, and that the employer's articulated reason was pretext.681 

An unfavorable personnel action taken shortly after a protected disclosure may lead the fact 

finder to infer that the disclosure contributed to the employer's action.682 Judges have drawn inferences 

of causation when the adverse action happened as few as two days later,683  to as much as about one year 

later.684 The causal connection may be severed by the passage of a significant amount of time, or by 

some legitimate intervening event.685  "A pattern of adverse actions that occur just after protected 

activity can supply the extra quantum of evidence to satisfy the causation requirement."686  Cases in 

which courts have determined that temporal proximity alone was sufficient to create an inference of the 

causal link "have uniformly held that the temporal proximity must be `very close.'"687    

An employee may attempt to "shorten the gap between her protected activity and the adverse 

action by showing that shortly after she [engaged in the protected activity, the employer] took escalating 

 
680 See, e.g., Mandreger v. Detroit Edison Co., 88-ERA-17 (Sec'y Mar. 30, 1994) (finding a six-month interval between 
internal complaint and job transfer sufficient to raise the inference of causation); see also Couty v. Dole, 886 F.2d 147, 148 
(8th Cir. 1989). However, temporal proximity alone is not necessarily sufficient. See Tracanna v. Arctic Slope Inspection 
Service, ARB No. 98-168, ALJ No. 1997-WPC-1 (ARB July 31, 2001) (finding that even where the adverse action follows 
"closely on the heels" of protected activity, an intervening event that could independently have caused the adverse action 
compromises the inference of causation); see also Keener v. Duke Energy Corp., ARB No. 04-091, ALJ No. 2003-ERA-12 
(ARB July 31, 2006) (finding a 13-month gap between the protected activity and complainant's discharge, and several 
intervening events, was sufficient to break causal connection). Miller v. Fairchild Industries, Inc., 885 F.2d 498, 505 (9th 
Cir. 1989),; Yartzoff v. Thomas, 809 F.2d 1371, 1376 (9th Cir. 1987).; Davis v. Team Elec. Co., 520 F.3d 1080, 1094 (9th Cir. 
2008) 
681 Barry v. Specialty Materials, Inc. , ARB No. 06-005, ALJ No. 2005-WPC-3 (ARB Nov. 30, 2007) 
682 29 C.F.R. § 1980.104(b)(2). 
683 Lederhaus v. Donald Paschen & Midwest Inspection Serv., Ltd. , 1991-ERA-13 (Sec'y Oct. 26, 1992), 
684 Thomas v. Ariz. Pub. Serv. Co. , 1989-ERA-19 (Sec'y Sept. 17, 1993) 
685 Tracanna v. Arctic Slope Inspection Serv. , 1997-WPC-1 (ARB July 31, 2001) (slip op. at 7-8). 
Halloum v. Intel Corp. , 2003-SOX-7 (ALJ Mar. 4, 2004). 
686 Smith v. Allen Health Sys., Inc., 302 F.3d 827, 832 (8th Cir. 2002). 
687 Wallace v. Sparks Health Sys., 415 F.3d 853, 859 (8th Cir. 2005). 
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adverse and retaliatory action against her."688  Don’t have to decide whether "each act in itself 

constituted actionable `adverse employment action' when the employee claimed the employer had 

systematically retaliated against him, that is, that all the acts were taken in response to his filing the 

employment discrimination charge and were thus connected to one another.689 

In Dawson, an employee was fired two days after filing a discrimination complaint with human 

resources & the court held that "in some cases, temporal proximity can by itself constitute sufficient 

circumstantial evidence of retaliation for purposes of both the prima facie case and the showing of 

pretext."  The court indicated that the gravity of the plaintiff's complaints in that case may have 

contributed to its conclusion that temporal proximity was sufficient to establish pretext.690 Another court 

quickly determined that, where there was only one day between the protected activity and the adverse 

action, the plaintiff had demonstrated causation based on temporal proximity alone.691 

GJOVIK FACED RETALIATION & ADVERSE ACTIONS DAYS AFTER PROTECTED ACTIVITIES   
 

Here, Gjovik engaged in protected activity and faced retaliation within days, and occasionally 

even a matter of hours. As Gjovik engaged in additional protected activity, she quickly faced a hostile 

work environment and constructive termination, and increase in workload, and increase in unfavorable 

projects, loss of project ownership, harassment, ostracization, and intimidation. Within two months of 

the original protected activity and much more continuing, Gjovik’s’ identity was outed to a director who 

sexually harassed her, she was subjected to a nonconsensual sexism investigation, and told by her 

supervisor she can quit Apple if she’s not happy. Within days of alleging a cover-up of a safety issue 

and related fraud, and within hours of Gjovik capturing evidence of that cover-up, Gjovik was 

suspended and not allowed to talk to other employees.  

Within two weeks of reporting Apple’s unlawful actions and retaliation to the federal and 

California government, Gjovik was fired without warning or explanation. Gjovik was fired within three 

hours of complaining to Apple about federal witness intimidation. Within days of filing additional 

government complaints about the termination, Gjovik was harassed by Apple’s lawyers with the threat 

of meritless, retaliatory litigation. Within days of filing additional complaints against Apple about the 

 
688 Kasper v. Federated Mut. Ins. Co., 425 F.3d 496, 503 (8th Cir. 2005). 
689 Kim v. Nash Finch Co., 123 F.3d 1046, 1060 (8th Cir. 1997); Hite v Vermeer, 446 F3d 858 (8th Cir 2006)  
690 Dawson v. Entek International, 630 F.3d 928 (2011). 
691 Hughes v. Derwinski (7th Cir. 1992) 967 F.2d 1168, 1174-75. 
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ongoing witness intimidation campaign, Gjovik was served by an ex-Global Security employee for a 

lawsuit based on Gjovik’s federal charges against Apple. The employee demanded Gjovik omit 

allegations and evidence & accused Gjovik’s charges of being “meritless” and made in “bad faith.”  

Gjovik engaged in protected activity and faced retaliation within days, and at one point, even a 

matter of hours. Within two weeks of reporting Apple’s unlawful actions and retaliation to the federal 

and California government, Gjovik was fired without warning or explanation. Gjovik was fired within 

three hours of complaining to Apple about federal witness intimidation. Within days of filing additional 

government complaints about the termination, Gjovik was harassed by Apple’s lawyers with the threat 

of meritless, retaliatory litigation. Days after filing charges alleging federal and state witness 

intimidation, Gjovik was hit with retaliatory, meritless civil litigation directly citing her charges. 

Gjovik was fired less than one month after her first formal, public complaint to the government 

about Apple Inc’s unlawful conduct which following the 9th Circuit ruling in the Thomas v. City of 

Beaverton, is more than sufficient temporal proximity to establish a prima facie showing of causation 

based on timing alone.692 In addition, the multitude, creativity, and persistence of Apple’s retaliation 

against Gjovik clearly shows a pattern of antagonism against her that, like with Robinson v. SEPTA, 

could prove a causal link due to the intervening pattern of antagonism alone even without a temporal 

link. Here we have both and much more.  

 

  
Financial Times; Sept 2; 7 Days Before Termination 

 
692 Thomas v. City of Beaverton (9th Cir. 2004) 379 F.3d 802, 812; See Yartzoff v. Thomas, 809 F.2d 1371, 1376 (9th 
Cir.1987) (holding that sufficient evidence of causation existed where adverse employment action occurred less than three 
months after the protected activity); Miller v. Fairchild Indus., Inc., 797 F.2d 727, 731-32 (9th Cir.1986) (concluding that 
there was adequate evidence of a causal link where the retaliatory action occurred less than two months after the protected 
activity). 
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Bloomberg & Reuters; Sept 2; 7 Days Before Termination 

 

  
Sept 2 & 3; <1week Before Termination 

 
 

         
Sept 6; 3 Days Before Termination 
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Sept 7 & 8; <48hrs Before Termination 

 

Contributing Factor (SOX) 
 

The SOX whistleblower provision uses a “contributing factor” standard. “A contributing factor is 

any factor, which alone or in combination with other factors, tends to affect in any way the outcome of 

the decision.”693 The complainant need only show that his or her protected activity was a "contributing 

factor" in the employer's adverse action.694 This is a far easier standard to meet than the various burdens 

that the courts have established in the broader field of employment discrimination.  

A SOX whistleblower will typically prevail in a mixed-motive case because the SOX 

whistleblower’s burden is merely to show that protected activity played “any role whatsoever”—i.e., 

that it was a “contributing factor”—in the adverse employment action. If the decision-maker placed any 

weight whatsoever on the protected activity, then the whistleblower will establish causation. The ARB 

has instructed ALJs to apply the following analysis in mixed-motive cases: If the ALJ believes that the 

protected activity and the employer’s non-retaliatory reasons both played a role, the analysis is over and 

the employee prevails on the contributing-factor question. 695 

 
693 Klopfenstein v. PCC Flow Techs. Holdings, Inc., ARB No. 04-149, 2006 WL 3246904, at *13 (DOL May 31, 2006)). 
694 See, e.g., Rachid v. Jack in the Box, Inc., 376 F.3d 305, 312 (5th Cir. 2004); Stone & Webster, 115 F.3d at 1572; Dysert v. 
Secretary of Labor, 105 F.3d 607, 609-10 (11th Cir. 1997); Kester v. Carolina Power & Light Co., ARB Case No. 02-007, 
ALJ No. 00-ERA-31, slip. op. at 3 (ARB Sept. 30, 2003) (citing 42 U.S.C. § 5851(b)(3)(c)). 
695 Palmer v. Canadian National Railway, ARB No. 16-035 at 56-57 
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Thus, consideration of the employer’s non-retaliatory reasons at step one will effectively be 

premised on the employer pressing the factual theory that nonretaliatory reasons were the only reasons 

for its adverse action. Since the employee need only show that the retaliation played some role, the 

employee necessarily prevails at step one if there was more than one reason and one of those reasons 

was the protected activity.696  

“Contributing factor" means "any factor which, alone or in combination with other factors, tends 

to affect in any way the outcome of the decision."697 Thus, "any weight given to the protected disclosure, 

either alone or even in combination with other factors, can satisfy the 'contributing factor' test." Under 

this lenient standard, the complainant need not show that the employer was motivated by retaliatory 

intent in order to show that his protected activity was a contributing factor in the taking of an adverse 

personnel action.698 

A "contributing factor" in for discharge may be found when there was temporal proximity 

between the protected activity and her discharge; and there was evidence of pretext and retaliatory 

animus.699 The Court finds that the temporal proximity between the time when Plaintiff made her 

complaints and the time, she was terminated is sufficient to establish circumstances which suggest that 

protected activity was a contributing factor to the unfavorable personnel action.700 

SOX whistleblowers are not required to disprove the employer’s allegedly legitimate, non-

retaliatory reason for taking an adverse employment action.701 A SOX whistleblower will prevail in a 

mixed-motive case because the whistleblower’s burden is merely to show that protected activity played 

“any role whatsoever”— i.e., that it was a “contributing factor”—in the adverse employment action. If 

the decision-maker placed any weight whatsoever on the protected activity, then the whistleblower will 

 
696 Palmer v. Canadian National Railway, ARB No. 16-035 at 56-57 
697 Marano v. Department of Justice, 2 F.3d 1137, 1140 (Fed. Cir. 1993). 
698 McCollum v. Nat'l Union Credit Administration, 417 F.3d 1332, 1341 (Fed. Cir. 2005). 
699 Kalkunte v. DVI Financial Services, Inc. , ARB Nos. 05-139, 05-140, ALJ No. 2004-SOX-56 (ARB Feb. 27, 2009) 
700 Collins v Beazer Homes 334 F Supp 2d 1365 (ND Ga 2004); See 29 C.F.R. § 1984.104(b)(2) (stating that for purposes of 
determining whether complaint on its face demonstrates causation sufficient to investigate and that "[n]ormally, the burden is 
satisfied, for example, if the complaint shows that the adverse personnel action took place shortly after the protected 
activity."); Bechtel, 50 F.3d at 934 (stating that under whistleblower provisions of ERA, proximity in time is sufficient to 
raise an inference of discrimination); see also Stone Webster, 115 F.3d at 1573 (noting that one day separation from protected 
conduct to demotion, along with other circumstances, raised inference of causation) 
701 Klopfenstein v. PCC Flow Techs. Holdings, Inc., ARB No. 04-149, 2006 WL 3246904, at *13 (DOL May 31, 2006)). 
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establish causation.702  If the protected activity and the employer’s non-retaliatory reasons both played a 

role, the analysis is over and the employee prevails on the contributing-factor question.703  

A contributing factor is a factor which, alone or with other factors, in any way affects the 

outcome of a decision.704 Contributing Factor evidence that protected activity contributed to, or occurred 

because of, an adverse action includes, but is not limited to: 705 706 707 

• Close timing (temporal proximity) between the protected activity and the adverse action. 
• Evidence of hostility towards the protected activity. 
• Disparate treatment of complainant compared to other employees following protected activity. 
• Changes in respondent’s treatment of complainant after the protected activity. 
• Indicators that respondent’s stated reasons for the adverse action are pretext 

 
 
Motivating Factor (CERCLA) 
 

CERCLA whistleblowing cases use a “motivating factor” standard of causation. A motivating 

factor is a substantial factor in causing an adverse action. It is a higher standard of causation than the 

contributing factor standard of causation, but a lower standard of causation than the “but for” standard. 

Under the environmental statutes, OSHA should issue merit findings if there is reasonable cause to 

believe that protected activity was a motivating factor in the adverse action and the respondent has not 

shown that it would have taken the same action absent the protected activity.708 

A motivating factor is a factor that weighs in the defendant's decision to take the action 

complained of, in other words, it is a consideration present to his mind that favors, that pushes him 

toward, the action.709 It is a, not necessarily the, reason that he takes the action. Its precise weight in his 

decision is not important.710 

 
702 What is a whistleblower’s burden to prove retaliation under the Sarbanes-Oxley Act?,  
703 Palmer v. Canadian National Railway, ARB No. 16-035 at 56-57; What is a whistleblower’s burden to prove retaliation 
under the Sarbanes-Oxley Act?,  
704 U.S. Department of Labor, OSHA WPP, Investigator’s Desk Aid to the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX)s,  
705 U.S. Department of Labor, OSHA Whistleblower Protection Program, Investigator’s Desk Aid to the Whistleblower 
Protection Provisions of Six Environmental Statutes, Rev Sept 27 2018,  
706 U.S. Department of Labor, OSHA Whistleblower Protection Program, Investigator’s Desk Aid to the Sarbanes-Oxley Act 
(SOX) Whistleblower Protection Provision, Rev Sept 27 2018 
707 U.S. Department of Labor, OSHA Whistleblower Protection Program, Investigator’s Desk Aid to the Occupational Safety 
and Health Act (OSH Act) Whistleblower Protection Provision, Rev Jan 9 2019,  
708 U.S. Department of Labor, OSHA WPP, Whistleblower Investigations Manual 
709 See Boyd v. Illinois State Police, 384 F.3d 888, 895 (7th Cir. 2004); Ostad v. Oregon Health Sciences University, 327 F.3d 
876, 884-85 (9th Cir. 2003); Merkle v. Upper Dublin School Dist., 211 F.3d 782, 795 (3d Cir. 2000).  
710 Hasan v. DOL, 400 F.3d 1001, 1006 (7th Cir. 2005) 
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There are three ways in which a plaintiff can show that retaliation was a substantial or motivating 

factor behind a defendant's adverse employment actions. First, a plaintiff can introduce evidence 

regarding the proximity in time between the protected action and the allegedly retaliatory employment 

decision from which a jury logically could infer that the plaintiff was terminated in retaliation for his 

speech.711 Second, a plaintiff can introduce evidence that his employer expressed opposition to his 

speech, either to him or to others. Third, the plaintiff can introduce evidence that his employer's 

proffered explanations for the adverse employment action were false and pre-textual. 712  

Thus, under the environmental statutes, OSHA may find merit if there is reasonable cause to 

believe that the respondent’s stated reason for taking action against the complainant is pretext and that 

adverse action was actually taken in retaliation for protected activity. Alternatively, OSHA may find 

merit if there is reasonable cause to believe that the adverse action was motivated by both legitimate and 

retaliatory motives and the employer has not shown it would have taken the same action in the absence 

of the protected activity. Unlike under the “contributing factor” statutes, the respondent need not show 

by clear and convincing evidence that it would have taken the same action absent the protected activity. 

Rather, OSHA should issue non-merit findings if it believes that even if protected activity was a 

motivating factor in the adverse action, it is more likely than not that the respondent would have taken 

the same action in the absence of the protected activity. 

Nexus can be demonstrated by direct or circumstantial evidence, such as timing (proximity in 

time between the protected activity and the adverse action), disparate treatment of the complainant in 

comparison to other similarly situated employees or in comparison to how the complainant was treated 

prior to engaging in protected activity, and/or animus (ill will towards the complainant). 

A complainant can prevail by showing that the respondent’s reason, while true, is only one of the 

reasons for its adverse conduct and that another reason was the complainant’s protected activity. In 

addition, the factfinder’s belief that an employer’s claimed reasons are false can be precisely what 

makes the factfinder believe that protected activity was the real reason. 713 

 
 

 
711 Coszalter v. City of Salem, 320 F.3d 968 (2003); Keyser v. Sacramento City Unified School District, 265 F.3d 741 (9th 
Cir.2001); quoting Schwartzman v. Valenzuela, 846 F.2d 1209, 1212 (9th Cir.1988) 
712 Coszalter v. City of Salem, 320 F.3d 968 (2003); Keyser v. Sacramento City Unified School District, 265 F.3d 741 (9th 
Cir.2001). 
713 Klopfenstein v. PCC Flow Techs. Holdings, Inc., ARB No. 04-149, 2006 WL 3246904, at *13 (DOL May 31, 2006)). 
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Substantial Reason / But For (OSHA) 
 
Complainants bear the burden of proof to show that the protected activity “was a substantial 

reason” or the “but-for” reason for the retaliatory action. 714  Section 11(c) requires proof that an illegal 

motivation be the “but-for” reason for the employer’s action, although not the “sole” cause. Section 

1977.6(b) recognizes that an employer’s adverse action against an employee may have more than one 

cause. An employer’s mixed motivation for an adverse action does not necessarily invalidate an 

employee’s section 11(c) complaint.715 The protected factor need not be the primary reason for the 

adverse action.716 Litigation under the statute has been sparse, leaving many unanswered questions 

regarding burdens of proof and statutory scope.717 

A nexus or connection exists: the protected activity was a substantial factor in the decision to 

take the adverse action against the employee. Complainants bear the burden of proof to show that the 

protected activity “was a substantial reason” or the “but-for” reason for the retaliatory action. Litigation 

under the statute has been sparse, leaving many unanswered questions regarding burdens of proof and 

statutory scope.718 

Section 11(c) requires proof that an illegal motivation be the “but-for” reason for the employer’s 

action, although not the “sole” cause. Section 1977.6(b) recognizes that an employer’s adverse action 

against an employee may have more than one cause. An employer’s mixed motivation for an adverse 

action does not necessarily invalidate an employee’s section 11(c) complaint.719 The protected factor 

need not be the primary reason for the adverse action.720 

 
§ 1977.6 Unprotected activities distinguished 

 
714 Emily Spieler, Whistleblowers and Safety at Work: An Analysis of Section 11(c) of the Occupational Safety and Health 
Act, ABA Journal of Labor & Employment Law, Vol. 32, No. 1 (Fall 2016). 
715 U.S. Department of Labor, Final Interpretive Rule: Discrimination against Employees Exercising Rights under the 
Williams-Steiger Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970, https://public-inspection.federalregister.gov/2021-19071.pdf  
716 U.S. Department of Labor, Final Interpretive Rule: Discrimination against Employees Exercising Rights under the 
Williams-Steiger Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970, https://public-inspection.federalregister.gov/2021-19071.pdf 
717 Emily Spieler, Whistleblowers and Safety at Work: An Analysis of Section 11(c) of the Occupational Safety and Health 
Act, ABA Journal of Labor & Employment Law, Vol. 32, No. 1 (Fall 2016). 
718 Emily Spieler, Whistleblowers and Safety at Work: An Analysis of Section 11(c) of the Occupational Safety and Health 
Act, ABA Journal of Labor & Employment Law, Vol. 32, No. 1 (Fall 2016). 
719 U.S. Department of Labor, Final Interpretive Rule: Discrimination against Employees Exercising Rights under the 
Williams-Steiger Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970, https://public-inspection.federalregister.gov/2021-19071.pdf  
720 U.S. Department of Labor, Final Interpretive Rule: Discrimination against Employees Exercising Rights under the 
Williams-Steiger Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970, https://public-inspection.federalregister.gov/2021-19071.pdf 
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(b) At the same time, to establish a violation of section 11(c), the employee’s engagement in protected 
activity need not be the sole or primary consideration behind discharge or other adverse action. If the 
discharge or other adverse action would not have taken place “but for” engagement in protected 
activity, section 11(c) has been violated.721. Ultimately, the issue as to whether a discharge or other 
adverse action was because of protected activity will have to be determined on the basis of the facts in 
the particular case.722 
 

If the plaintiff makes a prima facie OSHA retaliation case, the employer may avoid liability if it 

can prove 'by clear and convincing evidence' that it would have taken the same unfavorable personnel 

action in the absence of that protected behavior.723 The operative phrase here is “would have.” An 

employer fails to meet its burden if it establishes merely that it could have taken the same adverse 

action. “Clear and convincing” evidence can be quantified as establishing the probability of a fact at 

issue “in the order of above 70%.”724 

First, the employer’s evidence must meet the plain meaning of “clear” and “convincing.” The 

employer must present a “highly probable,” unambiguous explanation for the adverse employment 

action. As the Supreme Court has held, evidence is clear and convincing only if it “immediately tilts the 

evidentiary scales in one direction.”725  The operative phrase here is “would have.” An employer fails to 

meet its burden if it establishes merely that it could have taken the same adverse action. “Clear and 

convincing” evidence can be quantified as establishing the probability of a fact at issue “in the order of 

above 70% “ Finally, material facts that the employer relied on to take the adverse personnel action must 

not change in the hypothetical absence of the protected activity. Here, the court evaluates how relevant 

facts would have differed without the protected activity. 726 

This involves introducing evidence which, taken as true, would permit the conclusion that there 

was a nondiscriminatory reason for the adverse action.727 First, the employer’s evidence must meet the 

 
721 See Bostock v. Clay County, Ga., 140 S. Ct. 1731, 1739 (2020); Univ. of Tex. Sw. Med. Ctr. v. Nassar, 570 U.S. 338 
(2013) 
722 U.S. Federal Register, Discrimination Against Employees Exercising Rights Under the Williams-Steiger Occupational 
Safety and Health Act of 1970, https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/09/03/2021-19071/discrimination-against-
employees-exercising-rights-under-the-williams-steiger-occupational-safety; See Bostock, 140 S. Ct. at 1739. 
723 Bechtel v Competitive Tech, US District Court for District of Connecticut (2005) 
724 What is the employer’s burden in a SOX whistleblower retaliation case?, 
https://www.zuckermanlaw.com/sp_faq/employers-burden-sarbanes-oxley-whistleblower-retaliation-case/  
725 Colorado v. New Mexico, 467 U.S. 310 (1984). 
726 Kester v. Carolina Power and Light Co., ARB No. 02-007, ALJ No. 2000-ERA-31 (ARB Sept. 30, 2003) [ERA case] 
727 St. Mary’s Honor Ctr. V. Hicks, 509 U.S. 502, 509-19 (1993); Texas Dep’t of Cmty. Affairs v. Burdine, 450 U.S. 248, 253-
56 (1981). 
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plain meaning of “clear” and “convincing.” The employer must present a “highly probable,” 

unambiguous explanation for the adverse employment action. As the Supreme Court has held, evidence 

is clear and convincing only if it “immediately tilts the evidentiary scales in one direction” (i.e. evidence 

of misconduct “so grave that immediate discharge would have followed its disclosure in any event).728   

 

 

Apple Retaliated Against Gjovik Because Of her Protected Activities  
 

Apple’s proffered reasons for terminating Gjovik are pretextual and in no way could be proven 

with clear & convincing evidence that Apple would have taken the actions it did to Gjovik in the 

absence of Gjovik’s protected activities. First, Apple’s reasons for the termination do not explain the 

reasoning for the hostile work environment, construction termination, suspension, or other adverse 

action that occurred before the events Apple points to. Further, substantial, compelling evidence points 

to forbidden animus and retaliatory motive in Apple’s actions against Gjovik starting in the spring of 

2021. As noted in Kinzel, if animus is found for one adverse employment action, that animus may be 

imputed upon other adverse action happening in close temporal proximity. 

 Further, numerous federal and state labor laws protect employee’s ability to speak out about 

work conditions and labor issues. All of the information shared by Gjovik was about work conditions, 

safety concerns, labor concerns, and other protected activities. Even the proffered, supposedly 

“legitimate” reasons for Gjovik’s termination are themselves protected statements with Gjovik 

expressing concerns about Apple’s surveillance, intimidation, and intrusive personal data collection of 

its employees (including biometrics).  

Apple’s reasons for the termination do not explain the reasoning for the hostile work 

environment, construction termination, suspension, or other adverse action that occurred before the 

events Apple points to. Further, substantial, compelling evidence points to forbidden animus and 

retaliatory motive in Apple’s actions against Gjovik starting in the spring of 2021. As noted in Kinzel, if 

animus is found for one adverse employment action, that animus may be imputed upon other adverse 

action happening in close temporal proximity. 

 
728 Colorado v. New Mexico, 467 U.S. 310 (1984). 
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With the evidence of Apple’s conspiracy to cover-up the safety issue and prevent Gjovik from 

gathering evidence of the issue or cover-up, Apple’s animus towards Gjovik was clearly strong. 

Evidence of animus under CERCLA & SOX charges should also be applied to the OSHA charge. In 

addition, Gjovik’s safety concerns about her office & refusal to return to her unsafe workplace 

integrated all three of: COVID-19 exposure, Superfund chemical exposure, and the exposure to the 

rogue Ethylbenzene and Toluene in the indoor air.  

 

FORBIDDEN ANIMUS  

A plaintiff may prove that a forbidden animus was a motivating factor through either direct or 

circumstantial evidence so long as the circumstantial evidence is sufficiently strong.729 Mere statistical 

evidence would not warrant a mixed-motive charge, "nor would 'stray' remarks in the workplace by 

persons who are not involved in the pertinent decision-making process." 730 Circumstantial evidence of a 

`pattern of antagonism' following the protected conduct can also give rise to the inference that a causal 

connection exists.731 

It Overall, the court found the employer’s denials of discriminatory motive were false and 

clearly associated with that degree of mendacity to establish a strong circumstantial case of intentional 

discrimination. Key to this finding were inconsistent reasons proffered by employer for adverse 

employment actions, disparate treatment of other employees, and a number of additional facts which 

suggested false motive. Considered in conjunction with employer’s “concerted effort to conceal” the 

safety issues, the ALJ stated “that the only plausible and credible reason for adverse employment actions 

was a desire to retaliate against and prevent the employee from engaging in protected activities.” 732  

In Kinzel, evidence proved one specific adverse employment action (a reassignment) was 

motivated by a protected activity. Even though that adverse action was not the one that was under 

 
729 Maestas v. Apple, Inc., 546 F. App'x 422, 424 (5th Cir. 2013). 
730 McCuistion v. Tennessee Valley Auth., 89-ERA-6 (Sec'y Nov. 13, 1991). Accord Shusterman v. Ebasco Servs., Inc., 87-
ERA-27 (Sec'y Jan. 6, 1992). 
731 Sumner v. United States Postal Serv., 899 F.2d 203, 209 (2d Cir.1990) (stating that "[t]he causal connection between the 
protected activity and the adverse employment action can be established indirectly with circumstantial evidence, for example, 
by showing that the protected activity was followed by discriminatory treatment or through evidence of disparate treatment of 
employees who engaged in similar conduct). 
732 Overall v. Tennessee Valley Authority , ARB Nos. 98-111, 98-128, ALJ No. 1997-ERA-53 (ARB Apr. 30, 2001) 
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review by the jury, because the termination occurred only a month later, the court found if an improper 

motive played a role in the reassignment, there is little reason to think that it would have been dispelled 

at the time of the termination.733 

 

Apple’s managers, employees, and anonymous online accounts it used to harass Gjovik after she 

went public documented the deep animus towards Gjovik for her protected activity. Direct evidence is 

usually rare, however, here with Apple’s hubris and feeling of impunity, they offer it in excess. Before 

Gjovik was fired, Apple commented that she shouldn’t be surprised by the retaliation because she 

“invited it upon herself” like when “walking down a dark alley.” Another told Gjovik “you reap what 

you sow,” told her she was “stupid” for not expecting the retaliation, and encourage her to “move on.”  

The night after Gjovik was fired, Apple manager Ricky Mondello posted about her on his Twitter 

saying “Sometimes you fuck around, sometimes you find out.” Other accounts called Gjovik’s 

termination a “self-fulfilling prophecy,” that Gjovik “wrote her Apple obituary” when Gjovik “posted to 

Twitter.” Another wrote that as a “seasoned employee, she more than others, was well aware of the 

consequences of airing dirty laundry,” that she was fired for “being an awful employee,” and Apple 

should “have fired her weeks ago.” Another wrote Gjovik “deserves all the misery of being fired for 

violating policy” and that she’s a “liar.”  Another account wrote, “there's no conspiracy she broke 

Apple's number one rule. She talked to the press while still employed. She is never going to work in tech 

again and since she is going to lose the lawsuit she should just apply to fast foods right away.”  

Other Apple burner accounts wrote to/about Gjovik, “oh cry me a river. She exposed herself online 

because she is a bitter little woman who broke her NDA and is now trying to cash in on it. I can't wait 

until Apple swallows her and spits her out just as fast.” Another wrote to her, “Apple fired you because 

they already know how this ends. There was no fixing the situation, so they waited and looked for a 

policy violation, found it, and booted you. They already know they’re shelling out money on this so why 

have you in the office?” Yet another wrote, “She’s a senior manager at Apple and going on a tirade 

against them over the ground beneath the building. What did she expect to have happen to her?” 

Another accounts posts, “It will take the NRLB 5 seconds to figure out that Ms Ashley is a complete 

psychopath in addition to claiming a compliment from superior is harassment, Apple Park is built on 

 
733 McCuistion v. Tennessee Valley Auth., 89-ERA-6 (Sec'y Nov. 13, 1991). Accord Shusterman v. Ebasco Servs., Inc., 87-
ERA-27 (Sec'y Jan. 6, 1992). 
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toxic waste dump, as well as her apartment, causing her to be ill, but no, it has nothing to do with her 

tattoos lol. i wonder if now she has seen aliens sent to kidnap her by Tim Cook.”   

 

Ms. ████████  was prolific in her animosity-driven threats & commentary.  

 

Response to Gjovik’s NLRB Filing  
• 9 Sept 2021: Important! The NLRB investigates ALL charges brought to its office. It isn't 

indicative of prosecution of cases or merit in charges. I still strongly believe in the case myself 
and Apple employees have brought regarding unlawful statements and application of rules around 
pay (████ ████████ ) 734 

• 10 Sept 2021: “If I'm not commenting on something you feel I should be commenting on: don't 
make an assumption. Ask me privately, and I'll share what I can. Maybe it's a question of NDA 
violations. Maybe it's a question of not knowing a full scope. Maybe it's because I know something 
you don't.” (████ ████████ )  

• 31 Jan 2022: “NLRB Charge CA-288816 – charge against Apple Inc which contains 
false/misleading information about me made in bad faith by Ashley Gjovik” 735 
 

Response to Gjovik’s EEOC/DFEH Charge & “Right to Sue”  
• 13 Sept 2021: The EEOC and DFEH have already declined to pursue and given her the right-to-

sue (████ ████████ )  
• 1 Nov 2021: “If we aren’t able to determine if the law may have been violated, we will send you a 

Notice of Right to Sue.” It DOES NOT mean the evidence justifies a verdict would be in the 
complainant’s favor. When it does, they FIRST attempt to settle. [EEOC link].” (████ 
████████ )736 

 
Response to Gjovik Reporting Unlawful Conduct to the Gov  
• 25 Oct 2021: Anyone can file complaints with federal and state agencies. It doesn’t mean there is 

merit, and it doesn’t mean the person doing the reporting is being honest or genuine in doing 
so. Hero culture creates parasocial relationships that create scary influence that spreads. (████ 
████████ ) 737 

• 25 Oct 2021: This is important and nuanced. Whistleblowers are human. Everyone has their own 
agenda, and if you do not temper your expectations and question motives and information — you 
can easily get caught up in supporting something completely bogus or worse… something 
harmful. (████ ████████ ) 738 

• 29 Oct 2021: So far, she has tried desperately to use other victims for her own gain, made racist 
remarks, lied to the public, to the government, about what happened to her, and about me, and 

 
734 Twitter, https://twitter.com/████████  /status/1436194928351014942  
735 State of Washington, King County District Court, Order, ████ ████████  v Ashley Gjovik,  re: Petition/Motion 
Harassment No. 22CIV01704KCX 
736 Twitter, https://twitter.com/████████  /status/1455195681258237957 
737 Twitter, https://twitter.com/████████  /status/1452677821998850048,  
738 Twitter, https://twitter.com/████████  /status/1452677378925219845 ,  
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a bunch of other people who tried to help her.  I cannot stand to watch good people such as 
yourself get wrapped up in her web. (████ ████████ )  

• 13 Dec 2021: "Lions don't concern themselves with the opinions of sheep." I used to think this quote 
was egotistical, but now, I get it. I see people misunderstand what they read, and believe full-out 
fabricated nonsense that borders conspiracy, day-in and day-out. There's no reaching them. 
(████ ████████ ) 739 

• 29 Dec 2021: I want to see her get justice, but perjuring herself and doing all of this is harmful  
(████ ████████ ) 740 

• 30 Dec 2021: I am not going to diagnose anyone, but this behavior maps to narcissistic personality 
disorder, and if it's narcissistic supply driving them, giving it ANY attention only FUELS it 
further. Retweet: https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/tech-support/201906/dealing-the-
narcissists-smear-campaign (████ ████████ ) 741 

 

Response to Gjovik’s SEC Whistleblower Tip  
• 5 Feb 2022: Do you know whose AppleInsider piece on a [SEC] whistleblower tip which 

contained absolutely no material information shareholders could use caused that? Yours. (████ 
████████ ) 742 

 

As was Ms.   ███,  

 

Response to Gjovik Reporting Unlawful Conduct to the Government  
• 1 Sept 2021: By creating bogus, unsubstantiated filings with the DOJ and other regulatory 

bodies, this person has just endangered the future cases of people with legitimate claims. ( █████ 
███)743 

• 1 Sept 2021: However, [Gjovik] lied about actions Apple has taken. They have misled people by 
leaving out key details. They find new angles to make all of the Apple out to be the Big Bad Guy. 
The goalposts move hourly. ( █████ ███)  744 

• 1 Sept 2021: A certain employee has made it their mission to bring down Apple through whatever 
means necessary. Including straight LIES. 745 This is about a person whose name starts with “A.” ( 
█████ ███)  746 

• 1 Sept 2021: This person has a lot of support. They’ve gained it by taking advantage of the anger 
and frustration of other people. It’s predatory. ( █████ ███)   747 

 
739 Twitter, https://twitter.com/████████  /status/1470572468662267904,  
740 Text messages, see screenshots  
741 Twitter, https://twitter.com/████████  /status/1476353379815223296,  
742 Unsolicited email via website webform on Feb 5 2022 (see PDF) 
743 Twitter, https://twitter.com/_shantini_/status/1433270371915116544,  
744 Twitter, https://twitter.com/_shantini_/status/1433270364440825869 ,  
745 Twitter, https://twitter.com/_shantini_/status/1433270352919072771,  
746 Twitter, https://twitter.com/_shantini_/status/1433270361060225024 ,  
747 Twitter, https://twitter.com/_shantini_/status/1433270373500477442,  
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• 1 Sept 2021: Through their actions [Gjovik] contributes to an insidious narrative: that women make 
things up and are trying to get attention. This is so damaging to other women. To those afraid to 
speak up. ( █████ ███)   748 

- 1 Sept 2021: I would like to reiterate: I do believe people were really shitty to them. However, I 
think it has progressed way past that point and become a tale of vengeance. ( █████ ███)   749 

- 2 Sept 2021: the only people benefiting from this is Apple. They can use this as precent to deny 
future reports and claims of harassment. ( █████ ███) 750 

- 17 Sept 2021:  Encouraging employees to leak is also predatory. An employee gets nothing out of 
leaking except potentially get fired. ( █████ ███) 751 

- 12 Oct 2021: I tweeted some stuff about that one lady who got fired from Apple. But I deleted as I 
decided I’m not going to ruin my day with anger at someone inconsequential ✌ ( █████ 
███)752 

 

 

VIII. Apple’s “Nondiscriminatory” Reasons for Termination were 
Discriminatory, Unlawful, and Purely Pretext  

 
 
An employer may proffer a legitimate non-retaliatory reason for the challenged action. Commonly 

asserted legitimate, non-discriminatory reasons for taking an adverse employment action often  include 

insubordination and/or unsatisfactory performance.753  Examples of non-retaliatory reasons include: 

• poor performance; 

• inadequate qualifications for position sought; 

• qualifications, application, or interview performance inferior to the selectee; 

• negative job references; 

• misconduct (e.g., threats, insubordination, unexcused absences, employee dishonesty, abusive or 

threatening conduct, or theft); and 

• reduction in force or other downsizing. 

 

Apple cites none of these reasons.  

 
748 Twitter, https://twitter.com/_shantini_/status/1433270370358943745,  
749 Twitter, https://twitter.com/_shantini_/status/1433274644858032128,  
750 Twitter, https://twitter.com/_shantini_/status/1433419902803759106,  
751 Twitter, https://twitter.com/_shantini_/status/1438921833852571653,  
752 Twitter, https://twitter.com/_shantini_/status/1447926059903557632, 
https://web.archive.org/web/20220131035341/https://twitter.com/_shantini_/status/1447926059903557632 
753 Richardson v. Petasis_ 160 F. Supp. 3d 88.pdf, 60 F. Supp. 3d 88, *118; 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 163484, 
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Apple’s Allegations  
 
 
“Failure to cooperate information during the Apple investigatory process” 
 
 

The way Apple terminated Gjovik was highly irregular. On Sept 9 Gjovik received an email with 

no subject line from an Apple employee she’d never heard of. As in Kolchinsky, it was clear that 

Apple’s interrogator’s email to Gjovik on September 9th requesting to talk “within the hour” was purely 

pretextual and simply additional furtherance of the conspiracy to remove Gjovik from the company due 

to her protected activities and to hide the company’s unlawful activities. The interrogator’s email came 

unexpectedly, without a subject line, and without any reasoning or explanation as to why Gjovik was 

even being contacted.  

 Apple is accusing Gjovik of something that had no factual basis. Apple accused Gjovik of failing 

to cooperate in an investigation when Gjovik 1) replied in only two minutes 2) said she was happy to 

participate 3) reiterated minutes later she was happy to participate.  

 In the Thomas v. Arizona Public Service ERA Whistleblower case, the Dept of Labor court 

found pretext when one of the proffered reasons for not promoting a whistleblower employee was he 

“lacked initiative and willingness to work overtime.” 754  However, later, the employer admitted there 

were actually “no occasions for the employee to work overtime, therefore willingness to work overtime 

was not a factor.”755  

Similarly, in the Adams v. Coastal Production Operators ERA Whistleblower case, the Dept of 

Labor court found pretext where one of an employer’s proffered reason for firing a whistleblower 

employee was “abandonment of his crew”  when in reality, 1) the employer fired the employee before 

the employee left the area, 2) the employer did not ask the employee to stay with the crew until a 

replacement arrived, and 3) alternative transportation was available for the crew. 756 

 

VOLUNTARY DECISION REVIEW  
 

 
754 Thomas v. Arizona Public Service Co., 89-ERA-19 (Sec'y Sept. 17, 1993). 
755 Thomas v. Arizona Public Service Co., 89-ERA-19 (Sec'y Sept. 17, 1993). 
756 Adams v. Coastal Production Operators, Inc., 89- ERA-3 (Sec'y Aug. 5, 1992). 
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Apple’s voluntary decision review enables employees to have an employment decision 

reevaluated. This is designed to promote fairness and impartiality, in line with our values and policies. 

The reviewer will consider any new information that indicates the decision may not have been  

in accordance with our policies and guidelines. 757 

 Gjovik asked to have Apple’s request to talk to her in the phone and not in writing reviewed by 

Business Conduct, but it was denied. Gjovik asked for justification for her suspension, and she was 

denied. Gjovik asked for an explanation of the “investigation” on September 9, and she was once again 

denied.  

 

LAW OF CORPORATE INVESTIGATIONS  
 

The law governing corporate investigations includes employment laws governing employers' 

ability to discipline and terminate employees for failure to cooperate in investigations, including both 

substantive and procedural rights of employee.758 Employees do not always have a duty to answer 

their employer's questions even about workplace conduct. 759 Employees may be required to cooperate, 

at least if the employer had a formal policy requiring them do to so, but only in limited 

circumstances. 760 

In many countries, employers cannot use the threat of termination to pressure employees to 

cooperate because employment laws either preclude such threats or impose procedural impediments 

to employee discipline. 761 Even when employees are obligated to cooperate, labor laws often 

preclude employers from immediately threatening to fire employees who refuse to cooperate. Even 

when termination for non-cooperation is possible, employers often cannot threaten termination until less 

 
757 Apple’s 2021 ESG Report  
758 Jennifer Arlen* and Samuel W. Buell, The Law Of Corporate Investigations And The Global Expansion Of Corporate 
Criminal Enforcement, CORPORATE CRIMINAL ENFORCEMENT, 93 S. Cal. L. Rev. 697 (May 2020)  
759 Hans Van Bavel & Frank Staelens, Belgium, in The International Comparative Legal Guide 
to: Corporate Investigations 2018 25, 29 (2d ed. 2018). 
760 Code du travail [C. trav.] [Labor Code] art. L.1232-1 (Fr.). In Germany, employees may have a right to resist if the 
employment agreement does not specify a right to cooperate or if the employee's personality rights preempt the employer's 
right to information. See Bundesarbeitsgericht [BAG] [Federal Labor Court] Sept. 7, 1995, 8 AZR 828/93 (Ger.). See 
also Michael Kempter & Bjorn Steinat , Compliance - arbeitsrechtliche Gestaltungsinstrumente und Auswirkungen in der 
Praxis [ Compliance - Employment-Related Design Instruments and Effects in Practice], Neue Zeitschrift fur Arbeitsrecht 
[NZA] 1505, 1511 (2017). 
761 See Restatement (third) of Emp't Law § 2.01 (Am. Law Inst. 2014); see Samuel Estreicher & Jeffrey M. 
Hirsch, Comparative Wrongful Dismissal Law: Reassessing American Exceptionalism, 92 N.C. L. Rev. 343, 347 (2014). 
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extreme forms of discipline, such as a formal warning letter or suspension, have failed, and, even then, 

only in some circumstances. 762 

To justify termination, the employee's repeated refusal must provide the employer reasonable 

grounds for concluding that the employee cannot be trusted in the future. The employer may be unable 

to establish this if the employee is otherwise trustworthy and is not implicated in the offense, or if 

the employer did not terminate other non-cooperative employees.763 

Companies conducting internal investigations overseas may not be able to both threaten to 

fire employees in order to induce them to talk and maintain confidentiality of investigative findings.764 

 
762 For example, in Australia an employer must warn an employee prior to commencing procedures to fire him. See Estreicher 
& Hirsch, supra note 69, at 359-60. Even then, termination will not be permitted if it is deemed harsh, unjust, or 
unreasonable under the circumstances. See Mocanu v Kone Elevators Pty Ltd., [2018] FWC 1335 (Austl.). In England, 
Wales, Germany, and Italy, companies are expected to proceed through stages, beginning with a warning, and moving to 
more serious sanctions short of dismissal, before seeking dismissal. Employers may need to delay sanction until obtaining the 
employee's justification. See Burgerliches Gesetzbuch [BGB] [Civil Code], §§622, 626 (Ger.) (employers should warn first, 
unless a compelling reason justifies termination without notice); Bundesarbeitsgericht [BAG] [Federal Labor Court], June 10, 
2010, 2 AZR 541/09; Erfurter Kommentar zum Arbeitsrecht [Comment on Labor Law] P 198 (19th ed. 2019) (Ger.); Carlton 
et al., supra note 137, at 179; Gianfranco Di Garbo et al., Italy, in Corporate Internal Investigations: Overview of 13 
Jurisdictions, supra note 110, at 245, 270-71; Sebastian Lach et al., Germany, in The Practitioner's Guide 
to Global Investigations, supra note 110, at 569; Joanna Ludlam & Henry Garfield, England and 
Wales, inCorporate Internal Investigations: Overview of 13 Jurisdictions, supra note 110, at 105, 126-27; Carlton et 
al., supra note 137, at 179; Burkard Gopfert et al., "Mitarbeiter als Wissenstrager" - Ein Beitrag zur aktuellen Compliance-
Diskussion [ Employees as Knowledge Carriers - A Contribution to the Current Compliance Discussion], Neue Juristische 
Wochenschrift [NJW] 1703, 1707 (2008) (Ger.); Volker Rieble, Schuldrechtliche Zeugenpflicht von 
Mitarbeitern [ Obligatory Witnessing of Employees], Zeitschrift fur Wirtschaftsrecht [ZIP] 1273 (2003) (Ger.). 
763 In Germany and Austria, employers cannot reliably fire an employee for refusing to cooperate even when the employee 
had a duty to do so. Employers must establish that termination is needed to protect the employer, and not as a punishment. 
Failure to cooperate may not constitute adequate cause for dismissal if the employee is not implicated and has otherwise 
proved trustworthy. See Bundesarbeitsgericht [BAG] [Federal Labor Court] Oct. 23, 2008, 2 AZR 483/07, para. 32 
(Ger.); see also Philipp Becker et al., Investigations in Germany, inCorporate Internal Investigations: An International 
Guide, supra note 107, at 225, 263 (discussing Germany). Repeated failure to cooperate may provide cause for termination in 
Germany if the employer sends the employee a formal warning letter and the employee commits a subsequent violation. Lach 
et al., supra note 143, at 717. These substantive and procedural limitations on dismissal apply even if the employer has 
concluded that the employee committed misconduct. Bundesarbeitsgericht [BAG] [Federal Labor Court] Oct. 23, 2008, 2 
AZR 483/07, para. 32 (Ger.). Repeated failure can justify termination in Austria if it provides evidence of untrustworthiness, 
yet threat of termination is a last resort, and the employer's right to take such action must be found in a law, a collective 
agreement, or a works agreement. Georg Krakow & Alexander Petsche, Austria, in Corporate Internal Investigations: 
Overview of 13 Jurisdictions, supra note 110, at 1, 24-25, 33-34. 
764 Indeed, some countries apply the principle of ne bis in idem (double jeopardy) to disciplinary procedures. In such 
countries, a company's decision to sanction the employee for failing to cooperate may prevent the company from later 
terminating the employee for the misconduct should the evidence reveal the employee was involved. In France, it appears 
that an employer discovering misconduct or gross misconduct cannot sanction an employee unless the employer begins the 
dismissal process within two months of becoming aware of the misconduct. Matthew Cowie & Karen Coppens, Multi-
Jurisdictional Criminal Investigations - Emerging Good Practice in Anglo-French Investigations, inThe International 
Comparative Legal Guide to: Corporate Investigations 2018, supra note 139, at 4, 6. In Belgium, an employer who has 
received a credible allegation of misconduct against an employee whom he would like to discipline has only three working 
days to inform the employee of the factual basis for dismissal and then to discuss it with the employee. The clock begins 
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Labor laws can also impose procedural burdens likely to dissuade companies from disciplining non-

cooperative employees, particularly when investigating misconduct of which the government is 

unaware.  

In Kolchinsky, a whistleblower began suffering retaliation shortly after protected activity, and 

alleges that he was excluded from meetings, demoted and had his salary and bonuses reduced.  Soon 

after, he was transferred to a "support" role, a move that the plaintiff perceived as retaliatory and 

detrimental to his future promotion prospects. Although the plaintiff asserted that he otherwise 

cooperated with the investigators, he declined to meet with the investigative team without his own 

attorney present, and as a consequence, the defendant suspended him for failure to cooperate. The 

plaintiff alleged in his SOX whistleblower complaint that this suspension amounted to constructive 

termination, noting that his name was removed from the company's directory, he was forced to return all 

company property, and was told that he would not be doing any work for the company again.765 

The employer’s argument that the Complainant was suspended and later discharged solely 

because he refused to meet with outside auditors to discuss issues the Complainant had raised without a 

personal attorney present was not convincing. Rather, the ALJ found that the evidence established that 

the "investigation" of the Complainant's complaints was orchestrated by the President/CEO and 

Chairman, acting in concert with the outside auditors, in such a manner as to justify the Complainant's 

termination. Thus, the purported "insubordination" of refusing to appear without a personal attorney 

present was mere pretext.766 

 

“APPLE'S SLEAZY SECRET POLICE” 
 
 In stark contrast to international labor standards, Gizmodo profiled Apple’s Global Security team 

in 2009, illustrating how this “Worldwide Loyalty Team,” as they were called, “does KGB-style 

 
running before the firm completes its investigation. Carl Bevernage, Belgium, in International Labor and 
Employment Laws 3-1, 3-28 (William L. Keller et al. eds., 2009). In Italy, an employer seeking to terminate an employee is 
required to provide written notice to the employee of his misconduct as soon as the employer detects a violation. The 
employee has five days to reply. Only then may the employer decide whether to terminate, if warranted. Bruno Cova & 
Francesca Petronio, Italy, in The European, Middle Eastern and African Investigations Review 2017 34, 37 (2017). 
 
765 Kolchinsky v. Moody's Corp. , No. 10 Civ. 6840(PAC), 2012 WL 639162 (S.D.N.Y. Feb. 28, 2012) 
766 Welch v. Cardinal Bankshares Corp. , 2003-SOX-15 (ALJ Jan. 28, 2004), 
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lockdowns [of employees] and Gestapo interrogations that end in suicides.” 767 The team is an “internal 

secret police team known for its network of informers, and ruthless, systematic pursuit of leakers.” 768 

“Among some employees, they are known as the Apple Gestapo, a group of moles always spying in 

headquarters and stores, reporting directly to the CEO.”769 

The article explained that Apple held its security policies out as “voluntary” meanwhile: 

“management recommends that you relinquish your phones. If you don't do it they will fire you, or they 

will investigate why you didn't want to give them your cellphone. Simultaneously, everyone is asked to 

sign NDA's during the investigations, even though they already signed Apple NDAs to work there.” 770 

Apple’s Global Security team is currently led by Thomas Moyer (who was indicted by Santa 

Clara County in 2020 for “bribery” of local law enforcement).771 Apple’s Global Security team has a 

sketchy history, including Apple employees accused in 2011 of impersonating policemen and searching 

a man’s San Francisco home for a lost prototype, threatening to have the man deported if he did not 

cooperate. 772 Apple was also accused in 2010 of a violation of California's shield law with an illegal 

search warrant, when they searched the home of a journalist, again looking for a prototype. 773  Gawker 

described Apple’s secret police as “sleazy.”  

The Gizmodo article described Apple employee’s experience with this Gestapo as “ knowing 

how it feels to be watched, to always be considered guilty of crimes against another kind of state. 

Knowing how it felt to have no privacy whatsoever when he was working right here, in a little 

Californian town called Cupertino, in a legendary place located in One Infinite Loop.” 774 

 
767 Gawker, Apple's Sleazy Secret Police Lose Their Leader,  Nov 4 2011, https://www.gawker.com/5856260/apples-sleazy-
secret-police-lose-their-leader  
768 Gawker, Apple's Sleazy Secret Police Lose Their Leader,  Nov 4 2011, https://www.gawker.com/5856260/apples-sleazy-
secret-police-lose-their-leader  
769 Gizmodo, Apple Gestapo: How Apple Hunts Down Leaks, Dec 15 2009, https://gizmodo.com/apple-gestapo-how-apple-
hunts-down-leaks-5427058  
770 Gawker, Apple's Sleazy Secret Police Lose Their Leader,  Nov 4 2011, https://www.gawker.com/5856260/apples-sleazy-
secret-police-lose-their-leader  
771 The Washington Post, Apple’s head of global security indicted on bribery charges, Nov 24 2020, 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2020/11/23/apple-sheriff-bribery/  
772 Gawker, Apple's Sleazy Secret Police Lose Their Leader,  Nov 4 2011, https://www.gawker.com/5856260/apples-sleazy-
secret-police-lose-their-leader  
773 CNET, Apple pushed security executive out, https://www.cnet.com/news/source-apple-pushed-security-executive-out/ ; 
MarketWatch,Police task force oversight committee has included Apple,  https://www.marketwatch.com/story/apple-has-sat-
on-steering-committee-for-task-force-2010-04-27 
774 Gawker, Apple's Sleazy Secret Police Lose Their Leader,  Nov 4 2011, https://www.gawker.com/5856260/apples-sleazy-
secret-police-lose-their-leader  
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Gjovik was not aware of any Workplace Violence team until this encounter. Upon reviewing 

Apple policies, the only mention of “Workplace Violence” includes: “Workplace violence includes, but 

is not limited to, physical aggression, verbal or written threats, stalking, or destruction of property” and 

“As a manager, itʼs your responsibility to help Apple provide a safe workplace. Promptly report any 

potential threat or incident of workplace violence to your People Business Partner who will contact a 

member of Appleʼs Threat Assessment Team to assess the situation and determine appropriate action.” 

It's entirely unclear why this team was contacting Gjovik if not to intimidate and threaten her. Gjovik 

suspects, and has been quoted as such, that this “Workplace Violence team” is the latest version of the 

“Worldwide Loyalty Team.” When Gjovik searched LinkedIn for the team name within Apple, the only 

other employees who showed up was “executive security” and the employee who broke into the SF 

man’s apartment in 2011.  

Silicon Valley companies have stacked what they often call their “trust and safety” teams with 

former police officers and national intelligence analysts. The industry’s intense focus on reputation can 

lead their security units astray. 775 When working for tech companies, private investigators have access 

to more data, deal with far less red tape, and they have the ability to quickly cross jurisdictions and 

borders. 776 The “Pinkerton promise” is attractive to some Silicon Valley firms. The Guardian reported 

on March 16 that Google and Facebook have both retained Pinkerton to monitor staff for leaks. “Among 

other services, Pinkerton offers to send investigators to coffee shops or restaurants near a company’s 

campus to eavesdrop on employees’ conversations,” Olivia Solon reported. A Pinkerton representative 

told Solon that the firm’s reach may not end with simply IP concerns. “Through LinkedIn searches, The 

Guardian found several former Pinkerton investigators to have subsequently been hired by Facebook, 

Google, and Apple,” Solon wrote. 777 

 

 
775 The New York Times, EBay’s Critics Faced an Extreme Case of an Old Silicon Valley Habit, July 27 2020, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/27/technology/ebay-silicon-valley-security-reputation.html  
776 The New York Times, EBay’s Critics Faced an Extreme Case of an Old Silicon Valley Habit, July 27 2020, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/27/technology/ebay-silicon-valley-security-reputation.html  
777 The Guardian, They'll squash you like a bug': how Silicon Valley keeps a lid on leakers, March 2018, 
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/mar/16/silicon-valley-internal-work-spying-surveillance-leakers ; The New 
Republic, The Pinkertons Still Never Sleep, March 23 2018, https://newrepublic.com/article/147619/pinkertons-still-never-
sleep  
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Further, as in Kolchinsky, Gjovik agreed to participate in the investigation, however noted the 

prior retaliation and current government investigations and simply requested to keep discussion in 

writing (similar to Kolchinsky requesting his lawyer be present), a far cry from “failure to cooperate.”  

Gjovik was not aware of any Workplace Violence team until this encounter. Upon reviewing Apple 

policies, the only mention of “Workplace Violence” includes: “Workplace violence includes, but is not 

limited to, physical aggression, verbal or written threats, stalking, or destruction of property” and “As a 

manager, itʼs your responsibility to help Apple provide a safe workplace. Promptly report any potential 

threat or incident of workplace violence to your People Business Partner who will contact a member of 

Appleʼs Threat Assessment Team to assess the situation and determine appropriate action.” It's entirely 

unclear why this team was contacting Gjovik if not to intimidate and threaten her.  

Apple’s Business Conduct policy simply stated “You are also required to fully cooperate in any Apple 

investigation.” 778 It said nothing about cooperation requiring no paper trail of what occurred. Gjovik 

agreed to cooperate within two minutes of the request. Gjovik did not breach her requirement to 

cooperate, regardless of whatever the requirement was even lawful under the circumstances. In fact, 

only a month before, Gjovik was participating in a Business Conduct investigation into the possible 

sanctions violation where she also 1) responded in two minutes 2) said she was happy to help. No 

concerns were raised by Apple about that exchange. It’s unclear how this was different.  

 

On Sep 9, 2021, at 2:08 PM, Aleks Kagramanov wrote: 

Subject: [No Subject] 
Hi Ashley, 
This is Aleks Kagramanov from Employee Relations. We’re looking into a sensitive Intellectual 
Property matter that we would like to speak with you about. We would like to connect with you 
at as soon as possible today; within this hour, and you should see an iCal come through shortly. 
We sincerely appreciate you prioritizing this call and being flexible. If you absolutely cannot 
make this time, please propose a few other times for us to connect today. I wanted to send this 
introductory email so you know who I am when I set it up. I can share more details when we 
meet. 
As part of Apple’s policy, your cooperation and participation is imperative. Thank you in 
advance, and talk soon. 
Best, Aleks Kagramanov, Employee Relations, AMR Threat Assessment & Workplace 
Violence (TAT) Apple 

 
778 Apple Inc, Business Conduct Policy, Rev Oct 2020 (Current) 
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On Sep 9, 2021, at 2:10 PM, Ashley Gjovik wrote: 
Hi Aleks! Happy to help! Please send any questions / updates via email so we keep everything 
written please. I will respond via email as quickly as I can. Thanks! 
 
On Sep 9, 2021, at 2:27 PM, Ashley Gjovik wrote: 
FYI, I forwarded your email & my reply to the investigator on my NLRB case so he’s aware 
you just reached out to me the day before my Affidavit is supposed to be taken. 
This feels a little like witness intimidation, etc... 
 
On Sep 9, 2021, at 2:50 PM, Aleks Kagramanov  wrote: 
We are investigating allegations that you improperly disclosed Apple confidential information. 
Since you have chosen not to participate in the discussion, we will move forward with the 
information that we have, and given the seriousness of these allegations, we are suspending 
your access to Apple systems. 
Best, Aleks Kagramanov, Employee Relations, AMR Threat Assessment & Workplace 
Violence (TAT) Apple 
 
On Sep 9, 2021, at 3:07 PM, Ashley Gjovik wrote: 
Hi Aleks, 
As mentioned, I’m definitely willing to participate in your investigation. I only asked that the 
discussion be kept to email — I said nothing about not participating in the discussion at all. 
I offered to help via email to ensure we have a documented record of our conversations 
considering everything that’s currently going on with my investigation and my complaints to 
the government. 
I have been speaking out about work conditions, about workplace safety, concerns about 
discrimination & retaliation, and about concerns about intimidation and corruption (as reported 
to the government in public record). 
I’m very concerned about what you are calling “serious allegations.” Can you please provide me 
additional detail on what these allegations are? And when you say move forward, are you 
simply suspecting my access to Apple system? Or are you doing something more — and if so 
what? 
Your email is very unexpected and I’m caught quite off guard if this is a real issue. I’d like the 
opportunity to remedy any actual issues. Please let me know what the issues are so I can make a 
good faith attempt at that. 
In the meantime, without any additional context or effort to communicate with me in email, this 
really does feel like intimidation and additional retaliation and I will consider it as such. 
Best,-Ashley 
 
Date: September 9, 2021 at 6:54 PM 
Subject: Employment Status 
 To: Ashley Gjovik  
From: Yannick Bertolus (VP) 
Hi Ashley, Please see attached.   
ATTACHMENT: Re: Termination of employment 
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Apple has determined that you have engaged in conduct that warrants termination of 
employment, including, but not limited to, violations of Apple policies. You disclosed 
confidential product-related information in violation of Apple policies and your obligations 
under the Intellectual Property Agreement (IPA). We also found that you failed to cooperate and 
to provide accurate and complete information during the Apple investigatory process. Your 
access to Apple systems has been suspended as of today and your employment will terminate on 
September 10, 2021. You will receive your final pay which will include regular pay through 
your termination date, all accrued unused vacation pay and any ESPP contributions made in the 
current period. 
 

 

 

 
 

“Disclosure of confidential product-related information” 
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An employee has a duty to obey the employer's lawful and reasonable orders within the scope of 

the contract of employment.779  If the employer's order is reasonable and lawful, the claimant’s willful 

disobedience, without justification, would constitute misconduct. 780  However, Congress, the state 

legislature, and the courts have recognized that not every demand of an employer is a lawful one,781 

even if the employee originally agreed to comply with such a demand.782 Noncompliance with an 

employer's order (or rule) is justified if the order (or rule) is unreasonable or unlawful.783 Disobedience 

to unlawful demands does not constitute insubordination.784 This exception may apply even if the 

illegality of the rule has not been established by any court before the refusal to obey.785  

The Restatement makes clear: information regarding an employer's illegal activities is not a trade 

secret.786 Further, information regarding an employer's illegal activities is not protectable by means of 

restrictive covenant. 787 Facts relating to actual, alleged, or potential violations of the law are generally 

not protectable trade secrets. An employee's agreement not to disclose such information may, in some 

situations, be unenforceable as against public policy.788 The Restatement also says, “if information is 

known generally to the public or widely in the employer's industry, or is readily obtainable by others 

through proper means, it is not a trade secret.” 789 

Compliance is not required if the order is unreasonable, including if: the employee has a 

reasonable and good-faith doubt of the authority of the individual issuing the order; compliance would 

impose a new and unreasonable burden on the claimant; the rule does not relate to or affect the 

 
779 Labor Code section 2856; May v. New York Motion Picture Corporation (1920), 45 Cal. App. 296, 187 P. 785, 788). 
780 California EDD, Misconduct MC 225: Insubordination 
781 Labor Code sections 222.5, 552, 922, 923, 1101, 1102, 1196, 1198, 1199, 1250, 1252, 1292 to 1294, 1350 to 1351, 1391 
to 1393, 1420, and 2855; Labor-Management Relations Act of 1947, 29 U.S.C.A. section 141; Lockheed Aircraft 
Corporation v. Superior Court (1946), 28 Cal. 2d 481, 171 P. 2d 21, 166 A.L.R. 701; Fort v. Civil Service Commission 
(1964), 61 Cal. 2d 331, 38 Cal. Rptr. 625, 392 P. 385; Bowling v. Unemployment Insurance Commission (1966), Circuit 
Court of Lester Co., Civil Case No. 1725, reported in 4 Commerce Clearing House Unemployment Insurance Reporter, 
"Kentucky," paragraph 8285), 
782 Civil Code section 1676; Labor Code section 2855; DeHaviland v. Warner Brothers Pictures (1945), 67 Cal. App. 2d 255, 
153 P. 2d 983; Liberio v. Vidal (1966), 240 Cal. App. 2d 273, 49 Cal. Rptr. 520; Heaps v. Toy (1942), 54 Cal. App. 2d 178, 
128 P. 2d 813). 
783 California EDD, Misconduct MC 225: Insubordination 
784 Douglas Santos v Standard Stations Inc, California Unemployment Insurance Appeals Board, Benefit Dec No 75- 69-
1743, Precedent Benefit Decision No P-B-66 (1975) 
785 Parrish v. Civil Service Commission (1967), 66 A.C. 253, 66 Cal. 2d ___, 57 Cal. Rptr. 623. 
786 Restatement of the Law, Employment Law, § 8.02, Definition of Employer's Trade Secret, Comment 
787 Restatement of the Law, Employment Law, § 8.02, Definition of Employer's Trade Secret, Comment 
788 EEOC v. U.S. Steel Corp., 671 F. Supp. 351, 358 (W.D. Pa. 1987); Chambers v. Capital, 159 F.R.D. 441, 444 1995);  
EEOC v. Astra, Inc., 94 F.3d 738, 745 (1st Cir. 1996)  
789 Restatement of the Law, Employment Law, § 8.02, Definition of Employer's Trade Secret, Comment 
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employer's business interests; or if the employee reasonably and in good faith believes compliance 

would result in a violation of the law, objects or makes a reasonable effort to object to the employer, and 

the employer makes no reasonable effort to explain the basis for the order to the employee.790 On the 

contrary, examples of “reasonable rules” including showing up for work, performing work to the best of 

one's ability, obeying a reasonable employer order and refraining from fighting or sleeping on the job.791 

As previously discussed, Apple is notorious for oppressing & silencing their workforce. An 

opinion piece was written by Anil Dash about the issue. Dash is “recognized as one of the most 

prominent voices advocating for a more humane, inclusive & ethical technology industry,” was an 

advisor to the Obama White House, and is a Board Member of the EFF (Electronic Frontier Foundation) 

an international, non-profit digital rights group.792 Dash wrote about Apple:  

The sad truth is that Apple is still stuck in an anachronistic, 1984 mode of 
communicating with the world. If Apple doesn’t evolve, it’ll become a pathetic-looking 
giant, constantly playing whack-a-mole with information leaks, diminishing its relevance 
by antagonizing the very creators it has so long sought to identify with. … The reckoning 
Apple has reached, whether it’s admitted or not, is that its secrecy is compromising its 
humanity…It’s incumbent upon Apple to do the moral thing here. Treat your employees, 
customers, suppliers and partner companies better, by letting them participate in the thing 
most of your products are designed for: Human self-expression. If the ethical argument 
is unpersuasive, then focus on the long-term viability of your marketing and branding 
efforts, and realize that a technology company that is determined to prevent information 
from being spread is an organization at war with itself. Civil wars are expensive, have 
no winners, and incur lots of casualties.793 

 

Apple clearly did not listen.  

GJOVIK DID NOT VIOLATE HER IPA WITH APPLE  
 

Less than four hours later after her accounts were suspended on Sept 9, Gjovik received an email 

notice that she was being terminated.  According to the termination letter, Gjovik “disclosed 

confidential product-related information in violation of Apple policies and [her] obligations under the 

Intellectual Property Agreement (IPA). [The Company] also found that [she] failed to cooperate and to 

provide accurate and complete information during the Apple investigatory process.”  The letter took 

 
790 22 CCR § 1256-36. Discharge for Misconduct -Insubordination; California EDD, Misconduct MC 225: Insubordination 
791 California EDD, Misconduct, https://www.edd.ca.gov/UIBDG/Misconduct_MC_5.htm  
792 EFF, Anil Dash, https://www.eff.org/about/staff/anil-dash 
793 Anil Dash, Apple: Secrecy Does Not Scale, Anil Dash, https://anildash.com/2009/07/31/apple_secrecy_does_not_scale/ 
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Gjovik by surprise, considering that she had not disclosed any information in violation of the IPA, and 

considering that she offered her assistance in the investigatory process. The rationale for Gjovik’s  

termination was pretextual.  Not only did Gjovik did not disclose any information in violation of the 

IPA, but Apple knew that her disclosures were not violations of the IPA.   

Apple’s reasons for terminating Gjovik are pretextual and in no way could be proven with clear 

& convincing evidence that Apple would have taken the actions it did to Gjovik in the absence of 

Gjovik’s protected activities. First, Apple’s reasons for the termination do not explain the reasoning for 

the hostile work environment, change in work responsibilities, sham investigations, construction 

termination, suspension, or other adverse action that occurred before the events Apple points to. Next, 

Apple has not taken negative actions against others who did similar actions as Gjovik, with the only 

difference being Gjovik’s protected conduct. Further, substantial, compelling evidence points to 

forbidden animus and retaliatory motive in Apple’s actions against Gjovik starting in the spring of 2021. 

As noted in Kinzel, if animus is found for one adverse employment action, that animus may be 

imputed upon other adverse action happening in close temporal proximity.794 

In August and September 2021, Gjovik expressed public concerns about Apple Inc’s surveillance 

of employees, including an internal iPhone application which took photos and videos whenever it 

thought it saw a face and shared the data with Apple engineering teams. Gjovik saw the images her 

phone was capturing of her, including: her naked, her in bed, her in the bathroom, her friends if near her, 

at the doctor’s office, personal documents in the background, etc.   

 Numerous federal and state labor laws protect employee’s ability to speak out about work 

conditions and labor issues. All of the information shared by Gjovik was about work conditions, safety 

concerns, labor concerns, and other protected activities. Even the implied, supposedly “legitimate” 

reasons for Gjovik’s termination are themselves protected statements with Gjovik expressing concerns 

about Apple’s surveillance, intimidation, and intrusive personal data collection of its employees.  

The public policy protecting whistleblowers would be completely thwarted if the employer could 

retaliate with impunity against any employee who decided to reveal improper conduct by the 

 
794 Kinzel v. Discovery Drilling, Inc. Supreme Court of Alaska June 25, 2004, Decided Supreme Court No. S-10190, No. 
5820 
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employer.795 A California court wrote that an employer claiming a whistleblower had “unclean hands” 

in the case before them, “brings to mind the image of Prefect Louis exclaiming his shock at hearing 

gambling was occurring at Rick's American Café while counting his winnings in the movie 

Casablanca.”796 

 

Analysis: Privacy  
 

Privacy in California  
 

Article I, section 1 of the California Constitution provides that the right of "privacy" is among 

the people's inalienable rights. California appellate courts and at least one federal court have consistently 

held, in varying contexts, that Article I, section 1 provides some protection against non-governmental 

intrusion, as well as state conduct.797 The legislative history (ballot argument) stated,  

"The right of privacy is the right to be left alone. It is a fundamental and compelling interest. 
It protects our homes, our families, our thoughts, our emotions, our expressions, our 
personalities, our freedom of communion, and our freedom to associate with the people we 
choose. It prevents government and business interests from collecting and stockpiling 
unnecessary information about us and from misusing information gathered for one purpose 
in order to serve other purposes or to embarrass us.”798 

California courts have found, "The constitutional [privacy] provision is self-executing; hence, it 

confers a judicial right of action on all Californians. Privacy is protected not merely against 

state action; it is considered an inalienable right which may not be violated by anyone.” 799 

While a California employee sacrifices some privacy rights when he enters the workplace, the 

employee's privacy expectations must be balanced against the employer's interests.800 Privacy, like the 

other inalienable rights listed first in our Constitution, is at least as fundamental as the antitrust statutes 

 
795 . (See **334 Harris v. City of Santa Monica (2013) 56 Cal.4th 203, 229-230, 152 Cal.Rptr.3d 392, 294 P.3d 49; Green v. 
Ralee Engineering Co. (1998) 19 Cal.4th 66, 90, 78 Cal.Rptr.2d 16, 960 P.2d 1046  Whitehall v. County of San Bernardino, 
17 Cal.App.5th 352 (2017)  
796 Whitehall v. County of San Bernardino, 17 Cal.App.5th 352 (2017)  
797 Porten v. University of San Francisco (1976) 64 Cal.App.3d 825; Cutter v. Brownbridge (1986) 183 Cal.App.3d 836; 
Miller v. National Broadcasting Company (1986) 187 Cal.App.3d 1463; Chico Feminist Women's Health Center v. Scully 
(1989) 208 Cal.App.3d 230; Chico Feminist Women's Health Center v. Butte Glenn Medical S. (1983) 557 F.Supp. 1190; 
Wilkinson v. Times Mirror Corporation (1989) 215 Cal.App.3d 1034; Semore v. Pool (1990) 217 Cal.App.3d 1034; Luck v. 
Southern Pacific Trans. Co. (1990) 218 Cal.App.3d 1. 
798 Wilkinson v. Times Mirror Corporation (1989) 215 Cal.App.3d 1034. 
799 Wilkinson v. Times Mirror Corporation (1989) 215 Cal.App.3d 1034. 
800 Semore v. Pool (1990) 217 Cal. App. 3d 1088 
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in Tameny or the perjury statutes in Petermann. The right of privacy is unquestionably a fundamental 

interest of our society.801 California accords privacy the constitutional status of an inalienable right, on a 

par with defending life and possessing property. 802 

While plaintiff could contractually agree not to assert his right to privacy, the employer cannot 

be allowed to use such an agreement to circumvent the public policy favoring privacy, and the employer 

could not successfully enforce such a contractual agreement if it intruded on plaintiff's right to 

privacy.803 If the intrusion violates the right to privacy, it is illegal whether or not it is pursuant to an 

agreement. If pursuant to such an agreement, the agreement would be unenforceable because it would be 

against public policy. The public policy here "affects the duty not to intrude on the right of privacy, 

which inures to the benefit of the public at large rather than to a particular employer or employee." 804 

The California Constitutional right to privacy creates a right of action against both private and 

government entities. 805 California employees have a cause of action against their private employer for 

violating their Constitutional right to privacy if the intrusion is against a legally protected privacy 

interest, including: “conducting personal activities without observation, intrusion, or interference” as 

determined by “established social norms” derived from common law and statutory enactment. 806 The 

employees’ expectations of privacy must be reasonable, evaluating “customs, practices, and physical 

settings surrounding particular activities” and the employee’s opportunity to be notified in advance 

and/or consent to the intrusion.807 Finally, the employee must show that the intrusion is so serious in 

“nature, scope, and actual or potential impact as to constitute an egregious breach of the social 

norms.”808  

 
801 Rulon-Miller v. International Business Machines Corp. (1984) 162 Cal. App. 3d 241, 255 [208 Cal. Rptr. 524], quoting 
City and County of San Francisco v. Superior Court (1981) 125 Cal. App. 3d 879, 882 [178 Cal. Rptr. 435]. 
802 Vinson v. Superior Court (1987) 43 Cal. 3d 833, 841 [239 Cal. Rptr. 292, 740 P.2d 404] [limiting right to discover one's 
sexual history, habits and practices in action for sexual harassment and emotional distress]. 
803 Foley v. Interactive Data Corp., 47 Cal.3d at p. 670 (1988)  
804 Semore v. Pool (1990) 217 Cal. App. 3d 1088 
805 Hill, 7 Cal.4th 1, 27, 26 Cal.Rptr.2d 834, 865 P.2d 633. 
806 Hill, 7 Cal.4th 1, 35, 26 Cal.Rptr.2d 834, 865 P.2d 633. 
807 Hill, pp. 36-37, 26 Cal.Rptr.2d 834, 865 P.2d 633. 
808 Hill. at p. 37, 26 Cal.Rptr.2d 834, 865 P.2d 633;  accord, Sheehan v. San Francisco 49ers, Ltd. (2009) 45 Cal.4th 992, 998, 
89 Cal.Rptr.3d 594, 201 P.3d 472 (Sheehan);  Pioneer Electronics (USA), Inc. v. Superior Court (2007) 40 Cal.4th 360, 370-
371, 53 Cal.Rptr.3d 513, 150 P.3d 198 (Pioneer ). 
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Employees in California may not have a reasonable expectation of privacy while having lunch on 

a crowded outdoor, public patio809  – or in a common, open, exposed area of the workplace.810 Areas 

where employees are likely to have a reasonable expectation of privacy are “restricted access and 

limited view, and reserved exclusively for performing bodily functions or other inherently personal 

acts,” such as locker rooms, restrooms, and bathrooms.811 Courts have acknowledged the intrusive effect 

of hidden cameras and video recorders in settings that otherwise seem private. It has been said that the 

“unblinking lens” can be more penetrating than the naked eye with respect to “duration, proximity, 

focus, and vantage point.” 812  Such monitoring and recording denies the actor a key feature of privacy-

the right to control the dissemination of his image and actions.813 

In California, it is a misdemeanor to invade someone else’s privacy by using a device to view 

someone inside a private room (PC 647j1) or secretly photographing someone in a private room (PC 

647j3). Under federal law, it is a crime to “capture an image of a private area of an individual without 

their consent and when the individual has a reasonable expectation of privacy.”814 Further, California 

Labor Code 435(a)815 states that “no employer may cause an audio or video recording to be made of an 

employee in a restroom, locker room, or room designated by an employer for changing clothes, unless 

authorized by court order.”  

 

Apple’s Position on Privacy  
 

Apple says, “Apple believes that privacy is a human right.”816Apple’s website says, “Privacy is 

a fundamental human right. At Apple, it’s also one of our core values. Your devices are important to so 

 
809 Wilkins v. National Broadcasting Co. (1999) 71 Cal.App.4th 1066, 1072-1073, 1078, 84 Cal.Rptr.2d 329 
810 Acosta v. Scott Labor LLC (N.D.Ill.2005) 377 F.Supp.2d 647, 649, 652 
811 See Trujillo v. City of Ontario (C.D.Cal.2006) 428 F.Supp.2d 1094, 1099-1100, 1103, 1119-1122; Liberti v. Walt Disney 
World Co. (M.D.Fla.1995) 912 F.Supp. 1494, 1499, 1506; Doe by Doe v. B.P.S. Guard Services, Inc. (8th Cir.1991) 945 F.2d 
1422, 1424, 1427 
812 Cowles v. State (Alaska 2001) 23 P.3d 1168, 1182 (dis. opn. of Fabe, J.) 
813 See Shulman, 18 Cal.4th 200, 235, 74 Cal.Rptr.2d 843, 955 P.2d 469. 
814 18 U.S.C. § 1801 (2018) 
815 § 435 was enacted to clarify "privacy rights in the workplace for both employers and employees" since court decisions had 
"left a definite gray area in regards to employee surveillance."  Hearing on A.B. 2303 Before the Assemb. Comm. on Labor 
& Emp't, 1997-98 Leg. Sess. (Cal. Apr. 22, 1998). Since such surveillance was on the rise, the proponents of the statute felt 
that a "reasonable limitation" should be placed on it. Hearing on A.B. 2303 Before the S. Comm. on Indus. Relations, 1997-
98 Leg. Sess. (Cal. June 11, 1998).  
816 Apple Inc, iCloud security overview, https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT202303 (Last Checked Mar 23 2022) 
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many parts of your life. What you share from those experiences, and who you share it with, should be up 

to you.”817 

Robert ◼◼◼◼◼◼, Apple’s “data hungry” “Gobbler” user study manager, write in a public 

article about Apple Face ID development, “As a democratic republic, we expect to have privacy as a 

lack of privacy is tied to tyranny. The founding of our nation was opposed to tyranny, at least 

ideologically, even though we have had some major issues with the subject.”818 

On April 24 2019, ◼◼◼◼◼◼ posted on LinkedIn an article about privacy, Personally 

identifiable information (PII) & his work developing Face ID at Apple.819 ◼◼◼◼◼◼ wrote that 

despite running user studies that gathered personal data for years, that he “ did not participate in having 

[his] data collected.” He said he “was an anomaly for other researchers. [He] didn’t feel comfortable 

with it, and data collection was voluntary. Not everyone was happy with the concept that [he] would ask 

for people’s help but wouldn’t help [himself]. I was stubborn in my belief that I didn’t feel the system 

was private enough. I didn’t want my picture in research papers either…. [he] then went on to collect 

4,600 3D face scans of ~500 subjects.”  ◼◼◼◼◼◼ concluded, “Privacy is an essential component 

in the company’s DNA.” 820 

 

CRITICISM  
 
Thomas le Bonniec, an ex-Apple contractor and whistleblower, wrote to regulators in 2019: “It is 

worrying that Apple keeps ignoring and violating fundamental rights and continues their massive 

collection of data. “I am extremely concerned that big tech companies are basically wiretapping entire 

populations despite European citizens being told the EU has one of the strongest data protection laws in 

the world. Passing a law is not good enough: it needs to be enforced upon privacy offenders.”821 Le 

 
817 Apple Inc, Privacy, https://www.apple.com/privacy/ (Last Checked Mar 23 2022)  
818 https://towardsdatascience.com/face-recognition-3d-face-recognition-from-infancy-to-product-209126575b56 
819 https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/privacy-machine-learning-pii-robert-◼◼◼◼◼◼-aloe/ 
820 https://towardsdatascience.com/face-recognition-3d-face-recognition-from-infancy-to-product-209126575b56 
821 The Guardian, Apple whistleblower goes public over lack of action, May 2020,, 
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2020/may/20/apple-whistleblower-goes-public-over-lack-of-action 
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Bonniec, said Apple has been, “operating on a moral and legal grey area and they have been doing this 

for years on a massive scale. They should be called out in every possible way.”822  

Le Bonniec exposed that Siri is recording when it is not triggered by the users. Thousands of 

recordings were sent to Apple in order for hundreds of Apple employees to listen, analyse and transcribe 

their content. The public statement reveals that Apple collected millions of confidential messages, full of 

intimate details, political opinions, sexual preferences, and discussions between persons in a room, 

without the users even being aware of it. In 2019, Apple admitted that these practices were not up to the 

privacy standards. According to today’s disclosures it seems that contrary to Apple’s statement, no end 

was put to the recording of Apple’s users.823  

 

Privacy in Employment  
 

The Restatement explains that Employees have protected interests, including “the privacy of the 

employee's person (including aspects of his physical person, bodily functions, and personal possessions) 

as well as the privacy of the physical and electronic locations, and the privacy of the employee's 

information of a personal nature.” 824 An employer may have liability for a wrongful intrusion tort if the 

intrusion is highly offensive to a reasonable person in the circumstances. 825 The test looks to (1) the 

intrusion upon seclusion or solitude (2) committed in a highly offensive manner. 826 

An employee has a protected privacy interest against employer intrusion into:  (1) the employee's 

physical person, bodily functions, and personal possessions; and  (2) physical and electronic locations, 

including employer-provided locations, as to which the employee has a reasonable expectation of 

privacy. An employer intrudes upon an employee's protected privacy interest under this Section by such 

means as an examination, search, or surveillance. 827  

 
822 he Guardian, Apple whistleblower goes public over lack of action, May 2020,, 
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2020/may/20/apple-whistleblower-goes-public-over-lack-of-action 
823 Noyb, “Siri: Are you recording me?” “No but I am listening to you,” May 2020, https://noyb.eu/en/former-apple-
employee-blows-whistle-apple-again 
824 Restatement of the Law, Employment Law  § 7.02, Protected Employee Privacy Interests  
825 Restatement of the Law, Employment Law  § 7.02, Protected Employee Privacy Interests, Comments  
826 § 652B Intrusion Upon Seclusion  
827 Restatement of the Law, Employment Law  § 7.03, Protected Employee Privacy Interests in the Employee's Physical 
Person and in Physical and Electronic Locations  
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An employee has a protected privacy interest in the employee's physical person, private physical 

functions, and personal possessions. This includes the employee's body, bodily fluids, and other bodily 

by-products. An employer's job requirement that an employee provide a urine sample as part of a test for 

unlawful drug use is an intrusion into a protected privacy interest. An employer observing an employee 

engaged in private physical functions in a bathroom stall is an intrusion into a protected privacy 

interest.828 

When it comes to personal property or locations that the employee owns or has access to outside 

of the workplace, employees will generally enjoy the same expectations of privacy against employer 

intrusions as they do with respect to other third-party intrusions. The reasonableness of those privacy 

expectations will be a function of the nature of the location, the ease of observation or interference by 

others, and the likelihood of the intrusion. Even though the employee might not expect an employer to 

intrude into nonworkplace locations, the employee cannot expect a greater level of freedom from 

intrusion by the employer than by the general public. By the same token, the employer is not privileged 

to intrude upon an employee's privacy outside the workplace simply because the employer is otherwise 

pursuing a legitimate business interest. 829 

In order for employees to have a reasonable expectation of privacy in the absence of express 

policy allowing employee private activity in a particular location, the location must itself be one that is 

customarily treated as private. The office bathroom is the quintessential example of a work location that 

is generally treated as a private place. Other places often treated as private include lockers, desks, 

private offices, and the break room. 830 

The employer is subject to liability under this Section for violating an employee's protected 

autonomy interest recognized in only if the employer lacks a reasonable and good-faith belief that 

exercising the personal autonomy interest interferes with the employer's legitimate business interests. 831 

The implied duty of good faith and fair dealing that is contained in every employment agreement and 

implicit in every employment relationship recognizes that "by entering into an employment relationship, 

 
828 Restatement of the Law, Employment Law  § 7.03, Protected Employee Privacy Interests in the Employee's Physical 
Person and in Physical and Electronic Locations,  Comments  
829 Restatement of the Law, Employment Law  § 7.03, Protected Employee Privacy Interests in the Employee's Physical 
Person and in Physical and Electronic Locations,  Comments  
830 Restatement of the Law, Employment Law  § 7.03, Protected Employee Privacy Interests in the Employee's Physical 
Person and in Physical and Electronic Locations,  Comments  
831 Restatement of the Law, Employment Law  § 7.03, Protected Employee Privacy Interests in the Employee's Physical 
Person and in Physical and Electronic Locations,  Comments  
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each party to the relation-ship undertakes a duty to cooperate with the other party in realizing the 

common purpose of their contractual relationship." 832 If the employer discharges an employee because 

of protected conduct, beliefs, or affiliations without showing the justification required, the employer 

prevents the employee from performing the employment agreement for reasons unrelated to the 

requirements of the employment relationship itself.833 

This protection for autonomy is as a default rule. Because it is not established as a common-law 

tort, it is best addressed as a matter of contract. The default rule recognizes a sphere of protection. The 

purpose is not only to protect civic and personal life, but also to mirror the likely implicit bargain 

between the employer and employee about where the employment relationship ends and personal life 

begins. 834 

 

TERMINATION IN VIOLATION OF PROTECTION AGAINST WRONGFUL EMPLOYER INTRUSIONS INTO 
PROTECTED EMPLOYEE PRIVACY INTERESTS 
 

An employer who discharges an employee for refusing to consent to a wrongful employer 

intrusion upon a protected employee privacy interest under this Chapter is subject to liability for 

wrongful discharge in violation of well-established public policy.835 There are areas of an employee's 

life in which his employer has no legitimate interest. An intrusion into one of these areas by virtue of the 

employer's power of discharge might plausibly give rise to a cause of action, particularly when some 

recognized fact of public policy is threatened. 836 When an employee alleges that his or her discharge 

was related to an employer's invasion of his or her privacy, if the court determined that the discharge 

 
832 Restatement of the Law, Employment Law  § 7.03, Protected Employee Privacy Interests in the Employee's Physical 
Person and in Physical and Electronic Locations,  Comments  
833 Restatement of the Law, Employment Law  § 7.03, Protected Employee Privacy Interests in the Employee's Physical 
Person and in Physical and Electronic Locations,  Comments  
834 Restatement of the Law, Employment Law  § 7.03, Protected Employee Privacy Interests in the Employee's Physical 
Person and in Physical and Electronic Locations,  Comments  
835 Restatement of the Law, Employment Law > Chapter 7- Employee Privacy and Autonomy  
§ 7.07, Discharge in Retaliation for Refusing Privacy Invasion  
836 Borse v. Piece Goods Shop, Inc., 963 F.2d 611 (3d Cir. 1992);  Geary v. United States Steel Corp., 319 A.2d 174 (Pa. 
1974) 
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was related to a substantial and highly offensive invasion of the employee's privacy, that the discharge 

violated public policy. 837 

The employer cannot discharge employees for refusing to waive a nonnegotiable or nonwaivable 

right. When an employee successfully refuses to submit to an employer's wrongful intrusion into 

protected employee privacy interests and the employee suffers a termination of employment or such 

adverse conditions of employment as to amount to a constructive discharge because of the employee's 

refusal to submit, the employee has a claim for wrongful discharge in violation of public policy. The 

public policy is the protection against wrongful employer intrusions into protected employee privacy 

interests. 838  

The common law is the source for these privacy protections. Courts have also pointed to federal 

and state constitutional privacy provisions, as well as to federal and state legislation, as additional 

sources of the public policy underlying employee privacy claims. The purposes of the public-policy 

cause of action are furthered by enabling the employee to protect his or her personal interests by 

refusing the intrusion and to resist an employer policy or action that is likely to affect other employees 

and the public interest. 839 

Privacy protections are generally the result of a balance among employee privacy interests, 

employer business interests, and public interests in safety.  This policy is critical to the proper 

enforcement of common-law privacy protections. It is similar to the antiretaliation provisions in many 

employment-law statutes. Antiretaliation provisions protect employees who exercise their rights under 

the statutes. The Supreme Court has broadly interpreted statutes protecting employees claiming 

retaliation for exercising statutory rights840  The decisions recognizing protection against wrongful 

 
837 963 F.2d at 623. See also Twigg v. Hercules Corp., 406 S.E.2d 52, 55 (W. Va. 1990) ("[I]t is contrary to public policy in 
West Virginia for an employer to require an employee to submit to drug testing, since such testing portends an invasion of an 
individual's right to privacy.").  
838 Restatement of the Law, Employment Law > Chapter 7- Employee Privacy and Autonomy  
§ 7.07, Discharge in Retaliation for Refusing Privacy Invasion, Comment  
839 Restatement of the Law, Employment Law > Chapter 7- Employee Privacy and Autonomy  
§ 7.07, Discharge in Retaliation for Refusing Privacy Invasion, Comment  
840 See Kasten v. Plastic Corp., 131 S. Ct. 1325 (2011) (FLSA antiretaliation provision applies to oral as well as written 
complaints); LP, 131 S. Ct. 863 (2011) (Title VII antiretaliation provision prohibits retaliation against the fiancé of an 
employee who engaged in protected conduct); County 129 S. Ct. 846 (2009) (Title VII protects against retaliation for 
speaking about discrimination in an internal investigation) ; See generally Richard Moberly, The Supreme Court's 
Antiretaliation Principle, 61 Case W. Res. L. Rev. 375, 378 (2011). For an insightful discussion of the need for protection 
against termination based on a refusal to consent to invasions of privacy, see Pauline T. Kim, Privacy Rights, Public Policy, 
and the Employment Relationship, 57 Ohio St. L.J. 671 (1996). 
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discharge for privacy violations typically balance the employee's privacy interests and the interests of 

the employer and society.841 

Courts have recognized an action for violation of privacy rights even when the employee 

ultimately agrees to submit to the challenged procedure, either through termination in violation of public 

policy or through a violation of an implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing..842  Numerous courts 

have recognized that discharge based on an employee's refusal to consent or submit to an invasion of 

their privacy rights is actionable as a violation of public policy843 

 
Apple Cares about Privacy, Unless You’re an Apple Employee 

 
841 See Borse v. Piece Goods Shop, Inc., 963 F.2d 611, 623 (3d Cir. 1992) (applying Pennsylvania law; noting that other 
courts have "balance[d] the employee's privacy interest against the employer's interests" in determining whether there was a 
proposed invasion of privacy); Luedtke v. Nabors Alaska Drilling, Inc., 768 P.2d 1123, 1135 (Alaska 1989) (holding that the 
right to privacy "must yield when it interferes in a serious manner with the health, safety, rights and privileges of others or 
with the public welfare"); Gilmore v. Inc., 878 P.2d 360, (Okla. 1994) (balancing the employee's concerns against the 
employer's legitimate interests in a drug-free workplace); Eagle Point Oil Co., 609 A.2d 11, 20 (N.J. 1992) ("[A]lthough 
employees have a right to be protected from intrusions of privacy, we must also consider the competing public interests in 
safety. To constitute a 'clear mandate of public policy' supporting a wrongful-discharge cause of action, the employee's 
individual right (here, privacy) must outweigh the competing public interest (here, public safety)."); Twigg v. Hercules Corp., 
406 S.E.2d 52, 55 (W. Va. 1990) (permitting an employer to compel testing as a condition of employment "based upon 
reasonable good faith objective suspicion of an employee's drug usage or where an employee's job responsibility involves 
public safety or the safety of others").  
842 See, e.g., v. Inc., 878 P.2d 360, 366 (Okla. 1994) (holding that an employer's demand that the employee "undergo a drug 
test to continue his at-will employment status may be viewed as so intrusive by itself as to meet the nonconsensual element 
of this test"); Luck v. Southern Pacific Railroad Co., 267 Cal. Rptr. 618 (Ct. App. 1990), 
843 v. Nabors Alaska Inc., 768 P.2d 1123, 1130 (Alaska 1989) (finding that "there is a public policy supporting the protection 
of employee privacy" and that "[v]iolation of that policy by an employer may rise to the level of a breach of the implied 
covenant of good faith and fair dealing"); Perks v. Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., 611 F.2d 1363, 1366 (3d Cir. 1979) 
(holding that "a cause of action exists under Pennsylvania law for tortious discharge" if the discharge resulted from a refusal 
to submit to a polygraph examination); Cordle v. General Hugh Mercer Corp., 325 S.E.2d 111, 117 (W. Va. 1984) (holding 
that termination for refusal to submit to a polygraph test was a wrongful termination in violation of public policy); Cort v. 
Bristol-Myers Co., 431 N.E.2d 908, 912 n.9 (Mass. 1982) (applying Mass. G.L. ch. 214, § 1B; "[I]n the area of private 
employment there may be inquiries of a personal nature that are unreasonably intrusive and no business of the employer and 
that an employee may not be discharged with impunity for failure to answer such requests."); id. at 915 (Abrams, J., 
concurring) (endeavoring to "explicitly state the opinion's underlying premise: that an employee at will has an action for bad 
faith discharge if an employer discharges the employee for failure to provide private information"); Hennessey v. Coastal 
Eagle Point Oil Co., 609 A.2d 11, 19 (N.J. 1992) (finding that "existing [New Jersey state] constitutional privacy protections 
may form the basis for a clear mandate of public policy supporting a wrongful discharge claim"); Borse v. Piece Goods Shop, 
Inc., 963 F.2d 611, 626 (3d Cir. 1992) (applying Pennsylvania law; holding that "dismissing an employee who refused to 
consent to urinalysis testing and to personal property searches would violate public policy if the testing tortiously invaded the 
employee's privacy"); Health Center v. Court of Co., 52 Cal. App. 4th 1234, 1244 (Ct. App. 1997) ("An action for wrongful 
termination of employment in violation of public policy may lie if the employer conditions employment upon required 
participation in unlawful conduct by the employee."); id. at 1245 (holding that "the constitutional right to privacy [in 
California] forms a sufficient touchstone of public policy to support [a] wrongful discharge claim"); Twigg v. Hercules Corp., 
406 S.E.2d 52, 55 (W. Va. 1990) (finding that mandatory drug testing violated the state's public policy concerning the 
employee's right of privacy).  
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September 15 Emails from Apple Lawyers  
 
September 15, 2021  
From: David R. Eberhart, O’Melveny & Myers LLP 
To: Ms. Ashley Gjovik 
Subject:  
File Number: 600,000-3 (Apple Inc.)  

 
Dear Ms. Gjovik:  
 
On behalf of Apple Inc., we write to request that you remove certain images and video that you have 
displayed publicly in violation of your Confidentiality and Intellectual Property Agreement with Apple 
dated January 31, 2015 (the “IPA”).  
 
The first are the images contained in the following tweet:  
https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1431824501457633283844 
 
As you know, the images are comprised of internal Apple emails regarding a confidential Apple- 
internal user study project. Please remove those images from any public location and refrain from 
further public disclosures about that project.  
 
The second is the image contained in the following tweet:  
https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1432400136471072769845 

 
844 WayBack Machine | Internet Archive:  
https://web.archive.org/web/20210829034222/https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1431824501457633283  
845 WayBack Machine | Internet Archive:  
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The related video is located here:  
https://volume- 
assets.voxmedia.com/production/7739cb4ec481082f874bd63244468b2d/547059/playlist.m3u8    
 
As you know, that image and video were generated by a confidential internal Apple application during 
confidential Apple-internal user studies. Please remove that image and video from any public location 
and refrain from further public disclosures about that application or related user studies.  
 
A copy of the IPA is included with this letter. I am available to discuss this matter at any time. If you are 
represented by counsel in this matter, please identify your counsel. 
 
 
Gjovik Reply to Apple Lawyers  
 
Hello David,   I hope you’re well.  Thank you for your email. I disagree that the posts fall under the 
definition of confidential or proprietary information, but in an effort to resolve the matter amicably, I've 
removed the two Twitter posts you cited, as requested. As for the video hosted by Vox, I do not have the 
power to delete it as Vox is in control of their own servers, not me. I am talking others about your 
request and someone will get back to you related to the Vox hosted video. 
 
September 16 Email from Apple Lawyers  
 
8:49pm 
David Eberhard with O’Melveny & Myers 
 
“I look forward to further information about Apple’s request to remove the video.  
 
In the meantime, I note that there are additional tweets that also contain the same or similar images from 
confidential Apple-internal user studies:  
https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1432381395955900416 846 
https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1432381497370034184 847 
 
Please remove those images from any public location, remove any similar images, and refrain from 
further public disclosures of the same or similar information. 
 
 
Gjovik Reply to Apple Lawyers  
 

 
https://web.archive.org/web/20210830182052/https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1432400136471072769  
846 WayBack Machine | Internet Archive:  
https://web.archive.org/web/20210830170534/https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1432381395955900416  
847 WayBack Machine | Internet Archive:  
https://web.archive.org/web/20210830170723/https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1432381497370034184 
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Hi David, Again, I disagree that the posts fall under the definition of confidential or proprietary 
information, but in an effort to resolve the matter amicably, I've removed the two Twitter posts you 
cited, as requested. 
October 6 2021: Cease & Desist sent to Apple  
 
From: David L. Hecht, Partner 
To: David R. Eberhart, O’Melveny & Myers LLP 
Cc: Erika Heath, Esq. Ashley M. Gjøvik  
Date: October 6, 2021  
Re: Ashley Gjøvik  
 
Dear Mr. Eberhart,  
I represent Ms. Gjovik. I am in receipt of your letter dated September 15, 2021 and subsequent email 
communication with my client. Going forward, please direct all such correspondence to me.  
As you are aware, Ms. Gjovik has already complied with your September 15, 2021 demand to remove 
certain images from some of her Twitter posts. However, I write regarding the inappropriateness of your 
requests, which may comprise copyright misuse. While I understand that Apple is not opposed to taking 
aggressive litigation postures (and indeed has a history of doing so), I remind you of your ethical duties 
as an attorney regarding the assertion of claims that have no basis in fact or law.  
Your September 15, 2021 letter alleges that Ms. Gjovik violated the Confidentiality and Intellectual 
Property Agreement with Apple dated January 31, 2015 (the “IPA”). You are incorrect. The IPA does 
not cover the images/video that Ms. Gjovik posted. For example, you take issue with Ms. Gjovik’s post 
of screenshots of an automated email sent to Ms. Gjovik from “Ask,” “an internal survey solution.” The 
email itself was not marked as confidential. Further, there is no suggestion in the email that the in-
person study referenced in the email was restricted to Apple employees or that its existence was 
confidential. The content of the automated email also contained nothing that could be considered secret 
or otherwise proprietary: there was no disclosure of the content, methodology, identity of any 
participants in the survey (other than Ms. Gjovik), or any of the survey’s findings. The posted image of 
the email merely noted what was already known to the public: Apple was conducting 3D scans of 
human ears to “collect representative ear geometry data across age, gender, and ethnic groups” and to 
benefit “audio research efforts and better our understanding of ear geometry variance.” It is no secret 
that Apple has been scanning a wide range of human ears to perfect its various AirPods products. In fact, 
Apple’s Vice President of Product Marketing, Greg Joswiak, spoke publicly about the 3D ear scans over 
a year ago: 
“We had done work with Stanford to 3D-scan hundreds of different ears and ear styles and shapes in 
order to make a design that would work as a one-size solution across a broad set of the population,” 
Joswiak says. “With AirPods Pro, we took that research further – studied more ears, more ear types. 
And that enabled us to develop a design that, along with the three different tip sizes, works across an 
overwhelming percentage of the worldwide population.” 
See Jeremy White, The secrets behind the runaway success of Apple’s AirPods, Wired (September 5, 
2020), available at https://www.wired.co.uk/article/apple-airpods-success.  
Accordingly, Ms. Gjovik cannot face restriction in disclosing a non-confidential email about the mere 
existence of a survey concerning 3D ear scanning (scanning that Apple had already publicly disclosed 
much earlier) sent to her during the period in which Apple put her on administrative leave. Apple’s 
demand for Ms. Gjovik to remove such content appears, therefore, to be pretextual.  
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Your September 15, 2021 letter and subsequent email communication also takes issue with image/video 
that you contend “were generated by a confidential internal Apple application during confidential 
Apple-internal user studies.” Apple holds no copyright to these images, which were not authored by a 
human. As you are aware, United States copyright law only protects “the fruits of intellectual labor” that 
“are founded in the creative powers of the mind.” Trade-Mark Cases, 100 U.S. 82, 94 (1879). Because 
copyright law is limited to “original intellectual conceptions of the author,” Apple would be unable to 
register any of the images or video generated by the “Glimmer” app since a human being did not create 
the work. Burrow-Giles Lithographic Co. v. Sarony, 111 U.S. 53, 58 (1884). Apple therefore cannot 
allege infringement of any copyright by Ms. Gjøvik.  
To the extent Apple argues that the images taken by the Glimmer app are confidential, they are not 
marked as such. You also have not alleged how mere images of Ms. Gjøvik, in her home, taken by the 
Glimmer app, on Ms. Gjøvik’s own phone, could quality as confidential and/or proprietary information 
under the IPA. For example, your letter fails to acknowledge that the images posted were (a) taken by an 
automated process running on Ms. Gjøvik’s own iPhone and (b) captured her own likeness and portions 
of her living space. There can be no doubt that Ms. Ms. Gjøvik is permitted to post to the public her 
legitimate concerns about images of her, in her home, captured by an automated process, on her own 
phone. Additionally, your letter fails to acknowledge that beyond the non-proprietary images Ms. Gjøvik 
posted, she intentionally rendered unreadable any conceivably non-public information when posting 
these otherwise non- proprietary images. Your claims of any violation of the IPA based on the posting of 
these images appear, therefore, to have no basis in fact or law.  
Given Ms. Gjøvik’s removal of the content you referred to, coupled with the infirmities of your 
intellectual property claims in the September 15, 2021 letter, we consider this issue closed, and expect 
that Apple will immediately cease sending any further inappropriate demands.  
 
Sincerely, David L. Hecht, Hecht Partners LLP  
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The Face “Gobbler”  
 

Apple tells customers, “Privacy is incredibly important to Apple. … Face ID data doesn’t leave 

your device and is never backed up to iCloud or anywhere else.”848 On April 24 2019, ◼◼◼◼◼◼ 

posted on LinkedIn an article about privacy, Personally identifiable information (PII) & his work 

developing Face ID at Apple.849 Robert ◼◼◼◼◼◼, Apple’s “data hungry” “Gobbler” user study 

manager, explains what PII is in a public article about Apple Face ID development, “PII covers any data 

that could be linked back to the original subject just by having that data or some combination of data. 

Face images are inherently PII data. Some times data is PII because when combined with other subject 

information, you could determine the subject's identity. The resulting issues with Face ID is clear, but 

with health data, it may not be obvious to everyone. For example, if I participate in a user study, and 

some health issue is discovered. If my health insurance company gets a hold of that data, maybe they 

would increase my rates. I'm not sure what they would do with that data, but people have been known to 

misuse data and PII data before.” 850 

 
Surveillance Laws  
 

FEDERAL  
 

Under the NLRA, employers may not monitor or surveil employees participating in protected 

concerted activities. In a recent decision by a National Labor Relations Administrative Law 

Judge, Boeing Corporation was instructed to cease and desist from: creating the impression that its 

employees protected concerted activities are under surveillance & interfering with, restraining, or 

coercing employees in the exercise of their Section 7 rights. 851  

The potential for secret video surveillance may itself constitute an intrusion even if the 

employees have no direct evidence that they were ever captured on video. 852 Intrusion is created by the 

 
848 Apple, About Face ID advanced technology, https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT208108 
849 https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/privacy-machine-learning-pii-robert-◼◼◼◼◼◼-aloe/ 
850 https://towardsdatascience.com/face-recognition-3d-face-recognition-from-infancy-to-product-209126575b56 
851 Gov Docs, More video surveillance in the workplace. But is it legal?, https://www.govdocs.com/can-employers-use-
video-surveillance-monitor-workers/  
852 Hernanez v.Hillsides Inc., 211 P.3d 1063 (Cal. 2009 
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potential for a hidden camera to record or transmit private images and did not require proof that the 

camera was in fact used in such a manner. 853 Purpose relates to the result desired by the actor; motive is 

his subjective reason for desiring the result. Neither purpose nor motive must be proven to show intent. 

If the videotaping was an act of volition and the resulting exposure of the girls was the expected or 

natural consequence of that act, intent has been proved.854 

Further, 18 U.S.C. § 1801 makes it a federal crime to capture images of a private area of an 

individual (naked or undergarment clad genitals, pubic area, buttocks, or female breast) without their 

consent and to knowingly do so under circumstances in which the individual has a reasonable 

expectation of privacy. 855 Convictions result in fines and/or up to one year of prison.  

 

CALIFORNIA  
 

The California state Constitution guarantees the privacy of its citizens in the workplace, schools, 

government buildings and other property. California employees have the right to privacy, even at the 

workplace, in areas where there is a reasonable expectation of being left alone.  For example, the 

California Labor Code prohibits video or audio monitoring of employees in restrooms, showers, locker 

rooms, and dressing rooms.856 Further, California Penal Code section 647j PC makes it a crime for a 

person unlawfully to invade someone else’s privacy via a device to view in a private room, or by secret 

recording or photograph of a person’s body.857 A conviction is a misdemeanor punishable by up to 6 

months in jail and/or a fine of up to $1000.858 

 

Gjovik’s General Concerns about Surveillance  
 

 In August 2021, Gjovik expressed public concerns about Apple Inc pressuring its employees to 

participate in invasive data collection procedures, including scans of ears/ear canals which Gjovik 

 
853 Koeppel v. Speirs, 808 N.W.2d 177 (Iowa 2011),  
854 Koeppel v.Speirs  Co., 383 S.E.2d 2, 7-8 (S.C. Ct. App. 1989) Johnson v. Allen Inc., 211 P.3d 1063, 1079 (Cal. 2009)  
855 18 U.S. Code § 1801 - Video voyeurism, https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/1801  
856 California Labor Code § 435, Contracts and Applications for Employment, 
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displaySection.xhtml?lawCode=LAB&sectionNum=435.#:~:text=435  
857 California Penal Code Section 647(j) PC, Criminal Invasion of Privacy in California,  
858 California Code, Penal Code - PEN § 647, https://codes.findlaw.com/ca/penal-code/pen-sect-647.html 
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believed could capture data about employees which could then be used for biometric identification and 

surveillance.  

 Around 1am on September 9 2021, the day Gjovik was fired, Gjovik was tipped off that Apple 

may be surveilling her through her work and personal devices. Gjovik posted publicly about her 

concerns at 12:06 AM including “Any reason Apple wouldn’t be reading my [personal] iCloud email 

and iMessages?” To which members of the Info Sec community assured Gjovik Apple was doing that 

and more. Gjovik immediately began removing her data from Apple’s servers.  

 Bizarrely, two hours later, at 2:27 AM Sept 9 2021, a self-declared “burner” Twitter account, with 

zero posts or “likes” ever, sent her a direct message accusing her of making a claim that was “verifiably 

incorrect and complete misrepresentation of facts."859 The user claimed that when Gjovik posted she 

found the █████  ████ v Apple lawsuit, and said Apple settled (which Apple did), she was 

“unequivocally misrepresenting facts, most likely with malicious intent.” The user said, “as someone 

attending law school, you should have known better.” This user would later contact Gjovik again on 

January 9 2022 accusing her of committing a federal crime. Gjovik asked the user to identify themself. 

The user refused and instead urged her to talk to her lawyer about 18 U.S. Code § 1512, a law Gjovik 

previously posted publicly she plans to pursue a charge against Apple for violating. It is under 

information and belief this user was an agent of Apple or acting on Apple’s direction attempting to 

intimidate Gjovik to stop posting about her surveillance and privacy concerns. Gjovik even responded 

on Jan 9, saying hi to “Apple Legal” and asking them to leave her alone. The user then deleted it’s 

account. 

 

Apple’s Face Gobbler App  
 

 Apple formally announced Face ID on September 12, 2017.860 Apple Platform Security 

published the following on Apple’s website, “Face ID provides intuitive and secure authentication 

enabled by the TrueDepth camera system, which uses advanced technologies to accurately map the 

 
859 @Guybrus55626232, see screenshots  
860 Apple announced Face ID during the unveiling of the iPhone X on September 12, 2017, 
https://www.theverge.com/2017/9/12/16288806/apple-iphone-x-price-release-date-features-announced 
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geometry of a user’s face. Face ID uses neural networks for determining attention, matching, and 

antispoofing..”861 

Privacy concerns quickly arose after launch, with articles in Nov 2017 covering privacy experts 

concerns about the privacy of biometrics gathered/stored by Face ID.862 Concerns were raised by 

American Civil Liberties Union and the Center for Democracy and Technology and others. The Verge 

attempted to reassure customers in 2017, saying Apple “won’t send faceprint data to the cloud, which 

means your face data stays on your phone,” 863  however Apple was asking employees to frequently 

upload their “faceprint data” to Apple and with apple’s MDM profiles and other security tools, it’s 

doubtful whether the data would even need to be “uploaded” or if Apple already had access. However, 

even for customers who supposedly had privacy of their face data, the Verge wrote, “that’s not an 

absolute assurance. Apple could always break from that playbook in some way they haven’t discussed, 

or hackers could make some incredible new breakthrough.” 864 

 Verge went on to say, “Soon, millions of people will be enrolled into Face ID, giving Apple 

control over a powerful facial recognition tool. In the current system, that data stays on phones, but that 

could always change. The hashing would make it difficult for anyone other than Apple to use the data, 

but there’s no real limit on what they use it for, particularly if they start to store information outside of 

specific phones. On Twitter, privacy advocates worried about Face ID data being used for retail 

surveillance or attention tracking in ads…. with one of the world’s most ambitious companies showing 

off a powerful new toy, it would be foolish not to wonder what comes next.” 865 

 

[Redacted photos of myself, because I’m terrified of Apple’s bulldog lawyers] 866 867 868 

 
861 Apple, https://support.apple.com/guide/security/touch-id-and-face-id-security-sec067eb0c9e/web 
862 App developer access to iPhone X face data spooks some privacy experts, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-apple-
iphone-privacy-analysis/app-developer-access-to-iphone-x-face-data-spooks-some-privacy-experts-idUSKBN1D20DZ 
863   The five biggest questions about Apple’s new facial recognition system, 
https://www.theverge.com/2017/9/12/16298156/apple-iphone-x-face-id-security-privacy-police-unlock 
864   The five biggest questions about Apple’s new facial recognition system, 
https://www.theverge.com/2017/9/12/16298156/apple-iphone-x-face-id-security-privacy-police-unlock 
865   The five biggest questions about Apple’s new facial recognition system, 
https://www.theverge.com/2017/9/12/16298156/apple-iphone-x-face-id-security-privacy-police-unlock 
866 https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1432400136471072769 
https://web.archive.org/web/20210830182052/https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1432400136471072769  
867 https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1432381395955900416 
https://web.archive.org/web/20210830170534/https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1432381395955900416  
868 https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1432381497370034184  
https://web.archive.org/web/20210830170723/https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1432381497370034184 
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^ The Twitter Posts Apple’s Lawyer’s Demanded That Gjovik Delete ^ 
 

[Redacted screenshot of text with reporter, with photos of myself, because I’m terrified of Apple’s 

bulldog lawyers] 
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^ Gjovik’s conversations with Zoe Schiffer, The Verge journalist, on August 20, 2021 planning for the 
article. Gjovik was concerned about retaliation from Apple for mentioning anything about the app, 
especially providing pictures, but was concerned enough about the intrusion of privacy to go forward. 
She wanted people to take her concerns about the app seriously and thought the best way to do that was 
to show how invasive it is.   
 

 

 

 On August 3 2017, Robert ◼◼◼◼◼◼ emailed an unknown list of employees, including 

Gjovik about the Gobbler/Glimmer user study. He said mentioned requirements for participation (having 

a specific device and disclosure), then installing the Gobbler app. ◼◼◼◼◼◼ wrote, “Then, as you 

continue to use your device, use the Gobbler application to periodically upload data that has been 

 

Gjovik: I think the best response [to this app] is probably just this face I made. There’s 

one topless in those pics I sent… so you can say, indeed an employee saw the app was 

taking pics of them naked.  

 

Gjovik: I feel like you might be on the floor right now.  

 

Journalist: LMAO this is my face the entire time I’m writing this article  

 

Gjovik: I‘m also changing my mood about maybe letting you use one of the pics it took of 

me, but remove any code or numbers. A photo of me is not Apple IP; especially a photo of 

me drunk making pirate faces.”  

 

Journalist: [The photos] definitely illuminates how invasive this [app] is. Say which one 

you’re okay with and I’ll get the team to redact.  

 

Aug 20 2021 
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logged.”  The email went on to say, “To participate, please take the time to download the ICF (Informed 

Consent Form) from the Attaché link below and review it. Please select the ICF for the Country/Region 

you work:” listing the USA, Brazil, Tel Aviv, and the EU but not France or Germany. 

◼◼◼◼◼◼ wrote, “We have instituted an electronic ICF process, where shortly, you will 

receive an email from (address) asking you to complete your registration with Gobbler where you will 

be asked to confirm you have had an opportunity to review this ICF. This will enable you to use 

Gobbler to upload data.” He said they started a documentation page that employees can reference for 

help, tips and tricks, but that employees had to be “whitelisted” to participate. ◼◼◼◼◼◼ then 

wrote, “In terms of data collection, we want more. The algorithm uses deep learning and the more 

data the better.” ◼◼◼◼◼◼ wrote that the Gobbler algorithms are “hungry for data.” ◼◼◼◼◼◼ 

added, “For uploading data: all data that has your face in it is good data.” 

 

GJOVIK DID NOT RESPOND OR ACT ON THE EMAIL; IT WAS A WEIRD EMAIL  

 

On Aug 7 2021 Gjovik received an email from ◼◼◼◼◼◼@apple.com with a subject line 

“Social Hour Study: You're Invited!,” and in the body of the email saying “Come join us! We look 

forward to seeing you there!”  The email appeared to be a mandatory social event, though Gjovik was 

confused that the email said not to attend if she was "taking photosensitizing medications or have any 

known photosensitizing medical conditions.” Gjovik promptly accepted, assuming it was expected of 

her.  

 

NOTHING IN APPLE’S INVITE SAID IT WAS ABOUT FACE ID/GOBBLER/GLIMMER  

 

Gjovik received another response right after from the same email, subject line “Social Hour 

Study: Registration.” This time the email said it was from the “Sensor Software & Prototyping User 

Studies Group.” The email said, “Hello there! Thank you very much for responding to our invite! ….. 

You will receive an iCal invite to the event shortly. If you prefer a different day/time than the one 

scheduled, reply to this email or comment on iCal. Please arrive at MA3B Patio at your scheduled time. 

Do not hesitate to reach out if you have any questions or concerns regarding the study. See you soon!” 
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This again sounded like some sort of mandatory social event, however the email also stated “Prior to 

your participation, we kindly request that you do the following: Review the ICF and email sign the ICF 

by registering your email and completing the short pre-study survey that will be sent.” During Gjovik’s 

time at Apple, she was forced to sign hundreds of agreements to get access to everything from offices, 

conference rooms, documentation, and the basic to do her job, so she “signed” the ICF as requested 

(they did say ‘please sign” after all.) As far as Gjovik can tell, she never received a confirmation she 

signed it, nor did she get a copy of the ICF, and when she tried to access the ICF869 again in 2021 the 

link went to page saying with an error message.  

 

NOTHING IN APPLE’S RESPONSE SAID IT WAS ABOUT FACE ID/GOBBLER/GLIMMER  

 

Gjovik showed up to the “Social Event” as requested. It said to meet in a parking lot south of 

Infinite Loop but still on Apple property. The temperature that day was very hot. As Gjovik approached 

the destination, she saw a ~40ft diameter circular compound, with ~10ft high fence around it. There was  

a chain link fence, with black plastic lining it and then another chain link fence and more black plastic. 

On top, there were security cameras pointed inside and outside. There were one, maybe two, armed 

security guards standing outside the compound. One of the guards checked Gjovik in and told her to sit 

at a picnic table until called. Gjovik was hot, dehydrated, and scared. Gjovik wanted to leave, but didn't 

want to ask to leave, because then the armed guard might get upset or suspicious, so Gjovik waited. 

They finally let in 4 or 5 employees. They open the first door of the gate, we go in, then they close the 

outer gate and open the inner gate -- so no one on the outside could see in. The gate was locked.  

Upon entering, the inside of the compound looked like a “luau” with four stations: a picnic table 

in one quarter, then a bar next to it with a bartender wearing a Hawaiian shirt & a lei, then some kind of 

game, and the final quarter had a few seats in a circle. There's was music playing in the background & 

they were told to sit in the circle.  The armed guard left and there were two guys left. The bartender guy 

is at the bar. The other guy sits with us in the circle. Assumed both are Global Security members. The 

bartender had an intense military mustache and also some sort of military tattoos on his arms. The guy 

briefing the employees seemed like one of the NSA types, not Marines like the others.  The NSA-type 

 
869 https://attache.apple.com/◼◼◼◼◼◼ 
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guy provided the security briefing. Meanwhile, Gjovik wants out but is locked in a compound with 10ft 

high gates, security cameras, and an armed guard. She wants to leave but thinks “I’m too young to 

die.”  

The NSA-type guy explains what we're doing, we're going to enroll in Face ID and we're going 

to test it on iPhones with this Gobbler app and we must complete a set list of testing objectives before 

we are allowed to leave. The ICF had to be complete before we could set up the accounts, and he was 

helping us set up the Gobbler accounts on the test phones. Then we have to try to enroll in Face ID and 

then complete our task list. It was like 12 tasks (put sunglasses on & take 10-20x pics, make a goofy 

face & take 10-20x pics, etc). He explained this testing was specifically because they were having 

trouble with direct sunlight conditions, so even though they wanted to keep all testing in lockdowns, 

they set up this compound in the 100-degree sun so we could do real world testing for them.  

 Gjovik was miserable and wanted to leave, so she did the testing because she wanted to escape 

the compound. Gjovik knew one of the other employees there, Tim ◼◼◼◼◼◼, a QA Manager in 

Software Engineering, and talked to him a little bit. When they were done, the guard unlocked the inner 

gate, then had them step in, closed the inner door, and opened the outer door and let them out.  After 

that, the Gobbler app was always pre-installed and logged in on Gjovik’s iPhones, even if she changed 

phones. Gjovik kept trying to log out and turn it off, but it would keep reopening and logging back in 

and collecting more videos/photos.  

 On Apple’s internal “Living On” help page, it explains that when you “live on” Apple devices, 

“You are encouraged to make full use of your living on devices as you regularly would, and try to log as 

many bugs as possible. This will help us provide a better and bug free product to our customers.” 870 

The page also has a section on Gobbler/Glimmer, explaining “Glimmer is an app that's included in 

internal development installs of Face ID equipped devices” an “Some data should not be submitted from 

certain regions.” Another internal page about Glimmer states, “Glimmer is an Apple Internal app which 

helps gather valuable information for debugging Face ID enrollment and authentication issues.” That 

page said, “For now, Glimmer is only available for Apple employees working in the United States.” The 

page suggests uploading data from the app “captured in employee’s homes.” 871 

 
870 https://confluence. ◼◼◼◼◼◼.apple.com/◼◼◼◼◼◼ 
871 https://confluence. ◼◼◼◼◼◼.apple.com/◼◼◼◼◼◼ 
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Apple’s internal “Face ID FAQ” page says “Users are encouraged to use Face ID in all places 

Touch ID is replaced on iPhone X. This includes for unlock, the App Store and 3rd party apps. 

Additionally, please use in a variety of conditions: From the bright outdoors to the darkest rooms. In 

workday, evening and weekend attire. With and without makeup.” 872 It said the Gobbler data “can be 

previewed and included in radars and/or donated otherwise via the Gobbler to help make the feature 

better (there are many other things beside training the neural nets, that the data can be used for to 

improve the product).” The page did not elaborate further. 873 

 It was extraordinarily unclear what data was being automatically uploaded, how and when. The 

app & it’s documentation pages were unclear enough (in 2019 Gjovik saw notes that the app launches 

automatically, and uploads data automatically, and/or uploads logs at 2am every morning) – but none of 

this took into account whether the data was being backed up on employee iCloud backups, synced via 

iCloud, and/or accessed/copied by Apple’s corporate MDM profiles – or other Global Security 

surveillance of employee phones. It also disturbed Gjovik the app was taking photos/videos without any 

notification, which made her think that Apple, if it wanted to, could activate her cameras and watch her 

without her knowing at anytime as well.  

 In the documentation pages, several restrictions were noted. One said, “Data gathering may be 

restricted in some countries. You will be notified if that is the case.”874 Another said, “Data privacy laws 

only allow us to gather and upload data from the US, Canada or Israel. Please do not upload any data 

gathered outside of these countries.” 875 Gjovik also saw in notes that the app was forbidden to be used 

in Japan and China, but then at some point, they decided to gather some logs there anyways. The entire 

thing seemed incredibly murky and concerning.  

 

 

 

 

 
872 Apple, Face ID FAQ, https://confluence. ◼◼◼◼◼◼.apple.com/◼◼◼◼◼◼ 
873 Apple, Face ID FAQ, https://confluence.sd.apple.com/◼◼◼◼◼◼ 
874 Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for Glimmer usage  
875 Apple, Face ID FAQ, https://confluence. ◼◼◼◼◼◼.apple.com/◼◼◼◼◼◼; https://confluence. 
◼◼◼◼◼◼.apple.com/display/◼◼◼◼◼◼ 
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Gjovik was Deeply Disturbed by Apple taking Photos 24/7 of her Breasts, her in Bed, 
her Using the Toilet, and other Inherently Private Things  
 

An individual is protected from retaliation for opposing any unlawful practice.  Protected 

"opposition" activity broadly includes the many ways in which an individual may communicate 

explicitly or implicitly opposition to perceived employment discrimination. The manner of opposition 

must be reasonable, and the opposition must be based on a reasonable good faith belief that the conduct 

opposed is, or could become, unlawful.876 

The opposition clause of Title VII has an "expansive definition," and "great deference" is given 

to the EEOC's interpretation of opposing conduct.877 As the Supreme Court stated in Crawford v. 

Metropolitan Government of Nashville and Davidson County, "'[w]hen an employee communicates to 

her employer a belief that the employer has engaged in . . . a form of employment discrimination, that 

communication' virtually always 'constitutes the employee's opposition to the activity.'" 878 

The opposition clause applies if an individual explicitly or implicitly communicates his or her 

belief that the matter complained of is, or could become, harassment or other discrimination. The 

communication itself may be informal and need not include the words "harassment," "discrimination," 

or any other legal terminology, as long as circumstances show that the individual is conveying 

opposition or resistance to a perceived potential EEO violation. 879  However, using the words 

“harassment” or discrimination” hold weight, as seen in Ogden v. Wax Works, Inc., where there the 

court found plaintiff "opposed discriminatory conduct" when she told her harasser, who was also her 

supervisor, to stop harassing her.880 

 
876 Enforcement Guidance on Retaliation and Related Issues, August 01, 2016, https://plus.lexis.com/api/permalink/6ee6fa70-
59a5-4841-83f4-ffb9a1c6a4be/?context=1530671 
877 EEOC v. New Breed Logistics, 783 F.3d 1057, 1067 (6th Cir. 2015) (quoting Johnson v. Univ. of Cincinnati, 215 F.3d 
561, 579, 580 n.8 (6th Cir. 2000)). 
878 Enforcement Guidance on Retaliation and Related Issues, August 01, 2016, Crawford, 555 U.S. at 276 (first emphasis 
added) (adopting the Commission's position in the EEOC Compliance Manual, as quoted in Brief for the United States as 
Amicus Curiae). 
879 Okoli v. City of Balt., 648 F.3d 216, 224 (4th Cir. 2011) (ruling that it was sufficient to constitute "opposition" that 
plaintiff complained about "harassment" and described some facts about the sexual behavior in the workplace that was 
unwelcome, and that she did not need to use the term "sexual harassment" or other specific terminology); EEOC v. Go Daddy 
Software, Inc., 581 F.3d 951, 964 (9th Cir. 2009) (holding that allegations need not have identified all incidents of the 
discriminatory behavior complained of to constitute opposition because "a complaint about one or more of the comments is 
protected behavior");   
880 Ogden v. Wax Works, Inc., 214 F.3d 999, 1007 (8th Cir. 2000) (ruling that reasonable jury could conclude plaintiff 
"opposed discriminatory conduct" when she told her harasser, who was also her supervisor, to stop harassing her). 
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The scope of the opposition clause is not limited to complaints made to the employer. 

Complaints about the employer to others that the employer learns about can be protected opposition.881 

Although opposition typically involves complaints to managers,882 it may be a reasonable manner of 

opposition to inform others of alleged discrimination, including others outside the company including: 

coworkers, legislatures, newspaper reporters, or “anyone else.”883 Depending on the circumstances, 

calling public attention to alleged discrimination may constitute reasonable opposition, provided that it 

is connected to an alleged violation of the EEO laws. 884 Opposition may include even activities such as 

making informal or public protests against discrimination.885 Most opposition is “reasonable,” and 

conduct must be extreme to become unprotected, such as committing or threatening violence to life or 

property. 886 As with participation, a retaliation claim based on opposition is not defeated merely because 

the underlying challenged practice ultimately is found to be lawful.887 

 
881 B. Lindemann, P. Grossman, & C. Weirich, Employment Discrimination Law 15-20 (5th ed. 2012) (collecting cases). 
882 Cf. Crawford, 555 U.S. at 276 (endorsing the EEOC's position that communicating to one's employer a belief that the 
employer has engaged in employment discrimination "virtually always" constitutes "opposition" to the activity, and stating 
that any exceptions would be "eccentric cases"); see, e.g., Minor v. Bostwick Labs., Inc., 669 F.3d 428, 438 (4th Cir. 2012) 
(holding that plaintiff's meeting with a corporate executive to protest a supervisor's direction to falsify time records to avoid 
overtime was FLSA protected activity). 
883 See Pearson v. Mass. Bay Transp. Auth., 723 F.3d 36, 42 (1st Cir. 2013) (observing that "there is no dispute that writing 
one's legislator is protected conduct"); Conetta v. Nat'l Hair Care Ctrs., Inc., 236 F.3d 67, 76 (1st Cir. 2001) (ruling that 
employee's complaints of sexual harassment to coworker who was a son of general manager was protected 
opposition); Johnson v. Univ. of Cincinnati, 215 F.3d 561, 580 (6th Cir. 2000) (stating that "there is no qualification on . . . 
the party to whom the complaint is made known," and it may include management, unions, other employees, newspaper 
reporters, or "anyone else"). 
884  EEOC v. Crown Zellerbach Corp., 720 F.2d 1008, 1014 (9th Cir. 1983) (observing that all actions of opposition to an 
employer's practices constitute some level of disloyalty, and therefore in order to reach the level of being unreasonable, such 
opposition must "significantly disrupt[] the workplace" or "directly hinder[]" the plaintiff's ability to perform his or her 
job); EEOC v. Kidney Replacement Servs.,No. 06-13351, 2007 WL 1218770, at *4-6 (E.D. Mich. 2007) (concluding that 
medical workers engaged in reasonable opposition when they raised their sexual harassment complaints directly to the onsite 
supervisor at the correctional facility to which their employer had assigned them, even though they were in effect raising a 
complaint to their employer's customer). 
885 Sumner v. U.S. Postal Serv., 899 F.2d 203, 209 (2d Cir. 1990); see also Crown Zellerbach, 720 F.2d at 1013-14 (holding 
that employer violated Title VII when it imposed disciplinary suspension in retaliation for public protest letter by several 
employees of an "affirmative action award" given to a major customer; reasoning that even though the letter could potentially 
harm the employer's economic interests, it was a reasonable manner of opposition because it did not interfere with job 
performance). 
886 Enforcement Guidance on Retaliation and Related Issues, August 01, 2016, https://plus.lexis.com/api/permalink/6ee6fa70-
59a5-4841-83f4-ffb9a1c6a4be/?context=1530671 
887 Trent v. Valley Elec. Ass'n, Inc., 41 F.3d 524, 526 (9th Cir. 1994) ("[A] plaintiff [in an opposition case] does not need to 
prove that the employment practice at issue was in fact unlawful under Title VII . . . [A plaintiff] must only show that she had 
a "reasonable belief" that the employment practice she protested was prohibited under Title VII."); see also Berg v. La Crosse 
Cooler Co., 612 F.2d 1041, 1045 (7th Cir. 1980) ("Limiting retaliation protections to those individuals whose discrimination 
claims are meritorious would 'undermine[] Title VII's central purpose, the elimination of employment discrimination by 
informal means; destroy[] one of the chief means of achieving that purpose, the frank and non-disruptive exchange of ideas 
between employers and employees; and serve[] no redeeming statutory or policy purposes of its own.'"). For this reason, if an 
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On August 30 2021, Gjovik expressed OPPOSITION to/about her employer, Apple Inc, in 

regard to Apple’s DISCRIMINATION & HARASSMENT against her, UNFAIR LABOR PRACTICES,  

and/or Apple’s unlawful INVASION into her fundamental, constitutionally protected PRIVACY 

interests. 

GJOVIK’S TWEETS & INTERVIEW WERE OPPOSITION TO PRACTICES BELIEVED TO BE UNLAWFUL 
 

 Gjovik was interviewed by Zoe Schiffer at The Verge for an article about a topic that Gjovik has 

been passionate about for over a decade: digital privacy. Gjovik had grown deeply disturbed by the 

horrific lack of privacy for Apple corporate employees and was very happy to expose to the issue to the 

public, as the anti-privacy policy for employees was a “feature” not a “but” to Apple, and thus there was 

no internal complaint process on the matter, and even if there was, it seemed like a certain way to face 

additional retaliation. In the article that was published on August 30, Gjovik was quoted as saying / or 

Schiffer summarized on the following topics:  

 

Gjovik provided Apple’s “Employee Workplace Search & Privacy Policy” to Schiffer back in June and 

Schiffer quoted it for the article. 

- Underpinning all of this is a stringent employment agreement that gives Apple the right to 
conduct extensive employee surveillance, including “physical, video, or electronic surveillance” 
as well as the ability to “search your workspace such as file cabinets, desks, and offices (even if 
locked), review phone records, or search any non-Apple property (such as backpacks, purses) on 
company premises.” Apple also tells employees that they should have “no expectation of privacy 
when using your or someone else’s personal devices for Apple business, when using Apple 
systems or networks, or when on Apple premises” 

 

Gobbler/Glimmer  

- Others have found that when testing new products like Apple’s Face ID, images are recorded 
every time they open their phones. “If they did this to a customer, people would lose their 
goddamn minds,” says Ashley Gjøvik, a senior engineering program manager 

 
employer takes a materially adverse action against an employee because it concludes that the employee has acted in bad faith 
in raising EEO allegations, it is not certain to prevail on a retaliation claim, since a jury may conclude that the claim was in 
fact made in good faith even if the employer subjectively thought otherwise. Cf. Sanders v. Madison Square Garden, 525 F. 
Supp. 2d 364, 367 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 5, 2007) ("[I]f an employer chooses to fire an employee for making false or bad 
accusations, he does so at his peril, and takes the risk that a jury will later disagree with his characterization.") ; see also 
supra note 18. 
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- In 2017, Apple rolled out an app called Gobbler that would allow employees to test Face ID 
before it became available to customers. The process was routine — Apple often launched new 
features or apps on employees’ phones, then collected data on how the technology was used to 
make sure it was ready for launch. 

- Gobbler was unique in that it was designed to test face unlock for iPhones and iPads. This meant 
that every time an employee picked up their phone, the device recorded a short video — 
hopefully of their face. They could then file “problem reports” on Radar, Apple’s bug tracking 
system, and include the videos if they found a glitch in the system. “All data that has your face 
in it is good data,” said an internal email about the project. After rumors of 
criticism, Apple eventually changed the codename to “Glimmer.” 

- Unlike other Apple features, Glimmer wasn’t automatically installed on employee phones. It 
required an informed consent form so employees would know what they were getting into. Still, 
for some people on engineering teams, participation was encouraged — even expected, 
according to two staff members. Once it was installed, some data that didn’t contain personally 
identifiable information would automatically upload to Radar, unless employees turned off this 
setting. Apple was careful to instruct employees not to upload anything sensitive, confidential, or 
private. But it didn’t tell people what was happening with the hundreds of images they 
didn’t upload in Radar reports. 

 

Radar & Sysdiagnose  

- The reports themselves were also a cause for concern. When employees file Radar tickets, they 
include detailed information about the problems they are seeing. In 2019, Gjøvik filed a ticket 
about Apple’s photo search capabilities. “If I search for ‘infant’ in my photo library, it returns a 
selfie I took of myself in bed after laparoscopic surgery to treat my endometriosis,” she wrote, 
including four images in the ticket. The default sharing settings for the ticket included all of 
software engineering. Radar tickets also are not removable. Even when the tickets are closed, 
they remain searchable. In training, employees say they are told: “Radar is forever.” 

- What’s more, when employees file Radar tickets, they are often asked to include diagnostic files, 
internally called “sysdiagnose” to give Apple more information about the problem. If they are 
filing a bug about iMessage, they might be asked to install a sysdiagnose profile that exposes 
their iMessages to the team tasked with fixing the issue. For employees using a live-on device, 
default settings can mean that, as they are filing a Radar ticket, a sysdiagnose profile is being 
automatically created in the background, sending data to Apple without the employee realizing 
it. When sysdiagnose profiles are not included, employees have been known to post memes 
calling out the omission. 

 

Apple Legal taking Gjovik’s nude photos after she was unlawfully constructively terminated during 

“Batterygate” in 2016, and she believes the nudes were taken as some sort of “collateral” threat: 

- The blurring of personal and work accounts has resulted in some unusual situations, including 
Gjøvik allegedly being forced to hand compromising photos of herself to Apple lawyers when 
her team became involved in an unrelated legal dispute…… For other employees, however, the 
mixing of personal and work data has already had real consequences. In 2018, the engineering 
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team Ashley Gjøvik worked on was involved in a lawsuit. The case had nothing to do with 
Gjøvik personally, but because she’d worked on a project related to the litigation, Apple lawyers 
needed to collect documents from her phone and work computer. Gjøvik asked the lawyers to 
confirm that they wouldn’t need to access her personal messages. She says her team discouraged 
the use of two phones; she used the same one for work and personal and, as a result, had private 
messages on her work device. A member of the legal team responded that while the lawyers did 
not need to access Gjøvik’s photos, they did not want her to delete any messages. During an in-
person meeting, Gjøvik says she told the lawyers the messages included nude photos she’d sent 
to a man she was dating — a sushi chef who lived in Hawaii. Surely, those weren’t relevant to 
the lawsuit. Could she delete them? She says the lawyers told her no. 

 

Apple was contacted several days before the article was published for comment, with the Verge 

giving Apple insight to the high level topics to be covered. The Verge reported in the article: “Apple did 

not respond to a request for comment.”888 

 

Gjovik’s own Twitter Posts on Aug 30-31 about the Article & her Disclosures Included:  

- Apple has an internal culture of surveillance, intimidation, & alienation. Employees are closely 
monitored & our data hoarded in the name of secrecy & quality. We’re told we have no 
expectation of privacy, while Apple says publicly: privacy is a human right. 889 

- Apple probably considers what they’re doing to employees “internal information.” Why? For 
secrecy? For quality? Or because Apple knows the public would be outraged, & that outrage 
might start to “deprogram” their employees? 890 

- Cult: “great devotion to a person, idea, object, movement, or work.” Information control: 
“encourage spying on other members” Behavior control: “instill obedience”891 

- I still love Apple products & brand. I devoted nearly 7 years & much blood/sweat/tears ensuring 
Apple's products are exceptional. However, Apple the corporation needs a reckoning. Apple's 
policy of "secrecy" should not shield it from public scrutiny about human rights & dignity. 

- We’re learning about Apple’s long history of systemic oppression & retaliation against 
employees when employees express concerns about discrimination, harassment, & other abuse. 
Why wouldn’t Apple try to use our data & their internal surveillance infrastructure against 
us?892 

 

 
888 The Verge, APPLE CARES ABOUT PRIVACY, UNLESS YOU WORK AT APPLE, 
https://www.theverge.com/22648265/apple-employee-privacy-icloud-id  
889 https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1432381777658613762; 
https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1432381235926499332  
890 https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1432383062273191937 
891 https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1432382993046200323 
892 https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1432381802602110976 
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Like cases of refusing polygraph tests, it doesn’t matter if the employee agreed to take the tests 

when signing the employment contract, the employee has a statutory right to deny requests for 

polygraph tests. An employer citing a rule that conflicts with statutorily protected right will not establish 

disqualifying misconduct. Gjovik is a whistleblower protected by California & federal public policy & 

anti-retaliation laws.  Apple’s reasons for Gjovik’s termination were so farfetched and pretextual, a 

detailed article was written about exactly that, titled “Apple Wanted Her Fired. It Settled on an Absurd 

Excuse.”893  The article explained the background of Gjovik’s whistleblowing at her Superfund office as 

clearly the actual reason for Gjovik’s termination. 

 

 
893 Gizmodo, https://gizmodo.com/apple-wanted-her-fired-it-settled-on-an-absurd-excuse-1847868789  
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894 https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1432416891201490946 
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Protected Concerted Activity  
 

Under the NLRA, “concerted activity” must involve work-related complaint or grievance, further 

some group interest, seek specific remedy or result, and be not unlawful or otherwise improper. 895 

Concerted activities are protected whether they take place before, after, or at the same time a demand is 

made. 896If an employee acts with or on behalf of other employees, and not solely by and on behalf of 

the employee alone, in an activity for mutual aid or protection, which includes everything in which the 

employees could be said to have a legitimate interest, then the employee engaged in a concerted 

activity.897 Employees have the right to engage in concerted activities for their mutual aid or protection 

even though no union activity be involved or collective bargaining be contemplated.898  Employees have 

a legitimate interest in acting concertedly in making known their views to management without being 

discharged for that interest.899 

Amongst other protected activity, Gjovik was organizing with other employees around employee 

surveillance & data collection concerns. Whether proven with temporal proximity to NLRB charge on 

August 26th, through a pattern of retaliation animus, or through a direct link if Apple cites the 

surveillance application – Gjovik is a protected whistleblower.  

 

[Placeholder: add more here later] 

 

Messages between ████ ████████ & Ashley Gjovik  
- July 19 2021 

o Gjovik: Has there been talk of a class action yet. Maybe you or I can reach out to a class 
action firm and see “hey any interest in suing the shit out of Apple”  

o ████████ : The only thing I heard was via Zoe. I almost wish I needed to ask for 
accommodations so I could be the one.   

- July 20 2021 
o Gjovik: [NYT article]  
o ████████ : Bugs me that no one will touch the disability stuff though.  

 
895 Shelly & Anderson Furniture Manufacturing Co. v. N.L.R.B. (1974), 497 F 2d 1200. 
896 N.L.R.B. v. Washington Aluminum Co. (1962), 370 US 9, 50 LRRM 2235. 
897 Richard Venegas, Laminating Corporation of America, CUIAB, Case No. 78-1693, No. P-B-399 
898 N.L.R.B. v. Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Co. (1948), 167 F 2d 983, 6 ALR 2d 408, cert. den. 335 U.S. 845, 93 L Ed 
395, 69 S. Ct. 68 
899 N.L.R.B. v. Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Co. (1948), 167 F 2d 983, 6 ALR 2d 408, cert. den. 335 U.S. 845, 93 L Ed 
395, 69 S. Ct. 68 
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o Gjovik: I wonder if it was too nebulous about what’s actually happening with it for him 
to tackle in a day. I brought it up with him too.  

o ████████ : That’s probably it. I just don’t want to be erased.  
- July 23 2021 

o Gjovik [NYT article]  I guess if I am going for the jugular about Superfunds, there’s 
probably no need to paint me as a wall flower…. 

o Gjovik: The EPA got back to me yesterday and it sounds like they’re putting Apple in a 
time out  

o ████████ : is that good 
o Gjovik: Very good. There are huge gaps and issues in Apple’s oversight of the building 

and they’re being super dodgy about all of it. The guy in charge appears to have just 
gotten fired. EH&S keeps telling me they won’t answer any more of my questions with 
no explanation why. They found cracks in the floor where the chemicals could be coming 
from but refuse to test the air for said chemicals until after they fix the floor etc. I also 
realized a couple weeks ago that one of the Apple board of directors, Sugar, was CEO & 
President of the company who created the chemical mess under my office, for like 10 
years, and now he’s chairing Apple’s finance committee which I think would oversee 
budget and stuff for clean ups like this. I’ve been trying to get the EPA to interrogate 
everyone to find out what’s going on and they were dragging their feed, but finally gave 
in to my yelling last night.  

o ████████ : That’s awesome 
o Gjovik: I just really want people to stop trying to poison / murder me. Why is that so hard 

to ask for 
o ████████ : You would think that would be a given  

- Aug 3 
o Gjovik: [Screenshot of Gjovik telling Okpo “I do have a hard stop at 1pm – I have a 

lunch meeting with the Washington Post”]. So this is where I’m at with Employee 
Relations  

o ████████ : Damn. How is WaPo going  
o Gjovik: Ugh these guys. Jack fell through with NYT. Reed is wishy washy with WaPo 
o ████████ : ugh 
o Gjovik: Reuters reached out too though and CBS. Talking to them tomorrow.  
o ████████ : [clapping emoji]  
o Gjovik: Zoe will quote me in her sexism piece. She was like should I keep it quiet you’re 

talking to me still and I sent her that screenshot [with Okpo] and I’m like you’re good  
o ████████ : Niceee. Oh I should ping her. I think I’m being underpaid.  
o Gjovik: Really really need to do do a salary spreadsheet thing. And we need dudes to 

show theirs too. Nike did that and there was a massive lawsuit.  
- Aug 4 

o Gjovik: [screenshot of out of office message saying she’s on admin leave]  
o ████████ : WHAT  
o Gjovik: Read above 
o ████████ : I see. What the fuck  
o Gjovik: #Apple. I told him I wanted to take it tomorrow so I can share my info with the 

other women and he sent me an email right after saying take it right now.  
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o ████████ : They cannot possibly think this is a good idea.  
o ████████ : I tried to FaceTime you. I’m really freaking out.  
o Gjovik: Sorry was with Zoe. One sec. 
o ████████ : oooh ok.  

- Aug 13 
o ████████ : you have a lawyer right  
o Gjovik: I talked to tons of the since January but no one retained. My shits too 

complicated for them. Because all this started with me saying stop poisoning me thing it 
means it all hinges on a very niche area of law. They said wait until I get fired and then 
we’ll figure out the various area of law that apple violated & call back. I have been 
working with a firm in LA since February but they never locked it down. They’ve been 
looking over all the new evidence for a week and deciding if they’ll take me on. They’re 
supposed to get back today.  

o Gjovik: What if some of us just started tweeting our salaries and levels and shit. Kind of 
like an Apple age/sex/location but a fuck you to them for what they’re doing to you. You 
think enough people would ble willing to make it public to make a statement at least? I 
would.  

o ████████ : Mmm idk  
o Gjovik: Apple S/B/R/L/L or whatever. Something in your back pocket. How are you 

today? 
o ████████ : Filing a report with business conduct [screenshot]  
o Gjovik: I gave your info to the Information, ◼◼◼◼◼, for the Slack piece. Also this is 

happening, please feel free to share. [see screenshot below]  
o ████████ : Do you think what’s happening to me counts as part of this? Or the 

women in general  
o Gjovik: I mean they’re probably looking for sexism stuff but the pay equity is def that.  
o ████████ : ya 
o Gjovik: And pay equity now = you. Congrats & condolences  
o ████████ : Lmao  

- Aug 17 1:44pm  
o ████████ : Shit is so wild. All of it. Draconian.  
o Gjovik: [screenshot of email from Gjovik about Apple skipping the line on vaccines] 
o Gjovik: When I keep saying “tip of the iceberg on Twitter” its less for Twitter and more 

for Apple cause the shit they’re sitting on..  
o ████████ : I mean for sure they know  
o Gjovik: Did I already tell you about the vaccine thing? There’s usually a bigger response 

to that one. I’m trying to get Reed to write about the vax stuff too. I want them to dig and 
see if they can find the draft contracts.  

o ████████ : You didn’t.  
o Gjovik: Dec 7 2020 [screenshot] Dan Riccio SVP of Hardware was demoted and 

reassigned less than 1month after  
o ████████ : What the fuck  
o Gjovik: [screenshot] Because of me… and Sr Director says “never occurred to me not to 

believe you.”  
o Gjovik: Fuck you Apple ER 
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o ████████ : Thank you for reporting that too  
o Gjovik: Oh course, wtf is wrong with them  
o ████████ : Disturbing. Truly.  
o Gjovik: I dedicate this one to you [screenshot of tweet yelling about Apple putting Apple 

Confidential on everything ]  
o ████████ : Do you think you and I should be going through the same law firm?  
o ████████ : Also [screenshot of ◼◼◼◼◼ ◼◼◼◼◼ Twitter account] Did not 

notice this  
o Gjovik: Lol she is actively plotting with me on Signal. And the Google Walkout ladies 

too. We’re about to do some shite.  
o ████████ : Wait. Include me. Hello.  
o ████: And for lawyer Zoe hooked me up with a NYC lawyer who is putting me on 

retainer with no fee. Just % of winnings if lawsuit. I just feel so alone and isolated. It 
would be nice to be part of something bigger. And not feel so terrified.  

o Gjovik: omg girl ok give me 5min and I’ll call you  
o ████████ : Lmao ok thank you  

- Aug 17 7:32am  
o ████████ : HOW DID YOU NOT TELL ME YOU GOT ISSUE CONFIRMATION  
o ████████ : “Apple Confidential” – As if slapping that on anything makes it covered 

by NDA  
o Gjovik: they might as well put all caps ASHLEY DON’T TWEET THIS ONE WE 

MEAN IT THIS TIME  
o Gjovik: Cause that’s all they’re saying.  

- Aug 20 11:57am  
o ████████ : So my lawyer wants to sue Apple  
o Gjovik: oooh!!  
o ████████ : I sent them the complaint I sent to business conduct and they were pretty 

like yes this is a slam dunk and idk what to do. I could proceed I guess and refuse to sign 
an NDA. Even if that means no $$. Thoughts? 

o Gjovik: Hmmm yeah this is the tough part. Would you lawyer take the case if you say 
you’d refuse to sign an NDA? That’s usually where I lose lawyers. If you haven’t asked, 
I’d ask. This is where you negotiation with your own lawyer – what you’re willing to 
sign and not sign, how much $ they’d take etc. they you both figure out if its even worth 
going forward. Even if you don’t sue, you can still keep them in case Apple does 
something to you, and then renegotiate the plan then  

o ████████ : Signing and NDA is not in my agreement with them  
 

Face Gobbling Comparators & Contrastors 
 
 
Apple Platform Security  

On Feb 18 2021, Apple Platform Security published the following on Apple’s website, “Apple 

developed the facial matching neural networks using over a billion images, including infrared (IR) and 
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depth images collected in studies conducted with the participants’ informed consent. Apple then 

worked with participants from around the world to include a representative group of people accounting 

for gender, age, ethnicity, and other factors. The studies were augmented as needed to provide a high 

degree of accuracy for a diverse range of users.” 900 

 

Was Apple Platform Security fired? 

 
An Apple Engineering Manager, Robert ◼◼◼◼◼◼, led the Video Engineering Face ID 

teams for years, and was DRI for the Gobbler/Glimmer app, and also posted prolifically & publicly 

about Apple & Face ID internal strategy, for years. ◼◼◼◼◼◼’s LinkedIn901 notes from March 2016 

through Jul 2017, he worked on Face ID on the iPhone X including “DOE [Design of Experiment] for 

multiple user studies, “Engineering User Studies DOE, Collection, and Analysis.” ◼◼◼◼◼◼ 

posted publicly that in 2018, he worked on “Face ID / prototype data collection, logging analysis, DRI 

for Internal tools for Video Engineering, Coordinated efforts for data collections to improve RGB Face 

Detector and Portrait Mode, Engineering User Studies & Carry data plus Analysis…” ◼◼◼◼◼◼ 

posted publicly that in 2019 he worked on “Face ID internal logs processing pipeline and dashboard, 

Face ID exploration DOE and analysis, Face ID internal logging analysis, Internal data collection app 

DRI, & 3D point cloud analysis…” Finally, ◼◼◼◼◼◼’s LinkedIn notes in 2020 his key projects 

included, “Face ID & People Detection in Magnifier for blind and low-visibility users.” 

◼◼◼◼◼◼’s public LinkedIn and Medium posts have included much internal Apple 

information stretching back to at least 2018 & his LinkedIn implies he’s been promoted and frequently 

given increasing responsibility, despite his public disclosures. On July 2 2018, ◼◼◼◼◼◼ 

documented Apple’s product development process and posted it on LinkedIn titling it “Chaos Inducted 

Prioritization.”902 On Dec 26 2018, ◼◼◼◼◼◼ posted on LinkedIn about an internal Apple study he 

lead which caused an experimental feature to be “put on hold indefinitely.” 903 

 
900 Apple Platform Security: Facial matching security, Published Date: February 18, 2021, 
https://support.apple.com/guide/security/facial-matching-security-sece151358d1/web 
901 https://www.linkedin.com/in/dr-robert-◼◼◼◼◼◼-aloe-01581595/details/experience/ 
902 https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/chaos-induced-prioritization-robert-◼◼◼◼◼◼-aloe/ 
903 https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/fail-fast-first-robert-◼◼◼◼◼◼-aloe/ 
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On Feb 26 2019, ◼◼◼◼◼◼ posted on LinkedIn about his work on Face ID algorithms. He 

said, he “worked on Design of Experiment for user studies, failure analysis, and deep net training.” 

◼◼◼◼◼◼ said, “There was a large list of unknowns because nobody had lived on a phone with 

Face ID. We had to imagine how people would use the phone and in what ways different from Touch ID 

to see what data to test. This involved designing the data collection, collecting the data, and analyzing 

it. We also did any engineering studies requested by others and analyzed the resulting data to 

understand if we needed more data.” ◼◼◼◼◼◼ wrote that in December he was working on “ a 

large make-up study [he] had spent months designing and doing small engineering studies to help 

support the DOE.” He said he, “found a lot of incorrect labels from the big user study [he] designed. 

…[He] fixed all the labels and finish the analysis.” 904 

On Jan 9 2019, ◼◼◼◼◼◼ posted to LinkedIn an articled called “Data Collection” where he 

wrote, “During the lead up to Face ID being launched, my team went out and collected a large set of 

potential aggressors to see if we were missing anything in our larger data collections, things would be 

normal to a regular user.” 905 On May 13 2019, ◼◼◼◼◼◼ posted to LinkedIn about the work Apple 

did on Face ID, that “Tons of data was being collected at the time to cover all the bases.” 906  

On Nov 17 2020, ◼◼◼◼◼◼ published an article to Medium titled “Face Recognition: 3D 

Face Recognition from Infancy to Product.”907  ◼◼◼◼◼◼ wrote, “Face ID was a huge project. On 

initial launch, about 1,000 engineers were working on the entire hardware module, software, and 

infrastructure….We collected an amazing amount of data. 1,000,000,000 images were collected as 

announced in the Keynote. That’s a number difficult to imagine and not just the collection, but the 

infrastructure and processing requirements to even train an algorithm on such a set of data.” 

 He wrote, “We all learned very quickly that data would solve almost any issue….. We weren’t 

asked to limit our thinking to what was affordable or possible but to expand our thinking to what was 

necessary to drive innovation.” 908 

 

 
904 https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/thoughts-leaving-robert-◼◼◼◼◼◼-aloe/ 
905 https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/design-experiment-data-collection-robert-◼◼◼◼◼◼-aloe/ 
906 https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/ml-examining-test-set-robert-◼◼◼◼◼◼-aloe/ 
907 https://towardsdatascience.com/face-recognition-3d-face-recognition-from-infancy-to-product-209126575b56 
908 https://towardsdatascience.com/face-recognition-3d-face-recognition-from-infancy-to-product-209126575b56 
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Was the manager in charge of Gobbler fired?   

 

 Apple formally announced Face ID on September 12, 2017.909 However, details of Face ID were 

“leaked” months prior. On July 30 2017, the Apple Release Mgmt team posted HomePod firmware 

publicly which included unreleased product details in the code, including Face ID & iPhone X. The 

press covered the leak, writing: “code indicates the existence of infra-red face unlock in BiometricKit, 

which is the framework responsible for Touch ID. The code further suggests that Apple’s face unlock 

feature will be able to detect partially occluded face and faces from various angles. The codename for 

the project Pearl ID. The code also shows the iPhone 8 codename as D22.” 910  

Face ID was further “leaked” on Sept 8 2017 when the to-be released iOS build was made 

public. This leak was also covered by the press, writing: “Leaked iPhone 8 firmware reveals animated 

emoji, Face ID, and updated AirPods.” 911 That leak also included “details on wireless charging and a 

status bar update in iOS 11. According to the leak, the new facial recognition system will be capable of 

substituting for Touch ID everywhere the current system is used, both unlocking the phone and 

confirming purchases on iTunes, the App Store, and Apple Pay.”912 One outlet wrote, “Face ID appears 

to be the official marketing name for what’s been referenced as Pearl ID, the facial recognition features 

that will likely replace the Touch ID fingerprint recognition feature.”913 

 Gjovik was told by numerous people that both of those leaks came from ◼◼◼◼◼◼ 

Software Engineering, currently run by ◼◼◼◼◼◼ (the guy who used to yelled at her and brought 

ammo to work). Gjovik was told how the leaks happened (which she will not share here, but can testify 

if needed). She was told both leaks were attributed directly to ◼◼◼◼◼◼ via his negligence, as 

well as the negligence of ◼◼◼◼◼◼ ◼◼◼◼◼◼ (Gjovik’s previous director). Gjovik was told 

that ◼◼◼◼◼◼was demoted from a Director to a Senior Manager following the leaks and that 

 
909 Apple announced Face ID during the unveiling of the iPhone X on September 12, 2017, 
https://www.theverge.com/2017/9/12/16288806/apple-iphone-x-price-release-date-features-announced 
910 HomePod firmware seemingly confirms iPhone 8 front design & support for ‘Face ID’, Jul. 30th 2017 , 
https://9to5mac.com/2017/07/30/iphone-8-design-and-face-unlock-homepod-code/ 
911 Leaked iPhone 8 firmware reveals animated emoji, Face ID, and updated AirPods, 
https://www.theverge.com/2017/9/9/16280026/apple-iphone-face-id-animoji-features-leak 
912 iPhone X will unlock with facial recognition instead of the home button, 
https://www.theverge.com/2017/9/12/16270352/apple-iphone-x-home-button-removed-unlock-touch-id;  
913 iOS 11 GM leak confirms D22 ‘iPhone X’ features: Portrait Lighting, True Tone Display, revised , 
https://9to5mac.com/2017/09/08/ios-11-gm-d22-iphone-8-details/ 
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◼◼◼◼◼◼was given a 30-day notice, directly by Tim Cook, to find a new job at Apple or else 

would be fired. 

 Apple accuses Gjovik of sharing information (that was already generally known about a feature 

released to the public nearly four years ago and/or a topic protected by the California Constitution), and 

using that to justify their egregious termination of Gjovik. Meanwhile, ◼◼◼◼◼◼ and 

◼◼◼◼◼◼ were responsible for actually “leaking” actual “IP” to the public before a product 

announce but were not fired. ◼◼◼◼◼◼and ◼◼◼◼◼◼were also notorious for a history of bad 

behavior & discipline during their Apple tenures. Not fired. The difference? ◼◼◼◼◼◼ and 

◼◼◼◼◼◼ did not participate in protected activity.  

 

◼◼◼◼◼◼ AND ◼◼◼◼◼◼ WERE NOT FIRED.  

 

 During the 2017 announce of Face ID, Marketing VP Phil Schiller said, “To create Face ID we 

worked with thousands of people across the world and the team took over a billion images” and with 

that, “they developed multiple neural networks.” 914 Schiller said, “the team even worked with 

professional mask makers and make-up artists in Hollywood to prevent attempts to beat Face ID.” He 

said, “these are actual masks used by the engineering team to train the neural networks.”  

 

Was Phil Schiller fired? 

 

 An Apple Senior Data Scientist, ◼◼◼◼◼◼,915 currently includes on her LinkedIn profile 

that during 2017-2019, she worked in Video Engineering on Face ID. She posted that her role included, 

“(Face ID] Data Mining and Algorithm Retrospective Failure Analysis,” and she “Built internal 

dashboard-based website for real-time monitoring of (Face ID) key metrics” amongst other duties. An 

 
914 Apple, Apple iPhone X - Full Announcement From Apple's 2017 Keynote, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Umy1GN3rlJQ  
915 https://www.linkedin.com/in/◼◼◼◼◼◼ 
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Apple Project Manager, ◼◼◼◼◼◼,916 posted that she worked on Face ID Computer Vision in 2018, 

with duties including:  

- “Project Managed a highly confidential Face ID Special Project Task by coordinating and 
documenting project requirement needs and worked cross-functionally with Video Engineering 
team, iPad Product Marketing manager, Face ID Algorithm engineers, and Apple’s Global 
Security team to prep for on-site testing of new, unannounced iPad Pro in an industry-
specific facility before product launch.” 

- “ Led special iPad Pro QA Mount study in select industry environments. Documented 
findings by writing Special Report and presented to top Video Engineering leadership with test 
findings, recommendations and Call to Action prep for product launch.” 
 

 

Were ◼◼◼◼◼◼ fired? 

 

There is plenty of “internal” Apple information available publicly online, seemingly without 

Apple’s attempting to remove or redact it. For example, there is a wiki page dedicated to internal 

software builds with screenshots, codenames, builds numbers.917 Another page details an internal 

application used for “flashing iDevices” including mentions of an internal VPN app, source paths, 

restore components & operations, and troubleshooting.918 Another page details internal and factory 

firmware bundles and yet another discusses internal software updates. 919 

 Internal software and application details & screenshots have also been included in forums and 

discussion threads.920 Internal Apple applications are also available for download on archive.org.921 A 

2015 Business Insider article details the following internal applications: AppleConnect, AppleWeb, 

Retail Daily Download, GKTank, Inferno, iPlano, MobileGenius, MobileRadar, Operator, Receipts, Red 

 
916 https://www.linkedin.com/in/◼◼◼◼◼◼ 
917 The iPhone Wiki, Internal UI Builds, https://www.theiphonewiki.com/wiki/InternalUI_Builds 
918 The iPhone Wiki, PurpleRestore, https://www.theiphonewiki.com/wiki/PurpleRestore 
919 The iPhone Wiki, Internal Firmware, https://www.theiphonewiki.com/wiki/Internal_Firmware; Internal OTA Updates, 
https://www.theiphonewiki.com/wiki/Internal_OTA_Updates 
920 Reddit, Apple Internal App, 
https://web.archive.org/web/20220111143937/https://www.reddit.com/r/Apple_Internal/comments/s1edzi/apple_internal_app
; BetaArchive, Apple Internal Apps, https://www.betaarchive.com/forum/viewtopic.php?t=34855l; Apple Park App, 
https://www.reddit.com/r/Apple_Internal/comments/ruasj4/apples_internal_apps_with_apple_park/  
921 Archive.org, Various macOS Internal Applications, https://archive.org/details/macOSInternalApplications; Apple Internal 
Apps, https://archive.org/details/troubleshoot-plan-genius-v-1.0  
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Zone Mobile, Skybox, Switchboard, ToughFighter 2, & Unibox.922  A wiki page, created in 2011 & last 

updated May 2021, lists the names of over a hundred Apple internal apps, tools, and bundles including 

apps like Glimmer, Magneto, Siri Debug, & LiveOn.923 Many of the apps listed also link to detailed 

descriptions & screenshots including: iOS Menu, 924  iTrack,925 Radar,926  Tap-to-Radar,927 

Switchboard,928 PurpleSNIFF,929 Apple U,930 & AppleConnect.931 

The information currently publicly available about Apple’s internal tools must have been 

provided by numerous current and ex-Apple employees. There is no news coverage or lawsuits to be 

found of terminations of employees for sharing this type information, nor does it appear Apple has made 

any effort to take the information down. In addition, this information doesn’t seem to be shared in 

furtherance of any protected topics, contrast with Gjovik’s protected disclosures about employee 

surveillance and intimidation.   

 

 

Apple, the “Ear Canal Innovator” 
 
 
Biometrics Laws/Policy  
 

Facial recognition or "faceprinting" uses biological characteristics to verify an individual's 

identity by extracting an individual's face geometry data in order to confirm a subsequent match of the 

individual's face. Geometric attributes of faces include distance between the eyes, width of the nose, and 

other features. Face geometry is a physiological characteristic and qualifies as a "biometric identifier.”932 

 
922 Business Insider, Here are the secret apps that only Apple employees can use, Sept 29 2015, 
https://www.businessinsider.com/apps-only-apple-employees-get-to-download-and-use-2014-11?op=1  
923 The iPhone Wiki, Apple Internal Apps, https://www.theiphonewiki.com/wiki/Apple_Internal_Apps 
924 The iPhone Wiki, iOS Menu, https://www.theiphonewiki.com/wiki/IOS_Menu  
925 The iPhone Wiki, iTrack, https://www.theiphonewiki.com/wiki/IOS_Menu 
926 The iPhone Wiki, Radar, https://www.theiphonewiki.com/wiki/Radar  
927 The iPhone Wiki, Tap-to-Radar, https://www.theiphonewiki.com/wiki/Tap-to-Radar  
928 The iPhone Wiki, Switchboard, https://www.theiphonewiki.com/wiki/Switchboard_(App_Store) 
929 The iPhone Wiki, PurpleSNIFF, https://www.theiphonewiki.com/wiki/PurpleSNIFF 
930 The iPhone Wiki, Apple U, https://www.theiphonewiki.com/wiki/Apple_U 
931 The iPhone Wiki, AppleConnect, https://www.theiphonewiki.com/wiki/AppleConnect_(Application) 
932 Hazlitt v. Apple Inc., 543 F. Supp. 3d 643, 646 (S.D. Ill. 2021) 
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Biometrics is "the science of automatic identification or identity verification of individuals using 

physiological or behavioral characteristics."  Traditionally, these physiological traits have included 

digitally scanned fingerprints, digital photo analysis through facial recognition technology, iris scans, 

and DNA. Increasingly, physiological identifiers that can be digitally captured, stored, and analyzed 

include more experimental biometrics, including gait, skeletal bone scans, scars and tattoos, ear 

shape and eyebrow shape, breathing rates, and eye pupil dilation, among other identifiers. 933 

Issues of biometric privacy have arisen with increasing frequency over the last several years 

as biometric scanners have become cheaper and more prevalent. Though advocates have been sounding 

the alarm about biometric privacy for decades, by 2018 even Microsoft was calling for greater regulation 

of facial recognition technology. Along with this increased concern has come a wave of litigation 

against technology companies that use facial recognition to identify people in photographs and 

employers that use fingerprint biometric scanners for employee timekeeping. In the trenches of the 

Northern District of California, for example, Facebook is facing more than $ 30 billion in potential 

liability for violations of biometric privacy laws.934 

The Snowden disclosures reveal the increasing importance of biometric data as a component of 

mass surveillance and a critical tool in intelligence gathering. There is currently a rapid expansion 

of biometric databases among the intelligence community, the U.S. military,  and in the public and 

private sectors generally. 935 The legislature notes that the "overwhelming majority of members of the 

public are weary of the use of biometrics when such information is tied to finances and other personal 

information."  This is because, unlike social security numbers and other personal 

information, biometrics "are biologically unique to the individual so that once compromised, the 

individual has no recourse, [and] is at heightened risk for identity theft." 936 

An Applied Intelligence paper published in October of 2020 explained “that ears have  a large 

amount of specific and unique features that allow for person identification.”937 The article explained, 

“the human ear is a perfect source of data for passive person identification as it does not involve the 

 
933 BIOMETRIC CYBERINTELLIGENCE AND THE POSSE COMITATUS ACT, 66 Emory L.J. 697 
934 ARTICLE: From Identification to Identity Theft: Public Perceptions of Biometric Privacy Harms, 10 U.C. Irvine L. Rev. 
107 
935 BIOMETRIC CYBERINTELLIGENCE AND THE POSSE COMITATUS ACT, 66 Emory L.J. 697 
936 Monroy v. Shutterfly, Inc., No. 16 C 10984, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 149604, at *3-4 (N.D. Ill. Sep. 15, 2017) 
937 Ahila Priyadharshini, R., Arivazhagan, S. & Arun, M. A deep learning approach for person identification using ear 
biometrics. Appl Intell 51, 2161–2172 (2021). https://doi.org/10.1007/s10489-020-01995-8 
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cooperativeness of the human whom we are trying to recognize” & “acquisition of a human ear is also 

easy as the ear is visible even in the mask wearing scenarios.” 938  The article stated tracking ear 

biometrics “can be useful in identifying persons in a massive crowd when combined with a proper 

surveillance system.” 939  

 In 2021, FTC Commissioner Rohit Chopra declared that “Today’s facial recognition 

surveillance technologies are discriminatory and dangerous.”940 Commissioner Chopra elaborated: 

“With the tsunami of data being collected on individuals, we need all hands-on deck to keep these 

companies in check. State and local governments have rightfully taken steps to enact bans, moratoria, 

and other restrictions on the use of these technologies.” 941 

After decades of research of anthropometric measurements of ear photographs of thousands of 

people, it has been found that no two ears are alike, even in the cases of identical and fraternal twins, 

triplets, and quadruplets  Ear can be easily captured from a distance without a fully cooperative subject 

although it can sometimes be hidden by hair, muffler, scarf, and earrings.  It is possible to use the 

infrared images of ears to overcome the problem of occlusion of the ear by hair. 942 

The potential cybersurveillance consequences of mass biometric data collection are not yet fully 

known. What is known, however, is that mass biometric data storage and analysis can lead to multiple 

unprecedented legal challenges as big data tools and new forms of cybersurveillance technologies place 

increasing strain on existing privacy law doctrine.943 Studies have also found that generally, people not 

comfortable with the next generation of biometric uses: using facial recognition.944 

 

Apple’s Public Information About Ear Studies & Biometrics  
 

938 Ahila Priyadharshini, R., Arivazhagan, S. & Arun, M. A deep learning approach for person identification using ear 
biometrics. Appl Intell 51, 2161–2172 (2021). https://doi.org/10.1007/s10489-020-01995-8 
939 Ahila Priyadharshini, R., Arivazhagan, S. & Arun, M. A deep learning approach for person identification using ear 
biometrics. Appl Intell 51, 2161–2172 (2021). https://doi.org/10.1007/s10489-020-01995-8 
940 U.S. Federal Trade Commission, In the Matter of Everalbum and Paravision, 
https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/public_statements/1585858/updated_final_chopra_statement_on_everalbum_for
_circulation.pdf ; https://twitter.com/chopracfpb/status/1348670577050005504  
941 U.S. Federal Trade Commission, In the Matter of Everalbum and Paravision, 
https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/public_statements/1585858/updated_final_chopra_statement_on_everalbum_for
_circulation.pdf  
942 3D Ear Biometrics  BIR BHANU, HUI CHEN, Center for Research in Intelligent Systems, University of California, 
Riverside, CA, USA , Springer  
943 BIOMETRIC CYBERINTELLIGENCE AND THE POSSE COMITATUS ACT 
944 ARTICLE: From Identification to Identity Theft: Public Perceptions of Biometric Privacy Harms, 10 U.C. Irvine L. Rev. 
107 
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 On September 5 2020, Apple VP of Marketing , Greg Joswiak (“Joz”) was interviewed by Wired 

about Apple AirPods.945 “We had done work with Stanford to 3D-scan hundreds of different ears and 

ear styles and shapes in order to make a design that would work as a one-size solution across a broad 

set of the population,” Joswiak says. “With AirPods Pro, we took that research further – studied more 

ears, more ear types. And that enabled us to develop a design that, along with the three different tip 

sizes, works across an overwhelming percentage of the worldwide population.” 

On December 9 2021, two Apple Product Design executives were interviewed by Wallpaper 

about Apple’s product design team. 946 The article said, “When AirPods’ development began a decade or 

so ago, human factors researcher Kristi Bauerly found herself researching the ‘crazily complex’ human 

ear.  ‘We moulded and scanned ears, worked with nearby academics, focusing on outer ears for the 

earbud design and inner ears for the acoustics,’ she says. Thousands of ears were scanned, and only by 

bringing them all together did the company find the ‘design space’ to work within. ‘I think we’ve 

assembled one of the largest ear libraries anywhere,’ Hankey says. ‘The database is where the design 

starts,’ Bauerly continues, ‘and then we iterate and reiterate.’ “ 

On July 28 2021, Apple AI/ML Research published a paper about internal studies they were 

doing around biometrics (breath rate) and AirPods. 947 The paper was further published in August 2021 

with IEEE948 & on Apple’s own website.949 “The paper hints at the integration of biometric health 

sensors in headphones used while participating in sports. The company is … [a] ear-canal innovator.“950 

The 2021 paper notes, “data was collected from 21 healthy individuals from both indoor and 

outdoor environments. Participants spanned the ages of 22 to 60 and were split fairly evenly between 

genders. Several participants provided six pulse rate measurements per audio sample submitted, each of 

 
945 The secrets behind the runaway success of Apple’s AirPods: The wireless headphones have been a surprise hit. Here’s 
how: Sept 5 2020, https://www.wired.co.uk/article/apple-airpods-success    
946 Inside Apple Park: first look at the design team shaping the future of tech, Dec 9 2021, 
https://www.wallpaper.com/design/apple-park-behind-the-scenes-design-team-interview  
947 Estimating Respiratory Rate From Breath Audio Obtained Through Wearable Microphones, [Submitted on 28 Jul 2021], 
https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.14028 
948 A. Kumar, V. Mitra, C. Oliver, A. Ullal, M. Biddulph and I. Mance, "Estimating Respiratory Rate From Breath Audio 
Obtained Through Wearable Microphones," 2021 43rd Annual International Conference of the IEEE Engineering in 
Medicine & Biology Society (EMBC), 2021, pp. 7310-7315, doi: 10.1109/EMBC46164.2021.9629661. 
949 Estimating Respiratory Rate From Breath Audio Obtained Through Wearable Microphones, August 2021, 
https://machinelearning.apple.com/research/estimating-respiratory-rate 
950 Can you ID me now? Apple les for ear- canal biometrics patent, Jan 28, 2022,, 
https://www.biometricupdate.com/202201/can-you-id-me-now-apple-files-for-ear-canal-biometrics-patent  
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which spanned a six-minute active period. All data was recorded using microphone-enabled, nearrange 

headphones, specifically Apple’s AirPods.” Apple noted, "In this paper, we take the first step towards 

developing a breathlessness measurement tool by estimating respiratory rate (RR) on exertion in a 

healthy population using audio from wearable headphones.” 951 The study sounds like another “internal” 

Apple user study. 

In August of 2021, Patently Apple wrote that, “Apple began discussing integrating health 

sensors into future sports-oriented headphones in a patent application that was published back in April 

2009 and filed in 2008. To top it all off, in June of this year, Apple's VP of Technology talked about 

health sensors on Apple Watch and possibly AirPods.” 952 

Apple is currently hiring for a role, with a description posted on LinkedIn saying, “As part of the 

Acoustics User Studies team, you will work closely with acoustic engineers and multi-functional 

partners to design and conduct perceptual user studies for new audio feature development. You will 

drive the entire end-to-end study cycle, from definition and scope of the study question to data analysis 

and results delivery. Our team dives deep into emerging technical areas, such as spatial audio and 

headphones technologies.  Our Acoustics User Studies team drives the development of groundbreaking 

audio technologies and products through acoustic and perceptual studies. We design and carry out 

studies that influence hardware design, optimize software algorithms, and recommend engineering 

requirements that are perceptually relevant.”953 

On Dec 20 2020, press covered a new patent from Apple around AirPod biometrics.954 Apple’s 

patent filings describe a system for deriving biometrics using embedded biometric sensors on the 

AirPods (Earbuds).955 The patent captures waveforms associated with the cycling profusion of blood to 

the skin, so multiple biometric parameters can be collected, including, for example, heart rate, blood 

volume, and respiratory rate. By using LEDs that emit different wavelengths of light additional data can 

 
951 Estimating Respiratory Rate From Breath Audio Obtained Through Wearable Microphones, August 2021, 
https://machinelearning.apple.com/research/estimating-respiratory-rate 
952 Apple's Machine Learning Research Team have Published a Paper on using Specialized Health Sensors in Future AirPods, 
https://www.patentlyapple.com/patently-apple/2021/08/apples-machine-learning-research-team-have-published-a-paper-on-
using-specialized-health-sensors-in-future-airpods.html 
 
953 Apple Perceptual Audio Evaluation Specialist, https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2975662157 
954 Apple’s future AirPods/earbuds could facilitate biometric measurements, Niel Smith, December 30, 2020 
https://www.myhealthyapple.com/apples-future-airpods-earbuds-could-facilitate-biometric-measurements/  
955 Patent number 10856068 
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be gathered, such as, for example, VO2 max (i.e., the maximal rate of oxygen absorption by the body). 

A pulse oximeter in the area of the tragus is believed to be particularly accurate. The electrodes on the 

earbuds can be configured to measure the galvanic skin response (GSR). A GSR can help determine the 

amount of stress being experienced by the user at any given moment in time. Another use of this design 

will lend itself well for measuring electrocardiogram (EKG) data or impedance cardiography (ICG) 

related data. 956 

IT'S NOT A SECRET APPLE DOES USER STUDIES  
 

 Just searching LinkedIn for “Apple User Study,” numerous people and positions are returned 

with detailed descriptions of the roles and projects. Apple is positioning that user studies are inherently 

secret within Apple.  On the contrary, with a quick search I found a role for a “Engineering Program 

Manager - User Studies” that will “Drive user study related requirements (e.g. identify and recruit user 

study participants, security and legal compliance, logistics, etc.), decision-making and integrity around 

user study efforts.”957 I found a role for, “User Study Operations Manager - Sensing Technologies, 

which will “Lead the team that plans and executes user studies and data collection for sensor and health 

technology development and feature delivery. In this highly visible position, you will collaborate with 

cross-functional and cross-discipline teams across Apple to execute on user studies ranging from small, 

focused research studies to large-scale worldwide operations.” 958 

I found an employee listing his position as “User Study Facilitator at Apple,” with a description 

of “Coordinating User Studies for Human Engineering - Physiology Team, Leading participant 

appointments by communicating study requirements, privacy and legal compliance.” 959 I found a role, 

“Health Study EPM,” that will “Drive user study related requirements (e.g. identify and recruit user 

study participants, security and legal compliance, logistics, etc.), decision-making and integrity around 

user study efforts.”960 I found a role, “User Study Operations Manager - Sensing Technologies,” that 

hints to future products saying “Our study operations have enabled Apple to ship new sensors, multiple 

 
956 Patent number 10856068 
957 https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2944349227 
958 https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2942922643 
959 Justin Fong, www.linkedin.com/in/justinf2108 
960 https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2938135938 
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health features, and numerous Machine Learning (ML) solutions. But our ambitions are bigger still, 

with much more to come.” 961 

 I found a role, “User Studies Operations Engineer, that will “will work closely with product 

development team; designing, leading, executing, and monitoring large-scale studies in support of 

algorithm development.”962 I found a “Data Collection Facilitator - Learning and Education,” that will 

“Conduct in-person user study sessions. Administer screening and consent forms, interview and debrief 

participants, observe behavior, and administer complex testing protocols involving diverse hardware 

and software.”963 I found a role, “LiveOn Program Manager,” that defines an entire team, “The LiveOn 

team grew to enable unreleased products to be “lived on” by Apple employees outside of labs, networks 

and campuses.”964   

 There’s more! I found a role, “ISE, System Experience — Senior User Studies Researcher,” that 

will “develop and conduct Apple-internal in-person and remote user studies on iOS, iPadOS, and 

macOS platforms and features.” 965 I found a role, “Human Factors Engineer – Audio,” that will 

“Develop user study criteria and detailed methodology for projects which focus on product comfort and 

span from formative to evaluative and qualitative to quantitative” & “Conduct user-centered research 

and evaluation on a diverse user population utilizing experimental data and scientific publications,” and 

that needs “Expertise with biometric data systems (eye tracking, EEG, GSR), Expertise with motion 

capture systems, and Experience with photogrammetry.” 966 

 

Gjovik was Deeply Disturbed by the Persistent, Increasing Requests to Image her Ear 
Canals  
 

On Aug 10 2018 Gjovik was invited to a “◼◼User Study” for “◼◼◼◼◼◼ HH” sent by 

two  employees who previous asked for photos of her ears, and discussed wanting to scan her ears. 

Gjovik replied, “Hi, I’m sorry - but I need to cancel indefinitely. I really wanted to help with this, but I 

just started part-time law school. I’m already underwater, and need to focus on my core work 

 
961 https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2911203208 
962 https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2944339533 
963 https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2944353441 
964 https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2945797951 
965 https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2944351127 
966 https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2944349447 
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responsibilities & school.” Gjovik assumed she’d be taken off the list for ear studies, if not all user 

studies. 967 

 Then in 2021, while Gjovik was put on Admin Leave in August, she received three separate 

emails asking to scan her ears/ear canals, again. The email was titled, “HE 3D Ear Scan Invitation!” The 

emails said, “You're invited to a voluntary in-person study where we will capture high-resolution 3D 

scans of participants' ears. The goal of this effort is to collect representative ear geometry data across 

age, gender, and ethnic groups. These 3D scans are extremely valuable to audio research efforts and 

better our understanding of ear geometry variance.” The email said she’d be asked to review an ICF 

prior to taking a recruitment survey” and then another ICF for study participation. Gjovik did not 

respond to any of the emails nor did she sign any of the ICFs. 968 

 Gjovik was disturbed by Apple’s lack of respect for its employee’s privacy. She also wondered if 

Apple could be sending her these on purpose, since she already opted out, in order to harass her further. 

The emails didn’t say Apple Confidential, nor did they include anything that appeared actually secret or 

material. Regardless, Gjovik redacted them heavily since her only point was to protest an employer 

pressuring its employees to gather such sensitive information (biometrics).  

 

GJOVIK’S TWEETS WAS OPPOSITION TO PRACTICES BELIEVED TO BE UNLAWFUL 
 

An individual is protected from retaliation for opposing any unlawful practice.  Protected 

"opposition" activity broadly includes the many ways in which an individual may communicate 

explicitly or implicitly opposition to perceived employment discrimination. The manner of opposition 

must be reasonable, and the opposition must be based on a reasonable good faith belief that the conduct 

opposed is, or could become, unlawful.969 

The scope of the opposition clause is not limited to complaints made to the employer. 

Complaints about the employer to others that the employer learns about can be protected opposition.970 

 
967 Aug 10 2018, Gjovik to ◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼, ◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼ 
968 ◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼ 
969 Enforcement Guidance on Retaliation and Related Issues, August 01, 2016, https://plus.lexis.com/api/permalink/6ee6fa70-
59a5-4841-83f4-ffb9a1c6a4be/?context=1530671 
970 B. Lindemann, P. Grossman, & C. Weirich, Employment Discrimination Law 15-20 (5th ed. 2012) (collecting cases). 
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Although opposition typically involves complaints to managers,971 it may be a reasonable manner of 

opposition to inform others of alleged discrimination, including others outside the company including: 

coworkers, legislatures, newspaper reporters, or “anyone else.”972 Depending on the circumstances, 

calling public attention to alleged discrimination may constitute reasonable opposition, provided that it 

is connected to an alleged violation of the EEO laws. 973 Opposition may include even activities such as 

making informal or public protests against discrimination.974 Most opposition is “reasonable,” and 

conduct must be extreme to become unprotected, such as committing or threatening violence to life or 

property. 975 As with participation, a retaliation claim based on opposition is not defeated merely because 

the underlying challenged practice ultimately is found to be lawful.976 

 
971 Cf. Crawford, 555 U.S. at 276 (endorsing the EEOC's position that communicating to one's employer a belief that the 
employer has engaged in employment discrimination "virtually always" constitutes "opposition" to the activity, and stating 
that any exceptions would be "eccentric cases"); see, e.g., Minor v. Bostwick Labs., Inc., 669 F.3d 428, 438 (4th Cir. 2012) 
(holding that plaintiff's meeting with a corporate executive to protest a supervisor's direction to falsify time records to avoid 
overtime was FLSA protected activity). 
972 See Pearson v. Mass. Bay Transp. Auth., 723 F.3d 36, 42 (1st Cir. 2013) (observing that "there is no dispute that writing 
one's legislator is protected conduct"); Conetta v. Nat'l Hair Care Ctrs., Inc., 236 F.3d 67, 76 (1st Cir. 2001) (ruling that 
employee's complaints of sexual harassment to coworker who was a son of general manager was protected 
opposition); Johnson v. Univ. of Cincinnati, 215 F.3d 561, 580 (6th Cir. 2000) (stating that "there is no qualification on . . . 
the party to whom the complaint is made known," and it may include management, unions, other employees, newspaper 
reporters, or "anyone else"). 
973  EEOC v. Crown Zellerbach Corp., 720 F.2d 1008, 1014 (9th Cir. 1983) (observing that all actions of opposition to an 
employer's practices constitute some level of disloyalty, and therefore in order to reach the level of being unreasonable, such 
opposition must "significantly disrupt[] the workplace" or "directly hinder[]" the plaintiff's ability to perform his or her 
job); EEOC v. Kidney Replacement Servs.,No. 06-13351, 2007 WL 1218770, at *4-6 (E.D. Mich. 2007) (concluding that 
medical workers engaged in reasonable opposition when they raised their sexual harassment complaints directly to the onsite 
supervisor at the correctional facility to which their employer had assigned them, even though they were in effect raising a 
complaint to their employer's customer). 
974 Sumner v. U.S. Postal Serv., 899 F.2d 203, 209 (2d Cir. 1990); see also Crown Zellerbach, 720 F.2d at 1013-14 (holding 
that employer violated Title VII when it imposed disciplinary suspension in retaliation for public protest letter by several 
employees of an "affirmative action award" given to a major customer; reasoning that even though the letter could potentially 
harm the employer's economic interests, it was a reasonable manner of opposition because it did not interfere with job 
performance). 
975 Enforcement Guidance on Retaliation and Related Issues, August 01, 2016, https://plus.lexis.com/api/permalink/6ee6fa70-
59a5-4841-83f4-ffb9a1c6a4be/?context=1530671 
976 Trent v. Valley Elec. Ass'n, Inc., 41 F.3d 524, 526 (9th Cir. 1994) ("[A] plaintiff [in an opposition case] does not need to 
prove that the employment practice at issue was in fact unlawful under Title VII . . . [A plaintiff] must only show that she had 
a "reasonable belief" that the employment practice she protested was prohibited under Title VII."); see also Berg v. La Crosse 
Cooler Co., 612 F.2d 1041, 1045 (7th Cir. 1980) ("Limiting retaliation protections to those individuals whose discrimination 
claims are meritorious would 'undermine[] Title VII's central purpose, the elimination of employment discrimination by 
informal means; destroy[] one of the chief means of achieving that purpose, the frank and non-disruptive exchange of ideas 
between employers and employees; and serve[] no redeeming statutory or policy purposes of its own.'"). For this reason, if an 
employer takes a materially adverse action against an employee because it concludes that the employee has acted in bad faith 
in raising EEO allegations, it is not certain to prevail on a retaliation claim, since a jury may conclude that the claim was in 
fact made in good faith even if the employer subjectively thought otherwise. Cf. Sanders v. Madison Square Garden, 525 F. 
Supp. 2d 364, 367 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 5, 2007) ("[I]f an employer chooses to fire an employee for making false or bad 
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On August 28 2021, Gjovik expressed OPPOSITION to/about her employer, Apple Inc, in 

regard to Apple’s DISCRIMINATION & HARASSMENT against her, UNFAIR LABOR PRACTICES,   

and/or Apple’s unlawful INVASION into her fundamental, constitutionally protected PRIVACY 

interests. 

 

“I’m still over here in Apple’s time-out chair & they keep telling me to respect my abuser’s 

privacy & be silent. Meanwhile I got 3x of these in the last month since being on leave. NO, 

APPLE, STOP IT. I can’t tell if they’re harassing me or just being super intrusive or both.” 

977 
 

 
accusations, he does so at his peril, and takes the risk that a jury will later disagree with his characterization.") ; see also 
supra note 18. 
977 Aug 28 Twitter Post:  https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1431824501457633283 
https://web.archive.org/web/20210829034222/https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1431824501457633283  
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Coercion is not Consent  
 

Companies can process personal data if they obtain either subjects' voluntary 

affirmative consent to process data for the specific purpose intended or have a legitimate 

justification. Companies generally cannot rely on blanket consent inserted in an employee contract or 

handbook to  justify either widespread monitoring. Broad consent arguably does not satisfy the GDPR's 

requirement that the subject affirmatively consent to the specific purpose for which the data will be 

processed. Consent also must be truly voluntary.  As a result, corporations in countries such as Germany 

and France tend not to rely on consent because employees must be expressly asked for it, must be able to 

refuse without risk of sanction, and can withdraw it at any time. Moreover, in the corporate investigation 

context, courts tend to assume that such consent is involuntary because of the imbalance of power 

between the employer and employee.978 

U.S. organizations that control or process the personal data of European Union residents likely 

are subject to the EU’s new data protection requirements, the General Data Protection Regulation 

(GDPR).  A common practice in the U.S. is to rely on blanket consent clauses in employment contracts 

or handbooks that permit employers to process employee personal data. U.S. employers often also rely 

on implied consent from employees. However, such practices may not be considered valid forms of 

consent for lawful processing of personal data under the GDPR. The GDPR provides that consent must 

be “freely given, specific, informed and unambiguous.” Moreover, the GDPR adds, consent is 

 
978 ARTICLE: THE LAW OF CORPORATE INVESTIGATIONS AND THE GLOBAL EXPANSION OF CORPORATE 
CRIMINAL ENFORCEMENT, 93 S. Cal. L. Rev. 697 May 2020 
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not “freely given” where a “clear imbalance of power” between the data controller (i.e., employer) and 

the data subject (i.e., employee) exists.979 

The Article 29 Working Party emphasized the imbalance of power in the employment context: 

“Given the dependency that results from the employer/employee relationship, it is unlikely that the data 

subject is able to deny his/her employer consent to data processing without experiencing the fear or real 

risk of detrimental effects as a result of a refusal. It is unlikely that an employee would be able to 

respond freely to a request for consent from his/her employer to, for example, activate monitoring 

systems such as camera-observation in a workplace, or to fill out assessment forms, without feeling any 

pressure to consent.” The Working Party also advises that the imbalance of power in the employment 

relationship makes voluntary consent questionable and, for most work-related data processing, the 

GDPR lawful basis relied upon “cannot and should not” be the employee’s consent. 980 

Employee monitoring may result in the collection of non-employees’ personal data. The GDPR 

and the BDSG also apply to the collection, processing, and use of non-employees’ personal data. 

Accordingly, the employer must have a valid legal basis for processing non-employees’ personal data 

and must notify nonemployees about potential personal data collection. 981 

 

On Jan 9 2019, ◼◼◼◼◼◼ posted to LinkedIn an articled called “Data Collection” about 

Face ID development at Apple, where he wrote, “Some countries allow data like face images to be 

collected, but the laws vary. The aim is to not be in any gray zone about data. Face images are 

considered Personally Identifiable Information (PII), and in the past few years, especially since GDPR, 

governments have paid particular attention to privacy. China, for example, doesn’t allow PII data to be 

exported. In the US, you can generally collect PII data in public, but in Europe, you can not. Unlike the 

US, in France and Germany, they don’t believe an employee can consent to a user study by their 

employer that collects PII data because the simple employee/employer relationship is a form of 

coercion. Usually, there is some compensation for a user study, but keep in mind, too much 

compensation could also be seen as financial coercion.”  

 
979 Is Employee Consent under EU Data Protection Regulation Possible?, Joseph J. Lazzarotti and Maya Atrakchi, February 
27, 2018 
980 Is Employee Consent under EU Data Protection Regulation Possible?, Joseph J. Lazzarotti and Maya Atrakchi, February 
27, 2018 
981 Employee Monitoring (Germany), Resource ID: W-008-3362, HOLGER LUTZ AND SIMONE BACH, BAKER 
MCKENZIE, WITH PRACTICAL LAW DATA PRIVACY ADVISOR 
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The predominant view of the courts, is that consent is not effective if it is not freely given.982 

Consent must be given freely and voluntarily to be valid." 983  The general rule should be that an 

employee does not voluntarily consent if the alternative is termination. 984   Even in the context of 

initial employment, consent to a particular type of invasion does not mean consent to all varieties 

of that invasion, reasonable or unreasonable.985  

 

CONTRACTS SIGNED BY GJOVIK DURING EMPLOYMENT WITH APPLE WERE COERCED BY APPLE  
 
 

Multiple GDPR factors invaliding employee to employer consent are present here. First, when 

Gjovik first responded to the initial email, she had no idea what she consented to/initiated., as it was 

“vague or unclear.” Next, Gjovik has no “clear records to demonstrate they consented,” as no receipt 

was sent and she was never given a copy of the ICF. It appears Apple also no longer has a copy of the 

ICF, otherwise it seems they would have provided it to Gjovik on Sept 15 or quoted it in their position 

statement. Next, there was “a clear imbalance of power between [the employer] and the individual,” the 

“employee would be penalized for refusing consent,” and “there was no genuine free choice over 

whether to opt in.” Between the general pressure for Apple R&D employees to “live on” new products 

and software, and to participate in studies, and Gjovik’s performance reviews mentioning her 

participation in these program, but also that barbed wire, compound with armed guards, too.  

Next, apparently later some employees were given the option to use the app but not be 

“whitelisted” so their PII would not be uploaded, but Gjovik was not given this option nor even told it 

was an option, so “consent was a precondition of a service, but the processing is not necessary for that 

service.” Finally, once Gjovik apparently signed the ICF and after the Gobbler app was installed on her 

 
982 See Stores, Inc. v. Lee, 74 S.W.3d 634, 647 (Ark. 2002) 
983 Papa Gino's of America, Inc., 780 F.2d 1067, 1072 (1st Cir. 1986) (applying New Hampshire law; employee contracted 
away certain rights by accepting employment from employer who forbade drug use, but employer's demand that employee 
submit to polygraph exceeded scope of employee's consent to allow reasonable investigation into drug use). 
984 See Borse v. Piece Goods Shop, Inc., 963 F.2d 611, 625 (3d Cir. 1992) (applying Pennsylvania law and stating that "an 
employee's consent to a violation of public policy is no defense to a wrongful discharge action when that consent is obtained 
by the threat of dismissal."); Leibowitz v. H.A. Wintson Co., 493 A.2d 111, 115 (Pa. Super. Ct. 1985) (employee release 
authorizing polygraph test is invalid when employer requires employee to sign as a condition of continued employment); 
Polsky v. Radio Shack, 666 F.2d 824, 829 (3d Cir. 1981) (applying Pennsylvania law and stating that "where an employee 
can show compulsion under threat of job termination to sign a release from liability . . . , the employee need not show duress 
to invalidate the release because it would contravene Pennsylvania's public policy"); 
985 Frye v. IBP, Inc., 15 F. Supp. 2d 1032, 1041 (D. Kan. 1998) 
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phone (surrounded by armed ex-military), she had no way to disable the app, nor was given anyway to 

withdraw consent. Gjovik had talked to other employees about the app with similar concerns over the 

years. Thus, the “consent’ was invalid because Apple “did not tell people about their right to withdraw 

consent” and “people cannot easily withdraw consent.” 986 

 

 While living on was often an actual responsibility of a role in Gjovik’s Software Engineering 

team, she continued to feel pressure in Hardware Engineering as well. One example, in Gjovik’s 2019 

annual performance review, Powers wrote, “She is an amazing bug finder. Everything she touches seems 

to break. Said one person, “I’m impressed on ability to find bugs. It’s odd that she just goes about her 

work yet finds so many panics/hangs on hardware that we say is solid.” It helps that she’s constantly 

living on as many unreleased products as she can, and is diligent about filing bugs. Good stuff! “987 

There were many comments like this.  

In 2019, Gjovik was injured by her prototype iPhone. She notified the senior manager in Dan 

Wests org who managed development iPhone quality, ◼◼◼◼ ◼◼◼◼◼◼, telling him her 

iPhone “flashed a really bright white light” at her and that it “hurt her eyes.” ◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼ 

asked her to report the issue to a Safety team, which she did, and the team took the iPhone from her for 

failure analysis. The Safety team never told her what happened, but their vague response after testing the 

device led Gjovik to believe the lasers may have malfunctioned, burning her eyes. The Safety team did 

not offer any medical evaluation or assistance for Gjovik. There was also no information provided if the 

“Glimmer/Gobbler” application may have contributed to the injury. Gjovik still found no way disable 

the app. In fact, as discussed, even after Gjovik was fired, Gobbler was still attempting to access her 

personal phone.  

 

 
986 Information Commissioner’s Office Consultation: GDPR consent guidance Start date: 2 March 2017 End date: 31 March 
2017 
987 Apple Inc, Ashley Gjovik 2019 Annual Review  
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After Gjovik was fired; on her fully personal iPhone  

 

Unconscionability 
 

A contract is unconscionable if one of the parties lacked a meaningful choice in deciding 

whether to agree and the contract contains terms that are unreasonably favorable to the other party. 988 

Under this standard, the unconscionability doctrine “‘has both a procedural and a substantive  element.” 

The procedural element addresses the circumstances of contract negotiation and formation, focusing on 

oppression or surprise due to unequal bargaining power. Substantive unconscionability pertains to the 

fairness of an agreement's actual terms and to assessments of whether they are overly harsh or one-

sided.” 989 A contract's substantive fairness “must be considered in light of any procedural 

unconscionability” in its making. 990  “The ultimate issue in every case is whether the terms of the 

contract are sufficiently unfair, in view of all relevant circumstances, that a court should withhold 

enforcement.” 991 

A procedural unconscionability analysis “begins with an inquiry into whether the contract is one 

of adhesion.” 992 An adhesive contract is standardized, generally on a preprinted form, and offered by 

the party with superior bargaining power “on a take-it-or-leave-it basis.” 993  The pertinent question is 

 
988 Sonic II, supra, 57 Cal.4th at p. 1133.) 
989 (Pinnacle, supra, 55 Cal.4th at p. 246.) 
990 Sanchez v. Valencia Holding Co., LLC (2015) 61 Cal.4th 899, 912 [190 Cal. Rptr. 3d 812, 353 P.3d 741] 
991 OTO, L.L.C. v. Kho, 8 Cal. 5th 111, 125-26, 251 Cal. Rptr. 3d 714, 725-26, 447 P.3d 680, 689-90 (2019) 
992 Armendariz, supra, 24 Cal.4th at p. 113 
993 Baltazar v. Forever 21, Inc. (2016) 62 Cal.4th 1237, 1245 [200 Cal. Rptr. 3d 7, 367 P.3d 6] (Baltazar); see Armendariz 
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whether circumstances of the contract's formation created such oppression or surprise that closer 

scrutiny of its overall fairness is required. 994 

 “The circumstances relevant to establishing oppression include, but are not limited to (1) the 

amount of time the party is given to consider the  proposed contract; (2) the amount and type of pressure 

exerted on the party to sign the proposed contract; (3) the length of the proposed contract and the length 

and complexity of the challenged provision; (4) the education and experience of the party; and (5) 

whether the party's view of the proposed contract was aided by an attorney.” 995 

Employees who have worked in a job for a substantial length of time have likely come to rely on 

the benefits of employment. For many, the sudden loss of a job may create major disruptions, including 

abrupt income reduction and an unplanned reentry into the job market. In both the prehiring and 

posthiring settings, courts must be “particularly attuned” to the danger of oppression and 

overreaching.996 

 

Both Ear Canal Scanning & the “Gobbler” Application are both Highly Offensive 
to the Reasonable Person  
 

The roots of American common-law privacy protections are generally attributed to the "right to 

be let alone," which Warren and Brandeis described as "the right of determining, ordinarily, to what 

extent [a person's] thoughts, sentiments, and emotions shall be communicated to others."997 The tort of 

wrongful employer intrusion upon a protected employee privacy interest is an application to the 

employment relationship of the intrusion-upon-seclusion tort developed in Restatement Second, Torts § 

652B and adopted by most jurisdictions. 998 The intrusion tort runs against a person who "intentionally 

intrudes, physically or otherwise, upon the solitude or seclusion of another" if the intrusion would be 

"highly offensive to a reasonable person." 999 

 
994 See Baltazar, at pp. 1245–1246; Farrar v. Direct Commerce, Inc. (2017) 9 Cal.App.5th 1257, 1267–1268 [215 Cal. Rptr. 
3d 785].) 
995 (Grand Prospect Partners, L.P. v. Ross Dress for Less, Inc. (2015) 232 Cal.App.4th 1332, 1348 [182 Cal. Rptr. 3d 235], 
996 Armendariz, at p. 115; see Baltazar, supra, 62 Cal.4th at p. 1244; OTO, L.L.C. v. Kho, 8 Cal. 5th 111, 126-27, 251 Cal. 
Rptr. 3d 714, 726-27, 447 P.3d 680, 690-91 (2019) 
997 Samuel D. Warren & Louis D. Brandeis, The Right to Privacy, 4 Harv. L. Rev. 193, 195, 198 (1890)  
998 Restatement of the Law, Employment Law, § 7.01, Employee Right of Privacy  
999 Restatement of the Law, Employment Law, § 7.01, Employee Right of Privacy  
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It applies not only to intrusions by those who have no preexisting relationship with the injured 

person but also to unwarranted, offensive intrusions by parties who have ongoing contacts with each 

other, such as those in the employment relationship. 1000 In some states, courts have prohibited or 

regulated certain methods of information collection through the public-policy tort.1001 The public policy 

at issue in these cases is the common-law protection from privacy invasions or specific statutes 

prohibiting certain invasions, such as anti-polygraph statutes. 1002 

An employer is subject to liability for a wrongful intrusion upon an employee's protected privacy 

interest if the intrusion would be highly offensive to a reasonable person under the circumstances. 1003  

The "highly offensive" test is derived from the intrusion-upon-seclusion tort as established in § 652B of 

the Restatement Second, Torts. The intrusion has to be "a substantial one, of a kind that would be highly 

offensive to the ordinary reasonable man, as the result of conduct to which the reasonable man would 

strongly object."1004  

 

Responses to Gjovik’s disclosures included, but were not limited to:  

- “Excuse me WHAT”1005 
- “This is creepy. I don't have words to express what is running through my head. “1006 
- “Straight up abusive and creepy behavior how can deployed iOS devices even run stuff like 

this?“1007 
- “Whatttt” 1008 
- “What the hell….”1009 

 
1000 Restatement of the Law, Employment Law, § 7.01, Employee Right of Privacy  
1001 See Perks v. Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., 611 F.2d 1363, 1366 (3d Cir. 1979) (holding that "a cause of action exists 
under Pennsylvania law for tortious discharge" if the discharge resulted from a refusal to submit to polygraph examination, in 
violation of Pennsylvania's anti-polygraph statute); Cordell v. General Hugh Mercer Corp., 325 S.E.2d 111, 117 (W. Va. 
1984) (holding that termination for refusal to submit to polygraph test was a wrongful termination in violation of public 
policy); Hennesey v. Coastal Eagle Point Oil Co., 609 A.2d 11 (N.J. 1992) (public policy provides restrictions on employer 
drug testing); Borse v. Piece Goods Shop, Inc., 963 F.2d 611, 626 (3d Cir. 1992) (applying Pennsylvania law; holding that 
"dismissing an employee who refused to consent to urinalysis testing and to personal property searches would violate public 
policy if the testing tortiously invaded the employee's privacy"); Baughman v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 592 S.E.2d 824 (W. Va. 
2003) (public policy prohibits drug testing of incumbent employees without good-faith objective suspicion of drug use or 
safety considerations). 
1002 Restatement of the Law, Employment Law, § 7.01, Employee Right of Privacy  
1003 Restatement of the Law, Employment Law, § 7.06, Wrongful Employer Intrusions 
1004 Restatement Second, Torts § 652B, Comment d.; Restatement of the Law, Employment Law, § 7.06, Wrongful Employer 
Intrusions, Comments  
1005 https://web.archive.org/web/20210830182052/https:/twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1432400136471072769 
1006 https://web.archive.org/web/20210830182052/https:/twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1432400136471072769 
1007 https://web.archive.org/web/20210830182052/https:/twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1432400136471072769 
1008 https://web.archive.org/web/20210830182052/https:/twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1432400136471072769 
1009 https://web.archive.org/web/20210830182052/https:/twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1432400136471072769 
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- “Ah, but does the employee handbook say workers are human?” 1010 
- “I've heard a manager say we don't have civil rights as employees” 1011 
- “if anyone talks about apple privacy. show them this“ 1012 
- “No, just no.” 1013 
- This entire article is.. wow. 1014 
- Because privacy is a fundamental human right* * that you need to give up to work for the 

company that cares so much about privacy. 1015 
- [inserte su referencia a 1984 aquí] 1016 
- This is terrible and so bothersome on many levels. 1017 
- Quel enfer... 1018 

 

No Warnings or Risk Mitigation  
 

In in four years of Gjovik’s last role at Apple, Gjovik was responsible for ensuring 

confidentiality, secrecy, and security compliance across David Powers organization as well as with Dan 

West’s management team. Gjovik was looked to as a guide on Apple’s compliance policies on these 

matters, and even developed a FAQ page for the organizations employees, working closely with New 

Product Security and Software Security teams to write the content. Gjovik had to report her own 

management to the New Product Security team (informally) several times for violating Apple’s 

confidentiality rules including sharing details of highly secret new hardware and software projects with 

those who were not “disclosed” on them per Apple policy and process. Gjovik was often looked to by 

her teammates to weigh in on whether something was confidential or not.  

As Apple notes in their position statement, Gjovik had access to an enormous amount of highly 

sensitive, highly confidential internal information.  

Ms. Gjovik Worked at Apple for Six Years in a Role That Furnished Her Access to 
Highly Confidential Apple Product Information – Which She Agreed to Protect.  
As a Senior Engineering Program Manager, Ms. Gjovik had access to proprietary and trade 
secret information about unreleased products and features under development, which was 
shared internally only with those who had a business need to know.1019 

 
1010 https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1432381235926499332 
1011 https://twitter.com/ashleygjovik/status/1432381235926499332  
1012 https://twitter.com/verge/status/1432381006670147587 
1013 https://twitter.com/verge/status/1432381006670147587/retweets/with_comments 
1014 https://twitter.com/verge/status/1432381006670147587/retweets/with_comments 
1015 https://twitter.com/verge/status/1432381006670147587/retweets/with_comments 
1016 https://twitter.com/verge/status/1432381006670147587/retweets/with_comments 
1017 https://twitter.com/verge/status/1432381006670147587/retweets/with_comments 
1018 https://twitter.com/verge/status/1432381006670147587/retweets/with_comments 
1019 Apple’s US Dept of Labor position statement  
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Up until a few hours before she was fired, Gjovik had access to future product roadmaps; 

unreleased hardware/product design and configuration; future operation system source code; access to 

all Research & Development finance ordering accounts at the company, including the executive 

office;1020 information on the manufacturing process and supply chain; competitive analysis; product 

pricing information; product launch dates; marketing plans; customer feedback and usage trends; access 

to future software features and projects; access to submit code to the OS releases and view what others 

submitted.  

Gjovik also worked for Apple Legal as an intern and project manager in the summer of 2019, 

during which time (and probably still in September) she had access to all of Apple’s external software- 

& hardware-related contracts (with Google, Intel, etc); legal strategy around SLAs; open-source 

software usage, and employee legal training; and other confidential attorney work product. 1021 

Gjovik also worked in a role in 2016 managing software failure analysis for all of Apple’s new 

product launches (iPhone, iPad, Mac, etc). In this role, Gjovik was given access to customer purchase 

data; product sales data; marketing strategy; customer surveys responses; customer devices and logs; 

AppleCare support call logs. Gjovik was invited to “closed door meetings” with members of the 

executive team, to discuss the strategy to address highly sensitive customer hardware and software 

failures. 

 

Gjovik has not breached and will not breach her duty to keep the above information confidential.  

 

Despite Apple claiming they fired Gjovik for “leaking” confidential information, during those 

10-12 days following her supposed “leaks,” Gjovik said, “the company made no attempt to keep her 

from viewing any sensitive data. ‘I hadn’t lost any of my account access. I still had access to the next 

four years of the Mac roadmap. I still had access to source code for future releases. I still had access to 

concept review documents.”1022 One would think if Apple actually thought Gjovik unlawfully leaked 

information, they would have removed that access immediately. Or sent some sort of warning. 

 
1020 See Evidence Files: Email from/to Jackie Franks and Tammy Davis on March 9 2017  
1021 Restatement Third, The Law Governing Lawyers § 109 
1022 Gizmodo, https://gizmodo.com/apple-wanted-her-fired-it-settled-on-an-absurd-excuse-1847868789 
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Anything. But, there was nothing until an email with no subject line from a Workplace Violence 

interrogator on Sept 9th.  

 Gjovik understands her responsibilities under the IPA and has followed the agreement diligently, 

and has also tried to ensure others do as well, including superiors. In Gjovik’s annual performance 

review feedback to West about Powers in the fall of 2020, she wrote about continued concerns about 

Powers following his IPA obligations:  

“Dave still struggles with security and confidentiality rules and procedure. Not only does 
he outright resist &/or forget it exists, but he still gives me criticism when I try to ensure 
we follow the rules provided from NPS, etc. This came up again last year with the issue I 
raised to you about Jane/ Megan & the very secret project. I thought I got him back on 
the rails, but looking at my emails from when I was gone, he went back and did it again, 
despite explicit instructions from NPS to not do what he did. I’ve explained to him that 
EPMs are expected to always be the adults in the room, and that I will be held 
accountable for his actions around secrecy if I’m aware of what he’s doing. He still 
pushes back on me and appears angry when I bring it up.  

Gjovik was speaking of Powers behavior during the (non public) early phase of Apple’s transition from 

Intel to Apple silicon for Mac computers (a verry, very secret phase of the project), and Powers frequent 

deviations from explicit NPS instructions on the matter. Further, Gjovik had also expressed concerns 

about West’s compliance with his IPA to Apple NPS in the past, including but not limited to when West 

shared the entire future iPad development roadmap with his extended management team without 

disclosures or need to know. Gjovik reported this issue to NPS and met with them to discuss it. To 

Gjovik’s knowledge, no one followed up with West. (Come to find out, the Global Security manager 

Gjovik had met with, Scott Nishi, used to manage executive protection at Northrop Grumman before 

joining Apple.)1023  

Another incident was when West wanted to allow all of his employees to bring their (non-

employee) families on site into the team’s secure lockdowns (a very unusual thing to do with Apple’s 

secrecy policies, and West’s team working on prototype hardware). West and Powers were quite laisse-

faire about allowing family members to see internal product information, and only insisted the families 

did not see “prototype hardware.” Gjovik argued with her managers fervently and influenced them to 

ensure the family members did not see or have access to any internal product information.  

 
1023 https://www.linkedin.com/in/scott-nishi-963591109/ 
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However, through the years, West and Powers continued to press on Gjovik that Apple’s secrecy 

rules don’t apply to them.  

 

PRIVACY CONCERNS REVIEWED BY RONALD SUGAR  
 
[add- Sugar was in charge of privacy too] 
 
 
 

IV. Pretext 
 

In proving pretext, the complainant shows that the employer’s explanation is a 'phony reason.'1024  

An employee may offer evidence "that the employer's proffered explanation is unworthy of 

credence."1025 Without direct evidence of pretext, the plaintiff must prove pretext indirectly by showing 

one of the following: (1) Defendant's explanation of Plaintiff's discharge had no basis in fact, or (2) the 

explanation was not the 'real' reason, or (3) at least the reason stated was insufficient to warrant the 

allegedly discriminatory action.1026 The evidence may include, for example, suspicious timing, verbal or 

written statements, comparative evidence that a similarly situated employee was treated differently, 

falsity of the employer's proffered reason for the adverse action, or any other pieces of evidence which, 

when viewed together, may permit an inference of retaliatory intent. 1027  

Adverse actions retaliatory can be found when the employer engages in a bad faith or a sham 

internal investigation against an employee after the employee blew the whistle about conduct.  Pretext 

was found when a defendant launched investigation into allegedly improper conduct by plaintiff shortly 

after she engaged in protected activity. 1028 The offered reason for a termination “distracting other 

workers” was found to be pretext when it was not mentioned in the termination notice and the employer 

had two opportunities to stop the distraction but did not act. 1029 

 
1024 USDOL/OALJ Reporter (HTML) at 8, quoting Kahn v. U.S. Secretary of Labor , 64 F.3d 271, 277 (7th Cir. 1995), 
citing Pignato v. Am. Trans Air, Inc. , 14 F.3d 342, 349 (7th Cir. 1994).; Gale v. Ocean Imaging , ARB No. 98 143, ALJ No. 
1997 ERA 38 (ARB July 31, 2002), 
1025 Davis v. Team Elec. Co., 520 F.3d 1080, 1091 (9th Cir. 2008); Cornwell, 439 F.3d at 1028 (quoting Texas Dep't of Cmty. 
Affairs, 450 U.S. at 256) 
1026 Lenoir v. Roll Coater, Inc., 13 F.3d 1130, 1133 (7th Cir. 1994) (citing Smith v. General Scanning, Inc., 876 F.2d 1315, 
1319 (7th Cir. 1989)). Johnson v. Nordstrom, Inc., 260 F.3d 727, 732 (7th Cir. 2001) 
1027 Ortiz, 2016 WL 4411434, at *34. Hossaini v. W. Mo. Med. Ctr., 97 F.3d 1085, 1089 (8th Cir. 1996) 
1028 Hossaini v. W. Mo. Med. Ctr., 97 F.3d 1085, 1089 (8th Cir. 1996) 
1029 Priest v Baldwin Associates, 84-ERA-30 (Sec'y June 11, 1986),   
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Actions related to the continued processing of a complaint may remind an employer of its 

pendency or stoke an employer's animus. Moreover, an opportunity to engage in a retaliatory act may 

not arise right away. In these circumstances, a materially adverse action might occur long after the 

original protected activity occurs, and retaliatory motive is nevertheless proven. 1030 An inference that 

the adverse action was motivated by retaliation could also be supported by evidence that the employer 

treated more favorably a similarly situated employee who had not engaged in protected activity. For 

example, where a disciplinary action was taken for alleged retaliatory reasons, evidence of selective 

enforcement (i.e., that infraction regularly goes undisciplined in that workplace, or that another 

employee who committed the same infraction was not disciplined, or was not disciplined as severely) 

could be sufficient to infer retaliatory motive.1031If the employer changes its stated reason for the 

challenged adverse action over time or in different settings (e.g., reasons stated to employee in 

termination meeting differ from reasons employer cites in position statement filed with the 

EEOC), pretext may be inferred.1032 

Some courts have used the concept of a convincing mosaic to describe the combination of 

different pieces of evidence to show retaliatory intent. This is not a legal requirement or a causation 

standard, but rather simply a description of combining different pieces of evidence to satisfy the 

applicable causation standard.1033 Reasons which are a mere litigation figment or were not relied upon at 

 
1030 Davis v. Team Elec. Co., 520 F.3d 1080, 1094 (9th Cir. 2008); Goldsmith v. Babgy Elevator Co., 513 F.3d 1261, 1278 
(11th Cir. 2008); Hamilton v. Gen. Elec. Co., 556 F.3d 428, 436 (6th Cir. 2009). 
1031 Spengler v. Worthington Cylinders, 615 F.3d 481, 494-95 (6th Cir. 2010) (concluding that evidence showed that plaintiff, 
who was discharged after raising an age discrimination allegation, was a valuable employee and that the rule pursuant to 
which he was terminated had been selectively enforced). 
1032 Pantoja v. Am. NTN Bearing Mfg. Corp., 495 F.3d 840, 851 (7th Cir. 2007) (ruling that inconsistent explanations by 
employer presented issue for jury); Loudermilk v. Best Pallet Co., 636 F.3d 312, 315 (7th Cir. 2011) (ruling that pretext could 
be shown because between the EEOC investigation and the litigation, the employer shifted its explanation for plaintiff's 
termination from reduction in force to mutual decision and then to violation of a company policy). 
1033 Ortiz v. Werner Enters., Inc., No. 15-2574, 2016 WL 4411434, at *34 (7th Cir. Aug. 19, 2016); Muñoz v. Sociedad 
Española de Auxilio Mutuo y Beneficiencia de P.R., 671 F.3d 49, 56 (1st Cir. 2012) (holding that [w]hen all of these pieces 
are viewed together and in [plaintiffs] favor, they form a mosaic that is enough to support the jurys finding of retaliation, 
even though challenged termination occurred five years after he filed his ADEA lawsuit); see also Nita H. v. Dept of Interior, 
EEOC Petition No. 0320110050, 2014 WL 3788011, at *10 (EEOC July 16, 2014) (adopting and applying the convincing 
mosaic concept, the Commission rejected the employers contention that this requires plaintiff to make all the evidence fit in 
an interlocking pattern with no spaces). 
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the time of the adverse action are pretextual.1034 A shift in Respondent's explanation for a termination 

action provides support for the conclusion that the action was motivated by retaliatory intent.1035  

Pretext has also been found in certain egregious cases like Overall v TVA when the reasons were 

“false and associated with such a degree of mendacity to establish a strong circumstantial case of 

intentional discrimination.” 1036 Similarly, in St. Mary's Honor Center v. Hicks , the ALJ found simple 

inconsistencies between reasons and facts was enough to prove pretext in the "context of a concerted 

effort to conceal major safety hazards.”1037 

 
After a whistleblower sued their employer, the company counterclaimed, alleging that a 

whistleblower sent emails outside the company containing confidential company information; that her 

"Employment Agreement prohibited the employee from disclosing confidential information other than 

for the sole purpose of performing her employment duties" and required her to "take all reasonable 

precautions to prevent the inadvertent disclosure" of confidential information.” The company said it 

discovered the alleged violations inadvertently while conducting "its investigation and responding to 

inquiries from the government in this lawsuit." The whistleblower admitted the emails contained 

confidential information however, the court found that if there was no support for the company’s 

damages claims, a jury could find the countersuit was brought without a basis in fact or law and could 

infer a retaliatory motive.1038 

 
 
Apple Inc’s Proffered Explanation for Unfavorable Employment Actions is Merely 
Pretext  
 

"Causation sufficient to establish a prima facie case of unlawful retaliation may be inferred from 

the proximity in time between the protected action and the allegedly retaliatory discharge.” Once a 

 
1034 Priest v Baldwin Associates, 84-ERA-30 (Sec'y June 11, 1986), Marathon Le Tourneau Co., Longview Division v. 
NLRB, 699 F.2d 248, 252 (5th Cir. 1983), 
1035 Timmons v. Franklin Electric Coop. , 1997-SWD-2 (ARB Dec. 1, 1998). 
1036 Overall v. Tennessee Valley Authority , 97-ERA-53 (ALJ Apr. 1, 1998 
1037  St. Mary's Honor Center v. Hicks , 509 U.S. 502, 511 (1993) 
1038 See Ambs v. Sir Home Improvement, No. 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 72826, 2012 WL at *5 (W.D. Mich. May 25, 2012) 
(concluding that fact issues precluded summary judgement on plaintiff's claim that employer retaliated by filing a baseless 
counterclaim in FMLA case). United States ex rel. Herman v. Coloplast Corp._ 295 F. Supp. 3d 37, 295 F. Supp. 3d 37, *45; 
2018 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 30047,  
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prima facie case is established, the burden of production shifts to the employer to articulate a legitimate 

nonretaliatory explanation for the discharge. "To satisfy this burden, the employer 'need only produce 

admissible evidence which would allow the trier of fact rationally to conclude that the employment 

decision had not been motivated by discriminatory animus.' " If the employer meets its burden of 

production by articulating a legitimate reason for terminating the employee, "then the burden shifts once 

again to the plaintiff to show that the defendant's proffered explanation is merely a pretext for 

discrimination."1039 

Normally, employers do not leave behind direct evidence of their discriminatory animus, such as 

express declarations of their retaliatory intentions. Direct evidence is “smoking gun” evidence that 

conclusively links the protected activity and the adverse action and does not rely upon inference. 1040 

Direct evidence is evidence, which if believed, proves the existence of a fact in issue without inference 

or presumption."1041  Direct evidence requires "proof of an existing policy which itself constitutes 

discrimination,"1042  or "oral or written statements on the part of a defendant showing a discriminatory 

motivation."1043 Therefore, generally the plaintiff-employee must make do with circumstantial evidence, 

leaving it to the jury whether to infer from the nature of the materially adverse employment conditions 

that the defendant-employer harbored a retaliatory animus.1044 

Pretext may be established through evidence showing that the employer's explanation is 

unworthy of belief or through evidence showing that discrimination more likely motivated its 

decision."1045  Plaintiff need not rely on only one type of evidence, and can offer evidence both to cast 

doubt on defendant's credibility and to show a discriminatory motive. Abnormalities in the employer's 

handling of a complaint against its employee may be circumstantial evidence of discrimination.1046  

 
1039 Kinzel v. Discovery Drilling, Inc. Supreme Court of Alaska June 25, 2004, Decided Supreme Court No. S-10190, No. 
5820; Miller v. Fairchild Industries, Inc 797 F.2d 727 (1986). 
1040 Speegle v. Stone & Webster Construction, Inc. , ARB No. 06-041, 2005-ERA-6 (ARB Sept. 24, 2009) 
1041 Shorter v. ICG Holdings, Inc., 188 F.3d 1204, 1207 (10th Cir. 1999) 
1042 Tomsic v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 85 F.3d 1472, 1477 (10th Cir. 1996) 
1043 Kendrick v. Penske Transp. Servs., Inc., 220 F.3d 1220, 1225 (10th Cir. 2000).  
1044 Simas v First Citizen, 170 F.3d 37 (1st Cir 1999) 
1045 Pottenger v. Potlach Corp., 329 F.3d 740, 746 (9th Cir. 2003); Nidds v. Schindler Elevator Corp., 113 F.3d 912, 918 (9th 
Cir. 1996) (noting that a plaintiff can show a factual question as to pretext "in two ways: (1) indirectly, by showing that the 
employer's proffered explanation is unworthy of credence' because it is internally inconsistent or otherwise not believable, or 
(2) directly, by showing that unlawful discrimination more likely motivated the employer).  
1046 Calmat Co. v. United States DOL, 364 F.3d 1117, 1122-23 (9th Cir. 2004) (upholding finding of illegal motivation given 
an unusually severe reaction to a complaint by an employer, including suspension without pay where other complaints had 
been treated less severely). 
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An employee can prove pretext in several ways. First, the employee can show that the employer's 

proffered explanation has no basis in fact.1047  "In appropriate circumstances, the trier of fact can 

reasonably infer from the falsity of the explanation that the employer is dissembling to cover up a 

discriminatory purpose."1048  Also, the employee can prove pretext by showing that the employer varied 

from its normal policy or practice to address the employee's situation.1049 For example, the employee 

could show that the employer routinely treated similarly situated employees who were not in the 

protected class more leniently.  Likewise, the employee could demonstrate that she was discharged 

pursuant to an inconsistent policy.1050  

Several factors courts has considered to sustain a finding of causation or pretext include: 

excellent performance ratings before the whistleblower and performance problems after protected 

activity; failure of employer to follow routine procedures; absence of previous complaints against the 

employee; statements by employer indicating they were upset or displeased with employee’s protected 

activity; shifting explanations for the reason(s) given for the adverse actions; advising employees not to 

report safety problems to the government; any dishonesty by an employer regarding the protected 

activities or adverse actions. 

If the employee presents strong evidence of a prima facie case, then such evidence may establish 

pretext.1051 In addition, "the trier of fact may still consider the evidence establishing the plaintiff's prima 

facie case `and inferences properly drawn therefrom ... on the issue of whether the defendant's 

explanation is pretextual.'"1052 "If the employer comes forward with evidence of a legitimate, 

nondiscriminatory reason for its treatment of the employee, the employee must then point to some 

evidence that the employer's proffered reason is pretextual.". The employee shows pretext by 

establishing that the employer's "justification for the adverse action was unworthy of credence.” 1053 

For example, in Bobreski v. J. Givoo Consultants, Inc., the ARB reiterated the burden of proof 

and elements of an ERA Section 5851 whistleblower case: Cumulative weight of pretext claim: temporal 

 
1047 Logan v. Liberty Healthcare Corp., 416 F.3d 877, 881 (8th Cir. 2005). 
1048 Reeves v. Sanderson Plumbing Prod., Inc., 530 U.S. 133, 143, 120 S. Ct. 2097, 147 L. Ed. 2d 105 (2000). 
1049 Erickson v. Farmland Indus., Inc., 271 F.3d 718, 727 (8th Cir. 2001).  
1050 Wallace, 415 F.3d at 860. 
1051 Smith, 302 F.3d at 834 
1052 Reeves, 530 U.S. at 143, 120 S. Ct. 2097 (quoting Tex. Dept. of Cmty. Affairs v. Burdine, 450 U.S. 248, 255 n. 10, 101 S. 
Ct. 1089, 67 L. Ed. 2d 207 (1981)). 
1053 Smith v. Allen Health Sys., Inc., 302 F.3d 827, 832 (8th Cir. 2002). 
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proximity; animus; motivation; shifting policies; shifting explanation.1054 In Fleeman, an ALJ concluded 

Complainant had proven by a preponderance of the more probative evidence that employer engaged in 

“an act of illegal discrimination” in terminating his employment based on his history of satisfactory job 

performance, the temporal proximity of the firing, and his protected activity a month before, plus finding 

the employer’s purported reasons for firing Complainant were pretext.1055 

A SOX whistleblower is not required to disprove the employer’s allegedly legitimate, non-

retaliatory reason for taking an adverse employment action. But proof of pretext can prove causation. As 

the ARB observed in Palmer, “iindeed, at times, the factfinder’s belief that an employer’s claimed 

reasons are false can be precisely what makes the factfinder believe that protected activity was the real 

reason.” 1056 

 
Significant, Unexplained Deviations from Established Policies or Practices 
 

When disciplinary action, including termination from employment, is involved, the past practice 

of the employer in similar situations is relevant to determining whether there has been disparate 

treatment, which may provide highly probative evidence of retaliatory intent.1057 An employer’s failure 

to follow its normal procedures can, in an appropriate case, suggest deliberate retaliation.1058 This 

includes providing or not providing verbal warnings.1059 

In Smith v Xerox, there was temporal proximity and also evidence that Xerox failed to follow its 

own established procedures in disciplining Smith. For example, Xerox placed Plaintiff on a sixty-day 

probationary period on October 28, 2005. Plaintiff provided notice of her EEOC charge on November 

17, 2005. Twelve days later, barely halfway through the probationary period, Plaintiff ‘supervisor-

 
1054 Bobreski v. J. Givoo Consultants, Inc. , ARB No. 13-001, ALJ No. 2008-ERA-3 (ARB Aug. 29, 2014), 
1055 Fleeman v Nebraska Pork, 2008-STA-15 (DOL ALJ), affired by ARB 2010  
1056 See Henderson v. Wheeling & Lake Erie Railway, ARB No. 11-013, ALJ No. 2010-FRS-12 (ARB Oct. 26, 2012) (citing 
Klopfenstein v. PCC Flow Techs. Holdings, Inc., ARB No. 04-149, ALJ No. 2004-SOX-011, slip op. at 18 (ARB May 31, 
2006)) 
1057 See Lockert v. United 
States Dept. of Labor, 867 F.2d 513, 516, 517 (9th Cir. 1989); DeFord v. Sec'y of Labor, 700 F.2d 281, 287 (6th Cir. 1983); 
Dysert v. Westinghouse Electric Corp., Case No. 86-ERA-39, Sec. Dec., Oct. 30, 1991, slip op. at 5-6 and cases cited therein; 
Johnson v. Old Dominion Security, Case Nos. 86-CAA-03, 86-CAA-04, 86-CAA-05, Sec. Dec., May 29, 1991, 
1058 Johnson v. Old Dominion Sec., 1986-CAA-003, slip op. at 11 (Sec’y May 21, 1991), citing DeFord v. Secretary of Labor, 
700 F.2d 281, 287 (6th Cir. 1983); King v. BP Products North America, Inc. , ARB No. 05-149, ALJ No. 2005-CAA-5 (ARB 
July 22, 2008), 
1059 Lamer v. Metaldyne Co. LLC, 240 Fed. Appx. 22, 33 (6th Cir. 2007)(respondent not entitled to summary judgment 
because plaintiff presented evidence that the progressive-discipline policy asserted as a rationale for his discharge was not 
uniformly applied). 
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initiated paperwork to terminate her. This demonstrates not mere temporal proximity, but temporal 

proximity and violation of Xerox's own procedures.1060 

In Florek, it was “reasonable to conclude” that Plaintiff’s protected activity was a contributing 

factor in his discharge based on the timing of Plaintiff ‘s firing—about two weeks after he complained to 

his supervisor, four days after he called the government, and two days after the FAA visited EAC to 

investigate. The court stated that the close temporal proximity between Plaintiff ‘s complaints and his 

firing created “a powerful inference of illegal motivation.”1061 In Florek, the employee manual provided 

that in discharging an employee, employer will give notice of the problem and an opportunity to correct 

the situation, and that if this is unsuccessful, employer will give notice before terminating.  The ALJ 

found additional evidence of pretext because, while employer relied on Plaintiff’s alleged violations of 

the manual to fire him, the company disregarded the pre-termination procedures contained in that same 

manual when it discharged Plaintiff. Substantial evidence supports the ALJ’s finding since it is 

undisputed that Plaintiff was fired without any notice. 1062 

In Clean Harbors, the court found it significant that Plaintiff received no oral or written 

warnings about any of the three incidents which employer says justified his discharge. That is so 

although employer had agreed to document disciplinary violations. The excuse that employer gave for 

its failure to warn Plaintiff is that there was no time to give warnings. That excuse is weak, given that 

the "violations" of the chain of command hardly triggered emergencies.1063  

In Deitz, a constructive discharge was found to be but for an employee’s protected activity due to 

a wide array of circumstantial evidence connecting employee’s protected activity and the adverse 

personnel actions,” including: temporal proximity (retaliation beginning a mere two days after reporting 

an issue, and termination a little more than a month after), evidence of pretext (prior performance review 

was “very positive”), inconsistent application of employer policies (the retaliatory actions undermined 

the employers own policies and the response to employees concerns did not even follow the employers 

own Whistleblower Policy), and inconsistent explanations for the adverse personnel actions (the 

justification provided was not credible, consistent, or supported by evidence). 1064 

 
 

1060 Smith v Xerox, 584 F. Supp 2d 905 (ND Tex 2008) 
1061 Florek v Eastern Air Central, 2006-AIR-9 (DOL ARB) May 2009 
1062 Florek v Eastern Air Central, 2006-AIR-9 (DOL ARB) May 2009 
1063 Clean Harbors v Herman, 146 F.3d 12 (1st Cir 1998) 
1064 Dietz v Cypress Semiconductor, 2014-SOX-2 (DOL ARB) (March 2016) 
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APPLE SIGNIFICANTLY DEVIATED FROM ITS ESTABLISHED POLICIES IN ITS ACTIONS TOWARDS 
GJOVIK  
 

Apple’s Business Conduct policies state that “Apple takes all concerns seriously and has a zero-

tolerance policy on retaliation” & “Apple will not retaliate — and will not tolerate retaliation — against 

any individual for reporting a good-faith concern or complaint, or for participating in the investigation 

of any complaint.” Apple’s Anti-Corruption policy states, “Apple will not retaliate – and will not 

tolerate retaliation – against any individual for filing a good-faith complaint with management, HR, 

Legal, Internal Audit, Finance, or Business Conduct, or for participating in the investigation of any such 

complaint.” Numerous emails from Gjovik’s managers and from Employee Relations also told Gjovik 

that Apple does not tolerate retaliation.  Yet, Gjovik reported retaliation multiple, numerous times to 

Apple from March through September of 2021 with no action from Apple other than additional 

retaliation. Gjovik even posted on Apple’s Slack about it saying she was now “reporting retaliation for 

reporting retaliation.”  

Further, Apple’s “Policy on Reporting Questionable Accounting or Auditing Matters” states, 

“When you, in good faith, notify the Audit and Finance Committee of Apple’s Board of Directors of any 

concerns regarding accounting or auditing matters at Apple, you are protected from any  form of 

retaliation. Retaliation will not be tolerated.” However, Gjovik raised concerns about “Questionable 

Auditing Matters” with Ronald Sugar in July and August, then filing a Business Conduct complaint 

about it August 23, Gjovik was then terminated three weeks later.  

 Meanwhile, Apple had stated publicly following the 2016 hazardous waste lawsuit that, “As we 

do with all our facilities, we followed our stringent set of health and safety standards, which go well 

beyond legal requirements."1065 A 2013 filing on behalf of Apple to the U.S. Department of 

Transportation went further to say Apple Inc is “a company that promotes a strong and vibrant safety 

culture with an aggressive hazardous materials compliance program. Apple Inc’s safety record is 

excellent and staff members are trained and committed to ensuring that the company fully complies with 

all aspects of the HMR. In fact, many of the company safety policies exceed the requirements of the 

HMR.”1066 

 
1065 Yahoo Finance, https://finance.yahoo.com/news/california-epa-says-settled-apple-190540202.html 
1066 U.S. Department of Transportation, Letter from Apple Inc to Associate Administrator for Hazardous Materials Safety, 
PHMSA-2013-0109, SP-1586ON (2013)  
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 Yet Apple’s EH&S and Employee Relations teams told Gjovik repeatedly that Apple only does 

the bare minimum of what is legally required in relation to its offices on Superfund sites. When Gjovik 

raised concerns that Apple wasn’t even meeting the “bare minimum” requirements, Apple deployed the 

conspiracy to cover-up their actions, and to silence Gjovik and force her out of the company.  

 Finally, Apple also strayed far, very far, from its termination policies. Apple’s “Improving 

Performance” policy states that when managers have employees with performance issues, the managers 

should offer the employee coaching and if that does not resolve the issue, then to start a Documented 

Coaching process. All of these processes include meeting with the employee and discussing concerns. 

Apple’s “Checklist for Involuntary Terminations” includes a “termination meeting” including who 

should be present & what will be said. It does not mention Workplace Violence emails or termination 

via email without explanation. The checklist notes the need for an exit plan with a clear timeline. The 

checklists states, in bold, that managers must initiate a termination form at least three days prior to the 

termination date. The checklist states that the termination letter is to be sent after the final meeting with 

the employee.  

 Not only did Apple not follow the majority of the five-page checklist with its termination of 

Gjovik, but it appears the emails from the Workplace Violence team asking to talk to Gjovik “within the 

hour,” may have been the “final meeting.” If that is true, Apple misrepresented its intent (claiming it 

was an investigation) and apple’s refusal to discuss the matter in email with Gjovik, only over phone, 

points to additional animosity towards Gjovik and unlikely planned unlawful actions for the phone call it 

did not want written. 

 

APPLE WAS ROASTED BY THE CALIFORNIA SUPREME COURT FOR LABOR HYPOCRISY & PRETEXT  
 

Apple has become well known for proclaiming certain “fundamental rights” and practices to the 

public; yet meanwhile oppressing, censoring and abusing its internal workforce (as well as the developer 

community, accountability NGOs, and others). In fact, Apple’s legendary hypocrisy was recently openly 

ridiculed by the Supreme Court of California in Frlekin v. Apple Inc in Feb of 2020.1067  

 The California Supreme Court wrote that Apple’s justification for underpaying its workers 

“rings especially hollow” based on Apple’s reasoning (personal convenience with regard to personal 

 
1067 Frlekin v. Apple Inc., 8 Cal. 5th 1038, 1055-56, 258 Cal. Rptr. 3d 392, 405-06, 457 P.3d 526, 537-38 (2020) 
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Apple technology devices).1068 The Court quoted a recent SCOTUS casing that held, “modern cell 

phones … are now such a pervasive and insistent part of daily life that the proverbial visitor from Mars 

might conclude they were an important feature of human anatomy.” More recently, the high court 

remarked that “individuals compulsively carry cell phones with them all the time.”1069 

The Court points out that “Apple has publicly agreed with the high court's description of cell 

phones, joining an amici curiae brief filed in Carpenter that characterized smartphones as “practical 

necessities of modern life,” “fundamental tools for participating in many forms of modern-day activity,” 

and “not just another technological convenience.” Consistent with this view, Apple's CEO Tim Cook 

recently referred to the iPhone as having “become so integrated and integral to our lives, you wouldn't 

think about leaving home without it.”1070 

The Supreme Court of California then wrote, “The irony and inconsistency of Apple's argument 

must be noted. Its characterization of the iPhone as unnecessary for its own employees is directly at 

odds with its description of the iPhone as an “integrated and integral” part of the lives of everyone else. 

As an amicus curiae for this case aptly observes, “Apple's position everywhere except in defending 

against this lawsuit is that use of Apple's products for personal convenience is an important and 

essential part of participating fully in modern life.” 1071 

The Court wrote, "Under the circumstances of this case and the realities of ordinary, 21st 

century life, we find farfetched and untenable Apple's claim that its bag-search policy can be justified 

as providing a benefit to its employees,"  The court specifically took issue with Apple's contention that 

employees didn't need to bring bags to work and said an Apple restriction on employee bags at work 

would be "draconian." 1072 

 
1068 Frlekin v. Apple Inc., 8 Cal. 5th 1038, 1055-56, 258 Cal. Rptr. 3d 392, 405-06, 457 P.3d 526, 537-38 (2020) 
1069 As the United States Supreme Court observed in Riley v. California (2014) 573 U.S. 373 [189 L. Ed. 2d 430, 134 S. Ct. 
2473], (Carpenter v. United States (2018) 585 U.S. [201 L. Ed. 2d 507, 138 S.Ct. 2206, 2218].)  
1070 Jim Cramer interviews Tim Cook: the complete transcript (interview with Tim Cook, Apple CEO) CNBC (May 3, 2017) 
<https://www.cnbc.com/2017/05/03/tim-cook-on-jim-cramer-complete-transcript.html> [as of Feb. 4, 2020].) 
1071 Frlekin v. Apple Inc., 8 Cal. 5th 1038, 1055-56, 258 Cal. Rptr. 3d 392, 405-06, 457 P.3d 526, 537-38 (2020) 
1072 Frlekin v. Apple Inc., 8 Cal. 5th 1038, 1055-56, 258 Cal. Rptr. 3d 392, 405-06, 457 P.3d 526, 537-38 (2020) 
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The Court ruled against Apple and Apple Inc. agreed to pay $29.9 million to employees at its 

stores who were forced to submit to security bag checks -- off the clock -- when they left work after or 

during their shifts. 1073 

 
 
Post Hoc Rationalizations: Conflicting Reasons & Shifting Explanations as to why 
Disciplinary Actions were Administered  
 
 

Pretext can be established by showing "weaknesses, implausibility, inconsistencies, 

incoherencies, or contradictions in the employer's proffered legitimate reasons" such that a factfinder 

could "infer that the employer did not act for the asserted non-discriminatory reasons."1074 A plaintiff 

may show pretext through her employer providing inconsistent reasons for terminating her.1075 

Revealing discrepancies in the proffered reasons can also constitute evidence of the causal link.1076 An 

employee can show that the employer's proffered explanation has no basis in fact.1077  "In appropriate 

circumstances, the trier of fact can reasonably infer from the falsity of the explanation that the employer 

is dissembling to cover up a discriminatory purpose."1078  

An employer’s shifting explanations for taking adverse action may be considered evidence of 

pretext. Very different reasons for why it retaliated and terminated an employee are evidence of 

pretext.1079 “The credibility of an employer’s after-the-fact reasons for firing an employee is diminished 

if these reasons were not given at the time of the initial discharge decision.”1080 The burden of 

production then shifts to the employee to establish that the employer's proffered reason is pretextual by 

establishing either that the unlawful reason, the protected activity, more likely motivated Claimant or 

that the employer's proffered reason is not credible and that the employer discriminated against him.1081 

 
1073 https://www.cnet.com/tech/tech-industry/apple-must-pay-store-employees-for-bag-search-time-court-rules/; 
https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/legal-and-compliance/state-and-local-updates/pages/california-bag-check-
case.aspx 
1074 Santiago-Ramos v Centennial PR Wireless Corp, 217 F.3d 46 (1st Cir 2000) 
1075 See Waddell, 799 F.2d at 73 (stating that district court could "appropriately" have taken inconsistent explanations into 
account in finding causation necessary to satisfy prima facie case). 
1076 See Farrell, 206 F.3d at 285-86 (listing plaintiff 's attacks on validity of reasons given). 
1077 Logan v. Liberty Healthcare Corp., 416 F.3d 877, 881 (8th Cir. 2005). 
1078 Reeves v. Sanderson Plumbing Prod., Inc., 530 U.S. 133, 143, 120 S. Ct. 2097, 147 L. Ed. 2d 105 (2000). 
1079 Speegle v. Stone & Webster Construction, Inc. , ARB No. 06-041, 2005-ERA-6 (ARB Sept. 24, 2009) 
1080 Clemmons v. Ameristar Airways, Inc, ALJ CASE NO. 2004-AIR-011 (2012) 
1081 Bechtel Construction v Sec of Labor, 50 F.3d 926, 935 (11 Cir 1995)  
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In Speegle, evidence of pretext was found when a whistleblower weas fired for “insubordination” 

and “foul language,” but the manager later told the OIG he fired the employee because he “can’t have 

any employee deliberately disobeying procedures.” Later the manager denied the termination was due to 

foul language at all. There was no record of the whistleblower saying they would not follow procedures. 

The manager never explained which procedures they thought the whistleblower planned to disregard. 

The manager also later admitted that the employee was never known to not comply with work rules.1082 

Pretext was found in Abramson when the proffered reasons for termination were vague and 

inconsistent, and with ongoing antagonism from the employer follow protected activity.1083 In 

Clemmons, a Claimant sent an admittedly insubordinate and offensive e-mail dated January 13, 2003, to 

coworkers prior to his discharge, but the ALJ found, and the record supports, that his managers, did not 

see the e-mail until March 28, 2003, two months after they fired him.1084   

In Godwin substantial evidence was provided to the unreliability of the reasons proffered by the 

employer, as all of the evidence supporting the employer's proffered reasons came from statements, 

depositions, and declarations prepared after the employment decision was made and while this litigation 

was in progress.” 1085  

In Donahue, pretext was found when the employer claimed the termination was due to the 

employee wearing a chain. There was insufficient evidence to find wearing a chain constituted 

insubordination or any other grounds for dismissal, or that it violated safety rules. 1086 Further the court 

found if wearing jewelry constituted valid grounds for terminating the Complainant, then he would have 

been terminated when he was observed violating that rule. 1087 

BOGUS, POST-HOC “JUSTIFICATION”   
 

Here, so far Apple’s only proffered explanation for the termination was a post-hoc inference to 

public statements made by Gjovik about employee surveillance, concerns about invasion of privacy, and 

complaints Gjovik made about a company surveillance application on her iPhone that would take videos 

 
1082 Speegle v. Stone & Webster Construction, Inc. , ARB No. 06-041, 2005-ERA-6 (ARB Sept. 24, 2009) 
1083 Abramson v William Paterson College, 260 F.3d 265 (3rd Cir 2001)  
1084 Clemmons v. Ameristar Airways, Inc, ALJ CASE NO. 2004-AIR-011 (2012) 
1085 Godwin v Hunt Wesson, Nos 96-56830 (1998); Payne v. Norwest Corp., 113 F.3d 1079, 1080 (9th Cir.1997). 
1086 Donahue v Exelon, 2008-PSI-1 DOL (Dec 2008)  
1087 Donahue v Exelon, 2008-PSI-1 DOL (Dec 2008)  
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and photos of her anywhere she was. In fact, that app appears to violate California & federal criminal 

law (CPC 647i, CPC 647j, 18 USC § 1801), along with California labor law (CLC 435a). One of the 

Twitter posts that Apple’s 3rd party lawyers demanded Gjovik delete included a photo of her taken by 

the phone without her knowledge and a statement from Gjovik saying,  

“We’re learning about Apple’s long history of systemic oppression and retaliation against 
employees when employees’ express concerns about discrimination, harassment, and other 
abuse. Why wouldn’t Apple try to use our data & their internal surveillance infrastructure 
against us?”  
 

Another post Gjovik was forced to delete included a photo taken of her by the app on her phone in her 

bedroom. While Gjovik did not share these with the public or press, Gjovik had also found photos and 

videos in this app on her photo that clearly captured her naked breasts, her laying in bed, her in the 

bathroom on the toilet, and many other inherently private situations and environments.  

The National Labor Relations Act also contains a clause that prohibits employers from recording 

video of union activities and prohibits employers from using video recordings in any way that could 

intimidate employees who could become union members. Constant video surveillance no doubt 

constitutes intimidation of employees. 

 Apple not only implied they terminated Gjovik for expressing concerns about an application 

which violates federal and state criminal laws, Apple Inc also threatened Gjovik not to talk about the 

application (and thus Apple’s crimes) going forward – yet more unlawful actions by Apple Inc. 

 

THE SHAM DISCRIMINATION & RETALIATION INVESTIGATION  
 
 Apple never provided Gjovik updates on the supposed “investigation” into her managers, human 

resources, employee resource, employee relations, and Ronald Sugar. It took Apple two weeks 

following Gjovik’s suspension to even confirm to Gjovik what they would supposedly investigate, they 

never provided any ETAs despite Gjovik’s requests, nor did they ever provide any updates on outcomes. 

This “investigation” was completely missing from Apple’s position statement, likely for a reason, there 

was no investigation – it was pretext while Apple looked for a way to fire Gjovik.  

Apple should have investigated. Apple Inc discriminated against Gjovik on the basis of her 

disability and sex and/or gender, in violation of FEHA. As shared with Apple employee retaliations 

before Gjovik was terminated, Gjovik’s sex and/or gender were a substantial motivating factor in the 
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harassment and discrimination she received since 2015. This included excluding her from important 

meetings; holding her to higher performance standards; refusing to recognize her contributions to work 

product; giving men credit for her work product. This included, Mr. West’s decision to block her from 

transferring to a different (female) supervisor; inviting her to have private dinners with him; pressuring 

her to enter into romantic relationships with his business partners; commenting when she did not wear 

make-up; and critiquing her gendered communication style.  This included Mr. Basanese’s critiques of 

Gjovik for not being married and not having children. This included Ms. ████████ ’s public 

comments that Apple employees should not support Gjovik because Gjovik “does not have dependents.” 

This included, Mr. Powers critiquing Gjovik when she did not wear “feminine” shoes or attire; calling 

her “emotional,” and instructing her not to stand up for herself if disrespected by her male colleagues. 

This included, Mr. Okpo placing her on indefinite administrative leave instead of mitigating the 

discrimination and harassment while she continued to work and organize, as she had requested Mr. 

Okpo and Mr. Lagares to do repeatedly; “removing her from the workplace” the day before Apple knew 

she planned to visit her office to get a copy of the texts with Mr. West from the night at Chez TJ; and to 

“remove her from workplace interactions” to prevent her from organizing with employees to capture 

evidence and discuss Apple’s systemic discrimination and retaliation against employees;   

As further described above, Gjovik’s disabilities of were a substantial motivating factor in the 

harassment she received. Specific to Gjovik’s PTSD around chemical exposure and her Multiple 

Chemical Sensitivity Syndrome, Apple prohibiting Gjovik’s from accessing information about and 

intimidating Gjovik to not talk about her safety concerns about chemical exposure and resulting health 

effects at her office; requiring Gjovik to return to unsafe work conditions; Okpo placing her on 

indefinite administrative leave to prevent her from organizing with employees and gathering evidence of 

the unsafe work conditions as she requested to Mr. Okpo and Mr. Lagares. 

Specific to her PTSD from physical violence and her Anxiety Disorder, Gjovik faced frequent 

physical assault from Mr. ◼◼◼◼◼◼ and Mr. Marini with the objective to trigger her PTSD and 

create audible and visible fear; Mr. Marini recording Gjovik screaming after a physical attack and 

sending the audio file to Gjovik’s team; Mr. West advising Gjovik on weapons and home security due to 

threats of violence; sending a certified interrogator from the “Workplace Violence” team to talk to 

Gjovik despite her history of suffering physical violence. 
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Specific to her PTSD from emotional and verbal abuse and her Anxiety Disorder, Gjovik faced 

criticism from Mr. Powers dismissing her valid work concerns as “emotional” and “reactive” when he 

did not agree with her; Mr. Powers criticizing her for not being able to “take feedback” when he would 

berate her and make her cry; Mr. Powers would telling Gjovik not to react or make facial expressions 

when he, Mr. West, or Mr. Ivan would berate her; Mr. Powers and Mr. West making derogatory and 

offensive remarks about Gjovik’s demeanor and communication style while she was under stress and 

requiring her in performance reviews to maintain complete composure under all circumstances; Mr. 

Okpo, Mr. Lagares, and Ms. Waibel suggesting Gjovik request mental health medical leave as a way to 

resolve the discrimination and harassment. All three as well as Mr. West and Ms. Polkes suggest Gjovik 

use EAP therapy in response to the unsafe work conditions, discrimination, and harassment. 

Specific to her PTSD from ◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼and her Anxiety Disorder, Mr. Powers pressuring 

her to work on a project for Mr. ◼◼◼◼◼ who previously harassed her; Mr. West pressuring her to 

allow him to come to her home and have private dinners with him; Mr. West pressuring her to have a 

romantic relationship with one of his business partners; and Mrs. ████████ , Mrs.   ███’, & Ricky 

Mondello (nonbinary)’s targeted, psychologically depraved harassment towards Gjovik, a past victim of 

◼◼◼◼, claiming repeatedly, publicly that Gjovik “asked for” the retaliation from Apple.  

Specific to her general PTSD and her Anxiety Disorder, Gjovik faced Ms.  █████ publicly 

berating Gjovik for taking an Emotional Support Animal on flight with her; Ms. ████████  publicly 

defaming Gjovik as lacking integrity, a liar, a racist, unethical, attention-seeking, and a predator. 

Specific to Gjovik peanut allergy, HATS, and Pertussis: Mr. West poisoning Gjovik with peanut butter 

ice cream, Mr. West failing to seek medical attention after he induced a life-threatening medical 

condition; Mr. Powers joking about Mr. West “trying to kill” Gjovik; Mr. West and Mr. Powers failing 

to report work injuries. Specific to Gjovik’s orthotic surgical injuries, Mr. Powers frequently criticized 

Gjovik’s footwear while her feet were healing from surgery complications when she wore sneakers or 

Ugg’s instead of her standard boots or heels. 

Apple knew or should have known of discrimination and/or harassment and/or retaliation or take 

immediate and appropriate corrective action to stop such discrimination and/or harassment and/or 

retaliation, and to take all reasonable steps to prevent the discrimination and/or harassment and/or 

retaliation from occurring. 
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Apple’s conduct violates the US EEOC & California FEHA because Apple did not immediate 

and corrective action to stop the above discriminatory acts and/or harassing conduct and/or retaliation 

from occurring.  Gjovik is informed, believes and thereon alleges that: Defendants (a) had ineffective 

policies; (b) had ineffective procedures for addressing or investigating complaints ; (c) did not 

adequately investigate Gjovik’s complaints; and (d) failed to train its employees appropriately.  

Defendants and each of them knew or should have known about their unwelcome and harassing conduct 

toward Gjovik and were remiss in failing to take immediate and appropriate corrective action.  Rather, 

discriminatory conduct was encouraged, ratified, condoned and tolerated if not actually fostered by 

Defendants’ management.  Furthermore, Defendants are strictly liable for the unlawful conduct of its 

supervisors and/or employees. 

Management employees who received Gjovik’s complaints of discrimination and/or harassment 

did not take any correction action regarding her complaints.  On some occasions, management 

employees even witnessed the discriminatory and/or harassing conduct, and still refused to take any 

corrective action.  In doing the acts and omissions set forth above, Defendants permitted the 

discriminatory conduct and/or harassment and/or retaliation of Gjovik to continue, failed to take 

immediate and appropriate corrective action to stop the discriminatory and harassment reported by 

Gjovik, failed to prevent the discrimination and harassment and retaliation from occurring, and 

ultimately permitted the discriminatory termination of Gjovik, thereby violating Government Code § 

12940(k).  

 

█████  ████ 
 
 █████  ████ also reported to Dan West. Gjovik worked with Brown, they confided in each 

other, and spent time together outside of work on a couple occasions. Brown disappeared one day. Come 

to find out, Brown sued Apple (citing Dan West) in 2018 for  

“Retaliation in violation of FEHA, Failure to Take Reasonable Steps to Investigate and 
Prevent Retaliation in Violation of FEHA, Constructive Termination in Violation of 
Public Policy, & Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress.” 
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A notice of Settlement of Entire Case, was submitted March 4 2019.1088 In her civil complaint, Brown 

wrote:  

In early January 2017, Plaintiff brought to Mr. West's attention a growing concern  over 
some areas within the organization that she believed were in violation of APPLE'S anti- 
discrimination policies. Plaintiff brought to Mr. West's attention two specific examples 
involving two women working under two of his direct reports. These two women believed 
that they were being treated differently by their respective managers solely because of their 
gender. Plaintiff further informed Mr. West that these women were reluctant to make a 
formal complaint because they feared backlash and retaliation from their respective 
managers and Mr. West, which would effectively end their careers at APPLE, and thereby 
making a difficult situation worse for them. As these two women brought specific 
examples of disparate treatment to Plaintiff, she would relate them to Mr. West. Examples of 
the disparate treatment that these two women shared with Plaintiff  and that Plaintiff shared 
with Mr. West are as follows: 
a. Bullying, sexist statements, unequal treatment in terms and conditions of  employment 
based on gender, 
b. Job assignments were based on gender, women were given the least valuable  job 
assignments, whereas the best job assignments were reserved for men. 
c. Both women expressed fear that complaining in their respective job  environments would 
be career suicide, as they would be subjected to retaliation by their male supervisors, and 
thus they were reluctant to go directly to Human Resources with their complaints.  

 
19. Plaintiff took these complaints to Mr. West, but he failed to do anything effective to 
intervene or stop the disparate treatment. Ultimately, these two women were forced to quit, 
just like Plaintiff was later forced to do. In fact, one of the women told Plaintiff that she 
"would rather be hit by a bus than stay in this organization" because of the stress and 
emotional trauma she  experienced most days. 
  
20. Mr. West was notified that these two women had resigned and he sought to talk with  
one of them who had expressed the belief that "she could be more forthcoming now that 
she no longer had to fear she would jeopardize her job by speaking truthfully." Mr. 
West knew that the culture at APPLE included the view that complaints by employees 
would be reciprocated with retaliatory actions by the employee's supervisor. In fact, Mr. 
West commented to this former Apple employee via e-mail requesting the meeting that he 
was "not so naive to think that we [APPLE] get the entire story from employees when they 
are here [APPLE]. There are too many concerns about ticking off the boss, retaliation, 
etc."  
 
24. In or about August 2017, Mr. West began creating a work environment where Plaintiff 
felt she could not openly communicate concerns and issues involving APPLE policy dealing 
with discrimination, harassment and retaliation, Mr. West became overly aggressive 
towards Plaintiff in the way he spoke to her and was often times rude and dismissive. Mr. 

 
1088 █████  ████ v Dan West, Santa Clara County Superior Court, Case No 18CV330796 (2018-2019). 
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West  started to find fault in her work, which hc used as a platform for his criticisms and 
rudeness.  Plaintiff determined that her working relationship with Mr. West was 
irreconcilably broken and  
that she could no longer thrive in that environment, so she decided she should start looking 
for  
another job within APPLE. 
 
25. Plaintiff followed APPLE policy by communicating her intentions to Mr. West and  
began utilizing APPLE resources to locate another role within the company. Thereafter, Mr. 
West's treatment and conduct towards her worsened exponentially.  
 
30. After taking her complaints about Mr. West's conduct toward her to Employee  
Relations, Plaintiff received no relief. Mr. West continued to micromanage her, criticize her 
work, find fault with her decisions, and threaten to place her on an Apple documented 
coaching plan. Plaintiff interpreted the coaching plan as an affirmative plan to end her 
employment at APPLE.  
 
31. Whenever Plaintiff pressed Employee Relations to step in and stop Mr. West from his 
retaliatory treatment, Employee Relations would only pass her complaints on to "someone 
more senior" in Employee Relations. In all, Plaintiff's complaints were passed on to two 
additional Employee Relations representatives, not counting the original representative. 
 
32. By November 2017, Plaintiff was terrified of Mr. West. Plaintiff became  emotionally 
unable to return to work and suffered panic attacks if she had to interact with him.  
 
33. Plaintiff took additional FMLA leave from November 28, 2017 to January 3, 2018.  
Plaintiff returned to APPLE on Thursday, January 4 and was contacted by the third 
Employee Relations representative who was investigating her complaints. Plaintiff shared her 
frustration that she was now dealing with the third Employee Relations representative, which 
made her feel like APPLE was not taking her complaints about Mr. West seriously. The new 
representative  
suggested that Plaintiff work from home on Monday, January 8 so that they could talk about  
Plaintiff*s complaints. After their talk, the representative placed Plaintiff on 
administrative leave from January 9 through January 26, 2018. 
 
34. On January 26, 2018, Plaintiff was informed that Employee Relations had  completed its 
investigation and determined that her claims of retaliation could not be substantiated. At 
this time, Plaintiff was offered two options by Human Resources: (1) accept two months of 
severance and sign a release of her rights to pursue legal action against APPLE for 
things that had happened during her employment; or (2) return to work on January 29, 2018 
and continue reporting to Mr. West. The Employee Relations representative also mentioned a 
possible third option, which would have Plaintiff providing administrative support to Mr. 
Basanese, the other executive, and not  Mr. West, but Plaintiff found out soon thereafter that 
Mr. West would not permit it. Ultimately Plaintiff's administrative leave was extended to 
February 1, 2018.  
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42. Towards the end of her employment with APPLE, Plaintiff repeatedly and persistently 
objected to the practices of her employer, as described above that she justifiably believed 
evidenced discrimination on the basis of gender. Observing that such objections had no  
apparent positive effect on the working conditions of these two women, in August, 2017, 
Plaintiff placed her objections in a written communication to APPLE'S Employee Relations 
consultant.  
 
51. As described above, Defendants, and each of them, received multiple complaints 
about the harassing, and retaliatory behavior of Mr. West and some of his managers, 
but did nothing about their behavior. Plaintiff contacted APPLE'S Employee Relations to 
inform APPLE of the harassing and retaliatory treatment of her and others, yet APPLE 
declined to take action. Defendants, and each of them, failed to adequately investigate 
Plaintiff*s complaints, failed to take  all reasonable steps to prevent Mr. West from 
retaliating against Plaintiff and did not investigate or discipline Mr. West in response to 
Plaintiff's multiple complaints. The Employer Defendants  failed to take any reasonable steps 
necessary to prevent discrimination, harassment, and retaliation from occurring  

 
Gjovik believes she may be one of the women Brown cited, as they did spent time talking about 
Gjovik’s concerns of discrimination and retaliation before Brown left.  
 

█████  ███  
 
[Redacted] 

THE SEPT 15 BUSINESS CONDUCT COMPLAINT  
 

Apple claims they received a formal Business Conduct complaint about Gjovik related to the 

Verge “Apple Cares about Privacy, Unless You’re an Apple Employee” article on September 15, 2021. 

Apple wrote,  

“On September 15, 2021, a different Apple employee made another report to the Business 
Conduct Helpline that Ms. Gjovik had publicly disclosed information about the Alpha 
study. The employee attached screenshots of text messages they had exchanged with Ms. 
Gjovik dated August 20, 2021. In the text messages, Ms. Gjovik admitted to disclosing 
confidential information about the Alpha study to Zoe Schiffer, a reporter from The Verge: 
“I’m helping Zoe with the privacy article. I gave her [Alpha] details because that bothers 
me too ... I’m even letting her include a few pics from [Alpha].” 1089 

 
There was only one person Gjovik had a conversation like that with on August 20th, ████ 
████████ . Transcript and screenshots below.  

 
1089 Apple’s position description  
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Aug 20 2021:  
- Gjovik: I’m helping Zoe with the 
privacy article. I gave her glimmer details 
because that bothers me too. I have nudes 
in there too that I think get uploaded. I’m 
even letting her include a few pics from 
Glimmer sayin gits me as long as she 
removes any app UI and 
codes/strings/numbers [screenshots from 
Gobbler]  
- ████████ : What the fuck is 
this  
- Gjovik: Omg you don’t know about 
this  
- ████████ : NO 
- Gjovik: You’re going to lose your 
goddamn mind even more [video from 
Gobbler]  
- ████████ : WHAT THE 
FUCK IS THIS  
- Gjovik: Watch that video [screenshot 
from Gobbler]  
- Gjovik: I gave all of this to Zoe as 
background. Some engineer told her about 
it a while back too but I’m letting her use 
those pics of me for the article to show 
how invasive it is. [screenshots]  
 
Then ████████  had me help her 
figure out if it’s on her phone because she 
was worried it was taking photos/videos of 
her too.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1090 
 
 

 
1090 Messages between ████████  & Gjovik, Aug 20 2021  
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Apple’s Position Description:  
 
“On September 15, 2021, a different Apple employee made another report to the Business Conduct 
Helpline that Ms. Gjovik had publicly disclosed information about the Alpha study.  
 
The employee attached screenshots of text messages they had exchanged with Ms. Gjovik dated August 
20, 2021.  
 
In the text messages, Ms. Gjovik admitted to disclosing confidential information about the Alpha study 
to Zoe Schiffer, a reporter from The Verge: 
 
“I’m helping Zoe with the privacy article. I gave her [Alpha] details because that bothers me too ... 
I’m even letting her include a few pics from [Alpha].” 1091 
 
(Note: Apple’s position description ommitted a phrase, replacing it with elipses instead, likely because it 
points to their criminal culpibility in illegally photographiing their emploeyes genitals.) 

 
1091 Apple’s position description  
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1092  
 

August 20 2021, iMessages between ████ ████████  & Ashley Gjovik 
 

 

 
1092 Messages between ████████  & Gjovik, Aug 20 2021  
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████████  Began Operating as an Agent of Apple Legal  
 

████████  had been friendly with Gjovik until / around when Gjovik filed complaints to the 

govenrment at the end of August, at which point ████████  seemed to develop deep animosity and 

started attacking Gjovik privately, and then publically. ████ ████████  worked in Apple Legal & 

Global Security until November 19, 2021 when ████████  entered a settlement agreement with 

Apple Inc with undisclosed terms.  

████████  had disclosed to Gjovik she entered into legal negotiations with Apple in early 

August and matters apparently escalated mid-September. ████████  would alter disclose that on 

Sept 21 2021, Apple requested “for her to no longer speak publicly about Apple as a sign of good faith” 

in their settlement negotiations. 1093 ████████  also admitted that Apple had tried to “coerce [her]” 

into signing a document that “solicited a list of names of those who gave [her] material information as 

part of an unfair labor charge” and to “silence [her].” She did not say if she provided the names or if 

there were was other performance required of her for the agreement, however she did confirm to no 

longer speaking about Apple as requested .1094 

However, during the time from Sept 21 through Oct 20, ████████  did make numerous 

negative statements about Gjovik, which are related to Apple, & under information & believe 

████████  has approval if not an obligation to make said statements. Further, on Feb 5 2022 

████████  told Gjovik she reported Twitter posts Gjovik made to Apple because ████████  

claimed Gjovik was being “extremely harmful.” ████████  said, “I alerted APPLE about the chain 

of tweets involved.” Capitalizing “APPLE” like that was peculiar. Gjovik had never seen ████████  

using that formatting in her writing – yet that is exactly what lawyers do in writing legal documents.  

 
████████ ’s Complaint was Confusing  
 
Dec 31: “Ashley’s behavior has put me in a position where I am one of Apple’s witnesses against her, 
and its because she TOLD ME she leaked unreleased IP and sent me the entire volume of it. It’s in our 
messages.”  
Sept 13: “She’s not meticulous about everything. That’s why she got fired. My lawyer told me to 
distance myself from her because of the egregious inflammatory comments she was making.”  

 
1093 https://twitter.com/████████  /status/1450977193295712257, 
https://web.archive.org/web/20220129213829/https://twitter.com/████████  /status/1450977193295712257 
1094 https://twitter.com/████████  /status/1473726601141624839, 
https://web.archive.org/web/20220215093137/https://twitter.com/████████  /status/1473726601141624839  
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████████  Was Coerced by Apple 
 

On September 11, ████████  posted about Gjovik “It was still a violation and someone else 

mentioned one of her tweets had proprietary information in it. It’s going to be hard to prove this was 

retaliatory.” On Sept 13, ████████  messaged an non-Apple employee who was supporting Gjovik 

on Twitter, writing to him privately, “ 

Many of the Twitter & online accounts Apple used to harass Gjovik, they also used to harass 

████████ . On September 13-14, one of these accounts began threatening ████████  on Reddit 

that they “have a feeling████will be fired next.” ████████  responded, “On what grounds? You 

have literally no insight into my situation. I'm not tweeting conversations with ER or anything else. I'm 

not on leave. I'm just doing my job… I'm familiar with company policies.” The account replied, “Lmao 

“familiar”?! Girl, you better know it solid or get Gjøviked! If you bring little value to Apple (can’t code 

your way out of a paper cup) they’ll fire you for the slightest transgression. Apple is ruthless like that.”  

████████  replied, “My team has got my back. If I leave, it's going to be my own doing. I'll only be 

taking feedback from the people I work with and those who use the tools I work on going forward.” 1095 

Then on Sept 14 she psoted, on Twitter, “Guess I found the author of the most foul anon DM 

I’ve ever received on Reddit. Meanwhile, all my past managers want to hire me back. Funny how that 

works, isn’t it? [Screenshot: “Better know it solid or get Gjoviked!”].”  

On Sept 15, Apple suggest ████████  filed a Business Conduct complaint. This was also the 

day Apple’s lawyers reached out to Gjovik. Gjovik also started a GoFundMe in case Apple decided to 

fufill their threat of “bankrupting & ruining” her.  

 On Sept 16, ████ then posts on Twitter, “GoFundMe is a great crowdfunding resource for 

people in need. People who are extremely privileged financially should be using other mechanisms to 

obtain residual income from supporters. Buy Me a Coffee is a great platform. Using GFM as residual 

income is predatory.”  

On Sept 22, ████████  posts to Blind: “I’m talking about workplace issues while others are 

doing messy shit leaking IP or other actual confidential thing and I’m getting blamed for it. It’s 

 
1095 https://www.reddit.com/r/apple/comments/plcc8i/apple_fires_senior_engineering_program_manager/; 
https://web.archive.org/web/20220128045657/https://www.reddit.com/r/apple/comments/plcc8i/apple_fires_senior_engineeri
ng_progr am_manager/ 
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ridiculous.”  On Sept 26-27 2021 ████████  posts to Blind, “Unfortunately she leaked IP so the 

retaliatory discharge will be a tough one to prove. She also is now saying she was suspended and that’s 

not true. I’m concerned for her, but she made a lot of money and has no dependents. She’s almost done 

with her law degree. She will be fine.”  

████████  later wrote to one of Gjovik’s friends, “Ashley’s behavior has put me in a 

position where I am one of Apple’s witnesses against her, and it’s because she TOLD ME she leaked 

unreleased IP, and sent me the entire volume of it. It’s in our messages. While I could get behind “I did 

this because this software is invasive and constitutes necessity for whistleblowing.” I cannot get behind 

saying it didn’t happen. I’m not asking you not to believe Ashley, but please, put yourself first. What she 

told you is NOT what she told me. Both of these things CANNOT be true.”  

████████  posted cryptic messages in the fall of 2021, apparently about negotiations with 

Apple. On October 22 she posted, “For the record – I hate this game of chess. I’m tired and angry and 

hurting all the time; I feel like I’m constantly trying to defend myself from being disarmed or seeming 

weak. I don’t want to bend and be someone I’m not to end the game, but the unknown... it’s heavy.” It is 

unclear what the “game of chess” was/is. In December and January ████████  would begin 

claiming that Apple “threatened to sue [her]” 1096 1097 

 

████████  made the Complaint in Bad Faith  

 

On October 29, 2021 ████████  sent screenshots of the Gobbler content that Gjovik had sent 

████████  to a non-Apple employee. The content ████████  sent to this employee was not 

redacted like The Verge did before they published the privacy article. ████████  told this person 

that Gjovik “leaked IP” and the person replied, [redacted].” ████████  replied, “I can show you 

screenshots of her telling me and I can tell you I know 100% that Apple accessed my iMessages with her 

on my device because they asked me if I had any material information [redacted]” He replied, 

“[redacted].” ████████  said, “ok here” and sent him at least the following, if not more.  

 
1096 https://twitter.com/████████  /status/1476684475677306888, 
https://web.archive.org/web/20220130012743/https://twitter.com/████████  /status/1476684475677306888 
1097 https://www.gofundme.com/f/legal-medical-expenses-for-apple-whistleblower , 
https://web.archive.org/web/20220129193051/https://www.gofundme.com/f/legal-medical-expenses-for-apple-whistleblower 
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████████ ’s Direct Messages on Twitter with a non-employee on Oct 29 2021 
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On December 18, 2021 ████████  posted to Twitter that she would have done what Gjovik 

done if she still worked at Apple. ████████  wrote, “I worked at Apple. I was vocal about 

workplace issues. I had legitimate concerns about some pieces of technology that because of certain 

company policies, I could not discuss publicly. I can tell you for certain there are people in that 

company, and all big tech, who express concerns and are ignored. The surprise is feigned. ): If I could 

do it all over again, I’d spoken openly about EVERY concern I had that could be at all tied to public 

safety. I’d have done more due diligence about things like AirTags and hear concerns from people 

who worked on it and taken it straight to the press.” 1098  

 In December 2021, ████████  said if she was still at Apple, she’d take product-related 

information, if related to public safety, “straight to the press.” So, why did ████████  report Gjovik 

to Business Conduct on Sept 15? On January 31, 2022 – the exact same day she filed for a restraining 

order against Gjovik, directly citing Gjovik’s NLRB charge against Apple as the justification for the 

petition, ████████  also posted a photo of an Apple Global Security challenge coin on her Twitter. 

████████  has been and continues to be an agent of Apple. 

 

 
Photo of “Apple Global Security” Challenge Coin posted 

by ████ ████████  on Jan 31 2022 
 
 
 
Noting the Sept 15 Complaint Against Gjovik is Confusing & Inconsistent Because it is Pretext  
 

 
1098 Twitter, https://twitter.com/████████  /status/1472374080175149056 , 
https://web.archive.org/web/20220130012341/https://twitter.com/████████  /status/1472374080175149056, 
https://twitter.com/████████  /status/1472374559512817668 , 
https://web.archive.org/web/20220130012343/https://twitter.com/████████  /status/1472374559512817668 
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In Hoffman v. Bossert, the Respondent testified that his only reasons for laying off the 

Complainant were lack of work and low seniority. Then, Respondent's counsel introduced evidence 

from three witnesses who testified to the effect that the Complainant was rude on occasion.  The ALJ 

found this confusing, so he questioned counsel at length about the Respondent's theory of the case.  The 

Secretary found that this shift in the theory of the Respondent's case was relevant because it strongly 

indicated that lack of work and low seniority were a pretext.1099 The court wrote they “find it more likely 

than not that employer’s failure to recall employee was motivated by the reaction to the news stories 

that resulted from employee’s protected contact with the newspaper.” 1100 

It was a crucial switch in the theories. The changing theory of Respondent's case is very relevant 

because it strongly indicates that lack of work and low seniority were a pretext. A respondent's shifting 

explanations about the reason for taking an adverse action often reveal that the real motive was unlawful 

retaliation.1101  Another court found that in light of a record “filled with changing and inconsistent 

explanations,” they could find no legitimate, non-discriminatory basis for the challenged action that is 

not mere pretension.”1102 

 
 
Cover-Ups, Lies, & Fraud 
 

A whistleblower may meet this burden by proffering circumstantial evidence, such as evidence 

that the employer conducted a biased or inadequate investigation of the whistleblower’s disclosures, 

including evidence that the person accused of misconduct controlled or heavily influenced the 

investigation or comparing the cost of taking corrective action necessary to address the whistleblower’s 

disclosures and the decision-maker’s incentive to suppress or conceal the whistleblower’s concerns. 1103 

The trier of fact can reasonably infer from the falsity of the explanation that the employer is 

dissembling to cover up a discriminatory purpose. Such an inference is consistent with the general 

principle of evidence law that the fact finder is entitled to consider a party’s dishonesty about a material 

 
1099 Hoffman v. Bossert, 94-CAA-4 (Sec'y Sept. 19, 1995)  
1100 Hoffman v. Bossert, 94-CAA-4 (Sec'y Sept. 19, 1995)  
1101 See, e.g., Hobby v. Georgia Power Co., Case No. 90-ERA-30, Dec. and Remand Ord., Aug. 4, 1995, slip op. at 21 
(finding no legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason for a supervisor's rating the complainant's performance as "excellent" and 
"commendable," but testifying later that he never had a high opinion of the complainant's skills).  
1102 Edwards v. United States Postal Service, 909 F.2d 320, 324 (8th Cir. 1990) 
1103 National Law Review, Proving SOC Whistleblower Retaliation, 2017, https://www.natlawreview.com/article/proving-
sox-whistleblower-retaliation-chapter-6 
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fact as “affirmative evidence of guilt.” 1104 Moreover, once the employer’s justification has been 

eliminated, discrimination may well be the most likely alternative explanation, especially since the 

employer is in the best position to put forth the actual reason for its decision. Thus, a plaintiff’s prima 

facie case, combined with sufficient evidence to find that the employer’s asserted justification is false, 

may permit the trier of fact to conclude that the employer unlawfully discriminated.1105 

Pretext was found when the offered nondiscriminatory reason for termination was not supported 

by evidence.1106 Pretext was found due to false and misrepresenting statements by the company and a 

history of enforcement reports, compliance reviews, and citations. One of the false statements was the 

employer claiming they had never been cited for a violation. The company also had a history of asking 

drivers to drive in excess of regulatory requirements and the drivers were no disciplined for those 

violations.1107 

In Donovan, pretext was found when the employer, following an employee complaint to OSHA 

about improper ventilation of fumes, ordered that the telephone privileges accorded the men in the back 

be taken away because he believed the OSHA complaint had been made on the company telephone, and 

in ordering the air conditioning turned off, which made working conditions very uncomfortable.1108 The 

employer went to great lengths to find out which specific employee filed the OSHA complaint by 

interrogating and threatening the employees and calling state Department of Labor, before firing the 

three men the employer suspected made the complaint.1109  

 In Overall, the employer engaged in a “concerted effort to conceal,” a screw failure, which 

resulted in a series of retaliatory actions taken by employer against Complainant in furtherance of the 

cover-up. The court stated the facts clearly showed an organized scheme to remove Overall from a 

specific facility by transferring him to another organization, and then to lay him off and never recall 

him. Evidence in the case indicated a broad coverup of significant safety hazards caused by the use of 

defective screws. The employer issued misleading, incomplete, and superficial safety reports, closed out 

 
1104 Reeves v. Sanderson Plumbing Products, Inc., 120 S.Ct. at 2108-2109 (2000); Wright v. West, 505 U. S. 277, 296 (1992); 
see also Wilson v. United States, 162 U. S. 613, 620-621 (1896); 2 J. Wigmore, Evidence § 278(2), p. 133 (J. Chadbourn rev. 
1979).  
1105 Reeves v. Sanderson Plumbing Products, Inc., 120 S.Ct. at 2108-2109 (2000) 
1106 Jayaraj v Pro-Pharmaceuticals, 2003-SOX-32 (DOL ALJ Feb 2005) 
1107 Assistant Sec Mailloux v R & B Transportation, 2006-STA-12 (DOL ARB June 2009) 
1108 Donovan v Peter Zimmer America, 557 F Supp 642 (DSC 1982) 
1109 See N.L.R.B. v. Davis, 642 F.2d 350, 353 (9th Cir.1981); Hamilton Avnet Electronics, 240 NLRB 781, 788-789 (1979). 
Cf. J.P. Stevens & Co., Inc. v. N.L.R.B., supra, 638 F.2d at 683 
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issues without any corrective action, failure to notify the government agency overseeing the facility of 

safety issues, trying to keep Complainant away from building with safety issues, and terminating 

employee for pretextual, false reasons. In a cover-up, the employer schemed to prevent Complainant’s 

continued involvement with the facility or the screw failures, in order to facilitate operations “without 

regard for the significant operational safety concerns raised by the use of the defective screws.”1110 

 The Overall court found “ample evidence” to support “a coverup by the employer in order to 

continue operations at facility.” After Complainant had reported the screw failure & set in motion a 

number of remedial processes, employer declared the failure “was not a safety issue,” and transferred 

Complainant involuntarily to another team at a different location. Before Complainant transferred, “he 

continued to pursue the safety issue” and he met with engineers to develop a recurrence control program 

for the screw failures and the “PER” internal report which would go to the NRC.1111 The employer then 

immediately relieved Complainant of all responsibility for the screw failure by taking an unusual step to 

transfer the PER to another department, and that department promptly closed the PER without taking 

any corrective action. 1112 

APPLE’S CONFLICTS OF INTEREST  
 

The Responsible Party for Gjovik’s office, the Superfund site, is TRW Microwave (later 

acquired by Northrop Grumman). The company has been cited numerous times by the city, state, and 

federal government for violations at the TRW Microwave Superfund site. This includes 1984 & 1989 

state orders, a 1991 state and US EPA Record of Decision, a 2014 warning and agency transfer, a 2014-

15 Notice of Deficiency, and a 2019 Settlement between the parties and the U.S. EPA. Several 

investigations and actions for the site are open, past previous deadlines, including a 2014 warning that 

the land use covenant for the site is currently out of compliance with California laws and requires 

revision.1113 

 
1110 Overall v. Tennessee Valley Authority , ARB Nos. 98-111, 98-128, ALJ No. 1997-ERA-53 (ARB Apr. 30, 2001) (Final 
Decision and Order) 
1111 A “PER” is an internal report of a safety problem used as a tracking document. It identifies a problem, lays out corrective 
action and affords a means of verifying that the problem has been resolved. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 
examines PERs during its audits of power plants. Overall v. Tennessee Valley Authority  
1112 Overall v. Tennessee Valley Authority , ARB Nos. 98-111, 98-128, ALJ No. 1997-ERA-53 (ARB Apr. 30, 2001) (Final 
Decision and Order) 
1113 See 825 Stewart Drive – Overview Memo 
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 Gjovik raised concerns to Apple, the EPA, and the SEC that Ronald Sugar used to be 

CEO/President of TRW Microwave & Northrup Grumman, & Sugar is now on the Board of Directors 

for Apple as chair of the Finance & Audit Committee, which appears to oversee the leasing of & due 

diligence programs for offices on chemical clean-up sites, including the TRW Microwave Superfund.1114 

Sugar’s previous companies caused the contamination that is now under Gjovik’s office. Gjovik 

submitted an inquiry to Apple Business Conduct in August, before she was terminated, asking: Is Sugar 

overseeing the due diligence program for clean-up, testing, employee complaints, finance for this office 

that his previous company caused the pollution for & is still responsible to clean up? Did he notify the 

General Counsel of this conflict of interest? Has he taken any actions that are favorable to Northrop 

Grumman/TRW and forsake proper safety & protection for Apple employees? Apple never answered 

Gjovik’s questions.  

 Gjovik complained to the U.S. EPA (and forwarded the email to Apple) before she was 

suspended: “So the guy who was running the companies responsible for this site’s pollution, clean-up, 

vapor intrusion etc — is one of only eight Apple board members. He also chaired Apple’s Audit & 

Finance committee, which I assume would oversee budgets for things like... Apple’s facility and safety 

oversight. If you’re trusting they’re all doing the right thing, maybe they are, but I’d hope you might 

poke around a bit and see what exactly this whole floor crack / floor sealing thing is about — in 

additional to the lack of air testing, and refusal to test the air before they seal the floor.” 

 Gjovik complained to the SEC before she was terminated that “This 825 Stewart building was 

the California HQ for TRW Microwave, so Sugar must be very familiar with it. I have a separate 

complaint with the Federal EPA about my concerns about hazardous waste vapor intrusion in the indoor 

air of the building and negligent, if not reckless & fraudulent due diligence of the safety & health 

oversight of the employees by Apple. I was even intimidated by my Manager & Apple Employee 

Relations to not speak openly about my workplace safety concerns. I have since faced multiple types of 

retaliation for continuing to speak about my concerns about work place safety & Apple's unethical, if not 

illegal, behavior related to the building. Meanwhile Ronald Sugar is supposed to be overseeing Finance 

& Audit for Apple, which I assume includes the budget and oversight of due diligence programs like 

this. This seems like a very big conflict of interest.” 

 
1114 Apple, https://www.apple.com/newsroom/2010/11/17Ronald-D-Sugar-Joins-Apples-Board-of-Directors/ 
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 Gjovik complained to Apple and to the SEC that Lisa Jackson and Alisa Johnson about conflict-

of-interest concerns that the women seem to be heavily involved in Apple's hazardous waste public 

relations. Gjovik was worried because her office is a Federal EPA Superfund site already with one 

conflict of interest with Sugar, but also more if Lisa Jackson's team is doing public relations about 

Apple's hazardous waste crimes and Lisa Jackson used to run the U.S. EPA & Alisha was her press 

secretary. Gjovik expressed concerns to Apple that Jackson must have known about Apple’s offices on 

Superfund sites, but Jackson was making public statements about Apple’s commitment to “healthy 

communities” and environmental justice. Gjovik also raised concerns that Jackson’s team publicly stated 

in 2016 that Apple goes “well beyond legal requirements” but that EH&S told Gjovik Apple only does 

what is absolutely legally required related to Superfund sites. Apple never responded to Gjovik’s 

concerns.  

 

APPLE’S ELABORATE & POORLY EXECUTED COVER-UP 
 

 
 From the beginning of this series of events, Gjovik was told by her manager and Employee 

Relations not to share her safety concerns with her coworkers, to not tell her coworkers they were 

working on a Superfund site, and she was discouraged from or even misled to not report concerns to the 

government. Gjovik referred to these instructions’ multiple times as “gag orders.” Further, once Gjovik 

started to discover how severe the safety issues were at her office, Apple quickly shut down meetings 

with her & ceased communications with Gjovik about the safety issues, telling Gjovik they won’t 

answer any more of her safety questions, whether pending or new. Written meeting notes included 

summaries like they “won’t answer that question” and “this meeting is over.”  

 The Apple EH&S manager who had previously overseen Apple’s due diligence & environmental 

engineering related to offices on chemical clean-up sites, suddenly went on medical leave and then 

resigned from Apple in the midst of these discussions. The last meeting Gjovik attended with Michael 

Steiger, he seemed upset with Apple and was forced to simply read a piece of paper that appeared to 

have been written by Apple where he said essentially the office is safe because he’s an expert and he 

thinks it’s safe. They told Gjovik that would be her final update. Steiger had joined Apple in 2013 but 

now was gone within days.  
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 Gjovik had met the Apple attorney responsible for EH&S & CERCLA due diligence back in 

November 2020, Debra J. ████. During those meetings with Rubenstein, Gjovik was discussing what 

happened at her apartment and ████ confided she recently joined Apple’s legal team and was 

concerned to find that Apple had not been doing vapor intrusion testing on their Superfund offices. 

However, at one point, ████ also told Gjovik that ████ was “on the side of big business,” “worked 

for chemical companies before,” and thought “Erin Brockovich was annoying.” Gjovik talked to ███  

████ about his concerns about what ████ had said and it making her concerned about Apple 

pretending the 2021 testing was routine. Gjovik shared the same concerns with Okpo, texting him a 

follow up of ████ LinkedIn on July 28, to which Okpo responded, “Thank you.”  

 Apple did not put much effort into even creating a façade that they were not trying to cover up 

their negligence with Gjovik’s office. Instead, after Gjovik exposed the likelihood there was ongoing 

vapor intrusion, Apple then said they were not going to test the air. Gjovik and her coworkers 

immediately suspected that was Apple attempting to not gather evidence of their own wrongdoing. 

When Apple disclosed there were cracks in the floor of the office and Gjovik requested they test the air 

before they fix the cracks because cracks in the floor is how vapor intrusion occurs and she wanted to 

know which chemical and what levels were present for “cancer monitoring,” Apple told Gjovik they 

refused to test the air until after they fixed the cracks. Gjovik protested that after the fix the cracks, there 

will be no way to know if vapor intrusion was present and if so, how bad it was. Apple persisted. 

When Gjovik told Apple she planned to visit the office on August 5th to gather evidence, Apple 

suddenly announced they were sending an EH&S team to her office all day on August 4th (the day 

before). When Gjovik worked with coworkers at the building on August 3rd to gather photos and details 

about the cracks in the floor, and notified Apple as such, Apple suddenly suspended Gjovik and 

removed her from the “workplace” and “all workplace interactions” the morning of August 4th. Gjovik 

was then left unable to coordinate with her coworkers to gather evidence, or to visit her office as 

planned to gather evidence in person the next day.  

Gjovik noticed what appeared to be major re-organizations of Steiger team and organization after 

he left. On July 8, Gjovik emailed EH&S noting,  

“I didn’t realize Apple hired an external manager, Robert ████, two 
months ago to lead “Global Environmental Compliance!” Does that mean 
the vapor intrusion due diligence is now formally under Real Estate & 
Development instead of EH&S? Scott’s not doing it anymore?  
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I remember having a phone call with Elizabeth ████ in mid-September 
2020 about my chemical exposure at my apartment and the building uphill 
that Apple previously leased for industrial use (it had a groundwater plume 
flowing in direction of my apartments). She had said she led a Real Estate 
& Development team — I didn’t realize she also had EH&S under her as 
well. Or was that a recent re-org too?” Apple never responded.  
 

 Apple did everything they could to prevent Gjovik from gathering evidence of the safety issues 

at Gjovik’s office, even with Gjovik reporting Apple’s actions & her concerns to the U.S. EPA. They 

day before Gjovik was suspended, the U.S. EPA wrote to her about her safety concerns at Apple: “.  I 

want to reiterate that I appreciate your time and patience and let you know we take your on-the-ground 

observations seriously.” A week earlier the U.S. EPA wrote to her: “Thanks again for …. providing 

your on-the-ground observations. EPA communicates regularly with responsible parties on issues 

related to Superfund sites as part of the agency’s CERCLA obligations… & follows up on concerns 

raised by the public in regards to Superfund sites. The agency takes these communications and on-the-

ground observations seriously.” 

 The day Gjovik was suspended, Apple’s EH&S team was apparently there all day with “lots of 

tools” per a report from her coworker that morning. Gjovik then saw emails come in steadily while she 

was on leave about EH&S activities at the building. EH&S send notices they would be on site for long 

periods of time: Aug 4; Aug 6-Aug 8; Aug 11; Aug 13-15; Aug 18-19; Aug 20-22; Aug 27-29; & Sept 

3-5. This was terribly unusual and highly suspicious.  

Gjovik continued to ask Apple for updates on the office, expressing concerns about the safety & 

welfare of her colleagues, up until her termination.  

 

APPLE LEADERS LISA JACKSON AND ALISHA JOHNSON HAVE A HISTORY OF CHEMICAL EXPOSURE 
COVERUPS  
 

In 2014, it was exposed by the agencies OIG watchdog, that the U.S. Environmental Protection 

Agency (EPA) did not consistently disclose health risks to human test subjects it used to study the risks 

of pollutants, sometimes keeping information about cancer possibilities from participants.1115 “In our 

view, the agency should inform study subjects of any potential cancer risks of a pollutant to which they 

 
1115 The Hill, Report: EPA withheld health risks from human test subjects, https://thehill.com/policy/energy-
environment/202456-report-epa-did-not-properly-disclose-pollutant-risks-to-study 
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are being exposed so that study subjects can make the most informed decision possible about whether to 

participate in a study,” the report said. The U.S. Senate Environment and Public Works Committee, 

which oversees the EPA, said the report shows the agency’s issues with science and transparency. “EPA 

concurs with and is adopting the OIG’s recommendations to ensure its policies and procedures are 

strengthened even further,” spokeswoman Alisha Johnson said. 1116 

 

CALIFORNIA DTSC SUED APPLE IN 2016 FOR $450K IN HAZARDOUS WASTE VIOLATIONS  
 

“A settlement agreement between the California Department of Toxic Substances Control 

(DTSC) and Apple Inc. was filed in Santa Clara County Superior Court by the California Attorney 

General’s Office on behalf of DTSC. Apple has agreed to pay $450,000 to DTSC and to increase facility 

inspections to settle allegations of hazardous waste violations at facilities in Silicon Valley. The 

settlement stems from violations that DTSC found during a June 13, 2013 inspection of an Apple 

electronic waste shredding facility in Sunnyvale and a subsequent review of records. DTSC discovered 

that Apple had opened, operated and then closed an electronic waste shredding facility from 2011 to 

2012 in Cupertino without DTSC’s knowledge and without complying with universal waste regulations, 

including the mismanagement of metal dust from shredder operations. 

Apple processed about 1.1 million pounds of electronic waste at the Cupertino facility before 

closing it in January 2013, and shifting operations to a facility in Sunnyvale. In Sunnyvale, Apple 

dismantled, shredded and disposed of more than 800,000 pounds of electronic waste before notifying 

DTSC of the plant’s existence and complying with all universal waste regulations. Universal waste, such 

as electronic devices, batteries and other discarded consumer products containing hazardous substances, 

are subject to California universal waste regulations. Since they are considered a type of hazardous 

waste, universal waste handlers who accept universal waste must notify DTSC and handle the waste 

according to management standards required by law. 

The shredding process produces a fine dust that is collected by a baghouse and filter system. The 

dust is classified as a hazardous waste due to the concentration of metals. The shredded devices are 

shipped offsite for recycling and sold as scrap metal. Apple, however, shipped hazardous dust and floor 

 
1116 The Hill, Report: EPA withheld health risks from human test subjects, https://thehill.com/policy/energy-
environment/202456-report-epa-did-not-properly-disclose-pollutant-risks-to-study 
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sweep from Sunnyvale to a recycling facility in Roseville that was not authorized to handle Apple’s 

hazardous waste. 

After the inspection, records review and dust sampling, DTSC alleged the following violations: 

• Transportation of hazardous waste without a proper manifest 

• Failing to report and track exports of hazardous waste 

• Failing to label or otherwise mark used oil containers as “hazardous waste” 

• Failing to provide notice of closure for the facility in Cupertino 

• Failing to submit a written closure plan and cost estimate for closing the facility in Cupertino and 

for eventual closure of the one in Sunnyvale 

• Failing to demonstrate financial assurance to fund the eventual closure of the two facilities 

 

“Compliance with the hazardous waste law is fundamental in protecting the health of workers and 

communities as well as the environment,” said Keith Kihara, Chief of DTSC’s enforcement division. 

“We are encouraged by the settlement and that Apple is working with us to take the necessary steps to 

comply with California’s hazardous waste law.” 

As part of the settlement, Apple has agreed to maintain a closure plan and financial insurance for 

the facility, conduct weekly inspections of areas where hazardous waste is generated and stored, and will 

ensure that electronic waste, including shredded electronic waste, is properly labeled and not put into 

containers with dust derived from its shredding operations.”1117 1118 

 
 
History of Hostility Toward Regulations; Deliberate Violations of Regulations 
 

Deliberate violations of federal regulations suggest an antagonism to the regulatory scheme and 

may support an inference of retaliatory intent.1119 Antagonism toward protected activity may manifest 

 
1117 DTSC, https://dtsc.ca.gov/2016/12/06/apple-agrees-to-pay-450000-to-settle-hazardous-waste-violations/  
1118 DTSC, https://dtsc.ca.gov/hw-projects/apple-inc/  
1119 Timmons v Mattingly Testing Services, 95-ERA-40 (DOL ARB, June 1996); See Nichols v. Bechtel Const. Co., Case No. 
87- ERA-0044, Sec. Dec., Oct. 26, 1992, slip op. at 16-17 (discussing nuclear plant supervisor's disregard of safety 
procedures as a basis for drawing inference of retaliatory intent toward whistleblower), aff'd sub nom. Bechtel Const. Co. v. 
Sec'y of Labor, 50 F.3d 926 (11th Cir. 1995); cf. Moon v. Transp. Drivers, Inc., 836 F.2d 226, 229-30 (6th Cir. 1987) (relying 
on employer's encouraging of safety complaints in concluding that complaint filed under employee protection provision of 
Surface Transportation Assistance Act, 49 U.S.C. § 31105, lacked merit); Gibson v. Arizona Public Service Co., Case Nos. 
90-ERA-29, 90-ERA-46, 90-ERA-53, Sec. Dec., Sept. 18, 1995, slip op. at 7 (relying on employer's "pervasive policy 
encouraging safety complaints" in concluding that whistleblower complaint lacked merit).   
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itself in many ways, e.g., ridicule, openly hostile actions or threatening statements, or, in the case of a 

whistleblower who contacts the NRC, simply questioning why the whistleblower did not pursue 

corrective action through the usual internal channels.1120  

 Pretext has found when an employer had a history of ignoring the employee’s reasonable safety 

concerns.1121 Pretext has also been found when an employee refused to work in unsafe work 

conditions.1122 Further, pretext has been found in a free speech retaliation case when the employer was 

giving the employee poor performance reviews and imposing increasingly strict restrictions on 

employee speech and association.1123 

 Pretext has been found when a supervisor is frustrated over an employee raising safety concerns, 

specifically the employee raising safety issues at a group safety meeting and about reporting oil spills to 

an agency.1124 In addition, pretext was found when an employee was fired two weeks after raising safety 

concerns and his protected activity was described as “disruptive.” 1125 

In Simas there were both circumstantial and direct evidence of company’s retaliatory animus. In 

her October 8, 1993 memo, the employer not only complained that Complainant had harassed the 

internal auditor, but stated directly to Complainant that the charges he made about a loan was 

"unwarranted," and that if he persisted in making "unwarranted charges or threats [to report his 

suspicions to the NCUA," he would be terminated immediately. So too, the employer’s senior vice-

president told Complainant that he thought employer should have fired Complainant outright for 

"stirring [up]" the loan matter.1126  

A plaintiff may prove that a forbidden animus was a motivating factor through either direct or 

circumstantial evidence so long as the circumstantial evidence is sufficiently strong.1127 Animus was 

 
1120 See Smith v. Esicorp, Inc., Case No. 93-ERA-0016, Sec. Dec., Mar. 13, 1996, slip op. at 23-27; Harrison v. Stone & 
Webster Engineering Group, Case No. 93-ERA-44, Sec. Dec., Aug. 22, 1995, slip op. at 8-9; Mandreger v. Detroit Edison 
Co., Case No. 88-ERA-17, Sec. Dec., Mar. 30, 1994, slip op. at 19-22; Pillow v. Bechtel Const., Inc., Case No. 87-ERA-35, 
Sec. Dec., July 19, 1993, slip op. at 22.   
1121 Evans v Miami Valley Hospital, 2006-AIR-22 (DOL ARB Jun 2009) 
1122 Ferguson v New Prime, 2009-STA-47 (DOL ALJ 2010) 
1123 Brammer-Hoelter v Twin Peaks, 492 F.3d 1192 (10th Cir 2007)  
1124 Testa v Consolidated Edison, 2007-STA-27 (DOL ALJ), affirmed by ARB March 19 2010  
1125 Donahue v Exelon, 2008-PSI-1 DOL (Dec 2008)  
1126 Simas v First Citizen, 170 F.3d 37 (1st Cir 1999). See, e.g., Frobose, 152 F.3d at 616 (affirming denial of summary 
judgment for employer in § 1831j retaliation case where president's express antagonism toward plaintiff was echoed in 
antagonistic remarks made by other senior officers) 
1127 Kinzel v. Discovery Drilling, Inc. Supreme Court of Alaska June 25, 2004, Decided Supreme Court No. S-10190, No. 
5820  
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found in Kinzel with evidence of the employee’s manager characterizing the employee’s actions as 

creating a "wound" and a "pain" & testifying he was upset with the employee for his safety complaints 

& protected actions. 1128 

 

APPLE HAS ENGAGED IN A LONG HISTORY OF DELIBERATE VIOLATIONS OF LAWS  
 
 In 2019, Apple’s own General Counsel for eight years, Bruce Sewell, described Apple’s 

approach to law as “wild,” “laissez-fair,” and “chaos.” When asked about risk & law, Sewell said 

instead of avoiding risk, instead to look for it. Sewell stated, “steer the ship as close to that line as you 

can.” Sewell elaborated, that while Apple steers its legal ship as close to legal risk as it can, its also 

prepared to manage the situation if it “does go nuclear.”1129  

Examples of Apple’s disregard, if not animosity, towards the law include obtaining unlawful 

search warrants and impersonating police officers in 2010-2011;1130 U.S. Department of Justice & SEC 

convictions against Apple Inc & it’s officers for crimes of anti-trust, insider trading, illegal executive 

stock option backdating, and fraud;1131 Department of Justice lawsuits over employee salary-fixing and 

product price-fixing conspiracies;1132 massive fines from the California government over hazardous 

waste violations in 2016;1133 another violation of hazardous waste laws in 2021,1134 and the numerous 

retaliation complaints currently filed with government agencies and court dockets by Apple employees.  

An antitrust expert & law professor was quoted calling Steve Jobs, “was a walking antitrust 

violation,” and added “I’m simply astounded by the risks he seemed willing to take.” 1135 Further, when 

 
1128 McCuistion v. Tennessee Valley Auth., 89-ERA-6 (Sec'y Nov. 13, 1991). Accord Shusterman v. Ebasco Servs., Inc., 87-
ERA-27 (Sec'y Jan. 6, 1992). 
1129 Apple Insider, https://appleinsider.com/articles/19/06/10/tim-cook-supported-apples-legal-team-after-very-ugly-ibooks-
lawsuit; Before You Take the LSAT, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-wuf3KI76Ds 
1130 Gawker, https://www.gawker.com/5856260/apples-sleazy-secret-police-lose-their-leader ; CNET, 
https://www.cnet.com/news/source-apple-pushed-security-executive-out/ 
1131 The New York Times, Steve Jobs Defied Convention, and Perhaps the Law, May 2 2014, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/03/business/steve-jobs-a-genius-at-pushing-boundaries-too.html ; Bloomberg, Ex-Apple 
Lawyer Indicted on Insider Trading Charges, Oct 24 2019, https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-10-24/ex-apple-
lawyer-levoff-indicted-on-insider-trading-charges; 
1132 The New York Times, Steve Jobs Defied Convention, and Perhaps the Law, May 2 2014, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/03/business/steve-jobs-a-genius-at-pushing-boundaries-too.html  
1133 DTSC, https://dtsc.ca.gov/2016/12/06/apple-agrees-to-pay-450000-to-settle-hazardous-waste-violations/ 
1134 County of Santa Clara; Department of Environmental Health; Hazardous Materials Compliance Division (HMCD), 
03/15/2021, Class II Violation G010, PR0416657 - HAZARDOUS WASTE GENERATOR - 2206  
1135 The New York Times, Steve Jobs Defied Convention, and Perhaps the Law, May 2 2014, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/03/business/steve-jobs-a-genius-at-pushing-boundaries-too.html  
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the Securities and Exchange Commission charged Apple with fraud for the stock option-backdating, 

Apple admitted they fabricated minutes for a board meeting that never even occurred, in order to create 

evidence to support their fraudulent backdating. Apple executives eventually settled charges and left the 

company.1136 In 2013, Apple even had an “External Anti-trust Compliance Monitor” assigned to oversee 

its activities for two years, to ensure Apple did not violate anti-trust laws once again.1137 

 In 2013, an ex-Apple manager, Joshua Banko, sued Apple Inc for a Violation of Dodd-Frank 

Act; Wrongful Termination; Retaliation; Breach of Employment Contract; Breach of Implied Covenant 

of Good Faith & Fair Dealing. Banko’s claim as a Dodd-Frank whistleblower was dismissed because he 

did not report the embezzlement to the SEC.1138 In 2012, Banko had discovered one of his employees 

was embezzling from Apple. Banko reported it to his managers but they did not want to take action, so 

he then reported it to Human Resources. Human resources terminated the employee A couple weeks 

later, Banko was fired as well.1139 Apple’s formal legal pleading in the case argue for dismissal of the 

“termination in violation of public policy” charge because, Apple said, Banko’s reporting of 

embezzlement “cannot be tethered to any fundamental public policy.” The court responded that, 

contrary to Apple’s claims, California courts have found there is a “compelling and fundamental public 

interest in a workplace free from crime.” 1140 

An long tenured, senior Apple legal executive, Gene Levoff, was indicted by the U.S. 

Department of Justice in 2019 for securities and wire fraud. He had reported to general counsel and was 

one of the most senior Apple executives. 1141  Levoff claimed the U.S. SEC charges of insider trading 

were “unconstitutional,” claiming insider trading was not prohibited by criminal law. The judge 

responded that the U.S. SEC is in fact, not unconstitutional. Levoff then argued he wasn’t guilty due to 

 
1136 The New York Times, Steve Jobs Defied Convention, and Perhaps the Law, May 2 2014, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/03/business/steve-jobs-a-genius-at-pushing-boundaries-too.html  
1137 United States v. Apple, Inc., Civil Action No. 1:12-CV-2826, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 129727, at *21 (S.D.N.Y. Sep. 5, 
2013) 
1138 Banko v. Apple Inc., 20 F.Supp.3d 749 (2013); Banko v. Apple, Inc., No. 13-02977 RS, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 176476 
(N.D. Cal. Dec. 16, 2013) 
1139 Banko v. Apple Inc., 20 F.Supp.3d 749 (2013); Banko v. Apple, Inc., No. 13-02977 RS, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 176476 
(N.D. Cal. Dec. 16, 2013) 
1140 Banko v. Apple Inc., 20 F.Supp.3d 749 (2013); Banko v. Apple, Inc., No. 13-02977 RS, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 176476 
(N.D. Cal. Dec. 16, 2013) 
1141 Bloomberg, Ex-Apple Lawyer Indicted on Insider Trading Charges, Oct 24 2019, 
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-10-24/ex-apple-lawyer-levoff-indicted-on-insider-trading-charges; U.S. SEC 
v Gene Levoff, Civil No. 2:19-5536, United States District Court (Feb 13 2019), 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2019/comp24399.pdf  
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the “non-delegation doctrine,” “Chevron deference,” and then some mutterings about Justice Scalia. 

Levoff faces 12 counts of fraud, each carrying a max of 20 years in prison, and potentially millions of 

dollars of fines. 1142 

 Last year, Apple attempted to compel discovery in an anti-trust lawsuit. The “Coalition for App 

Fairness” was suing Apple for anti-trust violations. Apple attempted to compel discovery against the 

Coalition including all documents and communications concerning the Coalition (every single document 

in the group’s possession).1143 The Coalition protested, saying Apple’s justification was “pretext” and 

Apple simply wants to “peek behind the curtain of a political opponent.” 1144 The court denied Apple’s 

motions as not relevant or proportional. The court wrote, “Apple does not need to know which 

politicians the Coalition has been lobbying, how many meetings they have had, which foreign officials in 

which countries the Coalition has been talking to.” 1145 Apple insisted it “does not engage in retaliatory 

actions” but the court found if it agreed to Apple’s invasive discovery request, it would “give rise to a 

legitimate fear of retaliation” to all app developers. 1146 The court stated, “compelling disclosure of 

internal campaign communications can chill the exercise of these rights… it is difficult to see the 

Coalition surviving as an effective public advocacy organization if its internal communications are 

turned over to Apple.” 1147 The court’s inference is Apple was attempting to use lawfare to destroy the 

Coalition for App Fairness because the Coalition challenged Apple’s power.  

 

 

 
 
 
 
  

 
1142 Apple Insider, Former Apple lawyer fails to dismiss insider trading indictment, Aug 13 2020, 
https://appleinsider.com/articles/20/08/13/former-apple-lawyer-fails-to-dismiss-insider-trading-indictment  
1143 Apple Inc. v. Match Grp., No. 21-mc-80184-YGR (TSH), 2021 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 161373, at *25-26 (N.D. Cal. Aug. 19, 
2021) 
1144 Apple Inc. v. Match Grp., No. 21-mc-80184-YGR (TSH), 2021 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 161373, at *25-26 (N.D. Cal. Aug. 19, 
2021) 
1145 Apple Inc. v. Match Grp., No. 21-mc-80184-YGR (TSH), 2021 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 161373, at *25-26 (N.D. Cal. Aug. 19, 
2021) 
1146 Apple Inc. v. Match Grp., No. 21-mc-80184-YGR (TSH), 2021 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 161373, at *25-26 (N.D. Cal. Aug. 19, 
2021) 
1147 Apple Inc. v. Match Grp., No. 21-mc-80184-YGR (TSH), 2021 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 161373, at *25-26 (N.D. Cal. Aug. 19, 
2021) 
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V. Requested Remedies 

 

Gjovik requests all remedies available under each statute, including: back-pay (for lost wages, 

bonuses, & benefits), compensatory damages (for pecuniary losses, emotional distress & mental 

anguish, & reputational harm & personal humiliation), punitive & exemplary damages for Apple’s 

reckless & callous disregard for Gjovik’s rights, injunctive and declaratory relief, and reinstatement. 

Gjovik is also requesting a formal, written, public apology from Apple Inc for their egregious 

retaliation against her. This is not only to make Gjovik whole, but to warm the “chilled” air across Apple 

Inc as Gjovik’s coworkers saw the actions Apple took against Gjovik as a threat to all of them, warning 

them to not speak up as Gjovik did. Apple Inc must assure its employees that what it did to Gjovik was 

wrong, that Apple understands that it was wrong and why it was wrong, and that Apple commits to 

treating it’s workers with dignity and respect going forward.  

 
Requested Remedies 

- Preliminary Injunctive Relief if Available  
- Reinstatement / Front Pay (SOX) 
- Back Pay (CERCLA, SOX, OSHA) 

o Lost Wages 
o Bonuses 
o Benefits  
o Interest  

- Neutral Reference, Expungement of Reprimand & Derogatory Reference (SOX)  
- Attorneys Fees & Costs (CERCLA, SOX) 
- Compensatory damages (CERCLA, SOX, OSHA) 

o Pecuniary Loses  
o Emotional Distress/Mental Anguish/Pain Suffering  

- Punitive / Exemplary Damages (OSHA) 
o Apple Inc’s conduct was reckless and showed callous indifference towards Gjovik’s 

federal protected rights  
o Apple Inc was aware they were violating the law  
o Apple Inc’s violations involved egregious misconduct  

§ Discharge accompanied by simultaneous harassment & blacklisting 
§ There has been a pattern or practice of retaliation 
§ There is a policy contrary to rights protected by the statutes 
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§ The adverse action was accompanied by public humiliation, threats of violence, 
and other retaliation, or threats against the complainant’s friends, family, and 
coworkers  

o Apple Inc’s conduct was outrageous and others must be deterred from similar conduct   
o Note: there is no statutory cap for OSH Act exemplary damages; limited only by 9 to 1 

ratio  
- Other, if Possible 

o Posting a notice regarding the OSHA order (electronically and physical)  
o Posting notices of OSHA Whistleblower laws (electronically and physical) 
o Requiring Apple Inc to provide training regarding OSHA Whistleblower statues  
o Apology  

 
 
 
 
 


